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A R T IC L E  I.

S ir  WILLIAM HAMILTON, Bart., AND PHRENOLOGY.

I.— CORRESPONDENCE PUBLISHED IN  TH E CALEDONIAN 
M ERCURY BETW EEN SIR W ILLIA M  HAM ILTON AND 
D R SPU RZH EIM , AND BETW EEN SIR W ILLIA M  HA
M ILTON AND MR GEORGE COMBE.

L r t t sb  from S ir  W illiam  H amilton, Bart.
To the Editor q fthe Caledonian Mercury.

Sir,—The report of Dr Spurzheim’s lectures on Phrenology, 
published in your paper or last Thursday, contains allusions to 
me o f such a nature, tnat I  cannot with propriety suffer them to

r i without an immediate correction of their inaccuracy. What 
Spurzheim may state within the walls of his lecture-room I  
have taken no opportunity of learning ; and I certainly should 

not have deemed it incumbent on me to notice any observations 
relative to my proceedings, had these not been thus obtruded 
on my attention, and published to the world.

D r Spurzheim complains that I  have acted unfairly, in refus
ing to print the papers against Phrenology which I  read before 
the Royal Society, and in not openly discussing the opinions 
which I  had ventured to attack. Before thus animadverting on 
my conduct, he was certainly bound to have ascertained the ac
curacy of his allegations ; and he ought therefore to have known, 
from my correspondence with Mr Combe, (to. be read in the 
Fifteenth Number of the Phrenological Journal,) that, far from 
refusing to publish these papers, I  explicitly declared that I  only 
awaitea the decision of the umpires appointed to report in re
gard to the truth or falsehood of certain essential phenomena, 
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A R T IC L E  I.

Sm WILLIAM HAMILTON, Bart ., AND PHRENOLOGY.

^-CORRESPONDENCE PUBLISHED IN  TH E CALEDONIAN 
MERCURY BETW EEN SIR W ILLIA M  HAM ILTON AND 
DR SPU RZH EIM , AND BETW EEN SIR W ILLIA M  HA- 
MILTON AND M R GEORGE COMBE.

L bttbb  from S ir  W illiam  H amilton, Bart.
To the Editor qfthe Caledonian Mercury.

Sib,—The report of D r Spurzheim's lectures on Phrenology, 
published in your paper of last Thursday, contains allusions to 
me of such a nature, tnat I  cannot with propriety suffer them to 
pass without an immediate correction of their inaccuracy. What 
Dr Spurzheim may state within the walls of his lecture-room I 
have taken no opportunity of learning ; and I certainly should 
not have deemed it incumbent on me to notice any observations 
relative to my proceedings, had these not been thus obtruded 
on my attention, and published to the world.

D r Spurzheim complains that I  have acted unfairly, in refus
ing to print the papers against Phrenology which I  read before 
the Rovai Society, and in not openly discussing the opinions 
which I  had ventured to attack. Before thus animadverting on 
my conduct, he was certainly bound to have ascertained the ac
curacy of his allegations ; and he ought therefore to have known, 
from my correspondence with Mr Combe, (to be read in the 
Fifteenth Number of the Phrenological Journal,) that, far from 
refusing to publish these papers, I  explicitly declared that I  only 
awaited the decision of the umpires appointed to report in re
gard  to the truth or falsehood of certain essential phenomena, 
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2 SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON AND PHRENOLOGY.

in order that both parties might have in common an indisput
able foundation of reality, on which to establish or to refute the 
hypothesis in question. (See p. 404.) I f  any hardship be felt 
by Dr Spurzheim at the delay thud necessarily occasioned, this 
cannot with justice be attributed to me ; but though it would 
be preposterous, unde¿ these circumstances, to publish my ar
gument before the state of the decisive facts on which it pro
ceeds is recognized as correct, it will certainly be admitted that 
I  act with equal fairness and intrepidity, and afford to Dr Spurz
heim the most advantageous opportunity of subverting my ob
jections to his doctrine, by allowing, nay urging*him to disprove, 
by a comparison with nature, the positions of fact on which the 
objections are established. I  am willing to join issue with D r 
Spurzheim, as with Mr Combe, in periling the whole question 
on the truth or falsehood of the propositions I  am soon to pro
pose. Res non verba quœso.

Dr Spurzheim seems to suppose that the objections I  alleged 
against Phrenology were founded, not on sensible appearances, 
but on speculative opinions ; not on my own observations, but 
on the authority of others.

I t  is true, that in the first paper which I  read before the iloyal 
Society, in attempting to prove that the consequences of the 
theory were diametrically opposite to those so fondly deduced 
from it by its supporters, I  only indirectly assailed the doctrine 
itself, through the logical incompetency of those on whose au
thority it rested ; and I  there endeavoured merely to establish 
a general presumption, that the same causes of error—the same 
prepossession, partiality, and enthusiasm—would be found in 
the constitution of Phrenology to have vitiated the observation 
of the fundamental facts, which, in their reasonings on its con
sequences, were displayed by the Phrenologists in the chimerical 
superstructure reared on so incongruous a basis. I  did not at
tempt to show that Phrenology was false, because it immedi
ately involved the conclusions of fatalism, materialism, and 
atheism, but that, as the Phrenologists were so egregiously de
ceived in maintaining that their doctrine supplied the most se
cure foundation of moral liberty, of the immateriality of mind, 
and of religion, natural and revealed, we were entitled to infer 
the probability, that they were equally deluded in the slippery 
task of authenticating and applying the phenomena which con
dition or constitute the theory itself. I t  was only subsequently 
to the reading of this paper, that I  satisfied myself that this ana
logical inference was correct; and in the second paper I applied 
myself exclusively to show, that the determining and integral 
facts of Phrenology, when not merely selected specialties, were 
either petitory or false.

Petitory—because Phrenology assumes the very facts, of whose 
existence, otherwise established, it could only, as a legitimate 
hypothesis, attempt to explain the law. Professing to demonstrate
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as its law the co-relation between the two phenomena of menial 
manifestation and cerebral development, phenomena which were 
necessarily supposed cognizable in themselves; Phrenology is 
compelled, however, to resort to sundry subsidiary hypotheses 
in order to evince the reality of the latter fact, and is only able 
to equalize them with each other by postulating, in its definition 
of development, the occult quality of internal structure, an ex
ploded theory of the temperaments, and a baseless distinction 
between activity and power. And even in so far as the more 
discoverable phenomenon of Size was allowed to constitute de
velopment, though their doctrine was solely a doctrine o f pro* 
portion, the Phrenologists, vacillating at their convenience be
tween the different standards of absolute, of relative, and even 
of topical size, have, to this hour, never yet established on any 
of these standards a fixed scale, in reference to which alone could 
their statements of comparison, be held significant of aught but 
the fancy o t the individual manipulator.

False—Because the anatomical positions which Phrenology 
assumes, either as the conditions of its proofs or as the most cer
tain of its constitutive elements, were, as far as I could bring 
these to examination, not only untrue, but even at the greatest 
possible distance from the truth. Resolved to take nothing up
on trust, I  had* (during the interval between my two papers) 
looked with some attention both at nature and at books ; and, 
notwithstanding my anticipation, was astonished to find that 
many facts, lying at the root of the hypothesis, and which the 
Phrenologists coolly postulated as indisputable, were diqpietri- 
cally opposed to all that nature manifested, and other physiolo
gists had observed. As a merely casual investigator, I  was cer
tainly glad to find that my own observations were, in general, 
confirmed by the concurrent testimony of all impartial anato
mists ; but 1 never allowed any weight of authority to supersede 
a personal examination of the fact. On several points 1 could 
appeal to natural appearances alone, and overlooked many state
ments of the most accurate inquirers, because unable to verify 
them by any adequate induction of my own.

u We go not to books,” says Dr Spurzheim, “ for support, 
“ but with our five senses to nature; and no king nor emperor, 
"  no Hamilton, no Gall, no Spurzheim, can determine what na- 
“ ture will do.” No one caq assuredly reproach the founders 
o f the new doctrine with any dependence upon authority; 
but as all anatomists must be wrong if they are right, and 
as the fate of their hypothesis must hinge on the correctness 
o f its authors, the question is of some interest:—Did Drs Gall 
and Spurzheim believe always what they perceived in nature, 
o r did they not often perceive only what they were predisposed 
to  believe? To bring this problem to a final issue appeared, 
however, a matter of no inconsiderable difficulty. These two 
theorists, as 1 have elsewhere observed, had for thirty years
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been advancing certain statements in regard to the anatomy of 
the cranium and brain. These statements, in their truth or false
hood, involved the possibility or impossibility of the new opinion; 
and these statements were, in many instances, precisely the reverse 
of all that every other anatomist maintained. When the attention 
of those most competent to judge was occasionally attracted to 
the theory, the truth of these novelties was of course peremptor
ily denied. But the confidence with which its authors always 
asserted the superior accuracy of their observations,—the appa
rent impossibility of being deceived in what were at once facts 
of vital importance to the system, and, in most instances, of easy 
discovery, if  not of obtrusive notoriety,—and, in fine, the unac
quaintance too generally prevalent upon subjects of this nature, 
—all Contributed to obtain for the fashionable doctrine a crowd 
of converts, zealous, if not always intelligent, in their faith. Ar- 
gumentum pessimi lurha. But if the contradictions of the most 
illustrious anatomists were either wholly overlooked, nr thought 
sufficiently refuted by the re-assertion of the litigious point by 
some partial adherent of the system, how was I, a mere anato
mical interloper, to hope that any statements of mine, however 
articulate and correct, should meet with that attention which 
had not been obtained by the weighty authorities of Blumen- 
bach, Hufeland, Wenzel, Monro, Magendie, Dumoulines, Ru
dolph?, Flourens, &c. ? Confident, however, in the strength of 
mv position, I  was persuaded that I  had only to constrain the 
Phrenologists to interrogate nature and to proclaim her answers, 
to prove, even to themselves, the fallacy of their best-established 
observations; while a concession of facts extorted from them, 
in opposition to all their previous asseverations, would at once 
excite the curiosity of the public, and subvert for ever all confi
dence in the credit of phrenological experience. This I  hoped 
to accomplish by a mutual reference to umpires; as I  was sure 
that my opponents had, like myself, no other end than the dis
covery and propagation of the truth. I  accordingly proposed 
to Mr George Combe, (the most distinguished of our Scottish 
Phrenologists, and who had done me the honour of proposing 
to reply to my objections against the doctrine he so ably sup
ported,) to bring the whole question to a decision of anatomical 

. fact. “ So long," I  observed, “ as Phrenology is the compari- 
“ son of two hypothetical quantities,—a science of proportion 
“ Without a determinate standard and an acknowledged scale,— 
rr so lon£ as it can be maintained, that its facts, even if  not as- 
“ sumptive, constitute only a partial induction, which can never 
“ represent the universality of nature, I  deem it idle to dispute 
“ about the applications of a law which defines no phenomena,
“ and the truth of an hypothesis which has no legal constitu- 
“ tion. But let us take, not the hypothesis in itself, but the 
u foundations on which it rests,—let us take facts, not of occult 
“ proportion, but of palpable existence,—facts which prove, not
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u tbe probability, but the possibility of the doctrine,—-and, on
the truth or falsehood of the phrenological statements in re- 

“ gard to these, I  am content to join issue in regard to the cre- 
“ dibility of the opinion, and to the confidence that ought to be 
“ accorded to its rounders. In making this proposal, I  concede 
“ every thing, and ask nothing in return. I  agree to stake the 
“ decision of the controversy on your proving, not the truth, but

the mere possibility of die doctrine. In  refuting this possibi- 
“ lity, I  bind myself to prove, not simply, that the assertions of 
“ Drs Gall and Spurzheim, in regard to the fundamental condi- 
“ tions of their hypothesis, are false, but that they are diametric 
“ cally opposite to the truth. My proof shall rest, not only on the 
“ concurrent testimony of anatomists, but on the notorious evi- 
•* dence of an extensive induction of crania, previously purged 
"  on any general principle you may propose; and I am con- 
“  tented to leave to yourself the nomination of the umpires by 
“ whom die result snail be determined/*

M r Combe, as was to be expected, frankly accepted the con
ditions, but declined nominating the umpires, who were accord- 
ingly appointed in die usual way. Dr Scott was named by Mr 
Combe, Professor Christison by me, and Mr Syme by the two 
other arbiters. I  proposed for their determination the following 
conflicting propositions:—

I. Phrenological Proposition.—In old age the walls of the 
skull increase m thickness, and the cases in which the cranial 
bones wax thinner, as the subject declines in life, constitute ex
ceptions from the general rule.

Counter Proposition.—The rule is here the exception, and the 
exception the rule.

IL  Phrenological Proposition.—(Maintained by Spurzheim)— 
Young and adult persons have no cavities between the tables of 
the frontal bone; and the real frontal sinuses occur only in old 
persons, or after chronic insanity.

Counter Proposition.—The absence of the sinus in young and 
adult subjects, so far from constituting the universal law, is a 
rare, if  not a doubtful, anomaly.

III. Phrenological Proposition.—Before the age of twelve or 
fourteen, the frontal sinus never, or almost never, exists.

Counter Proposition.—Before this age the sinus is frequendy, 
i f  not generally, present.

IV. Phrenological Proposition.—The frontal sinuses are rarely 
to  be found in women.

Counter Propositions.—1. These cavities are rarely absent in 
the female cranium. 2. Even more rarely than in the male.

V. Phrenological Proposition.—The sinus, when present, be
trays its existence and extent by an irregular elevation of a pe
culiar character, constituting a bony crest or ridge, or blister, 
and is distinguished from the forms under which the phrenolo
gical organs are developed.
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Counter Proposition.—There is no correlation between the ex
istence and extent of a sinus, and the existence and extent of 
any such elevation, whether superciliary or g la b e l la re i th e r  
may be present without the other; and when both are co
existent, they hold no reciprocal proportion in their dimensions, 
or in their figure. Neither is there any form of cranial develop
ment which excludes the subjacent presence of a sinus.

VI. Phrenological Proposition.—In ordinary cases the sinus only 
extends an obstacle over two organs (Size and Lower Individu
ality), or, at most, partially affects a third (Locality).

Counter Proposition.— In very ordinary cases the sinus covers 
a greatly larger proportion of the supposed organs, and fre
quently affects more than a third part of the whole thirty-six.

VII. Phrenological Proposition.—The opposite sides of the 
cranium are in general commensurate; and, when not symme
trical, this inequality is the effect, and consequently the index of 
disease in the brain.

Counter Proposition.—The opposite sides of the cranium are 
very rarely symmetrical, very frequently widely different in de
velopment ; and this disproportion is seldom the consequence of 
any morbid affection.

V III. Phrenological Proposition.—The convolutions of the 
opposite hemispheres of the human brain are almost perfectly 
symmetrical.

Counter Proposition.— N either on th e  up p er nor on th e  under 
surface o f th e  Drain, and in  no age or sex o f th e  hum an subject, 
have th e  convolutions o f th e  tw o hem ispheres any reciprocal 
sym m etry, b u t differ rem arkablyfrom  each o ther in  figure, con
nexion, situation , leng th , and breadth .

Note.—In the brain of the horse, which is adduced by Gall 
as an example of an absolutely perfect symmetryAthe cere
bral convolutions are also widely dissimilar.

IX. Phrenological Proposition.—The whole brain (encephalon) 
does not in general attain its full complement of size till thirty, 
and in many individuals not till forty years of age.

Counter Proposition.—From the age of seven the cerebral 
mass gains little or nothing in volume; and the increase of the 
head about the time of puberty, and afterwards, is determined by 
the greater development of the cranial bones, muscles, integu
ments, and hair.

X. Phrenological Proposition.—The cerebellum only attains 
its full relative proportion to the brain proper, from the age of 
eighteen to twenty-six.

Counter Proposition.—The cerebellum reaches this proportion 
many years before puberty, and even probably as early as three 
years old.

XI. Phrenological Proposition.—In male animals the cerebel
lum, proportionally even to their larger brain, is generally 
greater than the cerebellum of females of the same k ind ; and



this difference is still more decided in man tbanin  the other 
species of animals.

Counter Proposition.—The cerebellum of women (and the 
Analogy probably holds true throughout nature) is, on an aver
age, and in proportion to their smaller heads, much larger than 
the cerebellum of men.

X II. Phrenological Proposition-—As the female cerebellum, 
even in proportion to a lesser brain, is relatively smaller than 
the male, the ratio of its inferiority in size will be greatly in
creased, if the two parts are compared directly with each other, 
according to their absolute proportions.

Counter Proposition.—Though on a smaller head, the cerebel
lum of women (and probably the same is true of other females, 
as compared with other males) is, on the average, absolutely 
larger than that of men.

X III. Phrenological Proposition*— In  women, as more fre
quently actuated by a strong natural propensity to devotion, the 
organ of Theosophy or Veneration is in general more largely de
veloped than in men.

Counter Proposition.— The manifestation cannot be denied; 
but those dimensions of the head which determine the size of 
the supposed organ of religious sentiment are proportionally, 
even to the smaller size of the female head, much less, on the 
average, in women than in men.

XIV. Phrenological Proposition-—As the “  knowing faculties" 
are in full energy at a much earlier period than the “ reflective,” 
the lower region of the brow, along which the organs of the for
mer are distributed, is found more largely developed in children 
than the superior parts of the forehead, in which are situated the 
organs of the latter.

Counter Proposition.— The manifestation is notorious; but the 
heads of children are peculiarly and remarkably distinguished 
from those of adults, by the greater development of the higher 
region of the brow, as compared with the smaller development 
of the lower.

In all of these, the Phrenological position (with, perhaps, a sin
gle exception) is to be found, virtually or in terms, in die writ
ings of tne two fathers of Phrenology. The seventh was at least 
maintained by Mr Combe.

The decision of several of these points requires the dissection, 
in the recent subject, of a considerable number of male and fe
male, of young and adult heads; an induction of this kind may 
consequently require some delay. The consideration of those 
propositions which require only an examination of a sufficient 
complement of crania, and which can therefore be at all times 
rapioly and easily accomplished, the umpires have agreed to 
postpone. These, however, involve at once the most numerous, 
and the most important of the facts at issue; and nothing can 
be easier or more opportune, than for Dr Spurzheim to mani-
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fest, if  that be possible, the futility of my counter propositions, 
the confirmation of which would completely eviscerate his sys
tem. I t  fortunately also happens, that no difficulty can occur in 
determining the crania, on which the expenment should be 
made. There is extant, in the Royal Museum of Natural His
tory, a series of fifty skulls from the catacombs of Paris, selected 
in illustration of Phrenology, numbered, the sex discriminated, 
and the developments noted, by D r Spurzheim himself. These 
cannot, therefore, by any, far less by Dr Spurzheim, be regarded 
as unfairly adduced in opposition to the doctrine in support of 
which they were procured. On these, though far from exhibit
ing an average favourable to my positions, I  am content to rest 
the decision of the contested points. By them alone the second, 

fourth, fifth, sixth, eleven, twelfth, and thirteenth propositions can 
be satisfactorily determined. The eighth can be decided by the 
dissection of any single brain. If  that were thought expedient, 
the first, ninth, and tenth might be brought to proof, by examin
ing the crania in the different anatomical collections; and the 

fourteenth, by measuring the heads of any twenty adults, and the 
heads of the same number of children, in one of the junior 
classes of a parish-school. I  remain, Sir, your most obedient 
servant, W. H amilton.

16, King Street, 19th Jsauary, 1828.

Lbttbr  from D b  Spurzheim .
To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

S ib ,—Your paper of Monday last contains a long communica
tion from Sir William Hamilton, in answer to the remarks on 
his proceedings concerning Phrenology, as published in your 
paper on a former occasion. I beg that you will oblige me by 
inserting in your next number, if convenient, the following 
reply:—

Sir William is mistaken in thinking that I  complained of his 
acting unfairly. He may learn from his friends amongst my 
numerous auditors, that I never used a single expression offen
sive to his personal character; that, on the contrary, in my first 
lecture I  gave him credit for his acting openly, and compared 
his doing so with the concealed conduct of anonymous review
ers. As his motto, Res non verba quosso, has been mine long 
ago, I  ask him at once, where in my works he read that, 1st, 
“  The sinus, when present, betrays its existence and extent by 
“ an irregular elevation of a peculiar character constituting a 
“  bony crest, or ridge, or blister ?M (See his Vth Phrenological 
Proposition.)—2d, “ That the opposite sides of the cranium are 
“ in general commensurate; ana, when not symmetrical, this ir-



-w regularity is the effect, and consequently the index of disease 
“ in the brain?" (See his V llth  Phrenological Proposition.)— 
And, 3d, that “ .Tne lower Region of the brow is found more 
“ largely developed in children than the superior parts of the 
“ forehead?" (See his XIVth Phrenological Proposition.) I  
declare these three statements to be inexact, and aeny them to 
-be my opinions.

With respect to the greater number of his counter proposi
tions, Sir William refers the public and myself to fifty skulls in 
the Museum of Natural History at Edinburgh. As he styles 
Dr Gall and myself theorists, and accuses us as being “ tKe most 
"  worthless of observers," your readers may be glad to become 
acquainted with Sir William's accuracy in observing, and his 
close reasoning in drawing inferences from his observations. He 
comes forward with fifty skulls of persons of whom he knows 
neither age nor condition of life, neither character nor talent. 
These skulls were picked out by myself in the catacombs of 
Paris, among thousands of skulls, on account of their singular 
shapes, in order to send them to the Phrenologists of Edin
burgh, as proofs against the Edinburgh Review, which had af
firmed that such different forms of heads as we speak of are not 
to b e  found in nature, and never existed. They were forward
ed b y  Mr Royer of die Jardin du Roi of Paris, to this city, 
with this intention, and are evidently anomalies. I t  is farther 
known to a certainty, that an immense quantity of bones was 
carried to the catacombs of Paris from the church-yard Des In - 
nocens, when it  was changed into a market-place. I t  is also cer
tain  that in the church-yard Des Innocent, the very canaille of 
Psaris, and the lower classes of the quartiers de S t Denis and de 
S t M artin, were buried. Now, I  leave it to the public to de
cide on the merit of Sir William's accuracy in observing, and of 
the fairness of his inferences, when he takes singular, and 
several of them monstrous configurations, as types of female 
heads, whilst some of them were perhaps poissardes, or even 
prostitutes. I f  Sir William has no facility of collecting skulls 
o f  boys and girls, men and women, why does he not compare 
liv ing  persons, in order to convince himself, that among the na
tive females in all good families in Edinburgh, there is probably 
n o t one single specimen of head similar to  those skulls which 
he  holds out as standard forms of females, and on which “  he 
“  is  content to rest the decision of the contested points ?" I f  
th is  be accuracy of observation, I  confess it isbeyona my power 
o f  comprehension.

I  also wish to Sir William success in proving to the medical 
w o rld , that “ the cerebellum reaches its full relative pro- 
** portion to the brain, probably at the age of three years (see 
“  h is  Xth Counter Proposition); that the cerebellum of women 
“  is , on an average, and in proportion to their smaller heads, 
“  m u ch  larger than the cerebellum of men; and that this ana-
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“  logy probably holds true throughout nature (his X lth  Coun- 
“  ter Proposition); that though in a smaller head the cerebel- 
“ lum of women is, on an average, absolutely larger than that 
“ of men, and that probably the same is trute of other females 
“ as compared with other males (his X llth  Counter Proposi- 
“ tion); that from the age of seven the cerebral mass gains 
“  little or nothing in volume, and that the increase of the head, 
“ about the time of puberty and afterwards, is determined by 
u the greater development of the cranial bones, muscles, inte- 
“  guments, and hair (his IXth Counter Proposition); and that 
u  in very ordinary cases the sinus covers the greatly larger 
“ proportion of the supposed organs, and frequently affects more 
“  than a third of the thirty-six," (his Vlth Counter Proposition.) 
I f  Sir William can demonstrate these his assertions, his name 
will undoubtedly rank very high among those of illustrious ana
tomists. I  assure the learned gentleman, that I  am no less 
anxious than he is to derive my knowledge from nature, and 
that I shall always be ready to learn from him, when he can 
show me in nature what I did not know. But, after all, is he 
not premature in his conclusions, when, by his own showing, 
the aata which he assumes are still unsupported by any exist
ing evidence ? Should he not have had his supposed facts es
tablished incontrovertibly before he appeared as a champion ? 
Finally, coming to the conclusion, I  beg your readers to re 
mark, that the fifty skulls in the Museum of Natural History 
do not furnish satisfactory proof to determine Sir William's 
second, fourth, fifth , sixth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth Coun
ter Propositions; that his 8th Phrenological Proposition is not 
to be found in any of my works s that his 9th ana 10th Counter 
Propositions cannot be proved ia comparing the different indi
viduals with each other; but that the same individual must be 
observed at three years, at seven vears, and in adult age; and 
that, as stated above, his 14th Phrenological Proportion is 
merely assumed.

I  heartily invite Sir William Hamilton to attend my lectures 
and witness my demonstrations, and then he will prosecute the 
inquiry with more satisfaction to himself, and benefit to Phre
nology. Meanwhile, I  repeat the offer made in Mr Combe’s 
letter of 22d November, to meet him before as many judges as 
he chooses to bring forward—to consider all the evidence he 
may be pleased to adduce in support of his assertions—and to 
answer his objections. 1 am, Sir, your very humble servant,

J . Spubzhhik, M. D.
Edinburgh, 83d January, 1828.
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L bttbb  from M b  Obobob Combs.

To the Editor q f the Caledonian Mercury.

S ir ,—In  your paper of the Slat January, Sir William Ha
milton has published a statement regarding the phrenological 
reference lately entered into between him and me, on which I 

eave to offer a few remarks.
two several occasions Sir William read essays in opposi

tion to Phrenology before the Royal Society of Edinburgh, in 
the knowledge that the laws of that Society prohibited not only 
visitors, but even members, from entering into controversial de
bate ; so that he was in safety to make whatever assertions, 
and draw whatever inferences, were most agreeable to himself, 
without fear of contradiction on the part of the Phrenologists. 
H e availed himself of this advantage; and, so far as boldness 
of assertion and latitude of inference could refute facts, and 
overcome legitimate reasoning, he appeared to triumph over 
Phrenology. He was called upon auring a period of many 
months, both by the conductors of the Phrenological Journal 
and by myself, to publish his Essays, but in vain. In  April, 
1827, his benevolence, co-operating with his love of truth, 
prompted him to convert his essays into a popular lecture against 
Phrenology, which he delivered for the benefit of the distressed 
operatives, within the College, to a numerous audience of ladies 
and  gentlemen. I t  again happened that, when I offered to re
p ly  to him on the spot, at the termination of his lecture, he 
discovered that the rules of the University excluded all who 
were not invested with an academical gown from opening their 
lips within its walls. I  then challenged him to transfer his lee* 
ture to the Assembly Rooms; but this also he discovered was 
not consistent with an academical etiquette. I therefore repeat
ed the call for publication, and in the interim gave a lecture on 
Phrenology in the Assembly Rooms, in answer to such of his 
objections as I  had been able to comprehend. Previous to 
this time, Sir William Hamilton had assigned want of leisure 
as th e  chief reason for deferring his publication ; but, aware of 
the impression made by the lecture in the Assembly Rooms, 
w hich was attended by nearly six hundred individuals, he there
a fter  produced a long series of antiphrenological Propositions, 
and  offered to refer them to umpires. Unwuliag to allow any 
opportunity of meeting him to escape, I acceded to this propo
s a l;  but, in a letter addressed to him, dated 9th May, I  repeat
ed  w hat had previously been stated, that “ there are at least a 
“  hundred thousand educated men in Britain, every way quali- 
“  fied  to judge of the points in dispute, merely by reading your 
"  s ta tements and my answers to them ; and with such a body 
"  o f  umpires to appeal to, a public discussion appears greatly
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“ preferable" to a private reference. He, however, insisted on 
the private arbitration.

Accordingly, in July, 1827, the umpires met, and after two 
long discussions about the terms of the propositions and answers* 
to be submitted to judgment, they proceeded to consideration of 
the evidence. Sir William Hamilton was the attacking party, 
and, being called upon for proof of his assertions, produc^L 
twelve or thirteen skulls, part of a larger number selected by 
Dr Spurzheim from the catacombs at Paris, and transmitted to 
the College Museum of Edinburgh. 1 stated to the umpires 
that these skulls had been selected, not as specimens of average 
human crania, but expressly as instances of extreme develop
ment of particular organs, intended for the purpose of showing 
the wide variety of form in which the human skull existed in 
nature, the assertions of Drs Gall and Spurzheim on this point 
having been confidently denied by the Edinburgh Review. 
Further, 1 remarked that the age, and, in some instances, the 
sex of the individuals were doubtful,—and therefore objected to 
their being received as proper evidence of Sir William Hamil
ton’s propositions. After hearing Sir William at great length 
on the subject, the umpires unanimously set aside the whole 
skulls produced by him, as incompetent to support his proposi
tions.

The next meeting of the umpires was held in November 
last ; but Sir William was still unfurnished with any new or 
better specimens, and in consequence the judges condescended 
to take upon themselves the duty of doing what he ought to 
have done before he made a single assertion on the subject, 
namely, performing a course of dissections, in which the age, 
sex, and disease of the individuals could be perfectly ascertained. 
Since this resolution was adopted, they have examined one or 
two cases, and it may require years before they find a sufficient 
number to enable them to arrive at any general result. And 
even after they shall have come to a conclusion, their decision 
will still be that of only three individuals ; and, however distin
guished they may be for talents and attainments, the philoso
phical world will be as little disposed to bow implicitly to their 
award as to the assertions of Sir William Hamilton himself. 
With great deference, therefore, the proposal to constitute the 
medical men of Britain the umpires was rational and philoso
phical, and ought at once to have been adopted.

In the letter to Dr A. Combe, dated 1st M ay, 1827, published 
in the Phrenological Journal, Sir William Hamilton writes thus :

* * The. answers to Sir William Hamilton’s propositions, submitted by me to 
the umpires, were the same as those stated in D r $punheim*s letter to you of 
this d a te ; and, in particular, I denied that i t  had been any doctrine of mine 
that irregularity in the opposite sides of the cranium “  is the effect, and con- 
41 sequently the index, of the disease in the brain."

5

\
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— “ I  have only to say, that Gall and- Spurzheim are the only 
“ authentic representatives of their own doctrine/’ and that 
“ Gall and Spurzheim are the only authors 1 propose to refute/' 
-—and he frequently repeated this statement on subsequent oc
casions. On 22d November, therefore, when I had ascertained 
that Dr Spurzheim intended to lecture in Edinburgh, I  wrote 
to Sir William, and proposed that he should meet Dr S. on his 
arrival in January, 1828, and proceed with him to a final ter
mination of the points in dispute; but S ir William declined this 
proposal.

Here I  beg leave to observe, 1st, That the very offer by Sir 
William of a private reference to umpires, in place of a public 
discussion, indicated a consciousness, on his part, that he was 
not in possession of evidence sufficient to make good his asser
tions ; 2dly, That the rejection by the umpires of the whole evi
dence produced by him, as inadequate to support his proposi
tions, positively establishes, that in the Royal Society, and in his 
popular lecture, he indulged in assertions of which he possessed 
no legitimate proof; 3dly, That his refusal to meet Dr Spurz
heim, and conclude the arbitration with him, betrayed a decided 
want of confidence in the positions which he had undertaken to 
defend; and, finally, that if he shall now reject the invitation 
made to him by Dr Spurzheim to attend his lectures, just about 
to commence, on the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of the 
brain, so as to learn what Phrenology really is, of which, up to 
this hour, he appears to be imperfectly informed ; and if  he shall 
fail to accept Dr Spurzheim's challenge to bring forward evi
dence of his objections during this gentleman’s stay in Edin
burgh, which will be prolonged for a month, the public will 
draw their own conclusions regarding the foundation of his op
position, and the reasonableness of his asking the umpires and 
myself to proceed farther in the reference, at a great sacrifice 
both o f time and labour.

I t is amusing, as well as edifying, to compare the promise 
by Sir William Hamilton, in his letters of April and May, 

published in the Phrenological Journal, No 15, with his subse
quent achievements. He says, “  I  bind myself to prove not 
“ simply, that the assertions of Drs Gall and Spurzheim, in re- 
"  gard to the fundamental conditions of their hypotheses, are 
“ fa lse, but that they are diametrically opposite to the truth. 
“ My proof shall rest not only on the concurrent testimony of 
“  anatomists, but on the notorious evidence of an extensive in- 
“ duction of crania, previously purged on any general principle 
« you may propose/’ Again he says^ “ I  am prepared, ad- 
“  mitting even the preliminary possibility of the hypothesis, to 
« demonstrate the falsehood of every integral position it in- 
“ volves, which I  have been able to bring to proof/’ and far
ther, “  I  cannot entertain a doubt, but that the assertions of Gall
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“  and Spurzheim are, in regard even to the plainest facts of 
“  cranial anatomy, assuredly the reverse of truth, as is their 
“ opinion in cerebral anatomy, that the cortical matter precedes 
“  and generates the medullary substance. In  these circum- 
“ stances, it is idle to disguise the inevitable alternative ; either 
t( Drs Gall and Spurzheim are the most worthless observers, or 
*e my counter statements are a product of the most exquisite 
“ delusion that presumption ever engendered upon ignorance.” 
As Sir William has hitherto adduced no proof of his assertions, 
I  leave your readers to decide whether Drs Gall and Spurzheim 
or he are most in danger of suffering from the application of the 
foregoing alternatives.—I am, Sir, your very obedient servant,

Geo. Combe.
25, Northumberland Street, 23d January, 1828.

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

S ir ,—My letter of the 19th has drawn forth replies both from 
Dr Spurzheim and Mr Combe.

In  reference to the first, I  am happy to find that the allusions 
I  felt myself compelled to notice are to be attributed not to Dr 
Spurzheim, but to an erroneous report of his lectures; and what« 
ever I  may say of that gentleman's opinions, I  hope I  shall al
ways be found to speak of himself with perfect courtesy and re
spect. Dr Spurzheim is not correct when he says that I accuse 
him and Gall of being “ the most worthless of observers."

One proposition (viii.) Dr Spurzheim says is not to be found 
in his works. Does he mean to hold against Gall, and with all 
other anatomists, that the convolutions of the opposite hemi
spheres are not symmetrical ? This would he an important ad
mission.

Three phrenological propositions (v. vi. and xiv.) Dr Spurz
heim declares to be incorrect in themselves, denies them as his 
opinions, and asks in what part of his works they are contained. 
To my accuracy it is indifferent whether they be held by Dr 
Spurzheim, if they be maintained by Dr Gall; but, in point of 
fact,, all three, with the exception of the sevenths which I only 
asserted to be held by Mr Gombe» are “  virtually, or in terms," 
maintained by Dr Spurzheim. Even the seventh is apparently 
involved in the eighths a* it seems difficult to conceive now the 
convolutions .of the hemisphere* of the brain should be symme
trical, and yet the opposite sides of the cranium be unequally 
developed.

Thejifth  (“  that the sinus when present betrays its existence 
u and extent by an irregular elevation: q f a peculiar character, 
“  constituting a bony crest, or ridge, or blister, and is distin-
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“ guished from the form s under which the phrenological organs 
“ are developed /*) this proposition is, in substance, to be found 
repeatedly in Dr Spurzheim’s writings. Speaking of the objec
tion of the frontal sinus as affecting Locality, he says, “  the de- 
'* velopment of this organ and that of the frontal sinuses pre- 
u sent quite different forms; the frontal sinuses only form a 
“  bony crest, while the isolated protuberance, indicating the 
“ particular development of the organ of Space, is round and 
“ Targe/*—(Phys. System, p. 236.) In his "  Phrenology ” the 
development of Locality is also, after Gall, said to be situated 
higher in the forehead (p. 116). In  all these places (and in his 
“ Examination o f Objections” &c. p. 79,) the sinus and the bony 
crest are used by Dr Spurzheim with Gall as correlative and 
convertible term s; and the latter explains the formation of the 
cavity, by saying, that in subjects “ not very old** the external 
plate separates and bulges out, forming two very sensible ele
vations, which he afterwards describes as irregular, in contra
distinction to the development of Locality.—( Physiol. I I I .  p. 
43.1 The term “ blister** was added to include Mr Combe’s de
scription. How the proposition could have been generalized 
more correctly I  am yet to be informed.

In  the foarteenth-proposition, the clause, that “ the lower re- 
gion of the brow is more largely developed in children than 

** the superior part of the forehead," &c. is, I  re-affirm, virtu
ally or expressly asserted by D r Spurzheim and all the Phreno
logists, '* The manifestations of the mental faculties,*’ to use 
D r  Spurzheitn's language, “  always follow the growth of the 
“  cerebral organs.” The u  knowing faculties” are, and must 
be admitted by the Phrenologists to be manifested, in full vigour, 
long before the “  reflective ;** consequently the development of 
the former precedes the development of tne latter “  Eventu
ality”  is even stated by Dr Spurzheim himself to be “  largely 
"  developed in children.” That the proposition in question is 
involved as an elementary fact of Phrenology, is proved, indeed, 
by all th e  writings of the school. Hear Dr Combe. "  I t  is an 
"  undisputed truth, that the various mental powers of man ap- 
« p ea r in succession, and, as a general rule, that the reflecting 
"  or reasoning faculties are those which arrive latest at perfeo- 
«  tu rn . In  the child the powers of observing the existence and 
“ qualities of external objects arrive much sooner at their ma- 
“  tu r i ty  than the reasoning faculties. Daily observation shows 
#c th a t  the brain undergoes a corresponding change.” €t In  
“ childhood, the middle and lower part o f the forehead generally 
“ predominates; in later life the upper and lateral parts become 
“ m ore prominent”—( Phren. Transact. p. 414)

I t  is  sufficiently irksome to be compelled to reply to all this.
I  now  proceed to consider the more curious parts of the 

D o c to r’s letter, in which he struggles hard to escape from the 
su ic id a l confutation afforded by his own collection of crania, in
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this collection the skull» are said to be “  singular in their shapes/' 
and to be <c evidently anomalies.” With the exception of one- 
or two unimportant examples, this I  positively aeny, and I  
would willingly refer the point to any anatomist. In  the pre
sent case, however, that the skulls were chosen to show the de
velopment of the different organs in excess and in defect, is of 
no importance, as the average is sufficiently large, and as the de
velopments counterbalance each other. *

D r Spurzheim argues, that a comparison of the male and fe
male skulls in this collection would not be decisive of the rela- 
tive size of that viscus in the sexes, because some of the women 
“  were perhaps poissardes, or even prostitutes.” Now the 
Doctor has evidently no right to presume of the women what 
I  may not with equal justice do of tile men. All general argu
ment on this point, is, however, in this instance fortunately su
perseded, as the developments, whether of excess or deficiency, 
nave been all carefully marked by Dr Spurzheim himself; so 
that we are able to determine, on his own authority, what is the 
preponderance 6f extraordinary development in either scale. 
Ana to put an end to all cavil, as we are generally able a t a  
game of facts with the Phrenologists to  make them a present of 
a few points, and still to win easily at last, I  will allow all the 
male crania in which their organ No 1 is marked as large to be* 
arrayed against me, and I  will further reject all the female skulls in  
which this organ is similarly noted. I have, however, no parti-, 
cular attachment to these skulls, and only adduced , them as 
evidently demonstrating the perfect impartiality of my induc
tion. But of this afterwards.

I  am amused with the Doctor's offer to try the question o f 
the size of the cerebellum in the sexes by experiment on ‘f the 
“ native females q f the good fam ilies in Edinburgh” I  shall cer
tainly have no objection to the proof, if Dr Spurzheim can per
suade his female auditors to submit. *

But if, under any circumstances, this collection could be held- 
not to afford a fair induction of the phrenological organa, i t  
would be the grossest absurdity to suppose it incompetent to. 

. decide the questions in relation to the frontal sinus. This I  de~ 
fy the Phrenologists to find any anatomist to assert I f  th e  
series exhibits only two or three crania of old persons-»—if  not a  
skull is to be found without a sinus—and if the smallest sinuses 
are discovered in the oldest subjects—it surely subverts the doc
trine of Dr Spurzheim, that “ thesecaviiies occur only in  old per- 

sons, or after chronic insanity," to say nothing of the assertion 
of Gall and others, that they “  are rarely to be found in women” 
I f  Dr Spurzheim has marked three only of these crania as exhi
biting tne frontal sinuses, in which, however, the internal va
cuity holds no relation to the external ridge, the phrenological 
criterion of their presence is shown to be absurd. A nd i f  the  
sinus ¡»¿found frequently to affect from six to sixteen organs, the
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aaoertion of Phrenologists, that it covers, in ordinary cases, only 
two, is shown to be equally unfounded.

Surely Dr Spurzheim and Mr Combe do not seriously sup
pose that my induction is limited to these French crania. They 
form a few only of those I  have examined; and I  should have 
equal confidence in my conclusions were they annihilated. I  
only priae them as a convenient, accessible, and manifestly im
partial, evidence in my favour. But all unselected skulls, as all 
impartial anatomists, are on my side.

I  cannot accept Dr Spurzheim's hypothetical felicitations on 
the novelty of my anatomical discoveries; for, unfortunately for 
my originality, with the exception of the eleventh and twelfth 
counter propositions, the facts to which he alludes have been 
fully established, through a large and most elaborate induction, 
by the brothers Wenzel. These anatomists, whom the late Dr 
John Gordon (a truly competent judge) has justly praised in his 
System of Anatomy, as the most original and accurate observers 
on the brain who have appeared for more than a century, have 
proved that this viacus attains its full complement about seven 
years old, and that the relative proportions of the brain and cere
bellum are the same from the age of three. The articulate and 
minute weighings and measurements of those physiologists, con- 
finned by the independent observations of Soemmering, Acker- 
mann, Rudolphi, &c., (to say nothing of the experience of hatters, 
adduced by Dr Milligan, which proves that the head does not 
increase in size from seven years old till twelve, at which period 
i t  is well known that the skull, cranial integuments, and hair, 
begin to wax much thicker)--»have only been refuted on the part 
of the Phrenologists by vague and unauthenticated assertion. 
My own measurements of young crania confirm the statements 
of die anatomists.

I  cannot comprehend how an attendance upon Dr Spurzheim's 
lectures can have any influence on the present discussion. As a 

o f some interest, I  meant to have witnessed Dr Snurz- 
heira's dissection of the brain, which I  have always heard was 
performed with the greatest dexterity; and, as that gentleman 
nas politely sent me a ticket, I  propose attending these lectures 
when not otherwise necessarily engaged. But as the only point 
at issue between us, which can be determined by a limited de
monstration, is the symmetry of the opposite convolutions; and 
as that, * however vital a point, is now either given up or not 
supported by Dr Spurzheim, it cannot be supposed that any ad
miration I  may feel of Dr Spurzheim, in his illustration of mat
ters irrelevant to Phrenology, can have any influence in per
suading me of the truth of facts which I  know, from the most 
accurate observation, to be false. I t  is idle also in my opponents 
to ta lk  of my ignorance of their science, while unable to adduce 
a single specimen of misrepresentation; and it is still more ab
surd to  recommend me to attend their lectures, “ to learn what 

V o t. V.—No X V II. b
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“ Phrenology really i s ” seeing that on this point the teachers 
themselves are by the ears. Are not the faithful scandalised to 
see Dr Gall anathematizing the heretical novelties of Spurzheim, 
and Dr Spurzheim ridiculing Gall’s antiquated attachment-to 
the bumps ? Does not Mr Combe acknowledge Dr Spursheim 
to be wrong, and, Dr Spurzheim combat the theories of Mr 
Combe ? Have the professors also an esoteric doctrine only orally 
communicated ?

I now proceed to Mr Combe. I cannot afford time to refute 
this gentleman’s history of my relations with Phrenology. I  
can only say I am sorry that any irritation should have so blind
ed his better judgment, as to stoop to such statements and in
sinuations as he has ventured to indulge in. The whole scope 
of this perverse narrative is to impress on the public that I  heve 
no confidence in my facts. This attempt is not a little amusing, 
at the very moment when I am offering to prove the most im
portant positions of Phrenology to be ludicrously false, and 
when the Phrenologists are writhing to escape from the cruel 
refutation of their system furnished by their own collections. I t  
is only a short time since I was accused of reckless temerity and 
overweening confidence by the Phrenological Journal; and Mr 
Combe has always found me any thing but diffident of my in
duction. He has not stated in ms narrative, nay, he has insinu
ated the contrary, that I  promptly acquiesced, though in viola
tion even of academical decorum, in his desire to be permitted 
to make observations on my argument at the conclusion of my 
lecture, and that he himself subsequently contrived to frustrate my 
intention. He does not state that every facility was offered him 
to examine the crania on which I was to found my pnblic de- 

/ monstration, and that he was pressed and goaded, nay, even 
taunted into an acceptance of the same specimens for the use of 
his own lecture in the Assembly Rooms. What in fret had I to 
fear from an appeal to nature? All anatomical testimony is on 
my side, and the phrenological propositions are so untenable, 
that 1 defy and challenge my opponents to produce a single prdo* 
tical anatomist who will consent to stake his reputation on their 
truth. The question is, in fact, already decided with men of 
science; and even the great world is beginning to suspect the 
baseless nature of the fabric with which it has been so long 
amused.

I shall only notice one or two of the principal misrepresenta
tions.

Some time ago, Mr Combe proposed to me to devolve the part 
q f defender in the arbitration on Dr Spurzheim. This I  declin
ed, because the end of the reference was not likely to be accom
plished if I lost Mr Combe as an opponent, since the facts could 
not all be decided during the temporary residence of Dr Spurz- 
beira in this city. I felt also, I acknowledge, some dislike- at 
being placed in such strong and permanent collision with a man
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ao completely identified with the system I opposed; I  never, 
however, as Mr Combe ventures to state» refused to meet Dr 
Spurzheim, or even dreamt that he might not attend the meet
ings of the umpires, at one of which he was actually present.

In regard to Mr Combe’s most erroneous assertion, that the ar
biters decided against the general competency of Dr Spurzheim’s 
crania, I  state tne following facts:—At the second meeting of 
the umpires, after a tedious preliminary discussion on the ad
justment of the issues, it was proposed, before separating, to 
proceed to the consideration of one of the propositions; ana the 
fourth was chosen in regard to their rare occurrence in the fe
male cranium. I  produced the skulls marked as women in Dr 
Spurzheim’s collection. Mr Combe made no previous objection 
to this production ; and he could not have learnt any thing of 
their nature from Dr Spurzheim; for he stated, that he did not 
know on any better authority than in my report, that they were 
marked by that gentleman. He agreed to ascertain the fact 
from the doctor himself. When produced, Mr Combe made 
sundry objections, that the age could not certainly be known; 
and even professed to doubt tne accuracy of the sexual discri
mination. Some loose conversation passed; and it was agreed 
by all, that the umpires should endeavour to procure crania of 
whose age and sex no doubt could be entertained. The arbiters 
came to no general decision in regard either to the thirteen skulls 
before them, or to the others which they never saw. I am cer
tain that no minute of any decision took place; and there was 
only an agreement that, on the special point under consideration, 
it  was better, in the first place, to procure the evidence most sa
tisfactory to all. I  was perfectly contented with this. From 
an induction of several hundred crania, I  did not believe that 
there would be found in Edinburgh a single Example of a 
European female skull without the sinus; and I  was far better

§ leased to have Dr Spurzheim’s competency as a cr&niological 
¡scrim inator redargued by his own disciple, than the unim
portant evidence of these crania, on this point, unconditionally 

accepted.
Air Combe’s extraordinary statement, that at the last meeting 

of the umpires in November (called by himself in the Phreno
logical Hall), I was still unfurnished with skulls, is totally with
out foundation, as is his insinuation, that the protraction of the 
arbitration was occasioned by any delay on my part in producing 
evidence to the umpires.

In  a  few days, though I have no hopes of ever satisfying the 
Phrenologists, I am confident of being able to bring tne truth 
of their doctrine to a decision that will satisfy all impartial 
judges.-—I remain, Sir, your most obedient servant,

W. H amilton.
16, King Street, 36th Jan. 1828.
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Letter prom Db Spitrzhbxm.

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

S ir,—Be pleased to communicate to your readers my final an
swer to Sir William Hamilton. I am confident that a news
paper correspondence will not decide about the truth or false
hood of Phrenology. Further, Res non verba quœso. What is, 
is ; and it is as it is, whatever Dr Gall, myself, Mr Combe, Sir 
William Hamilton, or any other friend or enemy of Phrenology, 
may affirm or deny. I  declared three of Sir William Hamilton's 
propositions to be inexact, and asked him where in my works he 
nad read them? Why, instead o f simply copying the passages, does 
he confine himself to informing your readers that my assertions 
“ are in substance” what he assumes them to be ? Let us aban
don all inferential phraseology, and stick to reality ; I  shall be

K by the public. As, however, Sir William relies on the 
* John Gordon, whom he calls “  a truly competent judge f  
he does not stand in need of attending my evening course on 

the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of the brain. The same 
Dr Gordon, supported by the Edinburgh Review, declared our 
anatomical and physiological views of the brain to be “ sheer 
“ nonsense and direct imposture?  and it was therefore unneces
sary for Sir William to mention to the public, that, being invited, 
he proposes “  attending my lectures in the evening when not other- 
“  wise necessarily engaged ” Besides, who does not feel, that, in 
this season, evening engagements are of much greater import
ance than witnessing the dissection of the brain and examining 
physiological facts, more especially when these are shown by a 
person whom Dr Gordon, the oracle of Sir William, and, in ad
dition, the Edinburgh literary gospel, have presented to their 
readers as a quack and a mountebank ! Notwithstanding all this, 
I  shall thankfully witness the proofs to which Sir William al
ludes, at the end of his last letter in your paper, and he may be 
assured that no engagement, neither in the day nor in the even
ing, will prevent me from examining the facts which he pro
mises to snow. His merit will be undoubtedly very great, if he 

'be able to bring the truth o f Phrenology “  to a decision that mill 
“ satisfy all impartial jûdges."—I remain, Sir, your most obe
dient servant, G. Sfürzheim.

Letter from Mb  G. Com£b.

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.
Sir ,—I  beg leave to make a few observations in answer to Sir 
William Hamilton's letter to you, dated 26th January.
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I have written a letter to the umpires, requesting them to fa
vour me with a statement of the proceedings in the reference for 
publication ; hut the severe indisposition of Dr Christison pre
vents them «from returning an answer for some days. In the. 
mean time, I  positively affirm, that my former assertion, that 
hitherto Sir William has proved nothing, and that all the evi
dence yet adduced by him has been rejected, was perfectly 
correct.

Sir William says that he promptly acquiesced in my desire to 
be permitted to make observations on his argument at the con
clusion of his lectures; but that I  “ subsequently contrived to 
ufrustrate his intention " This is a most incorrect statement. 
On the 14th April, 1827, after obtaining Sir William's acquies
cence, 1 wrote to Principal Baird as follows:— “ My dear Sir,— 
** 1 use the freedom to annex a copy of a correspondence betwixt 
“ Sir William Hamilton and me, on the subject of my deliver- 
u ing a  lecture for the benefit of the distressed operatives, in an- 
“ swer to his objections against Phrenology, and most respect- 
“ fully solicit the permission of the Senatus Academicus to give 
“ a reply at the conclusion of the demonstration." The answer 
returned was as follows:—“ Extract from the Minutes of a Meet- 
“  ing o f the Senatus Academicus of the University of Edinburgh, 
“ h ad  16th April, 1827.

“  I t  was resolved that the request of Mr Combe (he not be- 
“ ing' a  member of the Senatus) could not be granted.

“  A n d r e w  D u n c a n , jun., Sec."
This is what Sir William calls my “ contriving to frustrate his 

“ intention
As Sir William Hamilton is pleased to controvert the state

ments in  my letter to you of tne 23d January, about his de- 
dining to meet Dr Spurzheim, and proceed to the termination 
of the reference with him, I  solicit the favour of your attention 
to the following; circumstances:—

8ir William is pleased to quote a passage from Dr A. Combe's 
answer to the late Dr Barclay, as embodying what he holds 
to be a phrenological proposition. Had not Sir William him
self positively precluded Dr Combe, it would have been easy 
for him to show that Sir William has altogether misapprehena- 
ed his meaning, and that his words and Sir William’s state
ment are by no means equivalent. In his answer to Dr C.’s let
ter of 30th April last, in which Dr C. had used the pronoun we, 
as including; himself among the Phrenologists whose principles 
he was stating, Sir William reiterates the assurance no less than 

four times in a single printed page, that the works of the founders 
afford the only genuine exposition of their opinions. He be
gins, for example, by assuring Dr C. “  that Gall and Spurzheim 
“ are the only authentic representatives of their own doctrines," 
and immediately adds, “  Gall and Spurzheim are the o n l y  
“  authors I  proposed to r e f u te a n d  again, “ I  stated them," (his
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first and third propositions), “  because I  wished to demonstrate 
‘r the true value of the authority of Gall and S p u rz h e im a n d , 
as if  all this had not been enough to satisfy Dr C., he repeats 
once more, “ I  only observe, that wishing, as I said, o n l y  to 
“ refute the assertions o f the two founders”—( Vide Phrenolo
gical Journal, vol. iv. p. 394.)—Keeping these assurances in 
view, I  would ask what Sir William really means ? Does he 
still hold the writings of Drs Gall and Spurzheim as the 
only authentic record of phrenological doctrine, to the exclu
sion of all other phrenological authors, or does he not ? • I f  he 
does, why, after his own explicit remonstrances, does he pro
nounce to be phrenological, a proposition which is not to be 
found in the works of its founders ? I f  he does not, then why 
did he interdict Dr Combe from adducing the statements of 
other Phrenologists as expressive of phrenological doctrines? 
And how can he expect Dr C. to defend his opinions in the 
face of his, Sir William's, own prohibition and denial of their 
authenticity ? And why, while they are still under his ban as 
unauthentic, does he now resort to them as if they did represent 
the true doctrine ?

Keeping this statement in view, I  beg leave to present you 
with copies of my letter to Sir W. H., and of his answer about 
admitting Dr Spurzheim as a party to the arbitration.

“  L E T T E R — GEORGE COMBE TO SIR  W ILLIA M  HAMILTON, BART.

“  Edinburgh, N or. 22, 1827.
“  M y bear Sir ,—Our arbitration-question has been long 

“ postponed, owing to the absence from town of the parties, the 
“ illness of Dr Scott, the marriage of Dr Christison, &c.; but 
“  now the umpires are ready to resume, and so am I. I beg 
“  leave to mention, however, that Dr Spurzheim has written to 
“  me that he will positively lecture in Edinburgh in January 
“ next; and, as you stated at the first meeting of the umpires, 
“ that you did not attack Phrenology, nor my exposition of it, 
“ but solely the statements of Drs Gall and Spurzheim, it has 
“ occurred to me that the most proper course of proceeding is 
u to delay farther discussion till Dr Spurzheim’s arrival, and 
“ then that you and he should proceed to a final determination 
“  of the points in dispute. The declaration, that you contro- 
“ verted only the statements of Drs Gall and Spurzheim, placed 
“ me, from the first, in an improper position; for I did not re- 
“ present them, and had no authority to refer any views or 
u  opinions of theirs to arbitration. In fact, I could proceed, 
“ only in so far as my own views were the same as theirs; 
“  which certainly, with very few exceptions, they were; but 
“ still these founders of Phrenology might well object to their 
“ writings being condemned by arbitrators before whom they 
“ had not been heard. Dr Spurzheim's presence in Edinburgh
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“ will remove this objection. If, however, you decline this 
“ proposal, I am ready to proceed. Mean time, remain, &c.

(Signed) “ Geo. Combe."
“ LETTER—SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON TO GEORGE COMBE, ESQ.
“ My dear Sir ,—I have to apologise for allowing your note 

“ of 22d November to lie so long unanswered. I  wished, pre- 
“ viously to writing you, to see D r Christison, and to ascertain 
“ whether he was prepared to proceed with the arbitration,
“ which he is. I  am also quite ready to meet you and the um- 
“ pires whenever it suits their convenience ana yours.

“ Your proposal of surrendering the defence of the arbitra- 
“ tion to Dr 8pursheim, I  must beg leave to decline, for various • 
“ reasons which it is here needless to enumerate. I  certain*
“ ly never said ‘ that I  did not attack Phrenology, but solely 
“ the statements o f Drs GaU and Spurzheim ;* for I  know not 
“ where Phrenology is to be found except in the statements of 
“ its authors; nor can I imagine any other expositor entitled to 
“ represent their doctrine with an authority equal to that of its 
“ founders. I t  is, however, only in so far as you coincide with 
“ Drs GaU and Spurzheim in regard to the most fundamental 
“ positions and the plainest facts that we have any controversy;
“ and you agreed to enter into the arbitration because you were 
“ willing to peril their credibility, and the possibility of the 
*< system, on the truth of the assertions which 1 offered to dis- 
“ prove. Hoping that we may soon bring the points at issue to 
“  proof, I remain, &c.

(Signed) “ W. H amilton/* 
The meeting of the umpires suggested in my letter of the 22d 

November did not take place till 22d December. I t  was then 
held in the Clyde Street H all; but I  positively affirm that Sir 
William Hamilton only referred again to the crania that had 
been previously rejected, and did not produce one jot of addi
tional evidence to substantiate any of his propositions.

Sir William says, that Dr Spurzheim was actually present 
“ at one of the meetings of the umpires.” This is correct: but 
he forbears to state what occurred. Owing to a previous engage
ment, it was impossible for me to be present; but Dr A. 
Combe, accompanied by Dr Spurzheim, attended, not as par
ties, but as spectators. These gentlemen waited with much pa
tience to heai* and see Sir William’s evidence; but they assure 
me, that, though personally present, he neither said any thing, 
nor did any thing, in furtherance of the objects of the refer
ence.

Sir William proceeds—“ Mr Combe does not state that every 
facility was offered him to examine the crania on which I was 

“  to  found my public demonstration, and that he was pressed 
“  and goaded, and even taunted into an acceptance of the same 
“ specimens for the use of his own lecture in the Assembly 
"  Rooms.”



This matter is very easily set at rest. On 2fith Aprils 1887, 
I wrote to Sir William as follows:— “ I beg to mention, that, 
“ at the request of the committee for the relief of the distressed 
“ operatives, I  shall deliver a lecture on the evidence of Phre- 
“ nology, in the Assembly Rooms, at one o'clock on Friday, 
“ and will be happy to exhibit as many skulls of the collection 
** used by you as will be allowed to be cut open. Farther, if 
“ you will honour me with your attendance at the Clyde Street 
“  Hall, on Friday morning at ten, I shall saw open as many 
“  skulls as you may select, carry them to the Assembly Rooms, 
u and abide by the evidence they afford, both as to parallelism 
ie and the frontal sinus."

Sir William wrote in answer, that he was allowed to offer 
me “ the whole 50 skulls sent by M. Royer to the Museum 
but that as Professor Jameson was averse from disfiguring the 
heads, all that he could obtain was permission for me “ to  open, 
u before the audience, one of the two cavities (the frontal sinuses) 
f( in any three crania that may be selected." Farther, he de
clined my offer of opening as many skulls as he might select 
belonging to the Phrenological collection. On 27th April I  
wrote him, “ Unless I  am permitted to saw open at least a 
“  dozen of them (the skulls,) not selected on account of evi- 
“ dent peculiarities, but taken at random, so as to afford a fair 
** average, I  shall be obliged to decline admitting them as 
** evidence."

My reason for rejecting the skulls which I  was not allowed 
to saw open was, that, without being opened, the audience in 
the Assembly Rooms could not see the sinuses, and, in that 
case, had I not reason to apprehend that the whole would 
have terminated in a controversy about facts which the au
ditory had no sufficient means of verifying ? My wish was, 
that the question should rest, not on assertions on the pert of 
Sir William Hamilton, and contradictions on mine, ba ton  the 
evidence of the senses of those present.

In conclusion, Sir William says, “ I  am confident of being 
“ able to bring the truth of the doctrine to a decision that will 
'* satisfy all impartial judges." Sir William has all along been 
confident of doing so much, while hitherto he has accomplished 
so little, that I  am not very sanguine in expectation from this 
announcement; but it would afford me the greatest pleasure if  
he shall keep his word. I  have spent much time and taken 
much trouble with Sir William Hamilton; but although from 
other opponents I  have learned something in the way either of 
correction or elucidation, from him I have derived not one iota 
of knowledge. Words, and words alone, have been poured out 
upon me, and (he stream has been so copious, that sense and 
fact have seemed to me to be too often swept away in the flood. 
I  am, Sir, your very obedient servant,

Edinburgh, 30th Jan. 1828.
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Geqw Combe.
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Lvttbr prom S ir  W illiam  H amilton.

To ike Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.9

Sin,—Might I  request you to allow the insertion of the follow
ing observations, in supplement of the letter which appeared in 
your last paper.

I  there forgot to notice Mr Combe’s denial, “  that it had been 
“ any doctrine o f his that irregularity in the opposite sides o f the 
u cranium f is the effect, and consequently the index o f disease in 
“ 9 the brain,* '* I  beg to ask that gentleman, whether I  am 
wrong in supposing a philosopher to hold a doctrine which he 
not only merely asserts, but even applies in parrying an objec
tion to his system; and whether he himself did not, on this 
ground, endeavour to extenuate the ludicrous illustration of 
phrenological truth which the cranium of the atrocious robber- 
murderer of Bali afforded ? Among other similar contradictions, 
I  had  shown by phrenological measurement, that the skull of 
this monster greatly surpassed that of George Buchanan, in all 
the intellectual and moral organs, and was equally deficient to 
it in  a#  the brute propensities, and in particular in that of mur
der or Destructiveness. Mr Combe, in his lecture in the As
sembly Booms, finding that the two sides of this cranium were 
Hot perfectly correspondent, (not a skull in a hundred, as ob
served by anatomists, is found symmetrical, and the want of 
symmetry in this specimen did not certainly exceed the aver
age») boldly asserted, that because thus, what he called “ twist- 
“ ed,” it was a  diseased, and consequently an incompetent, sub
jec t o f comparison. Will he likewise deny, that he attempted to 
show of the same skull, that there was a deficiency in the organ 
of Conscientiousness, by holding up in contrast with it, a thing 
he called the cast of a head, and which exhibited the superior 
and lateral parts towering into two mountains divided by an in- 
teijacent valley ? On this anomaly, which he then took for his 
mean standard o f proportion, there could not probably be found, 
on phrenological principles, an honest individual in Europe; 
b u t h ad  it been convenient to have proved the owner of this 
skull a  virtuous character, it would not probably have been 
difficult to discover on the nonce, among the phrenological appa
ra tus, a  counter monstrosity, .exhibiting the aides of the cranium 
sloping from the vertex like a penthouse. Such is the opinion 
th a t arrogates to itself the name of science! Mr Combe, it ought 
to  b e  added, yraa on this occasion enthusiastically applauded,— 
b y  th e  believers for his triumphant vindication of their faith, 
b y  th e  scoffers for his unconscious exposition of its absurdity.

I n  my first letter I  also neglected to append a note to the

* T h is  letter appeared in the tame paper with the two preceding letters of 
D r  Spurzheim  and Mr Combe.
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passage where the name of Hufeland is introduced. Among 
'other controverters of Phrenology, that author had been alluded 
to by me in my correspondence with Mr Combe, printed in the 
Phrenological Journal; and the editor, in a note, says, that he 
“ had seen an extract from a late publication, stating that Hufe- 
“ land, on more careful and extensive observation, had confessed 
“ himself obliged to renounce his opposition, and to adopt the very 
“ doctrine to which he had formerly objected ." He then refers to an 
article in the same number, on the progress of Phrenology in 
Germany. On turning to this article, which purports to be 
from a foreign correspondent, it no doubt appeared, from a trans
lation out of what was said to be a “ recent” work of Hufeland’s, 
that he had ended in becoming a decided convert to Phrenology. 
I t  was not, however, long before I  perceived that the whole was 
a mere mystification. For, in the first place, the “ recent tri- 
“ bute” paid to the science is extracted from a work of which the 
second edition, now before me, is printed twenty-three years ago : 
in the second place, this “ tribute" is paid in the introduction o f 
the very work in which he treats Phrenology to its refutation: 
in the third place, the translation, in essentialpoints, is httle better 
than a fabrication. I  am far indeed from supposing that the 
editor of the Journal, whoever he be, was a party to the 
deceit; but the reference to Bischojfs Darstellung should have 
pointed out the hoax, had he not been ignorant of the history of 
ins own opinion. I t  is, however, evident from the example, 
that scepticism is not amiss in regard even to phrenological 
quotations; and in regard to facts, I have never yet met with 
a statement o f any consequence to the system, which, in its accu
racy or its application, could bear a critical examination— I re
main, Sir, your most obedient servant,

W . H amilton.
16, King Street, 29th January, 1828.

P. S.—I observe an erratum in the third paragraph of my last 
letter, which reverses the meaning:—for “ are symmetrical/’ 
read "  are not symmetrical."

L etter  prom Mr  George Comes.

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury*
S ir ,—In consequence of the assertions contained in Sir William 
Hamilton's letter to you, published in the Mercury of 31st Jâ - 
nuary, it becomes necessary for me again to trouble you with a 
reply.

Your readers will have discovered long before this time, that 
philosophy or facts in nature attract, in a very subordinate de
gree, the notice of Sir William Hamilton. He has commenced
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the present controversy by giving forth several absurd proposi
tions, which he gratuitously ascribes to the Phrenologists, but 
which the latter at once denied to be either taught or believed 
by them. Any reasonable disputant would have perceived that 
here the discussion as to them ought to have terminated; be
cause, both parties being agreed that the propositions have no 
foundation in nature, farther argument coula serve no legitimate 
end. Sir William Hamilton, however, views matters differently. 
He gravely states, that his object is to destroy the credibility of 
Drs Gall and Spurzheim. His own words in his letter of 3d 
May, 1827, are, “ I f  all their assertions within our observation 
“ be false, all beyond it are entitled to no c r e d i t and how does 
he proceed to show that all their assertions within our observa
tion are false ? He does this by thrusting certain disavowed ab
surdities on these authors, and he hopes, by proving what no
body denies, that these are sheer nonsense, to arrive, by “ a very 
“  simple inference of analogy," at the conclusion, that real as
sertions, founded in nature, and consistent with sense, are not 
to be believed! The folly of this proceeding is very apparent. 
First, The credibility of Drs Gall and Spurzheim constitutes no 
dement in the evidence of Phrenological science. These gentle
men and the other authors on phrenology have all along explicitly 
stated, that they require no person to believe any thing on their 
testimony, but solely on the evidence addressed to their own 
senses and intellects. Dr Spurzheim repeated this most parti- 
tularly at the commencement of his present course of lectures, 
and I have uniformly been equally explicit. Secondly, It is in
trinsically absurd to enter into a grave discussion about the cre
dibility of a person who rests his assertions upon facts in nature 
which may easily be verified. No man of common sense in
quires whether a chemist or natural philosopher is credible in 
relating his experiments; he repeats the experiments himself, 
and believes or disbelieves according to the result. Thirdly, 
Even were it philosophical gravely to discuss the credibility of 
phrenological authors, ought not their own statements in their 
avowed works to be assumed as the authentic record of their 
opinions ? Nevertheless, Sir William Hamilton, when called on 
by Dr Spurzheim to point out where in his works three of the 
propositions ascribed to him were to be found, could not do so, 
but alleged that they were “  in substance" what he assumed 
them to be. This is trifling with the public. Again, after re
peating four times in one page, and in the most positive terms, 
that “ Gall and Spurzheim are the only authentic representatives 
€< o f their own doctrines,” and that he wished "  only to refute 
“ the assertions o f the two founders,” he attributes an absurd 
proposition to Phrenologists in general, and adduces an alleged 
statement of mine as the authority on which he rests. Not only 
th is; but he assumes his own recollection of an oral discourse, 
delivered by me nine months ago, as a sufficient ground for im
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puting to me a statement which I  disavow, and which a printed 
record of my words, published in the Scotsman newspaper at 
the time, proves that I  did not utter. This can easily be esta* 
blished.

\st, As to Dr GaH*8 doctrine regarding the symmetry of the 
two sides of the cranium, that author says, “ We must not for- 
“ get, that often the healthiest heads, I  mean those in which the 
“  form has not been influenced by disease, have two sides tm- 
“  equal .**

2diy, As to my statement—On 31st January last, I  wrote Sir 
William Hamilton as follows:— Will you oblige me by point- 
“  ing out the authority for which you ascribe to me tne doc- 
“ trine, f That irregularity in the opposite sides of the cranium 
“ f is the effect, ana consequently the index of disease in the 
“ * brain ?’ '* The answer is in these terms :— “ 31st January, 
“ 1828.—The authority on which I  ascribe to you the opinion 
“ in question, is your lecture in the Assembly Rooms. M y memory 
“ is very distinct on the subject. You argued, that as the skull 
“ of the Bali murderer was twisted, the brain had probably been 
“  diseased. I  was the more particularly struck wilh the argu- 
“  ment, because 1 had happened to have recently read in Dr 
“ Monro's Anatomy, that not one skull in a hundred was to be 
“  found symmetrical, and to have examined an instrument in- 
“  vented by him for measuring this inequality.** The follow* 
ing is an extract from a report of my lecture in the Assembly 
Booms, published in the Scotsman of 2d May, 1827, prepared 
not by me, but with the assistance of the notes from which I  
spoke:—

“ The supposed skull of George Buchanan had been produced 
as an objection; but, in the first place, Buchanan died at the 
“  age of 78» which was at least 30 years beyond the period of 
“  middle life, to which Phrenologists confine their demonstra- 
“  tive observations, and no one could tell how much the brain 
“  and skull had diminished in the course of the ordinary decay 
“  of nature. In the second place, the evidence of the skull hav- 
"  ing belonged to Buchanan was found by the Phrenologists to 
“  be so defective, that they had, for this very reason, avoided 
"  publishing any account of it. In  the third place, even grant- 
f< ing it to be the skull of Buchanan, no attempt had been made 
(< to show that its development was inconsistent with the mani- 
“ festations.—It had, indeed, been contrasted, and held to be 
"  equally good, with the skull of a Bali murderer, which M r 
“ Combe now saw fo r  the fir s t time, and which had been sent in 
« b y  Sir William Hamilton after the lecture had begun. A 
“ friend sitting behind him (Mr C.) had looked at it since it

was handed in, and written the comments, which he would 
“  now read:—* The Bali murderer is old, as is seen by the ab- 
“  ‘ sence of the teeth, and alveolar processes. I t  is therefore not 
“  ‘  within the conditions required by Phrenology. The skull is un-
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“ 1 equal and twisted. The propensities, generally, are very 
“ € huge.—Combativeness, Secretiveness, Self-esteem, Cautious- 
“ € ness, are all very large, and Destructiveness and Firmness 
u ‘ are large. Conscientiousness is moderate, as it rises little 
“ ‘ above the level of Cautiousness. Benevolence and intellect 
“ '  are large. Here, then, cunning, passion, suspicion, and jea- 
“  c lousy, are the strongest among the propensities; and with 
“  ‘ such a combination, m a savage nation, murder from age or 
te ‘ from suspicion is quite probable. To prove this skull to be 
“ € subversive of Phrenology, Sir William Hamilton must first 
“ * prove that it is not above middle life, and not diseased (which,
“ c from  its appearance, and from  the murder apparently not being 
“ ‘ committed tiU old age, is at least doubtful). He must produce 
“ * evidence that the manifestations in mature age were at vari- 
u e ance with even his present development; that he was not 
“ ‘ violent in his rage, not crafty, and not suspicious; and that he 
u ‘ was not deep and calculating in his schemes against others;
“  ‘ that he was not kind and firm to his friends; and that he 
"  ‘ was not a man whose mental energy made him feared. Hav- 
“  € ing established these points, Sir William may then, but not 
“ ‘ till then, produce it as evidence against Phrenology. We 
“  ' do not receive it as evidence, because we expressly specify 
“ ‘ middle life as the period for evidence in demonstration, and 
“ ‘ we expressly require health as a condition/ ”

By the words, “ to appearance/* the whole indications of the 
skull are obviously meant, its density as well as its twist.

Nothing can savour more of the spirit of perverse wrangling 
than to found on this statement in the lecture the assertion, that 
I  maintain it as a general phrenological proposition, that “ irre- 
“  gularity in the cranium is the enect, and consequently the in- 
“ dex of disease in the brain/’

Up to the present hour, Sir William Hamilton has not pro
duced a shadow of evidence, that the skull which he calls 
that of George Buchanan really belonged to that individual, or 
that he did not die at the age of 78, which is beyond the period 
of phrenological observation. Farther, in a letter, dated 27th 
April, 1827,1 begged of him to send me the letter of Mr Craw
ford, in which the history of the Bali robber is alleged by him to 
be detailed, but he has never done so ; nor has he proved any of 
the foregoing points, which he was called on to substantiate be
fore being entitled to assert, that this skull aiforded evidence 
against Phrenology.

Sir William says, that I  held up in the Assembly Rooms, “ in 
“ contrast with it, a thing called the cast of a head.*’ Sir Wil- % 
liam never before questioned that it was a cast of an actual 
head; but as he now does so, I  am ready, whenever he pleases, 
to refer him to one of the oldest and most esteemed surgeons in 
Edinburgh, as the authority on which the authenticity of that 
cast rests.

Sir William next refers to an article in the Phrenological
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Journal about Hufeland's opinions in regard to Phrenology; 
but he conceals the fact, that I told him more than a month ago, 
when he mentioned the error, that I had written to the author 
of that article, who resides on the continent, and who had 
translated Hufeland's expressions into indifferent English, for a 
more explicit statement; that an answer had then been received, 
from which it appeared that the original report was not accurate 
as to its date; and that this mistake would be corrected in the 
next number o f the Journal.

Sir William denies that he called Dr Spurzheim “ the most 
“ worthless of observers.” His own words are, e i t h e r  Dra 
“ Gall and Spurzheim are the most worthless of observers, on 
“ my counter-statements are a product of the most exquisite 
“ delusion that presumption ever engendered upon ignorance.” 
I  am, Sir, your very obedient servant, Geo. Combe.

Edinburgh, Feb. 1, 1828.

Letter  from S ir  W illiam H amilton.
To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury *

S ir ,—I am disappointed to find that, in what Dr Spurzheim is 
pleased to call “ an answer” to my letter, every point at issue is 
either passed over altogether, or studiously evaded. Quoting 
the Res non verba qurnso, the Doctor himself treats us to nothing 
but words. A fter an oracular enunciation of the recondite truth, 
“ what is is, and it is as it is,” he starts off in a tirade about 
evening parties and evening lectures, the Edinburgh Review, 
and vituperations which that “ literary gospel” had vented upon 
himself and Gall. The occasion of this effusion is the luckless 
employment I  had made of the authority of Dr John Gordon, to 
prove the high reputation of the Wenzels to the public, who, as 
unlearned on the subject, were consequently ignorant of the 
European celebrity of these accurate observers. The Wenzels 

• are not praised by Dr Gordon in disparagement of Spurzheim 
and Gall, and his testimony is even contained in a systematic 
work, written, I  believe, before its author was acquainted with 
the works of my opponents. Dr Spurzheim must not, howevef, 
be allowed to escape conviction because he refuses to plead.

The Doctor does not answer my pointed interrogatory, whe
ther he now at length admits against Gall, that the cerebral con
volutions are not symmetrical f  I am willing, however, to accept 
silence for a confession; and am not less rejoiced to see Dr 
Spurzheim thus compelled to evacuate the strongholds of the 
system, and the surest positions of Gall in relation to the brain, 
as I  was to behold Mr Combe back out of the most important

* Thin letter appeared in the tame paper with the preceding letter of M r 
Combe, and has therefore no reference to it.
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and confident assertions of Dr Spurzheim touching the cranium 
and the frontal sinus. So far so good.

In my last letter I proved to demonstration, that the two 
Phrenological Propositions which Dr Spurzheim denied to be 
held* by him (fifth and fourteenth) were, however, actually his. 
In his present letter he still affirms that they are “ inexact 
but he cautiously abstains from attempting any ¡iroof of my in
accuracy. <* The better part of valour is discretion.’* As yet I 
stand unconvicted of a single misrepresentation of my oppo* 
nents, while they are seen endeavouring to avoid inevitable re
futation, by sneaking out of their opinions,—denying of their 
language its unambiguous meaning, of their doctrine its most 
immediate corollaries.

Touching the Jiftk  Phrenological Proposition. I f  Dr Spurz
heim can adduce a single passage from his own works or those 
of Gall, where (in opposition to all those I have quoted, proving 
that the sinus and the bony crest are uniformly maintained by 
them severally to suppose each other) it is stated, that the in
ternal vacuity, except in cases of old a^e and disease, is ever 
found without its external index of the n d g e ;—in that event, I 
shall at once abandon this proposition; but, if he cannot do this, 
he necessarily stands convicted of the grossest quibbling.

In  reference to the fourteenth Phrenological Proportion, af- 
firming the greater development in children of the inferior parts 
of the forehead, dec., Dr Spurzheim must either deny, 1. That 
the knowing organs are not situated in the lower region of the 
brow, and the reflective in the superior; or, 2. That the know
ing faculties are not manifested before the reflective; or, 3. 
That the development of the several organs is not correspondent 
with the manifestation of their respective faculties. Unless he 
maintains one or other of these alternatives, he cannot impugn 
the accuracy of my proposition; and, if he does, he virtually 
denies the truth of Phrenology. He can only escape execution 
by suicide. Be it observed, that I  only quoted Dr Combe m «£. 
lustration of Dr Spurzheim, not as an authority representing 
the opinion. This, however, it is chosen to misrepresent

D r Spurzheim also maintains silence on my challenge to try 
the question of the relative size of the cerebellum in the sexes, 
on his own skulls^ allowing him to retain all the male crania 
marked bv him sef as large in that organ, and to throw out all the 

fem ale skulls in which it is similarly distinguished. I  ought to 
have added, that I  would also permit him to refect all the male 
crania in which No 1 may be marked as smalt, retaining those 
female crania in which it may be similarly noted. The collec
tio n  shall also be purged, by any teacher of anatomy, of all 
sk u lls  which may be “ monstrous/* “ singular/* or “ anomal- 
“  ©us.”

I f  Dr Spurzheim, therefore, is not anxious to evade the appeal
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to facts, and would not be reproached with having accused hit 
opponent of misrepresentation, without the shadow of a reason, 
he will favour me with an answer to the four following ques
tions :—

1. Does he not abandon Gall’s assertion in regard to the sym
metry of the convolutions of the opposite lobes of the brain ?

2. In what respect have I  mis-stated his and Gall’s opinion, 
as published in their works, in regard to the co-relation of the 
frontal sinus and the superciliary crest ?

3. In what respect have I misrepresented them in regard to 
their doctrine of the greater development in children of the lower 
region of the brow ?

4. Does he accept my challenge to try the truth of Phreno
logy on his own series of skulls, and conceding to him every 
possible advantage ?

I  again defy the Phrenologist* to produce a single practical ana- 
tomist mho mill declare that the phrenological propositions are not 
ludicrously false.

I  say nothing in reply to Mr Combe, as I  beg leave to de
cline his interference in the present controversy between Dr 
Spureheim and me. I  should be sorry, especially at the present 
busy juncture, to occupy your columns with any answer to his 
long-winded statements, however easily refuted; and am un
willing to co-operate in distracting attention from facts of some 
importance to personalities of none. This also I  wish to be my 
last letter on the present subject.

I  remain, Sir,
Your most obedient servant, 

W . H amilton.
King Street, 31st January, 1828.

Postscript.—As my letter has not been published to-day, I  
hope I  may be permitted to add a few observations^ suggested 
by reading the report of Dr Spurzheim’s lecture on the frontal 
sinus, which appeared in the Scotsman of this morning.

Mr Combe asserts, that he has never learnt any thing from 
me. This cannot be maintained of Dr Spurzheim. I  am re
joiced to find, from this report, that the Doctor abandons his old 
opinions, and notv actually inculcates the very doctrines which I  
have offered to prove, and which are diametrically opposed to those 
hitherto maintained by the Phrenologists.

In the first place, instead of holding that the sinus exists onlt 
in old age, and as the effect o f chronic insanity, by only support
ing the feeble negative that they are not found “ in every in- 
“ stance/' he now evidently acknowledges that they are generally 
present. So far, therefore, he admits my second counter-pro
position.

In the second place, instead of maintaining that the presence
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of the sinus is always indicated by a bony crest, be now Admits 
that the crest “ sometimes accompanies a sinus, and sometimes 
“ not.’* He thus adopts my fifth  counter-propositi on.*

In  the third place, Dr Spurzheim seems to admit that the si
nus exists in children after seven years old ; and so far, there
fore, acquiesces in my third counter-proposition. In denying 
the existence of the sinus before the age of seven, he is, how
ever, opposed to all the most illustrious anatomists, (Morgagni, 
Albinus, Bichat, Scarpa, &c. &c.,) who trace the sinus back even 
to  the foetus.

But though Dr Spurzheim, less indocile than Mr Combe, 
conceives it fa s  ah hoste doceri, he does not, however, appear 
more inclined to Acknowledge the tuition. He quietly advances 
die new opinions, &9 if  these were his spontaneous statements, 
and not involuntary concessions, extortea from him in the teeth 
of all that he had ever previously taught. Of this, however, I  
do not complain; and am better pleased to be saved, by these 
admissions, (which I  shall hold good, if not denied by Dr Spurz
heim,) the trouble of bringing my second, third, ana fifth  coun
ter-propositions to a proof. With the suicidal effects of these 
admissions to Phrenology, I  have at present nothing to d o ; nor 
do I  advert to the other statements of Dr Spurzheim concerning 
the sinus, which I  know to be not less untrue than the more no
torious absurdities, from which he would now fain be allowed 
quietly to back out. Of the five  phrenological propositions, on 
the truth of which Mr Combe originally agreed to peril the 
tru th  of Phrenology, and the credit due to its founders, three are 
now given up by Dr Spurzheim himself; and the two not yet 
surrendered are even more untenable than the others. (See 
Phrenological Journal, No XV. p. 390.) I suspect the Phrenolo
gists now begin to nauseate facts, even more than they formerly 
abominated reasonings.

Notwithstanding your notice, I  trust that Dr Spurzheim may 
be allowed to insert an answer in your journal to this communi
cation.

2A February, 1828.
While we readily accede to the proposal which Sir Wil

liam Hamilton so very handsomely makes in favour of his oppo
nent, we must still repeat, that, in doing so, we do not hold 
ourselves as departing from the resolution expressed in our last.

L etter  from Mr  G eorge Combe.
To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

Sib ,— Acquiescing, as I  fully do, in the propriety of terminat

* T h e  report of Dr Spurzheim’s lecture on the frontal sinus, referred to .by 
Sir W .  Hamilton, will be found in section IV . of this article.

VoL. V.—No X V II.
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ing the controversy, in your columns, on the subject* of Phren
ology, between Sir William Hamilton and me, I solicit the fa
vour of your inserting the Report of the Umpires, which I  have 
only this day received; and also an Extract from the Phrenolo
gical Journal, No I., published in October, 1323, relative to tbe 
fifty skulls, which establishes that the Phrenologists have never 
varied in their account of the purposes for which they were se
lected and sent to Edinburgh; and remain, Sir,

Your very obedient servant, 
George Combe.

Edinburgh, 8th February. ,

“ Proceedings o f the Arbiters in the Reference. by Sir William
“ Hamilton and M r Con&e, on the Anatomical Facts o f Phren-
“ ology.

/
“  The first meeting was spent in arranging the Issues to be 

“ tried regarding the frontal sinuses.
“ At the second meeting the Issues were farther arranged, 

"  and Sir William Hamilton proceeded to prove his statements 
“ bv examining a set of skulls in the University Natural History 
“  Museum, said to have been sent from Paris by Dr Spurzheim. 
(( Mr Combe stated various objections to these skulls being re- 
“  ferred to ; and the arbiters agreed that satisfactory facts could 
“ not be deduced from them,—in the firs t place, because the 
“ age and sex could be determined only presumptively, and 
“ even that but in a few ; and, secondly, Because liberty could 
"  not be obtained to lay the sinuses open to such an extent as 
"  appeared necessary for an, accurate examination.

“ At the third meeting, after a desultory conversation on the 
“ best method of procuring accurate facts for deciding the points 
“ at issue between Sir William Hamilton and Mr Combe, the 
“ arbiters proposed, that, instead of examining skulls whose his- 
“ tory was unknown, and which could not always be cut open 
“ to the requisite extent, the parties and umpires should attend 
“ the pathological dissections at the Infirmary and Fever Hos- 
“ pita! ; by which means they hoped, that, in the course of a 
“ rew months, a sufficient set of correct observations might be 
“  procured, with all the necessary collateral circumstances.— 
“ This proposition was agreed to ; and, a few days afterwards 
“  the first examination was made in presence of all the arbiter's 
“ at the Fever Hospital.

€t (Signed)—J ohn Scott, M.D.—J ames Syme.—R. Ch r is- 
“  Tison.

“  Edinburgh, February 8, 1828.”

Extract from  Phrenological Journal, No I . p. 67-
“ We are able to state farther, that the skulls are really very 

“ interesting to the student of Phrenology. The question is of-
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“ ten asked, On what principle did Drs Gall and Spurzheim 
u map out the skull, and assign different shapes to the different 
“ organs as appearing on the cranium ? This collection presents 
“ a most satisfactory answer to the inquiry. In cases of extreme 
“ development of any particular organ, the bone situate above 
“ it protrudes in the very form and dimensions delineated by 
“ the founders of the science ; and these skulls were selected 
“ with the view of illustrating this point, and do illustrate it in 
“ the most decided manner. In one skull, for example, Cau- 
“ iiousneis is the predominating organ, and the projection is seen 
“ to be exactly of the shape and size marked in the phrenologi- 
“ cal busts. In  another, Benevolence is the leading feature ; in 
“ a third, Veneration predominates, and so on ; and in each the 
“ skull is seen presenting a distinct elevation of a form corre- 
“ spending to that assigned to the external indication of the or- 
“ gan by Drs Chill and Spurzheim. The history of the indivi- 
“ duals to whom the skulls belonged is not known, and the 
“ collection was sent as evidence merely of the fact, that eleva- 
“ tiona of the cranium, corresponding in figure and dimensions 
“ to those delineated on the phrenological busts, actually exist 
“ in nature, and that the lines of demarcation are not fanciful, 
"  as is generally reported and believed.1’

Letter  from D r  Spurzheim .

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

Sib ,— Y ou were so good as to insert, in your paper of Thurs
day, 31st January, an answer to Sir William Hamilton, which 
I intended to be final; but his letter published in your number 
of M onday, the 4th of February, makes it necessary Tor me to 
add som e explanation to your readers, and I now trouble you 
and them  for the last time. I  depend on their good sense that 
they do not think me bound in duty to prove, that three propo
sitions, which Sir William assumes to be mine, are inexact. He 
is the accusing party; hence let him prove his accusation, and, 
instead o f  drawing interpretations, let him copy from my printed 
works th e  passages in which I  maintain the views attributed to 
me, and  combated by him.

S ir W illiam asserts, that he has taught me the views which I 
now m aintain regarding the frontal sinus; but I am constrained 
to declare, that hitherto I  have learned nothing from Sir Wil
liam, w ho, by not bringing forth from my works the exact pas
sages on  which he founds hiB three supposed propositions, betray* 
that h e  d id  not understand Phrenology as I taught it in 1815 
and 1816 , and who, by not attending any of my demonstrations, 
shows th a t  he is unwilling to become acquainted with the pro*
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gress this science has made since that time. Your readers will 
easily conceive, that I could not learn my doctrine on the frontal 
sinus from him, seeing that all the specimens of the various 
modifications of it, through all ages, from new-born children to 
very old age, in the state of healtn and disease, shown by me in 
Edinburgh, were collected in Paris, whence I brought them to 
England, and seeing also that I taught the same doctrine in 
London, Bath, Bristol, Cambridge, and Hull, which I  repeated 
in Edinburgh.

But Sir William, forgetting the old saying, nec tutor ultra 
crepidam, proposes to teach anatomical points unknown, I  am 
sure, to all lecturers on anatomy in this city. The cerebellum, 
says he, hat itt full growth at three pears, and the brain at seven 
peart o f age. The cerebellum, moreover, is absolutelp larger in 
women than «», men, and probablp to in females than in males. To 
my knowledge Dr Gall never saw such things. I  also confess, 
that, during tne twenty-seven years that I  have studied the struc
ture, functions, and diseases of the brain, I  have never been able 
to perceive facts to support the above-mentioned assertions of Sir 
William; and M. Chausier, formerly professor of anatomy and 
physiology in the university of Paris, who paid particular atten
tion to this subject, and who profetsedlp wrote on it, notwithstand
ing of his great opportunities of examining brains both of chil
dren and adults, states, in his Exposition deVEncephale, published 
in 1808, the contrary of what Sir William undertakes to demon
strate. I  shall be glad to see him prove publielp his assertions 
as soon as he finds it convenient, even by the fifty skulls on 
which he fully relies. At the same time, I  regret not being able 
to say, H is gloriamur inimicitiis.

I  am, Sir,
Your very obedient servant,

G. Spubzhsim .
Edinbufgh, 6th February, 1828.

11. C O R R E SPO N D E N C E  B E T W E E N  S IR  W IL L IA M  H A M IL 
T O N  A N D  D R  8 P U R Z H E IM , N O T  P R E V IO U S L Y  P U B 
L IS H E D .

S ib  W illiam  H amilton to D b Spurzheim .

S ib  W. H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, and 
requests permission to inquire, whether Dr Spurzheim consents 
to try the truth of Phrenology in the points at issue, by an in
duction of skulls, taken indifferently from the various collec
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tions in Edinburgh; the age, sex, health, &c. to be rigorously 
determined, without interference of the parties, or relation to 
the questions in dispute, by the skill, and on the honour of the 
anatomists through whom they are obtained.
' Sir W. Hamilton, on his part, is willing that Dr Spurzheim's 
series of crania should be purified from any “ monstrous," “  sin« 
u gular," and te anomalous" specimens, if such it really con« 
tains, by any of the public teachers of anatomy in this city whom 
Dr Spurzheim may prefer. He likewise offers to include the 
skulls belonging to the Phrenological Society in the induction, 
provided, that their whole collection be submitted, without re* 
serve, to the same impartial determination. Crania, not Euro« 
pean, to be taken, cum nota, in reference to the frontal sinus ; 
and in regard to other points, those of children and of males 
and females, only of the same race, and in equal proportions, to 
be compared together.

16, Great King Street, 16th February, 1828.

Dr Spurzheim  to Sir  W illiam  H amilton.

Dr S p u r z h e im  returns compliments to Sir William Hamilton, 
and, in  answer to Sir Wm.’s note of yesterday, begs leave to 
say, that he examined the skulls sent from Paris, and those pre
served in the public and private collections at Edinburgh,—that 
he explained, and continues to explain, to the public at large, 
his doctrines on Phrenology,—-and that it is not his fault if Sir 
Wm. Hamilton, though invited by Dr S., did not think it pro
per to attend any of Dr Spurzheim's demonstrations, or to look 
at any o f the evidences which he brings forth. On the other 
hand, S ir Wm. Hamilton does not stand in need of Dr Spurz
heim's t€ permission" to refute Phrenology whenever and wher
ever he pleases; Dr Spurzheim, however, repeats the statement 
already made in the Caledonian Mercury, that he is willing to 
meet S ir Wm. H. as soon as Sir Wm. may be ready to prove p u b 
l i c l y  his assertions. I t  is evident that Sir Wm. has the right 
to proceed as he likes, and to appear alone or in company of all 
teachers of anatomy in Edinburgh, to whom he alludes in his 
note. The only thing upon which Dr S. insists is, that Sir 
Wm. shall not confine his decision to a written document signed 
by his friends, but shall bring all his evidence before the public, 
and allow Dr S. to put any question concerning the contested 
points to Sir Wm. Hamilton or to his supporters. Dr S. also 
desires Sir Wm. H. not to wait till Dr S. has left Edinburgh, to 
exhibit publicly the evidence of his assertions. From not at
tending to this circumstance, Sir Wm. could not be free from 
the charge of having alleged assertions which he could not sub
stantiate in Dr Spurzheim's presence.

Edinburgh, 16th February, 1828.
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Sir  W illiam  H amilton to D r  S purzheim .

S ir  W illiam  H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurz-* 
heira, and regrets, though he is not astonished, that Dr Spurz- 
heim refuses to join in any induction, by which the assertions o f 
Phrenology would be held up in collation with the facts o f Na«* 
ture. Sir William has done every thing in his power to mani
fest the rigorous impartiality of his proof; and he flatters him
self, that he has succeeded in placing in a strong contrast, his 
own anxiety and the reluctance of his opponents, to bring the 
truth of their several positions to the proper test.

Sir William has applied for all the female crania extant in 
the different anatomical collections of Edinburgh, and he has 
employed all indifferently. The sex of many of these is known 
independently of anatomical criteria. The others have been 
discriminated by the most skilful judges; and no specimen has 
been admitted, in regard to the sex of which any doubt has 
been entertained. The same has been done in respect to ante- 
puberal crania. From all the anatomical collections all the 
skulls have been obtained the teeth of which evidence the pro
per age.

In  regard to male crania, which are preserved in far greater 
^umbers than those of women, Sir W. Hamilton offers to allow 
D r Spurzheim him self to fix , without selection, on the adequate 
complement, in any o f the anatomical musas.

Having done thus much, and expressed his willingness to in
clude Dr Spurzheim’s own collection, under the most favour
able conditions—indeed under any terms Dr Spurzheim him
self may choose—and to admit the skulls belonging to the 
Phrenological Society, Sir William is confident that nothing 
more on his part could possibly be performed, to decide the 
question on fair and liberal principles, nay, even on principles 
more partially favourable to the Phrenologists. He begs Dr 
Spurzheim himself to state, whether he can conceive it possible 
to act more generously by an opponent, without absolutely com
promising the interest of truth.

In regard to Dr Spurzheim*s insinuation, that the Edinburgh 
lecturers on anatomy are his t(friends,f and “ supporters,** Sir 
W. Hamilton must observe, that, if pt is meant that a disbelief 
in the phrenological anatomy constitutes them his friends, they 
are probably so, not less than all other anatomists alive and 
dead; but if it is hereby whispered, that their impartiality's 
not to be trusted in their scientific determination of the subjects 
p f  his induction, so unworthy an insinuation can only recoil on 
the head of him who could imagine the possibility of such a 
supposition. Sir William may be somewhat strict in his no
tions on this subject; but he can assure Dr Spurzheim, that he 
Would as soon forge a bill as colour a philosophical fact; and
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«ven the most infatuated of the phrenological multitude, will, he 
thinks, begin to suspect the delusion of a doctrine, which can 
only be supported by innuendos against the integrity of whole 
dosses of honourable men.

I f  Sir W. Hamilton’s attendance on Dr Spurzheim’s physio
logical lectures were of the smallest relevancy to the present 
question, as it is of none, how could he, with any delicacy, have 
availed himself of Dr Spurzheim’s invitation, after his attend
ance was subsequently so unceremoniously prohibited by Dr 
Spurzheim, in his second letter in the Caledonian Mercury ?

Sir William has only to add, that Dr Spurzheim will have 
ample opportunity, privately to scrutinize, and publicly to can
vass, the accuracy of his measurements. Dr Spurzheim is at 
present only commencing a new course of lectures; but, that no 
time may be lost, that part of the induction which is already 
finished, shall, if Dr Spurzheim pleases, be submitted to him 
without delay. The earlier completion of the whole induction 
has only been prevented by its extent, minuteness, and elaborate 
accuracy.

16, Great King Street, 17th February, 1828.

D r  Spurzheim  to S ib  W illiam H amilton.

D r  Spurzheim  returns compliments to Sir Wm. Hamilton, and 
begs to remark, that in Dr S.'s letter to him, Dr S. says, that 
he has seen the skulls in the different collections at Edinburgh. 
I f  it be necessary, Dr S. adds, that all these skulls do not re
fute any phrenological opinion which he entertains. I t  is in
comprehensible to Dr S. how Sir Wm. could find in Dr S.’s 
letter insinuations against the anatomists of Edinburgh. Dr 
S. disclaims all such, and his letter does not justify Sir Wm. 
in imputing them. Sir Wm. Hamilton publicly attacked Phren
ology before Dr S. visited Edinburgh; it is now Sir Wm. Ha
milton's duty to prove publicly his assertions. Dr S. therefore 
repeats, for the fourth and last time, that he is willing to meet 
Sir Wm. H. before the public. Dr S. also repeats his desire, 
that Sir Wm. may not wait till Dr S. has left Edinburgh, to 
exhibit the evidence of his assertions. This cannot be difficult, 
since it is but common sense to think, that Sir Wm. had col
lected his proofs before he appeared as an opponent of Phren
ology.

^Edinburgh, 18th February, 1828.
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S ib  W illiam H amilton to D r Spurzheim .

Sib  W. H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, and, 
in answer to his yesterday's letter, observes, that tne fact, repeat
edly stated bv Dr S., of his having “ examined the skulls pre- 
“ served in the public and private collections at Edinburgh"— 
a fact, however, of which the custodiars of the most extensive are 
not aware—is of no importance; as the question is not, whether 
D r S. has looked at nature, but whether he has truly reported 
her realities. Sir W. cannot, of course, deny that these crania 
“  do not refute the phrenological opinions which Dr S. enter- 
a t a i n s he only knows that they utterly explode the phreno
logical doctrines which Dr S. has published.

Sir W. H. having gained all he wanted, in manifesting that he 
is simply desirous of the truth, while his opponent seems merely 
anxious to elude the effect of an inquiry, nas only, in reply to 
the caution, that Sir W. would “  not wait till Dr S. had left 
“  Edinburgh, to exhibit the evidence of his assertions," to state, 
that on his part he is only apprehensive—from the very caution 
itself—lest JDc S. should suddenly escape; as he would regret 
if  any thing were wanting to consummate the impending ex
position of phrenological credibility. Sir W. therefore requests, 
that, if Dr S. does not mean to conclude his present course o f 
lectures, he may send Sir Wi warning a fortnight previous to 
his departure.

16, Great King Street, 19th February, 1828.

D r  Spurzheim  to S ib  W illiam  H amilton.
Db Spurzheim  returns compliments to Sir William Hamil
ton, and does himself the honour to state, tn compliance with Sir 
William Hamilton's wishes, that he will be ready to meet Sir 
William publicly any day that may be convenient for him, be
tween this day and Thursday, the tfth of March next.

Edinburgh, 20th February, 1828.

S ir  W illiam  H amilton to D b  SruBZHBiv.
Sib  W. H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, 
and as he has now nearly collected all the subjects of nis induc
tion, he begs again to repeat his offer, of sending Dr Spurzheim 
a note of his measurements, and of submitting the various spe
cimens to his examination. Sir W. is likewise ready to meet 
Dr Spurzheim, and to afford him every explanation that may 
tend to facilitate his scrutiny.

16, Great King Street, 27th February, 1828.
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D r Spurzrrim  to S ir  W illiam  H amilton.
Dr Spubshbim returns compliments to Sir William H iu ii*  
ton, and again states, that his published doctrines are the result 
of many years’ examination, repeated in various countries, and 
under die most different circumstances; consequently, that he 
cannot be satisfied with a mere private explanation, which Sir 
William offers to give'. Moreover, Phrenology and its believers» 
as well as Dr Spurzheim, having been oubltcly attacked by Sir 
William, and publicly accused o f“ credulity and of infatuation/’ 
and of being, “ without exception, the most erroneous o f observers 
“ recorded in the whole history o f science,” the phrenological 
public, or, as Sir William calls them, “  the phrenological mul* 
“ titude,” or “ mob,” insist upon their right to ask for a public 
refutation.

D r Spurzheim repeats, for the fifth  time, his readiness to meet 
S ir William Hamilton before the public, any day betwixt this and 
die 6th of March next.

Edinburgh, 28th February, 1828.

S ib  W illiam  H amilton to D r Spurzh bim .
S i b  W . H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim» 
and begs leave to observe, that in repeatedly offering Dr S. every 
information, aid, and facility, in sifting the accuracy of his anti- 
phrenological induction, far from supposing that a private meet» 
w g  fo r  this purpose was to foreclose Dr S. from publicly end- 
rising this evidence, he was only anxious, lest, through any 
omission on his part, Dr S. might not be fully armed for the 
attempt. Though personally averse from any thing like a pub
lic exnibitioii, and though convinced that a crowd is neither 
the audience to understand, nor a crowded assembly the place 
to detail, the evidence of an anatomical induction, Sir W. is too 
thoroughly convinced of the certainly of his proof, not on other 
accounts to court an opportunity of manifesting, in the most open 
maimer, the unsoundness of the opinion he controverts. H e  
therefore acouiesces^ in Dr Spurzneim’s proposal of a publio 
discussion. The points at issue are purely anatomical, and it 
only remains for Dr S. to mention the persons most competent 
to  th e  task, whom he would propose as umpires on the occasion« 

IS , flm t King Street, 28th February, 1828.

Dr  Sfubrhbim  to Sib  W illiam  H amilton.
D r  S pubzhsim returns compliments to Sir Wm Hamilton, 
a n d  begs leave to observe, that, if  Sir W. had privately intimated
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to Dr 8., that he is in possession of facts which may convince 
Dr S. of the “ unsoundness” of his opinions, Dr S. would have 
thankfully availed himself of a private meeting with Sir W., and. 
received from him private instruction in Anatomy and Physiolo
gy ; but since Sir W. publicly attacked Phrenology and its be
lievers, Dr S. can meet him only before the public. Moreover, 
as the truth or,falsehood of Phrenology depends neither on 
what Drs Gall and Spurzheim nor Sir William Hamilton say, 
nor on the opinions of umpires, but solely on the invariable laws 
of nature, Sir William has nothing to do but to bring before the 
public the proofs from which he draws his conclusions. Dr S. 
requests, for the sixth time, that Sir W. H. will name a day and 
place when Dr S. may meet him in public, and this before the 
6th of March next. Sir W. is requested to lose no time in doing 
this, as several days’ notice of the meeting must be given to the 
public, that they may attend. All other proceeding is unphilo-. 
sophical, and all correspondence to any other purpose in vain.

Edinburgh, 29th February, 1828.

Sir W illiam  H amilton to D r  Spurzheim .
Sir  W. H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, 
and takes the liberty of saying, that Dr S. has acted precisely 
as he has all along anticipated he would do. Sir W. was Weil 
assured that Dr S., though professing to desire a public dis
cussion, would never be brought to submit the truth of his 
doctrine to an audience, any part of which was competent, at 
once to form a correct opinion, and to embody that opinion in 
an authoritative verdict. I f  driven to the worst, Dr S., he was 
satisfied, would only venture to give an irrelevant lecture to an 
idle mob, without knowledge, as without a voice; and thus af
ford the opportunity to his friends of issuing a fallacious narra
tive under the imposing form of a report. The points at issue 
can only be deciaed by a patient investigation of anatomical 
measurements; and a Phrenologist alone could propose to deter
mine their accuracy, by submitting these, for an hour, to a tu 
multuary flock of men and women, who had probably never 
handled a cranium in their lives. Sir W. has too much self- 
respect, and too great a deference for truth, to co-operate in a 
proceeding which would only serve to turn himself into deri
sion, and to amuse or to delude the public. Sir W. is, however, 
now, and at all times, ready to meet Dr S. or his adherents, 
before any competent tribunal, to prove in their teeth, the lu
dicrous falsity of phrenological facts. He is willing to allow 
Dr S. to.nominate* the umpires,, and defies him to point out any 
collection of skulls, on which the craniological positions can hie 
established. Dr S. avers, that "  his doctrine is the result of an
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tfue At Vienna, cannot be false at Edinburgh ; and it is absurd • 
in Dr S. to think of supporting his own accuracy by his own 
assertion, when it lies before him to silence scepticism by th e ? 
easiest of appeals to nature. Hie Rhodes, hie saltus. I t  is also 
profitable to hear Dr S. confess, that “  the truth or falsehood of 
“  Phrenology does not depend on what Drs Gall and Spurzheim 
u say," seeing that Drs G. and S. have to this hour only asserted, 
and never, by articulate induction, proved a single fact; while, 
in the same breath, it is also coolly proposed to refer the deter* 
mination of “ die invariable laws or nature" to a populace, who* 
know nothing of these laws, except on the dicta of those by 
whom they may chance to be addressed. I t  also baffles an uni
nitiated comprehension, how Phrenology can rest true, and yet 
the opinions of its founders, with which it is identical, be found 
false.

D r 8. having thus declined the only public meeting which 
would not be conducive to the propagation of error, Sir W; has 
only now to publish his state of facts. In the meanwhile, the sub* 
jects of induction will be open, on application to Sir W., for the 
examination of Dr 8. and his friends until the.14th of March*,

16, G nat King Street, 29th February, 1828.
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D r  Spubzheim  to Sib  W illiam H amilton.
DM - SVurzheim  returns compliments to Sir Wm Hamilton, 
and, in answer to his letter received to-day, takes the liberty of 
saying, that as Sir William refuses to show the evidences of his 
opinions to the public in the presence of Dr S., though he 
thought it very convenient to attack Phrenology publicly, with* 
out being supported by proper evidence, Dr S. will be glad 
that S ir W., according to his promise, shall “ publish his stale 
q f fa c ts ,” as soon as his state of mind is become calmer than it 
seems to be at this moment.

Edinburgh, 1st March, 1828.

Sib  W i l l i a m  H a m il t o n  t o  D r S p u r z h e im .

S ir  W . H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, and 
having been informed that J)r S., on Wednesday, examined the 
c ran ia  which constitute the subjects of Sir W /s induction, and 
th a t  he is again to visit the Anatomical Museum to-morrow, 
begs leave to say, that if Dr 8. should find any objection to any 
o f these skulls, he is ready to reject the specimen at once, or to
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submit the validity of the objection to whatever anatomist of 
eminence Dr S. may be pleased to name. I f  Dr S. declines this, 
Sir W. still offers» if  Dr S. will mark and lay aside any cranium, 
stating the specific ground on which he would object to its evi
dence» to take the opinion of all or any of the practical anato
mists in Edinburgh on the point. Sir W. only adds» that he 
will treat with the most profound contempt, every general and 
unauthenticated assertion which Dr S. or his adherents may, 
hereafter, find it convenient to make in regard to the present 
induction; for even the credulity of the "  phrenological public** 
can hardly be carried to such transcendent absurdity, as to at« 
tribute any the smallest weight to objections which Dr S. 
durst not prefer at the time, and in the form , necessary, equally 
for their establishment and articulate refutation.

Sir W. also encloses three short notes which he proposes to 
append, when he has occasion to quote Dr S.'s last (and unan
swered) letter in the Caledonian M ercury; and beds willing to 
annex any observations which Dr S. may be disposed to make 
in reply.

16, Great King Street,
(Friday Morning,) 7th March, 1828.

1. On “ cerebellum— age/*——The Phrenologists are as 
rarely correct in their quotation of opinions, as in their report 
of facts. My doctrine is, that the cerebellum reaches its full 
p r o p o r t io n  to the brain at three, and that the encephalon (brain 
and cerebellum) obtains its ultimate size about, or soon after, 
seven years old«—(See Count» Propositions IX  and X.) I t  is 
worthy of remark, that Gall makes a similar misrepresentation 
of the doctrine of the Wenzels on this very point—{Anat. et 
Phys. du Cerv. III. p. 93.) I t  is always easier to attribute an 
absurdity t&an to refute a truth.

2. On “  Cerebellum----- males." ■ -I  beg that this nonsense
may not be attributed to me,

3. "C haussier-dem onstrates.”— One not aware of the total 
incapacity for accurate observation and correct statement, mani
fested by the Phrenologists, would be surprised to hear, that 
Chaussier, directly or indirectly, neither contradicts my real opi
nion, nor even that so erroneously attributed to me by Dr S. I  
have adduced Chaussier*s authority against Phrenology, but the 
Phrenologists can find nothing in that eminent anatomist against 
me.

D r  S purzhbim  to Sib  W illiam  H amilton.
Dr S pursheim  returns compliments to Sir W. Hamilton, 
and, in answer to his letter of yesterday, begs leave to say, that 
Dr S., in Phrenology, relies only on the authority of nature, and 
that he wishes every one might do the same. Sir William is

9
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mistaken hi supposing that Dr S. intended to visit again the 
«iftmnrncfll collection in the College; but Dr 8. takes the liber* 
ty of reminding Sir W. H .9 that he attacked Phrenology public»» 
ly, and that Dr S. and the Phrenologists of Edinburgh demand, 
as matter of right, a public refutation. The 6th of March is 
past, and Sir W. has not met Dr S. before the public. Sir W*, 
nowever, has promised to publish the state of his frets. D r 8. 
has already requested Sir W. to do this as speedily as possible; 
•and he now begs leave to add, that, if  Sir W. really intends to 
•bring his assertions to trial, he will leave the evidence on which 
he founds his conclusions open to the inspection of the phrene» 
logical public for a reasonable time after publication of ms state* 
ment, so that a fair opportunity maybe afforded to all taking an 
interest in the discussion, of comparing the assertions with the 
proofs. I f  Sir W. shall withdraw the evidence brfore publish* 
nig  his statement, every intelligent person will form nis own 
opinion of the propriety of such a proceeding. The Phrenolo
gists of Edinburgh have left their evidence open to public in
spection one day in the week, for six years past, and they con
tinue to do so; hence they have the right to demand of their 
opponents a corresponding degree of publicity.

Res non verba quasso*
The 8th March, 1828.

S ib  W illiam  H amilton to D r Sfurzhbim .
Si b  W . H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, 
and, in  reply to bis letter of the 8th, begs leave to remind him, 
that th e  establishment of Phrenology is proclaimed by its propa
gators to be, on their part, a war of extermination against all other 
systems of psychology; to attack the new opinion was, there
fore, only to defend the old. I f  Sir W. read two papers in re
futation of their hypothesis, within the walls of the Royal So
ciety , where all opinions are freely canvassed by philosophers 
o f  every sect, the Edinburgh Phrenologists have read, at least, 
two hundred against doctrines which he maintains, or may main
ta in , within the sanctuary of their own Society, which excludes 
all disbelievers in Phrenology, by law. I f  Sir W. gave a single 
lecture in refutation, Dr Spurzheim and Mr Combe have de
livered  above twenty courses in support, of the revolutionary 
th e o ry ; and even to that one lecture by Sir W., Mr Combe re
jo in e d  by another professedly in answer. The balance is thus 
a ll in  favour of Phrenology, and “ D r Spurzheim and the Edtn- 
"  burgh Phrenologists” cannot now “  demand, as a matter o f 
"  r ig h t, armbUc refutation

S ir  W. H. was, however, always ready to indulge his oppo
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nents in what they had no title to exact; and he had too intimate 
an experience of their tactic, to afford them, on any ground, the 
•«lightest pretence to hold out, that he declined to demonstrate, 
in the face of the world, the futility of their doctrine. Dr Spurz- 
heini’s challenge, he also shrewdly suspected to be mere brava- 
,do ; and made little doubt, that, calculating on Sir William’s 
very natural repugnance to a personal and public debate upon 
a subject he so thoroughly despised, Dr S. would, in fact, 
sweat blood and water to escape a meeting the moment his chal
lenge was accepted. To render, however, the retreat of his oppo- 
•nent still more ignominious, and to blazon more conspicuously 
•to the world, that, dven by the confession of its founders, Phre
nology could not stand the lig h t; Sir W. not only dosed in, at 
once, with the proposal of a public discussion, but, at the same 
•time, afforded to Dr S., what, if confident in his opinions, he 
would have most eagerly embraced:—viz. by the appointment of 

■arbiters, to render a popular meeting competent, in some degree 
-to the furtherance of sdentific tru th ; in providing it with an 
authority, to regulate the proceedings, to check all evasive quib
bling, and to pronounce sentence between the parties on the 
various points to be determined. Nay, to exhibit, in its very 
highest climax, the conscious weakness of his opponent, in con
trast with his own confidence of strength, Sir W. actually offer
ed to leave to Dr S. the sole nomination of the umpires. The 
event verified the anticipation. The mention of enlightened 
judges, a regulated diseussion, and an articulate proof, was 
enough. Dr S. was off; and off upon the very ground that 
raised a public meeting above a mountebank exhibition. So 
much for Dr S.'s observation,— "  The sixth o f March is past, 
y  and Sir W. has not met D r S. before the public*9

In regard to the concluding demand of Dr S., Sir W. has 
only to say, that he would build a golden bridge between his 
opponents and his facts. Every facility has been tendered tp 
D r Si for near a month, to scrutinize Sir W.'s induction; in 
which Dr S. was first urged to co-operate—then to point out 
himself its subjects—then to compare Sir W.’s measurements 
and, finally, to specify any objection to any of the specimens^ 
All these proposals Dr S. has declined; though he has twice 
carefully examined the crania under consideration. Notv, to de5- 
mand more, is perhaps unreasonable in Dr S. j but all that Sir 
W. Can do in compliance, shall be done. He cannot promise that 
every one of the proprietors should conveniently want his crania 
so long; but all die skulls that can, shall be retained in one 
collection, open for examination; at any rate, every sped? 
men is to be numbered, and the names of the various custor 
xliars shall be published.

16, (hast King Street, 10th March, 1828.
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D r Spurzhbim  to S ib ^William H amilton.
Dr S pubzhbim  returns compliments to Sir W. Hamilton, and 
begs leave to observe, that in sciences, particularly so far as po- “ 
sitive facts are concerned, every intelligent person may claim 
the right of private judgment, and that the reference of anv 
physiological question to umpires alone is unphUosophical. n  
it had been proposed to Harvey to refer to arbitration, the cir
culation of the blood, would he, with propriety, have admitted 
as umpires, those who denied his discovery, or would his oppo
nents nave admitted converts to his doctrine as fit persons to 
render a final decision ? And suppose their decision had been 
unfavourable to his discovery, would it have had any effect ex
cept proving human fallibility ? The case of Phrenology is ex
actly parallel; it is the physiology of the brain, as Harvey's doc
trine was that of the heart.

Farther, Sir W. H. proposed to name umpires with the view 
o f "  regulating the proceedings, and checking all evasive quib- 
** b l i n g a n d  Dr S. begs leave to say, that it is in order to ex
clude all shifting, evading, and erroneous representation, that 
he considers a public discussion as the only one suitable to the 
present case.

S ir W. Hamilton says, that every facility has been rendered^ 
to D r S. for “ near a month," to scrutinize Sir W.'s inductions*; 
and D r S. begs leave to reply, that no opportunity has been af
forded him of scrutinizing the evidences of Sir W. before the 
public, and that it is neither the inclination nor the duty of Dr 
S. to  convince Sir W{ of the truth of Phrenology. Dr S. never 
refused to Sir W. the right of choosing his assistants, or of bring
ing to  the meeting all the anatomists of Edinburgh: he only 
insisted upon its being Sir W. Hamilton’s duty to prove his as
sertions before the public, since he had publicly attacked Phre- 
nology and its believers.

In  order to leave to Sir W. no excuse, Dr S. adds, that if 
S ir W . shall, within a fortnight from this date, name a day and 
hour to  meet Dr 8. before the public, and give to him seven days’ 
w arn ing  of such a meeting, he will, although very inconvenient 
for himself, discontinue his lectures in Glasgow, and return to 
E d inburgh , in  order to hear Sir W. substantiate his assertions 
pmblicly.

W ith  these observations, Dr S. leaves Sir W. to proceed as 
h e  shall think proper, and declares all correspondence to any 
o th e r purpose in vain. Dr S. takes no notice of the puerile 
b o astin g , and so little professor-tike expressions, in which Sir 
W . indulges in his letters. Dr S. entered into, and has con
t i n u e d  the correspondence on public grounds exclusively, and he 
le a v e s  i t  to the intelligent public to decide on which side the 
d e s ire  or fear of publicity has been most conspicuously mani
fested -

13 th  March, 1828.
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S ir  W. H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, 
and thought, from Dr S.'s long silence, that this correspondence 
was at an end. In  reply to Dr S/s letter of yesterday, Sir W. 
has only to say, that had Harvey challenged an opponent to a 
public disputation; had that opponent not only at once closed 
with the proposal, but offered, (what he was easily able to do,) 
to prove by experiment, in the face of an assembly, and to the 
satisfaction of arbiters, appointed exclusively by the challenger 
himself, that the veins had no valves, and that the arteries, when 
punctured, emitted only air, agreeing at the same time to peril 
the whole controversy on the ocular demonstration of these es
sential facts; and had Harvey upon this, deserting his challenge, 
refused to bring his opinion to an issue before any judges, by 
whom the facts could he examined, but would consent only to 
harangue an ignorant multitude, by whom the phenomena 
could not even be seen, who could believe only what they hap
pened to be told, and who had even no organ to declare the im
pression they passively and fortuitously received; then would 
the cases be “  exactly p a r a l l e l b u t  Harvey would then have 
been no greater a discoverer than Gall, and the doctrine of the 
circulation of the blood would have been as futile as the doc
trine of Phrenology.

In  conclusion, Sir W. has simply to repeat, what he formerly 
stated, that as arbiters are only a mean to an end, if  Dr S. 
will suggest any other mode by which an oral discussion can be 
so regulated, that the parties shall be constrained to prove arti
culate issues, not by assertion, but by fa c t—that all irrelevancy 
shall be checked—that objections on either side shall be pe
remptorily determined—and that a final decision on the several 
points shall be p r o n o u n c e d S i r  W. is ready to meet Dr S. be
fore the public on any Saturday, and to prove his propositions 
upon whatever collection of crania D r S. may select. Sir W. 
may observe that, independently of other considerations, Dr S. 
is not the opponent he could safely encounter, without an au
thority capable of estimating all assertions at their proper value. 
The man who could, in print, coolly state at his convenience, 
that a series of very ordinary crania, selected by himself, were 
“  monstrous,” “ singular” and "  anomalous,” on which it was 
incompetent to establish any conclusion whatever, (a statement 
Sir W. defies Dr S. to find any medical man, even o f the PAre- 
nological Society, to stake his reputation in confirming;) who 
could misrepresent his adversary’s opinions; and quote authori
ties against these opinions which do not exist:—is not the oppo
nent who could be trusted to take no unfair advantage of nia 
position, before a dumb and ignorant assembly*

16, Great King Street, 14th March, 1628.

4 8  S IR  'W IL L U ll HAMILTON AMD iH M N O L O O T .
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Dr S ptjrhzeim to 8 »  W illiam  H amilton.
Dr Spurzheim returns compliments to Sir W. Hamilton, and» 
in answer to his letter of the 14th u lt, reminds him once more 
of what he seems willing to overlook, that he is the attacking 
party, and Dr S. the defending party, and that, in consequence, 
from the beginning, Dr S. declared that he leaves it to Sir Wil
liam to procure the evidences of his assertion, and to take for 
assistant whomsoever he likes, in order to refute Phrenology. 
The only condition on which Dr S. insisted to meet Sir William 
was, that the public should be admitted, not with the view of 
taking their decision on the spot as an assembled tribunal, but 
by having the public as witnesses, that both Sir William and 
Dr S. might be spared the painful task of disputing afterwards 
as to what the arguments and evidences adduced really were. 
D r S. also insisted on this condition, since he was aware of the 
manner in which Sir William Hamilton conducted the arbitra
tion with Mr Combe. Sir William Hamilton boasted of his abi
lity not simply to disprove Phrenology, but to demonstrate its dia
metrical opposition to tru th ; why then does he hesitate to show 
his evidences before the public P Dr S. has published his doc
trines, and he exposes them to miscellaneous audiences, and to 
numerous classes of the medical profession ; he thinks that any 
scientific controversy should be conducted in the face of all per
sons of education who may choose to attend, and that the pro
p e r and ultimate tribunal by which all questions of science must 
oe decided is the great philosophical public, and not a few in
dividuals of Edinburgh, or any other city.

D r  S. concludes by repeating, that he has seen, with regret 
for th e ir author, an habitual indulgence in expressions towards 
Dr S ., which, had Sir William alone been concerned, would 
long ago  have precluded Dr S. from any reply. Self-respect 
requires Dr S. to state expressly, that he considers himself not 
addressing Sir William Hamilton, whose opinions he has seen 
no reason to value, but the public, before whom this correspon
dence will soon be laid, and to whom Dr S. willingly leaves to 
decide on the propriety of Sir William’s expressions, and on all 
o ther points of the controversy.

Glasgow, Hutton’s Hotel, 17th March, 1828.

Sib  W illiam  H amilton to Dr  S purzhbim.
S i r  W . H amilton presents compliments to Dr Spurzheim, and 
is perfectly  satisfied with having compelled both Dr Spurzheim 
and  M r Combe so unequivocally to confess, that they dare not 
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“  an idle flio&,(10J without knowledge, as without a voice ” 
and you requested him to name umpires to proceed to a private 
discussion. (11) This he declined, and reminded you, that you 
had commenced by addressing your objections to an audience of 
the very description to which you here alluded, (12) and that 
the Phrenologists, as well as the very intelligent citizens of 
Edinburgh, had a right to demand a public refutation, as the 
attack had been publicly made. You persisted in refusing to 
bring forward your proof in this way, but said you “ had only 
“  now to publish your statement of facts.’* Dr Spurzheim re
plied, that he will be glad how soon you shall do so. Accord-

Sragly, in yesterday’s Mercury, you advertised as speedily to be 
ublished, “ Fictions of Phrenology and Facts of Nature ;* 
ut before this publication takes place, nay, on the very day of 

your advertisement, and, forgetting that the umpires had fixed 
a mode of proof, you, in your note of yesterday, nave asked me 
to attend before the arbiters to see you submit some new evi
dence in the arbitration to be adduced by yourself. (13)

I  am quite ready to meet you before the arbiters at any time 
you please; but respect to them as well as to consistency, re
quires that you, in the first place, should terminate your dis
cussion with Dr Spurzheim, by publishing your u Fictions and 
“ F a c t s a n d ,  in the next place, satisfy the arbiters regarding 
the principle on which you have hitherto proceeded, and intend 
in future to proceed. You appear to conceive yourself to enjoy 
an unlimited latitude of inconsistency; and appeal to the public 
one day, then the next denounce them as “  an idle mob ;** next 
revert to the public, and again decline their jurisdiction; you 
hold out Drs Gall and Spurzheim as the sole objects of your 
attack, then refuse to assume Dr Spurzheim as a p arty ; never
theless, you in a few days fix upon him, and exclude m e; next 
you leave him off in the middle, at least before the close, and 
desire me to proceed. Satisfy the arbiters of the propriety of 
all this, and publish whatever you have to urge against D r 
Spurzheim, and I repeat, that I shall then be ready to meet 
you before the umpires whenever you please. (14) I am, my 
dear Sir, yours very sincerely,

G. Combe.

5 8  SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON AND PHRENOLOGY,

S ir  W illiam  H amilton to Mr Combe.
M y dear S ir ,—Your letter of the 4th was so melancholy a 
manifestation of the torture, which the fear of being publicly 
crucified, under the arbitration, on the facts of nature had in* 
fiicted, that I was almost resolved to pass it over as a writhing, 
unseemly indeed, but pitiable; and, in these circumstances, I  
meant, in case you and Dr Spurzheim had lain quiet, to have
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frequently urged to print end publish your objections, you de 
layed doing so. (1) Next, you inserted advertisements in the 
newspapers, and set up men with placards at the corners of the 
streets, (2) inviting the public in general to come and hear you 
deliver an antiphrenological lecture for payment of half-a- 
crown. (3) Having given a lecture on my part, in answer to 
yours, (4) you then discovered that a private reference to um
pires, to fix some points of fact, was a proper preliminary to an 
appeal to the public on the merits of Phrenology, and 1 acced
ed to your wishes in this particular. (5) Umpires were named, 
and proceeded to investigate the evidence you laid before them. 
They rejected it as incompetent, (6) but agreed to seek evidence 
themselves, by pathological dissections at the Infirmary and Fe
ver Hospital, on the points which you had undertaken, but 
failed, to support (6) by proof, and to this proposition you ac
ceded. Having heard of Dr Spurzheim's intention of passing 
some weeks in Edinburgh this winter, and having read m your 
letters, and heard you repeat in debate before the umpires, 
that Drs Gall and Spurzheim are the “  only authentic repre- 
“ sentatives of their own doctrines/* and that you wished 
“  only  to refute the assertions of these two founders/* I  pro
posed to you to devolve the reference on Dr Spurzheim; but 
this you declined. I  acquiesced in your declinature, and ex
pressed my readiness to proceed with you to a close. After 
this, and without the least communication with me, you thought 
proper again to attack Phrenology before the public, in the Ca
ledonian Mercury of 21st January, 1827; (8) to bring forward 
all your antiphrenological propositions then under reference* 
to  the  umpires, to omit all mention of the fact, that the um
pires had rejected all the evidence of them you had then adduced, 
and had agreed to go in quest of evidence themselves; and, 
nevertheless, in this state of matters, and after having declined 
to adm it Dr Spurzheim as a party, you called on D r Spurzheim 
“ to  manifest, if that be possible, the futility of your counter- 
“  propositions/' and asked him to do so by means of the very 50 
skulls which the arbiters had already rejected. (9) I  replied 
in th e  Mercury to this most irregular and unfounded manifesto, 
and  the controversy was supported in its columns, between 
yourse lf on the one hand, and Dr Spurzheim and me on the 
o th er, until 31st January, when you wrote, “ I say nothing in 
“ re p ly  to Mr Combe, as I  beg leave to decline his interference 
** in  the present controversy between Dr Spurzheim and me.** By 
y o u r  own act I was thus excluded; and, after having declined to 
ta k e  D r Spurzheim as your party, you fixed on him alone. A cor
respondence next ensued between you and Dr Spurzheim, which 
I  h av e  perused, in which he called on you repeatedly to name 
a  d a y  for bringing, forward your evidence before the public, 
an d  offered to attend; but in which you declined to proceed 
b e fo re  a mixed audience, stigmatizing them as a multitude and
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“  an idle mob,(10} without knowledge, as without a voice 
and you requested him to name umpires to proceed to a private 
discussion. (11) This he declined, and reminded you, that you 
had commenced by addressing your objections to an audience of 
the very description to which you here alluded, (12)and that 
the Phrenologists, as well as the very intelligent citizens of 
Edinburgh, had a right to demand a public refutation, as the 
attack had been publicly made. You persisted in refusing to 
bring forward your proof in this way, but said you "  had only 
“ now to publish your statement of facts.** Dr Spurzheim re
plied, that iie will be glad how soon you shall do 6Q. Accord
ingly, in yesterday's Mercury, you advertised as speedily to be

gublishea, “ Fictions of Phrenology and Facts of Nature ;* 
ut before thi& publication takes place, nay, on the very day of 
your advertisement, and, forgetting that the umpires had fixed 

a mode of proof, you, in your note of yesterday, nave asked me 
to attend before the arbiters to see you submit some new evi
dence in the arbitration to be adduced by yourself. (13)

I  am quite ready to meet you before the arbiters at any time 
you please; but respect to them as well as to consistency, re
quires that you, in the first place, should terminate your dis
cussion with Dr Spurzheim, by publishing your “  Fictions and 
“  F a c t s a n d ,  in the next place, satisfy the arbiters regarding 
the principle on which you nave hitherto proceeded, and intend 
in future to proceed. You appear to conceive yourself to enjoy 
an unlimited latitude of inconsistency; and appeal to the public 
one day, then the next denounce them as "  an idle mob next 
revert to the public, and again decline their jurisdiction; you 
hold out Drs Oall and Spurzheim as the sole objects of your 
attack, then refuse to assume Dr Spurzheim as a p arty ; never
theless, you in a few days fix upon him, and exclude m e; next 
you leave him off in the middle, at least before the close, and 
uesire me to proceed. Satisfy the arbiters of the propriety of 
all this, and publish whatever you have to urge against D r 
Spurzheim, and I repeat, that I  shall then be ready to meet 
you before the umpires whenever you please. (14) I am, my 
dear Sir, yours very sincerely,

6 .  Comb*.

S ir W illiam  H amilton to M b  Combe.
M y dbar S ir ,—Your letter of the 4th was so melancholy a 
manifestation of the torture, which the fear of being publicly 
crucified, under the arbitration, on the facts of nature had in
dicted, that I was almost resolved to pass it over as a writhing, 
unseemly indeed, but pitiable; and, in these circumstances, I  
meant, in case you ana Dr Spurzheim had lain quiet, to have
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simply refuted your doctrine, without exposing you personally 
Id tile world, in all the ludicrous contortions of your polemical 
agony. What I  last night learned, has, however, altered my 
resolve. I  am informed that my opponents thought it better 
to anticipate the expected publication of the documents on my 
part, and that your letter, along with my recent correspon
dence with Dr Spurzhehn, was read, and (for the lookers-on, 
very amusingly) discussed, at the last meeting of the Phrenologi
cal Society. The portentous mis-statements it embodies, form
ed, however, as was to be expected, no part of the debate. 
(The Phrenologists, indeed, by the way, seem to think them
selves emancipated, in all relations, from every regard to the cor
rectness of their allegations; and, in reference to myself, I  
have good reason to protest against any credit being accorded to 
aught asserted by them o f me, either in public or in private, either 
in lectures or in print.) This publication and discussion by the 
Phrenologists among themselves, induces me to signalise, once 
for all, the veiy dignified and candid manner in wnich you are 
pleased to conduct a controversy; while it also authorises me to 
take what steps I  may deem expedient, in bringing the whole 
correspondence before the tribunal of the public. As I would 
avoid the irksome labour of recapitulating your statements, I 
beg leave to send you my observations under the form of notes.

1. None but the Phrenologists could have dreamt that I  had not 
as good aright as themselves, and as all other speculators, to can
vass a scientific doctrine, where and when 1 chose, and to publish 
or not to publish my opinions, in conformity to my own humour 
and caprice. Doctors Gall and Spurzheim lectured against all 
mortal systems for fifteen years; and they, I  am well assured, 
were never pestered by the feverish anxiety of any other theo
rists, “  to print and publish their objections/9 You yourself, 
have, I  understand, privately circulated a pamphlet, in which, 

foUoanng me, you maintain that Phrenology involves the melan
choly doctrine of a material necessity,—a doctrine on which man 
has no more moral responsibility than a jack. Have you been 
“ urged99 by the clerical associates of your sect to publish this 
argument against their own professional utility ? For though you 
do not perceive its issue, those better versed in metaphysics and 
theology, are well aware that it must subvert, if  true, every 
ground, in natural religion, for the existence of a God, and other
wise, explode Christianity in disproving the possibility of sin. 
I t  was, perhaps however, cruel to keep my victims so long in 
suspense before indulging them with tne coup de grace.

2. I  beg leave, in answer to this very dignifiedand pertinent 
allegation, to say, that I  should blush indeed, could I  be 
thought capable of so vulgar a piece of quackery. This mode 
of decoying the multitude to the lecture-room, is purely phre
nological ; and in the annals of scientific teaching, belongs, I  
should imagine, exclusively to yourself.
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3. This is either the veriest twaddle, or there is an insinua
tion (which I shall not stoop to characterize) intended for those 
who know nothing of the circumstances, that my lecture was 
for any profit of my own. Whatever Phrenology has been to 
you, its refutation neither has, nor ever can be of any emolw 
ihent to me. It has cost me a little time, and afforded me some 
amusement; but truth was my sole motive in abating an opinion; 
which cast a ridicule on the country, and had absolutely be
come almost a common nuisance.

4. I t is amusing to hear you talk of answering a demonstra
tion which you and the leading Phrenologists durst not venture 
to witness—not one iota of which you were able to invalidate— 
and the facts and arguments of which you did not know, did 
not comprehend, misrepresented, or eschewed1

5. I only wished to compel my opponents themselves to con
fess the absurdity of their facts, aria to bring my refutation to 
the level of the multitude whom I attempted to satisfy of their 
hallucination.

6. See note 9.
7* Upon very good grounds* See above, pp. 18,19.
8. Could I not, without Mr Combe’s permission, defend my

self when attacked ? Could I  not, without abandoning my con
troversy with him, engage, at my own choice, in another with 
Dr Spurzheim? And could I not propose the same points for 
discussion to both my antagonists?

9. I t  is sad to be obliged to reply to such statements. The 
umpires had nothing to do in my controvery with Dr Spur- 
aheim; and they never saw, never considered, and never rejected 
the Jifiy skulls. And if they had, there were other crania in 
Edinburgh on which to refute the craniological hypothesis. I t 
was, however, in part to disprove before the umpires, the mar
vellous assertions, which, after Dr Spurzheim, you have ventured 
to advance in regard to these skulls, that I  wished them to-meet. 
In regard to your other allegations, you know as well as 1, that 
it was only at the fag end of the second meeting of the umpires, 
(and owing to circumstances which, I have it under your hand, 
did not originate with me, we had only three,) that I  had any 
opportunity o f adducing evidence. The third was appointed by 
you yourself, in the Phrenological Hall, where I certainly had no 
evidence; and this meeting was only called to deliberate about 
future proceedings. At the end of the second meeting, I  merely 
produced, in confutation of the phrenological proposition, that 
the frontal sinus is rarely to be found in women, the thirteen f e 
male crania from Dr Spurzheim’s collection. You professed 
not to know that the sex was discriminated by Dr S., and the 
arbiters did not think themselves competent to decide that they 
were accurately marked. You agreed to write for information 
to Dr 8. The sinuses also, were at that time, only in general, 
opened so as to be measured by a probe; and you disputed every
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measurement. I t  was by all parties agreed to supersede the 
evidence of these thirteen crania on this pointy and for these special 
reasons ; but there was no decision minuted, even to that effect. 
Yet admitting this, it was worthy of the cause which you so 
congenially support, to assert, that because a few  of the crania 
had been found, on temporary and particular grounds, incompe
tent to establish one suhordxnant point, that the whole collec
tion is, on permanent and general grounds, incompetent to evi
dence any conclusion at au. The decision could, in fact, how
ever, have no relevancy whatever at present, and in relation to 
D r Spurzheim. Dr S. cannot impugn the accuracy of his own 
aextull discrimination: and a sinus is now fully displayed in 
every skull of the collection.

10. Who does not perceive that the expressions have here no
thing to do with the personal respectability, or even with the 
general intelligence of the audience f  The most fashionable as
sembly would be a mere populace, in the determination of ana
tomical problems.

11. You say you have perused my correspondence with Dr 
Spursheim. But your genuine Phrenologist can only perceive a 
fact or report a statement, by contraries. My answer to the wish 
which Dr 8. professed for a public discussion, was, as you 
know, in the following words:— “ Though pers^ally averse 
"  from any thing like a public exhibition, and tnough convinced 
“  that a crowd is neither the audience to understand, nor a 
“ crowded assembly the place to detail the evidence of an ana- 
“ tomical induction; Sir W. is too thoroughly convinced of the 
“  certainty of his proof, not, on other accounts, to court an oppor- 
“ ¿unity, o f manifesting, in the most open manner, the unsounaness 
“ o f the opinion he controverts. H b t h b r b f o r b  a c q u ie s c e s  in  Dr 
“ S p u r z h b i h ’s  p r o p o s a l  o f  a  p u b l i c  d isc u ssio n . The points 
"  now at issue are purely anatomical, and it only remains for Dr 
“  S. to mention the persons most competent to the task, whom 
“  he would propose as umpires on the occasion/’

12. To my demonstration you gave, what you were pleased to 
call, an answer. Phrenology and 1 are therefore quits on this 
score. I t  is also a logic peculiar to my opponents, to infer, that 
because a public lecture can be profitably delivered, a public 
discussion can be rationally conducted, without an authority in 
th e  meeting, to regulate and to decide.

13. I t requires more acuteness than I  possess, to perceive w{iy 
tw o birds may not be killed with one stone, and two antagonists 
n o t be refuted on the same points, by the same evidence.

14. Knowing, as I  do, the issue of my induction, I should 
certainly, after die publication of my statement, deem it an idle 
encroachment on my own, and on the patience of any reasonable 
m en, to repeat before them, the evidence in refutation of a doc
trin e , which, from its own futility, and the mode in which it is 
defended, I  now regard as all too contemptible for controversy.
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I  have undertaken to assassinate Phrenology, not to laj  ita 
spectre. Si vopulus vult decipi, decipiatur. I  remain, my dear 
Sir, very truly yours,

W. H amilton.
16, Great King Street, 8th March, 1098.

M b  Georob Combe to S ir  W illiam  H amilton, B art.
Edinburgh, 10th March, 1828»

M y dear S ir ,—Whatever contests you and I may maintain 
in our characters of Phrenologist and Antiphrenologist, I  pre
sume there is no necessity for our quarrelling as individuals; 
and as, in your letter of the 8th March, you introduce certain to
pics and expressions which have a natural tendency to produce 
this last result, and are not relevant to the points under discus
sion between us, I, in the spirit of perfect amity, beg leave to 
point them out, not doubting but that they will be removed.

The object of my remark on the mode in which your antiphre- 
nological lecture had been announced, was merely to show that

fou had commenced by collecting a miscellaneous audience, but 
intended Nothing disrespectful to yourself. The impression in 
my memory was, that I  had seen your lecture placarded at the 

corners of the streets; but as you say not, then I request you to 
hold the statement to that effect as withdrawn. As to the al
lusion “ to payment of half-a-crown" in my letter, the object of 
introducing it, was to call your attention to the fact, that, in 
your attack on Phrenology, no discrimination was used in ad
mitting the audience. In the public newspapers you invited 
all who chose to pay that sum to attend and near you demon
strate the futility of the phrenological doctrines. I am sur
prised, therefore, that you could conceive me to impute to you 
the pocketing of the money. I  considered the fact, that your 
lecture had been delivered for relief of the distressed operatives 
as so perfectly well known, that no person who did not seek to 
make a mistake, could possibly fall into error on the subject.

You are pleased to introduce some uncourteous remarks on 
the placarding of my lecture in answer to yours. I consider 
the expressions in which you habitually indulge as indications 
of the soreness of your own mind, and therefore pass them over, 
as calculated to injure only yourself and your own causes M y 
lecture was advertised ana placarded exclusively by the com
mittee for the distressed operatives, and I  feel no uneasiness 
about the manner in which they managed its publication. Their 
object was to draw as large an audience as possible, and what
ever conduced to this, and was not inconsistent with propriety, 
met my entire approbation.

In your note 1, you introduce a long series of remarks on a



pamphlet which you say you “ understand I  have privately cir- 
"  ciliated.” I t  is quite true that I have privately circulated a 
pamphlet, but diametrically opposite in character to what you 
represent I f  you have not seen “ the Essay" to which you 
allude, how can you be justified in characterising it as you have 
done ? Nay, misrepresenting it to the utmost extent possible, in 
a letter designed for publication ? My own conviction was, that 
I  had strengthened and systematised the proofs of design, wis- 
dam, and goodness in the Deity; and a pretty numerous circle 
of friends, not destitute of metaphysical acumen, are of opinion 
that this conviction is well founded. I f  you have seen the Essay, 
you must have observed, what stares every reader in the face, 
namely, the caveat given in the preface, that “ I  rely on the ho* 
“ nour o f every individual to whom the Essay may be presented, 
“ that it  shall not be reprinted, reviewed, nor publicly criticized, 
"  bu t that it shall be treated in good fa ith  a s  a  p r i v a t e  com mu- 
“  n ic a t io n .”  My object, as is there fully explained, was to 
present it to reflecting individuals acquainted with Phrenology, 
who take an interest in the improvement of mankind, and in 
whose honour I had confidence, “ soliciting, in return, a free 
“  communication of their opinions regarding i t informing 
them, at the same time, that it had been printed “ exclusively 
“ fo r  private distribution; that it is not published, and not sold; 
“ so that, if it should contain important errors, injurious to the 
“ public, it is in my power at any time to suppress i t ; and 
“  pledging myself to do so whenever such mistakes are pointed 
“ out.”

Let me put it to your candour, therefore, whether a commu
nication made in confidence, upon honour, and for the purpose 
of obtaining private criticism previously to publication, can 
fairly or honourably be even adverted to, not to say stigmatized, 
by you, to whom no copy was presented, in a letter intended 
for the public eye, on topics altogether unconnected with the 
Essay in question ? For my own part, I  care nothing for your 
denunciation. I  have received many valuable remarks on the 
Sarny, and intend speedily to publish it, after availing myself 
of these; and you and the public will then enjoy a legitimate 
right to treat it according to its deserts. But in the mean time, 
for the sake of your own honour, I take the liberty to suggest, 
what I  conceive justice also dictates, that you should with
draw the note, or paragraph, in which allusion is made to this 
private communication; in which event, all notice of it in this 
letter will also be omitted. I trust that I need say nothing 
farther on this point; yet I  cannot avoid observing, that it would 
be just as fair and correct on my part, to inquire concerning 
the private and confidential remarks which you have made at 
any time on the doctrines of Spinoza, and to charge you with 
atheism. This would be an appeal to the religious feelings of 
the public, with a view to prejudice you, that would reflect
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disgrace on any man pretending to the character of a philosò* 
pher, and I  do no such thing. But if you shall persist in re- 
taining%/or the public eye, a paragraph which alludes to a sub- 
ject utterly unconnected with our phrenological controversy, 
the public will not be slow in judging whether this has been 
done from a conscientious regard for the interests of religion, 
or whether it has not been thrust in with the hope not only of 
exciting an unjust prejudice against me, but also of withdraw
ing attention from the actual merits of the controversy, after 
finding yourself on the losing side.

After the turn which you have now given to the correspon
dence, I decline entering into any farther discussion with you 
in this form. I  repeat, that I  am ready to meet you before 
the arbiters on any day w hidf you may appoint, and if they 
shall be of opinion that the arbitration ought at present to be 
proceeded with, before you have published your statement 
against Dr Spurzheim, I  shall cheerfully obey their commands. 
In  replying to this letter, I shall take it kind that you introduce 
no new topics, so that the correspondence may here terminate 
in the mean time. I  am, &c .

G eorge Combe.

S ir  W illiam  H amilton to M r Combe.
My dear S ir ,—In reply to your letter of yesterday, I have 
only to say, in general, that if you feel sore at any parts of my 
last communication, you must recollect that these were merely 
the rejoinders, at length tardily provoked, by the irrelevant 
personalities with which you have of late attempted to screen the 
weakness of your cause, if not to disgust your opponent with 
his controversy. Your own manifold misrepresentations in the 
Galedonian Mercury, and the contemptible distortion of all 
truth and reason in the anonymous articles of the phrenological 
champion, the Scotsman, were allowed to pass, in general, 
without refutation, because I  had myself no patience for the 
task, and was unwilling either to engross the columns of a news
paper, or to perplex the public with contradictions of what, 
even if true, had no influence on the scientific question. The 
continuance of the same teasing conduct in your last letter, made 
it expedient, however, to discontinue, for a moment, my for
bearance ; and, as I expressly stated, my answer to that letter 
was intended “ to signalize, once fo r  all ” your undignified and 
uncandid mode of disputation, affording, at the same time, a 
sample of the utter disregard, which, in common with other Phre
nologists, you habitually manifest to the correctness o f your most 
positive and most important assertions. In  doing this, I had no 
intention of exciting any irritation on your p art; but in check
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ing a system of personal allusions, as inaccurate as irrelevant, and 
wholly unworthy of a philosopher and the cause of truth, I  was 
certainly not bound to see that the missiles, 1 only retorted 
from myself, fell without inconvenience on the hand from which 
they had been originally sent. I t  is curious also that you object 
to my letter, only in its more unimportant and least galling 
passages; and are fain to pass over, in dumb endurance, its 
annihilating expositions of the phrenological tactic you employ, 
of reversing, in your reports, the reality o f the most notorious/acts. 
But though I  might have conceded all you ask, had your letter 
been confined exclusively to ourselves, the case is completely 
altered by its publication, on your part, to the Phrenological 
Society.

As to the matter of the placards, it would certainly have been 
long before I stooped to reproach you with that device for con
gregating a crowd. But as you have published, through the 
Phrenological Society, that I  condescended to adopt that mean, 
I must be allowed, on my part, to publish a contradiction of 
so intolerable an allegation. My statement, that this mode of 
assembling a multitude was “ purely phrenological/* is also, I 
am' confident, perfectly correct. I  know nothing of the Com
mittee for the relief of the distressed operatives, but knowing, 
as I do, the manoeuvring of your sect, (and you will correct 
me if am wrong,) I  surmise and venture to state, that the 
whole business was a phrenological job, originated and carried 
through by phrenological members of that committee, whose 
compassion for the starving operatives under their protection, did 
not induce them either to encourage others to pay, or to pay them
selves, their half-crown to any lecture but that in favour of 
their own opinion. If  the proceeding had not been phrenolo
gical, if  the only end in view had been the advantage of the 
charity, and if the measure itself had not been indecorous, why 
was it not proposed to me by the committee, that my lecture 
also should have been placarded ? I t  was likewise a piece of 
amusing subtlety to make the committee pay the expense of 
placards, advertisements, &c. A larger sum could thus be 
proclaimed and published as the proceeds of your lecture paid 
over to the charity. Your friends truly neglect nothing to 
captivate opiniori, or to magnify themselves.

In regard to my third note, as no effect could have been pro
duced in Edinburgh by the publication of the context, I am 
willing to cancel it, provided you qualify your expression so 
as to prevent a stranger inferring from it, as he naturally would, 
that tne lecture in question was for any paltry profit of mine.

The allusion in my first note to your pamphlet, was perti
nently introduced, in illustration, once for all, of an absurdity 
with which I  have been often pestered by you; that, having 
read a paper against Phrenology, I had incurred an obligation 
to the Phrenologists, o f publishing my attack, and o f publishing it
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without delay. Had I conceived it possible, that the contents 
of tiiis note were such as to excite any prejudice against your 
religious opinions, or to operate, in any way, to your personal dis
advantage, it never could have been written by me. And if you 
yourself will state, and any impartial person confirm, that the 
smallest danger of such being its effect, is to be apprehended, 
I  must, perforce, withdraw i t  Such a statement would, how
ever, be tantamount to saying, that no philosophy can be ar
gued irreligious in its consequences, without reproaching the 
philosopher himself with irreligion. I  hold, and am not bound 
to dissemble my opinion, that Phrenology is implicit a theim ; 
but the Phrenologists would be greater conjurors than I believe 
them, if they were able to trace the connexion, however ne
cessary, between their philosophy and its results. Phrenology- 
Physical Necessity—Materialism— Atheism—are, to those com
petent to the question, the precipitous steps of a logical transi
tion : but though you may nave advanced a degree farther than 
those weaker brethren, who still actually hold that Phrenology 
is not inconsistent with the moral personality of man, I  am far 
from supposing that you have even a suspicion of the melan
choly conclusion to which your doctrine inevitably leads. And 
if  the nature of my allusion could not possibly affect you per
sonally, it is idle to say, that I  had no nght to refer at all to a 
work, the opinions of which, in so far as they were stated by 
me, you have publicly read in the Phrenological Society, whicn 
you have printed, widely circulated, and distributed even to 
women; which, right or wrong, is not confined to the sphere of 
its distribution; which is openly discussed in company, and has 
even been attacked in p rin t; nay, which you yourself declare 
to he on the eve o f a general publication. I  was in fact entitled 
not only to state the general doctrine, but to have minutely 
canvassed the arguments of a work thus virtually published. 
Did not the Christian Advocate of Cambridge publish an ela
borate refutation of the CEdipus Judaicus, which was only pri
vately circulated by its author ? I have never read your work; 
and if  you mean to assert, that the doctrine it maintains is “  dia- 
“ metrically opposite" to the material necessity or fatalism  o f 
human action, I am happy to afford you the opportunity of con
tradicting a current misconception; and at once acknowledge 
the report, on which 1 depended, to be incorrect. But on the 
supposition that you maintain that doctrine, I expressly stated, 
that (with many pious individuals! you were wholly ignorant, 
that the negation of the moral world virtually denied the exist
ence of a God; and no more suspect you of irreligion for this 
opinion, than I would accuse ,a divine of conscious atheism, who 
could identify the philosophical doctrine of absolute necessity 
with the Calvinistic doctrine of the absolute decrees.

But, though not with reference to yourself, I  can well ima
gine you anxious, on other grounds, to have the note expunged.

7
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The phrenological clergy have some character to support as 
theologians. They are at last, perhaps, beginning to suspect 
that they have placed themselves in a mighty ludicrous posi- 
tion, and every exertion must be made to prevent them coming 
to a clear consciousness of their situation. You are well aware, 
that when they leave the camp, (and decamp they must,) they 
will, in a body, carry back with them, as they brought over, 
all the women converts, and half the men. where then will 
be your multitudes P The bubble will collapse the moment the 
pious breath by which it has been inflated is withdrawn.

But while I  should hold myself disgraced, if  I could have 
whispered aught against you, to the prejudice of your religious 
estimation, this reproach you actually incur, by the most odious 
and unfounded of insinuations against me. You say, in refer
ence to my allusion to opinions, which you have printed, circu
lated, and publicly read, to an allusion jn which you are per
sonally guarded from all prejudice, that “ it would be just as 
“  fair ana correct, on my part, to inquire concerning the private 
“  and confidential remarks which you have made at any time, 
*r on the doctrines of Spinoza, and to charge you with atheism." 
I t  is well that a phrenological controversy teaches the nil ad- 
tnirari; and I  cannot treat this inuendo even with so strong a 
feeling as contempt. I  leave it to others to distinguish the total 
difference of the two cases in every pointy supposing the grounds 
o f your insinuation to he true. These are fa lse ; and as 1 know 
not by whom, or how you may have been deceived, I can only 
declare in general, that I  never at any time made anu confidential 
remarks on the doctrine o f Spinoza; that I  never believed, and 
never expressed a helirf in his opinions; in short, that I  never 
uttered a philosophical tenet in private, which I  would hesitate fo r  
a moment to proclaim in public. Pantheism, though sometimes, 
of late, incautiously preached as Calvinism, I hold to be sub
versive of all religion, natural and revealed. With his ablest 
opponents I regard Spinoza, his first principles being conceded, 
as the most cogent of philosophic reasoners. I t  is only in its 
foundation that his doctrine can be assailed, and this foundation 
cannot be denied by a Phrenologist. The paltry attenipt at in
timidation, contained in this unfounded aspersion, principally 
determines me not to retract my reference to your pamphlet, 
unless compelled to do so, by the personal plea, which, however 
groundless, I  would not choose to resist.

As this correspondence is professedly for publication, I  again 
protest against credence being given to any private assertion or in
sinuation o f the Phrenologists regarding me, o f any kind. Almost 
every  statement they have hazarded, in print, has neen disproved, 
o r  allowed to stand unrefuted, only from indifference; while, 
o n  their side, they have been unable to invalidate one iota of 
an y  assertion hitherto advanced by me. This caution against 
th e ir private misrepresentations, is not, however, founded only
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on an inference, a fortiori, from their public. In this, likewise, 
I  disclaim any allusion to you. I  remain, my dear Sir, very truly 
ÿours, W. H amilton.

16, Great King Street, 11th March, 1828.

M r Georoe Combe to S ir  W illiam H amilton, Bart.

Edinburgh, 12th Biarch, 1828.
My D ear S ir ,—To a lover of peace like myself, it is gratify* 
ing to have it declared, that you would do as a favour what 
could not be exacted as a rigfy,—personally to oblige me,—be
cause, were it not for your strong and repeated asseverations to 
this effect, I should certainly have inferred, from the whole tone 
and complexion of your recent communications, that your great 
aim was, not to discuss a philosophical question, witn philoso
phical temper, but, through misrepresentation, violated confi
dence, ana an appeal to prejudice, to excite personal ill-will 
against one whom you had failed .to touch by the weapons 
of reason. This conclusion would have been forced upon me, 
even by your first attack upon a paper or essay of mine, nowise 
connected with our phrenological controversy; and still more 
by your persisting in this course, after being fully apprized o f 
its having been a private communication, made to persons in 
whom I had confidence, under an express engagement, upon 
honour, that it should not be publicly criticised m any way, and 
that my object was to obtain their friendly advice and opinion, 
before any position should be taken by me absolutely, even in  
my private thoughts, or in any shape before the public. To 
me, certainly, it did appear, that, after being put in possession 
of those facts, your lips were as much sealed as those of the par
ties on whom my confidence was originally bestowed, and who, 
by retaining my communication, agreed to the conditions on 
which it was made. You justify your attack by reference to 
the answer to the CEdipus Judaicus; but you do not show that 
the CEdipus, like my essay, contained no allusions to any exist
ing system, and that it was privately circulated among the au
thor’s friends with the sole view of obtaining their confidential 
criticisms on its merits prior to publication; and, although you 
had so shown, I  would still reply, that the commission of one 
wrong by a Cambridge scholar does not justify another wrong, 
even by a senior wrangler of that university.

The error you have committed is greatly aggravated by the 
avowal, that you have never seen the essay which you have ven
tured to characterize so offensively; and, although my practice 
hitherto has been to confine myself to a plain statement of facts, 
supported by documents, in answer to aspersions, I shall ven
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ture to assert here, that you are the first person who, in pro* 
found ignorance, in so far as personal knowledge is concerned, 
adventured, on the faith of vague report, to charge upon another 
atheism, and every thing else that could be suppo^d capable 
of appalling the sentiments and scaring the imaginations of the 
good and pious; and all this, as you say, for the charitable pur* 
pose of affording me an opportunity of contradicting the ru
mour ! I  have told you also, that I  am about to publish the 
essay of itself ; and most men would have considered publica
tion as a far better means of putting down gossip-misrepresen
tation than by simple denial, or by overthrowing a metaphysical 
superstructure, which owes its existence entirely to your own 
imagination.

You certainly display no less confidence in your metaphysical 
acumen than you did previously in your antiphrenological po
lemics. In  the latter, anticipating a triumph, you commenced 
by vaunting on your own side, and contemning die other by 
expressions highly derogatory and insulting to the intellect and 
character of Drs Oall and Spurzheim ; but neither in public, 
nor under our private reference, have you hitherto adduced an 
iota of evidence in support of your boasted objections. The 
very fact of the umpires having agreed, as is established by 
their report, to go in quest of evidence themselves on the sub
ject of your allegations, proves, that you neither adduced, nor 
offered to adduce, any which they deemed satisfactory. You 
now talk with equal disrespect of the mental capacity, in regard 
to  metaphysics, not merely of your humble correspondent, but 
o f  such of the Calvinistic clergy of Scotland as have embraced 
Phrenology, and of the sex whom you derogatively call “ wo- 
“ men," but who, in my opinion, have generally fully as much of 
intellect, and a great deal more consistency in ratiocination than 
their contemptuous critic. My allusion to Spinoza was not in
troduced witn the view of intimidation. Its sole purpose was, 
by establishing a parallel case, argumentatively to put you out of 
conceit with your mode of attacking me. Even this, however, has 
failed to produce the desired effect. I  leave it to the public to 
decide on the motives both of your conduct, in this respect, and 
mine, and only add, that I distinctly disavow every imputation 
on your religious opinions, whether stated privately or in public.

i t  does appear to me, that one not of the least of the errors 
in to  which you have fallen is fancying that the Phrenologists 
a re  writhing under the lash of your pen. For myself, I  can 
say  most truly, that I  have suffered nothing, and experienced 
n o  uneasiness whatsoever, except from the time wasted in reply
in g  to a correspondence filled, as it has always seemed to me, 
w ith  perplexed ideas and entangled expressions, and in which 
m y  opponent has been constantly shifting his ground. An in
toxicated person thinks every one else tipsy, and that the whole 
external world is turning round. I account for your rhodomon-
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tade, and for all your abuse, by supposing that, being angry 
yourself, you take it for granted that all the Phrenologists are 
impassioned. Being averse from quarrelling, 1 took no notice 
of your expressions as they occurred; but, before closing the 
correspondence, I must distinctly state, that I  consider you to 
have indulged in assumptions and insinuations against the Phren
ologists and me, of the most unhandsome, ungenerous, and un
warranted description. In my own letters, I  have watchfully 
endeavoured to avoid being drawn into the imitation of sucn 
conduct If, notwithstanding all my efforts to the contrary, I  
have in any instance misrepresented a fact or statement, or in
dulged in any personality whatever, which, up to this moment, 
I am unconscious of having done, I shall be most truly sorry for 
i t ;—nothing was farther from my intention, and nothing could 
so effectually injure my cause.

I  must also protest against your either making me responsible 
for what has keen done by others, or of turning your corre
spondence with me into a vehicle of attack upon third parties. 
1 have told you before, and now repeat, that with the articles 
in the Scotsman I  had no concern directly or indirectly. That 
journal is quite able to answer for itself; but I may remark, 
that what has appeared in it can hardly be called anonymous, 
the author being known to every one, I should think, but your
self. He has, i  know, avowed the authorship to some of your 
own friends; and I  have heard him say, that, out of kindness 
to you, he gave his review of the controversy a title which he 
is not accustomed to use, and abstained from pointing out a va
riety of inconsistencies into which you had fallen. His review 
was also, in my opinion, remarkable for its impartiality and dis
passionateness ; but, had it been otherwise, the answer should 
nave been sufficient, that I  have not written a syllable against 
you to which I have not affixed my name. As to personalities;, 
those who ought to be impartial judges have assured me they 
consider you as the party who alone has unwarrantably indulged 
in them, and that the language you have employed, when speak
ing of Phrenology, its rounders, and advocates, has been ex
ceedingly discourteous and unhandsome. But of all this the 
public will judge.

Your remarks respecting the placarding and advertising o f 
the lectures are unworthy of yourself. The committee or in
habitants for relief of the distressed operatives did what they 
saw proper, and announced the proceeds at what they saw just, 
without the slightest interference on my part. I had no respon
sibility, and feel no anxiety on the subject.

In one thing only I  must in conclusion acknowledge you 
have succeeded; that is, in drawing me into a correspondence 
on various subjects utterly unconnected with your chosen task 
o f disproving Phrenology in a scientific manner, by adducing 
physiological evidence against it. But, for the future, if  we
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.correspond at all, our communications must be confined strictly 
to your proofs; for I  am fully determined against travelling 
with you, in this form and manner, over the boundless field of 
ethics and metaphysics. On such subjects, there is no other way 
of understanding each other, or making ourselves understood by 
the public, than by delivering ourselves in the shape of a vo
lume, or rather of volumes.

S ib  William  H amilton, B abt ., to Mb  Geobgb Combe.
Mt  d e a r  S ir ,—As you still obstinately persevere in your un
tenable assertion, that I  had no right to refer to your booh, let 
us throw the book out of the question ; and I beg you to answer 
me this interrogation, Why are you better entitled to aUude to 
opinions advanced by me, in a paper read before the Royal Society, 
than I  am (a n d  in  r e p l y  o n l y  to  y o u r  o w n  a l l u s io n ) to re~ 

fe r  to opinions maintained by you in a paper read before the Phre- 
nological Society, and which was even reported and published in 
the phrenological newspaper, the Scotsman ? Independently of 
all light, I  have, however, already expressed my willingness to 
withdraw the obnoxious note, if it can be shown, that its pur
port could be, to you, of any personal disadvantage: and I  fur
ther offer to do so, if you state, either that the opinions in your 
printed work, are not the same with those in your paper,—-or 
that you have subsequently changed your views,—or that you 
have no intention of again publishing them to the world.

In  regard to “  the mental capacity of such of the Calvinistic 
"  clergy, as have embraced Phrenology,” on that pointy at least,

Íou and I  are pretty nearly at one. Those of them who do not 
old the physical necessity of human action, are by you and me, 
and all who know aught about the matter, despised as purblind 

Phrenologists : those of them who do, are by every one, not the 
veriest tyro in theology, viewed as the most ignorant, or the 
most heretical of divines. They can only escape the phrenolo
gical, to be impaled on the theological horn of the dilemma. I, 
indeed, contemn no Calvinist for phrenological (minions; as, in 
fact, no true Phrenologist can be a Calvinist. “ The contingency 
n o f second causes and “ the liberty o f man undetermined by any 
“ absolute necessity o f nature,,f is a dogma, as much part and par
cel of the Calvinistic scheme, and is as strongly enforced by the 
Confession of the Scottish church,* as any of the Five Points: 
and a clergyman who could maintain an opposite opinion, would

* Sec Confession, c. iii. § 1, c. iv. § 2, c. ▼. § 2 and 3 ; 
e. iz. § 1 and 2.

Vol. V.—No XVII .

and, above all.
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promulgate a heresy, not only condemned by the standards of 
Calvinistic orthodoxy, but in contradiction to all the doctrines 
hitherto received as fundamental, by every Christian sect.

It is also well in a Phrenologist to insinuate against me any 
disrespect of the Calvinistic clergy, and this, when in the very 
act of guarding their system against unmerited reproach! Calvin
ism, in its day, has been the object of no merciful abuse. But 
the reviling of its enemies has been light, when compared with 
the opprobrium cast on it by the philosophy, fondly embraced 
by some of its disciples, even as a new pillar of their faith. The 
treatment indeedof their Clerico-Calvinistic converts, by the Phre
nologists, has been at once cruel, perfidious, and ungrateful. After 
seducing them from their walk of usefulness—after exposing 
them to ridicule, for the credulous profession of an idle hypothe
sis—and after abusing their ghostly influence to decoy the mul
titude into the net; it was certainly too bad to hold up their 
victims to public and to bitter derision, by proclaiming that a 

fa ith  in the peculiar doctrines o f Calvinism, mas only to be ex
plained by the inordinate development o f the brute propensities of 
S e lf conceit and Murder.*

That was the most unkindly cut of a l l !
I  must also protest to the ladies, against your groundless im

putation of disrespect to the sex, in having spoken of them in 
their generic capacity, as women. I regard them, on the con
trary, as gracing any opinion they may choose to patronise; 
and of the phrenological, I am free to acknowledge, that they 
constitute not merely its only ornament, but its principal strength. 
I  am, indeed, truly afflicted, in being compelled to contradict a 
theory which they have taken under their especial protection; 
but philosophy has no politeness. And if I should have offend
ed their sense of logical independence, by insinuating that they 
have been brought blindly over to the new doctrine, by the in
fluence of clerical example on their constitutional piety, I merely 
stated what the male Phrenologists themselves, not only pub
licly proclaim, but on which they even profess to found a debt 
of gratitude to the clergy of the Scottish church !t

I  leave the assertions relative to your own misrepresenta
tions, &c., to be estimated, without any further comments. In  
regard to the anonymous articles in the Scotsman, I  am, to this 
moment, utterly ignorant of their author. I  certainly never

* “  Dr Price, universally known by his mathematical, moral, and political 
writings, was tbe son of a dissenting minister at Brigend, in Wales. His fa . 
ther was a rigid Calvinist; but young Richard occasionally started his doubts and 
difficulties, (h is  s e l f . e ste em  and  d e s t r u c t iv e n e s s  b e in g  sm a ll ,) 
and often incurred his father’s displeasure, by tbe arguments which he advanced 
against the tenets of bis sect.'*— Sp u r b h e im ’b Physiognomy, 1826, p. 106.

f  See report of the speeches at a phrenological dinner, somewhere in the 
Phrenological Journal.
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took the trouble of inquiring; and if I had wasted a thought 
upon the matter, I  should have deemed it unjust to have attri
buted on suspicion, to any respectable individual, such discre
ditable productions. But though, in themselves, beneath con
sideration, if your approbation extends so far, as to print them 
in the Phrenological Journal, I  may be disposed to deal with 
them as representing the school; and shall be happy, in that 
case, if  you will permit me to illustrate their merits by a com
mentary.

I  am glad to hear that you mean hereafter “ to confine your- 
“  self strictly to the proofs.’* This is precisely the lesson I  have 
been desirous o f teaching: and in following you, for a moment, in 
your irrelevant excursions, I  only intended, by retorting your 
own warfare on yourself, to put you out of conceit with a fa
vourite mode of disputation, and to compel you, even fo r  your 
own sake, to limit the* controversy to the facts.

I  allow many statements of yours to pass without observa
tion ; because, though easily refuted, their importance would 
not compensate the trouble. I remain, my dear Sir, very truly 
yours,

W. H amilton.
16, Great King Street, 14th March, 1828.

IV. REPORT OF DR SFURZHEIM ’S LECTURE ON THE 
FRONTAL SINUS,

(From the Scotsman Newspaper qf February 2, 1828, referred to by Sir 
William Hamilton on popes 32 and 33»)

As mentioned in our last, Dr Spurzbeim did treat of the Fron
tal Sinus on Wednesday. He requested that it might be ob
served, ift the first instance, that, although all which had been 
asserted respectingit were true, there was still a large field of 
usefulness left for Phrenology. The sinus—or, in other words, 
the hole or cavity betwixt the inner and outer plates of the 
skull, affected only our means of judging of the amount of the 
brain in the forehead—end generally a very small portion of the 
lower part of the forehead. Buteven although the sinus were found 
in every instance, (which is not the case,) the means of judging as 
to  the great mass of the brain-—of the whole regions assigned to 
the  propensities and sentiments—were left unaffected. And how 
m ucn of character—how much of conduct, depended on the pro
pensities and moral feelings of each individual! .But let it be 
observed, in the second place, that there is no sinus or cavity 
in  the crania of children at their birth, nor until they reach a 
considerable age,—none at six months, two, five, or even seven
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years. The cranium is very thin in infancy, and no one can 
deny that the external conformation of the sky.ll is then—in all 
healthy and ordinary cases—indicative exactly of the size and 
form of die internal brain. Here, then, although we should not 
go beyond ten years of age, is a clear and unimpeachable field 
on which we may judge of the comparative volume and distri
bution of those portions of brain in the forehead assigned to the 
perceptive or knowing faculties,—of what nature has originally 
done and intended for each individual in regard to intellectual 
powers : and is not this of very great importance ? Is there 
not a great deal of the characters and talents of individuals—

of two skulls one may have a cavity, and the other not, and 
yet the skull without an open space betwixt the plates, may be 
thicker than the one which has a cavity. Di; $pujrzheim pro
duced instances of this. The existence or non-existence of a 
sinus, therefore, was no absolute criterion of the thickness of 
bone or skull; and Phrenologist^ contend,—what, they say, ana
tomists and physiologists who attend to the facts must admit,— 
that in the average of healthy individuals, in middle life, there 
is an average thickness of bone or skull, embracing both the 
outer and inner plates, and the apace between, when there is a 
space unoccupied ; that, in the average of healthy adults, the 
sinus is small, affecting only a small portion of the forehead 
above, and laterally from the root of the nose, seldom occupy
ing, and still more seldom extending beyond the external spaces 
assigned to Size, Weight, or perhaps a small part of Locality, 
or Lower Individuality j and never, in the absence of insanity or 
old age, extending to Causality. In old age, and in disease, 
unquestionably, various anomalies are presented. Every old 
person has not a sinus; but frequently the sinus increases as the 
faculties decay; and decay, it is well known, commences in dif
ferent individuals at very different periods of life, and reaches 
very different degrees. There is a precocity in decay as well 
as in talent; and many diseases affect the condition of the brain ; 
but, taking the mass of ordinary cases of healthy adults, the ex
ternal size and conformation of the forehead may be relied on, 
as indications of the amount of brain to be found within. This 
was as much as was to be obtained in any science connected 
with morals. Dr Spurzheim did not maintain that there were 
no anomalies in nature, no difficulties to be overcome. On the 
contrary, he strongly enforced on his audience, that many diffi
culties presented themselves to those who would judge of the 
intellectual powers from the external form. There was fre
quently a bony ridge at the extremity of the eyebrows, which 
gave a sharpness to them,—which was sometimes solid bone, 
sometimes hollow, and forming what might be called a crest,— 
which sometimes accompanied a sinus, and sometimes not,—but
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which did not indicate the presence of brain. This ridge, when 
it existed, and the presence of which conid not be mistaken, 
must always be abstracted, or held as entirely removed, in judg
ing of the volume of brain. I t  was also not enough to attend 
merely to the breadth and height of the forehead; it was still 
ihofe efcsehtSad to ascertain its depth, or the extent in which— 
examining it en profile—it projects forward from the portions 
of brain assigned to Benevolence in the upper region, and Con
structiveness in the lower—̂ as to which the total mass of brain 
forward from 'thh centre of the ear—but still more the amount of 
brain forward from the temple—affords an important and readily- 
observabte indication. We may thus—by careful observation,— 
but only by very careful observation*—be able to say of an in
dividual whether his intellect be shallow or deep. But the lec
turer impressed strongly the necessity of Antiphrenologists taking 
the trouble of ascertaining what Phrenology is,—what it professes 
to deal with—and what it still leaves unexplained,—before they 
slight it or attack it. I f  another cburse be taken, it merely 
proves fhe rashrihss, Conceit, prejudice, and ignorance of the 
opponents. He ¿hen went on to  explain .the seat of Indi vidu
a l i ty  or that faculty or tendency which made persons curious, 
active, and dfesifous to ascertain all the individual existences by 
which they 'Were surronided,*—»propensity generally strong in 
children, but stronger in. one than another, not only in infancy, 
but thrbugn life. There were individuals constitutionally ob
servant or unobservant. ' Tbe French had more of this character 
than the English,!—«peaking of themnationaily,- -and the Scotch 
were certainly more inclined to reason than to know individual 
objects:—but still, let the reasoning powers be ever so powerful, 
it was necessary that they Should lay in a.stoek of materials on 
which to operate;—they should ascertain objects and facts—even 
of Phrenology—previously to their disposing of the science on 
metaphysical grounds.

I t  will be understood, of coursfe, that w» have nOt followed 
J)k Spurzheim through a lecture which occupied the greater 
part of two hours:—we have merely endeavoured—in this in
stance, from the controversy which is going dn about the Smus—  
to  give the'essence of his prelection.
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A R T IC L E  II.

ADDRESS DELIVERED TO TH E LONDON PHRENOLOGICAL 
SOCIETY, AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF TH E FOURTH 
SESSION, 5th NOVEMBER, 1827, BY JOHN ELLIOTSON, 
M.D., CANTAB., PHYSICIAN TO ST THOMAS' HOSPITAL.

W e are now assembled to commence the fourth session of 
our Society, and evidently under more favourable auspices 
than any former one. A t the institution of the Society in 
1823, our numbers did not amount to a dozen, and now we 
are nearly an hundred and fifty, of whom seventy-nine are 
ordinary members; and in the last session no fewer than 
thirty members were admitted. We hail this not as a proof 
that our Society is becoming popular, but that the science of 
Phrenology is beginning to be valued. In other societies an 
increase of members depends upon their good management, 
because the value of their object is undisputed, and those 
societies must therefore fiourish most which best prosecute 
i t ; but the truth and utility of our object are called in ques
tion, and consequently, at the admission of every new mem
ber, we may conclude that one more person is convinced of 
the truth of Phrenology. But we have many other proofs of 
the spread of the science. Phrenological Societies, or Clubs, 
have lately been formed in many parts of England. The 
kcture.rooms of Dr Spurzheim and Mr Combe have been 
crowded; good authors express their Assent to Gall's doc
trines, and, what is a very striking circumstance, in books 
containing no allusion to Phrenology, phrenological language 
is adopted. I  may mention, that a large lunatic hospital is 
erecting at Brussels, and that D r Gall told me a month ago 
in Paris, that he had been consulted upon its arrangements, 
and trusted it would be one of the best in Europe. The 
cry of deism, materialism, and fatalism, is now faint. The 
academy of the Catholic religion at Rome condemned Phre



nology as “ contrary to the morality and precepts of the Chris- 
“  tian religion, based on the most absurd fatalism, and on the 
“ erroneous doctrine of predestination.” Gall was obliged to 
leave his practice in Vienna on account of the charge of ma
terialism against his doctrines. But at present few raise these 
objections,—none but those who are deplorably uninformed. 
A  gentleman was sitting next me at a dinner-party, where it 
was well known that I  was a Phrenologist and he an Anti- 
phrenokgistj-and one who delighted .in mischief begged to 
know if he believed in Phrenology. The opportunity of ven
geance against me and Phrenology was too favourable to be 
losty and be exclaimed, “ I  am, not a. Phrenologist, because I 
“  am not a materialist ; I  am not a Phrenologist, because I  
“  believe in God; I  am not a Phrenologist, because I  be- 
“  lieve there is a difference between right and wrong ; I  

. “ am not a Phrenologist, because I  believe in an hereafter !”
I  congratulated myself that we . were not a t Rome, and 
he the Pope. But the effect of his violence was merely 
a laugh throughout the party. In &ct, upon ; the ques
tion of matérialisas people now .see that they can neither 
think nor feel without beads ; . that Shakepeare spoke the 
truth when he said, that when the brains are out a  man 
must die; and that, this bring undeniable, no more sup
port is given to materialism, by believing with Gall that 
different parts of the brain have different offices, than by the 
common doctrine, that the whole of the brain does every 
thing*. They see that the fact of the brain bring the 
organ of mind is not at all inoonsietent with the belief, 
that an immaterial and immortal something is diffused 
throughout the brain and sets it in.action. . Some conceive it 
o f no importance to the Christian whether he believes in an 
immaterial principle of mind or not, agreeing , with Looke, 
who says, in his second reply to the Bishop o f Worcester, 
“  All the difficulties that are raised, against the dunking of 
“  matter, from our ignorance or narrow conceptions, stand 

not at all in the way of the power of God, if be pleases to
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ordain it so.” Seeing that brutes, in the words of CraH, 
(SurUs Fonctiom du Cerveau, t. i. p. 56), “ are engendered, 
brought forth, and nourished, according to the same laws as 
n a n ; that the» muscles, vessels, entrails, nerves, are nearly 
the same, and perform the same functions ; that they are 
endowed with the same senses, which they use in the same 
maimer; are subject to the same affections, joy, sorrow, fear, 
and terror, hope, envy, jealousy, anger; baVe most of our 
inclinations; are excited like us to propagation; love and take 
care of their offspring; are attached to each other, and to 
m an; are courageous, and defend themselves and their off
spring boldly against their enemies; feed like us upon ve
getables and other animals; have a sense of property, and 
while some are cruel and sanguinary, others take pleasure in 
theft; are sensible to blame and approbation; are mild, do
cile, compassionate, and mutually assist each o ther; while 
others are spiteful, indocile, unmanageable, obstinate; re
member benefits and ill treatment, and are grateful or re
vengeful ; are cunning and circumspect; foresee the future 
by the past, and take necessary precautions against dangers 
which threaten them ; correct, by experience, their judg
ment and their unsuccessful attempts; have an idea of time, 
and foresee its periodical return; have memory; reflect, 
compare; hesitate, and are determined by the strongest mo
tives ; are susceptible of a certain decree of individual per
fectibility ; even make abstractions; communicate to each 
other their ideas, wants, and intentions, by means of an arti
culate language or gestures; acquire more sagacity and know
ledge as circumstances oblige them to be more sharpsighted 
and prudent; balance the bad consequences of certain ac
tions, which they remember, with their present desires; fol
low a deliberate plan of conduct agreed upon by many indi
viduals ;  know each other; sing, or are alive to music; have 
an astonishing vocal memory, and travel; that a great num
ber build; some even reckon; that very frequently their ac
tions denote amoral feeling, a consciousness of justice and in



justice, &c.; so that we are almost ready to exclaim with a 
father of the church, Lactantius, that, except the feeling of 
religion, and the knowledge of the existence of God, there is 
no moral quality or intellectual faculty, the first germs of 
which are not discoverable in the brute creation:*«—Seeing 
all this, many persons agree farther with Locke, who adds, 
that “  the faculties of brutes prove either that God can and 
44 doth give to some parcels of matter a power of perception 
44 and thinking, or that all animals have immaterial, and con- 
44 sequently immortal souls as well as man ; and to say that 
44 fleas and mites, &c., have immortal soul* as Well as men, 
41 will possibly be looked upon as going a great way to serve 
44 on hypothesis.* They conceive that the disbelief of an 
immaterial soul stands not at all in the way of the belief of a 
future state, because the Almighty can call us again into ex- 
istence if it seem good to him ; because the scripture doc
trine is, that man shall, by the command of God, rise again 
bodily; and the church of England maintains, in her 4th 
article, that 44 Christ ascended into heaven, and there sits 
44 with his body, with flesh, bones, and all things appertaining 
44 to the perfection of man's nature ;* while the ancient hea
thens believed in a future state of the soiul only, and this fxtnn 
its immateriality and inherent immortality; to  quote a line 
from Ovid, Errant exsangues sine corpore et ossibus umbrae. 
They contend that the nature of man is a purely physical 
subject, and therefore to be learnt by observation and rea
son ; while the resurrection being, in the words of Locke, 
44 beyond the discovery of our natural faculties, and above 
44 reason,* is a subject for revelation, from which we are 
simply to learn that there will be a future state, without 
troubling ourselves farther; exactly as the best divines of the 
church of England allow us to learn only from Genesis, that 
God made the world, and have our own opinions upon geo
logy. 44 The expressions of Moses,* says M r Sunner, a pre
bendary of Durham, in his Records o f ike Creation, 44 are
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“ evidently accommodated to the first and familiar notions of 
“  the sensible appearances of the earth and heavens, and the ab- 
“ surdity of supposing that the literal translation of the terms in 
“ Scripture ought to interfere with the advancement of philoso- 
u phical inquiry, would have been as generally forgotten as re- 
“ nounced, if the oppressors of Galileo nad not found a place in 
“ history/* u  When I  went to the University/' says Bishop 
Watson, “ I  was of opinion, as most schoolboys are, that the 
“ soul was a substance distinct from the body, and that, when a 
"  man died, he, m classical language, breathed out his soul, 
“  animam expiravii; that it then went I  know not whither, as 
“ it had come into the body from I  knew not where nor whence/* 
tf This notion of a soul was, without doubt, the offspring of pre- 
“  judice and ignorance." “ Believing, as I do, in the truth of the 
“  Christian religion, which teaches that men are accountable for 
“ their actions, I  trouble not myself with dark disquisitions con- 
“ cerning liberty and necessity, matter and spirit; hoping, as I 
“ do, for eternal life through Jesus Christ, 1 am not disturbed 
“ at my inability clearly to convince myself that the soul is or 
“ is not a substance distinct from the body/*— Memoirs o f the 
Life o f Bishop Watson. Persons of this description also remind
us, that those who make the greatest stir about immateriality 
are after all materialists; that Mr Abernethy, for example, 
believes truth and justice, religion and piety, all destroyed by 
the disbelief, of What ?—not of an immaterial substance, but of 
a mobile and subtle fluid, which he maintains is diffused 
through our nervous system :—as though a fluid, however 
subtle and mobile, were not still matter—as though this were 
not the very doctrine of the materialist Lucretius,

■ —  qaoaiam eat salmi n&turs reports,
Mobilis egregie, perquam constare Decease eat,
Corporibus parvis et levibus, atque rotundis.

Dr Bostock, himself an immaterialist, remarks, that Sir Ever- 
ard Home, by professing that a certain gelatinous substance, 
fancied to have been seen by Mr Baner and himself in the 
brain, is the very essence of life, the materia vitas diffusa, 
has broached, through a disciple of the immaterial Hunterian 
school, the most direct system of materialism that has been 
given to the world: and, with excellent .feeling, Dr Bostock 
subjoins, “ that the example and authority of Sir Everard
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“ Home should certainly operate as a strong motive with those 
“ who embrace this view of the subject for exercising perfect 
“ candour towards their opponents.'*—Element* of Physiology, 
vol. L, p. 235. In regard to fatalism, those who believe in free
will, allowing, of course, that we must have motives occasioned 
in some manner or other, see that freedom is no wise interfered 
with by the doctrine, that motives depend upon the strength 
of particular parts of the brain as well as upon external cir
cumstances. I t  seems, therefore, generally conceded, that 
the doctrine of particular parts of the brain having particular 
mental functions leaves the question of deism, materialism, 
and fatalism, precisely where it found them, squaring as per
fectly with either side of the question as the acknowledged 
fact of the brain being the organ of the mind. Some go still 
further, and maintain, that the only question is, whether 
Phrenology is true ? I f  true, that it cannot be supposed con
trary to morality or religion without an impious supposition 
of contradiction in the works and the words of the Almighty. 
But the greater part of persons cease to oppose Phrenology 
on these grounds, not because they now discover its true bear
ing, but because they see it embraced by men of the highest 
talents and the best principles, by men of all religious creeds, 
and by ministers of the church equally with sceptics. The 
greater part of mankind derive all their opinions and habits 
entirely from those around them, though they fancy them
selves guided solely by reflection. The artless answer of a 
woman whom I  asked last week, why she had been to a 
very absurd practitioner, is the true explanation of almost 
every person's opinions and habits,—461 suppose I  went be- 
<c cause others do.”

66 I  must,” says Locke, in his Essay on the Human Un
derstanding, (ch. x.), 66 do mankind that right as to say, there 
“  are not so many men in errors and wrong opinions as is 
“  commonly supposed. Not that I  think they embrace the 
“  t ru th ; but indeed, because, concerning those doctrines

they make such a stir about, they have no thought, no
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w opinion at all.” The very persons who spurn a discovery, 
because made after they, had formed other opinions, would, 
if bora in the neat century, when the discovery was. admitted, 
implicitly believfe it, arid wonder (hat their predecessors 
could have been so ignorant We now therefore have to fear 
the imputation only of being fools; and with this we may 
surely bear, as we are a numerous band. Gall had to  stand 
contempt and ridicule alone. I f  Harvey was ridiculed and 
reviled and lost his practice, G&ll was compelled to leave his 
practice in Vienna, and an attempt was made to remove him 
from Paris; and, amidet the reviling» and ridicule he sus
tained, not only from the learned, but even the female pattern 
of Paris, we find a masquerade was actually prepared in that 
city to turn him into ridicule, and that plaster-models art 
still in existence representing the comic personages who were 
to have appeared in it, on the middle of which is inscribed, 
“  Mardhe covnique dii Docteur GdU" Bat Gall has never reliri- 
quished an iota of his doctrines: he has not denied the fiicts 
which be had stated, and which ha stall knows to be true. 
H e imperturbably intended to amuse himself by witnessing 
the masquerade; but the authorities prevented what they 
conceived would be a disgrace to the nation. Upon this 
topic I  cannot refrain from quoting his profound and elo* 
quent work. “  Nature,” he observes, “  treats all new truths
u  and their discoverers in a singular, but always uniform mender. 
*< With what indignation and animosity have the greatest bene- 
“ fits been rejected ; for instance, potatoes, Peruvian bark, vac- 
“ cination, &c. No sooner had Varolius made his anatomical 
“ discoveries, than he was decried by Sylvius as the most infc. 
« mous, ignorant, and frantic among men. Vesanum, littera- 
“ rum imperUissimum, arrogantissimum, calumniatorem mated*- 
*' centissimum, rerum omnium ignarissimum, iransfugum, im- 
“ ptitm, ingratum, monstrum ignorantur, immetatis exemplar 
"  pemidosurstmum quod pestUentiali kabitu Europam venenat,
“ &c. Varolius was accused of dazzling his auditors with a capti- 
« vating eloquence, and of effecting the prolongation of the optic 
“  nerves to the optic thalaxni by a r t  Harvey, for maintaining 
“ the doctrine of the circulation of the blood, was treated as a 
r visionary; and baseness proceeded so far as to attempt to ruin
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rr him in the opinion of King James t^e First and Charles the 
“ First. When it was found impossible to shorten the optic 
“ nerve, or stop the course of the blood in its vessels, the no- 
“ nortr of these discoveries was on a sudden given to Hippo- 
“ crates. The physical. truths announced by Linnaeus, Bufton, 
“ the pious philosopher Bonnet, and by George Le Roy, were 
“ represented as impieties which would lay die foundation of 
“ the ruin of religion and morality ; even the/virtuous and ge- 
“ nerous Lavater was treated as a fatalist and materialist. Uni- 
“ versally do fatalism and materialism, placed before the sane- 
“ tuary of truth, make the world retire. Universally do those 
“ whose opinion tapis the world, not only ascribe the absurdi- 
u ties of their own prejudices to the author of a discovery, but 
"  even renounce established truths as soon as these are an ob- 
“ stacks to their purposes, and they revive ancient errors, if  cal- 
"  culated to further the ruin of the man who is in their way. 
"  This is a faithful picture of what has happened to me. I have 
“  some right, therefore, to be proud and to glory in having? ex« 
“  perienced the same fate as the men to whom the world is in- 
“ debted for such a mass of knowledge. Nature appears to 
“  have subjected all truths to persecution, that they may be the 
“ more firmly established; for he who can snatch one from her, 
“  always presents a front of brass to the d$rts levelled against 
“ him, and has always strength to defend and establish it. His« 
“  tory teaches us, that all the efforts and all the sophisms 
“  directed against a truth once discovered, foil like dust blown 
€t by the winds against a rock. We may quote, above all 
"  other examples, that of Aristotle and Descartes, when we 
"  wish to show the influence of prejudice upon die good or bad 
“ fortune of new doctrines. The antagonists of Aristotle burnt 
“ his works. The works of Ramus, who wrote against Aris- 
“ totle, were afterwards b u rn t; and the adversaries of the phi- 
“ losopher of Stagyra were declared heretics, 'and to attempt a 
“ refutation of his doctrines wqs forbidden under pain of being 
“ sent to the galleys. However, the philosophy of Aristotle is 
“ now no longer discussed. Descartes was persecuted because 
“ he fought the innateness of ideas, and the university of Paris 
“ burnt his books. He had written the most sublime thoughts 
“ upon the existence of God. Vo€t, his enemy, accused him of 
“ atheism. Afterwards, this same university declared itself in 
“  favour of the innateness of ideas; and, when Locke and Condil- 
“ lac attacked innate ideas, a cry of materialism mid fatalism was 
“  raised on all aides/’* Thus it was that Gall consoled himself.
L e t us reflect also upon his pupil, D r Spursheim, who was
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denounced in some celebrated reviews as an ignorant and de
signing quack,—one whose work was 44 an incoherent rhap- 
44 sody, which nothing could have induced any man to have 
44 presented to the public, under the pretence of instructing 
44 them, but absolute insanity, gross ignorance, or matchless 
44 assurance.” Yet Dr Spurzheim deserted not the doctrines 
of his master. Well, therefore, may we bear with a little 
ridicule, and with the compassion which is felt for us. We 
are quite numerous enough to keep each other in counte
nance. Instructed by Gall, we, like him, discover the source 
of the objections of his adversaries to be ignorance. W e see 
some who have made up their minds that all parts of the 
brain do all things, that the power of solving a mathematical 
problem resides in the same portion of the brain as the 
sexual desire, and that the whole brain is equally concerned 
in both, just as one might suppose a flute to serve the pur
pose equally, as may be required, of a microscope and a 
spinning machine ; and these confess they have never ascer
tained whether, when an individual has a particular faculty 
strong or weak, a particular part of the brain is correspon- 
dently large or small Lord Byron is reported by M r 
Medwin to have said, he was 44 inclined to think there was 
44 more in the chart of a skull than the Edinburgh reviewers 
44 suppose.”* Yet we see others oppose Phrenology by at 
once settling the question like Ugo Foscolo, who told me he 
believed 44 the brain was the organ of the mind, and that the 
44 various faculties resided in various parts, but that it was 
44 impossible to discover these.” Others pretend to have 
examined the matter by a reference to fact, and find Phreno
logy disproved. I  have never heard of any of these facts 
against Phrenology that have not turned out to be unfound
ed. .A very clever friend of mine had been to hear the In
fant Lyra, and assured me she had no development of what

■ Conversations of Lord Byron, by G. T . Medwin, Esq. p. 56.



is called the organ of M usic; whereas it is so remarkably 
large in her as, on one side at least, to be an absolute bump. 
In M r Jeffrey’s recent attack upon Phrenology, he speaks 
of the organ of Tune in the middle of the eyebrow, of Colour 
in the forehead, and of Concentrativeness in the side of the 
head. M r Mayo says, that Gall’s “  inquiries have hitherto 
“  proved as unsuccessful as in their conception they were 
“  philosophical,”0 and refers to the masks of Newton, 
Chatham, and P itt, as developments not at all in phrenological 
accordance with the talents of these distinguished persons. 
This remark shows that M r Mayo does not understand the 
very elementary principles of Phrenology. He judges of 
the whole characters of P itt and Chatham from their masks 
alone; while every tyro in the science knows that force of 
character, aptitude for business, eloquence, and sound judg
ment, depend fully as much on the propensities and senti
ments, which a mask does not indicate, as on the intellectual 
¿rgans, to which it is exclusively confined. Let any one ex
amine casts of the intellectual organs alone of King Robert 
B ruce, or of Sheridan, and attempt to form even a guess at 
their character as it displayed itself in society, and he will 
u tterly fail; whereas, when the whole brain is considered, 
there is the most interesting harmony between the develop
ment and manifestations. M r Mayo ought to study the Es
say on the Character of King Robert Bruce, compared with 
his Cerebral Organization, in th Transactions of the Phre
nological Society, and a Review of Moore’s Life of Sheridan, 
in the Phrenological Journal, both by M r W . Scott, and he 
will perceive the force of my present remark. So far as tn- 
teUect alone is concerned, the masks of Newton, Chatham, 
and  P itt, are in exact correspondence with the manifesta
tions. In  Newton’s mask, the lower part, or the organs of
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Locality, Size, W eight, and other observing powers, a^e de
cidedly large; and every one knows that his eminence as a 
philosopher was conspicuous in the exact or mathematical 
sciences, which depend on these organs. The upper region 
of the forehead, or Comparison, Causality, and W it, are 
not so large as the lower; and it is equally certain that, in 
his attempts at abstract reasoning in moral and metaphysi
cal science, he was as unsuccessful as in the other department 
he was pre-eminent The masks of Chatham and P itt are 
equally in harmony with their intellectual manifestations 
and if M r Mayo will attempt to point out specifically, in
stead of merely asserting generally the differences to which 
he alludes, I  am convinced that he will be the first to dis
cover the magnitude of his own error.

As a reference to fact always disproves thesefacts against 
Phrenology, so does a little inquiry most of those stories 
of phrenological blunders. I f  a bad Phrenologist makes 
mistakes, the science of course cannot be answerable for 
them ; and if a good Phrenologist by chance is wrong, the 
fate of the science ought not to be thereby decided. The 
errors which have been committed by good and bad Phreno
logists are all regarded as of equal weight, and each is dis
seminated with eagerness; and they are few, compared 
with the immense number of correct delineations of character, 
none of which are mentioned at the same time. Yet the latter 
produce their effects. When a Phrenologist, on inspecting a 
skull, declares that the person was a violent character, with no 
good disposition but his love for his children, and withal a 
mimic, and we know that this was actually the case, all candid 
and unprejudiced persons see that the qualities pronounced have 
no connexion with each other, could not have been branches 
of one general idea of the character, and that the judgm ent 
could not be the result of chance, but must have been found
ed on certain principles. But most of the stories of the 
blunders of good Phrenologists are absolutely without foun-
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dÉtiañ.. D r Spuraheim is represented to have said,' that, on 
seeing Mr- Cderidge, he pronounced that this gentleman 
cdiridnot bé a poet; whereas :D r Spurzheim shows thé írñ- 
pássibiFity rbf this by stating, that he knew beforehand it was 
M r Coleridge the poet to whom he was to be introduced. 
Others, in their very arguments against Phrenology, display 
a total ignorance of its principles. In  the life of the lament, 
ed Laennec, who has done more for the diagnosis of dis
eases than could have been hoped for from the whole profes
sion in á century, D r Forbes tells us, that years before the 
appearance of D r Gordon's article in the Edinburgh Review 
he had written, in the Journal de Medecine, t. xii., one which, 
would well bear comparison with it (I fear this intended 
praise is a severe satire), and that, after relating an anecdote of 
the first Vestris, who, having finished a dance, and being asked 
by a spectator if he was not much fatigued, replied, “  M on- 
“  sieur, dans notre art la fa tig u e  des jam bes est peu de chose ; 
“  ¿est ic i” (pointing to his forehead) ,-^asks Gall, why there is 
not an organ for dancing as well as music and painting ? No
thing but a total ignorance of the subject would have prompt
ed such a question. As well might Laennec have expect
ed a distinct pair of legs for dancing, although certain mental 
faculties must necessarily be employed in the performance.

Such being the circumstances of the science, pur Society 
cannot but prosper; and I have great pleasure in stating, that 
considerable as* our collection is at present, it will soon be 
doubled by the exertions of D r W right, to whom our obli
gations are so great, and by the kindness of some other gen- 
démen ; and that we are certain of an ample supply of com
munications (hiring the whole session. I f  great men reject 
Phrenology, without reading the works of Gall, we will la
ment tbeir littleness in the midst of their greatness ; and if 
any who aré convinced will not join us, we. will lament their 
want of courage. W e will congratulate ourselves in having 
’ Vol. V;—Nó X V II. r
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boldly stood forward in defence of a doctrine which, in the 
words of Gall, “  owes its origin to indisputable facts, that
“ have revealed the general laws through which they take 
“ place; that lead to principles independent of the facts from 
u which they have been deduced; which receives additional 
"  confirmation from every new fact, whether furnished by 
“ chance or obtained by experimental inquiry; which has in* 
u troduced clearness, security, harmony, and stability, where 
“ before was only obscurity, vacillation, contradiction, versati- 
“ lity ; which explains the moral phenomena and their modifi- 
“ cations in different ages, in the two sexes, in the different 
“ states of health and disease, and in different nations; which 
u unfolds to us, in man and brutes, the secret of the diversity of 
“  instincts, inclinations, and faculties, both of species and indi- 
“ viduals; which shows to us from the polyp up to man, piece 
u by piece, the material causes of the gradual perfection of their 
“  intellect; whose diminution and degradation it accomplishes 
€€ by inversely descending from man to the polyp, and cutting 
u off piece after piece; the numerous propositions of which de- 
u stroying the most established errors to the right and left, mu- 
u tually support and consolidate each other; which is eminent- 
u ly fertile in its application to human affairs, to education, the 
u arts and sciences, the study of history, to medicine, philoso- 
u phy, morality, criminal legislation, &c., and opens to the nk- 
u turalist an immense field of observation.”—L. i. t. vi. p. 502, 
u ct seq.

DR 8FURZHEIM’8 VISIT TO HULL.

To the Editor o f the Phrenological Journal,

Sir ,—“  The Society for Phrenological Inquiry11 having in . 
vited D r Spurzheim to lecture at H ull, he commenced a  de
monstrative course on Thursday, December 6th, to a very 
good class, which continued to increase at every succeeding 
lecture. Those who heard him admired the richness of his 
intellectual stores, which he unostentatiously displayed before 
them (during the course); and this -feeling was enhanced by 
the ease with which he initiated the class into the fundamental



axioms of the science of Phrenology. Although gifted with 
such a philosophic mind, his instructions were free from ail 
pedantry, so that “  tliose who went to scoff remained to 
p r a y t o  use an allegorical illustration, he has planted the 
Tree of true Knowledge, and it has taken deep root; tfc 
may rationally hope, as it embraces the happiness of our 
species, the sum of human misery and crime may, by- bis 
teaching, be somewhat lessened or mitigated. Indeed, when 
we reflect on the candour with which he discusses the merits 
of the science, the obstacles he points out, and the constant 
appeal he makes to the common judge, N ature! in verifying 
his assertions, that we cannot wonder, his instructions carry 
an irresistible conviction to his audience.

But. this disciple of truth still continues to investigate hu
man nature, and to observe the causes for the infinite variety 
among them. I t  may therefore be interesting to the readers 
of the Journal to be informed of some of the visits be made 
to public establishments. The first one was to a workhouse, 
which, like other places of the kind, contains the aged, the 
insane, the idiot, and the children of illicit love. Among the 
la tte r there were a boy and girl, who were selected by D r 
Spursheim  for the extraordinary difference of their cerebral 
organisation. The former had the frontal and sincipital re
gions very finely developed, giving the stamp of “  nature's 
nobility" to him $ whilst the latter had an organization quite 
the reverse; the basilar and occipital regions presented a con
siderable predominance over the frontal and sincipital, the 
cerebellum  was an uncommon size, and D r S. suggested that 
g rea t care should be taken of her. But on the following 
day , when we went to take the models of these two indivi
d u a ls , the house-surgeon informed us, that the girl had id- 
re a d y  indicated a lewdness of manner, although she is only 
J iv e  years old! H er mother, we were told, was a  very low 
a n d  depraved prostitute, and her reputed father equally im
m o ra l and worthless. This is a strong instance, said D r
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Spurzhéim, of the influence of propagation manifesting itself 
in a  most lamentable manner.
* Another day D r S; devoted to  examine* the inmates of the 
charity-hall, which- contains, in men, women, and * children, 
above four hundred beings. The doctor selected two men, 
one with “  Mirthfulness” very large, and, though in rags, his 
lace seemed always "  big with humour.'" > The second indi
vidual had, with good moral feelings, the organ of “  Mar
vellousness” very large, and religious topics was his constant 
theme. 1 A t every hour of the day you might see him with 
his Bible, endeavouring to find out the spiritual meaning. 
H e told D r Spurzheim “  he had found the one thing needful, 
but he knew not another Christian in the- house.” In  the 
same place five or six children more particularly struck the 
doctor’s attention, amongst the rest two boys (brothers)^ who 
had the occipital and basilar regions very predominant, and 
some of the individual organs in them very large ; Combative- 
ness, Firmness, and Destructiveness, particularly so. On be-) 
ing asked what they would wish to be, eath answered, “  A  
butcher ;” and when further interrogated as to the reason why 
they made such a choice, they replied, “  they liked to kill.” 
D r S. observed, that the natural language was in these in
stances strongly indicated. The others were also specimens of. 
very low organizations. Casts of all of them we have procured* 

D r Spurzheim also visited the “  Refuge for the Insane” 
(attended by the medical gentlemen of the establishment, and 
other individuals.) Among the patients there were some D r 
S. pointed out with imperfect organizations, idiots from birth, 
fatuous persons, &c., which may be found in every asylum 
of the kind ; but there were a few which the doctor selected 
as worth taking casts from, being instances of the aberration 
of thé dominant feelings. One old woman with “  Marvellous- 
ness” * vëty ' large ! She fancies herself constantly troubled 
“  with devils in the head,*1 she told -us, that she not only felt 
them, but frequently saw them, as they Jim  out o f her head,



and begged “  some persons” might exorcise her of these in* 
feroal guests. Another individual, who became insane from 
the following circumstances, was one peculiarly interesting. 
He was a captain of a small sloop, and had a favourite son oq 
board, who, whilst playing on the deck of the vessel, unforT 
tunately fell overboard. Every means were used to save him 
without success. Therefore, to obtain the body, he followed 
the direction o f the tide as far as Grimsby, where the child 
was washed up, and some individuals attempted to catch him 
with grappling-irons. This circumstance so pained his Philo* 
progenitiveness, Adhesiveness, and Benevolence (all which 
are very large in him), that he plunged into the water with 
h is clothes cm, and snatched his darling boy .from it;  but 
he was cold and oovered with mud,—-death had already claimr 
ed him ! When brought to the shore, he placed him on the 
bank, and wiped the dirt from the child's face; afterwards he 
had a strong fit, and, when he recovered from that shock, he 
soon lost his reason. W hat is remarkable pathologically, and 
in reference to Phrenology, he complained of violent pain at 
th e  posterior part of the brain at the seat of Philoprogenitive- 
ness, &c., and was treated with local applications. He is re
covering.

D r Spuvshekn, by invitation, inspected the boys of a gram
mar-school famed for classics. Mathematics and geometry 
are also cultivated by the scholars. The doctor printed out 
to-the: reverend tutor (a Phrenologist), that .most of the boys 
bad good perceptive and reflective faculties, particularly Zn- 
dimduaUfyi Eventuality, Constructiveness, and Number. 
T h e  merit of this teacher consists in observing the predomi
n an t powers, and exciting them by indefatigable activity, and 
by diversifying the lessons of his pupils he has applied 
Phrenology most advantageously.

T h e  last place visited by th is great observer of our species 
was the town-gaol, where he inspected many prisoners; but, 
on-entering the felons' side, bis eye passed rapidly over the
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greater number of them, but rested upon two or three indi
viduals^ whom he inspected with magical rapidity, and instan
taneously seized the peculiarity of their characters. This fa
cility was the most surprising; for even those who h&d a 
quantity of hair on the head, he placed his hand or hands 
Over the four regions, and his conclusions proved astonishingly 
correct.
* Among the prisoners there was one for trial, a most notori
ous swindler; his intellectual organs were well developed; but 
from the organ of Veneration to Self-esteem appeared a most 
uncommon absence of brain ; it resembled a skull with a por
tion sliced off; but the basilar and occipital regions, particu
larly* the former, was very broad at Secretiveness and Ac
quisitiveness.' The doctor said of this man, “  You cannot bo» 

lieve what he says.” The turnkey replied (with an ex
pression of surprise at D r Spurzheim’s sagacity), “ that he 
“  never met a greater lia r; he had told him an unaccountable 
M number of lies in less than twenty-four hours ;*— u I  had in . 
u tended to ask you what you thought of him,” &c.

Another individual, whom a worthy magistrate (that ac. 
companited us) spoke of as one whose look and manner would 
deceive any body, but that he was a most notorious th ie f! 
D r S. found him very large in Imitation, Secretiveness, Firm
ness y and Self-esteem. The latter combination induced the 
doctor to make the remark, that this person would always 
be a leader, such individuals would never be subordinate; 
and this proved to be the fact. He had always been the head 
man in all schemes of plunder; and as a sheep-stealer he was 
notorious, there being presumptive proof that he had stolen 
and killed upwards of two hundred! I  need not add, that 
Conscientiousness and Cautiousness were both very defective. 
The foutth and last was a boy who had expressed a wish 
that he might be enabled to commit many robberies, and, after 
some years, to be brought to condign punishment, and, when 
about to be launched into eternity, he might hear the crowds
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b ib *  him express with surprise, &c., “  that was the e d e  
“  brsted — —, whose deeds were so daring,” &«, Love 
of Approbation, Secretiveness, and Imitation, were extremely 
large in him, and the moral region defective. “  Should his 
M career of crime not be put an end to, he would continue 
M the thief; but, from his organization, he must be only a 
“  subordinate being;” “  for,” said D r S., “  the organs of 
“  Self-esteem and Firmness are deficient in him.* One thing 
with this youth was rather singular,—«11 his peculations of 
money and other property arose (according to his own state
ment), from his wish to go to the Play. Query—Did not 
some plot in a  drama suggest the above circumstance at to 
hie fa te  t

T he Society for Phrenological Inquiry give a  dinner to 
D r Spurzheim to-monow, December 88 th ; the particulars I  
will remit to you in a  newspaper. I  am, Sir, with sincere 
wishes for the promulgation of Phrenology, your very obe
dient servant, J . L . L kvison.

HuU, December tilth, 1827-

A R T IC L E  I I I .

THE MUBDEBEB, PETER NIELSEN.*
t

T hb following criminal case has lately happened in Den
m ark, in a small town, Slagelse, near Copenhagen: i t  has 
excited the greatest attention, and given rise to sundry psy
chological speculations. I  have ventured, in the Danish

• We bive much pleasure In giving the whole of Dr Otto's interesting cue, 
and have only to request our readers to bear in mind that to our friend, English 
ia  a ta ig a  tongue.—Edi to*.



PhfEWelpgteftl Journal, April 1827, togivemycomment upon 
it ; and I  have had the pleasure of knowing, that not only my 
leaders in general,, but several distinguished lawyers in parti
cular, have treated it with flattering attention, and approved 
of m y, opinion concerning it. I t  has been reprinted in a  
weekly paper, and has .in this manner obtained, an extensive 
circulation. I t  will therefore, perhaps, be of interest to my 
phrenological brethren in that country, to which not only my 
dearest remembrances cling, but to which, with regard to 
science, I  owe ray deepest and sincerest obligations. I  am 
beforehand .convinced, that the.readers of this Journal will 
accede to my opinion about the case; I  shall, therefor^ 
communicate its details, as they were given in the daily 
papers, and then deliver my remarks upon i t  
• ■ “  This criminal is Peter Nielsen, joiner, 47 years old, fa
ther to 7 children; of which 6 were a t home; of these he 
drowned 4, a girl of 9 years, and three boys, the. one.6 
years» the other 3£ years, and the third 1 year old. I t  is 
true, that, he at the preceding term of removal, had been 
turned out of the house in which he lived ; but he had got 
another dwelling in a loft with a watchman, bad the sure 
hope to get another, and had got the promise of some money 
from the charity-house; he has likewise declared, that 
his turning out did not affect his mind considerably. He 
was not on the day he committed the murder, in want of 
money; he got every week two loaves from the charity- 
houses, and these he had still; be had lately earned 8 dol
lars, of which he yet had two, and he did not at that time 
want employment. His two elder children had on the same 
day got bread to sell for a baker in the streets. Many per
sons ha<d conversed with him on the same day, before and 
after the misdeed, and all of them have borne testimony, that 
he neither was intoxicated, nor showed the least agitation of 
m ind; he was, on the contrary, placid and tranquil; no con
siderable disagreeableness had happened to him ; his wife had 
only been a little impatient about the difficulties of getting a
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new house ; he was likewise discontented w ith. tbe cireum- 
stance, that the number of his children made it difficult to 
him to get comfortably lodged ; yet neither he nor his wife 
bad ever endeavoured to get entrance into tbe charity-house, 
and they were both able to work. Nobody knows, therefore» 
any external motive to his action ; there m ust be an internal, 
even if he conceals it. Y e tit is proved, that he never read mis. 
chievous books» nor ever showed any indination to melancholy, 
H is love to his children is testified by all. W hether he .un» 
derstood to educate them is another question. ■ H e . says, 
that the idea of killing his children first came on him -the 
morning of the same day, at ten o'clock ; that he JsU he couii 
not resiti. H e went with three of them, over a  neighbour
ing field in order to execute his plan ; but he found there too1 
many folks; he returned then home, and sud that he wished 
to take his children along with him into the fields. H is resolu
tion was only to drown the three youngest boys, a n d ta  spare 
the girl ; but she desires absolutely to accompany iiim. H e 
goes with them to a turf-pit on a field, far d istant On the 
way he endeavours to persuade the girl to leave ■ him, and 
gives her 4s. 6d. to buy bread ; but she will not leave him, 
and requests earnestly to accompany him. H e says, he 
would have spared her, not because he loved her more, but 
because she had made more progress, and was better able 
to' nudo tain herself ; for' he says, that his motive for killing 
the children was the fear of not being able to maintain 
them , and that they should become a burden upon - others. 
H e arrives now at the turf-pit, places himself near it, .and 
tw o o f  the children at Ins side ; he looks then a little into the 
w ater, embraces them, and pushes them all finir into the 
p it. The three small children do not- utter, a  sound, 
b u t the girl exclaims, ‘ Papa, save m e!'- He sees them all 
sn o re  about in the water, but does not make one step to 
save them. He returns quietly to town, meets a  watchman, 
«ml tells him that he goes to thè magistrate in order to get 
th e  fo u r dollars it bad promised him, and then he discloses the
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whole affair. 8ome persons' went with him to the turf-pit, 
where in the mean time others had taken the children up and 
laid them upon the bank. He sat down on the same carriage 
upon which the dead bodies were placed, and manifested the 
same tranquillity of mind. Before disclosing the affair, he 
had been home. H e had not even there shown the least agi
tation, and when his wife asked him about the children, he 
answered, he knew well where they were This tranquillity 
o f mind and want of repentance left him only a moment 
afterwards; he then wept and manifested great regret; 
but at the opening of the dead bodies he kissed the chil
dren, was rejoiced to see them again, helped the others to 
take them up and to replace them in the coffin, and now he 
is quite tranquil. He affirms, that he has not killed the 
children in order to procure happiness for them in heaven, 
nor from a desire to die, because he strttagly wishes to five.*1 

W e leave it to every body acquainted with Phrenology to 
judge, whether Phrenology in this case, as the true philoso
phy of mind, stands proof or not? W e ask him confidently, 
whether he is not able, in the most satisfactory manner, to 
explain this incident, and the state what occasioned it?  W e 
see here an evident example of insanity before u s ; for when 
a man acts against one of the strongest feelings of nature, 
violates it, as we have seen, without any sufficient external 
motive, then, according to our opinion, nothing but insanity 
can exist. W e understand in this manner perfectly, "  why 
it might happen, that the idea of killing his children did not 
come upon him before the morning of the same day at ten 
o’clock,* and w why he felt he could not resist.* W e un
derstand very well “  why his mind remained tranquil after 
the action;* for we know that every strong propensity, 
(either as such in a healthy state or in a fit of insanity) by 
being gratified, for a time begets tranquillity and satisfiwlmi 
in the m ind; contentment and happiness depend upon the 
gratification of the most active propensities and sentiments, 
and happiness is the greater, the greater the number of the
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faculties is that seek and obtain gratification. The fate of 
Peter Nielsen was, in our opinion, evidently a momentary 
insanity in the organ for Destructiveness. T hat his own 
children became a victim of it, does not prove that Philopro* 
genitiveness was very weak with him ; for every faculty, 
even the strongest, may be overwhelmed and overcome by a 
strong passion or insanity in another. How many, otherwise 
very moral and honest men, (those with great Conscientious
ness), do not in the hour of temptations yield to this or that 
passion ? Do not the angry and irritated forget all regard to 
their best friends ? Nevertheless, it is clear, that the weaker 
a  certain faculty is by nature, the easier may it be overcome; 
and although, therefore, it is said, “  he embraced and kissed 
the children,” yet we think, that if Philoprogenitiveness had 
been very great, then his momentary insanity certainly would 
not have manifested 'itself against his children. I f  we ask 
how such a momentary fit of insanity can. be produced, we 
will find the answer in analogous cases, supported by expe
rience. Every circumstance able to produce a strong eon» 
gestion of blood to the brain excites it to a too great and 
often morbid activity; so as spirituous liquors can put the 
whole brain in a higher degree of excitement, so that all 
ideas rise quicker and more vividly, (excitement of the or* 
gans of Intellectuality); W it becomes greater by the 
excitement of the organ of W it; the words flow easily and 
in torrents, even from the else silent, (excitement of the or
gan o f Language), &c. In  the same manner the lower pro
pensities a re , put in greater activity, and are brought to act 
w ith a force, dominating all the other faculties by spiri
tuous liquors, and by every other cause that produces con
gestion to the brain and its single parts. How many do not 
in  a  state of intoxication, or during a fever, &c. become 
quarrelsome and disputatious ? (excitement of the organ of 
Covnbativeness); how many do not in such moments break 
every thing, and begin to fight even with their best friends? 
(excitement of the organ of Destructiveness); and so forth.



la  the same manner, then, that a disorder in the circulation 
of blood by the mentioned congestion to the brain is able to 
produce giddiness or headache, in the same manner a  parti
cular congestion to that part of the brain which is the mar 
terial instrument for the manifestation of Destructiveness, is 
able to cause an involuntary and invincible propensity to 
kill. The case is certainly “ remarkable” for the psycholo
gist, who either finds his views of the human mind confirm
ed or refuted by i t ;  but it is no more extraordinary” than 
the many that at all times have happened. If, there
fore, those who are to judge in this criminal case, or those 
whose opinion about it shall be asked, are psychologists, as 
they ought to be, a true mental aberration will be acknow
ledged, and the unfortunate who suffered from it will not 
be put to death. Only those who do not know Phrenology 
will be disposed to call the case “  inconceivable.” We see 
here again one of those riddles of life perfectly clear from our 
principles, do not make any exclamations about the “  incom
prehensiblenesses of the human mind,”—and congratulate our
selves in having acknowledged aiid adopted thè truth of a phi
losophy of mind, which, as we have seen, does not deny her 
illuminating torch ̂ even there, where all others find mere ob
scurity and darkness.

Copenhagen> Sept 91,1827.

M  ARGUMENTS AGAINST PHMNOLOGY.

A R T IC L E  IV . ■ '  ’

THE ARGUMENTS OF DR MAGENDIE AND DR BGSTOCK 
AGAINST PHRENOLOGY, READ TO THE LONDON PHREN
OLOGICAL SOCIETY, DEC. 3, 1827, BY J. ELLIOTSON, M. D. *

*r PttRBNOLOGY,” says Dr Magendie, “  which I scruple not to 
* denominate a pseudo-science, such as was formerly astrology 
“ and necromancy, has attempted to localize the different kinds 
*' of memories; but these endeavours, laudable in themselves, 
“  cannot yet bear examination.”—P. 113.
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Now, astrology and necromancy were pseudo-sciences, not 
because imperfect, but because destitute of foundation. Ne* 
cromancy is universally allowed to be so, and astrology, by 
being classed with it, is evidently regarded by Magendie in 
this light. No science, because imperfect, is a pseudo
science; a doctrine is pseudos because unreal, because 
built on a false foundation; because, in short, it is no science, 
nor capable of becoming one. Such must, therefore, be Ma- 
gendie’s meaning; and yet, most strangely, he calls the ef
forts to cultivate this unreal science laudable. Laudable, 
then, would it be to cultivate necromancy, for with him ne
cromancy and Phrenology are on a level; and these laudable 
endeavours “  cannot yet bear examination !” I f  not ex
amined, how can they be known to be futile ? But be says» 
“ not yet bear e x a m in a tio n so  that some day or other they 
may, notwithstanding the science is as destitute of founda
tion as necromancy; and if they have not been examined, 
from their supposed want of foundation, bow is it proved 
that they are good for nothing P

But farther on he informs us, that be has “ been engaged 
“  a t intervals on experiments directed to this point,” (the use 
of the different parts of the brain, in regard to the under
standing and instincts), “  and will make the results known as 
M soon as they appear worthy of notice.”—P. 119. He 
therefore regards such a  science as founded in nature, and 
intends to cultivate i t ;  but the results of the labours of 
others are unworthy of notice, although not yet capable even 
of examination, and therefore, of course, not examined; and 
he intends to cultivate the inquiry, although like the prosecu
tion of necromancy.

Surely never was such a confusion of statements made by 
a  philosopher. W e may, however, collect from th is ,' that 
Magendie utterly despises Phrenology; and yet it is .easy,to 
prove that he admits much of our science.

. “  The dimensions,” he asserts, “  of this organ (the bran) 
M are proportioned to those of the head”—P . 103. “  The

ARGUMENTS .AGAINST PHRENOLOGY. 9 8
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u only way o f estimating the volume of brain m a living 
u person is to measure the dimensions of the skull."—P . 104.

Now, if the dimensions of the whole brain bear a propor- 
tion to the head, it is certain that the dimensions of most se
parate parts of the organ must do the same. This Anti
phrenologist, therefore, does not side with the party, once 
numerous, who denied the possibility of forming any judg
ment respecting the brain by measuring the cranium.

In  the same paragraph he goes a step farther:—“ The vo- 
“ lume of the brain is 'generally in direct proportion to the 
“  capacity of the mind."—“ I t  is rarely found that a man ‘ 
“  distinguished by his mental faculties has not a large head."

In  the next page he alleges, that the brain changes ex
actly as Gall asserts, and in the proportion that all allow the 
mind to change. “  The substance of the brain is almost 
“  liquid in the foetus; it is more firm in infancy, and still 
“  more in manhood." In  the number of his Physiological 
Journal for last January he states, as Cotugno did long 
ago, that, “ in general, at seventy, and especially at eighty 
u years of age, the cerebrum and cerebellum are far from 
u having a volume sufficient to fill the cavity of the cranium." 
P . 4. Hence “  one convolution is often six or eight lines 
«  distant from the next. Frequently, at this age, the sur- 
“  face of the brain has hollows an inch or an inch and a half 
“  deep, and of at least equal breadth."—P. 5.

“  The brain," he observes in his Physiology, “  is the or- 
“ gan of intelligence."—? . 108. “  W hatever be the number 
and the diversity of the phenomena which belong to human 
intelligence, however different they appear from the other 
phenomena of life, though they evidently depend on the 
soul, it is absolutely necessary to consider them as the result 
of the action of the brain, and to make no distinction be
tween them and the other phenomena that depend on the ac
tions of that organ." “  The functions of the brain are abso- 
“  lutely subject to the same laws as the other functions; 
w they become developed, and decay in the progress of age;
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u thqr are modified by habit, sex, tempeiiament, and indivi- 
M dual disposition; they become confused, weakened, or ele* 
“  rated in diseases; the physical injuries of the brain weaken 
“ or destroy them.”—P . 109* “  There are even individuals 
“ to whom nature, by a vicious organization, has refused the 
“ faculty of employing signs, and forming abstractions or 
“  general ideas; they remain all their lives in a state of stu- 
“ pidity, as is seen in idiots.”—P. 115. “  Crimes, vices, bad 
“  conduct, spring from false judgment.” I  take no notice of 
.this strange perversion of language, but proceed to quote :— 
“  Pure judgm ent, or good sense, and false judgment, or 
“  wrong-headedness, depend on organization.”—? . 114.

Those Antiphrenologists, therefore, who, , with the Edin
burgh Reviewers, deny that the brain has any thing more to do 
with the mind than any other organ, will not find Magendie in 
their ranks; any more than their friends who deny the possi* 
bility of judging of the brain by the cranium.

But Magendie is still more of a P h re n o lo g is t“  Every
“ animal fulfils this (its own preservation and that of the species) 
44 in its own way, and according to its organization; there are, 
€t therefore, as many different instincts as there are different 
44 species; and as the organisation varies in individuals, instinct 
44 presents individual differences, sometimes strongly marked.”— 
P. 116.

Notwithstanding he professes to believe in the old doctrine 
of memory, judgment, &c. being the component faculties of 
the mind, he actually says,—“ There is a memory of words,
“ of places, of names, of forms, of music, &c. I t is rare that 
*  one man enjoys a union of all these memories; they scarcely 
*' show themselves, except in an insulated or solitary state, ana 
"  almost always form the most distinguishing trait of that un- 
44 derstanding of which they form a p art”—P. 113. Now, if
this is the case with memory, it cannot but be the same with 
the other similar faculties, perception, judgment, imagina
tion (and yet M. Magendie considers Phrenology a pseudo
science ! and yet the efforts of Phrenologists will not even 
bear examination!) Yes, they will bear examination; he 
has examined them, or he could not have written a sen-
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tence which will be found at page 1 1 8 “  The instincts, 
“ the innate dispositions, occupy Phrenologists much at pre- 
“ sent; their efforts are particularly directed to the triple object 
“ of ascertaining, of classing the instinctive dispositions, and, 
“ above all, of assigning to them distinct - organs ip the brain; 
“ but it must be confessed that they are still far from seeing 
“ their attempts crowned with success/* Proof of this he offers 
none, but contents himself with a mere general assertion, and 
reminds us of his denial of the existence of lymphatics in 
birds,* although he says he dissected more than fifty; when 
several Germans soon afterwards looked for them, and it 
was universally confessed that their attempts were crowned 
with success.

In  D r Bostock's last volume of his Physiology, voi. I I I . p. 
263, Nature and Object o f Cranvoscopy, we read, “ The sub-
“ iect was first placed in this point of view by Drs Gall and Spurz- 
“ heim, who, m consequence of their recent dissection of the 
“ brain, and their mode of separating its different parts from 
“ each other, were led to conjecture that these parts were ap- 
“ propriated to distinct mental faculties/*

Now, 1st, D r Gall expressly states, over and over again, 
that he made his discoveries of the faculties and their organs 
before he made any in the structure of the brain; and he 
particularly insists, in numerous parts of his works, that the 
functions of no organ can be learnt from anatomy alone.

2d, I  am not aware that any part of the brain separated 
peculiarly in D r Gall's method is considered by him as 
having a distinct faculty appropriated to i t  The organs are 
chiefly the convolutions of the cerebrum and the cerebellum, 
and these were seen separate by all the world.

“ Partly,** continues Dr Bostock, “ as it would appear from 
“ his idea of the anatomical structure of the brain, in what re- 
“ gards the relation of its parts to each other, and partly from a 
“ preconceived hypothesis, he fixed upon the external convolve 
“ tions of the cerebrum and cerebellum as the respective seats

• He could find them only in the necks of swans and geese.
i
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"o ftb e  individual faculties.” The truth is, that Gall, proceed« 
ing upon no hypothesis, but seeing as a fact, allowed now by 
nearly all the world, that the brain is the organ of the mind, 
made observations to learn whether peculiar talents were ac
companied by large development of particular parts of the 
head. Ignorant whether this was the case or not, he satis
fied himself by observation that it was so.

D r Bostock arranges the arguments in favour of Phreno
logy in two divisions,—1st, General Considerations of Proba
bility ; 2d, Particular Pacts. The general arguments, he 
contends, are but indirect. He conceives, “  that every part 
‘c of this organ (the brain) must have a necessary connexion 
“  with the exercise of those powers, as every part of the eye 
“  and ear has a reference to the production of vision and of 
“  sound." Now there is here no analogy. The eye and 
ear are each an organ entirely for one sense; and because 
they both furnish sense, we might as well suppose that both 
must be always concerned in sense at the same time, as that 
the various parts of the brain must act simultaneously. The 
faculties of the mind are as distinct as the sense of sight and 
hearing; parental love and the faculty of Tune are fully as 
distinct Indeed, we might as well consider the organs of 
right and hearing one organ as any two of the cerebral or
gans; the circumference is the eye and ear—separate; but 
the nerves run into the brain, and at length pretty near 
to each other. No one can tell their ultimate distance, or at 
least deny their ultimate connexion.

“  The only anatomical argument" considered by D r Bos
tock as “  of so tangible a nature as to allow of any thing ap- 
“  preaching to direct deduction, is derived from a consider*» 
“  tion of the degree in which an injury of the brain produces 
“  a corresponding injury of the mental powers." To this 
argument he objects, 1st, That the connexion between the 
iigury of the brain and the mental lesion does not indicate the 
relation of cause and effect. But certainly, although we 'can-

V o l . V,—No X V II. Cr
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not say why the brain, when injured, cannot perform its 
functions, the truth is evident that it does not, and the rela» 
tion of the effect and cause is indisputable. He objects, Sdfy, 
T hat our facts of lesion of particular faculties attending lesion 
of particular parts of the brain are not satisfactory. On this 
subject I  refer to Gall’s work in 8vo, and to a paper by D r 
Combe in the Phrenological Journal. W e have many facts 
of lesion of the very faculty which is assigned to the organ 
found injured or diseased. Those respecting the cerebellum 
are very numerous; many will be found in G all; and the 
Antiphrenologist Magendie has just completed his opposition 
to Phrenology by publishing the case of a man who, for some 
days before his death, had such a constant erection that the 
catheter was introduced with difficulty, and in whose corpse 
the erection still continued, and struck Magendie as he entered 
the dissecting-room. He informs us, that the surface of the 
cerebellum was inflamed, and on its left lobe was a deep dark- 
coloured softened part, smelling strongly of gangrene.«— 
Journal de Physiol. 1807, January. A  case is published by 
M r Hood, in the Phrenological Journal, of an apoplec* 
tic cell in the situation of the organ of language in a person 
who had forgotten names; one of a careful man who be. 
came exceedingly careless, and in whose head the part cor
responding with the organ of Circumspection was found 
diseased, will be found in the Phrenological Transactions. W e 
have instances all around us of idiots wanting certain organs, 
and equally wanting the assigned faculty. The reason that we 
have not more illustrations is, that the true faculties were not 
known till now, and therefore their lesions could not be as* 
certained by surgeons. W e must also remember that the 
organs are double, and even may sometimes perform their 
office sufficiently well for common people in common life, as 
is thecase with our testicles or our kidneys; and, above all, 
we must remember, that after an accident the patient often 
dias long before, any change in a faculty can be observed.
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Lying in bed, and thinking only of his sufferings, how seldom 
can a patient afford the means of learning how he is situated 
in regard to sexual desire, to calculation, to locality, &c.

H e then contends that size has no relation to properties of 
function, except when connected with muscular force, as in 
muscular contraction. Now this is incorrect A  breed of cows 
with large udderswill, cateris paribusf give more milk than with 
small. This I  have verified repeatedly in Switzerland, and 
i t  is well known to the peasants. The optic and olfactory 
nerves are of large proportionate size in those animals which 
have acute smell or taste; and on this point I  beg to refer 
to another excellent paper by D r Combe in the Phrenological 
Journal. Phrenologists allow the influence of original fibre; 
b u t fibre,—quality, being the same, the greater universally is 
the power as the size is greater. In  the case of the forehead, 
where is to be found an adult forehead rising but half an 
inch above the eyes, and expanding to but three inches in 
breadth, that does not belong to an idiot ?

D r Bostock presumes there would be a distinct organ for 
memory, for judgment, &c. But here he forgets that Phreno
logy does not allow those faculties; it considers them underone 
o f th e  fundamental faculties, and they cannot therefore have 
d istinct organs. He conceives too, that each organ of sense 
should have a cerebral organ corresponding to it. Phrenolo
gists do  not deny that there are, but have not discovered them; 
they do  not deny that organs yet remain to be discovered.

H e  conceives that the structure of the convolutions is not so 
elaborate as might be expected in mental organs. The ques
tion is  not what we should think, but what do we observe P and 
be sta tes, that the uses of the more minutely-organized parts 
w ithin are unexplained. I  fear D r Bostock has not studied 
G all and  Spurzheim's anatomy. The structure of the con
volutions is as delicate and complicated as of other parts of 
th e  b ra in ; and the organs are not mentioned by Gall to be 
situ a ted  at the surface only, but to run into the very hezrt

7



Attd body of the brain; he ttfaces the fibres all through the 
Organ from th e  medulla oblongata till they expand into the 
convolution*» Dr Bostock doubts if the convolutions always 
occupy the same situation, or correspond with the same por
tion of the surface. On this ground we can assure him that 
no Phrenologist can err. H e farther urges, that the cranium 
is not always of the same thickness. Gall long ago allowed, 
Uay, was the first to mention, that a difficulty sometimes 
arose at the frontal sinus, and stated that, in old age, when 
the inner table shrinks, the size of the brain eannot be 
judged of, even in disease, in which a similar occurrence 
may take place. But in sound adult heads the variation of 
thickness is very rarely so considerable that the relative siie of 
the subjacent organs may not be most accurately ascertained*

After all these objections, however, D r Bostock most can
didly confesses, “ that the question can only be decided by an 
“ appeal to facts. These facts are of two kinds, although exactly 
“  coinciding in their object. We must obtain skulls that are 
“ marked by some peculiarity of form and shape, and must then 
u endeavour to learn what was the natural character of the sub- 
“ ject; or we may take the cases of those who have shown some 
w peculiarity of disposition and character, and may examine the 
"  figure of their skulls. A sufficient number of these observe- 
“ tions, carefully made and impartially viewed, cannot fail to de- 
“ cide the question, whether there be any ground for the ap- 
“  propriation of the different parts of the brain to distinct uu 
“ culties, and more particularly, whether we have it in our 
“ power to ascertain tneir seat oy an actual examination of the 
“  cranium. On this point I must give it as the conviction of 
“ my mind, that the facts hitherto adduced are altogether m- 
“ adequate to the end proposed, and that they are frequently of 
“ doubtful authority and of incorrect application, ana that no- 
* tiling but the love of novelty, and the eagerness with which 
“ the mind embraces whatever promises to open a new avenue 
“ to knowledge, would have led meo of talents and information 
“ to place any confidence in them."

W e think these facts sufficient to establish such a number 
of the organs as justifies us in asserting the existence of the 
science. D r Bostock does not. But he specifies nothing. 
He does not inform us what organ and faculty has not a suf- 

rfigiency of facts for its foundation. He rejects altogether.
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Bat does he know what are the facts ? Has be read the 4to 
wprk of Gall in 4 volumes, or the 8vo in 6 volumes? The. 
latter, eo instructive and entertaining, he does not even men* 
tion, though he gives a list of phrenological works. I  pre
sume, therefore, that he has not read i t  Has he perused 
the 4to ? From his giving only the faculties and classifications 
ofSpurzheim,and not that of the great founder and discoverer, 
G all; from his mentioning Spurzheim as having in parti
cular appealed to facts, whereas Gall has always done so ; and 
from speaking of “  Dr Spurzheim and his disciples,” as 
though Gall’s labours were unknown to him ; and, from 
the general object of his observations, I  have no doubt 
th a t D r Bostock has acquired his ideas of Phrenology 
only second-hand, through the writings of D r Spurzheim 
and M r Combe, as most of the English have done. I f  
I  am wrong, D r Bostock will pardon me; but such is 
the impression on my mind. And if D r Bostock will read 
G all himself, he will find the facts innumerable, obtained by 
immense labour, and each observation “  carefully made and 
“  impartially recorded.” The perusal of the English works, 
whatever be their merit, must leave many minds dissatisfied. 
In  D r Gall's work such a mass of evidence is adduced as as
tonishes the m ind; the whole is recorded with all the simpli
c ity  and strength of tru th ; the origin of each discovery is 
faithfully  and artlessly narrated; the reflections show a mind 
o f th e  highest power, and devoted to the love of truth. The 
m ig h ty  mind of the writer will be instantly felt. So great is 
m y respect for D r Bostock's judgment and impartiality, that 
I  could bring myself to entreat as a favour that he would 
rea d  Gall's stupendous works. I  do not hesitate to use this 
e p ith e t; for posterity, I  am satisfied, will regard him as the 
m an  of the present ago.

D r  Bostock's mildness and candour cannot be too highly 
app lauded ; and many of the enemies of Phrenology should 
ren d  the following passages:—** I  have thought proper to
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« abstain from entering on topics which have beengerierally 
“ urged against it (Phrenology), since I  consider them the off« 
w spring of bigotry and illiberality. If, on the one hand, its 
€t advocates have been hasty and credulous, it must be admitted, 
w on the other hand, that its opponents have been too frequently 
"  harsh and uncandid. But its principles are too widely dis- 
u  seminated, and have taken too aeep root in the public mind^ 
“ to be repressed by mere authority, or controverted by ridicule; 
“  they must be put to the test of experiment, and by this stan« 
u dard will their merits be ultimately appreciated.”

"  They (the strictures against Phrenology) have been more 
“  characterized by the brilliancy, perhaps flippancy, of their 
“  wit, than by the soundness of their arguments.”

Phrenology has gained much by D r Bostock's observations. 
I t  must in future be considered disgraceful to attack our 
science by arguments of bigotry, or of illiberality, or by at
tempts at ridicule. No opposition but that of fact must in 
future be thought of. Facts are what the true Phreno
logist values above every thing; for every fact brought 
against the science, so far from injuring it, will, to the sur
prise of the assailant, become a part of its foundation, and 
add to its stability.

103 DINNBB BT VHB PHUNOLOCICAL SOCIBTY

DINNER BY THE PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
TO DR SPURZHEIM.

On Friday, 25th January, 1828, the Phrenological Society 
gave a dinner in Barry's Hotel, Prince’s Street, in honour o f 
D r S purzheim  ; M r G. Combe was in the chair, supported 
by D r Spurzheim and Sir' George S. Mackenzie on the 
right, and the Honourable D. G. Halyburton and P . 
Neill, Esq. on the left; M r J am bs S impson acted as Vice- 
president

The Chairman, after the King and the Phrenological



Society,, proposed the health of D r GaH. Having, on a for
mer occasion, expressed his high estimate of the boon confer
red on the human race by D r Gall's discovery of the func
tions of the brain, and paid his humble tribute of respect to 
the genius, the acquirements, and estimable qualities by 
which be, the great founder of Phrenology, is distinguished 
and adotned, and recollecting also the intense sympathy with 
.which the Society had entered into these sentiments, he felt 
it  impossible, on the present occasion, to add any remarks 
that could deepen the impression then made. I t was super
fluous to utter a word on the subject of the great merits of 
D r G all; every Phrenologist knew them far to exceed all the 
Chairman's feeble powers of description. The name of D r 
G all to a Phrenologist was synonimous with every thing that 
is great in intellect, intrepid in investigation, and bold and 
persevering in the announcement of truth. W ithout far
th e r observations, therefore, he gave»—44 The health of Dr 
G all, with long life and prosperity to h i m w h i c h  was drank 
w ith three times three, and loud applause.

T h e  Chairman again rose, and spoke nearly as follows 
B efore proposing to you the toast of the day, it is my desire 
to  m ake a few preliminary observations on the progress of 
science, and its effects on ihe happiness of mankind.

I n  tracing the history of knowledge, we discover that men 
h av e  adopted general conceptions, and formed hypotheses 
fro m  fancy, long before they have observed nature exactly, 
and  drawn inferences from facts. During the brightest 
periods of Greece and Rome, and also during the dark ages, 
each  individual philosopher drew his theory chiefly from ima
g in atio n  ; and hence books were written and lectures deli
v ered  in support of the opinions of men, much more than in 
elucidation of the constitution of nature. Attention being 
d ire c te d  to opinions, science remained barren, genius wasted 
its e lf  in  wordy disputations, and at the dose of centuries man
k in d  were not advanced in practical wisdom nor in enjoy



m ent W hile, for example, alchemists speculated or the 
means of converting every substance into gold, the arts pn* 
fited little by their labours; and while astrologers sought to 
read destinies in the planets, virtue was not advanced, because 
happiness and misery were separated in imagination from 
actions, and connected with physical influences belonging to 
a distant sphere. But after chemistry had been substituted 
for alchemy, the knowledge of nature -obtained by observa
tion changed the face of civilised society; arts multiplied 
and advanced with v a rapidity previously inconceivable, and 
thousands of enjoyments were added to gladden the heart 
of man. The steam-engine now ploughs the deep, performs 
the labour of millions in manufactures, and promises eve long 
to transport most cumbrous loads from store to store, to carry 
the traveller from city to city, and even to bear the beautiful 
and the gay up the mountain glen as well as on. the smooth 
surface of the lake.

These are the results of physical science, founded in na* 
ture. U ntil Phrenology was discovered, however, the philo
sophy of mind was conversant chiefly with wordy opinions 
and phrases, and presented a painful contrast in utility to its 
sister sciences. I  readily acknowledge, that metaphysical 
authors have displayed much refined ingenuity, have ana
lyzed consciousness, and described many of its phenomena, 
and, what is of more importance, have in some instances suc
cessfully elucidated the principle* of morals; but in regará 
to the utility of their labours, I  would ask, where is the in
stitution in education, in jurisprudence, in the relations and 
practices of society, founded of design on the known and ac
knowledged nature of man? Our institutions, customs, and 
manners have to a great extent originated in blind impulse^ 
and grown up at random. In  tracing the history of our in 
dividual attainments, how little of the physical, moral, and 
intellectual nature of man was explained to us at elemen
tary schools; how little at classical seminaries; and still 
how little in courses of logic and moral philosophy 1 How
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id*  «fe the i* n i  of knowledge, flowing from tkeae Iran- 
I ta e  of instruction, that in aobeequent life have served to 
guide se in our enterprises, and to protect us from dangers.

A t last, however, the dawn of a  brighter period has ap. 
froacbed. Man was first the victim of the lowest propensities. 
AmarivenssB, Conbathreneas, Destructiveness, and Acquisi- 
rivenasi, wete the grand motives of his life. In  die ages of 
chivalry, he ascended one step in the scale of fa c u ltie s-h e  
then exhibited gross sensuality, cruelty, and rapine, combined, 
■  grotesque companionship, with lofty pretensions to reli
gion and high sentiments of honour. The activity of Self
esteem, Love of Approbation, and Veneration, was added to 
th a t of the lower propensities. A t length he has arrived at 
th e  stage of intellect and moral sentiment, and at this point 
h e  a t presen t remains- By almost universal consent, philoso
phers now admit, that knowledge, industry, and virtue, and 
n o t war, rapine, fraud, and violence, constitute man's chief 
g o o d ; but how blindly do they now grope to find out the 
m ethods by which industry may be applied without pro. 
dhuñng over-abundance, in which Benevolence may obtain 
gratification without encouraging vice, and in what way know, 
ledjge may be attained that will lead to practical happiness. 
Phrenology seen» to have been discovered when it could not 
lon g e r  have been done without. Phrenology unfolds the 
constitution of the mind, and enables us to trace man's 
u iationn  to external objects. I t  is a most practical science. 
I »  pointing out the influence of organization on the manifes
ta tio n s  of the mind, it enforces the indispensable necessity of 
tem perance, exercise, and activity, to the enjoyment of agree
ab le  m ental sensations; it guides the mother in educating 
h e r  children; and, if  it be the true theory of human na- 
ta r e , we may venture to predicate, that the statesman will 
new er succeed in procaring permanent happiness for a nation 
u n til  b e  shall have availed himself of its lights, and submitted 
to  i t s  Jaws. Phienolpgy enables us, for the first time since 
thfe «O lid  began, to compare the institutions, practices, and
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maxims of society, with the actual nature of man, and, whale 
it unfolds much that is imperfect, it shows the way by which 
much may be improved. In  short, it will in due time prove 
to be the highest and noblest, as it has been the latest of 
modern discoveries. I t  carries in its tram changes in human 
institutions which the boldest imagination cannot contem
plate without wonder, but which will partake of its own na
ture ; they will be the peaceful triumphs of light over dark
ness, morality over vice, religion over superstition and pro
fanity, and of the love of God and our neighbour over all 
selfish and exclusive passions.

I t  is due, gentlemen, to the great founder of this science, 
to his illustrious coadjutor now beside me, as well as to yon 
and to truth, to state the magnitude of the discovery in'these 
terms,—terms not exaggerated and inflated, but too cold and 
feeble to do justice to so mighty a subject. I  need not re
count to you the merits of D r Spurzheim, they are written 
indelibly in the history of the science; to him aré we in 
debted for introducing Phrenology into the British isles ; to 
his courage and perseverance do we owe the progress whidh 
it has made amongst us, and that it has withstood the critic's 
argument, the satirist's ridicule, and all the calumnies and 
misrepresentations which have been heaped on the cause 
itself and its defenders. D r Spurzheim, gentlemen, has 
enriched our science with the. most valuable anatomical dis
coveries ; he has established several highly-important organs 
in addition to those pointed out by D r G all; he has infused 
philosophy and system into the facts brought to light by ob
servation ; and, above all, he has dedicated his life to the 
best interests of mankind by teaching them those splendid 
and useful truths.

I  have often said, and take pleasure in repeating, that I  
owe every thing I  possess in this science to him ; his lec
tures first fixed my wandering conceptions, and directed 
them to the true study of m an; his personal kindness first 
encouraged me to prosecute the study thus opened u p ; arid



to9 uninterrupted friendship has been continued with, me 
Slice, communicating every new idea that occurred, and 
hdpiffg me in difficulties which embarrassed my progress.. I t  
is eleven years this very month since, by the kindness of M r 
Brownlee, I  was first introduced to D r Spurzheim; and I  
speak literally, and in sincerity, when I  say, that were I  at 
this moment offered the wealth of India on condition of 
Phrenology being .blotted from my mind for ever, I  would 
seam the g ift; nay, were every thing I  possess in the world 
placed in one hand, and Phrenology in the other, and orders 
issued for me to choose one, Phrenology, without a moment's 
hesitation, would be preferred. In  speaking thus, I  am sure 
th a t I  express not my own sentiments alone, but, in a greater 
o r less degree, those of every other individual now present, 
according to his practical acquaintance with the science. 
T h e  highest tribute therefore is due to D r Spurzheim, and 
it is delightful to pay it. Our meeting is a proof of the sar 
gacity with which he uttered a prediction respecting this city 
eleven years ago, when the tide of ridicule was at its height; 
h e  then said, that in Edinburgh would the science., fir# 
flou rish ; and our presence this day is the fulfilment of his 
prediction. ,

O n  a former occasion, I  have said, how would we rqjoice 
to . s it  at table with Galileo, Harvey, or Newton, and to pay 
th em  .the homage of our gratitude and respect, and yet we 
h av e  the felicity to be now in company with an individual 
w hose name will rival theirs in brilliancy and duration ; to 
w hom  ages unborn will look with fond admiration, as. the 
firs t great champion of this magnificent discovery; as the 
p a rtn e r in honour, in courage, and in toil, with D r G all; as 
th e  rival in genius of him by whose master-mind the science of 
m an started into existence. D r Spurzheim, gentlemen, is an 
h isto rical personage;—a glory dwells on that biqw which 
w ill never wax dim, and which will one day illuminate.the 
c iv ilized  world (great applause). His greatness is ail moral 
an d  intellectual. Like the sun of a long and resplendent day,
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Dr Sparckaton at his ruingwas obscured by tha mists o f pto* 
jwMoe and envy, but in ascending he has looked down upon 
and dispelled them. His reputation has become brighter and 
brighter as men have gased upon and scrutinised his doe* 
trines and his life. No violence and no anguish tarnish the 
laurels that flourish on his brow. The recollections o f his 
labours are all derating and ennobling; and in oar applause 
he hears not the voice of a sain adulation, but a feeble over. 
ture to a grand strain of admiration, winch a grateful poo* 
terity will one day sound to Ins name.

Let us drink—“  Long life, health, and pempeiity to Dr

p ta tm .)

Dr Srum xnra rose

powers necessary to eftprass the gratification and gratitude I  
fed. Tim  day is far m ead ayof joy wksehl never hoped So 
nee. My jay would be coasplete wore Dr G al ■■■■got 
as. ( /u d o k m .)  TW  ideas crowd sfioa me, and I  searedy 
know what to asy. I  heartily thank you, t i  the a « e  o f Dr 
G al and in mine. fcr the Iwanor sou have done ns is  d isk -

T * Dr

of war

adsgtsit a* tiwy rraity or» I  « fee  y k a r is u s n s d n a i  
m uutibefeg mortal vr fe fetor» gtuisuutnn,. to whom it is  
generally rwvrwd K* tnk» up two dtaoaeaMo; kna ua am

irKkhl -̂k>m* l

present se^viuwut i t « «  gm * wwoid few my fem ur la
bours, «aid wiM bn a «wvuunpww* to  asy feanm
punuHa
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w h a  Asked,in regard to this great founder of our science, 
to be obliged to confess Virgilium ntmquam vidi; and 1 
feel as if I  were discharging a part of the debt of gratitude 
under which he has placed me, when I  bear public testimony 
in his presence to the pleasure and benefit which Phrenology 
has afforded me in my own speculations, and still more to 
the unspeakable advantages I  have derived from it in my 
professional capacity.

As reference has been made to this subject, I  think it right 
to declare, that I  have found the greatest benefit from the 
science as a minister of the Gospel. I  have beenled to study 
the evidences of Christianity anew in connexion with Phren
ology, and 1 feel my confidence in the truth of our holy 
religion increased by this new examination. I  have examined 
the doctrines of our church also one by one in connexion with 
the truths tof our new science, and have found the most won
derful harmony subsisting between them. And, in dealing 
with my people in the ordinary duties of my Calling, the 
practical benefit 1 have derived from Phrenology is inesti
mable.

But, to revert to the subject which led me to address you, 
I  am sure, M r Chairman, that you must have felt with me 
the contrast between this meeting and the time when, un
known and unregarded, our Society was opened in Hermi
tage Place. But, delightful though it be to witness the pro
gress Phrenology is making, I  never can experience a purer 
pleasure than when I  was a guest in your house, with only 
two or three friends who dared to avow themselves, when we 
delighted ourselves with looking at the new truth, and in 
hoping for better times. Better times we always confidently 
anticipated. The moment we satisfied ourselves in regard to 
the evidence upon which the science rests, we saw that 
Phrenology would be immortal, and we felt it opening up 
to our minds new views, in regard to the conditiori of our 
nature, and the destinies of our race. W ith these views, it 
required but little of the moral courage which has been
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kindly ascribed to us to avow ourselves Phrenologists. 
Amidst the varying clouds of human opinion, we saw—to 
use a scriptural expression—that our place was the munition 
of rocks, and there was little danger in unfurling our dag 
there. We had nothing to fear from the reasoning of our 
opponents; and as for their ridicule, so thoroughly am id e*  
voted to the science, that I  have always experienced a degree 
of satisfaction even in being laughed at for being a Phrenolo
gist. As an individual, I  can claim little or no merit for any 
service I  have done to the cause; and I  can only rejoice, that 
at so early a period 1  was led to see its importance, and to 
experience its benefits.

B ut, gentlemen, though I  can claim no merit as one of the 
founders of the Society, there is one individual among our 
first members, whose services have contributed incalculably 
to the diffusion of the science. You must all know to whom 
I  allude, and I  am sure you will agree to the request of 
pledging to his health. * I t  is not necessary to enter into a 
consideration of his excellencies. I  shall only say, that, after 
many years trial, I  have found him one of the steadiest and 
best friends I  ever had. His merits, as a benefactor to our 
science, need no praise of mine; they are known to you all, 
and have already secured for his name a place next to those 
of D r Gall and D r Spurzheim. I  propose therefore the 
health of our Chairman, M r George Combe, the founder of 
this Society.

The Chaulxax returned thanks; but disclaimed the ho
nour of being the founder of. the Society. H e suggested a 
Phrenological Society to Mr W elsh, as an institution de
sirable in itself, and which time would certainly bring forth. 
M r Welsh declared, that no time could be more suitable than 
that then present, and in a few days thereafter tLe gentle* 
men named by D r Spurzheim expressed a similar conviction, 
and the Society was instituted accordingly. M r Welsh had 
supported it with great zeal and talent during the first years
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of its existence, and to bis exertions it was greatly indebted 
far its success.

In  allusion to the reception of tbs toast of the day, and D r 
Spurzheim's reply, M r Simpson, the Vice-President, and, I  
am tempted, M r Chairman, to exclaim with Macbeth,

“  If  you applaud him to die very echo,
“  I t  will applaud again."

Holding it to be the perfection of the functionary a t this end 
of the table to be a good echo to the yet more exalted per
sonage at that, I  trust to be able to discharge all my duty, 
strictly responsive, with fidelity. B ut I  could covet a -share 
of the license of the echo in Ireland, whieh sometimes an
swers more than it is asked. May I  crave a slight extension 
to me of this really valuable Hibernian latitude, and when 
the cry is “  Spurxheim jbr ever !” may the answer be, “  The 
*« Cause o f Phrenology over the world1”

Leave bring given by acclamation, M r S. proceeded.
A  year has passed since last tins room resounded to this 

animating sentiment Has that year, or has it not, advanced 
the cause P Let us hear both rides. Report is rife in our 
good City, that Phrenology has expired. Philip is dead, and 
the Athenians are shaking hands in the market-place. Some 
more cautiously opine, that the p an t only slumbers; and that 
it were well to tread softly, with finger on your lip, lest he 
should wake refreshed.*

I f  you demand the proof of either hypothesis, yon hear 
that the subject is never heard of. W here? O ! in conversa
tion,—a t dinner-parties,—in literary coteries. I f  this were 
true, as it is not, especially since D r Spurshrim came, it 
would prove, not that Phrenology is exploded, but merely 
that it is neglected by the genius of gossip, whose aliment is

•  Ttds illusion refer« to the tittle arid now to be followed, toiBenee Phre
nology by silence I
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n w d ÿ . f n » « É N b M tn É h if  scienea haro long osased 
tobtw M ideiii l a  this « ty  Phrenology has had s  tract of 
wood» beyond all proverbial duration, for it has lasted five o r 
six years. I t  should hâve no reason to  complain, after fo i, 
that i t  begins som ethin less to engross the tea-table. Alas! 
for truth i f  table-talk were its only test and medium I 
Galileo, Newton, Harvey, Jenner, W att, bad lived in vain 1 
W e hear o f the splendid discoveries of these great men 
rarely in conversation, a t dinner-parties, even in fiterary 
coteries ; büt each and all a t the truths which they bequeath« - 
ed continue, nevertheless, to  Mess human lot, and digamy 
hum an feature. No, Sir ! Fbrenologyis so t dead. I f  there 
is  less said about it, there is  more doing in i t  T he hire of 
fhainon may bam 'abdot newer flowere, and tree  science wHl ' 
gain by  the riddance. ! f te  aient m ardi o f science is a  ays- 
nomme with its quiet possession. T he stream that was heard 
among obstructing rocks and pebbles is noiseless when it 
sweeps, a deep and solemn flood, unresisted to the main.

Now, Sir, be pleased to attend to the other ride of the ac
count We hear of Phrenology—ay ! from the four corners of 
the earth ! Friendly powers—to borrow a lofty style—friendly 
powers inEurope, Aria, and America, continue their assurances 
o f zealous co-operation ! (a laugh.} I t  is whispered to  me by a  
friend at my hand, that Africa is not behind ; then, after all, 
the hemispheres are symmetrical, (a laugh.) In  no former year 
have our museums drawn more of a tribute—which I  marvel 
has not been called TurTcish by oar witty opponents—of head»! 
but heads, 'at the indices of the varieties of the human race, 
exposed by us to inform science, not to glut revenge. Not 
only have distant regions, but distant ages,—even the Greek 
sarcophagus and the Egyptian catacomb yielded the chief 
treasure they contain, the human head, to enrich our indu», 
tion, add extend what an accomplished foreigner, who late. 
]y saw our national varieties, with great felicity denominated, 
“  une géographie morale? This year has seen new lectures 
instituted; new societies form ed; a Journal sent forth in 

Vot. V.—No XVII. «
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thanoath) hi thewK»diertopg»i*iof. Ty<ho|IhaBhe;'theipa»>s 
wauog.friendly.at hdmey all over the empire;—nay, ithecob-  
ductor of one of the leadingReviewa unwillingly—-we lenqm - 
it was unwillingly, and we. hope for better tim£s—Haureader- 
iog a  declaration Jbr the causey actually in  typer,—4o what ? ' 
to  the fears of his publisher, founded on the Menm opinion 
of the family apothecary 1* - .

Prejudice has made a long march tins year on itaretreat. 
Never, assuredly, was poor worn-out ridicule eo- m ute,too 
ashamed of his trumpery magazine of wit, so rick of the 
jingle of Ins own bells, that he dare net move his bead, j lc  . 
is dead, and it is bis decease that has been mistaken for Pbae- 
nology's. Icou jd  name to you, if I  might, some “  worthy 
“  seniors,” some “ rulers,” lately disdaining, haring, and aw- 
jeerii^ , who are b a n n in g  to laokthoughtful, and a sk q ae s-. 
tings, and admit a  point or two:

** Thesethings to bear,
"  Would Desdemons seriously iodine:
“  But still the house-affairs would call her thence;
“  Which ever, as she could with haste despatch,'
“  She’d come again, and with a  greedy ear 
“  Devour up.the discourse" — ■
“ Whereof by parcels she had something heard,
"  But not intentively——
"  'U s strange, she swears, in faith, ’tia passing Strangs.

"  There’s tomethiag in their mysteries methinks,
“  Though, sooth to say, they carry them too far."

■ Yes, S ir! even to the bearded Bassanios and Gratianos— 
not alone to the Desdemonas, the Moor is come less swart. 
B ut to how many unjaundiced eyes has not the year unveiled 
the great truth in all its native attractions,

“  Fair sis the daws, and radiant as the day!” .

Into how many youthful minds, harnessed To the old a m i .  
cvUtm, has it not let in a  light which will yet compensate 
time and patrimony, and lighten these future men and their

* This article is now before the public in another Review, No III.'o f tbs 
Foreign Quarterly.
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ehttdrfn's «MMma i T h u  y t t t  lm  seen Ifae finest andlarg- 
to t- h ctuw th e a tm io  Eùrope-Uhe London- Institndon^r 
«foMy. aeaosded b y its  .düecftcrs, fa t A* second Urne, and 
craeded <6 its-d o o rv  to  “ devour up the disUourse” of 
the ib n n sU  teacher o f Phrenology ; has seen'Cambridge, 
fo r  the second time, open to him her academic gates, never 
again to be reproached—least of all from this end of the 
Mend—-with Opposing the holts and bars of montehism td  the 
march o f-m u d ; has. seen’ H ull suspend her commerce to 
listen-to:«ruths<that w illgive thh toommere e a  nobler charac- 
ter.and a  more trustworthy foundation ; has seen here, in 
ÉÉBr attended by listening and-admiringxrowds-^here,; where 
a lib is  ibrmerrecoUettions are of abuse and mfeuk—here, ac
tually  our guest, the man Who first wove the “  magic web” 
Ante th e  Scattered threads, first raised a philosophical system 
of- exquisite beauty and harmony from the most extensive 
induction which .has. yefcenriched science, and earned for 
himself a  name , among die m ort exalted o f human benefac
tors. W hen in  full.and hostile academical senate—I  will not 
•ay  where—I  am notafiewed.to sayby wbonv—an inaugural 
♦m atin challenged piiblic disputation on a • phrenological 
analysts of. hypochondria,—that mysterious influence which, 
baffling medicine, strikes,, without a-cause to human eye, 
th e  happy with severest wo,” and visits the mansions , of 
peace, and confidence, and joy, with tears, and horrors, and 

'suspicions, and suirides,-«-tiie author manfully fought under 
«he banner o f our'illustrious guest, and inscribed onhis title- 
page, a  legend to his genius nod virtue, as without a  rival 
irt dm ' investigation of the nerves and brain, and the father 
o f  a  new and better medicine in that vital field. “  Necnon”— 
th u s runs the concise Latiaity—“  Necnon Fhrenologiæ, fun- 
“ dstwwmg  e t nunquam perituras philosophies mentis, tarn 

■ t t u m p m  morindœ, inter cultores, etiam peritisrimbsjunp 
*+• excepta, prindpi.” t

To.onr instructors and feUowdabcnwrs, theq, under whCt- • 
ever sun  they worship truth, and the God e ftn tth , be. this full 
c u p  draioed to the bottom ; and as we last year wished that



Dr Spurzheim at his rising was obscured by the mists o f ptei, 
judice and envy, but in ascending he has looked down upon 
and dispelled them. His reputation has become brighter and 
brighter as men have gazed upon and scrutinised his doe* 
trines and his life. No violence and no anguish tarmsh the 
laurels that flourish on his brow. The recollections of his 
labours are all elevating and ennobling; and in our applause 
he hears not the voice of a vain adulation, but a feeble over» 
tare to a grand strain of admiration, which a grateful pea* 
terity trill one day sound to his name.

L et us drink—“ Long life, health, and prosperity to D r 
Spurzheim.” {Drank with all the honour«, and immente ap
plause.)

D r Spukzhkix rose and said,—.Mr Chairman—Gentlemen 
— I  never felt so much as at this moment the want of mental 
powers necessary to express the gratification and gratitude I  
fed. This day is for me a day of joy which I never hoped to 
See. My joy would be complete were D r Gall amongst 
ns. {Loud cheer«.) The ideas crowd upon me, and I  scarcely 
know what to say. I  heartily thank you, in the name of D r 
Gall and in mine, for the honour you have done us in drink, 
ing our healths. I , in particular, thank you for the distin
guished reception you have given me on this occasion. D r 
Gall and myself often conversed together about the future 
admission of our doctrines. Though we relied with confi
dence on the invariable laws of the Creator, we, however, 
never expected to see them in our lifetime admitted to such 
a degree as they really are. I  often placed my consolation 
in  man bring mortal, or in ftiture generations, to whom it is 
generally reserved to take up new discoveries; but we are 
more fortunate. Gentlemen, I  repeat my thanks for the 
present enjoyment; it is a great reward for my former la
bours, and still be a great encouragement to my futuro 
pursuits.
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D r.Sroum uM  proposed the following toast ^»M r Chow» 
our—Gentlemen,—W e drank the health of the Phrenologi* 
cal Society in general, and, certainly, men of talent and 
science being united, can do infinitely more than angle indi-> 
victuals for the propagation of a  science. I  also admit that 
those who came the last, as well as those who were the first, 
in exerting themselves to forward Phrenology, may have 
equal merit with respect to the effect of their labour» I  even 
gieaat,.tbat those who join later may contribute most to the 
aim of the Society; yet I  beg permission to propose health 
and prosperity to those who first united and invited others to 
apaonintc ja  the investigation of Phrenology. They did so 
a t a  time (right years ago) when moral courage was necea» 
sary to declare in favour of our science, assailed from all 
sides by foes of great influence in public opinion. I  propose 
the health and happiness of the founders of the Phrenologi* 
cal Society,--Reverend David W elsh, M r George Combe, 
W . S., D r Andrew Combe, M r Brownlee, advocate, M r 
W illiam  W addell, W . S., and M r Lindsey Mackersey, 
accountant

T he Reverend D avid W e l s h .—M r Chairman—As one 
o f  those whose names have been mentioned by D r Spun* 
h e im , I  have been unexpectedly called upon to return thanks 
fo r the honour which has been done me. The difficulty 
w hich I always experience in speaking upon occasions like 
thw  is increased by a slight indisposition under which I  am 
a t  present labouring, and winch has been occasioned by the 
e ffo rts I  was obliged to make in order that I  might be able 
to  attend  this meeting. I  do not, however, regret these 
effo rts. I  feel myself amply recompensed in having an op
p o rtu n ity  of witnessing Bucb a scene. I t  affords me inex
p ressib le delight to see with mine own eyes that great and 
g if te d  man, who, from his extraordinary talents and indefa
tig a b le  exertions, is to hold so conspicuous a place in the eye 
o f  a ll futurity. Hitherto I  have always felt it a  reproach

ioa



when asked, in regard to this great founder of our science, 
to be obliged to confess VirgUium nunquam vid is and I  
feel as if I  were discharging a part of the debt of gratitude 
under which he has placed me, when I  bear public testimony 
in his presence to the pleasure and benefit which Phrenology 
has afforded me in my own speculations, and still more to 
the unspeakable advantages I  have derived from it in my 
professional capacity.

As reference has been made to this subject, I  think it right 
to declare, that I  have found the greatest benefit from the 
science as a minister of the Gospel. I  have beenled to study 
the evidences of Christianity anew in connexion with Phren
ology, and J feel my confidence in the truth of our holy 
religion increased by this new examination. I  have examined 
the doctrines of our church also one by one in connexion with 
the truths ¿of our new science, and have found the most won
derful harmony subsisting between them. And, in dealing 
with my people in the ordinary duties of my calling, the 
practical benefit 1 have derived from Phrenology is inesti
mable.

But, to revert to the subject which led me to address you, 
I  am sure, M r Chairman, that you must have felt with me 
the contrast between this meeting and the time when, un
known and unregarded, our Society was opened in Hermi
tage Place. But, delightful though it be to witness the pro
gress Phrenology is making, I  never can experience a purer 
pleasure than when I was a guest in your house, with only 
two or three friends who dared to avow themselves, when we 
delighted ourselves with looking at the new truth, and in 
hoping for better times. Better times we always confidently 
anticipated. The moment we satisfied ourselves in regard to 
the evidence upon which the science rests, we saw that 
Phrenology would be immortal, and we felt it opening up 
to our minds new views, in regard to the conditioil of-our 
nature, and the destinies of our race. W ith these views, it 
required but little of the moral courage which has been
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kindly ascribed to us to avow ourselves Phrenologists. 
Amidst the varying clouds of human opinion, we saw—»to 
use a scriptural expression—»that our place was the munition 
of rocks, and there was little danger in unfurling our £ag 
there. We bad nothing to fear from the reasoning of our 
opponents; and as for their ridicule, so thoroughly am I de
voted to the science, that I  have always experienced a degree 
of satisfaction even in being laughed at for being a Phrenolo
gist. As an individual, I  can claim little or no merit for any 
service I  have done to the cause; and I  can only rejoice, that 
at so early a period I  was led to see its importance, and to 
experience its benefits.

B u t, gentlemen, though I  can claim no merit as one of the 
founders of the Society, there is one individual among our 
first members, whose services have contributed incalculably 
to the diffusion of the science. You must all know to whom 
I  allude, and I  am sure you will agree to the request of 
pledging to his health. w I t  is not necessary to enter into a 
consideration of his excellencies. I  shall only say, that, after 
m any years trial, I  have found him one of the steadiest and 
best friends I  ever had. His merits, as a benefactor to our 
science, need no praise of mine; they are known to you all, 
and have already secured for his name a place next to those 
of D r  Gall and D r Spurzheim. I  propose therefore the 
health o f our Chairman, M r George Combe, the founder of 
this Society.

T h e  Chauucan returned thanks; but disclaimed the ho
nour o f  being the founder of the Society. He suggested a 
Phrenological Society to Mr W elsh, as an institution de
sirable in itself, and which time would certainly bring forth. 
M r W elsh declared, that no time could be more suitable than 
th a t then  present, and in a few days thereafter the gentle
m en nam ed by D r Spurzheim expressed a similar conviction, 
and th e  Society was instituted accordingly. M r Welsh had 
supported  it with great zeal and talent during the first years
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of its existence, end to bis exertions it was greatly indebted 
for its success.

In  allusion to the reception of the toast of the day, and D r 
Spurzheim's reply, M r S impson, the Vice-President, said, I  
am tempted, Mr Chairman, to exclaim with Macbeth,

€t If you applaud him to the very echo,
“  I t will applaud again."

Holding it to be the perfection of the functionary at this end 
of the table to be a good echo to the yet more exalted per
sonage at that, I  trust to be able to discharge all my duty, 
strictly responsive, with fidelity. But I  could covet a sbare 
of the license of the echo in Ireland, which sometimes an
swers more than it is asked. May I  crave a slight extension 
to me of this really valuable Hibernian latitude, and when 
the cry is * Spurxheim jbr ever P  may the answer be, u The 
"  Cause o f Phrenology over the world P

Leave being given by acclamation, M r S. proceeded.
A  year has passed since last this room resounded to this 

animating sentiment. Has that year, or has it not, advanced 
the cause ? Let us hear both sides. Report is rife in our 
good City, that Phrenology has expired. Philip is dead, and 
the Athenians are shaking hands in the market-place. Some 
more cautiously opine, that the giant only slumbers; and that 
it were well to tread softly, with finger on your lip, lest he 
should wake refreshed.*

I f  you demand the proof of either hypothesis, yon hear 
that the subject is never beard of. W here P O ! in conversa
tion,—at dinner-parties,—in literary coteries. I f  this were 
true, as it is not, especially since D r Spurzheim came, it 
would prove, not that Phrenology is exploded, but merely 
that it is neglected by the genius of gossip, whose aliment is

•  This allusion refers to the tactic said now to be followed, to silence Phre
nology by silence!
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txm Hy. T be established tro tte  of scwncabawclongoMsed 
to  be woaders. In  this city Phrenology has had a tract of 
wonder beyond all proveriHaldnration, for it lias lasted five o r 
six years. ' I t  should have to  mason to  complain, after this, 
that it begins something less to engross the tea-table. Alas I 
for tru th  i f  table-talk were its only test and medium I 
Galileo, Newton, Harvey, Jenner, W att, had lived in vain t 
W e hear o f the splendid discoveries of these great men 
« re ly  In conversation, a t dinner-parties, even in literary 
coteries ; but each and all a t the truths which they bequeath*, 
ed continue, nevertheless, to bless human lot, and digntfy 
human nature. No, Sir 1 Fhrenology is not dead. I f  these 
is less sSid about it, there is more doing in i t  The hive of 
fiuHen may baza about newer Sowers, and tm e science wMi ' 
gain by the riddance. T he silent m ardi o f science is a  ayw 
nomme with its quiet possession. T he stream that was heard 
among obstructing rocks and pebbles Is noiseless when it 
sweeps, a deep and solemn flood, unresisted to the main.

Now, Sir, be pleased to attend to the other ride of the ac* 
coun t We hear of Phrenology—ay ! from the four comers of 
the earth f Friendly powers—to borrow a lofty style—friendly 
powers in Europe, Asia, and America, continue their assurances 
o f zealous co-operation ! (a laugh.) I t  is whispered to me by a 
friend at my band, that Africa is not behind ; then, after all, 
the hemispheres w e symmetrical, (a laugh.) In  no former year 
have our museums drawn more of a tribute—which I  marvel 
has not been called Turkish by our witty opponents—of heads! 
b u t heads, as the indices of the varieties of the hnmai) race, 
exposed by us to inform science, not to glut revenge. Not 
only  have distant regions, but distant ages,—even the Greek 
sarcophagus and the Egyptian catacomb yielded the chief 
treasure they contain, the human head, to enrich our induc
tio n , and extend what an accomplished foreigner, who late, 
ly  saw our national varieties, with great felicity denominated, 
** une géographie morale.* This year has seen new lectures 
in stitu ted ; new societies form ed; a Journal sent forth in 

V oi. V — No X V IJ. h
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thenoithj, in  the-another topgm of;T y6ho‘B m be;:tbef*m » 
waxing.friendlyathomcy all over thfe empire;—nay* the cq»~ 
duator o f one ¿ f  the leading Reviews unwillingly—we know - 
it was unwillingly, and wehope for better time»—«unretader- 
ing a declarationJbr the cause, actually m  typety—io  what 
to the fears of his publisher, founded on the tpiemn opinion 
of the family apothecary !•

Prejudice has made a long march tins year on ita-ietn^t, 
Never, assuredly, was poor worn-out ridicule so mute,: 40 - 
ashamed of h it trumpery magseine of wit, so sick of the 
jingle of his own bells, that he dare not move his head, fla  . 
is dead, and it is his decease that has been mistaken ior Phre- 
nolpgy's. I  . could name to you, if  l  might, some “  worthy 
“  seniors,” some “  rulers," lstdy  disdaining, hating, and re 
jecting, who are beginning to look thoughtful, and ask quern . 
twos, and admit a  point or tw o:

** These things to bear, .<• .
“  Would Desdemona seriously iodine:
“  But still the house-affairs would call her thence;
M Which ever as she could with haste despatch,'
“  She'd «some again, and with a  greedy car 
“  Devour up.the discourse-— - 
"  Whereof by parcels she had something heard,
"  But not intentively— —
“  *Tis strange, she swears, in faith, ’tis passim  strange.

"  There's sonething in their mysteries methinks,
“  Though, sooth to say, they carry them too far."

■ Yes, S ir! even to the bearded Bassaniea and Gratianos— 
not alone to the Desdemonas, the Moor is come less swart. 
But to how many unjaundiced eyes has not the year unveiled 
the great truth in all its native attractions,

“  A ir  as the dawn, and radiant as the day 1” .
Into how many youthful minds, harnessed lo the old c u rri. 
cuUm, has it not let in a  light which will yet compensate 
time and patrimony, and lighten these future men and their

• ITris article is now before the public in another Review, No III. of thè 
Foreign Quarterly.
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-«Mldstrib ehHdien t T h isy tafrhas seen the finest andlarg . 
M  fectmm4heatra 1a Eurupe-Uhe London Insdtntbn»f 
a b l f  aoeorded .b y 'its  directors, fo r  .Ike second time, and 
•sanded to  its doors* to  “  devour up the t o n n e *  of 
the foremost .teaeber of Phrenology; has seen-Cambridge, 
fo r  the second time, open to him her academic gates, never 
again to be reproached—least of all from this end of the 
island—»with opposing the holts and bars of monachism td the 
m arch of m ind; has seen H ull suspend her commerce to 
listen to truths that •will give that commerce :a nobler charac- 
ter.and a  more trustworthy foundation; has seen here, in 
fo e , attended by . listening and admiring crowds—here, where 
aU his fonnerrecatiections are o f abuse and insult—here, ac
tually  our guest, die man who first wove the “  magic web” 
Atom th e  scattered threads, first raised a philosophical system 
o f exquisite beauty and harmony from the moat extensive 
induction which .has yet.enriched science, and earned far 
himself a  nam e. —»wig die most excited of human benefac
tors. W hen in full and hostile academical senate—I  will not 
any .where—I  am notaHowed.to say by whom*—an inaugural 
tm tis e  challenged ptiblic disputation on a phrenological
analysis, of hypochondria,_that mysterious influence which,
baffling medicine, strikes, without a  cause to human eye* 
th e  happy with “  severest wo,” and visits the mansions of 
peace, and confidence, and joy, with tears, and horrors^ and 
suspicions, and suicides,—the author manfully fought under 
th eb e a n e r of our illustrious guest, and inscribed on his title- 
pajge, a  legend to his genius and virtue, as without a  rival 
¡■ d ie  investigation of the nerves and brain, and the father 
o f a  new  and better medicine in that vital Arid. “  Necnon”— 
thus ru n s the concise Latinity—** Necnon Phrenologies, fun- 
“  datiamnwe at nunqoam periturm philosophies mentis, tam 

■ “  an sa  qnam morbidae, inter cultores, etiflm perifisamos, uao 
** «acepto, principi.” : i

T o  o u r instructors and fellow-labourers, then, under whdt- • 
ever sun  they worship truth and the God of tru th , be this full 
cup d itto ed  to die bottom ; and as we last year wished that
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every time w e.nnfct,« sbodldjferi tin t tbestotiaseUYhadida- 
p a M m it i  application ,let m w y lte ift« tliiiilywniiMi»Mi 
1 w  been so ntkfactorilj ¡ ¡ n i l r i ; and with ho abatement o f 
'jnql for the present, and hope’for the future, let in  h a k  
.again to the Cause o f Fhrerwhgy aver Ike uwrHt (Great 
applause.)

• M r B aiobss then m e  and said, that the toast r i n h  he 
.van about to propose was one which m anned no pleadacg* as 
-its favour. I t  recommended itself a t once to die respect and 
good-will of every member of the Society,—“  T he President 
“  and Office-bearers of the Phrenological Society.'’-—H e 

■knew too weft the rule eataMahed in Scat body, of M offing 
'm utual compliment, to  deviate from it on the preaeat osoa- 
■on, or to offend the dehracy of the excellent hkhvidads al
luded to, and now peasant, by any lengthened praise. T b ty , 
indeed, needed not this, for their merits were generally known 
•and admitted. Their President in particular, D r An u iw  
-Conns, a gentleman whose profound and varied talent, and 
’ wfaoee vigorous opposition to prevailing medical ignorance on 
.our subject of study, were equalled only by bn  modesty 
and freedom from sift pretence, and M r W iiaiam Scow, 
.their late Prarideat,>and now re-elected Secretary, who has 
brought all foe stone of an acute, comprehensive, andaconu- 

'pbshedm ind to the discovery and illustration of phrenolo
gical doctrinesi, were by all acknowledged as the worthy suc
cessors of the well-known individuals who had preceded them. 
They, therefore, not needing praise, and the speaker h d q g  
himself unable to do justice to their merits, he would rather 

-deviate from the proper subject of hia toast, and make an ad
dition of a curious and very interesting kind to the mframa- 
tioa given by M r Simpson of the program of their science 
over the globe. T hat gentleman had spoken of dm estab
lishment of institutions for its cultivation in Am erica; and 
thn company, no doubt, would figure to  themselves the Phre
nologists of Now York, and Philadelphia, and Lexington, as 
here m eant B nt M r Bridgea had now, upon the authority o f
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a  A M  atg taeto tin  Bdiniburgb»aad •
n iy  s t  ttaa iv rto ar in the United 9 M t|, to ssy , that in the 
Comae « f Ips travels, after passingthn Alleghany ttooM rios, 
and  after penetrating thrtftigbtoafo hundreds o f miles o f deep 
fowe>e, whose aeohisioD hadtdacoe been, till <rf l i e  yawn, dla. 
tu b e d  in all probability riaoe the Flood; that gentleman came, 
ra th e  state e f  Ohio, and in  the Very depth and centra of tfaili 
fa ta l continent, suddenly aperi«  village, which'praamMed ill 
Abe prmlinritifii of a. back-wood settlement, with it» log-houses 
ea d  surrounding patebea of corn-hand and golden. AMght- 
ing .at die village inn,, and laying, according to homely repub- 
lican ftshion, hie saddle-bags «a bis shoulders, our friend 
was proceeding into this place o f «ntertamaxwt for man and 

■'hotat) (m America» as well as to re , the fovourite ensign of 
tavcm -hespitality), when hie attendee was arrested by 
m paper stack up on the door, to  the following effect:*— 
** T he Phreuolngiral Society (a laugh) will meet a t the 
«« W ashington's Head on Thursday night a t eight precise. 
«* ly .” {Laughter.) Alas, how is it to be regretted that 

-ou r friend's information went no farther 1 that be had not 
- assisted a t the strings of this institution 1 Frond as we are 
o f  o a r D r Oombe and M r Scott, should not any of as have 
b een delighted a t this Chillicothy, or Tfaakaskia, or Oswego, dr 
w hatever was its name, to fame partaken with our brother 
Phrenologists, the Kikapoos, o r Chiluuaws, or Chaktawsof 
th e  place, in their investigation f B ut, seriously, is it not gra
tify in g  thus to  witness the progress of phrenological troth 
wheresoever the big head o f Britain is found making its way 
am o n g  the lesser famine, whether of America at of India? And 
m a y  we not justly expect that the people of America, untram-

h y  m jejpim  anH lin gn m pm m w d rp g rd m g  gran* pam «i)

a n d  free from antiquated academical restraints, shall speedily 
foe found embracing this department of science as invaluable 
tr i itfa , and teaching it  to their children, and enlarging and es
tab lish in g  ita  triumphs i

B efore sitting down, Mr Bridges, reverting to another fact 
o f  a  smry opposite kind, mentioned by the last speaker, (Dr



•SfWWhew,s ilactares in London lint spring), begged to  my, 
(hath* tod. bad tbe. good fortune to be present a t tbe opening 
lecture a t tbe London In stitu tes, and though tbe plaacfwhick 
.¡s ¿¡most elegant) one, isicakulated toccntain between seven 
.and .eight hundred persons; and> though he went ia to tb e  room 
clceeupon the opening hour, he hadgreatd3ficultj in finding 
Afeett t .and hejiefam d to D r Spurehcim whether this large 
MwdKMa-wasibal •roost exemplary in its attention to tb e  ko* 
ttuneu! '(iDi  .S; agreed.) A ll these things should.make ns 
-ftipseCute with new vigour the study here, which everywhere 
sharped tobe.gaining so much ground; and though our P re- 
Isidebt and Office-bearers m ight not equal the most choice o f 
■the Bed Indiana, and certainly could never he compered to 
these when decked in their crown of feathers and tarnished 
Butfopean uniforms*»—not to say any thing of tile elegant v s.
. riety of tattoomcnt,—*8tiU they were deserving of every honour 
that we could confer ; and therefore 'sgaiii,b r sold, le t us 
drink to thinr welfare and success • ♦

; - ‘ i i • ■ ■ : ' ‘ • "
.*■. D r A. Coxbb replied as fo llow s¿U p to this moment, Gen* 
tiemen, I  have beeh quietly cbnjgratulatmg inyself on m y ex- 
pected escape from the honour of being obliged to address you  

■this evening; but now* thanks to the well-meant kindness o f  
-M r Bridges, and to the obstinacy of my friend the Vice-Prem- 
:dent* iii refuting to supply my place; I  find that honour sud- 
-denly thrust upon me in  a way. that can no longer be declined;
: and therefore, little qualified a s l :am for the duty, I , your 
unworthy President, present myself before you a a th e re p re - 

iasntative of the Officebearers of the Society, to request your 
acceptance of our united and most cordial thanks.

I f  any thing can alleviate tbe infliction thus put upon m e 
by M r Bridges, it iB tbe.rincere pleasure which I  feel in  re - 
peatibg here what I  have often stated both in public a n d  m  

.private, that to our distinguished guest I hold myself in rlrh t 
ed for all that I  have been able to do for Phrenology, »nH 
for a great deal more than I  shall ever be able to express. 
Wo his instructions and itohis friendship !  am indebted fo r
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the soundest, most valuable, and most important parts of my 
phywotogiealand professional knowledge, a id  for much of 
the happiness which I  b*ve. enjoyed, and much of what sue« 
teas I  have mot with in life; Strictly speaking, I  am not an 
Sdinbutgh, but a Parisian Phrenologist; for it was in Paris, 
Under D r Spurzheim, that I  first studied our favourite science, 
and first investigated its proofs; and it was there that, after 
tong experience, a conviction of its truth gradually broke in 
upon, my mind. I t  was in Paris that I  first ¿aw the structure 
of the brain unfolded by that masterly hand; and it was in 
the wards of a Parisian asylum that I  first perceived the im
mense advantages which medical science was likely to derive 
ftw n the discovery and application of Phrenology to what 
are called diseases o f the m ind; and I  may add, that it was 
net imfsequently the very facts pointed out in the valuable 
clinical lectures of the celebrated physician to that institution, 
s i  m ilitating against Phrenology, that furnished to my mind 
some of its most striking and practically-valuable evidences.
•' M uch has been already said expressive of the obligations 
we all owe to D r Spurzheim; bat much more might with 
ju stice  be added. In  practical medicine, as well as in ana
tom y and in physiology, D r Spurzheim has, years ago, an
ticipated  doctrines which later writers have advocated with 
c re d it and reputation. To enter upon these is, however, as 
m uch  beyond my powers, as it would perhaps be out of place; 
b u t th e  day will come, when the prejudices and interests of 
cotem porary writers shall have passed away, and justice be 
done to  all and upon a ll; and, if it is painful to some of our 
b est feelings to witness the momentary influence of for inferior 
m inds in  misleading the public, and in imposing the dense 
c lo u d  o f  their own ignorance as the only medium through 
w h ich  light is to be obtained, it is, on the other hand, a 
so u rc e  of the purest gratification and delight to live in friend« 
sh ip  a n d  in knowledge with the men whose minds will give 
an  im press to the age, and to witness the omnipotence of 
tru th  in  surmounting all obstacles, and in laying a solid 
fo u n d atio n  for the lasting prosperity of the race.



IS« in m i  *r rum i i aooint*

T h e  Ch a ih a »  gave, «  T he Phrenological1 Societies t t  
Hotae end 'Abroad," and adverted to the grtsk advantage* 
of these institutions. They bring tagtthct individuab «he 
take on interest in the science, and each forms a  focus far 
otU sotag casts, skulls, and other evidence on eddeh f h t t a  
ology rests. They constitute also coerespontbng beards,1 by 
means of which Phrenologists communicate and obtain fofce> 
Matkm in distant countries. I t  is a gratifying* ancumetoneei 
that, in leas than eight years since the present Society wee 
founded, Similar institutions had sprung up in Continental 
Europe, Asia, and America. T he London Sotiety* under 
D r Elliotson. and M r W heatstqn, proceeds in eultivseing and 
diffusing knowledge of the science; and it  already has a rod 
in teal, activity, and talent, in the Society at H ull,—«the latest 
that has been added to the lis t D r Aldetwm, M r Levissn, 
and their associates, demand our particular respect; D r A ., 
the president o f the Society, is the senior physician in  H ah , 
and forms an honourable exception to  the general rem ark, 
that no medical man above forty years of age ctnbracUs a  new 
doctrine. H e ia ably supported byM rLevison as secretary; 
and. the communications, in the Phrenological Journal, h o s t 
these and other members o f the Society, show that Phrenology 
is there prosecuted with a  degree of talent and intelligence 
that promises the best results. The Dundee Mechanics* f o .  
riety also is proceeding with a success which ia the m ore gro* 
tifying, that it proves Phrenology to he J ilt by all ranks aS 
the true science o f man.

. M rL roN .—W e are met here tins evening to  discharge, 
or to, attempt to discharge, many and weighty debts o f  g n u  
tkude. You, Sir, have ably assisted to discharge aoibe Of 
these,—particularly that due to our illustrious v isitor,— b u t 
our 'debts ate not yet discharged; and may they never ba 
discharged I our

u Grateful mind*
“ By owing owe not; but stiU pay, at once
"  Indebted and discharged i”



aad I  Ihorofaro [frnptieato dedicrtg.thig.cmw« ”  T o thcCort- 
teiba tora and D ootn lo Phrenaiogyt”
■ I£ te» look erouadus, aod aurvey tbepwbpit «late of ate- 

«irty and tbe trocid« there ia no fortuna inore stñkihg k i l i  
modera hiatory thao tbe tauñng mcrOase a ftb e  intamomoe 
between tha nrtotert partí ed tbe habitable fiobe. It haa 
baso aaid o f oor native fand by a  Freocb writer, that tbe n a  
amar rota oa ber fleg. la ta  taha* Idiotas have our ahipa not 
pane tratad? W hwe ia tbabarran otr tbe barbour trhete thej 
do not flqrt? I» theaa aoy peopletoobarbaroüa or too r*> 
finad withwham Britnh antarpdse baa not astabliihed an in» 
ta w u n ii trfaich Idearos throri whp gira aad tbcaa wboro» 
trove? Aad wbrt » tbe nanlt? ©o to tbe travebóuses oí our 
aananbaiitij aad do yon «úh tom e tbe productioas oí erary 
liad ?  Yoa wiU aee tbaia thare. Tbe aea h  wbitened viutb 
íaar naili. liaaiiii¿i inoro aanl tht rinhint paniiiintn nf the fiart 
ápd tbe. W est, aad aaalling tha adU iacreasing atroata o f our 
«Bienal naalth». Thete ¿rebuta p u t aftbe bieeaings afilar 
vigation. N«ed I  mentioti in detail the iotrcaae o f our know» 
lédgeingeogm phy, natural hiatory, and tbe etber kindred 
aaieacea? *».Knonledge .ia petrel;" aüd bow limitcd b al 
baen tfart power, bat far tbe art of navigstion i I f  trbrt una 
prodicted 80Q.D yanca ago teas declarad by Lord Baoon tt> 
have received ita accomplishment in bis age, how mu oh atore 
antr^ Uirt “ manj shAil raa to aad feo« asdkttowledga aball 
b e ó d a n a d r  » - ■
■ .Bufe mch thoagh.tro aire in tba natuMlanddnauianial 

prodúctians efforagii chinea, ■ ■ ■ cttenaive as ia oúr knowJedgc 
oflhephyaidal gcogrepby «f tbe glabe«—«me aro at je t  poca 
in -th e  moat ihtereating o f aÚ ita batutal Products« and br> 
naentahly ignóraat of ita « r a l  and inteUaetual geCgrapbyv 
W fe baña buóed ounelves in ranaaakiag tbe bortidsof tba 
earth ior tnnthka m etdsj no daogers tbe moat appaUtogcon 
dotar our Watacatons fiom barearilng our atorro, e f  valualart 
butterflieS and melero inaeéts ; but our trtveUero heve pasaed 
by± m brfdad and opinaron, thaiidMBttreasuna,—4balnMo* 
riá is from which tre could have constructed a mental map of



th e  w eald.. ofrmanlqnd is.m lnv-.ift dean
our knowledge of the lower animals is n h u fa b  chiefly from 
«he reflective hghtyHrich i t  sheds on, our own .wondrous men« 
ta l oonstitutiooj. ■ w hat are w etath ink  of . our. paatandpve». 
seotuaturalists, who base overlooked the ooe in their, excka- 
siveand.engrossing attention to th a  other? Sed apero .vteH». 
esa W e have commenced the building» and. we. admit ¡ M  
itiao n ly  oommenced. Our map is  as. je t  broken and, cha- 
joioted. Many are the tam e intagiuUe which ourphneao- 
ingieal navigators moat stall: export. .W e  require» .howi 
««er, to.^undertake, no. expensive and haaardnua voyages 
of. discovery. . A t eveqr portion, every shore» lie neglected, 
beeause unknown,. our; intellectnal. treasures. ■ Our. impacts 
ere- commercially valueless»—intellectually, beyond vslniy-» 
h i t  ju st' in •proportion to their value to us is  omr gratitude 
due to thoeawho haveregorded man as tbe meet ioteraating 
o f ell •subjects pf inquiry, and who have enabled ns,Jtbough 
a t . the distance of many thonsand  miles, to investigate £ ir 
■oared ves the moral and intellectual character o f many a race 
and .people-of’ whom» but for their benefactions, we might 
here-been almost, i f  not altogether, ignorant. . I  pretend n e t 
to-specify in detail the names of our numerous benefactor*—  
«Let- us- dedicate the first part o f o u r cup » .“  To the Donor* 
to  Phrenology.”

The. contributors to  our sdence deserve a  sdU higher 
chum to our gratitude. The former have contributed the 
materials from which the latter have raised the.now goodly 
phrenological structure. Though the- materials o f our build* 
ingi|u» rich and valuable, they are but materials still ; they 
ate the yet-dwjotpted and scattered bam, and shaft, and caps, 
tclyi-and entablature, which require the higher skill and 
science of the master-builder to combine and to  rea rtill they 
Mend forth m all the grace and beauty of the finished co. 
)amm A»dwe>areprc«id to ¡say, that m anysuohw e m en. 
her aipcng our rank*.' Give us the materials, and we .will 
fidd the workmen. L et our navigators explore, and our geo.
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gmpbsm hm-toady iwith: ¡their mVdhrtoòl eompasèeste e te r?  
ftcw údyaodto complete oOr-phreholagteal niaps a a d gtohca. 
But b e n , Sic, : I  v ill be fañef» T hh  meeting! do  not wquira 
to<be told of.tkeitalent whichhaa ohrichsd, cc io f .the g—ius 
whhh hasadarned, the f is t  of human sciences. W e «wet 
sat h e n  to fctehum our own dmsgs. T he tone will eome 
when a «àder ónde willdo tardy justioeto  tb e ta k a t and the 
genius which ham  as yet been-appreciated only-fay oondtM . 
I  mention but one writer, arid»- as I  wish to  avoid compari
no*, I  rest.U s chum to o u r thanksenthis»—»though them
a n  many other grounds,....that he was the drat among us
who» having a philosophical chwwctara t stake, did not heat, 
tato to peril it a t the ahrine o f Phrenology» but» with a lith e  
manliness of U s character, came forth as die ¿séricas de. 
fonder of a  science which was then the subject of the un» 
mingled sown and derisimi of these, item iy  despots,—“  8m 
G auge S. Mackeasie, and the Contributors and Donors to  
Phrenology.”

• Bfcr GbosC* S. M A C tn ttn  returned thank*—Gentletiien, 
a d d  be, did my faculties permit me, I  should acknowledge 
thè compliment you hare paid to me in a  proper manner. 
À a.it is, though I  cannot express myself, I  can feel your kind- 
nèsa. One thing, however, I  can say, that I  am mòre g rad , 
fttd  by praise here than Í  should be anywhere else, because 
I  know that Phrenologists cannot be insincere. W hatever 
¿terthm s i t  may be. a t any tíme m my power to make in the 
em ise of a  science so delightful, because so -true, will be 
cheerfully made. As to  the past, I  am proud to see so ex. 
ceUent a  museum reared on the slender foundation which I  
A trttisbed; and I  hope we may soon be able to give it bet
te r  accommodation« Accept my best thanks.

M r  R itchie said,— Í  am permitted, Sir, to propose a  toast 
in  w inch  all platees o f men are interested, and Phrenologists 
n o t k s s H I  would say considerably more,—than any other. 
W ithou t-g tn teal knowledge, it is impossible duly to appreci*



• te l lM n k g f t  o id ) tB B tlM in ld fe M < H  »Miuwt mmh 
knafwfedget bo  Phtonalegist-eati do justicetobfe-aw n m m m »  
Ifw e  pruiweed belief ia  Phrenology tneraly bemuse i t  t a t  
excited curiosity^ C usM sdnsto  iu u k  « M i ,  o r, i t  ab u t 
way o r cither gratified). by Battering oar Stet f ertetim c r  L u te 
of Approbation, what retinues could be pissed sp  c t p tM i 
werabce or ceu iiteM yi Shotald we h o td y  offdm.’ mooaUnt 
that the gloss of noveltydiaappesred, o r a» boob, a t leosty a* 
oar vanity» onr pride, or our interest, should oefem d b u l  
by oo.avowal o f theaew  doctrines? Such oohverts are oh 
ways daogemmst. and these, i t  mere safety—more hcooup »'» 
in having to rank them ■* enemies than finenda B ut if we 
embrace Phrenology because we peuceive it to be true, and 
if to ConadeBtiwmnrnn«. which alone hat the power e f a a h o  
iag tru th  , obligatory, and'which ( f i h ^ s a i l d  constrain u t 
to receive oU . tro th  « the same footing—Mre can superadd 
general a id  o t e n i s  knowledge, we shall then not only sit 
here to the cause, but, from tracing the relations o f ou t 
science to another, and the dependency of all upon truth, be 
able to give a  reason for the faith that is in us,r—to sattefy 
others of the relative value of the science which we advocate 
No Phrenologist of this description, however, will talk lightly 
d  other branches o f knowledge« Knowing how necessary i t  
is, for the reception of new truths, to conciliate regard, he 
will be fqrward to allow—4o proclaim—the m erit of other» 
H e will admit that the political economist) wbo discovers op 
ably expounds the doctrines of rent and population,—-the prin- 
9ples which regulate wages, profits, value—is a  benefactor o f 
bis species. H e will grant that die ethical philosopher, who 
reconciles, identifies, the interests of rulers and the ruled,—  
whp shows that justice and right are the only sure found*, 
tions of political' authority,—is one who labours also in a  
useful vocation. Nor will he hesitate in conceding merit to  
the metaphysicians—although they had done nothing more 
than call our attention to the wonderful ceat^get beMri**tbe 
almpst endless variety of our feelings and the singleness o f 
consciousnteB, winch compels us to refer all our perceptions,
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I ta agllMj and etootibps^-no m atter from whi* source they 
spring, o rb y  w hst avenues they rsaeh us>—which «empele 
us, I  say, to  refer ti*  « M e  ofthetn  i r  en* moohM M ngv 
Rom> mdeed, ooadd I  think of depredating metaphysical tm 
legt, after having eat during the evening at the elbow of our 
friend M r W elsh, who has ju st been, * ttnotypin g  a  third 
edMoo of the Lectures of D r Thomas Brown ? I t  is not no, 
oesaary, therefore, to go to  the practical arts, or whet am 
to ta l the pure sciences, to  be saddled that much good hps 
been-—that much might still be —accomplithed w ith e r F bren, 
akgy. A nd the m ere frankly We admit all this, the m utt 
hkely ace we to get others to look impartially a t the subject 
o f ou r favourite study*—* «  convince them that Phrenology 
ia a  aoMOoe of observat ion and «tanfication of the very first 
im portance; nod that,w hen fully understood it wHl enaMe 
■ssit y  to  cultivate all other arts, all etheraqknees, every other 
depaitatentrof knowkdgev to infinitely greater advantage,-*, 
to  give an incalculably more certain and atmilaiie dfafrio* 
to  n il human power and exertion.

I t  m very true, dial, speaking generally, we'might say of  
society at present, that they neither have integrity enough 
to  dad the importance of knowledge, nor knowledge enough 
to  perceive the value of integrity. B ut this affords no tea* 
m b  w hy we should despair. I t  is almost a self-evident pro. 
position, d iet the more wo employ our time in acquiring 
knowledge, the km we shah have to bestow upon low and 
gnw eU tng puntóte« and that, from the very nature of oo, 
r f » * a« i aad habit, wo shall be the less disposed to commit 
s n o n g . There is thus sn  inseparable connexion between 
th s  progrese of knowledge and the advancement of morals, 
A n d , fiar the progresa of the former, is  them not ample pro, 
wimon made in our very nature? T he knowing faculties 
( th e  intellectual powers of man) must and will be active. 
T h e y  will have information; for exercise not only relieves 
d w  from ( d a , bu t procures gratification« and, happily» 
m r y  ona o f their well  directed and succesaful efforts is im
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w«rfl6d-->-attd<wimcdtoi^i ^  witfatbem ost M gM M  
enMCtats. T h is is  a  wwoderfoVaiwisej aud-a nioet benei- 
cent arrangement ofProvideace. W hat pleasures abe-so 
pure, so exquisite, so exalting, as those o f the intellect,--** 
those which arise on tracing new relations,—on discovering 
new troths,—new means of benefiting our kind,—newproofoof 
design and goodness on the pert o f the Greet A uthor o f the 
universe ? And with such rewards «waiting him at every 
step,—with such prises constantly in Iris view,—-and of which 
no tyranny, no change or reverse of fortune, can deprive 
him,—shall man pause in his search after truth,—in bis pur
suit of knowledge ? T heth ing  is impossible. And is it not, 
in one sense, consolatory, even now, to reflect that there ia 
hardly any one so ignorant as not to have spent more rime, 
and expended more labour, in  imbibing prejudices,—in trea
suring u p  erroneous opinions,—than would have sufficed tone- 
quire all the important truths hitherto known, but which may 
be said to be as yet locked up in the heads of a  few studious 
individuals ? Much is known; but the knowledge that exists 
is isolated. ' The economist is not always a moral philoso
pher, the philosopher seldom a practical statesman, and few 
statesmen are philanthropists, metaphysicians, or Phreno
logists. Y et, if  all that is known were systematized, and 
generally taught, what a change would speedily be operated 
on the face of society 1 B ut this change, and a greater, will 
yet come. W e should never ferget what has ■ been pro
foundly observed by Dugald Stewart, that those very condi
tions of our nature which at present lead us to prejudice^«— 
the Self-esteem, which resists novelty,—the Love of Approba- 
rioflf which dreads the avowal of what has n o t yet received 
the popular sanction,—will—when truth is once acknow
ledged—all go to ensure its permanence and authority . L et 
us also remember what D r Thomas Brown has so happily told 
up,’ ..and which is more consolatory than all the rest,-¿•that, 
while E rror is temporary, T ruth  is eternal 1 From consider
ations like these, one may feel assured that, however lower-
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iBgior-dWtW'UUy-bgtbc nfoudawfaich nfcfM M * «oOpylhe! 
atmoepbareofmind, thetimewill cpne whfp,fromknoefodffe 
being-almost universally diffused, and truth; being, campers.! 
tin iy  omnipotent, the facilities of man shall'be rowaided-kyi 
thebursting for|h uponthem of the full glom e of theiptelr 
(actual firmament.

I f , 8 ir, the meeting have a t all sympathized with. me. ¿a 
the views which I  have now opened up imperfectly, hut 
which cannot be prosecuted farther a t present, they will 19» 
oeiye favourably the toast which I  am now to propose, 
namely,*—“  The Progress and Diffusion of Knowledge” or, 
ip other words, “  The Ascendency of T ruth all over the 
W orld.” -

„ The Yiqx-Putyinpiix, in asking indulgence for another 
lgimper, said,—It is to a softer strain I would wish now to 
attune your feelings,— and I  could wish, for tins toast's sake, 
that every cup overflowed

<* With tiroce-npottad nectfur ppt and tnae/’

an d  that punch and port, like space and time, were for the 
moment annihilated.

M y subject has one advantage—it is a toast proper and liter
a l i  and that on D r Johnson's authority. He defines the word, 
“  a  celebrated woman, whose health is often drunk." And 
assuredly to be the better half of D r Spurzheim is no slight 
d« im  to celebrity.— {Loud, and general applauge.) W e were 
aw are before that that lady is an accomplished Phrenologist; 
« n it that, moreover, her pencil has furnished those instructive 
illustrations of D r Spurzheim’s lectures which we have pU 

Many of us have now had the happiness to make 
h e r  personal acquaintance; and the impression is the conse
quence, that her lady-like manners and social qualities yield 
n o  po in t to her philosophical accomplishments. B ut I  have 
n o t her permission to dwell on this theme,—I  have not her
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MB DmMMt nr M i «MamoMMmu. soonmr
h r im li i .  I  wiffwiree the feeBHgBOfb6tli,aud eMHiy qaaWy 
lh* preeminence in which I  have used the liberty to p h »  
her, te d th a tih  a why which die, Were ahe present, would 
bethe foremost to approve.' I  will end rdeher wMiasUrteP- 
hood-of Phrenologists {applause), mid conjure up a group— 
a  zealous, unprejudiced group—of which she shall be the 
centralfigure.

O f crowds ia London, and in Edinburgh, I  bare seen 
more than one-half female auditors—breathless listeners to 
troths destined—and not least in female hand»—to Meliorate 
mcaleulablythe condition of man. I t  was to  be regaled with 
a  high moral feast—to see these, the veal sovereigns of so
ciety, whose power is absolute in life’s threshold—whose in
fluence endures dll life’s dose—one of whom, in this spring
tide of tru th , can do m orelbr the harvest o f the next generation 
than an hundred proud,' hesitating meta, who km in  strength Of 
prejudice all their vantage-ground of strength of m ind;—4» 
see women drinking deep of that well-spring, firom which* the 
members would yet banish their footsteps—to see her receiv
ing into fyer undoubting grateful bosom the tidings of that 
second revelation—handmaid to the first—destined to extend 
Its empire and enhance its blessings. Sir, I  know not a  more 
interesting spectacle.

B ut we are not constrained to speak only of tile ftiture. 
T he good work is begun, Mothers are managing with ease 
a  moral engine, by the side of which all the practical fabrics 
of all the schools shrink into insignificance. Mothers are 
bending over the cradle of mind, end watching, in their pri
mitive seats, the very germs of powers and principles, Which, 
as directed, work the weal or wo. of human life ; which have 
been perverted to the effect of rendering human suffering pre
dominant, and history itself a register of crimes—which may 
be guided to yet uncalculated good. A y, sir, children ate 
lisping, at a mother’s knee, the lessons of true practical self- 
knowledge, add are made aware of their besetting impulses, 
and come to confession of the faculties they have abused, and 
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the iwtnumog powers they le w  not used; in their M ^ b .  
linqueodes, while the purest moral delight fills the parents 
heart W hat will social man not gain by stub, moral train
ing as this 1 what will, not Christianity itself gain by. this» 
alas! aumuch-wanted moral foundation! ..  Such is the field 
for-female culture! Speed the hallowed task ! “  To teaoh 
“  the young idea how to shoot" is a  tithe of the sacred du ty :

u  To breathe the enlivening spirit, and to fix 
'  The generous purpose in the glowing breast."

And fbr this, to guide the infant impulses to good; impulses 
which do not form ideas, but instigate blindly to actions; this 
is the mother's truly delightful behest

The enemy is pleased to sneer at what he calls the con« 
course of women to the Halls of Phrenology. L et him look 
to his pre-eminence; this very concourse will shake it to its 
foundation.

W ith all the honours, then, let us toast Mrs Spurzheim, 
and all the matrons, and all the maids, who devote them» 
selves, heart and soul, to the pursuits of Phrenology.

D r SruazitEiH rose, and said,—»
M r Chairman,—̂ Gentlemen,—As Mrs Spurfcheim had the 

honour to be named, and placed at the head of the females 
who study Phrenology, I  think it incumbent upon me to thank 
you in her name, and in the name of the other ladies, for 
your polite attention. There can be no doubt among Phren
ologists that the minds of ladies as well as ours should be 
cultivated, to fit them for their social relations and duties. 
W ith respect to Phrenology in particular, I  am convinced, 
that among an equal number of ladies and gentlemen a 
greater number of the former are fitted to become practical 
Phrenologists, that is, to become able to distinguish the differ
ent forms and sizes of the head in general, and of its parts in 
particular. The reason seems to be, because girls and wo
men, from the earliest age, exercise the intellectual powers 
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o fC d a % iin lin  and Siae-move than boy» and'awn» iatbaib  
daily occupation»

I t  is not necessary fee me to speak of tke g n a t influmew 
that mothers have on the education o f their children» because 
several of you have already done jostioe to them. I t  is  da» 
evident that ladies may greatly contribute to the diAnaen « f 
Phrenology in society, and may make frequent use ef it in 
practical life. B ut if ladies do render service to Phrenology» 
this science will alto be of great advantage to them; and Im ay 
say, of the greatest advantage after Christianity. You know 
that the fate of women is very unfortunate amongst savage 
and barbarous tribes; you must also acknowledge that the«  
condition was very hard in the Jewish dispensation, since entry 
man was perm itted to give a bill of divorce to his wife, if it 
was his good pleasure to dismiss her, whilst Christianity re
established the law as it was “  from  tfte beginmmg q f A s 
*f creation.* Phrenology teaches - us to appreciate women 
as well as men-according to their personal merit o f talent, and 
virtue. I  shall allude only to one point. You m ay daily 
observe, that boys reseqtble rather their mother than their 
father in mental dispositions; and it is known that great men 
generally descend from intelligent mothers. Mors might be 
said, but let this be sufficient, and let us encourage ladies 
as well as gentlemen to study Phrenology.

Before I  sit down, gentlemen, I  beg to be allowed to crave 
a toast, and I  beg yon to fill the glasses.

M r Chairman,—Gentlemen,—Phrenology exists, and there 
are Phrenological Societies, in various parte of the world. 
W e wish them success; we acknowledge the advantage e f 
opposition, and we drink the health of our opponents; we 
aha viah for the progress of knowledge in general. I t ,  how
ever, seems to me that there remains still an important point 
to wish for with respect to Phrenology. N et every one has 
leisure or inclination to be his own teacher; the greeter num
ber of persons prefer to be taught by others; hence I  propose 
the health and prosperity of those who teach Phrenology.
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Y et I  beg leave to  add, that I  wish all teachers of Pbpenor, 
logy mop be wise, prudent, and harmless, and turfy Phrenpj-. 
Iflgy to  the general welfare of mankind, aifyce.fyU knowledge, 
V«d of that tendency afyd effect, is vain.. Thus» gentlemen,,
3. propose- the health endprocpepty of all Teachers of trap, 
Phrenology- (Muph qgpkm c.)

Iffr $om v atfŷed,  that a  task, bgd been imposed upon hjm 
Ujbish hh. found rathe); a  bard one.- I t  had devolved on 

, him to  propose 0 toa^t which he feared should prove less 
gratifying to the feeling« of bis auditors than many which, 
had  preceded. it,T -“  The health,” namely, “  of the Oppo-,

nents of Phrenology.” M r S. observed, that, on the pre
sen t occasion, he, called to mind a saying of. one of Shak- 
apeave's, clowns, wfms on beingasked, by some one—How he 
d id ?  answered, “  The better mu ff*** ond the. mtree.

—-And the reason, assigned for th is wa% 
th a t hia friends often Jipeiled him with their praises and fleft- 
tony, whereas- his toea told, him, aU .lnafsults, and set.bim. 
upon  discovering and opn#Ptifyg them- “ By my foes,” saya 
b e , “  I  profit in respect to  self-knowledge, and. by my friend» 
«* l  am abused. Therefore» if your.tour negatives make. 
“  ymur two affirmatives, the worse for my friends and the 
“  b e tte r tor my toes.”
. W e  otay perhaps say of tins party-coloured philosopher 
w han he elsewhere said of him self that “  he were not motley, 
«¿in  h is beam.” AH of us may have occasionally experienced 
tb s  eyil arising from the too great partiality of our friends 
in  th e »  praising us tor that which is not praiseworthy, or 
¡w irin g  us beyond the hounds of our desert, and thereby 
;nr*Tvring  u» to think metre highly of ourselves than we ought 
H u t, w iihaut laying muse, stress on this, than necessary, end 
a d tf ;*f"g to the full the g n a t advantage of having good 
frtoaria, we may, a t least, gu thus far, that the next, best 
th r r g  to having a good friend is the having a  good opponent. 
1 «to not mean by a good opponent one who deals gently with
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as, who gives soft Mows, and plays booty, b a t a  stoat and 
stalwart adversary,—one who can give and take, and who 
desires, as we do, nothing better than a clear field and no 
favour. T o such an opponent we can have no objection, 
and, as Phrenologists, instead of having to complain of too 
many opponents, the complaint rather has been, that we 
have not had opponents enough.

I  am rather inclined to think, that opposition generally is 
a  good thing, and is tUb means of producing good in every' 
case where it is duly applied. I t  stirs up the languid facul
ties, and rouses them to exertions winch they would not 
otherwise make. No science, art, invention, or discovery o f 
any kind, has ever been perfected without first running the 
gauntlet of a hot and determined opposition. I  am almost 
inclined to think, that nothing good is ever attained without 
it, a t least some of the greatest benefits which have been1 
conferred on the human race have flowed from this source.' 
W hence, it may be said, originated the Reformation? In  
opposition. To what do we owe the blessings that have 
flowed from the Revolution of 1688 ? To opposition. T o 
what is it owing that we still continue to enjoy these bless
ings? In  a great measure, certainly, to opposition. So 
much is this the case as to be now generally allowed, that 
the English government consists of two great classes of func
tionaries,—his M ajesty's ministers and his M ajesty's opposi
tion. If, then, opposition be so necessary and so useful in 
every thing else, why not in philosophical investigation ?—  
why not in Phrenology? The greatest philosophers, and 
even Phrenologists themselves, are but men, and, like all 
their fellow-mortals, are “  liable to err, even when they think 
“  themselves most secure from error." Is  it not 
then, that, even they, in pursuing investigations o f so novel 
and seductive a kind as Phrenology is acknowledged to be, 
should not be allowed, on all occasions, to run as fast as their 
own excited minds would incline them, but should occasion
ally be checked in their career, apd induced to  pause and'
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consider well the ground they have passed in their flight, by 
the eflbrtsof a wholesome and well-directed opposition ?

I  have said, we have rather to complain of a paucity of 
foes. Enemies and evil-wishers we have had in abun
dance; but, in this part of the world at least, we have had 
rather a scarcity of open opponents. Two, however, there 
are, to whom we cannot deny the praise of courage, at least, 
and, in the main, of fairness,—whatever we may think of 
the strength of their weapons, or the judgment with which 
they have directed their attacks. No one, for instance, can 
deny that M r Jeffrey is a fair opponent, and no one ac
quainted with his name will regard him as a foeman unwor
th y  of our steel. None of us can have forgotten the circum
stances of his memorable attack,—thè dreadful note of 
preparation that preceded it,—the trumpet that gave the 
signal,—the shock of the encounter,—the meeting o f the 
combatants, like that of two thunder-clouds,—the clash of 
arm s, horrid but brief,—or the signal catastrophe with which 
th e  affray was terminated. W e had hardly time to rub our 
eyes, and look about for the champion who had but a few 
seconds before entered the lists in all the panoply of war, 
w hen we found that, like one of Homer's heroes, he had dis
appeared from the field. Juno had interposed her shield, 
a n d  Venus had conveyed him from the conflict in a golden 
cloud .

O ne other redoubted champion remains. M r Jeffrey at
tacked  us with the airy weapons of inference, of reasoning, 
a n d  o f w it; but Sir William Hamilton, after having followed 
th e  same course in vain, now professes to take his stand on 
th e  stubborn ground of facts, and maintains the falsity o f 
o u r  science in no fewer than fourteen distinct substantive 
propositions. As Phrenology is considered to be bottomed 
o n  facts, it is precisely on this particular ground where she 
m a y  be expected to be strongest. I f  Sir W illiam Hamilton 
can  prove that those who have hitherto examined Nature 
h a v e  erred in their examination, and shall point out a me
th o d  o f conducting their inquisition into her secrets more
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short Of mfafliWe than that which they have fallowed,-¿-if 
he shall either disprove their facts, or prove others Which 
have escaped their penetration, he will, in either case, he a 
’benefactor to the science of the first order, and k  Would be 
(most ungrateful in us not to acknowledge the oMigation.i-*- 
M r Jeffrey** attack on the ground of argument, proving, as 
it did, utterly inefficacious, was of the most essential service 
'to the c a u s e d s  if an assailant of his power and acuteness 
met with so signal a discomfiture, k  iio doubt increased the 
'confidence which might be entertained in the soundness df 
those principles which he was unable to o v e r t h r o w a n d ,  as 

-far as facts go before argument, I  feel inclined to'hope, that 
Sir William Hamilton, by the investigation he has now pro
voked, will prove himself to be infinitely the greatest beneftfctbr 
Phrenology has had ; and that those few points in k  Which 
«till admit Of dispute will, by his means, be now thoroughly 
and for ever-settled. As, then, i t 1 appears that We ate,'o r 
have been, so much beholden to ourfoes, surely die company 
cannot object to drink, in an overflowing bumper,— The 
' Opponents o f Phrenology, with three times three, and nil 
the honours we are able to bestow. (Great <hters.)

D r R o b e r t  H a m il t o n  said,—'M r Chairman, I  have craved 
a toast, and !I  do so the more willingly'when 1> compare’the 
one you have ju st drank with that one which it devolves on 
me now to give.

I hold, Sir, there is something truly interesting,-M here fa 
something, to the higher principles of our natutfe, truly* de
lightful,—there is, on the whole, something altogether ad
mirable in that cause, whatever it may be, that can induce a  
man to kme his Joes. W e, Sir, as Phrenologists, have had 
and still have foes; although those who first entered upon 
the inquiry have undoubtedly most experienced their hostility. 
How many are the weapons they have used againtiHis 11 H igh, 
silent, proud contempt,—the supercilious smile,—the cutting 
sarcasm,—*and the noisy, senseless, but to them triumphant 
laugh. And how often have they ransacked our vocabula-
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ripa for opprobrious epithets v id i winch to overwhelm us ! 
—•Incurably stupid ! profoundly ignorant ! blind enthusiasts 1 
unprincipled quacks ! wicked impostors 1 !—And what is the 
return th at Phrenology has taught us, as now, to make to 
them p Does it not put us in mind of another, a  higher and 
nobler, and at the same time a am pler morality, which has 
taught us not to return evil for evil, but, contrariwise, to 
love our enemies, to do good to them that hate us P W here 
the effect« produced, Sir, are so similar, does H not lead us 
to infer, that the principle and source from which they spring 
are  closely allied P I  for one have long thought so ; and I  
tru s t that a ll who are now present are of thè same mind.
. Y ou, Sir, have ju st expressed your kind wishes for the 
opponents of Phrenology ; and boldly, then, may I  chant 
your regard for many who are now manifesting themselves 
as its wannest friends,—I propose “  T he Visitobs who are
AJCONG8T US.”

A fter what has already been said, I  will not say a single 
word of him who is, par excellence, our ilhutrioua visitor.

I  rejoice, Sur, to see amongst us so many of our »denary 
non-resident members ;■ gentlemen whose lots are cast a t a 
distance from our metropolis, but' who are not on that ac
coun t estranged from our science ;—men who, in their seve
ral spheres, can prosecute and promote the cause in which 
w e are  together embarked and whether they may be wan
d erin g  in the plains of Italy,* or residing amongst the 
h ills  o f Ross-sbire, can think of our interests, and advance 
those objects we have so much at heart. Several of these 
gentlem en have put themselves to considerable personal in
convenience, that they might be amongst us on this happy 
occasion; and, in return for such zeal, we can only express 
o u r  earnest desire that these gentlemen may enjoy a share

m Allusion is here made to Mr Hallyburton, who, when at Rome, having 
piocgred some valuable antique busts, presented copies of them to the Phien. 

Society.
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of that delight which their presence» and influence, and sap* 
port» confer on us.

I  rejoice, Sir» to see amongst us so many of our corns* 
»ponding and Jbreign member», who» although they may not 
have come from far to attend our meeting, have yet lingered 
amongst us that they might share and increase our joy.

There is yet another class, which I  may designate as Ah* 
gates from our sister-societies. W e have already had the 
pleasure of greeting one gentleman (M r W elsh) from d as*  
gow, where there is an embryo society; and may we not in
dulge the hope, that it may be his happy lot to resuscitate 
and invigorate that society, as well as be the founder of our 
own ? In  looking round, I  cannot speak with confidence; 
bu t I  know it was the intention of some intelligent members 
of the Kilmarnock Phrenological Society to be amongst us 
on this occasion, if not prevented by the pressing calls of 
business. And I  may say the same of others from the Me
chanics' Phrenological Society of Dundee,-—a society which 
of a  sudden sprung up amongst us, in an unexpected soil, 
.which early manifested vigour, and winch is thriving to a 
wish. In  the most judicious manner, it is possessing itself 
of.the requisite works and casts; and to those not previously 
aware of h , it may be interesting to learn, that they are busy 
in making observations from nature, and that lectures are 
about to be delivered by some of the more intelligent and 
advanced members. The good fruit of such active labour 
will,, we trust, be soon conspicuous.

For the nodal company and the cordial support of such 
friends as these, I  am sure, M r Chairman, we Bbould be 
grateful; and our only regret will be, that we cannot, in a  
more practical manner, manifest our regard. W e would 
give more even than our beet thank»; and something per
haps may be done in this way. I  see around me gentlemen 
who, I  know, will shortly be in other countries and in ano
ther hemisphere; will they, then, accept and take along with 
them*—our beat wiahea f—will they allow us to say, our kind«



best regards will follow them ?—we would wish them all suc
cess in thé more extensive knowledge of our science, and in 
the cultivation of those rich fields of investigation whither 
their steps may be directed. W e shall be ever happy to 
bear of their discoveries and prosperity, and be ever ready 
to communicate our own. B ut I  must not detain you longer, 
and no more words are required to ensure your support to 
the toast,—Thb Visitobs that abb akosgst vs; best 
thonksjbr their pretence, and beet vnshes in  their absence.

T he Hon. D . G . Hawybubto» spoke to the following 
effect:—I  hope, Sir, it will not be deemed improper in ma, 

__ —I  trust, a t least, that I  shall be forgiven,—for stating to 
you, and to the gentlemen present, that, since I  entered this 
house, and ju st before we came up to dinner, our worthy 
Vice-President asked me to oiler a toast to your notice, which, 
in the previous arrangements, had been destined to other and 
a b le  bauds, to a  gentleman whose necessary absence from 
our meeting this day, I  am sure, we all sincerely regret. I  
confess, Sir, that, when I  saw what the toast in question 
was, I  hesitated to undertake it, feeling that it would de
mand more eloquence, and a little more previous meditation, 
than I  could bring to its introduction. However, S r , being 
encouraged by my learned and eloquent friend, I  resolved 
to throw myself upon your candour, and to offer violence to 
my Cautiousness and Love o f Approbation, trusting that you 
will not deem me consequently to be possessed of a  more than 
ordinary portion of Setfesteef*. B ut, Sir, what I  cannot ade
quately do myself, the names of Bacon, of M ilton, and New- 
ton, shall do for me. L et these names be uttered in any pact 
of the world, (in any part surely of the civilised world), and 
you will not be asked where they were bora, or where edu
cated. Men’s thoughts will turn spontaneously to the groves 
o f G rants and to the banks of the Cam. Sir, I  am, like 
yourself, a  Scotsman, and I  am proud of the appellation ; 
like most of those gentlemen who now hear me, I  received
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m y early education ,a t Scotch schools.and Scotch colleges; 
bu t we m ust not, any of us, be insensibte or u y u st to  the 
Rories of England, now our sister, once onr foe. I  ««& ■  
I  bare sometimes felt hurt a t hearing the universities .of 
England, even her eastern university, more slightingly spoken 
of than seemed quite .consistent with decorum or-with truth.
■ Belies of Monachism, quadrangular edifices, and black 
o p s  cu t after the same pattern^—seven o'clock in the morning 
prayers, with fvoaen fingers, and piety likely to be frozen too.

■ ■■These are some of the epithets I  allude to. T rue, Sir, 
Cambridge was once monastic, hut the sp rit of the Reforma
tion arose, and chased away the nuisance; and could tome 
o f her worthy sons in later tildes have prevailed, other dregs 
o f Popery, doctrinal and practical, would long, since have 
followed the monks, returning whence they originated. Cam
bridge was once altogether scholastic, fall of syllogisms anil 
o f reasonings by the rule, line, and plummet, as.A ristode 
would make h e r; but Bacon arose from within her boeom, 
looked abroad on the ways of men and of nature, restored— 
rather gave— to  science its dignity and its direction, over
turned the despotism of A ristotle, traced with a  master-hand 
the demarcations of human knowledge, and the roads by 
which those regions might be penetrated, and left it a  ques
tion, not yet derided, whether his wisdom or his eloquence 
were the greater.

Bacon, like Columbus, led the way to new worlds and new 
aontinants, and bequeathed it to posterity to conquer and to 
cultivate them ; but Air triumphs were to he those of chas
tened vigour, of patient yet hardy investigation, and of. un
conquerable truth.

T h u  sun of science had scarcely set, when Cambridge, 
ever, as it appears, up to the exigencies of the moment, pro
duced her Milton. M ilton, emphatically the poet of virtue, 
of liberty, and o f religion,—the flagellator of intolerant priests 
and tyrant kings,—England's Latin secretary during the 
Commonwealth,—the defender of her people, and of her



people's rights,—and (that his Destructive™so might fifed 
vetat in a wholesome and salutary direction) the execution** 
of the hired Sahnasius. The troubles of those times facing 
quieted a little, and Cambridge hating furnished to England 
her champion in the contest, was soon to send forth a cham
pion cast ih a different mould, whom to name will be sufit- 
ciefat, for I  know not who is worthy to describe him,—the 

'’Proteus of Philosophers (vrai ProUe des PhUosophes),—*s 
I  know 'he was designated hi conversation by the greatest 
mathematician and astronomer of modern Europe, lately de
ceased ; in a word—Newton,—-the most sagacious, the most 
patieftt, the most persevering, and the most modest o f mor
ta l then.

u  In Ms dispute with Leibnita, (I du ll quote the sense, H  
.** I  think nearly the exact words of Newton’s biographer,) fae 
“ ever showed a great meekness of disposition; however, be 
*r was very for from being insensible bom of the injurious pre- 
u sumption, and mean chicanery of hiB envious competitor, and

undoubtedly took the best method of foiling him, by . refusing 
“  any longer to feed his vanity with a verbal contest, but sud- 
u  dumg his insolence with inflexible focts.”—Our illustrious
gfteit m ay4 perhaps judge this conduct of Newton not ria- 
Irorfhy of Ids imitation, in parallel cases. Now, fifar, I  
•would ask, Is  it credible—is it, on phrenological principles, 
possible, that the nursing mother of so many heroes { til of 
them ,' in their day, innovators and reformers-in th e ir several 
departm ents), should ever cease to be liberal? I  say4that, 
‘Until degeneracy shall overspread the whole land, this ^ im 
possible. Cambridge felt strong in the might of hereout, 
: tile1 living and the dead ; she needed not to  skulk underan- 
tiqueitiles, or ex post facto regulations; rite faetievedD r 
Spurzheim tofae a true philosopher, and, as such,* invited 
him within her walls. She found him to  be one nuBi secum- 
das, although, as we have heard tins evening from his own 
lips, he is ever ready to render all due honour, and to give 
the post bf precedence to D r Gall, the great discoverer o f 
Phrenology.

Cambridge again invited {D r Spursheim, threw open to



bun 'her gates, engaged him a second time to lecture within 
her halls, and admitted him' to the inmost recesses of her 
sanctuary. This is the latest, but we trust it is not'the last, 
of the triumphs of that far-famed university. And now, 
Sir, let us hope, that an instance of academical liberality and 
academical wisdom, worthy of originating with Cambridge, 
may not be deemed an unfit example for other places,—that 
what has been done by the monastic, scholastic, (or by what
ever other nickname they think fit sometimes to designate 
the place), tnay,' in due time, appear nowise disparaging to 
the dignity of reformed, anti-catholic, and anti-scholastic 

> Scotland. W e have all heard, that, on a recent occasion, 
an university, not an hundred miles distant from where we 

'are sitting, did refuse a slight accommodation when the sub
ject of Phrenology was sought to be discussed. I f  there 
were indeed any old senatorial decrees against such an indul
gence, it is a pity that, like certain old Scotch acts of parlia
ment, they were not allowed to fall into desuetude. The 
learned professors, had they inquired, would not have found, 
that the statues of Bacon, M ilton, Newton, &c., at Cam
bridge, had leapt from their pedestals when D r Spursheim 
lectured in their presence, or that the living philosophers of 
that place had deemed it beneath their dignity to listen to 
his demonstrations. I  have indeed been unable to imagine 
what ju st cause of offence could have been gpven to any thing 
within the walls of the Scottish university, unless it m ight 

. have been to the fifty stray skulls from Paris, which, by 
- some means or other, had wandered to the museum there: 
upon them, indeed, (their history and their qualities), Phren
ology might have thrown some inconvenient lights, unde- 

. tected by the doctors, to whose safe keeping they had been 
misdirected. I  have touched upon this topic, Sir, but will 
not prosecute i t ; and I  conclude by begging that a bumper 
may be filled to—“  Cambridge and Academical Liberality.”
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The C hairm an  proposed the health of M r W . A. F .
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Browne, surgeon, a member erf the Society, who on all ocou 
nans had displayed much zeal in the cause erf Phrenology, and 
who at the present time had been particularly active and suc
cessful in bringing before the medical students of Edinburgh 
the importance of Phrenology as the doctrine of the functions 
of the brain, and inducing them to solicit from D r Spurzheim 
a  course of lectures for their instruction on the anatomy, 
physiology, and pathology of that organ. The request had 
been made and complied with, and upwards o f 80 gentlemen, 
almost all belonging to the medical profession, had entered on 
that course. I t was delightful to perceive the deep interest 
with which they listened to the prelections of D r Spurzheim, 
and the avidity with which they received the knowledge 
communicated in his inimitable dissections and demonstra, 
tions. These lectures would form an epoch in the history 
of medical education in E dinburgh; their influence would 
never cease; positive ideas of Phrenology as the physiology 
of the brain would by them be communicated to so large and 
intelligent a body of students, that the importance of the 
study would be recognized by ¿he young men in. general 
who sought diplomas in Edinburjgh, and the impression 
would be transm itted to their successors. I t  must afford .a 
subject of lasting satisfaction to M r Browne to have been in 
any degree instrumental in so great a  service.

M r Baowwz, in returning thanks, disclaimed any indivi
dual merit in the requisition alluded to by the Chairman, 
but solicited for the Members of the Boyal Medical Society 
that applause which he pould not appropriate to himself. 
H e stated, that, from the unanimous and enthusiastic 
in which the members signed the requisition, which, a s s  
president, he had taken upon him to circulate among them, 
he inferred, that, to the high honour of having been chiefly 
instrumental in exporing and overturning the errors pf Boer- 
have and Brown, the Royal Medical Society would soon add 
that of establishing the truths first propagated in this conn-
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try  b y D r Sptm hw n. From the spirit oC inquiry vhrib  
characterized the member» of the Boyal Medical Society, be 
entertained hopes, that, a t no distant period, that institution, 
hê nHaa fulfilling its grand object of sending able physician* 
to every part of the world, weald a t tbe same time ae»d forth 
Phrenologists conversant with tbe true physiology of tbe 
brain, oc, in other words, with the moral and intellectual anr 
ture of man. Tbe difference in the present reception which 
D r S. had received from the medical world in general, and 
from the Royal Medical Society in particular, from, that 
which characterized his former visit, must have occurred to 
every one. This change showed not only how false was the 
allegation, that all medical men were opposed to the science 
of Phrenology, but also that, in a  certain sense, a  iitd ieo l 
Society was, if  not already become, at least not averse fiase 
becoming, a Phrenological one, whenever observation', a id  
reflection should lead them to the conviction that Phronolor 
gy is true.

T he evening was spent with great hilarity, and enlivened 
by several excellent songs. The dinner and wines were fit** 
nished in M r Barry’s usual style of tests, elegance, and coot- 
fort.

A R T IC L E  V II.

DR SPUKZHEIM'S VISIT TO THE CITY OF EDINBURGH 
LUNATIC ASYLUM.

Ow Thursday, lflth  February, 1888, Dr. Spwsheim visit* 
ed the City Lunatic Asylum, and the Hospital for tbe Chib 
dsen of Paupers, accompanied by D r H unter, the surgronef 
the establishment, the Honourable M r H allybiuton, D r 
Combe, and some other gentlemen. A  few partiesdarsaf 
tins visit may not be unacceptable to the Society.

D r Hunter, and some of the other gentlemen, who w en
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net Phrm ilagints, expected that O r Spunhsim  would beablo, 
frost the ow n examination of the headsof the patients-ia 
the Asylum, to predicate the precise kind of insanity under 
which they laboured. This, D r S. stated, was not bin object 
H e could not, a  p rio ri, determine die nature of the disease, 
bat if informed of it, it would be found that the cerebral « •  
ganisadon connected with the deranged faculties was gene» 
rally largely developed.

A fter this' explanation, a female patient was pointed 'out 
who was insane from, jealousy of her husband. H er mani
festations were attended with violence and rage D r & 
pointed oat the great size of the lower part of the middle lobfe 
o f the brain in die region of Destructiveness. This was 
strikingly apparent. Another woman saw ghosts andspeetre#. 
In  her the organ of Wonder or Maroetioutnese was re
markably developed. D r 9. asked her if  she ever complained 
of a  headache; she answered she d id ; and being requested to 
put her band on that part o f the bead where she felt the 
pain, she did so on the very spot trhere the above organ is 
idtaated. Thfe individual had also Cautiousness consider
ably developed, and W it, or Gaiety, small. H er prevailing  
fMhkgs were those of a depressing kind; and these she ex
pressed on this occasion.

A  female who sad opposite to  her was a-perfect contrast. 
She was always smiling, and her feelings were gay and lively, 
and her development was in precise accordance. In  her the 
organ of Gaiety was very large.

In  a  female idiot, the propensity to destroy was great 
and incurable. Destructiveness was largely developed.

Among the male patients was an individual who had 
made repeated attempts to  destroy himedf. D r S. remarked, 
th a t in all such individuals, however the brain might other
wise be developed, it was almost invariably found that the 
«■gun of Hope was small,—and such it was hi this patient:
• A young man had become insane from circumstances o f a 
domestic nature, which had wounded Mi social feelings. H e
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.was asked if  be felt: pain in any part o f bis bend. H e im* 
mediately put his hand on the back part of bis bead» and on 
the region where Adhesiveness and the domestic feelings 
a n  situated.

There were several other cases» which D r S. stated would 
have been to him highly interesting if be could have known 
something of their previous history. Their development 
was of a  very superior order.

The Children's Hospital was next rioted. The mistress 
was requested to bring, two or three'of the best and worst 
behaved boys and girls; but without, of course, informing 
D r S. of their manifestations. She was also requested to 
bring some of the cleanest and most orderly, and those whose 
characters were of ah opposite description. The children 
were then ranged in order, and, without the least difficulty, 
D r S. determined at once which were their respective mam* 
festatiqns. The discrimination, however, evinced b y  D r S. 
was still more minute. The mistress had selected th ree girls 
as being the best behaved in the H ospital; D r S. n o t only 
fixed upon them as being the best, compared to those with 
whom they were contrasted, but remarked, that o f the three, 
their mistress would find more difficulty in managing one o f 
them than the other two. This, upon inquiry, was found 
perfectly correct. D r S.’s information was drawn from  this 
girl having Firmmeu largely developed.

The curiosity of the children having been excited by tins 
visit and the object of it, they followed the gentlemen as 
they retired. D r S., whose affectionate attachment* to  ch il. 
dren is very remarkable, gathered them round him, an d  took 
occasion to remark the very great contrast exhibited b y  the 
heads of those children whose parents are in general o f the 
very lowest ranks of life, as compared with the heads o f  the 
children of the higher classes, and attending such schools as 
the Circus Place and others. Though here and there  was 
gn exception, the heads were in general villanously low,—  
narrow in the frontal and sincipital regions. L et any  one
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D r6.yttjr«ducatkinr if» the h iit i  a t birtib ia-a sheatr. 
of'h ttak papd ,  to m akt Bacons and Newtons o f 'atldi -child 
dren.
• I t  isunnecesaary to 'draw any ihfarebces fiott the phreoo- 

kgieil hub  {Wanted out by Dr-8, oh this occairimn ' They. 
tn 'M t ra S rfn t of themselves to establish the truth of the 
scltiooi, war are they, stated with this view, but they furnish 
additional ividettce to these who have preykjosly observed 
petard,' and. they impressed all bfco witnessed them with the 
sapidity, and oorttctttest ¡evinced by Dr' B.tin observing: differ^ 
ent developments of-farsim ' >
v ‘ -s'!_- : ir. v  .

' ' '  ' \  ' 1 ' :  • • • ■ ' ■
• A R T IC L fc V II.

' : PltfK*BM *r®S OF* THE PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, 
EjbnnstROii.

► • ! • !
N oom tor 15* 18IT .-»M i Lysri rend m letter f ie n  S t  

W eight, girm g’ah account of the I f  cists presented, by the 
Lokdsdi Sdbiety to the Edinbungfy Sdcafy; Tfiefadowing 
donations were presented:—viz. 16 casts by the London 
yihrtbdngiinllBotmhy^ 1 d ifto ty .tbo  H ull 8odiety,'with ad 
account of the individual, by M r George Combe: t Swiss 
iiltii], frees--M .-iFredenek'’Meyer, Zhrioh, sdnt to  D r Ai 
(Janfatf; .tattooed head fcmn Atashfalia,ty. Jhunea Hay, Esq., 
L eith ; one skull and bed head of tnutdmy from Thebes, .two 
reamrkablo'dkeUs flora' India;. Uy D r John; Scdtt; cast of the 
idiatl R abert Afclfl; > skull fidin Xlrk^Alloway, ’Ayrshuw, by 
'M r Robefet AlinaBe. M r Sitbpson read an sasay on phrynt- 
ognoipy, by M r J .’L . Levieon; a  membhr of- the Phibnafei- 
gical Society, H ull. M r Combe moved, that the. best 
«hsnkaof tbfe S o c b ^ itM d  be returned t f  M r X>evieob\for 
hsa.litonstaig  damaualdataon, and solicit -a 'dDnlinbance df 
dfem^M.apnsb .-aha uhanimonsiy agreed to. •’ M r Lyon read 

Vol. V.— No X V IL  a
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atk account of Peter Nielsen, murderer, by  D r Otto, Copem-' 
hagen. The thanks'of the Society wore: voted to ;Dr Otto> 
for this paper. >

■November 29, 1S27— A t a general meeting of thé So
ciety, the following gentlemen were unanimously elected o f-' 
fice-bearersfor the present session vis. D r Andrew Combe,:
President.—-M r Jam «  Simpson, M r W illiam W addell, Mr< 
William Ritchie, M r James Law,. Vice-Presidents.—Mr-. 
George Combe, M r M. N. Macdonald, M r W illiam Beamy 
M r James Tod, M r George Lyon, D r B . Hamilton, C o w s 
cillors,—and M r William Scott, Secretary. ‘ •

November 29, 1827.—Ordinary Meeting— D r Andrew 
Combe read an extract from a letter to him, about D r Gall, 
from D r Fossati, Paris. H e likewise read an Essay, being 
an Inquiry into the Mental Condition of several Individuals 
recently tried at Paris and other Places for Parricide, M ur
der, and Fire-raising. The Society’s dunks were voted- to 
D r Combe for this essay. The following donations were 
presented : viz—
Skull of ourang-outang, by 8ir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart. 
Discours prononcé le 14. Janvier 1827, â l'ouverture d’ud
- cours de Phrénologie, par C. Fossati, M .D., by the Au*
- thor.
Three Numbers o f the Danish Phrenological Journal, by 

D r Otto«
Cast of the skull o f Cayttono Arrogante, a. native of Old 

Spain, presented by the Phrenological Society, Belfast, 
with an account of him by M r M 'Gee. - 

Applications for the admission of M r James Crease, mer
chant, Edinburgh, and M r Thomas Urqubart, merchant, 
Edinburgh, aa ordinary members, and for the admission of 
D r C. Fossati, Paris, as a corresponding member, w oe 
read.

D ectm berlS,1827.—M r Simpson read an Essay, being 
Phrenological Observations on the Mottos of Armorial Bear, 
ings. The Society's thanks were voted to M r Simpson. An



Essay from Sir 6 . 8. Mackenzie, B a rt, was read, being 
Phrenological Observations on the Cerebral Development of 
the Chinese compared with their Mental Character. The 
best thanks of the Society were directed to be returned to 
Sir George Mackenzie for this essay. M r George Combe 
read a letter from D r Spurzheim, from H ull, to him, dated 
10th December, in which he mentions his intention to be in 
Edinburgh on the first week of January, to give lectures on 
Phrenology. This communication was very gratifying to 
the Society. They resolved to solicit the honour of D r 
Spurzheun's company to dine with them, in Barry's Hotel, 
on the 25th of January, 1828. M r James Crease and M r 
Thomas Urqufaart, were unanimously admitted ordinary 
members, and D r C. Fossati, Paris, a corresponding member.

January 10, 1828.—M r William Scott read an Essay on 
Im itation, by D r Elliotson of London. The Society's thanks 
were voted to D r Elliotson for the very interesting essay sent 
b y  him. M r Combe then ’ read an account of D r Spurg* 
heim 's reception and proceedings at H ull, in December , 
1827, by M r J . L. Levison, Secretary to the Society for 
Phrenological Inquiry there. The Infant Lyra and her far
th e r being introduced, M r Combe read a notice of her by 
M r Ritchie« D r Spurzheim was then introduced to the So
c ie ty , and received a most warm and hearty welcome. M r 
R obert Ainslie, writer, Edinburgh, M r George Cox, Gorgie 
M ill, and M r Andrew Dun,' W . S., were admitted as ordi
n a ry  members.

January 24,1828.—Mr James Simpson read an Essay, 
being  a Phrenological Analysis of Eloquence. The Society's 
thanks were voted to M r Simpson. John Ross rfutchinson, 
E sq ., Bengal Civil Service, was admitted an ordinary mem
b e r, and the Rev. P. Mejanel of Paris, and Dr Pelechine, St 
Petersburg!), corresponding members.

February 7, 1828.—The Secretary read a letter from D r 
C harles Caldwell, Lexington, Kentucky, accompanying a 
c o p y  of 2d edition of his Elements of Phrenology as a dona-
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twn to the Society.. The Society’» thpnjns were directed to 
-be returned to Dr Caldwell for his present« Mr William 
Scott read an Essay by-hire on Causality, containing an at* 
.tempt to analyze the function of that fapulty. George Moot 
,ro, Esq. advocate, was admitted as an ordinary member  ̂
«red David Ritchie, Esq., Stranraer, as a  corresponding mem. 
her.
. February 21, 182& ^It having been announced to the 
.members, that D r Spurzheim would address the meetings 
•and the Council havipg resolved that every member should 
have the privilege , of introducing «me lady to the present 
■meeting, the Society’s hall was crowded with ladies, ordinary 
-apd corresponding members, and visitors. D r Andflew 
.Combe having taken the chair, before commencing the but*- 
.ness of the evening, welcomed the ladies, who had honoqred 
¡the Society with their presence, to the meeting. ' M r LyeP 
stated what had occurred at a  visit of D r Spurzheim to.the 
.City Asylum for Lunatics, and to the school of the Gbhfityt- 
\Vorkhouee- D r Spurzheim then explained, at great length, 
■pnd in a very distinct and intelligent manner, the situation 
j>f the* three lobes of the brain in the-skull,—mad* a numbtff 
o i practical remarks as to measuring (he development of the 
brain in the forehead,—and answered, very satisfactorily, the 
•abjections of Antiphrenojogifts regarding die frontal anus. 
M r George Combe moved, that tbe best thanks of the So
ciety should be returped to  D r Spurzheim for the' explana
tions and information he had the goodness to give them. M r 
,Simpson then moved, that the Society’s thanks should also 
.-be presented-to-Dr Spurzheim for the very handsome mati- 
tper in whfch he had yielded to the solicitations of the Society 
.in coming to  lecttore on Phrenology in Edinburgh- .Both 
.of these votes of thanks were passed. with much applause. 
M r Phineas Deseret, writer, Edinburgh, was admitted an 
ordinary member, and Captain Witftam Mitchell,

"  and Captain Donald M(Donald, 
Royal Engineers, as corresponding members.



♦ MarcA 6 , 189^-^M p W ight read ah account of n Female, 
&e anterioHdbeë o f whose brain were pehetràted extensively* 
Bÿ spiculæ o f bode; T hé Society’s thanks werfe voted to  Mi* 
Wight« M r Combe read a notice o f D upm 's State o f Bd«v-; 
éfctiot» in Frattce* H e then read the correspondence betwixt 
S ir W illiam Hamilton and-D r Spurzheim and him self Di* 
Spurzheim , in making explanations regarding the cerebellum, 
took the opportunity (this being the last night he will be pre
sent a t the Society's meetings) of returning his thanks to the 
Society for the manner in which he had been received since 
he came to Edinburgh. T he warmest acknowledgments of 
the-Society were returned to D r Spurzheim for all the bene* 
Çte which they had received from him ; and, also to M r 
George Combe, as the gentlem an who, ne*t to D r Spurz
heim , had done so much for Phrenology in Edinburgh. M r 
Gotnbe, in name o f the Society, begged Ur solicit, th a t D r 
Spurzheim  will: embrace the darkest opportunity ' o f agahtf 
vitfiting Edinburgh.
—M w th  SO, 18t& —M r Simpson read an Esday, b e to g tu i 
A nalysis of the “  Herculaneum" of M r Edwin Atberstone, 
and  ooiresponding development, from a cast in the Society's 
possession. M r Lyon read rem arks by him on D r Dwight's 
A ccount of th e  N orth American Indians. T he Society's 
th an k s were- voted w  M r Simpson and M r Lyon. T hé 
N um ber of the Danish Phrenological Journal for December 
1087, by D r O tto, was presented* M ajor Màcdowatt waè 
Admitted as an ordinary member.
„ A p ril8,'1888«-‘-M r Deseret read an Essay on the Functions 

o f  the Individualities, with ait-Analysis o f several living Au* 
Shot's. T he Society's thanks were voted to M r Deseret.
- A pril 17, Andrew Combe read a phrenological
account o f M r Jam es W ardrojfs case df a k d y  born blind, 
w ho received sight a t the âge o f 46. M r Simpson read a 
sketch  of the powers and feats o f  Ducvow the equestrian, ik- 
1 titra te d  by a east of his hfead in the collection of the Society. 
H e ; also read an account of a Chinese assassin executed at
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Batavia, compared with-Us skull in the collection of the 8a. 
ckty. The skull of the above assassin, and longitudinal 
section of the bill of the Toucan, were presented by M r 
Simpson, being the gift to him of William Bremner, Esq.,
H . E . I. C. S. The thanks of the Society were voted to D r 
Combe and M r Simpson for these communications.

160 M. VIMONT’S OOUBOTMW) 0» OUNU.

A R T IC L E  V III.

LETTER FROM MONSIEUR ROYER, OF PARIS, TO MR 
GEORGE COMBE, EDINBURGH, ABOUT M. VIMONTS 
COLLECTION OF CRANIA, &c.

W * solicit the attention of oar readers to the following in
teresting communication, and will lie  glad to be favoured 
with any suggestions as to the means of aiding Monsieur 
Vimont in getting his splendid work brought to publication

Farit, March 9 5 ,182&
M y m t  Sir ,» A llow me to introduce to your particular 
notice, and that of the Phrenological Society, the following 
account, but lately communicated by the author and owner, 
of the mast splendid collection that has been gathered to this 
day ,»bo th  of facts sagaciously observed, judiciously com* 
pared, and consigned in a large 4to manuscript, and also of 
the materials that show to the greatest evidence the utility 
and correctness of the science of Phrenology.

You have been informed, no doubt, that, in the year 
1818, the Institute of France proposed a  premium, the ob
ject of which was to obtain information on the organization 
of the skulls and cerebra of animals. Among the few who 
treated the subject, not one considered the question in its true 
tigh t; I  mean, that so admirably presented in D rs Gall and 
$pu.r?heim's works. They all entered on such details as were
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to rn  fit t o p u t a  step to, :than to forward the progresa of, 
eeienee; such is the work of M. Senes, which, by the bye, has 
•been crowned with ¿access,-although foil of errors. A  young 
•gentleman, M .Vimont, desirous of potting to. test Gall and 
'Spumbeim's doctrine, and acting more as an antagonist than 
a  believer, after having studied the principles of Phrenology, 
and read all that had been published on the matter, made it 
a  {mat to find out the errors he supposed to exist, and, dur
ing  six years o f arduous labour, and considerable expense, 
■procurad all the specimens he could. H is surgical and me- 
-dical atudie& enahled him to proceed with method, and, other
w ise admirably organised for the prosecution of his researches, 
Jse brought forward an immense quantity o f welUdigested ob
servations, every one of them from, .nature, and made by him- 
ae lf on the living subjects, which be afterwards added to his 
jeoUeotioa. H e manfully enters the lists for this year's premium, 
.with, a  number .of needy 9000 fact* (bare than 1900 skulls, 
«admirably prepared and fitted for the minutest inspection, 
ibmngflawn in two or three parts, to that, the internal surface 
•oCihe 8luiUa can he well seen, and the circumvolutions of the 
•celebra imprinted on them can be traced by such as are.most 
jw tftU ing to .admit of the coincidence. He d\d cast in. wax 
about 60 cerebra of such specimens as wanted that sort of 
d tid d a f tn , and caused 300 designs to be made under his 
•dioefction of as many skulls, cerebra, &«., in.such style, and 
■with *Q accuracy that has been attained by.no one.to this 
da?*  ;without excepting the drawings in Gal) snd Spurzheim’s 
.works,—which are fid inferior to his in point of likeness and 
precision. These drawings form a splendid atlas, accompany
in g  the 4to volume of Discourse* on the Habits and Propen si
tie *  of the Aoimals described-
, Dedrous to obtain the. premium for physiology, M. Vi- 
jBOQDt has presented his wprk to the judgmept of the class d u  
JS f senes* Phjj4¡qyutuad awaits the results, which I  am confi- 
d s o t  will be,all in his favour. Still be seems convinced, as you 
j n ty  all be on the other side of the channel, that the French
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.artm uch  backwards aespeetmg tbedqo trine,aqd is aware.of 
the difficulties that would attend the publication o f hie week 
in P u is. . He. therefore, from sè a t I  mentionèd to him  df 
the opposite directions of ideas in England, .and especially/ip 
Scotland, wishes to  Tint Edinburgh this or neXt year, and fcb 

,bring .with him. all bis.nqatmial9y~and would.probably either 
print hi a work with you, or dispose o f his collection ia  favour 
of thé Phréoaiogicál Soctsty. But a  previous opinion of what 

.sort of reception he might .expect, and of the possibility o f 
attaining his purpose, isréquired ; sud in. ondar, to which hp 
begs me to write you on die subject, which. L the mcré wàk 

.lingly do, as I  can thus give you and the Secieiy s p n o f  o f 
■my not haring deserted the cause, inasmuch as my rilbncb 
might have shown. I  really am of opinion, that, if  soase sup- 
pòrtW ere offered M .Yimont, it would be for the doctrínese 
avowed triumph, for there can no more be made the lsaet 
objection, when such a  number o fferts sad proofs a re £ * . 
phiyed. D r Gall, when be first Mwild. Vunoot’q colleotiotw, 
exclaimed, A. nunc dim titit ! çnce, feed he, he witnessed 
what in bis most sanguine wishes he could no t hope to  babe 
been. H e is of opinion that M. V im enthss donq eren ios«* 
than himself, and-preserves the highest1 opimos of bis tálente 
and fhcultifes.

T hat youmay form a good idea of whatM . Vimout’s colico. 
<dons consist, I  have here subjoined a correct list o f ll€ 6  skulls 
and cerebro, prepared with infinite skill, and esch etucidadve 
of some points of the doctrine ; besides the catalogue of tiff 
foKo plates, representing 801 cranio, cârebrë, See., most sect*. 
rately drawn from nature.

To collect such immènse numbers òf facts and sperimene 
—to describe with the accuracy he has dotae 'So many in ter
esting habits, éompàring them - with whàt 'they producé in 
man,—must haVe requital 'mòre than ordinary fam ilies in 
th e  author, and- of sourie cost 'him sòme time and expensé. 
TML Vhnontte'Hsihe, that he hasbeèn six yean  at work without 
iofcfe o f an hour’s time, áddthat Upwards of l$j000 fnfocs HaVO



b em  paid « n é  expended ttyrfcim toprdcuresuch  spedtnfiwá
asa re  m his collection. Pefrcbatice several oí* his ypiîlé may 
a ist in  the Society's collection ; thèse hew puld not be at th e  
trouble of bribging over with hitó ; itb th e re fo r you «wild 
favour me with a correct list of what ' you possess either in 
oásts or skulls, it would be the moré acceptable, as it may ha 
in  m y power to make some additions to your collection ; and 
it is owing* to the want of information on that head that what 
I  How possess lies still with me. M .; Vhnont will add to theni 
a  rem arkable skull,—that of the famous B ertrand, the M an
d rin  of Normandy, the last who was racked a t Rouen, before 
th e  French Révolution,-*4nd about á  dózen inoré o f th é  
most interesting objects.

I  shall bé very happy i f  an answer to this could he re
turned by the end of this or beginning o f next month, as 
m y friend Vhnont m ight leave Paris in M ay, and would be 
g lad  to take the benefit of. t^e spring by either returning by 
Norm andy, or directing his way towards your city. Be so 
kind as to remember me to your brother, D r Andrew Combe. 
I  hâve bad his letter this long time, without having bad time 
to  write him. I  remain, with thé highest regard and gfeti* 
lu d e , my dear Sir, yours most triily ,

RotKB.

This letter was received by post only on 17th April, 1828.
g . c :

ARTICLE IX.
.RENEWED CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN SIR WILLIAM 

HAMILTON, BART., AND MR GEORGE COMBE.

, Sib  W illiam  H amilton,  Babt. to Mb  Gjeobge Combe.
M y  dbak SiBy*~I have just been informed, that the late Phrei 
nologic&l correspondence is not to be published, simply by itself,
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but. that you. mean to annex to it observations of your own,
which I am not to be permitted to accompany with counter-re- 
inarks. I should have rejected this information as improbable, 
had I not recollected that something of the same kind was done, 
by you, when our former correspondence was printed in the 
Phrenological Journal. I think it proper, therefore, by way of 
precaution, in case such may be your intention, to request, what, 
m every point of view, I have a right to demand /-—that, if the 
letters are published, either that they should be published with
out comment, or, that any observations you may choose to ap~ 
pend, should be submitted to me for my reply, previous to pub
lication* This is  what /. have done, in simple equity to the 
Phrenologists; and if they do not act with fairness, and reci
procal fairness by me, it will not be difficult for the world to 
appreciate the motives of their conduct, and to award the 
pqjufhmentit Reserve* J, remain, my dear Sir, very truly yours»

W. H amilton.. ■ t
J6, Great King Street» Saturday .Night» 5th April, 18$8.

. - Mr Georgs Comae to Sin W illiam  H amilton, Bart. -
«

Edinburgh, 8th April, 1828..
M y dear Sir ,—On my return to town last night, I found your 
note of 5th April, and, in answer, beg leave to inform you, that 
it .i# my intentioq to publish the correspondence, as a pamph- 
let, with the account of Dr Spurzheim's lecture on the sinus, 
which appeared in the Scotsman of 2d February  ̂and to* which 
you alluded in one of your letters, without a word of comment* 
The conductors of the Phrenological Journal, however, I be
lieve, intend to print the correspondence in that work, and to 
give a criticism upon it ; but not a syllable of'the commentary 
will be written by me. I presume they are not prevented by 
any rule, either of law, honour, or courtesy, from reviewing your 
correspondence in common with other works presented to the 
public on the subject of Phrenology.

You speak of what you have done in simple equity “ by the 
“ Phrenologists and Allude to what you call observations of 
mine on our former correspondence in the Phrenological Jour
nal* I regret to say, that I have not recognized that equity; 
for, in your correspondence both with Dr S. and me, you as
sumed toe right both of beginning and ending, whereas equity 
allows the party called to the field the last word. I consider 
myself as entitled to credit for having abstained from all com
mentary upon our correspondence or 1827> and it was your ap
peal to the public in the Caledonian Mercury, that infringed all 
rules, pf propriety ip .discusm g  the *hole proposjuous submit*



ted to th# arbiters; whtte'they were actually seeking evidence 
upon them» with a new to a format decision. I am» &c.

George Combs*

. S ir  W illiam  H amilton» Bart, to Mr  Grobgb Combe.
Mt dear S ir»—I am glad to hear that you mean to publish 
our correspondence without any, partial comment. I make no[ 
objection to any criticism on it m the Phrenological Journal, 
Such a criticism» however» I have â  right to consider as per
mitted and sanctioned by you; and if I have occasion to deal 
with it at all» I shall view it» as» to all intents» a production of 
your own» and shall accordingly thereby regulate my redpro* 
city towards you.

Your other observations hardly merit a reply. Nothing pre
vented you and Dr Spurzheim from having “ the last word»** 
but the consciousness that nothing was to be gained by con
tinuing the correspondence. Neither of you, however, were 
entitled to this; for my first letters to both, involved nothing 
controversial, and were simply the occasions which you and he 
seized in your answers, to commence, on your side,, a discussion. 
I remain, my dear Sir, very truly yours,

W. H amilton.
10» Great King 8treet, 10th April, 1888.

M il Gborqb Combe to S ib  W illlam H amilton, Bart.
Edinburgh, 10th April, 1888,

M r  D ear  S ir ,-—I  beg leave distinctly to disavow all responsi
b ility for any remarks that may be made on your correspon
dence in the Phrenological Journal. I am not Editor of that 
work, and shall not write a word of criiidsm in it on that sub
ject ; and if, after this intimation, you shall treat me as the 
author, I reserve liberty to myself to act as drcumstances may 
then require. I have seen the individual who has undertaken' 
the duly of reviewer, and he authorises me, after publication, 
to put yon in possession of his name whenever you shall de
mand it, and he will then be ready to answer for whatever he 
m ay have written. I am, &c.

G eorge Combe.

S ir  William  H amilton, Bart, to Mb George Combe.
W Y PS ar Sir ,—I shall moat assuredly hold you responsible fpr 
e v e ry  syllable that appears in the Phrenological Journal, rela-
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tiye fo our ooiresppndënoe. When it  suited yotir tom bM ifc»; 
you held yourself oat as Editor of that Journal ; bu t the me#* 
character of Editor is of no importance. No one will believe that 
any friend would comment on that correspondence if  it were 
displeasing to you ; no one will believe that any article on this 
subject would be there inserted contrary to your interest or 
wisil* ThU you date not deny. In  these cîreumètances, per- 
tpission is identical with commission- But this- is not alL You 
acknowledge knowing already “ the individual who has under 
“  taken the task of reviewer f* and you will not disavow, that* 
through your agency, the yet unpublished correspondence has 
been placed in his hands for this purpose. You know the 
brocard, Q uifacit per atium, fa cit per se.

I t  is ludicrous to tell me that the name of the author shall 
fie given up. I t may be very agreeable for you to devolve the 
controversy on your understrappers* if  I  would condescend to 
rest satisfied with them. In  this, however, you are mistaken. 
Though I  have engaged in a discussion with you, the head of 
the school (and you have given me sufficient reason to feel 
ashamed of the dispute), it does not follow that I  should stoop 
to encounter every erifant perdu of the sect, who may not blush  ̂
to employ a warfare which even his principal dare not dignify 
with nis approval! Much it would avail me to have the 
the author (perhaps also the writer ôf the precious articles in 
the Scotsman) given up ! I  could not submit to expose \ds 
misstatements, or to throw back his dirt ; and if  I could, I  should 
be told, forsooth, that he must answer for himself, that you 
“ disavow all responsibility” for your ally. I therefore distinctly 
state, that I  hold by you, and-by. you alone; and shall, deem 
myself entitled to make the correspondence the text of a Com
mentary on my part, if  a single observation by way of criticism 
is hazarded on it in the Journal, by any of your friends- ;I  
shall endeavour to find a . corner for it  in the “ Fictions of 
Phrenology.*

I  am told also* that your publication o f til? coirespondeiie* 
by itself, as a pamphlet, is all sl phrenological ruse- A Jew.copies^ 
it is said, are thrown o ff in this form , from  the types which were, 
employed in pricing the letters fo r  the Journal; b |it as a sufficient 
number are not printed separately tp satisfy the demand, and 
as both pamphlet and Journal are to be published at the saine 
timç, if not about the same price, (the pamphlet, we know* ha# 
been ready for nearly ten days), the drcuUtkm of die correspond-? 
ence, with the phrenological gloss, will thus be almost exclusive
ly ’secured, and secured under the semblance even of impar
tiality. This, however, is altogether too shallow and too dis
honourable a stratagem to be credited : and I profess my own 
incredulity, as you ded#ne that you only “ believe the conductors 
“ of the Phrenological Journal intend to print the correspond- 
* ence.” If  Ole report were true, you must have KKoWn thé
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fy ttj’wrf ih tf4 et »»at- w 'm  liauk»b* don*, ixm aa i
YOUB OWN Ct>-«F«J1ATIQN> IF  HOTMY «PtB-BlN O I« ACT; I
remain, my dear Sir, yours very truly,

W. H amilton.
16, Qreat King 8tnet, 10th April, 1838.

Ma Gsobsb Coam to Bik William Hamilton, Babt.
Edinburgh, 11th Apri^ 1838* •

My d b a r  S i r ,—This discussion may be briefly terminated. I 
repeat, that I shall not write a word of a commentary on your 
correspondence; but I leave you at the most ample liberty to 
write on it whatever you please, and to follow your own discretion 
timegdrd to what you snail say ef me. I shall defend myself, 
if  assailed, as circumstances may require; but I never depre
cated your attack. Farther, you. are at perfect liberty to priqt 

’ms*many copies of the correspondence without commentary as 
•you please; as also to reprint it In any separate work, your 
*,f Fictions," or any other, with your commentary appended to 
•it; in short, just take your will of it ; but do not attempt to 
'intimidate me from, doipg what appears to myself proper. 1 
am not bound, at my owp expense, to print such a number of 
•copies as you may suppose necessary for circulation. It is ut
terly  incorrect, that both pamphlet and Journal are to be pub
lished at the same time; the former will be published on 
Monday, the latter not till May; and it is equally incorrect to 
say, that the pamphlet has been ready for nearly ten days; I 
revised the last proof of it only after my return from the coun
try this week. I  have ordered 250 copies of the pamphlet to 
be thrown off for sale,’ and this, I  think, is double the number 
the public will buy; but if you think otherwise, I shall increase 
the imprefisioft to any amount, on your guaranteeing the ex
pense of whatever extra cppies you may desire. I  say this in 
the belief that the types are still standing, and have sent notice 
that they may not be taken down, till you give farther orders, 

.through me.
As to the other observations in your letter, I am restrained* 

by self-respect, from entering upon them, but protect against 
being held as admitting thteir propriety or justice. I am, Ac: *

<taaad£ Comm,:

S ir  W illiam H amilton, Bart* to M r (tam o s Q a#*?, i
My  dear § ir ,—May I request that the criticism on ;our corre
spondence, .which, you tell mq, is to appear in the ensuing Num
ber of the Phrenological Journal, may be communicated to me
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before publication, and that I  n ay  be permitted to accompany 
it with a reply ?—I  am, my dear Sir, very truly yours,

W . H a m il t o n .
16, G n a t King Street, 12th April, 1828.

This letter was laid before a meeting of the conductor« of the Phrenological 
Journal, who agreed to communicate their critique to Sir William Hamilton 
before publication, and allow him to reply. I t  was their intention to present 
both in this Number ; but this additional correspondence, sod the length of 
M ods.  Royer’s letter, just received, about Mons. Vimont’s collection, and 
which requires immediate publication, compel them to postpone both till next 
Number.

E x t r a c t  f r o m  L e t t e r  D r  S p u r z h e im  t o  M r  G e o r g e  C o m b e ,  
Dated Glasgow, 19th April, 1828.

I  a m  sorry for a  mistake in my correspondence with Sir 
William Hamilton, which I  found on reading the printed pages. 
In  my last letter inserted in the Caledonian Mercury, I  trusted 
too much to my recollection, and said that, according to him, 
the cerebellum has its full growth at three years. I  ought to 

. have copied his words, as I  aid in my first letter in the Mercury

See p. 9 of the correspondence). 1 avow, with all my heart, 
at I  was wrong in not copying his words, but his true propo

r tio n  is as untenable as the other.

A R T IC L E  X .

.THE FOREIGN QUARTERLY REVIEW, No IV. ARTICLE I. 
GALL AND SPURZHEIM—PHRENOLOGY.”

T h i s  is a long, able, pungent, historical, and argum entative 
defence o f Phrenology, in Answer to M r Jeffrey’s criticism 
in the Edinburgh Review, and proceeds from the pen o f 
R ichard Chenevix, E sq., of Paris. T his gentleman, we have 
reason to believe, was the second British subject who em
braced the doctrines of Gall. In  1803, he heard the subject 
mentioned by M r Ferguson of R aitb, who was then in P aris, 
returning from Vienna. In  1808, he heard D r Gall him self 
lecture, and was convinced by bis facts, although bis inconi-
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however, e ten  imperfect as they were, fc r having exploded» 
perception, memory, and imagination, as fundamental fsculi 
ties, Ond substituted the real powers in their place. On beu 
comitig acquainted with the progress which D r Spurzheim? 
bad made in giving form and consistency to the science, his» 
seal was again warmed, and now be does not more firmly be-» 
lieve, that sulphuric acid and barytes unite to  form an in-c 
soluble salt than he does that No 13, for instance, is the or«» 
g a n o f  Benevolence, making all due allowance for evidence, 
a part o f which is moral, while aU the other is physical. H e  
is weU known also as an able contributor to the E dinburgh 
and  Q uarterly Reviews, and we sincerely rejoice to see so 
eloquent and thoitoughly-informed a champion espouse o u t 
cause.

T h e  article extends to 59 pages, and commences with a 
p re tty  full and very distinct history of the discovery and pro* 
gress o f Phrenology. T his is the most effectual means of 
exploding the unfounded assertion, a  thousand times refuted 
an d  as often repeated, that it is a mere invention of the brains 
o f  its founders. Some sound and judicious remarks are next 
g iven  on the distinctive contributions of D rs G all and Spars« 
beivn to the science, and the Reviewer concludes with an 
acu te  analysis and eloquent refutation o f M r Jeffrey's criti
c ism . T be Foreign Q uarterly has already obtained so extern- 
n v e  a circulation that extracts are superfluous. W e can bear 
testim ony to its wide diffusion in Edinburgh, and, in particu
la r , to  the fact, th at the article now noticed has been most ex
tensively read, and produced a decided and highly-favourable 
im pression. T be Review arrived in this city a t the time 
w hen D r Spurzheim had concluded one course o f lectures, 
a n d  was half through with a  second; and it was quite evident 
th a t  his success, and the appearance of this defence in a  work 
o f  such unquestionable importance, affected tbe nerves of the 
gentlem en of the old school, who have staked their philoso
p h ical reputation against Phrenology in a manner the very

M IH IC B  Jftr H W W m O flY . 1 W
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oppofait* of agreeable. ThrirSoeeifcH® broke o u t in thefehh j 
df ludicrous imecdatefe* distorted tfacts, arid jfftcted contempt,' 
loutHy expressed, Industriously circulated, and magnified in, 
theb transit from person to person, till freqtfeiftly every lineal 
moot of ¿ruth, i fthe stories ever possessed any, hpd entirety’ 
disappeared. • These efforts proved as vain as all thafpre-* 
eeded them ; and the effect of M r ChenevixV exertions wilt 
vednam as a permanent good after, these ebullitions Shall have» 
died w ay , which already they are. rapidly doing.
. T he article is disfigured by the pusillanimity of the editor^ 
who, conceiving himself not sufficiently protected by disavows 
ing it a t the beginning and th e  end^ haotfarust into every 
sentence; in ‘which the ** we” of editor Occurs, the w ord 

Phtewok^Bts”) within parenthesis, as hero printed. W v 
hope he is already ashamed of the proceeding. >

m

- -  ' ' •

N O T IC E D  '

J)b SyuazHBiw’a Vxswtq Eox̂ tokoh.—D r Bnurzheim arrived 
in Edinburgh in the first week or January, ana left it about the 
middle of March. He» delivered a  popular course Of leetafes od
JPhrpn^ogy, vfblrib vw.att«M le4 by: 3OP M io# /w i4 ^ t)« p reu i

delivered also fLseparate course gn the anatomy, physiolqgy, 
find pathology of the Drain, to 80 medical gentlemen, of' whom 
fbuN ilM s v e r t  aidfukv. Byispliekadb^ hc ropeated' hi* pot 
pular lectures» and the second course was attended tw ^ o v  ejfQ 
ladies and gentlemen. .He, was received with the highest re- 
vpeet, and listened to  with the deepest interest. His great ta l 
lent*, entfwrite infomrtaonyjmd upright and Mtoifhle sentiments, 
.carried conviction to every mind capable of reccgmsing.tbose*qlu?r 
lities, that Dr Spurzheim’s character and attainments were diame- 
ttfcUly Opposite to iho  represent&tionsOfthfeni so king aad so  
shamefully disseminated h j the W d  pros*» A g ^ d lffe w lO P  
was observable between the. manner in which his audience listened 
to his lectures in 1817 and 1828. 6 n  the former occasion the au
thority  of theEdinburgi» l« n « r  v u  patamsuiitySDd v  im ftsflf 
,jnfreduHty sat on the countenances of many o f his hearer*«? 
their fixed impression; they were on the watch for something 
-extravagant, and were disappointed rather than'gratified by the 
fosce of his derndnstrotions and soundness of his argmnenis. Ip

9
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1MB, his auditors yielded readily and cordially to the impsesriett 
o f hie talents; they listened with the most profound attention 
and sincere respect; they felt his power to enlighten and in* 
street them, and, in eonsequenee, opened their minds to receive 
positive ideas, and were richly rewarded for doing so. The 
previous preparation, which many of them had received by be» 
coming partially acquainted with Phrenology, also enabled them 
to profit more by D r Spurzheim’s teaching,--for his mind and 
manner are calculated to excite and carry forward those who 
have already passed the threshold fully more than to comaumu 
cate th e  simplest elementary ideas. D r Spurzheim was equally 
successful in bis lectures to the medical students. He succeeded 
in  convincing them of a fact, which, in general, they are too 
ap t to forget, viz. the general ignorance of physiologists of the 
uses of the different parts of the brain, of the real structure of 
that organ, and of the nature and causes of insanity. His dis- 
flections were minute and most sedulously demonstrated. He 
said, that he did not pretend to convince h ie auditors that 
Phrenology is true/—that they must go to nature, $nd learn its 
tru th  by observation,—but that he hoped he had shown enough 
to  satisfy them, that it was of the very highest importance to 
the medical profession, and that no labour which they could 
bestow on its investigation would go unrewarded. The effect 
of these lectures was to disabuse the students of the misrepresent 
tataons about Dr Spuraheim and his doctrines, dealt out to them 
every season by some of their teachers, and to enable them to judge 
for themselves of the truth as well as dignity of the attacks which 
continue to be made, ex cathedra, on Phrenology and Phrenolo
gists, and also to enable them to prosecute the science far their 
own satisfaction. D r M 'lntosh and M r Syme, with great liber
ality, presented D r Spurzheim with the use o f their excellent 
theatre as a lecture-room for the medical course. •

During D r Sparzheim's residence in  Edinburgh, M r Law« 
renoe Macdonald, sculptor, modelled an admirable bust of him, 
which combines the moat perfect likeness, with the majesty and 
grace of an antique. T hu bust is by for the best whim  we 
have seen of D r 8 . ;  his mind is pourtrayed in  .it in all its 
strength and simplicity. We recommend to Societies, and to 
the admirers of D r S., who desire to  possess a representation o f 
him, to procure casts, which we understand cost only three 
guineas’each.

O u M o r^ -D r Spurzheim was requested, by ajperislrsquisL- 
tkm, to  lecture in Glasgow, and hat just terminated in  that city 
a  popular course, attended by S60 ladies and gentlemen, and a 
professional course, attended by 00 medical piuethionars and 
other m dm duals, to the great nariafhctfoa of these who have 
heard Mm*

Both in Edinburgh and Glasgow, D r Spurzheim, and Mrs 
Vol. V.—No X V II. t
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Spiinheini, who accompanied him» have been received in pri* 
rate society in the most cordial and attentive manner by persona 
of the first respectability in these cities; and both have left a  
deep impression of their individual worth on those who enjoyed 
the honour of their acquaintance. Mrs Spurzheim is a lady 
worthy of such a husband» and it is difficult to say more in her 
praise. ;

We understand that Dr Spurzheim received invitations to  
lecture in the Bath Institution and in Belfast this year» which 
he was obliged to decline on account of other engagements.

M a n c h e s t e r .-—We learn by the newspapers» that D r Hol
land has delivered a course of lectures on Phrenology at the 
Mechanics' Institution in Manchester» which» from the printed 

‘ * ’ l able, interesting, and attended te by

Vogel and H ufbland on Phrenology.—In  Number . XV. o f 
the Journal» p. 471» we noticed favourable testimonies from 
these German authors in favour of Phrenology» and, stated both 
of them as recently published. From our foreign correspond-* 
ent's first letter» we understood this to be the case; but» on. in 
quiry, we find that we had fallen into error. Vogel published 
in  1825» but Hufeland's remarks Appeared in an appendix, by 
him to BkchofPs account of Gall's doctrine» 2d edition» p. 117* 
119» printed a t Berlin in 1805.

M r Combe has an essay “ on the Constitution of Man» and 
<{ its Relation to External Objects,” in the press, which will be 
published in July. * '/*

Copenhagen.—J ) r  O tto proceeds with increased vigour and 
success in the difiwsioti of Phrenology. * His Phrenological 
Journal continues to be published quarterly, and, from the table 
of contents, we perceive that i t  communicates much valuable 
information on-the science. We have received a recent Number» 
in  which several of our own articles appear in translation. We 
regret that our want of knowledge of Danish prevents us from 
etiriching our pages with translations of the original articles o f 
D r Otto and ms ooadjutors.

To o u r  R e a d e r s .— The engagements of the leading conductors 
of the Phrenological Journal during Dr Spurzheim’s residence in 
Edinburgh» rendered i t  impossible to send this Number to the 
press at the proper tim e; and, after his departure, the com * 
spondenoe with Sir William Hamilton was unexpectedly renewed, 
and caused considerable delay in waiting for its termination. We 
offer these apologies for want of punctuality in  the present in* 
stance. We already possess materials for the next Number, 
and it will positively be published in August.

1st May, 1828«

numerous audience of ladies and
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CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE CONDUCTORS OP THE 
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SIR WILLIAM HAMIL
TON, BART.

T he Conductors of the Phrenological Journal present compli
ments to S ir William Hamilton, and beg leave to in fb n n  him, 
that, at a meeting called expressly for the purpose, ofconsider- 
ing and deciding on a request, stated in his note to M r Combe, 
of date 12th instant, regarding his making, in that Journal, a re
ply to, or commentary on, the correspondence between him and 
D r Spurzheim and Mr Combe, they came to the resolution of 
granting it, on condition of Sir William's paying the expense 
necessarily to be iticurred in printing, if  inserted in the rarth- 
eoming Number. They require this on the ground of that 
Number being already full, and such reply or commentary con
stituting extra matter. But should S ir William prefer, they are 
willing, at their own cost, to give what he may thihfe necessary 
in the succeeding Number. They make these offers solely be
cause of the peculiar circumstances of the case, and with the 
understanding, that the permission will be deemed- by 8 ir Wil
liam, as it is by them, a concession and departure from the prin
ciples of conduct usually adopted and recognized in literary 
Journals. ,  . •

Edinburgh, IStb Aprfly 1888.
Sir WURam Hamilton, Bart., Sp. <Jr.

S i r  W il l ia m  H a m il t o n  presents compliments to the Conduct
ors of the Phrenological Journal, ana begs leave to observe, 
that they completely reverse the purport of his note to M r 
Combe, in saying that it was “ regarding his (Sir W.’s) making 
“  in that Journal a reply to, or commentary on, the correspond- 
“  ence between him and Dr Spurzheim and M r Combe." He 
stated then, as distinctly as he does now, that he only requested 
to be allowed to accompany with a reply the criticism or review 
o f that correspondence on the part o f the Phrewoiogists, which, 
he was informed by Mr Combe, was to appear along with the 
letters in the ensuing number of the Journal. I f  the corre
spondence were to be printed, as he thinks it ought, without 
o b se rv a tio n  or comment by either party, in that case Sir W. would 
never have dreamt of writing any remarks, or, where he could 
prevent it, of allowing any remarks to be written on what he 
regards as a closed pleading; far less would he have been so
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absurd as to request their insertion in the Phrenological Journal. 
Sir W. is ready to pay whatever expense the publication of a 
rejoinder to the new pleading by U r Combe's friend may oc
casion. This will not be written by himself. A t the same time, 
he cannot view, and would not choose to  accept, the insertion 
of that reply a t a favour. In iu  far as the Phrenological Jour
nal professes to give a full and impartial report of the evidence 
for and against die doctrine, it anords Sir W. a  title (and, in 
the circumstances of the case, the strongest tide,) to put its pro
fessions to the te s t; but it is only in as much as it thus incurs 
a  general obligation, that he would presume to  prefer a request to 
its conductors.

19, Qrest King Street, 15tb April, 1888.

Tk s  Conductors of the Phrenological Journal return compli
ments to Sir William Hamilton, and beg leave to inform him, 
that, in their letter of 15th A pril, they acceded to Sir William’s 
request regarding his making in that Journal a reply to a com? 
mentary on the correspondence between him and D r Spursheim 
and M r Combe; and, if  they expressed themselves differently, 
i t  was unintentionally, and the difference must have arisen from 
an  error in  transcribing their minute» in using “  or" for a" 
before the word “  commentary," Having acceded to Sir W i
liam 's request, they consider it unnecessary to discuss whether 
Sir William is entitled to their compliance as a m atter of right, 
or bound to accept of it as a favour. They add also, that, ow
ing to the press of other m atter, they are obliged to postpone 
the commentary till their next Number, in which they will in
sert Sir William's reply.

Edinburgh, 81st April, 1888.
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A R T IC L E  I.

PHRENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF ELOQUENCE.

{Read to the Phrenological Society by M r Simpson.)

P r i n c i p a l  Campbell, in bis work on the Philosophy o f 
Rhetoric» which has long been and still is a standard guide» 
defines eloquence in its greatest latitude, “ that a rt or talent 
“  by which discourse is adapted to  its end and quotes 
Q uintilian, “  dicere secundum virtutem  orationis ;— Scientia  
“  bene dicendi* D r Campbell adm its th at his definition is 
m uch more comprehensive than the common acceptation o f the 
term  eloquence, bu t, nevertheless, adopts it for two reasons; 
1 s t, I t  is best adapted to  the subject o f his essays (scarcely 
a  test o f the absolute correctness of a definition); and, Sdly, 
I t  corresponds with Cicero's notion o f a perfect orator, 
“  qui dicendo, animos audientium et docet9 et delectat, et per- 
“  mcroet? I t  is plain that Cicero does not w arrant D r 
C am pbell's very extensive definition; for many a  discourse is 
perfectly  adapted .to its end which neither instructs, nor de
lig h ts, nor strongly moves. Cicero, however, calls th at an 
eloquent discourse which, a t one and the same time, does all 
th e  th ree ; and, as will appear in the sequel, the Roman is 
m o re phrenological in his definition than the Scottish rhe
torician .

D r B lair adopts substantially Campbell's extensive de- 
Vol. V.—No X V III. u
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finition. “  T o be eloquent is to  speak to the purpose 
and “  eloquence is the a rt o f speaking» in such a  manner as 
“  to attain the end for which we speak.” T his elegant rhe-
torician, however, soon limits his definition, which, be says,
“  comprehends all the different kinds of eloquence» whether 
“ calculated to instruct, to persuade, or to please. But as the 
“ most important subject of discourse is action, the power of 
“  eloquence chiefly appears when it  is employed to influence 
“ conduct and persuade to action. As it is principally with re- 
“  ference to this end that it becomes the object of art, eloquence 
“ may, under this view of it, be defined, the art o f persuasion.”

Eloquence, etymologically interpreted, is speaking out j  
in other words, raising the voice to  harangue a m ultitude; 
and this ite original characteristic has, by the figure of 
speech senecdochi, continued to give it a name, whatever de
gree of “  image; sentim ent, and thought,” beyond w hat be* 
longs to  common discourse, from the howling appeal of the 
savage, through all the stages o f reasoning and rhetoric, up 
to  the impassioned yet clear and logical speech o f the orator 
of civilisation, is therein comprehended. B ut the nam e elo
quence has bfeen yet f&rther extended; it has been borrowed 
to  distinguish a mode of composition and expression where 
there is neither haranguing nor speaking out} nam ely, th at 
eA ision of imagery and sentim ent with which the poet ex
alts and enriches even his prose, and to which no orator ever 
rfeaches who is not a poet. “  Song,19 says one of the m asters, 
“  is bu t the eloquence o f t r u t h t r u t h  to nature, in  the 
widest, the most eloquent sense of th a t high term .

B ut the question recurs, W hat is eloquence in itself—it 
m atters not whether w ritten or spoken, said or sung,— as 
distinguished from all other kinds of discourse, each kind 
presumed fitted to  its ownend ? T he grand advantage pos
sessed by a  phrenological over every other test o f th e  sound
ness of a  theory on any point of anthropology, consists in  its 
instant appeal to  the prim itive faculties o f the hum an m ind, 
to  which faculties the whole o f nature bears a definite and 
easily-observed relation. I t  is for want of such a guide th a t 
the theories, eVen o f the most venerated leaders o f th e  old
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school, vanish in vague generalities. W hen Campbell says 
that eloquence is either “  instructive, imaginative» pathetic» 
“  oar vehement;" tending “ to enlighten the understanding, 
“  please the imagination, move the passions, or influence 
“  the will ;* when Blair writes, that eloquence “  either 
u instructs, pleases, or persuades,'* which is a  translation of 
Cicero’s “ ¿beet et dekekti et permaoet” but with the.dis
junction instead of the conjunction, the reader who thinks 
phrenologically is left quite unsatisfied. He derives no 
definite idea from Campbell's enumeration; and on the 
strength of the phrenological fact, that every faculty of the. 
mind is pleased in its own exercise, he is forced to reject 
B lair's distinction between teaching and pleasing as neces
sarily different things; for they are often most closely con-, 
nected. Cicero avoids this error by using the conjunction ; 
but even Cicero's view is indefinite. The Phrenologist in
quires, W hat is it to be instructed, to be pleased, or to be 
persuaded P I t  is to have .certain of our primitive faculties 
in a  certain way affected or excited; and a great step will 
be gained when, dismissing such generalities as instruction, 
pleasure, and persuasion, we can say definitely, that elo
quence is speech which is ultimately addressed to and excites 
certain of our primitive faculties in a certain way.

T h e  faculties being all comprehended in the two classes 
o f th e  intellect and the feelings, eloquence must be addressed 
to faculties in both or either of these classes. There seems 
no difficulty in now seeing our way. N oone who has listen
ed to  true eloquence, or seen its effect on others, can for a 
moment doubt that it rouses Jed ing; and that speech which 
falls short of this effect is not eloquence, whatever may be 
its  distinctive character and merits. B ut speech which does 
fa ll short of exciting any of the feelings must, nevertheless» of 
necessity put into greater or less activity the intellect of thp 
h e a re r; in other words, furnish him with ideas, or add to 
h is knowledge, and there stop. A  prelection on the facts 
and  phenomena of an inductive science, however it may de*
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light the knowing faculties, is both delivered and heard 
with all the tranquillity of the intellect, and rouses nothing 
that can be called feeling. The same is true of logical 
deduction and mathematical reasoning addressed to yet 
higher intellectual faculties, the reflecting; these also are 
listened to without the least admixture of feeling. W hat 
then, it may be asked, is the use to the orator of the 
intellectual faculties of his hearers? I  would answer, of 
such use, that he would speak in vain if his hearers had no 
intellectual faculties; but so he would if they had no sense 
of hearing; without the ears and without the intellect as the 
channels, the speaker could not reach the feelings. H e 
must furnish ideas to rouse the feelings; but as the feelings 
do not form ideas, but merely and blindly Jvel, the speaker 
must approach them through the channel of the intellect. 
Now this is a distinction which Phrenology alone clearly points 
out, and which removes the difficulty under which the rhe
toricians of the old school labour. They make no distinc
tion between addressing the intellect ultimately, and ad* 
dressing the intellect as a  medium of excitement of the 
feelings. W hen they speak of addressing what they vaguely 
call the passions, there is nothing in their words, nor in 
those of the metaphysicians on whose theories they found, 
to indicate that they even suspected that the passions 

.m ust be addressed through the medium of the intellectual 
faculties. I t  is therefore they hold, and hold erroneously, 
that one species of eloquence does no more than instruct. 
They mistake the address to the intellect as a  channel to .the 
feelings, for an address to the intellect as the ultimate ob
ject of the address, and conclude that there is an eloquence 
which instructs the intellect, and goes no farther. W hen
ever it does so, we may rely upon it, it possesses not one 
quality of eloquence. I  by no means deny, that a  discourse 
ultimately addressed to the intellect may have its own pecu
liar beauties of the highest order; I  only contend, that these 
are something different from eloquence. I t  has been well

108
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said of Euclid's demonstrations* that in more, or fewer, or 
other words, or words otherwise disposed, they could not 
have been so well expressed. Such composition pleases, but 
it pleases intellectually, and moves no feeling. I t  has like
wise been said of Playfair's mathematical expositions, that 
there is in them an exquisite adaptation to their purpose, 
which has induced some to call them eloquent. They give ' 
intellectual pleasure, but they stir not a single feeling; and 
therefore it is to misapply a term meant for another thing, 
to  call them eloquent*

I f  it be essential to eloquence to move the feelings of the 
hearer, it is no less essential that the same feelings should 
be active in the speaker, and be manifested by every means 
o f manifestation. “  S i vis me Jlere, dolendum est primum  
“ ip sitib iS

I f  we have now arrived at a distinctive idea of that thing 
called Eloquence, its definition follows naturally; namely, 
speech, prompted by one or more of the affective faculties 
o r feelings in vivid activity in the speaker, calculated to ex* 
cite  to vivid activity the same feelings in the . hearers. Ci
cero with much propriety uses the word permovere. As
sum ing, then, that the affective faculties are both the sources 
an d  the objects of eloquence, it obviously follows, that elo
quence must exhibit varieties of character corresponding not 
on ly  to the number of these faculties, but to their greatly 
m ore numerous combinations. I t  were in vain to follow out 
th e  inquiry so m inutely; and it is needless, inasmuch as a 
twofold division of eloquence, corresponding to the twofold 
division of the feelings into the propensities and the senti
m ents, will suit our present purpose. One lieense only I  * I

* An ingenious friend has suggested, that each admunUy-sdapted discourses 
de lig h t Ideality, which feels the exquisite and perfect» I f  they owe their 
b e au ty  to tine f id k g ,  then, on the present theory, they are so far eloquent.
I  a m ' rather inclined, however, to think, that the intellectually exquisite pleases 
th e  intellectual faculties only, and.that it is rather to extend the function of 
Ideality  to admit its interference.
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shall use, and include in the class of the eloquence of the 
propensities the lower and selfish sentiments of Self-esteem 
and Love of Approbation; a liberty this rather with phren
ological classification than with experience; for these senti
ments are, de facto , very close companions of the propensities, 
and never fail to characterize the lower species of eloquence. 
The propensities chiefly addressed by eloquence are Ama
tiveness, Philoprogenitiveness, Adhesiveness, Combative
ness, Destructiveness, Acquisitiveness, and Secretiveness. 
The eloquence of the sentiments comes from and is directed 
to Benevolence, Justice, Hope, Veneration, Ideality, and 
W onder. Cautiousness and Firmness have a bicratic cha
racter, and may be found acting along with the propensities 
or with the sentiments, according to circumstances.

As Phrenology has established an ascending Scale of dig
nity from the lowest propensities to the highest sentiments, 
we are a t once furnished with a coincident meter to estimate 
the rank of the eloquence which springs from and is ad
dressed to particular feelings. W e are presented with a cri
tical gauge by which we can determine, a p riori, the kinds 
of eloquence which would respectively move savages, barba
rians, civilized men of antiquity, and civilized men of modern 
tim es; for it is established phrenological doctrine, that these 
respective grades of advancement of human society, are terms 
convertible into others that express the corresponding de
gree of prevalence, in a given community, of the propensities 
or the sentiments. The propensities preponderating, we 
have barbarism ; the sentiments, civilization. A  speaker 
cannot manifest feelings which he himself very weakly or 
scarcely at all experiences; and it is equally plain, that an 
audience cannot be moved unless feelings are addressed 
which they possess: and this is true not only with regard to 
different nations and different ages, but with regard to differ
ent classes of the same people. W itness the different cha
racter of speeches uttered on the same day in St Stephen's 
Chapel and in Palace-yard. I t  is accordingly true, that we

170
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do find the character of the eloquence of any tribe or nation 
precisely commensurate with its degree of civilization. W e 
are in possession of specimens of savage eloquence—o f bar* 
barous eloquence—of ancient eloquence—and of modern elo* 
quence, and I  shall now proceed to compare them.

1. The eloquence of the savage addresses exclusively die 
propensities; and, applying the simplest and most palpable 
facts as the exciting cause, reaches the propensities by no 
higher intellectual medium than Individuality« In  the very 
minute account of the Tonga Islands, given by M ariner, 
who was long resident there, we have several of the speeches 
of their warlike chief, Finou, and others of the natives. The 
chief of Vavaoo is assassinated with the connivance of Fi- 
noti, and as he lay dead, a young warrior, who believed his 
father had been killed by a conspiracy of the deceased's, 
rushed forward, and striking the body several times, thus 
apostrophized i t (u The time of vengeance is come! thou
“  hast been long enough the chief of Vavaoo, living in ease and 
"  luxury; thou murderer of my father 1 I  would have declared 
“ my mind long ago if I  could have depended on others; not 
“ that I  feared death by making thee my enemy, but the ven- 
“  geance of my chief, Toobo Toa, was first to be satisfied; and 
"  it is a duty I  owe the spirit of my father to preserve my life 
“  as long as possible, that I  might have the satisfaction to see 
“ thee thus lie dead.” He then repeated his blows several times.
Savage Veneration and Adhesiveness mark this picture; but 
Self-esteem and Destructiveness form its strongest lights. 
Counter-revenge, of course, animates the harangue of the 
adopted son of the fallen chief, which is also given. Ven* 
geance for the same murder calls forth a female orator, who 
taunts the men with their hesitation. W e need not ex
tract it.

2. The barbarian grade shows little or no improvement in 
moral feeling. The speech of Adherbal the Numidian, the 
brother of Hiempsal, who was murdered by Jugurtha, is 
preserved by Sallust; and is stated by that historian to have 
been poured forth to the Roman senate, to move them to 
assist him to revenge his brother's death, and dethrone the
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usurper. I t  is an effusion of unqualified ferocity and selfish* 
ness. A fter inveighing against Jugurtha with every epi
thet of vituperation, and painting his own wrongs as an exiled 
prince, with, of course, a full detail of his brother's gory 
wounds and bloody shroud, he thus c o n c lu d e s “  So far
“  from having it in my power to revenge his death, I  am not 
“  master of the means of securing my own life; so far from 
“ being in a condition to defend my kingdom from the violence 
u of the usurper, I  am obliged to apply for foreign protection 
“ for my own person. FaUiers 2 Senators of Rome! the arbi- 
“ ters of the world 2 to you I fly for refuge from the murderous 
u fury of Jugurtha. By your affection for your children, by 
u your love for your country, by your own virtues, by the 
“ majesty of the Roman commonwealth, by all that is sacred, 
“ and all that is dear to you, deliver a wretched prince from 
u undeserved, unprovoked injury, and save the kingdom of 
“  Numidia, which is your own property, from being the prey of 
“  violence, usurpation, and cruelty/* This concluding adjura
tion was well suited to the Roman senate, and we all know 
the resu lt; but it is evident, that in no part of it, with the 
exception of one allusion to veneration, such as it was among 
the Romans, does the orator address a feeling of higher rank 
than the propensities and lower sentiments. The touch was 
skilfully added to the picture that Numidia was the Roman's 
own property; but, above every other part of the adjura
tion, that touch degrades at once the speech, the speaker, 
and the audience.

Livy has preserved, or composed, it matters not which for 
our purpose, the speech of the elder Brutus over the dead 
body of Lucretia. This ferocious effusion is too well known 
to require to be quoted here.

8. The third stage of eloquence is found in that degree of 
civilisation at which the Greeks and Romans arrived; name
ly, a high attainment of knowledge and advance in reflective 
culture; but still allied with a decided predominance of the 
animal propensities and lower sentiments. Perhaps there 
is no better test of the true level of character of those impos
ing communities, than is afforded by the kind of eloquence 
which suited them, respectively. That level id comprised in
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a word. They had advanced in  Intellect, but stood still in 
Sentiment; they equalled the most accomplished moderns in 
philosophical acumen and didactic power, while they were 
but a little beyond the Tonga islanders in practical morality.

In  the age of Pericles, the Athenians are held, by a sort, 
of habit of opinion, to have been a highly-refined and civi
lized people; but assuredly they were not civilized in moral 
feeling. Thucydides has preserved an oration spoken by 
Pericles, at the public funeral of the first Athenians who fell 
in the Peloponnesian w ar; which lengthened and useless 
bloodshed lies mainly at that orator's own door. After ex
pressing a fear, not unfounded, that the strangers present 
m ight not assent to his high eulogies on his own countrymen, 
the orator, this hazard notwithstanding, launches out into 
the most extravagant praises of the Athenian braveiy, of the 
Athenian government; borrowed by other states, but origi
nal at Athens, the grandeur of Athens, the elegant luxury of 
Athens, the splendid beneficence of Athens, the accomplish
ments of dU Athenians— M I  shall sum up what yet remains
"  by only adding, that otir • Athens, in general, is the school of 
** Greece; and mat every single Athenian among us is excel- 
“  lently formed, by his personal qualifications, for all the various 
“ scenes of active life, acting with a most graceful demeanour."
T hen follows an effusion of ultra-extravagant exaltation of 
A thenian prowess and power. I t  needs no great phrenolo
gical skill to perceive that such dull nationality evinces no
thing more than the activity to abuse of the inferior senti
ments of Self-esteem and Love of Approbation. Then fol
lows, as may be expected, an eulogy on those who died va
liantly for such a country. They have various merits, but
"  one passion there was in their minds much stronger than these, 
“  the desire o f vengeance on their enemies. Regarding this as 
“ the most honourable prize of dangers, they boldly rushed to- 
“  wards the mark to seek revenge, and then to satisfy those se- 
u  condary passions.”*

* These, and the subsequent extracts from ancient orators, are taken from 
Ldand's translations.
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Such was the sum of Grecian virtue in the age of Pericles; 
and it never reached higher. W hen we contemplate the 
war, too, in which the heroes died, we find it one sought for 
and inflamed by A thens; carried on by her with injustice, 
cruelty, and pride; and ending in the most lamentable hu
miliation that ever visited such outrages on moral sentiment. 
The other orators of Greece, for they were a numerous cor
poration, sounded the same notes, all addressed to the war
making faculties; and it is curious that it was always an 
article in the demands of a successful enemy, that the orators 
should be delivered up to them ; a proof that they were most 
justly considered as the grand exciters of the warlike propen
sities in so exciteable a people as the Athenians. I t  were 
tedious to cite examples from other remains which have de
scended to our time, but we cannot omit Demosthenes, who 
affords a specimen of the eloquence of Greece about a 
century after Pericles harangued, cheated, and ruined the 
Athenians. The speeches against Philip are manifestations 
of the highest intellectual power. They are models of poli
tical wisdom and just reasoning, with a fertility of resource 
for his country that must hate greatly strengthened his rea
sonings, and his appeals to the reigning passions of his au
dience. W ith the intellectual merit of his orations we of 
course have nothing to do, farther than in so far as it con
firms the position, that a people who are highly enlightened 
intellectually, may still be low in moral civilization. These 
aMe reasonings, which come through the channel of thereflect- 
ing faculties, attempt no higher region of the Athenian head 
than Cautiousness, Love of Approbation, and Self-esteem. 
They frequently stoop much lower, to Destructiveness, Com
bativeness, Acquisitiveness, and Secretiveness; but they never 
rise higher. “  W hen, therefore, O my countrymen! when
"  will you exert your vigour? When roused by some event? 
“ When forced by some necessity ? What then are we to think 
"  of our present condition ? To freemen, the disgrace attending 
“ our misconduct is, in my opinion, the most urgent necessity. 
“ Or say, is it your sole ambition to wander through the public
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“ places, each:inquiring of theother '  What new advices?” Can 
“ any thing be more new than that a man of Macedon shall con- 
€t quer the Athenians, and give law to Greece ? * Is Philip 
u ‘ dead ? Ne, but he is sick.” How are you concerned in these 
€Crumours? Suppose that he should meet some fatal stroke, 
“ you would soon raise up another Philip, if your interests are 
"  thus disregarded.”’ After showing, in many powerful ways,
that the Athenians themselves were the cause of Philip's suc
cess, and again reproaching his countrymen for believing in 
idle rumours, instead of acting promptly and vigorously, he 
says, “ Let us disregard these rumours; let us be persuaded of 
“ this, that he is our enemy, that he hath spoiled us o f our <#o- 
“ minions, that we have long been subject to his insolence; 
"  that whatever we expected to be done for us by others hath 
“ proved against us; that all the resource left us is in ourselves ; 
"  that if we are not inclined to carry our arms abroad, we may 
“  be forced to engage here. Let us be persuaded of this, ana 
et then shall we be freed from these idle tales. For we need not 
“ be solicitous to know what events will happen; we may as- 
"  sure ourselves that nothing good can happen unless you grant 
“ the due attention to affairs, and be ready to act as becomes 
“ Athenians.” In these short quotations, we may say is com
prised the germ of all the Philippics. I t  is amplified in va
rious ways, and presented in many forms, and with the ad
vantage of admirable logic; but the insult to the Athenian 
name is the head and front of Philip's offending, and is 
protruded at every point to the eyes of the multitude- I t  
is impossible to conceive a more powerful appeal to Self
esteem, put in words, and, to give it more exquisite point, 
concentrated in one word, than “  that a Macedonian—a bar- 
“  barian should subdue A thens!" Athens, of whose esti
mate of herself the oration of Pericles may serve to convey 
some idea. No orator ever included more in a single ex
pression than Demosthenes. “  You would raise up another 
“  Philip," might be dilated into several sentences, but with 
what a loss of force and effect!

W e shall search the orations of Demosthenes in vain for 
higher morality than we have now alleged to belong to them ; 
therefore the high estimation in which they have been held 
for above 2000 years must be looked for in some other 
qualities. On these all critics are agreed. He was, if pos- 
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able, a more consummate pleader than even Cicero; his 
style had a kind of magic and music peculiar to itself, 
even in the impressive and sonorous Greek, quite beyond 
the power of translation or description. Even when he 
had not the best side of the question, his powers of rhe* 
torical deception were unrivalled; his delusive reasoning, 
when employed, was not detected till it had already pro
duced its effect; by means of subtle insinuation, he steered 
dear of committing himself by assertion; and he could 
put a meaning into silence itself more powerful than 
words could convey. Quintilian says of him, that he had 
a  power of arraying his subject in majestic terror which 
alarmed and electrified, without stooping to aggravate, still 
less to exaggerate. The most prepossessed against the inso
lence and tyranny of Athens are hurried along as they read 
in the original Greek a speech of Demosthenes against the 
presumptuous barbarian of M acedon; and share, even at this 
day, that jealousy, disdain, and impatience for action, with 
which the orator filled the bosoms of the Athenian multitude. 
Quintilian and Cicero are rivals in the eloquence with which 
they even describe the powers of Demosthenes; and the mo
derns have written volumes on that gifted being. But I  will 
venture to say, that in all their pages that vital tru th  re
mains undiscovered,—at least it is unnoticed, that the 
morality of his orations is not exalted, and that all the 
witchery of this syren of eloquence—-as his rival Eschines 
called him from the melody of his language—was thrown 
away upon the baser passions of human nature. W e do not 
require to take part in the controversy about his honesty, 
his gold cup from Harpalus, his alleged bribes from Persia, 
or his cowardice a t Cheronea. Admitting his good faith, 
his eloquence would still want the essential element of ora
torical supremacy, namely, an appeal to the moral sentiments.

W e come now to Cicero, and in his eloquence we shall 
find the same excellencies and the same essential defect,—a 
defect which stamps his rank in the scale of eloquence with
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that of DemoatheneSj no higher than intellectually civilized 
barbarism. The moral sentiments in their purity and su- 
premacy are not found in Cicero; and even if they had 
influenced himself, they would not have commanded the 
sympathy of the Romans. I t  has often been remarked, 
that Cicero’s orations are more agreeable to read than those 
of Demosthenes. This proceeds from their being higher ef
forts of literature, embracing a greater variety of subjects, 
and having a richer apparel of rhetorical ornam ent; but it 
is generally held that Demosthenes must have produced the 
most powerful effect on his audience. I t  is plain that it is loss 
o f time to compare these two orators, or to decide their pre
eminence, when each was pre-eminent in his own way. The 
Greek was close, clear, terse, rapid, simple, majestic. The 
Roman was copious, correct, ornate, magnificent. The 
Greek carried the citadel by storm. The Roman took it 
after a regular and most beautifully-conducted siege. The 
pleading of the latter for Milo is one of the most perfect 
structures of circumstantial evidence which has in any age 
been addressed to a judge’s ear. The chain, not only strong 
b u t bright in every link, whereby he proves Clodius the in
tended murderer, and Milo the brave self-defender, gives 
evidence of intellectual accomplishment of the highest order; 
while, as he goes along, he artfully touches the pride and 
van ity  of the Romans, and directs their hatred against Clo
dius. Pompey he flatters, and with great effect interprets 
th e  guards that were meant to overawe him into his in
tended and efficient protectors. But he speaks not to higher 
feeling; and when, in his peroration, he cannot avoid an ap
peal to benevolence and justice, which he observes bathed 
every face in tears except that of the heroic disinterested 
M ilo, there is an artifice, a  getting-up, a scenic character 
about it, which speaks too plainly against the easy every-day 
excitement of these high feelings which we should find in the 
breasts of a more moral people. (* By the immortal gods, I  
"  wish, (pardon me, O my country! if what I shall say for
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“ Milo s lid  appear impiety to thee,^ I wish ¿hat Godins not 
“  only lived, but were praetor, consul, dictator, rather than be 
€€ witness to a scene like this. How brave a man is that, and 
ff how worthy of being preserved by you ! By no means, he 
“ cries; the ruffian had the punishment he deserved, and let me, 
“ if  it must be so, suffer the punishment I have not deserved. 
“  Shall this man, then, who was born to save his country, die 
“ any where but in his country ? Shall he not at least die m the 
“ service of his country ? Will you retain the memorials of his 
“ gallant soul, and deny his body a grave in Italy ? Who will 
“ give his voice for banishing from this city, him whom every city 
“ on earth would be proud to receive within its walls ? Happy 
“ the country that shall receive him ! Ungrateful this if it shall 
“ banish him I Wretched if it shall lose mm 1 But I must con- 
“ dude; my tears will not allow me to proceed, and Milo for- 
“ bids tears to be employed in his defence. You, his judges, I  
“ beseech and adjure, that in your decision you would dare to 
"  act as you think. Trust me, your fortitude, your justice, your 
“ fidelity will more especially be approved of by him, who, in 
“ his choice of judges, has raised to the bench the bravest, the 
“ wisest and the best of men/' *

Nevertheless Milo was banished. Pompey’s guards spoke 
Pompey's will in another sort of eloquence; apd this skilful 
and brilliant appeal,— in which, although there is both 
fear and flattery, there is some right feeling, although much 
Secretiveness, yet some justice and mercy,—found no ju s
tice, no fortitude, no fidelity, in the already enslaved Forum  
of Borne.

Cicero's accusation of Verres, who had been Proconsul of 
Sicily, a monster of injustice and cruelty, who might chal
lenge comparison with the choicest, either in republican or 
imperial Rome, is throughout, as it could only be, a torrent 
of accusations, details of enormities, with their clear proofs, 
and loud, and indignant, and destructive cries for punish
ment. T he climax is, however, topped with an appeal to 
Roman Self-esteem, even in such a case as this. Gavius Co- 
sanus had* been bound, scourged with rods, and crucified, 
merely for asserting his privilege of Roman citizenship. 
This is sufficiently shocking; bu t Cicero's chief horror is, 
that Cosanus was a Roman citizen!»“  O liberty! O sound once
"  music to a Roman ear 1 O sacred privileges of Roman citizen- 
"  ship! once sacred! now trampled upon I Lb it come to this ?
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“ Shall an inferior magistrate, who holds his power from the 
“  Homan people, within sight of Italy, bind, scourge, torture 
u with hot irons, and at last put to the infamous death of the 
“  cross, a Roman citisen! Shall neither the cries of innocence 
“ expiring in agony, nor the tears.of pitying spectators, nor the 
u majesty of the Roman commonwealth, nor the fear of the justice 
u of his country, restrain the wanton cruelty of a monster,who, 
** in confidence of his riches, strikes at the root of liberty, and 
"  sets mankind at defiance?”

May not the thunder of Cicero, and the example of Ver- 
res, have increased, all over the empire, that dread of scourg
ing, or even binding a Roman citizen, which alarmed the 
chief G&ptain who had bound St Paul, in ignorance of his 
privilege.

T he storm from Cicero's lips which burst upon the head of 
Catiline, when he impudently entered the Senate, in the be* 
lie f that he was yet undetected, has, as a storm, certainly no 
equal in the history of oratory. In  a harangue reproaching 
a  wretch like Catiline, there can scarcely be a nook where 
the higher sentiments can find shelter. The eloquence of 
high feeling would as little have suited Cicero's overwhelming 
denouncement of such a criminal, as it would in our day suit 
Bow Street and the Old Bailey. I t  is needless therefore to 
swell this papar, which threatens to be so long, with specimens 
from  that unmitigated roll of thunder, which, while it car
ried  the propensities, the whole animal brain, to fever and 
phrenzy, broke on a lower region than the seat of mercy, 
p iety , poetry, and hope; like the war of clouds we have 
seen midway below, when we have reached the clear and 
serene region of the mountain's summit

Cicero spent his exile in Greece (for which of their be
nefactors did not the true barbarians of Rome, as well as of 
Greece, capriciously exile, and sometimes as capriciously 
restore?) in studying the various systems of Greek philoso
phy . He came back warm from the Porch, a professed, if 
a c t  a real Stoic. Indeed, where is the example of any of 
these vague and impracticable theories really influencing 
a  single Greek' or Roman to a course of conduct which
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the higher sentiments would approve ? The leaven of that 
mixture of benevolence and pride, the Stoic philosophy, it 
has been observed, tended to refine his writings more than 
his speeches. Had he addressed Stoics in the Senate, the 
Forum, or the Campus M aitius, his speeches would not have 
been suited to his audience. But it is ju st because the vo
luptuous, selfish, and cruel Romans had no sympathy with 
the human sentiments, that he found himself constrained to 
lim it his address to the reigning inferior feelings. Even when 
he appeals to justice, to generosity, to compassion, as he did 
for his old preceptor, the poet Archias, the offering is debased 
by so large a proportion of the garbage which is the prop» 
food of vanity and pride, that there is a positive profanation 
of the first-named elements, in placing them in such alliance.

<c Nor ought we/* says Cicero, and it forms the key-note of 
“ his pleading, “ to dissemble this truth, which cannot be con- 
“ cealed, but declare it openly; we are all influenced by the 
“ love of power, and the greatest minds have the greatest pas- 
“ sion for glory.*’

So far Cicero; and so high, but no higher, Roman virtue.
4. W e come now to the civilization of modern times, 

which excels that of Greece and Rome, much less in its intel
lectual, than in its moral qualities. Christianity has wrought 
this; Christianity from the Reformation; for it was previously 
abused, in the grossest manner, in the service of the propen
sities. I t  is a revelation of the supremacy of the moral 
sentiments. I t  came when the earth reeked with blood, 
when all was selfishness and cruelty. Its  first voice on earth 
was “  Fear not.” Its  first promise “ Peace and good-will 
M to men.” I t  teems in every line and every precept with the 
essential benevolence of its Author. I t  has done much to 
mitigate the selfishness of the propensities; and it is only 
another proof of the strength of these, that it has not done 
more. But justice and good-will and veneration are now 
the foundations of many modem institutions; although still 
there is much to do ; at least, however, these feelings are 
exercised, and there is an acknowledged delight in exercis-
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ang them. They «re recognised quite sufficiently for the 
purposes o f the orator, and are the foundations o f the highest 
tank of eloquence.

I  wish it could be said with tru th , that all modem ora
tory were addressed to the.higher sentiments. Many a  
harangue in the British senate is disfigured by the propensi
ties ye t; many an oration mi glory, and victory, and ven
geance we yet hear; many more advocating national mono
poly and individual selfishness, and not a few expounding 
and defending diplomatic cunning, lamentably mistaken for 
political wisdom. Nay, it should make a  son of Britain 
blush to narrate it, we have heard many a speech of sordid 
Acquisitiveness and hard-heartedness, when not only mercy, 
b u t sound policy cried aloud on the other side of the ques
tion. Into such speeches, if the present theory be ju st, we 
need not look for specimens of eloquence. I t  would be a 
moral solecism to do so. B ut the-higher sentiments assert 
their supremacy in many a speech in the British parliament, 
and do eradiate the orator's brow with their own proper 
glory, a glory which never shone on the orators of antiquity. 
Perhaps the most ample scope for the eloquence of the 
higher sentiments ever offered to a deliberative body, was 
afforded to the British parliament, and nearly about the 
same time, by India and Africa. The independence of 
America had ju st been wrung from England, and the les
son thereby taught her, that the physical and moral laws 
o f nature will not bend to a  senseless national pride. The 
most enduring feme of Chatham was founded mi the splen
did manifestations of the higher sentiments which charac
terized his appeals in behalf of the injured. Americans, con
trasted with the paltry selfishness, pride, and petulance of 
h is opponents, who thought it became a great people to per
severe in injustice because they had begun, and redounded 
to  th e  national honour to continue a contest, which for years 
had brought nothing but defeat and disgrace. The present 
age could not tolerate, the puerile bravadoes and senseless 
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nationalities which wei^ vented in parliament, not onlj a  
Occasional efiurionB, but systematically by the ministers of 
the crown, as the reasons for prosecuting the wai^ m the 
seventh year of defeat, and a victorious French amnyaetnal- 
ly in America. Events', howevery in other worcfe, the Craw 
tor's Eternal W ill, that injustice shall netprosper, had set
tled the question. The belligerent generation were forced 
to swallow the bitter potion of moral humiliation; and them 
successors, who had none of-the blame, now reap the bar 
nefit

There was then time to look to the East, which, forgotten 
while all the selfish passions took the direction of the W est, 
presented a- picture of m»government quite unequalled h  
modern times. Enormous fortunes were amassed, as rather 
conjured up, in four or five years, by young men; who re* 
turned home young men to enjoy them- There was then 
not that degree of reflection or of light in the puhbc mind 
to raise the slightest suspicion that such sudden wealth 
ootid not be honestly come by ; that no adequate value could 
be given by a hal&educated boy in the situation of a resident 
at a native court, for the half-million with which he return
ed to England; and that India, no more than other places, 
is paved with gold, but depends for its riches upon its agri
culture and manufactures. While there was thus no sen« of 
check upon public men in public opinion, it would appear 
incredible to the present generation, in which the sentiments 
have made a very considerable advance, not only what tbmgs 
were done, but systematically done in the last, as allowable 
and sagacious policy by every department of the govern
ment, from the first lord of the treasury down to the ex
cise watchman at a soap-boiler's or a distillery. N o) the job* 
bing, the oppression and extortion, the knavery, treqcheiy, 
and falsehood, which were thought to be the very eanenee-of 
clever policy, the grosser outbreakmgs even of which were 
sure to be screened by a vote of the legislature itself, would 
not now be believed. In treaties with the native powers in
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Indie, what WWP ceUcd “ vqgue airtides” were inserted sys
tematically, w  dexterous and laudable stroke? of policy» 
whereby tbe nullity sf the wbnta treaty wns meant to be 
produced.

M r Burke, in his memorable speech on M r Fox’s India 
bid, pledged himself, in parliament, to establish, and did 
establish, three positions; 1st, That the India Company had 
to U  every prince, state, or potentate with whom they had 
come in contact; 2d, That there was not a angle treaty 
ever made by them which they had not broken; and, Sd, 
T hat there was not a angle prince that ever put trust in the 
Company who was not utterly ruined; and that none were 
in any degree secure or flourishing, but in the exact propor
tion to their settled distrust of and irreconcilable enmity to 
the Jfeagbsh name. ■
- As it was the prevalence of the propensities that produced 
all this, the evil could only yield to powerful and incessant ap
peals to the higher sentiments. The former class of feelings 
were yet too strong to give a chance for immediate improve
ment, and votes qn votes cleared the guilty, and thereby 
sanctioned the abuses. But the seed was cast into the earth 
•«rqnd let this ever encourage the upright legislator—the 
mustard-grain of justice and mercy was then sown, which 
now, like a great tree, shelters India from scorching oppres
sion, and protects every family of her vast population. No 
more rapid fortunes! No more evasive treaties! No more 
plunder 1 No more of the insolent oppression of barbarous 
conquerors!

But the pestilence was rife when Burke directed his splen
did eloquence against it. Quotation of isolated passages 
from Burke’s speech on the India bill can neither do that fine 
eflprt of oratorical talent justice, nor illustrate satisfactorily 
the doctripe of this paper. The whole speech must be read to 
impress on the mind the superior sentiment which pervade? 
if, and give» it a resistless moral force over all who are bless
ed with even an average endowment of moral feeling.
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Nothing can be finer than the passage in which the orator 
prefers the Tartar to the English conquest of India; and adds,
“ Animated with all the avarice of age, and all the impetuosity 
u of youth, they (the English} roll in one after another,, wave 
“ after wave, and there is nothing before the eyes of the natives 
“ batan  endless, hopeless prospect of new nights of birds of 
“  prey and passage, with appetites continually renewing for a 
“ food that is continually wasting.”

The orator sketches rapidly, but powerfully,the demoraliz
ing effect, even on young men of worth,.of the means then, 
held legitimate for amassing sudden and princely wealth, 
and the change of character to social virtue, on doubling the 
Cape homewards. “ Here the manufacturer and husband-
“ man will bless the punctual hand, that in India has torn the 
“ cloth from the loom, or wrested the scanty portion of rice 
“ and salt from the peasant of Bengal, or wrung from him the 
“ very opium in which he forgot his oppressions and his oppress
' “  sor.1’ After showing the difficulty of a reform, arising from 
the deep-rooted and wide-spread interests it would affect, he 
says, “ You hurt those who are able to return kindness and re- 
“  sent injury, while you save those who cannot So much as give 
" you thanks. All these things show the difficulty of the work, 
w but they show its necessity too.” Certainly nothing approach
ing to the exalted tone of justice and benevolence which per
vades the whole of this speech was ever addressed either to 
the mobs or the councils of antiquity.

I  am forced to refer to Mr Fox's published speeches for 
his share in the same animating debate.

The concern felt by Britain for her Asiatic subjects indi
cated a great advance of justice and mercy; but still the 
inhabitants of Hindostán were the subjects of Britain, not 
utterly beyond the sphere of her sympathies, and in some 
measure associated with her interests. But justice and 
mercy to Hindostán yielded in high character to justice and 
mercy to Africa; in the feelings and happiness of whose sablé 
population Britain had no direct interest beyond the claim* 
of pure benevolence and justice. I t was a grand moral spec
tacle, a nation coming forward and confessing a national 
crime; vowing its cessation, and offering the most generous
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reparation. Greece and Borne have nothing in their history 
like this national manifestation of the supremacy of the mo* 
ml sentiments. When Wilberfocee achieved a name for im* 
mortality by his magnificent position, “  that the slave-trade 
“ is contrary to justice, humanity, and sound policy,” what 
aspirations of oratorical-distinction, what ambition to mant- 
fioflt the higher sentiments, arrayed in all the pride akid grace 
of human speeds, must lie not have excited in many a ge
nerous bosom in that memorable senate! M r Fox’s speech 
may well be called a torrent of indignation at the impudent 
selfishness and injustice, and the merciless cruelty of the 
slave-trade. For this also we must refer to his published 
speeches.

But no oration for the abolition surpassed Mr Pitt's, de. 
livered on the id  of April, 1792, in the power and splendour of 
the higher sentiments. I t has been called insincere, because he 
did not follow it up with his paramount ministerial influence, 
and carry  the measure he so eloquently advocated. I t has 
been defended, and well defended, on the ground that it 
should never be said, that the selfish feelings of political sub
serviency should have any share in a vote which should be 
the spontaneous offering of the nation’s representatives in 
the nation’s name. None can read the speech, and for an 
instant believe it insincere. But, at any rate, that question 
has no place here; for, even were the speech separated from 
the speaker, it is an oration throughout addressed by the 
highway of the reflecting powers to the noblest feelings .of 
human nature. I  can only afford room for its conclusion

"  I f  we listen to the voice of reason and duty, and pursue 
"  this night the line of conduct which they prescribe, some of 
€< us may live to see a reverse of that picture from which we 
“  now turn our eyes with shame and regret. We may live to 
“  behold the natives of Africa engaged in the calm occupations 
rr of industry, in the pursuits of just and legitimate commerce. 
"  We may behold the beams of science and philosophy breaking 
“  in  upon their land, which at some happy period, in still later 
“  times, may blaze with full lustre, and, joining their influence 
“  to that of pure religion, may illuminate ana invigorate the 
“  moat distant extremities of that vast continent/’
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Our own immediate day fiads iso ffclUttg off in the high- 
toned eloquence of the serdttaits. I  cannot Withhold one 
instance* the magnificent peroration of Mi* Broughatoft kMfe 
speech on the state of the lair of England; and I  ant glad 
to be able to jboir, by means of the teporto), riot only the 
orator’s manifestations, but those of hie heaters, from the 
reported effect upon them of the climax of benevolente and 
justice which he brought to bear ujxm them*

“ A great and glorious race is open befbte you; you have it 
“ in your power to make your names go down to posterity with

the fame of more useful importance attached to them than any 
“ parliament that ever preceded you. {Cheers.) You have 
“ seen the greatest victor of the age, the conqueror of Italy and 
u Germany, who, having achieved triumphs more transcendent 
“  than any upon record, said, ‘ I  shall go down to posterity 
“  * with die Code in my hand.* {Loud cheering.) You have 
“ beaten that warrior in the field,—try to rival him in the more 
“  useful arts of peace. {Cries o f hear, hear.) The glories of 
u the regency, gorgeous and brilliant as they were, will be 
“  eclipsed by the milder and more beneficent splendour of the 
“ king. {Great and continued cheering.) The flatterers of the 
“  Edwards and the Henries compared them to J  ustinian; but

how much more justly may it not be applied to our own so- 
u vereign, when to his other glories this shall truly be added. 
“ {Cheers.) I t  was said by Augustus, that he found Rome of 
u brick and left it of marble,—an honourable boast, and one 
"  which veiled many of the cruel and the tortuous acts of his 
“ early course;—but how much higher and prouder Would be 
“  the boast of our king, to have it said, that he found law dear, 
cf and left it cheap,—(cheers,) that he found it a sealed book, 
u and left it ah open letter,—that he found it the patrimony of 
“  the rich, and left it the security of the poor,—that he found 
“  it a two-edged sword in the hands of thejpowerful, and left it 
fC a staff for the comfort of the feeble and the friendless.— {Loud 
“  and kmg^contmued cheering.)**

There remains yet another eloquence, Which appeals to a 
yet loftier combination of the human sentiments than the 
Speaker at the bar or in the senate is almost ever called to 
address; ah eloquence utterly unknown to the ancients, and 
beyond all question paramount among the moderns,—the 
eloquence of the Pulpit. There are stops in the human in
strument upon which the pleader or the senator rarely lays 
his hand; but the preacher is familiar with the whole com-
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pan, arid foils short of the spirit of his iftctoagc, if be fail to 
avail himself of the entire ef l i  magnificent capacities. I f  
he mellow not the firm touch o f Justice With the fall swell of 
Benevolence; if hetemper toot the note of Fear with all the 
Aelody of Hope; if he wake not the loiid peal of W andtr, 
or give not their trim to the milder and ridhly-vkuseii hart 
monies of Ideality! if, in fine, hfe dwell not on the solemn 
key of Venentibn, to Which all.the other harmasdes respond 
as the regulating diapason of all their ootabinatibns; till the 
breathless listener thrills in every nerve, and sheds the pure 
Dear of elevated humanity; if he fail in aught of these, the 
preacher does not command the whole range of that lofty 
vantage-ground, the pulpit.

When we attend to the misdirected and spurious Venera
tion which here and there deforms ah oration of antiquity, it 
is a t once clear to us that the deep feeling of genuine Venera
tion is a grand addition to the structure of modern eloquence, 
and the chief-corner stone of that edifice of progression in 
excellence which it is the purpose of this paper to develop. 
Veneration is the very fulcrum of that lever which the 
preach» wields; and it is a power all his own, which, added 
to  his command of all that other orators employ, gives its 
aec^pdency to his over all other discourse. From Venera
tion emanates the eloquent solemnity of his prayers, the 
power of his adjurations and appeals, and all that stillness 
Hud awe which directs every eye heavenward, as if the Crea
to r himself were speaking through his gifted servant. 
n  When the Master speaks,'* said Massillon, as a thunder
storm almost drowned his voice, and he paused till one peal 
had passed, only to pause again as another tolled on, 
“  When the Master speaks," said he, during an interval of 
death-like stillness» “  it becomes the servant to be silent.'' 
Ho one endowed With an average portion of the faculty can 
hear this, and require to ask what is the eloquence of Ve
neration; that eloquence which at once lifts the soul to 
God's throne, and humbles it at his foot-stool; points to
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Omnipotence, and then marvels what is* man that Omnipo~ 
tence “  is mindful of him, and deigns to. visit him ?”

This paper is already too long for either extended or 
numerous specimens of pulpit-eloquence, as varied by the 
sentiments or combinations of sentiments addressed. A  
very few from Chalmers shall suffice. As he avails himself 
of the whole powers of the pulpit, and to a pitch not ex-, 
ceeded by any speaker in any other field of eloquence, on 
the principles on which this analysis is built,—notwithstand* 
ing settled notions and great names, both of which Phreno* 
logy is apt to weigh,—I  am led to estimate, bis composition 
more highly than that of any orator of whom 1 have yet 
spoken.

There is an eloquence of Ideality, and of Ideality, and 
Wonder, distinct from the eloquence of the other sentiment^ 
Some speakers are, by their organization, determined to .the 
one and not to the other; but Chalmers, although he some
times appears to address Ideality alone, or with Wondqr 
combined, without the other sentiments, is virtually com^uv 
ing all the sentiments, and producing the deepest moral and 
religious effect, by the union. Of Veneration, as the key-note, 
be never loses sight- Although Ideality, for example, pre
dominates, Benevolence Hope and Veneration beam forth in 
every thought of the following beautiful conclusion of a dis
course on “  The expulsive power of a new affection,'” in which 
the preacher shows the insufficiency of arguments drawn from 
the common topic of this world's worthlessness, and the ne
cessity of offering another, distinct, and much higher attach
ment:

€t Conceive a  man standing on the margin of this m en  world;
and that, when he looked towards it, he saw abundance smiling 

“ upon every field, and all the blessings which earth can afford 
** scattered in profusion throughout every family; and the light of 
« the sun sweetly resting upon all the pleasant habitations, and the 
"  joys of human companionship brightening many a happy circle 
u of society; and that on the other side, beyond the verge of that 
“  goodly planet, he could descry nothing but a dark and fathomless 
“ unknown. Think you that ne would bid a voluntary adieu,” &c.
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(< Bnt if,'during tbe time of this contemplation, some happy U u 4  
“ of the. blest had floated by, and there naa burst upon nis senses 
a  the light of its surpassing glories, and its sounds of sweeter melody; 
^  and he dearly saw that there a clearer beauty rested upon every 
“  field, and a  more heart-felt joy spread itself among aft the fa* 
“ milies; and he could discern there a peace and a piety, and a be- 
u nevolence, which put a moral gladness into every bosom, and 
“  united the’whole society in one rejoicing sympathy with each 
“  other, and with the beneficent Father of .them.all. Could 
“  farther see that pain and mortality were there unknown, ana, 
“  above all, that signals of welcome were hung out, and an avenue 
“  of communication was made for him ; perceive you not that what 
“  was before the wilderness would become the land of invitation* 
“  and that now the world would be the wilderness? What un- 
"  peopled space could not do, can be done by space teeming with 
“  beatific scenes and beatific society. And let the existing ten* 
“  dencies of the heart be what they may to tbe scene that is jaear 
“  and viably around us, still, if another'stood revealed to the pros- 
“  pect of man, either through the channel of faith, or the channel 
“  of his senses, then, without violence done to the constitution of hi$ 
"  moral nature, may he die unto the present world, and live to th$ 
“  holier that stands in the distance away from it.”

Ideality afid W onder, seasoned with Cautiousness, apd 
finely sustained by Veneration, unite to shed a glory alien 
gether peculiar around those exciting productions, the As
tronomical Sermons, which, when delivered, wound up these 
engrossing feelings to rapture, in a crowded audience, in 
which mingled a large portion of the rank, the talent, and 
the taste of the land.* A fter expatiating in terms of die 
sublimest eloquence on tbe im m ensity of creation as revealed 
by the »Telescope,—80 millions of fixed stars, and every star 
a  sCin with its retinue of p lanets; and what is discovered, 
baffling imagination as it does, being in all probability a  re
latively insignificant part of the suns and systems that roll 
in infinity; so insignificant, that it might be annihilated 
without being missed in creation,— the orator changes the 
directiori of his hearers' W onder, and, by a magic word, 
unfolds the yet more bewildering theme of the m inute in

* The substance of these discourses formed a sermon preached before his 
Once tbe Lord High Commissioner to the General Assembly; the Judges, 
Barons, and other public functionaries present.
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dilution, unfolded, awl inferred kb be infinite, by the dUb* 
Teñes of the Microscope ! I t  is said by those who heard him, 
that such was the delight excited by the prospective grasp» 
which every mind took in» df a creation yet to be displayed» 
when the microscope was announced, that the solemnity of 
die place alone restrained a shout of applauèe* The piib&H 
Spence was for an instant broken by the stir'of a new Aftd 
unexpected and most intense emotion» and a ll, was again 
Still and breathlete attention. About the time of the Tele-
4i scope's invention, another instrument was formed, which laid open 
“ a scene no less wonderful to reward the inquisitive spirit of man. 
** This was the Microscope. The one led me to see a System in
* every star ; the other leads me to see A world in every atom. 
“ Hie one taught me that this mighty globe, with the whole bur- 
“  den of its people and of its countries, is but a grain of sand on the 
“  high field of immensity; the other teaches me that every grain of 
“  sand may harbour within it the tribes and the families of a busy 
“ population. The one told me of the insignificance of the world I 
u  tread on ; the other redeems it from all its insignificance ; for it 
K tells me, that in the leaves of every forest, and in the flowers of 
“ every garden, and in the Waters of every rivulet, there are worlds 
tc teeming with life, and numberless as are the glories of the firma- 
t€ inent. The one has suggested to me, that beyond and above all 
w that is visible to man, there may be fields of creation which sweep 
“  immeasurably along, and carry the impress of the Almighty's 
“ hand to the remotest scenes of the universe ; the other suggests

to me, that within and beneath all that minuteness Which the 
'* tided eye of man has been able to explore, there tnay be a region 
tg of invisibles ; and that, could we draw aside the curtain which 
t€ shrouds it from our senses, we might there see a theatre of as 
“  tnaby wonders as astronomy has unfolded ; a universe withlh thè
* compass of a point so small as to elude all the powers of the mi*. 
"  croscope; but where the wonder-working God finds room for the

exercise of all his attributes ; where he can raise another mechan- 
** ism df worlds, and fill and animate them all with thè evidences of 
u  hiS glory/’

T he favourite sentiment of the lofty and generous mind of 
Chalmers is Benevolence ; and he loves to accompapy it with 
all the beatitudes and buoyances of Hope. Infinitely varied 
by the endless illustrations and amplifications of his inex
haustible genius, surrounded and tided and exalted by all 
the brilliancy of all the other sentiments, Benevolence is the 
most cherished inmate of his bosom, and out of its full-
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nées fa» onbth speâketh the matt eloquently. Kindhnees, 
gentleness, and mUrey» aie held by htm to be the only irre
sistible engines of man's power ever man« A debate on a 
Question where feeling i u  high bad been conducted and
concluded in the Gênerai Assembly of the church of Scot* 
Jand, with that mutual forbearance» and courtesy which, of 
nil men, most become divines. The feeling expanded in' its 
most fitting receptacle the heart of Chalmers ; and, With. a 
flight of Ideality too high for any wing but his own, he 
thus burst forth, in peroration of a splendid tribute to  his 
favourite sentiment: (i Were there, Moderator, between 
“ that side of the house and this a wall of brass, fifty cubits high 
“  and fifty cubits broad, gin me the courtesy and the kindliness of 
"  benevolence, and I  will overleap it or undermine it.”

But the highest application of his principle of the power 
of gentleness /hat gifted preacher reserved for the contem
plation of the votaries of religious zeaL Polemical Contra- 
versy had run high in the north of Ireland, and the odium 
ikeolagicim  had, with its baleful influence, gone far to stifle 
all the charities of neighbourhood, when Chalmers appeared 
at Belfast ; and, at the opening of the Presbyterian chdpel 
there, the disputants and their partisans flocked to listen 
to the most powerful preacher the world has yet seen, as he 
gave forth for his text the invaluable precept; “  The wrath 
“  of man workeih not the righteousness of God;”

T o illustrate “  the way in which the great message from 
“  heaven to earth may be darkened, and altogether trans- 
“  formed out of its native character by the conflict and bon- 
“  troversy of its interpreters,” he tkkes the analogy of a 
message of free and unqualified kindness from some earthly 
superior, handled by the bearers of it in the same Way. The 
message of goocUwill is, moreover,, put in writing, for 
greater security ; but this intended advantage raises Up “  a 
“  whole army of expounders,” who, “  in the pride andjjieat 
“  and bitterness of argument, fall out among themselves,” to 
the utter destruction of the mild and memful embassy of
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peace by which the contentions are stirred, and who pervert it, 
each to a message of vengeance on all .who do not interpret 
imprecisely as he does. “  I t  is thus,* he continues, <€ that,
“  by the angry and lowering passions of these middlemen, an oh* 
“  scuration might be shed on all the goodness and the grace which 
“  sit on the brow of their superior; and when stunned, in the uj>- 
w roar of their sore controversy, with the challenge and the recrimi- 
"  nation and the boisterous assertion of victory, and all the other 
"  clamours of heated nartizonship, that these may altogether drown 
“ the soft utterance or that clemency whereof they are the intferpre- 
** ten, and cause the gentler sounds that issue from some high seat 
“ of munificence and mercy to be altogether unheard.*'

After showing jthe undoubted character of lienevolence, 
of mercy, and love to man, with no limitation of men, with 
which the Christian message is fraught, all which is “ as- 
“  sertedw in its very terms, the preacher continues, after his 
manner of rich amplification, to contrast this serene and 
kindly and inviting aspect with the cloudy turbulence and 
forbidding frown of sectarianism.

“ I t  is thus that the native character of Heaven’s message may 
“ be shrouded, at length, in subtle but most effectual disguise, from 
“ the souls of men ; and the whole spirit and design of its munifi- 
w cent Sovereign be wholly misconceived by his sinful, yet mucli- 
“ loved children. We interpret the Deity, by the hard and ini- 
“  perious scowl which sits on the countenance of angry theologians; 
“ and in the strife and the clamour of their fierce animosities, we 
€€ forget the aspect of Him who is on the throne, the bland and be- 
<( nignant aspect of that God who waiteth to be gracious.** Dr 
Chalmers expresses his regret, “  that men of highest respect in the 
“ Christian world have done grievous injury to the cause ;*’ that 
Calvin himself incalculably weakened his own power, by declaring 
the message of mercy “ not in the spirit of gentleness, but fa  
“ the spirit of an incensed polemic, and with that aspect which sits 
"  on his pages of severe ana relentless dogmatism.*' That violence 
<€ and vituperation by which his Institutes are so frequently deform- 
“ ed, never occur, we venture to affirm, but with an adverse infiu- 
“ ence on the minds of his readers, in reference to the truth which 
“  he espouses. In other words, that truth which, when couched in 
“ the language and accompanied with the calls of affection, finds 
“  such welcome into the hearts of men, hath brought upon its ex- 
“ pounders the reaction of a stout indignant hostility, just because 
“ of the intolerance wherewith it has bran proposed by them.”

“ Let us lift ourselves,” he proceeds, “ above these turbid elements 
“  of earth, and be firmly and erectly confident of benevolenoe in 
“  Heaven. Yonder is the region of light, and of undoubted love;
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“  and whatever the mists or the darkness may be of this lower world,
“  there is free, generous, unbounded welcome to one and all in the 
c< courts of the Eternal. The sun of our firmament is still gorge- 
“  oualy seated in fields of ethereal beauty and radiance, when vetted 
“ from the sight of mortals by the lowering sky that is underneath.
<c And so of the shrouded character of the Godhead, who, all placid 
€t and serene in the midst of elevation, is often mantled from human 
“ eye by the turbulence and the terror of those clouds which galber 
** on the face of our spiritual hemisphere.” “ There may be 
u  nought to gladden in the wrathful and the warring controversies 
“  of the men who stand betwixt us and heaven, but in heaven itself 
“  are notes of sweeter and kindlier melody ; and well may we assure 
“  ourselves of the gratulation that is awakened there over every 
€€ sinner who turns to God." “ In a word, it is when the bearer of 
“  this message from God to man urges it upon bis fellow-sinners 
“ in the very spirit which first prompted that message from the 
** upper sanctuary,—it is when he truly represents, not alone the 
“ contents of Heaven’s overtures, but also that heavenly kindness by 
“  which they were suggested,—it is when be entreats rather than 
“  when he denounces, and when that compassion, which is in the 
“  heart of the Godhead, actuates his own,—it is when standing in 
« the character of an ambassador from him who so loved the world,
“ he accompanies the delivery of his message with the looks and the 
“ language of his own manifest tenderness,—it is then that the 
“  preacher of salvation is upon his best vantage-ground of command 
"  over the hearts of a willing people; and when he finds that chari- 
“ ty and prayer and moral earnestness have done what neither 
“  lordly intolerance nor even lordly argument could have done, it 

is then that he rejoices in the beautiful experience, that it is some- 
“  thing else than the wrath of man which is the instrument of work- 
“  ing the righteousness of God." “ I t  was in love to man that this 
“  wondrous »dispensation was framed. I t  was kindness, honest,
“ heartfelt, compassionate kindness, that formed the moving principle 
“ of the embassy from Heaven to our world. We protest, by the 
“  meekness and the gentleness of Christ, by the. tears of Him who 
“ wept at Lazarus' tomb, and over the approaching ruin of Jerus*- 
“ lem ; by every word of blessing that he uttered, and by every foot- 
"  step of his wondrous visitor over the surface of a land, on which 
“ he went about doing good continually,—we protest in the name 
€t of all these unequivocal demonstrations, that they do Him injustice 
u who propound his message in any other way than as a message of 
“  frienoship to our species. Hé came not to condemn, but to save ;
“ not to destroy, but to keep alive. And he is the fittest bearer, he 
“ the best interpreter, of these overtures from above, who urges them 
"  upon men, not with wrath and clamour, and controversial bitter- 
“ ness, but in the spirit of that wisdom which is gentle and easy to 
“ be entreated, and full of mercy.”

I t  were to weaken the effect of such glorious manifesta
tions of the highest sentiments of humanity, such truly j

I
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Christian exclusion of the propensities from the holy ground 
of religioni to make a angle comment upon them. Set them 
but in contrast to the harangues of the Tonga islanders,— 
nay of the Greeks and Romans, and the theory òf elor 
quence attempted in this paper is complete.

I t  was soon discovered, that thè views now submitted 
were far indeed beyond the limits of an essay. Selection 
and exclusion, in the mass of matter that offered, were the 
chief difficulties. The compass of the subject is immense, 
apd involves, I  would say a revolution in the whole king
dom of literature ; for it presents an instrument of criticism 
which will work with the precision of the mathematics, and 
bid away from its presence all the vague and inconsistent 
verbiage which has hitherto passed by that name. Nay 
more, it may and will indirectly produce the most important 
moral effects on society, by adding to the practical efficacy 
of that chief glory of Phrenology, the doctrine of the Su
premacy of the Moral Sentiment?,

A R T IC L E  I I .

Forces Productives et Commerciales de fa France* par le 
Baron Charité Dupin. S tomes 4to, Parie 1887.

T ris work contains facts relative to the population of France 
which, if accompanied by an account of the type and deve
lopment of their brains, would be highly interesting and use
ful. The latter information is not given, but we neverthe
less advert tq the mental manifestations, y ith  a view to soli
cit attention to the organization. The Foreign Quarterly 
Review, No I I . contains an analysis of the work, which first 
attracted our notice, and having rince procured the original,
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and compared it with the Review, we find the abstract so t
only perfectly correct, but presented in sqch a precise and 
Condensed form that we in vain endeavour to equal
it, either by translating Dupin at large, or framing a new 
analysis ourselves. W e shall therefore use the text of the 
Review without hesitation or farther apology.

* In countries where every person is educated, the children at school 
** compose about 4 or } of the population. This is nearly the pro- 
** portion in Scotland, and in some of the Swiss cantons. In Bag- 
“  mud, according to M. Dupin, it is about -fa, in Bohemia in 
44 Holland in Austria 1° Prussia f a  while in France it is 
*( only fa  France, as M. Dupin observes, is, in point of educa- 
Mtion, below Austria and Ireland, bddw every country in Europe, 
44 except the Peninsula, Russia, and Turkey.*’ The government
devotes £120,000 ou the Royal Colleges, which educate 
about 15,000 pqpils, while only £2000 are bestowed on the 
prim ary schools, which educate one million, and which ought 
tp pducate three millions.

“ To the evil of deficient means of education is added tlp t of a 
u great misapplication of time and labour, from the faulty system 
w pursued. In France, as in England, the dead languages arf 
“  taught too much tied the positive sciences too little. The son pf

a  wealthy manufacturer, M . Dupin observes, may remain from 
“ th e  age of 12 to 20 in one of the Royal Colleges, and leave it  per- 
"  fleetly ignorant of chemistry, mechanics, natural history, and every 
“ branch of knowledge, tha t might qualify him to conduct with 
“ skill the establishment of which he is one day to be the proprie- 
“ to r.” M. Dupin thinks that “  the 40,000 ecclesiastics scattered 
“  over the surface of the country might be usefully employed in 
“ g iving the rural inhabitants more correct idea? as to the prin- 
“  ciples on which the health and vigour of the domestic animals 
“  and  of man himself depend, the proper treatment of infants, the 
"  influence of local situation, the means o f protection against epi- 
“  demies, &c. The neglect of vaccination, and the consequent moft 
“ ta lity  among children from the small-pox, show that ignorance 
"  and prejudice are still lamentably prevalent in all parts of the 
€t kingoom.”

*The work contains much minute, interesting, and valuable 
information relative to the productive and commercial powers 
o f  France; but the leading object of it is to excite a spirit of. 
Industry and enterprise in the ” people of the south of
“  Fiances by contraetum their apathy, poverty, and backwardness, 
*c with the wealthy ana unproved condition of the people of the

i



** north. Ifaline-is dswwn‘from S tM a lo to  Gendva/it divides 
“  the kingdom into two unequal parts, of. which the. northern 
“  contains 32 and tlie southern 54 departments. 'The popula- 
“  turn of these tWoparts, Wf* M^Dhpin, differs niore 'frbin each 
?  other in wealth, iodustryand ipteJfcgBoce than thepfeepleof 

France, taken collectively, differ from the people of .the British 
“  isles. After some other preliminary remarks, he proceeds to de- 
“  scribe, in detail; the SB * departments of the north. To obtain a 
“  standard by which to judge of the state of each depgrtfaent indi- 

vidua!ly, he takes the aggregate amount of territorial surface, 
population, taxes, raw produce, manufactures, &c. for all France, 

“  from actual or estimated returns, and, dividing each of their ag- 
“  gregates by die number of departments, he obtains the area, popu* 
“  lathm, taxes, &c.of an imaginary mean department, which re- 
“ presents the average of the whole kingdom, and with this ¿e cpm- 
“  pares each of the 32 departments in succession. He then brings 
“ the results together, and compares the 32 departments'of the 
“  north collectively with the 54 departments'of the south/’

T his comparison embraces population, territorial revenue, 
the proportions of the different species of crops, of wine, of 
iron, horses, wool, gross and neat produce o f agriculture, &c. 
T h e  following table, he informs us, is.grounded on details 
published by the Minister of Finance.. F o r every 100 francs 
o f revenue, &c. for the whole country, the proportions for 
the north and the south are—

m  DUPIN ON THE CQJOI£BCIAL AND PRODUCTIVE

N. France. S. France. AUAanea
Private revenue, derived from indus-

try (excluding agriculture) . 594 
Publie revenue, from liquors, tobacco,

40} 100

gunpowder, &c. - * 60 40 10©
Do. do. from stamps and registration G0§ 89} 100
D a  do. from patents - 61 £ 88$ 100
Do. do. from the posts - 61 g 88} 100
Scholars at the primary schools 66 34 100 .
Productive force for equal quantities

of ground - 66 34 100*
' One. cannot help being struck, as M. Dupin observes, with 
the very uniform proportion which is here preserved in the 
two sections of the country among the various branches o f 
revenue which depend on skill, activity, and capital, on every 
source of wealth in short, except mere amount of territorial

7



« r f v a  Itis.iem arkabie, too, that education, and of «ours* 
knowledge, follows exactly the same law. "

The north of France is not only Bauch farther advanced 
in industry at present than the south» bat it is proceeding  in 
the career of improvement with much greater rapidity, as it  
proved by the following table, which shows the increase on 
different branches o f the public rev en u es six years.

WmWMB t f  lt tU M l. m

Addition to the PubUc Revenue J h m  1820 to 1826.

N. France. 8. France. All France.

Patents 2.903.225 francs 1.122.246 9.425.470
Registration and

stamps 17.618.945 7.594.589 25.187.593
T b e  posts *498.489 2.064.465 4.626.959
Customs 17.576.114 10.067.152 27.643.266
Indirect taxes 19.227.815 4.766.088 17.999.893

59.318.996 25.544.584 78.868.180
Proportional in

crease of reve
nue 65 95 100

B ut when the relative numbers of the population ate taken 
in to  account, the difference is still more striking, as the fol
io  wing table will show

N. Iksaso,
E ach million of inhabitants 

in  six years have increased 
th e  population 57.195

H ave sent to school (chil
dren) 56.265

H ave increased the public 
revenue by their industry

francs 3.902366

8. FftURie. All Fiance.

95.182 44.700

21.751 86.764

1.424.206 2.495.670

According to the last official account presented by tbe 
Vot. V.—No X V III. o
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Unu^rtity o f tbo tdwIoSùtoMixif primary schoo*.
wns as follows

• * 1 '  N. France. ‘ S. Fiance.

Commune* having primary schools1 *15.701' ’ S.609
Communes déatittite o f d itto  v - * *4.441 9.688 '

- « « » ' ■ . ' . , ■ ., : i ‘ » ■ i Jk
Thus more than one-half of the communes in the south »

are destitute of the means of elementary education.

Fonce. S* Fonce» . AM Fonce.

P upiltin  the Royal Colleges 4.686 ; 5.418 • 10.054 
Secondary schools 26.960. 24.08ft >69.988
Primary ditto / 74ft846, 378.981 iM tk T T l

T he greater number of pupils from thé south àt £ne ftoyal 
Colleges, M. Dupin attributes to the num ber of bursaries at 
the colleges in that part of France. “  T he people of the 
“  south,'” he observes, “  have a prodigious talent for obtain- 
“  ing ¡ieç bourses d e .te tç tfP  “  P lu t a-D ieu,“” he odds, 

qu’ils eussent la même ardeur at la même dextérité pour 
u  ôbtenifr des écoles primaires !”

The. university distributes annually a  number of prizes 
mid accesite* among the colleges o f Paris and »Versailles^ and 
the Almanack of the University contains the names of those 
who gain them, with the place of their birth. Setting aside 
the department of Péris, in order that n6 undue advantage 
may be given to the north, M. Dupin finds that the number 
.gained by pupils bdp&ging to the 81 departments of the 
north and the 54 of the south to be as'follow*:*»» * j 

North 107. South. 36.
P a rt of this difference -may be ascribed to the greater dis

tance of southern departments from the capital ; h u t of die 
143 rewards ¡voted, 37 were ' prizes and 106 accesits,< and o f 
these 37 prizes 83 were carried away by the pupils from the

* Hie pups who has the highest nvuqtar of • votes next to him who guns a
prize is considered as having obtained a certain distinction, which is called an 
accesit.
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rarth, and; only foun by »those from the south; so thotsitj 
the colleges» in point of fact, the prises go to  the northern* 
pupils, and the aoeemts to the southern.

Of .the 66 members of the Academy of Sciences (wfeotoitt 
impartially chosen from the savamUvf the whole kingdom ^ 
the 82 departments of the north have afforded 48, and the 
64 departments of the south only 1 7 1 .

The Record of Brevets, or, as we call them, patents» for 
new inventions and discoveries in the arts» Sec., in the 34 
years» from 1791 to 1886» presents the following result:«*«* • 

The north 1699* The south 413.
Exhibitions of the products of industry are made (every* 

four years we believe) in France» and prizes are given fqr, 
the most improved or perfect specimens. In  the exhibition 
of 1819 the prizes were awarded as follows

Medals of gold, silver, or bronze. North 893. South 107.
u Thus, in whatever point of view we consider the two parts 

“ o f  France, whether in relation to their agriculture or their 
“ commerce; at whatever stage of life we contemplate die po- 
"  pulation, in tender infancy, when the A B C is the Encyclo* 
“ paedia, at the colleges, the polytechnic school, or the academy 
“ o f sciences, or as regards invention in the arts, or the national 
"  prises for industry, every where we find a difference between 
“  the two parts, which is analogous and almost always pro- 
f( portionaL In the eyes of men who know how to compare 
“ effects with causes, this constant uniformity of results, this 
“ superiority of every kind in favour of the part of the kingdom 
(t where popular instruction is most developed, demonstrates 
“  clearly the advantage of that instruction in promoting trade,
“ the arts, the sciences, and private and public wealth."

M . Dupin holds the backwardness of the people in the 
south of France to be entirely the consequence of ignorance, 
and not to spring from any defect of natural talent. To 
paint their inferiority as it were to the eye, and to affront 
them into some exertions to wipe away the reproach of ig- 
norance, he has appended to his work a map representing 
the state of education in France. In  this map, the propor
tion which the children at school bear to the whole popula
tion n  marked in each department, and the surface of the
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department is made fighter or darker by varying tints of en* 
graving, in proportion as the aofteunt o f education is greater 
or less. In  a well-educated nation, the children a t school 
form about one-eighth or ninth part of the whole inhabitants. 
None of the departments of France reach this point, but' 
those of the north make the nearest approximation. In  
some of these it is ^  &c., up to In  the depart
ments of the south it varies from ^  up to the fearful pro
portion of which has been very properly typified in th e  
map by a surface absolutely black, as if knowledge had there 
suffered a total eclipse. A  more entire privation of the 
means of instruction is probably not to be found in Siberia 
or Turkey t

The following are examples of several departments, 
North and East of France.

Proportion of entire po
pulation at school.

Department of Pas-de-Calais, are a t school 1-14th part
Somme, ——■ 1.13
Oise,   1.11
Nord,   1.20
Aisne, ■ ■■ 1-13
Ardennes, — —■ 1-18
Meuse, ■■■ ■ . 1-14
Moselle, ■ ■ 1-10
Marne, — l- lo
Aube, —  1-10
H aute Marne, ■ ■ 1-11
M eurtbe, -  ■ 1.14
Vosges,   1-18
Bas Rhin, — ...  1-H
H aut Rhin, —. 1-18

Divide by 15 | .194 

Average for these departments, 18|$
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West and in ten»  of France, commencing at Cape Finis- 
terre,-aBdpasaag to-tbe Haute Loire.

** * Proportion ofends« po*
pulation at school.

of Finisterre, are at school l-199th part
Côtes du Nord, —------ 1.152
Morbihan, --------  1-222
Ille et Vilaine, --------  1-111
Loire inferieure, • 1-182
Mayenne, --------  1-78
Maine et Loire, ---------  1-90
Sarthe, --------  1-60
Loir et Cher, --------  1-132
Indre et Loire, --------  1-229
Indre, --------  1-74
Cher, —  1-82
Creuse, --------  1-74
Allier, --------  1-140
Puy de Dôme, -------- 1-180
Cantal, --------  1-209
Haute Loire, --------1-268

Divide by 17 | 8438
Average of population attending schools in 

17 middle departments 143d part of the 
whole, -

Southern Departments.

148 A

Departm ent of Gironde,
Landes,
Basses Pyrennees, 
Hautes Pyrennees, 
Gers,

Proportion of entile po
pulation a t school.

are at school l-63d part 
1-26 
1-1«
1-16
1.47

Carry forward
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Brought forward
L o t« t Garonne, *—<—  1.40th

—  1-66
H aute Garonne, — —  1.50
Arriege, — ---- o 1-128

1-82
-----  1-41

Pyrenn&s Oriental, — 1 6 6
—  1-81

1-40
Var, — -----  1 4 3  .

Divide by 15 } <668 
Average of population attending schools in \  ■■ «■■■

15 squthern departments, l-44th part of V 44/y 
the whole, '

“ The inspection of this spotted map should call up ablush 
in the face of every public man in France* When we con
sider the nursery of ignorance and barbarism which has been 
thus suffered to grow up in the centre of the kingdom, while 
its rulers were lavishing millions on works of luxury, vanity, 
or ostentation, we can scarcely find words to express our in
dignation at such a profligate neglect of duty on the part of 
the government, and such a stupid apathy on the part of 
the people.

“  W e concur with M. Dupiu in thinking, that the want of 
primary schools is the first want of the country; but we 
would not attribute the poverty and apathy of the people of 
the south entirely to this cause, nor do we anticipate that a  
better education will raise them completely to a level with 
the people of the north. W e believe that there is an origi
nal diversity of character among nations as well as indivi
duals, which produces important effects on their conduct 
and institutions. The spirit of industry and improvement 
is more active in England than in any other country; yet
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the English are'by no means‘»h well educated as the people 
of manytotiher Eompeati statti)i!u?Bbhèttifci lias more schools 
than Rhenish Germany o r JFrante, though it is
mfihitelybèhind thesiroDuntrie0M{étà\Ékt&i>h. And, gener
ally speàfóbg, though* the most industTiaiis Nations of Europe 
are better Educated than the others, the degree of industry 
is seldom in proportion* to the amount Of instruction ; and 
diffused 'Systems of education, where* they do exist, are per
haps as* often the consequence as thè càuse of the mental 
and bodily activity which accompanies them. Now, with 
regard to France, it is worthy of remark, that the northern 
departments, which are the great seats of intelligence and 
industry^ atte* éxactly'thè* districts which are inhabited by a 
people of^Gernjàn tftid*Norriiàn extraction; that is, by a 
branch d fth e  gréàt Gothic family which occupies Germany, 
Sweden, Holland, Belgium, England, and the Lowlands of 
Scotland,—the states which are confessedly at the head of 
modem eivftfeatiofi.1 The*Gothic race has less vivacity and 
sensibility thata seme of the southern races, but it greatly 
surpasses* them all in habits of order, rectitude of judgment, 
petfsevtM ftej and* decision of character. On tiie other hand, 
the* departments irf the centre o f France, where ignorance 
and rudeness are most ¡Prevalent, were exactly the ancient 
sedt^df the Celts. IH the western part of this tract the 
Celtic Taco preserves its original language ; and throughout 
th e  whole of its extent we have every reason to believe that 
th e  basin of She population' is Celtic ’Still. 'T he inhabitants 
o f these districts, in short/ are at botfeth of the same family 
w ith the W elsh, th e 'Irish , and the Scotch Highlanders,— 
tribes which, even at this day, are much inferior to the' 
Gothic Tace in  aptitude for civilization." . f .
. T o these judicious* remarks 6f the reviewer we may add, 

th an  die great characteristic o f the German head is, that the 
reflecting organs are large* Individuality large; Eventu
ality  and the other knowing organs smaller ; thè organs of 
Benevolence, Ideality, Wonder, Firmness, and Conscien-
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buaiaavardaad deed; Happenagilatoly tonotice-the motto 
of a  coat of •M tt'M la  i a id q ^ k  ‘the stréet, «Ineb spoke 
plainly n jiartim lnr ntntiinm t, if ehdnced ter o ó c tirto  us, 
dMt, >a» it  1» lik e ly diat e le  ‘cho tter^d^afom ify 'm otto  
npaairn<out the pcsvwUiflg ifcèHwg of Mo untidytbe^fem ily 
character,at least k sfounderte, in-other words, thedrigitiéri pre
dominating family organisation, might be inferred firom'Aeap- 
raorial motto; and the t« m ip isp iig iiiM ,''d n d  is-genéttilly 
a  hieroglyphic or emblematical design, expressing1 tk t M w  
mmliim ni milli die motto itself; W e-theught it ptohaM etbat 
the books of heraldry would show-a greet prepWdatiriflehaf 
selfish, w ar social feelingiatheeaslieridottos. The founders 
of.families, in rude times, would of coatte'be p ttud^of thè 
qualities by which they- rose, and-aHhougb theste'Wereseldom 
just and merci fell, the motto and crest would bold out the la
conic boast to the world. W e expected that next tothebòèst- 
ers would come the worshippers, the preme thóodfati of 
<duedry,-wbo beot the knee alike to thfeif fcitig, theiVmhtreSs; 
and th e irtìo d ; aad that of sentiments not selfish, Veneration 
would'figure in heraldic blazonry ; and Hope, that neverwftìk- 
‘ing im pultt of the ambitious. - W e did not expect n a e th ta  
»-sprinkling of justice, and little, ifany ; mercy* a ta lt

W ith these anticipatidm, it was interesting to open heraldic 
walks, both English arid Scottish, and observe hOW-fat1 We 
■were correct. W e were Dearly so, and precisely' ih the 
above order. W ith the exceptknof Firmness, Which forms 
an element in many mottos,—and-whiefe may tiringle in a 
combination of faculties for ill as weH as for good,—the great 
majority ascend no higher in the scale of dignity than the 
twelve lowest faculties, embracing th e  animal propensities 
and lower sentiments. A  considerable number ascend to  
Veneration—not just so many to Hope—mare than we ex
pected to Conscientiousness—and a very few to pore Be- 
wevolence.

Beginning with the lowest class of feelings, we find these 
m aaaae mottos in their unmingled degradatimi. For ex-



ffatfcsteem ami Iftram saa to ab e  generally very luge. Vii. 
te le  apd C an#*.«« native» oiA iptonigayit.

Ahoqt dyon « Teteutio tot. fitth ter trite! seen» to have 
im iti- ' it e  «trai ,a*d. mtdfactgri; oqgan» a te . generally 
well developed, and a gNflA.manymeaef tabnt .ha— ap. 
peawd there. • ■ ... m
. Abpui .Lyons the ,faee prenota *  round'fornvsnd. ti»  
tewni#.ÌA|geaiikN^(u«dv«Qm  a te  ladividuaUijt They 
a n  tenons in  tho u tos but Order ted  Cooicifinbounew 
are small, and ljing and boasting are features of the» n »  
talicteraeier.

¿Ete-G tes have maintained tte w d im  in sooiepisene user 
t t e  Germaa^rtetiec« About twenty leagues teanC oU ente 
u p tttee o n rseu f the BUw> but som ew hetm ta Fir—rn, a 
G etto  population present» itnelf' inferior in eerefaealiargam». 
tern  to .tte  Qothio with w hite it is surrounded.

T hm eitM p of information, we are aware, areexeeedingiy 
geeenal and imperfect ; . but. they are presented merely to 
solicit the attention of travellers to this moot interesting and 
im portant tean o b c f pteeealqpoal inqaiiy. I f  some small 
p a tew id f te a  latew r aad money «amended is  presenting thè 
pubte-w ite elaborate deseriptiwa and. drawwgs of the faces 
t e d  fostunwo o f different countries w en bestowed in  collect. 
jag>-«emirate delineations of their heads or their actual 
«bulla, and this information were eembiaed with ante de> 
m tfaas those furnished by M . Duping human improvement 
w u u ld te  wcaltelahly accelerated. *

. ARTICLE III.

PHRENOLOGICAL REMARKS ON THE MOTTOS OF ARMQ- 
’ RIAL BEARINGS.

A  habit of thinking phtenologicaUy gives a tendency to re* 
duee all th»- phenomena of life and human affairs to their 
elements in the primitive and welbdistinguished springs of
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h u aan  wordaad deed«. I fa f f  onmg' Utsty te  notieethe motto 
of a  ..coat of -arando» a carriage'** the 'stréet, whieh spoke 
plainly a  » particular sentiment, i t  chanced to 'occur to  us, 
tbat,<a»' i t i»  b k e ly th h triie  “choeiietodP' a family’ motto 
if  a akn o u t thè pcwailirignfeòKng «f M* mtad, thto'femily 
ahanster,at least its founder^, in other words, theerigittripre- 
dominating fatally organisation, might'be inferred A obrA rav 
morial motto; and tk i aecompaiiyÌBg'erest,wliieh ^-generally 
a  hieroglyphic or emblematical design, expressing tfctebahe 
in animi u t math the motto itself. W ethoughtit probable that 
the books of heraldry would sbosca gréât prepM denitktëof 
srifinh w er social feeling iH tfaeetolicrntottoB.- The bonders 
of families, in rude times, would of coutsebe ptoud'-of A è 
Qualities by whiéb they  rose, and although thesé'Wère Béldam 
just and m em fnl, the motto and crest would bold oat the la
conic boast to the world. W e expected that next tothebòM » 
ers would come the worshippers, the prenne dhéœMéto of 
riûvalry,w iio beot the knee alike to their king, their mistress; 
and their d o d ; and that of sentiments not selfish, Vtetferatton 
woakl figure in heraldic Masonry ; and Hope, that neveKftfih. 
■ing itnpulseof theam bitious. ■ W e Ad not expert more than 
»sprinkling of justice, and little, ifany ; mercy'ataHi

W ith these anticipations; it waB interesting to open -heraldic 
works, both English arid Scottish, end observe- htor -fatwe 
-were correct W e were nearly so, and precisely ■ ih the 
above order. W ith the exception of Firmness, which forms 
an element in -many mottos,—and which -may mingle in a 
combination of faculties for ill as wed as for good,—tbe great 
majority ascend no higher in the scale of dignity thhn the 
twelve lowest faculties, embracing -the animal propensities 
and lower sentiments. A  considerable number ascend to  
Veneration—not just so many to Hope—more than we ex
pected to Conscientiousness—and a very few to pure Be
nevolence.

Beginning with the lowest class of feelings, we find these 
in some-mottos in their unmingled degradation. For ex-
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m pte, xùamDaettxwàetswtm cower ifortb; in  «mb Ingnnrirgs 
thaw Strike ‘.St rike \bairi~rn!5pare> uriflhti Grip» Jod?  
Destructiveness with .Cembativeneas dictrtBdr~Tkrough*-J 
dartri-ForMtKr-!-xn.arrow. far ctert# with—-/*  iodes notabow  
—I  mal»,notât;,,whb *  bagdrand- dagger for créât, adds 
C a u ta n  to,Itegtrucnyfine8a,.and was-the m urderous boast of. 
JC dtpsinek, wbp re-entered the dmvch o i tbeDamàotean» 
a t, Dumfries to jfainh the Cummin* whom Bruce^ under Ve- 
offptia%  saidj \»doubted he had. killed— “• Fou doubt l M  
mokeetcoar," Acquisitiveness, S ecn tn eo e« , and Caution, 
suggested thegrovelling family-motto of Lode decor; while 
Thou shaft want, ere, f  reamt. aspires no higher than, die am* 
h iliph '.o f thP' strongest .hag in a-aw iaaatye. However, th is 
unSMtelyi motto. < ty>  aa.it m ust, have described. the founder 
of. th e  noble family to whieh it belongs, we can aosw erfor its 
opatrast to .the aentim entaof the present representative. H e 
h a s  an  easy course before him , le t him reverse it, and mark, 
th e  tim e oft a  tru ly  .praud epoch in his family-history. F o rth  
Earfuac and JUl thefettew , .would else be improved by a  
c h a r y  U>Florth Fortune and break the fetters. R ising-in 
thye- septet,but d ill *o the regions o f selfishness, a re  most o f 
th e  boastful mottos o f the warrior. • O f course these- mani
fe s t Combativeoess always in  alliance with Self-esteem, vari
ously  modified by Firm ness, Love of Approbation, Caution, 
an d  Hopei I  have decreed—is Self-esteem and Firmness. /  
jp S tv / conquered—is Combativeoesa and Self-esteem,, as are , 
I  advance—I  am ready—Foremost i f  J  can—Stronger than, 
enemies»,equal 1/ofriend»— Quo non ascendant—Standfast— 
In  defence—Steady- .a ro se from Combativeness and Firm ness. 
Çk*&, victory'e reward—Never behind—Death rather than 
disgrâce—Fear shame -  -have reference to the world's apmioQ, 
a n d  therefore spring from Love of A pprobation, in  combina-
tio n  with.Self*esteem>

" I give all the mottos in English« although many of them are in Latin • 
and IPNocIk*



Cautiousness, fh w  pnwaM  ̂would wot be concealed evea 
in •  warriorb motttyasimOiMipwii Beosart ike bear  Brave
ly  hut cautiously. ..

•Hope nay well be npioted te predominate in mads sub
jected to all the chances o£ tor and oonsequent TirimitinV» 
of fortune; aocordmgly we have»-*/ hope—While. I  breathe I  
hope—I  live in hope—Hope nourishes-■ My hope and labour 
—They go high who attempt the summit. Self-esteem aringlas 
largely in tins last. We lately met with a Angular ean p h  
of this motto expressing the ruling feeling. A man rather 
below middle rank happened to come to ua often for pro
fessional advice. We observed in him the qualities of nnraa- 
sonable sanguineness and great love of show. Hedied, and 
left a widow and children nearly destitute. Among his effect» 
there was a costly watch, chain, and seals, almost new, worth 
not less than 60 guineas, which it was perfect insanity for 
a person in his circumstances to have purchased. Of course 
there was. a crest on one of the seals, and we were curious to 
observe the motto. It turned out to be, “ Spero meBorer- 
“ I hope better things.” Still with Self-esteem for a baas, 
Secretiveness lends its aid in some minds to constitute die 
favourite sentiment For example—Never show yomr rttgn—  
I  bide my time. This declaration of cherished retonge is a 
angular meUhge of Sdfrcsteem, Destructiveness, Ssm tito- 
ness, and Cautiousness.

Veneration, as Veneration, if umnixed with the baser 
feelings, which lead to bigotry and persecution, has no
thing selfish in it ; and when expressed on the. Warner's 
shield, has higher damn to our respect Its manifestation 
in rude times was, it is true, for the most part superstitions, 
and for that reason it is not entided to be classed with Con» 
sdentidusness and Benevolence, unless it is found in com
pany with them—¿bfaatiou Jtan  the cnee —Glory to G o d - 
While /  breathe I  w ill trust m the cnee—From God, not 

Jromfortune Worship God,serve the King—Aymer loyalty— 
With good-wiU to serve my King—One Godr-Qm King—One



Atari. These end-many othen m n  probaMy m treefu - 
ssons of Voneroitinojand Im veirtthingiathem  teehWwtijnt 
they were more. But we might conclude tnse religious 
fMmgs-to 'belcngm sidditiw ts 'th e  mmd, where Consriem 
tioowwaH frewulacba» ddoidctky a ttsp p ss ra p (« 'tW a h w li 
For-example r—ftb tfte  laser» o f justice, piety ¿and fin A 
Boldly and mterrdy Be fits* and fear mk—Candidly and 
steadily By  courage, not by cruft—Every one Am ow »' 'Do 
right and trust—FideHier—Judge nought—Keep tryst (con
tract)—Probity the- true honour—Virtue ike ads nobility—  
To be rather than to ■ seem—High and good—Sound con
science a- strong’ toner—The palm to virtue. Last of all 
onmrfl Benevolence, and it is like a gleamof sunshine in the 
nadrit o f a storm, to see its mild and beantifal countenance in 
the ages of-pride, cunning, and ferocity; but it is but thinly 
sown. Be brace, not fierce—Clemency adorns the brave—  
That I  may do good—That I  may do good to others—Do all 
good. And last, though not least, as a sentiment on the 
Mason of the warrior who fights for peace, a direct condem
nation of war, in the motto, “  Bella horrida beha.”

in  the continued struggle against power, which the history 
of both ends of our island record, it would be strange if on 
armorial bearings there were no expressions of the love of 
liberty*—that fruit of a fine combination of Self-esteem, Com 
sdentiousness, Benevolence, and Firmness. We have, ac
cordingly, such mottos as, Iibcrtas—lib erty  entire—Country 
dear, lib erty  dearer—I  have Hoedfree and mtU diefree.

The mottos which indicate the reflecting powers, as maxims 
of wisdom were rare in rude times, unless we take those for 
such as oppress the higher sentiments, as, Ftrfue the sole no
bility, &c. We have* however, lighted upon one which is 
purely intellectual, and we quote it, because it happens to be 
eminently phrenological. Nihil invita Minerva. It is vain 
to expeet excellence without the genius from which it springs.

It would greatly increase the interest of this communica
tion, were it permitted us to compare the actual history of
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distinguished fanritie* Witbthdir armorial kg—da. But al- 
thbughpobBc w
iM; and wa’atoe tbettfore denicdtkat^tanUge^aod^JiiHMt be 
ctinumt'with momtoepdmgto the readevita appl̂  die iony. 
ledge trf *uch<; private fluoriliBsafe he ppawfagea ■ <tp the very 
harmfessend of making the eomparidra brtveeii itiandithe 
family-arms, for himself; We do notenteTtniu.a doubt that 
in every instance they will be found strikingly oonacident

A RTICLE IV.

- CAB£ jOF 8QBCTBAL ILWJ*»0^..... . „ .

T he following very distinct and interesting ’narrative ka& 
read to the London Phrenological Society, and kindly com
municated to us, for insertion in the Phrenological Journal^ 
by its learned author, a member of the English Bar. '

In December, 1823, A. was confined to his bed by inflam
mation on the chest, and was supposed by his medical 
attendant to be in considerable danger. One night, white 
unable to sleep from pain and fever, he saw, sitting in a 
chair, on the left side of his bed, a female figure,1 which he 
immediately recognised to be that of a young lady riho died 
about two years before. His first feeling was surpnse, arid 
perhaps a little alarm ; his second, that he was suffering 
from delirium. With this impression he put his head under 
the bedclothes, and after trying in vain to sleep, as a test of 
the soundness of his mind he went through a lbng and com
plicated process of metaphysical reasoning. ' He then peeped 
out, and saw the figure in the same situation and position. 
He had a fire, but would not allow a candle or nurse In thè 
room. A stick was kept by his side, to knock for the’ mirsè 
when he required her attendance. Being too weak to move 
his body, he endeavoured to touch the figure with the stick ; 
but, on a real object being put upon the chair, the imagin
ary one disappeared, and was not viable again that night.
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The eexttd^Jhetlwigte «6Aliiilrot,«be.-wi<iMv eadZa- 
pactedforretara.widiooSaianihiaudiwithiaaiue pledamtv He 
wee a e t it t f  pniatiH iHtM»fetlM>ttuuetpiade'a»baftto* end 
he icaafik êdMumaelf i* .obsfcnwtiantj' Whw be abut ins 
eye»-or itunoad bis<bead; he-«eased; to *e© the figure; by 
intierparing ins-A-lumd- he. could hide feet of it; and it.was 
shown-bke• my mere nmeruQ substance^by the nj^oidw  
fire whidkdcil upon« .ami Were 'reflected from it* As thefire 
declined it-became less perceptible, and as it went out, invi- 
able. A similar appearance took place on several other 
nights, but it became less: perceptible, and its visits less 
frequent, as the patient recovered from bis fever.

He says the impressions on his mind were'always pleasing, 
as tfie spectre looked at himwith calmness and regard. He 
never supposed it real; but was unable to Recount for it on 
any philosophical principles, within his knowledge.

In the autumn of 1835, A.’s health was perfectly restored; 
and he bad been free from any waking vision for nearly 
Mghiwn months. Some circumstances occurred which pro. 
duced in- him great mental excitement One morning 
he dreamed of the f^ure, which stood by his ride in an 
angry posture, and-asked fov a locket which be usually wore« 
He 'awoke and saw it at the toilet, with the locket in its 
hand. He rushed out of bed, and it instantly disappeared. 
During the next six weeks its visits were incessant, and the 
«wnaarinns which. they produced were invariably horrible. 
Some years before he had attended the dissection of a 
woman .in a state .of rapid decomposition. Though much 
«fagnatgd at. the .time, the subject bad been long forgotten; 
but was recalled by the, union of its putrescent body with 
the spectre's features. The visits were not confined to the 
night, but frequently occurred while several persons were in 
the same room. They were repeated at intervals during 
the winter; but be was ahle to get rid of them by moving or 
sitting m  m  erect paeition. Though well, his pulse was 
hard, and generally from 99 to 100.
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A. in a p en » of §*od «donation «Ml UMary habits. I 
have isd ihn slighaail limiU of Hnneversup.
pnapd the apjisaiaarrii abnmmnntisnrrl other thanilhiiiooe. 
He Jmfr stamps had a. ynvpm di$‘toward* ik t totpemahml, 
ahlmiil iiliji belief iat it* and he ascribes these effects of 
Iswflinitien to the perusal of tile Tales of Wonder, sad other 
ghM M nip when « boy. He trill not d b t  me to lay 
bsfsee the Society an account of hh head» as connected with 
this statement, as he would not like to be edad a tinder in 
the mareaUons. I may, homnr, say, that Ideality is large, 
and the reflective faculties very good. JF. B. C.

It is evident that the author was not aware when be wrote, 
of the cases recorded in our 6th Number; (voL II., page 
290;) especially of the light thrown, by the comprehensive 
instance of Miss S. L., on the nature and immediate cause of 
such illusions in the morbid activity, and of course internal 
action, sometimes but not always attended with acute pain, 
of the portions of the brain through which Wonder, Form, 
Sige, Colouring, and often others of the knowing perceptions 
are produced. The communication is only the more valu- 
able» that neither the author nor his informant A. can pos
sibly be charged with suiting'ah imtanoe to a theory; but 
have narrated appearances as they were experienced and do- 
acribed; and which, unknown to bath, telly so exactly with 
the other instances to which we have alluded, as to leave no 
doubt of their being the effects of the same causes.

It is not said that local pain was felt by A .; but his pulse 
was from 90 to 100, aad tbs brain evidently in over-excite
ment* When such illusions occur to a patient quite con
scious and ratUmal, they are not imputed to the internal 
excitement of delirium, but to an extend object Even

* He * u  relieved by bolding the head is  an uptight poeture. This was the 
experience of Min 8. L., (294,)—a proof of an internal mechanical cause ; 
perhaps in the circulation or pressure of the blood, and ahnoet suggesting a 
topical remedy, or alleviation.
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Samufil Jofappap -ia ftid >fchimre;belieaed in ghosts, It-m+nute 
iwhuym of-reflecting pens* In til—li in mif ¡a liSpliaii i fin 
the& w ptictn  iajnal* '.M «A* diurna mental Ukaatm:. We 
dp not -wish tips self-pesea*sad*car mace apparitioni, -for 
we w^ÉbJùn.l|e«ltb of body, «faicb inatadBafaaalth/of fante; 
but if. be should haw. anyfoture tinta, .we. should m d i 
value a jpiqule, description. of them ; and mpruislly uf any 
2aoalpain,or -other accompanying sensation,which hr might 
otberwy ĵoot think of observing. ; We would farther «ali his 
attenda,to pfch symptoms m  giddiness at.the « r a nt, 
or aoĵ ptfaers mentioned in our former paper. ...........

M3

ARTICLE V.

ON TBS SUR 0 »  HASS USED ST THE DIFFEM5WT 
CHhAflflBB OF'SOCIETY. :

(To the Editor o f the Phrenologicol Journal.) . .

OOMDBB,/«M, 181ft'
Sia,—lx  is. with much {tenure I perused a paper by a Lon- 
dop.baMBatayin your,Journal for November last; andas H 
appear «from your preface that. you. are desirous of. further 
observation*., on the same subject,.and « -1  have been up
wards of- ten years in tem n e  p tste '0» with your London 
correspondent, ahd have been neoessaniy led by observation 
to entertain the. same ideas* I shall endeavour to supply you 
with »provincial,«nrobormtiaa of that gentleman's statements; 
trusting it may not .be altogether unacceptable to • the readers 

-  of your. Journal, although found deficient in that freedom 
and eloquence which generally adorn its pages.

-Ip assenting generally .to the cotrectaess of the observations 
contained in that article, I beg leave'to notice one remark at 
the top of {wge 841, where, after stating the manner in which 
hatters' meaeuncaeat is given, the author says, " Upon this 

Vol. V.—No XVIII. r
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“  pynéijSftMosto me nmd.id dmmeasuring SnéMaatifectUr- 
in g ef hstetopartiodm  arnesi varying flm nShiéhes, the site 

‘‘ e f anihfeht's head, increasing by the $ of an inch to-Tf 
ft1nchcv 'foegm «ulrfiril8Ìae>'0f MeM.’’ W MtTMpectIri t to  
latter tobawthtinb, I  beg teave t® etite, f la t in  this'part of 
the eoafrtry,. bo-fa r  f«*n7$  bertrg the general full size of 
w e , vit may rather be regarded a» the miutimum ; at least; in 
tbe aauote òf iay bosiaessl h iré  tnet with very ftiw demands 
fe* bbtonf «bai libe<;ner do Iftid j nponfoe strictest inquiry, 
ith m  been otherwise Until tile m ost fatteUave batten a id  
retailers o f hats in tide country ; and, in poult o f feet, 
the cases are so rare, that, in a male population of about 
18,000, not more than 10, if  so many, require-faats of a sue 
Atom 7f to 7{, although I  |mow -of.two extreme cases af 8  
inches being required. Nevertheless, a very perceptible 
difference in point of absolute tine between those hats-in 
general request among the higher dosses of the community 
and those of the common and lower ranks must be obvious to 
every hatter who may choose to pay the slightest attention 
to tiie «object. W hile we may state with safety 7^ to be 
the medium séte e f the tetter, we are quite certain of being 
within m ark ibatating  the former to b e f y ;  than showing 
evidently the general tine e f foe one class , to be a  degree 

t huger than th a t of. the other. I t  is no d iffo d t matter to 
perceive foal a  head requiring •  hat 6 |,  hatters' meteore, 
m eat, is vfery small compared  with one requiring 7 f ;  indeed 
foe forme» i»by tbe-hhttei» hare costasdered abey ’s hat, and 
is very seldom required fee an ad id t; nor in fo*  latter >aisé 
often required, as already mentioned. -This «riti he readily 
believed by those who are karat tin t it Would require a  head 
equal in circumference to Db Chalmers's' te  flt i t  I t  te the 
ignorance Uf foe vast difference that { of an àfidi of baiters* 
measurement  gives on tbe absolute site that causes sóm any 
mistakes about foe general' rise of heads. Ifc loé Wé- are 
ditty dcrired to send a hat half or even a wholeirtdh huger



tkm  another eperifed, or are M p iM ri fa  make th iahat an 
iiidk latger, beeauaeitisto©  high,; whereto  or a t m a t }, 
is Mil-that is required. . - i ..

Yodr cerrespoddcn t,h i speaking off- the —psriswty of the 
Scotch head, In point o f absolute m a, .over th a t'.a f the 
English, retails to  my memory a  circumstance which happen
ed a number of years ago, and whioh shews that che-tiutwa 
not uaftto ilisr to  them  who are in- the practice. e f  asmting 
huge quantities of hate to Stsothbd. A n «gent todneefithe- 
dost ettCtoivC English h a w  was soliciting .fresh eiders, 
when my fr&her observed, that he had joift received-«very 
large quantity from -his house wlfieh, frem their email size, 
Were quite onesleaMe. W hen the sizes were mentioned, the 
agent observed, it was surprising th e  house should so far 
forget itself, being well «State each sises would never do to 
send to SaethnA - Observations'which I  have made-smce- 
have fully confirmed the truth-of these statements.

I t  is of some importance to  observe, that it is the width o f 
the head at the. basilar regien, and its extreme length from 
spine to Individuality, mere Ann its absolute rise, th a t 
determines the note of the h a t O ur weavers afibrd a striking 
proof-of th is; their heads, generally speaking, are thin and 
high, Which enables us- to fit them -with hats of r  emailer 
size than some who have, id point of fret, smaller heads, but 
whe^ from haring the greater part in the basilar andoocip*. 
tel regions, require hats of a  greater width. I t  has often 
afibsded me much pleasure to observe the striking conconri* 
taney between the form of the weavers’ head and their mikk 
ness of character. I  have heard this attributed to their 
circumstances ; but I  believe that fiery turbulent spirits, who 
find themselves unable to exercise that patient endurance so 
necessary to a  weaver, either never enter- the trade, or leave 
it after a  very short trial. There are some who cannot 
believe otherwise than that good conduct must always be the 
result o f necessity. No Phrenologist, however, would believe 
that, with Combativeaes8 and Destructiveness large, they
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could manifest that patient endurance of privation which is 
onenf their eharacteristics;;: nor is the eowomitaocy between; 
the cerebral development and the manifestations, of those , 
with the other conformations alluded to less striking» aU 
thoughtless pleasant to .observe. I t  is the configuration that 
obtains among the lowest grades of society here, such as our 
porters,' carters, fiah*drivera, and scavengers, from, whom* 
nothing Jw t the most vigorous manifestations of animalism are r 
to be found.. Indeed, from all the observations I  have been 
ahk  to make, I. am convinced that the situation; ,of the 
individual in society is often an index to his* development;, 
a t least, J  often find .the worst configuration? m th #  lowest 
offices, although, the reverse of ,this does not. always hold 
good. But no one can justly regard the mere,poase6tiqp of. 
that distinction which flows from wealth /alone; as the only, 
criterion by which to judge of moral worth. A  popular 
writer justly remarks, that. “  Nobleness of condition is not
“  essential as a.sebool fpr. npUeaess of character £ nor doss a man 
“  require to be high in office ere he can gather around his person 
“ the worth aind the lustre of a high-minded integrity. It is 
« delightful to think, that humble life may be jtufe as rich in moral 
“ grace and moral grandeur as the loftiest places of society;—that 
"  as true a dignity may he earned hy him who, in homeliest 
“  drudgery, plies his conscientious task, as by him who stands 
“  intrusted with the fortunes of an . e m p i r e t h a t  the poorest 
f* menial in the land who can lift a hand unsoiled by the pilfer- 
“  ments that are within his reach, may have achieved a victory 
“ over temptation to the full as honourable as tbe proudest patriot 
“  can boast, who has spurned the bribery of courts away from 
"  him. I t  is cheering to know, that, among the labours of the 
rr field arid of the work-shop, it is possible for the peasant to be as 
“ bright in honour as the peer, and have the chivalry of as much 
“ truth and virtue to adorn him." <

This, phrenologically speaking, is often the case; for it is 
easily conceivable that mild and gentle and unassuming 
individuals are easily

"  Checked by the scoff of pride, by envy's frown,
And poverty’s unconquerable bar

and this they have often to encounter from those who hold
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superior stations in society, which are as frequently gained 
by powerful propensities and intellect as by a predominance 
of the intellectual and moral faculties. I  have frequently 
considered it would1 be very desirable to take notes' of 'the 
development of the different classes of workmen, and then 
notice their mechanical and moral manifestations. This I  
shall endeavour to accomplish as soon as my leisure rime 
will perm it’ Seamen, for example, have a  character-quite 
their own, and which, in the present state o f my'knowledge 
concerning their configuration generally, I  am apt to con
sider is in a great measure the r te d t of their circumstances. 
On board they may be said to be a community of equals, 
where Acquisitiveness and • Secretiveness are lass'frequently 
catted into activity, while the daily perils to which they are 
exposed have a direct tendency to rouse their Adhesiveness 
and Benevolence in -the rendering of mutual assistance; 
hence we; find them open, generous, and affectionate,— 
strangers to that'selfishness and dissimulation which are but 
too prevalent on shore. . This, at least, so far as my observa- 
tiongoes, is the prevailing-character of men bred frdm their 
earliest years to the sea-service; although there must be 
many exceptions in peculiar situations, and especially in rime 
o f war.

I t  would be easy to multiply observations such as the 
foregoing in- various classes of society, but being unwilling 
to trespass too much upon your indulgence in giving these 
remarks a place in your Journal, I  shall conclude by sub
scribing myself year's, &c. T .
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A R T IC L E  VI-

SKETCH OF THE POWERS AND FEATS OF DUCROW THE
EQUESTRIAN ; ILLUSTRATED BY A CAST OF HIS HEAD
IN THE COLLECTION OF THE PHRENOLOGICAL SO-
CIETY.

A  t r o o p  of equestrians from London, who lately exhibited 
for some months in Edinburgh, attained very general popu
larity and celebrity; notwithstanding that equestrian feats 
had for many years ceased to be a novelty in the place. 
Their theatre overflowed every n ight; the other dramatic 
resorts were comparatively deserted; and, by the time of the 
company's departure, there were few of the entire popula» 
tion who had hot been the delighted and really astonished 
witnesses of the wonders they performed. The riders were 
all expert m their break-neck vocation; but» with one excep
tion, had been excelled by the Parkers and Rickets of thirty 
years ago. The exception was the manager, Ducrow; of whom 
it may in a word be said, that he as much outdid the feats 
of the most sldlfttl professors of the art, as they could outdo 
what could have been achieved by the nimblest of their 
spectators. Having filled a box with happy children,-—not 
the least interesting part of such spectacles,-—tv* felt in such 
company quite a t ease about our gravity, and resolved 
minutely to note what we saw, and trace it to its origin,— 
the performer's brain.

After a trial of skill by the rest of the troop, Monseig- 
neur venit,"—in the person of M r Ducrow. He sprang upon 
his beautiful horse as if the movement had been a step in a 
quadrille, and, putting him to his full speed, stood upon the 
saddle with as much ease and confidence as he could have 
stood on the ground. In  the expression of the other riders 
there was the anxiety of Cautiousness as their horse galloped 
round; but the remark was general that Ducrow seemed to 
forget his perilous situation, and to be, moreover, unconscious
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th #  evpry dupge ç f hi* position wasm arked, in a  manner 
peculiar to bipself, with ease and gone, and that every, 
attitude was unconstrained, natural, and elegant The 
circular, and it  p ay  be observed, moderiatriy-aised arena, 
like the skater's outredge àm ie on the iee, i t  w well known, 
gives to  the equestrian who stands on horseback the benefit 
of the law of rotatory potion, like a  hoop whirling round a 
futy glpss of wine. T bs bosse is fa re d  into a  sloping 
position, to which the rider must conform ; and bis inaliaa. 
turn inwprdft increases not only his gracefulness, but bis 
safety. B ut Duçrpw scorns the ordinary limits o f rotatory 
aid ; and, in the fore of aU accustomed phenomena of gsayita- 
tiqn, flies roqnd, standing a t such an angle, even to  hie 
sloping home, as no human being but himself oould bave 
changed to apy thing but a  dement to the sand. Often he 
p p ped  to .sfa o flo n faMdt of hif borne; b u t.b e  recovered 
0 safer popitiep ju st as, easily aa be threw himself into the 
inexplicable one now. described ; and m every part o f the 
f a t l p  waMS, graceful and easy in bis- simpler perform
ances. The ordinary exploits of skipping-ropes, garters, 
aud boopa, ware the mere casual odds and ends of his 
exhibition, and seemed to give him no more concern than 
thejidiqg;(round; be had a  much higher, and certainly in 
hi# vocation a  most unheard-of field of performance. Fly
ing (round St full speed, be b^gan to act a dramatic scene 
psptomipicaUy. H is dress was that of a  sailor, and a small 
bundle on a  staff over his shoulder was meant to express 
his reture to bis home. Naim of the incongruities* of a 
sailor's equitation, even with the assured equilibrium of a  
mat on the saddle, aided by the usual safeguards of a leg on 
each side of the hone, and feet established in the stirrup as 
f a t  as a vagrant's in diestocks*—nay not even the outrage on 
nature of a  sailor standing on the bock of a  horse at a  gallop, 
fpr a  moment occurred to the spectator who saw the gal
lant tar swinging round aa naturally and as securely as if 
he had been rtefing a top-sail. W e soon forgot that he was

i
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on horseback at all, so powerfully did Ids scenic talent en
gross us with other feelings. The animated look and the 
speed of his progress to that concentration of human delights, 
Home, .were finely and most naturally acted; while the 
grace and ease of the winged Mercury was realized to our 
view. His heart was full of the details of his happiness. 
In  an instant his bundle was. unpacked,' and a girl’s little 
frock was displayed and folded to his bosom; it was re
placed* and a boy's dress was hung out with the same natural 
language of a father's affectionate anticipation of soon em
bracing the future wearer. The horse at speed was now 
completely forgotten by the spectator* and, to all appearance, 
by. the actor himself, who seemed engrossed with 4 other 
business than maintaining his balance in has critical position. 
The thing was so exquisitely done, that many of us were 
positively ashamed of being beguiled of a tear by so power
ful, an appeal to human sympathies, coming from so extra
ordinary a stage. But he has yet another claim on. the 
spectator's feelings. H is darling boy and girl have a mother, 
and he has a beloved wife; and forth from his bosom comes 
her m iniature! Nothing could exceed the grace and passion 
of this enraptured movement, as, mid thunders of applause, 
he flew round the circle, bolding it out eagerly, but grace
fully, as if he said, “ Look how beautiful she i s !" then 
kissing it and holding it out again,—himself anon surveying 
its beauties a t different distances from his -eye, as if  he 
criticised it in the composure of an arm-chair; and with his 
other hand—for he has always both hands at his com m and- 
pointing out all its beauties. A  purse of gold^ he then 
joyously displays, and avoids all the coarseness of that 
exhibition, by a graceful and kindly movement which refers 
the treasure to the emblems of those other treasures, which 
give it its chief value. I t  was really ridiculous not to be 
able to keep unmoved by the entire spectacle of a man 
standing upon a. galloping horse, holding up in one hand 
two baby-dresses and a miniature picture, and in the other
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chinking apnvee of gold« The pone and picture are tea tm d  
to his,breast, the dragee ere packed-up, the homecontinues 
at undiminkhed speed, and tbeaaiior proceeds to teH,*stilLm 
pantomime, his history; all his-perils. by flood and-fight; bis 
battles and his shipwrecks, during which he fights iris gun, 
hauls the ropes, tows a boat, is cast iato*the stormy sea, saves 
himself- by .swimming, performing the motion with inflated 
cheeks; mid all with a truth, and force, and pathos,'which: 
no actor oa solid boards, who bad nothing eke to do but* to 
think of the tru th  to the nature of bis delineations, oeokl 
have exceeded. ,

The .parts thus played by this angular man were numer
ous, and all equally successfully. Nothing baffled «him. H e 
could undress and re-attire as he stood on his horse at speed; 
w ith many other-feats equally uoaooordant with his perilous 
position.* But his masterpiece of equestrian prowess; hi 
which he never, had,-and we may-safely calculate, never will 
have a'rival, is managing six horses at speed at the * same 
tim e; changing their arrangement, with all the regularity of 
a  cavalry-movement, or a cotillon, while he bestrides several 
a t qnce; standing-now upon one, now upon another; some
times one foot on the shoulder of one, aad the other on the 
croup of another; sometimes lying down among them with 
h is bands folded, to.sleep; then rousing himself, and, re
membering his commission as a  courier, sorting his letters, 
and  replacing them in his mail-bag ;* while there is not a 
false movement, even a slip, or for one instant the appear
ance of difficulty, or disturbance of a demeanour of the most 
perfect ease and elegance. These two last qualities seemed 
quite inseparable from his every movement. His contest 
w ith Bucephalus was graceful; so was his bearing as, 
monarch-like, be witnessed the -games of prowess by his 
soldiers, and descended from his pedestal to crown the victor

•  He has since performed in London seven characters without leaving the 
saddle*
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with ft wreath; while hi# exhibition Of dm attitudes of •  
number of the finest stabma evinced bow vividly image* of 
beauty, in fqrm and postwar are perceived and bow natur
ally they are realised by b in .
. flow, as i t  is pbrenologically undeniable» that there was 

not one jo t of all that Duerow thus performed, whether it  
•was movements or attitudes, or balance of body» or expaeck 
don o f feelings, which did not spring from bis brain;- in 
Other-words, tfcet-w fob» .of trunk and limbs, no endowment 
of muscles» no proportion of body, no elasticity of tendons or 
ligatures, would of themselves be sufficient, unguided' by 
cerebral influence, die question is of great interest to die 
Phrenologist,—W hat must that brain be which could,achieve 
it all with the most perfect facility i  

Firqt, L et us consider JDucrow’s easy and never*failinjr 
maintenance of his balance in the critical position o f 
standing on the back of a  horse At full, speed. The facta 
and reasonings in the two papers in the Pbreopfogicai 
Journal, vol. { I. p. 412, and IV. p. 266, go for to ex
plain this rarely-possessed power. In  the last-quoted paper, 
it is shown that there is a system of nerves which cpnvey ft 
feeling of tbe state of tbe muscles, as affected by external 
forces, to the brain t which instantly .responds by sending 
dm necessary nervous influence, by the medium of the nerves 
of motion, to the muscles, to enable them to restore their equi
librium. The more nice tbe perception of a changed state of 
tbe. jpjscle, tbe more immediately will its equilibrium be. re
stored; and it is only supposing this sensation very .exquisite» 
mid the motor-nerve very obedient» to conceive equilibrium 
not only recovered, when endangered by the moat trying va
riations of gravitation, but -so steadily preserved as.never to 
be lost; or even appear to l»e lost. I t  requires one degree of 
die sensation of equilibrium, and tbe respoodance of muscular 
contraction, for the human body to stand on tbe ground. I t  
is an .increased degree of the quality to preserve tbe balance 
of the body standing on a moving support, as on a cart in

W
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motion. B ut dm everuvaiying and muscktdistoBrbing forces 
of a  hone a t full gallop, to  a  person standing on tbft saddle, 
nay, of six hones a t speed a t one and the ¡Mote tim e, produc
ing no perceptible efiect .on the steady, easy* and even grace
ful attitudes of the rid » , presents the highest degree of this 
equilibrium-preserving power. The difference in this be
tween Ducrow and us is, that the very first change of the 
state of our muscles by the motion of the horse upon which 
we were n d i enough to stand, would, for want of practice to 
antagonise that change by the necessary muscular contrac
tion, bring us, in obedience to the law of gravitation, to 
the ground; while he is undisturbed by any number of such 
changes, and, by a  constant and steady counterpoise in his 
ever-prepaced muscular energies, not only .seems never to 
lose his halance, but actually preserves it as effectually as we 
do in standing or walking. In  the paper first above noted, 
vol. I I .  p. 413, it was shown to be highly probable, that the 
organ called that of W eight gives, among other things, a 
ready and vivid perception of equilibrium, and its disturbing 
and restoring forces; and in the other essay, vol. IV* p. 383, 
i t  was iaforted, that although the nerves of this titrtk  sense 
were not traced-into th e  convolution of brain called the or
gan of W right, it «right be proved, by a sufficiently large 
induction* that that organ is large in persons who possess in 
a remarkable degree the command of equilibrium; and that 
there is a  connexion between the sense and the (acuity ana
logous to that between hearing and seeing, and the oigsns of 
Tune and Colour respectively. In  the first-noted essay 
many instances were mentioned, and we now ofier Ducrow as 
an additional and no trifling illustration of the stone conclu
sion; ta t in him the organ of W eight is very largely devfe. 
loped. In  addition, we should have expected the Lower In 
dividuality to correspond in ace to that of W eight, to give 
the rapid perception of objects and movements necessary to 
the feats in question. This organ is very large in Ducrow. 
Indeed all the knowing organs a n  unusually large, Form,
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Size, W eight, Order, and Locality,, in. additionta Lower: In 
dividuality ; sooato  give adegree .of a i— w ri of . external 
objects; ask) their mid pie relations quite inconceivable tothqse 

. more moderately gifted. . The general quickness, cleverness, 
and sharpness of Ducrow, must . be very great. .
■ Secondly, Graceful attitude,, always supposing it  is notren- 
dered physically impossible by deformity of body,Blast be based 
in a command of Equilibrium, in combination with Form and 
-Ideality, and perhaps Imitation. These are all large is  D n- 
crow: they must impress images of grace , and elegance on his 
-mind, and transfuse them into his movements and altitudes. 
H is position on horseback is notan essential of this grace. H e 
would dance or skate with the sam e; nay, Mb oopim dp  walk, 
as was evident even on the arena, will partake of the  quality.

- Thirdly, Ducrow’s Order is very laigely developed. W e, 
of course, had no opportunity to witness its eaesrise in the ar
rangements o f his numerous stud, and not less numerous 
-company; though all we did see seemed to indicate the effects 
of a well-conducted system; but we cannot conceive.the feat 

-of the six horses performed,-the utmost order preserved, mid 
.harmony produced in their most difficult manage, and.the 
curious and imperceptible impulses ̂ of rein by . which they 
were shifted into .new relative places by their maaterV magic 
hand, without- an unusual application of the faculty of-Or- 
der or Symmetry.
- - Lastly, Dacrow's scenic o r pantomimic.pswere praceedfram 
die well-known combination of faculties, all large in b in , o f 
Imitation, Secretiveness, Lower Individuality, and Ideality; 
while the feelings, of which he gives the natural language, are 
-also in considerable endowment. Besides a fair proportion o f 
the animal faculties to give him boldness and energy, this an 
gular individual presents what we should call a most gentle
manlike endowment of the moral sentiments. The coronal sur
face of his-head is quite what a  Phrenologist calls beautiful; 
mid, added to the refinement inseparable from Ideality, there is 
'he Benevolence, Veneration, Hope, Love of Approbation, and



well-regnlated and djgiiM td.M tatew n, which n r n r M  to. 
constitute a  chan*etor,and, of course, a  manner' of politeeae, 
courtesy, «ad «gw blaM M i The demeanour already alluded 
tot with which, as Alexander, he bestowed lauaelevewaa-on. 
the victors in the classic games, appeased to u»to  emanate 
from that interesting combination. -

B ut we axe not yet done with this extraordinary man. W e 
have enumerated a  .variety o f wonders perforated by him; 
but.we have not yet called tbe readeFs attention to the meat 
astonishing £act of all, namely, that, d i f o n t  anddisturat aa 
each i performance is from another, requiring net only differ* 
entm uaeular and nervous exertionB, but the utmost activity 
of’dM fogatfrcnltoy-aBvend are performed by him, and1 per
formed with the utaoeet ¡ease'at one and the same moment! 
There a n  persons who poaaesa this powfer of die abmdtane* 
one ao slenderly, tbat altbough they can siag the air, and say 
the words of a sang, they cannot being-Tune and Language 
to-act together, eo aa losing the words and air at oOe and the 
same-time. Daorow?» power is the greatest possible contrast 
to tbisdefoet T he power alluded to is one o f the manifes
tations of whs*, by the Scottish school of Phrenology, is term* 
ed C M ern tra fraw ^—dw Inhatttiveneas of D r Spurzheim; 
and perhaps there is no other manifestation which is more 
calculated to give a clear ideaof thenature of a  faculty wfaieh 
enables its possessor to direct not only one, but several powers 
steadilyaad without vacillation to one object, whether that 
olgect be thinking, foiling, or acting. Ducrow has one of 
the most unequivocally large developments of Concentrative- 
ness, M r P itt's not excepted, we have ever yet met with. 
This faculty puts into his hands die reins of other powers, 
winch, for want of such checks, would pull different ways; 
and he guides them, and combines them, and varies their ac
tion, just as he does the movements of the six horses so often 
alluded to. I t  is incredible what he does at one and the 
same time, each single thing being something of the most dif
ficult achievement in itself. To maintain equilibrium with



else standing on a hone a t fall speed, tbeaneefare a o i te A  
few M variety, e f attitudes, of perfect gracefulness, to  oucy 
ttt  in-pantomime a io n ic  nazrotiveyand move th e  spectators 
afaaoat to-tears with the natotal-language of .all the tender-» 
B to flfh o d i^  «M O «hof tlw n p itfiim tn iM ,o £ in w  atta»> 
m oat; hut the whole done, and done-- to  perfection a t the 
aane tone* scene to demonstrate that (hare ia a  special power 
to produce an effect ao little referable to any of - the fecultiei 
Which performed each o fthe feats enumerated; and, ntbseoverj 
th a t D uoov  is eminently endowed with that-ponen. Itm a y  
be lemarhed in pw asg, that the Upper Individuality,; catted 
Eventuality by D r Spuraheim, ia in Doerow not ao largely 
developed. H is feats do not requin  the aid of this faculty; 
b at the leaser endowment is mentioned here* because the 
power e f coatefetmting has been attributed to this feeulty; 
and, we think, erreuoomdy.

We are surprised with the length of fe n  our eqimitrfetl 
his occupied tut But wehwre not knt that- time on an un* 
important phrenologies subject We bnveailhadour tarn 
of delight with mesh inferior herseuuiaship to Ink • The 
Cherokee. Chiefs ohanoed to see Rickets porferan at'New 
York, and gwhtly marvelled thatatmra so highly gifted was 
not president oftheUnited States,' or, at least, SdngoC Bagu 
land. But the kero ef this notice s» fiur transcends Rieket% 
wen even Chevekees his critics, and se nufe -Baptises and 
delights judges of his higher powers, that his nmrits as a  
dhow are nothing to his value an a philosophical study.

A R T IC L E  V II.

OF INDIVIDUALITY.

B y M r W. Scott.

T ssn n  is no part of the science of mind which has been more 
puzafing to philosophers than that which regards the pheno-
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«oena of petceptioti. -Váliófii ihgélliduS théeHfes hávfe been 
devised for Che parpóse óf explaining th e  mahhér in which, 
from the intimation» o f eur five’bódity sense«, Wé béóóme ác-' 
quaiuted with the: external world,—óf ItoJcrtrating for thófÜÉX 
of angle vision with two eyes,-“for out seeing objects' m ah 
upright position by fteftMr Of inverted images on the wlSna,—¿ 
tór our judgm ent of distances by means of sight, and Various 
other mysteries. M ud) plausible reasoning has been bestow
ed upon the Investigation of that spécüeü of tnehtaJ chemistry, 
by’which sensations, which are mero ffeélings of the mind,- are 
converted into a Vivid perception o f thihgS without lis, áct- 
oompaaied with a' belief o f the strdhgest kind ill the retd est-i 
istenbe- o f  a material Wortd. AH fh ii speculation is aft once 
swept away and tendered tHmecessAry, by the discoveries of 
PhneaefogyvWhichhásrevealed te««» by«ninductionbf facts 
too numerous to be qoMtiosed, that, besides the fife external 
Senses o f Bering, hearing, smelling, tasting-, and feeling, fte  
possess certain mtetn&l senses, the functions of which are so 
adapted to die former as to supply all that is necessary- for 
conveying to- us the information required. I t  is now esta-* 
bHshed beyond a doubt, tin t we possess separate special 
powers for observing and judging of the sensible qualities of 
Form , Size, W eight, and Colour: Another separate power,' 
LObftttty, enables m  to  judge of distance or relative position. 
Other throe sUpplythe relations of succession in Thtaé, O lder, 
and Number. There may very possibly be others yet undis
covered ; but these Which are already known seem to embrace 
every quality of material existence with which we have any 
means of beconiing acquainted.

I t  is not my intention here to state the evidence for the 
existence of these faculties; this is to be found in the works 
of D r Oall and in Che elementary books on Phrenology. I  
shall trite it for granted that they exist, as I  am satisfied they 
do, and that their fractions are such as the Phrenologists 
hafé attributed to them. I t  is to be observed, however, that 
in nature we seldom i f  ever find one of these powers acting

m
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alone, o r without th e , joint o p w ticp ’of sente of-tbe rest. • ] t  
is p«BMble, no,doubt,’ diatxhey m ayaot separately; but stub 
separate action is hardly ever- produced, except' by artificial 
meaa&’i I t  aaay be possible,' certainly, to throw s  veil over 
the eye* which. shall -exclude, aU impressions o f Forte, and still 
leave light enough for d is to r t’impressions o f Colour. In  
general, however, Colour only appears tous-by  th e  reflection 
of.light from the surfaces of- coloured -bodies; and*-as all 
bodies b are  seme form, Colour .is- thus generally'Combined 
with Form .. .T he nearest approach’ toForm  withouf-Oblour 
may perbaps be found- in a statue of porewbhfe 'or Mack, 
m arble; but even th is is  not a  pareenampte-pf’ Fort» p e r s e ; 
for the statue, is-an adject poeocseiag both-Sise «ted W eight, 
and it is hardly, possible for us to considerit abstracted from 
these-other qualities.. Berhaps W eight, or resistance, k  a 
quality as easy separable as any other,-in anr peroepthne,-frem 
all other qualities. I f  we. shut our eyes, aad press our hasd 
against a  smooth.but hard and riaistiag  sutfeee,—o r-if we 
have placed , upon our hands a  heavy, body o f any kind, bags 
or small,—we are conscious of the feeling of W eight; o r n>  
shteime,- quite separate and -abstracted from aay ideas’ o f 
Form, Colour, Size, or any thing else; but I  know not any 
of the visible qualities and relations of objects which are cap
able of being proaontod to us in  the same state’ of separation 
from all other qualities. I f  we look at a visible object of any 
kind, we perceive at once, if we perceive it all, ite Fonq, Co-, 
lour, aad Size; and it.is impossible for us to perceive: one o f 
these qualities without -the others.

I t  might appear, perhaps, that the faculty of Tune, forma 
an exception to these remarks, in the ease o f our having die 
impression of-musical- sounds without seeing the performer,. 
or without our knowing whence the music proceeds, as sene« 
times happens in the darkness of n igh t; but this is in truth 
no exception; for.Time and.Tune are both necessary for.the, 
production o r the perception o f m usic; and if  the simple per
ception of audible sounds be, as there is reason to  .think, a:
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enguate fadulty from either, (bote «adid appear to be no less 
than three faculties concerned in conveying to ua the impres- 
don of the simplest air ip music.

from these and other considerations, I think it may be 
fltfrfy doubted whether these lower faculties are, separately 
and in their uncombuled state, capable of producing on the 
mind * perception of any thing external. But without enter* 
ing into this question which would require a separarte 
assay lor its full elucidation, it may at all events be admitted, 
that to convey to us a daarly*defined, saturate, and complete 
peiraption ef any aterrad object whatever, diere is required 
a union and cooperation of several of them powers, mom or 
fewer e£ them being caoeetned in each caaê  according to the 
nature aod qualities of the object perceived.

Besides them separate powers, thus celeuWed to convey 
impressions of the separate qualities of objects, it would ap* 
pear thft there mum be necessary another facwhy, whose 
office it should be to coonect them, and ensMo them to am 
together in tha. penoeption of «clarara! objects. The mere 
impres ajene of Farm, Colour1, Sma, Ice. would net of 
♦haramlufj as it nppame to me, bnauffieiea* wfehouk afeetfcer 
fading

Tha faUomtug naconut of thin peases is given by I>  Spun* 
heim, in dm mead edition of bin Physiognomical System;—

“ Dm S ail abswraé in sedate different p a m a  who, though not 
*f always profound, were learned, had a superficial knowledge of all 
"  the arts And sciences, and knew enough to be capable of speaking on 
“  them irithfin ilrt j~ j soebmewasaiwdeeared brilliant in society. H e 
“  found that in them the middle of the lower part of the forehead 
“  was r a y  prominent, and, consequently, that fee anterior inferior 
“  part or the brain was much developed. A t first D t €M1 called 
•* this « p a  that ef fen m a y of th ings became fee persons en- 
"  dowed with a great development of this organ bad much informa* 
K ties, or knew many tiling«, hut afterwards, as be observed that 
u memory is only a  degree of the activity of every facility, he 
v  named it. feo oigan or tha sense of things. In  comparing ani- 
“  mab with men, and one kind of animal w ith another, i t  is obvious 
* that tame animals have fee forehead more developed than' wild1 
“ emu, and fee t they am mare or ImoNMeblo in) proportion aofee

Tot. V*—No XVIII. «
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“ forebead is developed/ and, therefore/ flaU noir caib thu oqgan
“ that of Educability.”

He then goes on to make some observations on this part 
of Dr Gall’s system, and mentions some errors into which .he 
conceives him to have fallen with respect to this organ, and 
he concludes his account of it thus:—“ Persons endowed with
"  this faculty in a high degree are attentive to all that passes around 
"  them, to every object, to every phenomenon, to every fact, and 
“ hence also, to motions. This faculty neither learns the qualities 
“ of objects, nor the. details of facts, it kpows only their existence; 
“  the qualities of the objects and the particularities of the pbeno- 
“ mena are known by the assistance of other organs. This faculty, 
“ moreover, has knowledge of all internal faculties, and acts-upon 
“ them. I t desires to know all by experience, and, consequently, 
“ puts every other organ in action. It wishes to hear, see, smell, 
“ taste, and touch, and know all the arts and science»; it  is food of 
“ instruction, collects facts, and leads to practical,knQwledfffr” ! ..

“ I  call this faculty that of Individuality, because it knows not 
"  only the external world in general, but also each object in its in- 
“  dividual capacity/’ > *

I t may appear at first sight, that a power of such extensive 
use can hardly be brought within the limits of .one simple 
principle or mode of operation; but on m*tu*e conridewlioti, 
I would venture to suggest, that all that is attributed to .this 
faculty may perhaps be found .to be included in w etrim pk 
relation, which has been described by D r Thoma*.Spawn 
under the n^me of the Relation qf. Compretemon*

The following is the account which hegtv*so£ thri'fcelhtyg:
—“ I consider a house, and its different apartments* a tree and its 
“ branches and stems and foliage, a horse and its limbs and trunk 
u and head. My mind, which bad existed in the states that o6n- 
“ stituted the simple perception of these, object*, begins immediately 
“ to exist in that different state which .constitutes the feeling of the 
"  relation of parts to one comprehensive whole.

“ Iu these cases/' he observes, « the parts which, taken'together, 
“ form, a whole, are truly substances, which constitute tb rn  by itfaeir 
“ mere juxtaposition in apparent contiguity, and which may. exist 
“ apart after division. They are also conceived by us as subjects of 
“ qualities, which co-exist in them, and which cannot exist apart; 
“ or, in other words,—rfor the qualities of the substances as perceived 
“ by us are nothing more—they are capable of affecting us as sen- 
“  tient beings, directly or indirectly, in various ways. A flake of 
“ snow, for example, is composed M  partides of snow which may 
“ exist separately; and this composition of separate particles in
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"ieetthgoeli*iipek<m ee|w d» of totality; but them ne snow,
t( without any integral division, may be considered by us as possessing 
"  various qualities, that is to say, as capable of affecting us variously. 
"  I t  is cold, that is to say, it excites m us a sensation of chilnem; 
V it is white, that is to say* it produces in our mind a peculiar 
"  sensation of vision by the light which it reflects to us; it has 
“ weight—is of a certain crystalline regularity of figure—is soft or 
“ hard according' as it is more or less compressed—liquifiable at a 
“  very low temperature—and, my conception of snow is of that per- 
“  manent subject, which affects my senses in these various ways. 
u  The conglomerated flakes in a sboW-ball are not more distinctly 
“ parts of the mass itself, which we consider, than the coldness, 
“ whiteness, gravity, regular form, softness, or hardness, and ready 
"  fusibility, are felt to be parts of our complex notion of snow fts a 

subttance."
I t  appears to me* that if there is a separate faculty whose 

office it is to consider things as individuals, (and I  conceive it 
to be proved that Individuality is such a faculty,) it must be 

: exactly such as is here described by D r Brown. I t  must be 
a power of considering an object as made up of various parts 
and possessing various qualities; and our conception of each 
ihdftiduhl must include all these more or less perfectly, ac
cording to the degrees of Our knowledge. Every individual 
object, matte*, or fact, which we are capable of making the 
subject of our thoughts, is a concrete and complex subject, 
made-up of various parts, and possessing various definite 
qualities, and, consequently, all our notions of individuals 
most be Complex also. This is not only true of individual* ob- 

- jec ts,bu t of individual events. Even the most common and 
apparently the most simple event that can happen to ns as 
sentient beings, as moral agents, or as members of society, 
necessarily involves, in order to its being fully understood, a 
vast variety of separate considerations. This is true of all 
events' forming the staple of what is oommonly called news, 
public or private, foreign or domestic, battles, sieges, and 
treaties, or births, deaths, and marriages. We talk of a m ar
riage as an individual event, and have no difficulty in con
sidering it as such; but, in point of fact, a marriage is a very 
complex affitir, and implies tile concurrence and co-operation 
of a vrat number of circumstances, all of which enter into our
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coneeption of it. I t  implies, that two parties of wppesitese«, 
having formed an attachment to each other, have resolved to 
unite themselves together for life ; that they accordingly 
come before a clergyman, and after certain preliminaries re
quired by law, make a solemn vow in his presence, and in 
die presence of other witnesses; that they will adhere faith
fully to each other, and endeavour to promote each other’s 
welfare and happiness till death them do part. W e know» 
moreover, that this ceremony is aronmpanied with sa ta in  
legal effects with regard to the rights of the parties, their 
mutual claims upon each other's property, and, in the case o f 
tbs union bring fruitful, the rights of their children to suc
ceed to that property after their death. A ll o f these ckcum- 
atances and many more enter into that complex state o f in
tellectual feeling which composes our notion of a  marriage; 
and yet we consider it as one individual event, and nothing 
more.

In  the same way we talk of a battle as of one individual 
event; but the same and even a much greater oomplsnhy 
attends this. In  the first place, we have the two opposing 
armies, composed of a greater or smeller number of troops qS 
different descriptions. The attacks made by each of them 
upon the other—the firing and cannonading—the charges o f 
cavalry—the close engagement by the hayonet—the successive 
changes in the fortune of the day—the firer—blood-—wound»— 
death and confusion that every where prevail—the wavering, 
retreatiag, and final destruction or flight of the one party— 
the toil, danger, but final success and victory on the other. 
,$uch are the circumstances attending a battle, more or fewer 
of wbichr if not all of them, are included in our notion o f i t  
ip each individual cafe, and yet we have no difficulty jn 
tfwWmg of it as a  single event.

I t  has been observed, that our notions of individuals are by 
no meana necessarily, in every case, a  complete picture of the 
object or event thought o& in all its rircumstapees ami defeils. 
W e saUe.the object first as it were in the gram, or anoompn*
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riled'by someof its larger femmes, miA as our knowledge of it 
increases, we gradually iHl up the minuter details, and if we 
attend to it long enough to understand these completely, we 
iney be said at last to finish the pitfure, and colour it after 
nature. Take as an instance the notion which different people 
may entertain of a great city such as London. W e may 
Suppose there is hardly any person, of mature age and under
standing, in these kingdoms, who has not some general notion 
Of it ns an immense collection of houses and people; and 
those who pay any attention to the political situation of the 
country know, in addition to this, that it is the place where 
the king resides and the parliament m eets; that it is the 
seat e f government and the capital of the kingdom. Even 
such a  ootka as this, meagre as it is, is far from being very 
simple, and may easily be expanded into a vast variety of col- 
lateral branches, of which a previous notion must have been 
formed before we could have put them together. B at bow 
different is this conception of London from that of a person 
who has actually been there? Of those, again, who have seen 
it, there may be a g n a t difference in regard to the sort o f no
tion they carry away Of it. I f  the stay of the visitor has been 
short, he may, indeed, have a vastly more distinct conception 
o f it than one who has never seen it at a ll; bat still he may 
hove a  very confused recollection of the different streets, and 
may have omitted or forgotten a thousand important objects 
aids which a  longer visit would have rendered him familiar. 
A t every successive visit he sees more and more to excite his 
astonishment in the vastness, the splendour, the riches, the 
extent, the population, the bustle, the convenience, and the 
general good order of this wonderful place; but yet he may 
Bever be able to learn half the wonders it contains, so as to 
reach to any thing like a  perfect ides of it. Much, too, will 
depend upon the character of the visitor himself, and the 
feelings and objects with which he approaches it. I f  he is a 
man of pleasure, he will find there every thing that wealth 
cm purchase to gratify the lower propensities. Beauty, ele-
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gance, fashion» andsplendoiuyseem to court him from fvery 
aide. I f  wealth is his object», h^e , in the greatest emporium 
of commerce in the world» the, wealth of. many kingdoms 
seems to be concentrated.; I f  ambition» this is thejmene for 
talents of every order, and in every department or pursuit, to 
earn their highest reward Is be inspired by the desire of 
knowledge or the love of philosophy, or by the philanthropic 
wish to benefit his fellow-creatures ?— here he will find the. 
largest scope for all these pursuits, and the largest »means 
both for their exercise and gratification. I t  is obvious, 
that according as they ace actuated by one or other, /or aqy 
of the different feelings, the immense world of. London» may 
appear to those who explore it, in a vast variety .of different 
aspects, and that the general impression of it  which each will 
carry away with him will vary accordingly; and.yet.I^oodpn 
is to each o f them strictly an individual. I t  is an individual 
city, and, considered as a city, possesses as much the character 
of Individuality as any other object made up of concrete parts, 
that is, as much so as any other individual.in the world.

This may be thought to be an extreme case; but, in truth, 
there is no individual object in existence that is not complex 
to a degree almost surpassing belief, made up of more parts, 
and. comprehending more qualifies, than we are ever to be 
capable of thoroughly comprehending. There is not a  gram  
leaf that grows, nor an insect, even foe most minute, that feeds 
upon it, that is not made up of parts too intricate and minute 
for our imperfect powers to scrutinise; and if, then, the low- 
est productions of nature are inscrutable, what shall we say. 
of those which are higher in the scale, of the larger, more 
perfect, and more beautiful plants and animals ?—what shall 
we say of man himself? How many sciences would be re
quired for the complete understanding of all that is campre* 
hended in one individual man, or for the intimate and perfect 
knowledge of all the parts of which be i& composed, and of 
all the qualifies of all these different parts ?

In  short, every individual in the world, as well as the world
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itself, is a system of parts connected with one another by this 
general relation of comprehension. . I t  is a feeling of this re
lation which enables us to consider any object as an individual, 
and it is .this feeling of thè Individuality of different objects 
. which alone enables us to* make any use of our perceptive 
power*. . I t  .may. safely be said, that this is the most import
ant intellectual power we .possess* W e might exist without 
reflection, but we could not be preserved for a single day 
without such a faculty as Individuality.

. H  we take, for example, the sense of Sight, which conveys 
the dearest and most definite perceptions to the mind, it is 
evident, that, without this additional power of considering se
parate objects, each as a whole including various parts, we 
could not, by the intimations of this sense, acquire any know
ledge whatever. W e would be sensible, no doubt, of the im- 

. preséions of -various colours and forms, but without Indivi- 
■ duality twe could neither separate these into parts, nor view 
any of the separate parts as combining to form a whole. The 
impressions of sight would, in such a case, strike us with as 

. little coherence or connexion as the colours upon a painter's 
. pallet-board, and their successive and. various combinations 
might amuse us like the ever-shifting, figures and .colours of a 
kaleidoscope, but they could convey to us as little information 

. as these respecting the things without us. But, by means of 
this faculty, we are not only enabled to separate from the 
general mass of visual impressions those which constitute one 
enttre and individual-object, and make this the subject of our 
consideration, exclusive of all the other subjects which sur
round it, but we are enabled to consider.it as possessing 
qualities of a different kind from those which are manifest to 
sight,—the knowledge of which we have acquired. by means 

. ofi other faculties. For instance, it is by means of this faculty 
that; when-wandering in a wood or a plain, the savage is en- 

. abled to distinguish * from the rest, and from all other sur
rounding objects, an individual tree ; and. be not only dis
tinguishes this by its general outline, or. by the appearances
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of its hark, laavao, branches, o r  fru it, but bo nnoHeots that 
this vary tree formerly i f t i M  bim shelter A un the rain 
pad the storm,.~tbafcbe>BSMped‘the attack o f some wild beast 
by ascending its trunk,.' that its dry leaves being kindled, af
forded; him- warmtlv^jmd that, by-tearing off- one of -its 
branches, he provided himsetf with a  bow or & club, wHcb 
bad'since served him as an instmpnent of was or of defence. 
I  do not eay that it is by Individuality alone that the savage 
arrives at all this knowledge- of the various uses and qualities 
of a  tree, but, having arrived a* the knowledge of these quali
ties, and the experience of these usee, the eonriderarion of these 
are henceforth conjoined with and forms part o f Ids notice of 
a  tree, and they all necessarily occur to him as comprehended 
in that complex individual objeot. Ia  like manner, in- survey
ing any of the heavenly bodies, as, for instance, the moan, he 
not only considers it as it appears to bis sense of eight, an 
object that is bright and round, and having a certain breadth 
of surface, diversified with light and dark spots, but former 
observation enables bim to recollect it under diflhVent fon ts 
and phases. H e remembers its gradual' and periodical in
crease and wane, and be know» when to expect its stated re* 

- turns of light and darkness. H e remembers bow useful its 
light baa been to him and his tribe on many occasions, in en
abling them to pursue journeys, or to carry on their expedi
tions against their enemies, or for the pursuit o f wild beasts, 
and he expects to derive the same advantage from it in future. 
A ll these circumstances and many mare enter into the com
plex notion wind) the savage entertains of that individual 
object the noon.

And so it is with every object in nature. Thera is no in
dividual in existence that does not include, o r that is not pos
sessed of various parts and properties, the conrideratien of 
which not only is included in that of the individnal, but ac
tually forms and makes up our notion of the individual itself. 
The dearness and distinctness of our oanocptisU of the indi
vidual depends entirely upon the dearness and distinctness
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of our conception of these different circumstance* and qo^*  
lieewhieh am comprehended under it, o r which invariably 
attend it. Perception m ayexist without this, and reflection 
may. exist without it, but this alone is knowledges

I t  will not require much eoasideraUon to convince us  ̂that; 
if  Individuality is the same with this fednlty of comprehemiatt, 
i t  necessarily embraces all our knowledge whatever } for what 
ia every, thing in the universe, nay, what is the universe itself, 
but a whole connsting of a greater.or smallev number, a 
mare or less intricate combination of parts t  These are either 
in  agitato of oo-existenee or sequence $ in the former state, 
that of ciQiexwtence, they lure connected as objects) in the 
latter» that c f sequence, as events. W e think of the universe 
as centainmg innumerable «ystems, suns, and worlds,—we 
think of our own sun, and the system of planets and worlds 
that surround i t ^ o s  think of this planet or world which we 
inhabit as containing various seas and continents,—o f a con
tinent as Containing various kingdoms,—of a kingdom as con
taining sundsy provinces,—of a province as containing vari
ous districts, cities, townships, parishes, or villages,—o f s' 
town or city and its various street»,—of a street and its va
rian t houses,—«# a  house and itsckfferent apartments,—o f an 
apartment and its various conveniences arid furniture,—o f a  
cabinet and its different drawers,—o f a drawer containing va
rious otpeeta, such as papers, caskets, jewels, each bring itself 
an actual individual, made up of various parts, and possess, 
mg various qualities, ail of which are necessarily included in 
any distinct conception respecting i t  W e think of any series 
of events, such as the history of a particular country or na
tion, or we may confine our attention to the events of a  par
ticular reign, or to a particular war that broke out in that 
reign, or to  the event of a  particular campaign in that war, 
er to a particular battle that took (dace in that campaign, or 
to the share that an individual chief or warrior bad iq the 
events of that battle, or to any single accident or event that 
befri him during the battle. I t  is obvious, that either in the

m
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state of co-existence or of sequence, the objects or events 
which we are considering are allraade up of and‘include cer
tainparts and circumstances, a  knowledgeof which «is essen
tial to  the understanding of theee cbjectrand eventstbem - 
selves; and that they all may be considered,.farther, as being 
themselves but 'as parts and circumstances’included in our 
conception Ofsomfe greater objector event, or of some system 
or; series of them, and filling up a place in the general chain 
of existents or of consequents. *• t * *

This is not more true in regard to what we remember or 
conceive of real objects or events, than it is of tbose whiehswe 
imagine, as i t  is easy to demonstrate'by an < analysis %f any 
kind of fictitious composition. W e have it not in our power 
to figure to ourselves any individual person* matter^ *or thing, 
event or series of events, without putting together > parts 
already separately known to us as belonging to other indivi
duals. I t  is the Very essence of an individual to be made up 
of parts, and it is by the different • combination of them, in 
each particular instance that any thing-can either'be known 
to us, onconsidered, or imagined by us as an individual. I  shall 
here quote some remarks from a distinguished*periodical publi
cation,41 which are equally Sound in criticism and in philosophy, 
and of which every one will at once see the application* to 
our present subject—“ D r Johnson, in his preface to Shak-
“  speare, has said, that in the writings of other poets a character is 
“  too often an individual; in those of Shakspeare it is commonly a 
* species. This opinion, which Dr Johnson delivered as a eulo- 
“  gium, would have been the most derogatory that could have been 
“  devised to the merit of our great bard, had it been true; but, for- 
“ tunately for those, who admire, his plays, it is altogether unfound- 
“  ed; and, in order to give it either sense or justice, it must be 
“  reversed. The prodigious excellence of Shakspeare, that which 
“ raises him above every other poet, is, that (aUhis characters are 
“ individuals.—They do indeed belong to some class, and so do all 
“  men; but, besides the generic attributes which mark that class, 
“ each has his own peculiar qualities, which distinguish him from 
“  every other individual Appertaining to it. Macbeth and Richard 
“ belong to the class of ambitious men, who would undertake any

* Quarterly Review for December, 1823, p. 416.
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“ thug to aratifa their ruling pimioBj hut it is impotable not to
44 distinguish each from the other by his individual characteristics. ' 
u Shylock and Iago belong to the vindictive class; Othello and • 
M Leontes to the jealous; yet nothing can be more different ‘than'
“  the details of these passions in each •personage-" After sons 
farther remarks, the reviewer proceeds to state,— “ I t is this dose, 
u this condensed mode of representing mankind which gives such 
u truth and vividness to all the conceptions of Shakspeare; which 
44 makes us believe in the deception he practises .upon us, and com«
44 pletes the illusion. He is the only poet who nas observed the 
u  progress of nature in constituting moral genera and species, and 
“ in proceeding from them by more determinate characteristics to 
“ varieties, and thence by shades still more defined to individual*.
44 A  simple passion or propensity constitutes the generic property. 
"  The addition of a second diminishes the number of persons to 
44 wbqm it can apply,, and makes the picture more prerfae. A  
“ third and a fourth bring it still closer to the likeness of a single 
44 original, till at length an assemblage of qualities, too minute 
44 and too enact to meet .together in any other person in the same 
44 proportions and degrees, reduce it to the strict likeness of one 
94 only living sentient being. Thus it is that men in real life are 
”  characterised as individuals, as distinct from all the race, and thus 
44 only Gan ipoetic Individuality be delineated. By Individuality 
“ we do not mean that the personages should be the copies of any 
“ existing individuals, but that their qualities should he so com- 
44 bined and concentrated as to be applicable but to one single ideal 
“  individual of, the species.”

The foregoing remarks are, in the strictest sense of the 
word, phrenological, and give an account of the formation of 
individual characters by the different combinations ¡ybich 
each of them presents of the original elemental principles of 
thought and action in human nature, corresponding in every 
point with that which is afforded by Phrenology * and grant, 
ing that it is by means of this difference of combination that 
different characters are recognised as individuals, either in 
fictitious composition or in real life, it necessarily points 
out to us that the faculty by which individuals are recog. 
nised and distinguished as such must be one which takes in 
a combination, and which regards one particular conjunction 
of combined parts as forming an individual whole.

This is not more the case with regard to the character 
than the history of an individual, only the latter generally 
lies more open to observation, and is more generally a subject 
of exercise for our Individuality, than the latter. There are

9
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certain event» and accidents id life to which all men are 
liable; but yet no two individuals in the world are exposed 
to dr experience these exactly in die same order of sequence. 
Some are successful, others unfortunate in life, while many 
remain nearly in the state in which fortune or birth originally 
placed them. Some fill a large space in the ptablic eye, and 
befcotne eminent or conspicuous in some way, either for good 
or for harm, while the greater part pass their days in com* 
parative obscurity. But the different forms and degrees in 
Which all these circumstances are combined are altogether 
infinite, and every mad has’a  story to tell of himself differ
ent from that of any other individual in the world. He may 
first mention its great outlines, in regard to which he may 
fell within a very extensive class; another and another cir
cumstance lessens the number of individuals to which the 
description would apply, till, as we come to farther and 
farther degrees of circumstantiality, the combination of 
events comes to be so minutely particular as to apply to no 
other individual on the face of the earth. In  this way it  will 
appear that an individual history is composed exactly in the 
same way as an individual character, by the uniting together 
of different parts and circumstances after a particular manner 
o f combination. I t  is the combination only that is peculiar 
to the individual; each of the separate parts and circumstances 
taken by itself is common to the whole class to which it belongs.

I t  is exactly the same with regard to a  man's figure and 
appearance, Ins features and dress, and those other circum
stances of complexion, gait, manner, speech, and behaviour, 
which enable ns to distinguish him from all other men in the 
World. One or two circumstances may point him out to us 
as belonging to a particular class. W e may see from his 
dfess and air, even at a distance, that he is a gentleman, and 
not a beggar. A s we approach nearer, we observe more and 
more peculiarities, as that he wears a wig and spectacles,-» 
that he doodles in his walk, and catties a cane or umbrella; 
at last, so soon as we perceive such a combination of points
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and circumstance* a» is . not to. be found in the. wtne 
combination or degree in any,other, perwm,, we immediately 
recognise him to be,, a  particular individual, whom wo hud 
formerly aeen.

W hat .then is Individuality but. a  power of observing, 
conceiving or-comprehending individual objects end event* 
in reference..to their parts, circumstances, and details f  and 
wherein consists a  powerful Individuality over that which M 
feebler, bub in the more vivid, accurate, and distinct appse* 
henskm of all the parts, circumstances, and details, included 
or eomprshendtd in such individual objects or events ? I f  to 
the power of tbe perception of the separate qualities ?! objects 
or event* which ia conferred by the lower observing power* 
of Form, Colour, Siae, W eight, Opder, Number, T im * 
Locality, and so forth, be added, this additional power of 
comprehending the whole as a complex and concrete w um  
quid, then the power of apprehending or conceiving 
existences or events will be complete, and we can conceive 
qotbmg more to be necessary for every possible sort of pa* 
cepik». I f  the lowefl^powers above-mentioned be weak, 
then our notions will be defective as to the special qualities 
of material existence observed by such powers. I f  the 
Oftnbining power, the Individuality be weal* then there 
may be a difficulty of distinguishing individual object* 
although the special qualities are distinctly enough perptiveA 
I f  both be in full vigour, then the power of apprehending or 
conceiving existence* or event» will be the greatest poe*ibl* 
and «ill a* far exceed the apprehension or conception of 
them, by those in whom the aforesaid powers are feeble, as the 
power pf HersoheU's great telescope exceeds that of a com
mon perspective glass. The lower observing faculties give the 
vividness and distinctness of detail,■«’the great Individuality 
gives distinctness in combination t and not only gives di*  
tiuetnass ¡u the minuter part* but presents ua with a field kc f 
view far urnas enlarged and extensive then that of which * 
weaker power ia capable.
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I f  we* follow out this through the different mode* o f #£• 
tiv ityof the faculty* we shaU fiodii to agree equally with the 
observed manifestations. For wherein consists the memory 
of Individuality, (the second mode of manifestation of any 
faculty after ample perception,) but in the vivid, accurate, 
and distinct recollection of objects and events, in all the party 
citeumsUmceSy and details of which they respectively are 
made up, such a recollection of these as enables us to com
municate them to otheps with a similar accuracy and distinct
ness p The conversation of men in whom this faeulty is pre
dominantly powerful is accordingly distinguished by a 
ntinutenes8 of detail which, if the higher intellectual faculties 
are not in proportion, will be dull, tiresome, and insupport
able to the hearer. I f  it is united to a capacity for system 
and classification, such as is bestowed by comparison, it wiH 
enable its possessor to obtain an eminence in all those sciences 
which are conversant with the details of objects that exist, 
such as botany, chemistry, mineralogy, zoology, and the other 
brandies of natural bistory ; and it is found; in point offact* 
that no one has ever excelled in .these sciences without a 
great endowment of Individuality: I f  joined to a large
Causality, it will give the greatest possible correctness, aa 
well as enlargement of views in the ordinary business and 
affairs of life, both as these regard nations and individuals. 
In  this combination it is o f  the greatest use to the lawyer, 
the legislator,. or the political economist. I f  again it be light
ed up and enlivened by Ideality and W it, it contributes to 
give to discourse the utmost possible brilliancy and the most 
irresistible power of fascination.

These higher faculties, no doubt; supply the soul and life 
to the discourse; but if the Individuality is weak,{it Is a soul 
without a body, and the impression which they make is 
feeble accordingly. W hen, on the other hand, all the other 
powers are present in good proportion, a  powerful Individu
ality gives to all that is said an impresses! of and
completeness which fills and satisfies the mind ofthe tamper.
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InlHte'manfter,wlmtisthe Imagination o f Individuality but 
the-power which this faculty has, when vividly excited, of cleat, 
ing new combinations of objects and Events, by putting together 
parts, circumstances, and details, that are separately to be found 
included ;in other combinations? In proportion to the parti
cularity and minuteness with which this is done will be the 
appearance of reality and truth in the new combination. This 
has been already noticed in the case of Shakspeare's charac
ters* which, as has been stated, are so happily individualized by 
the fulness and accuracy of their details. And the same may 
be observed in the characters, portraits, and descriptions 
which abound in the pages of the most eminent writer 'o f 
fiction in the present day,—I  mean the author of Waverley. 
-Individuality, mid indeed all the knowing and observing 
organs, are conspicuous in the mask of this celebrated author, 
■and to tins is certainly owing the force, the clearness, and 
«the unrivalled distinctness of all his characters and descrip
tions. I f  he is describing a knight, he sets before us not 
«merely«his stately demeanour and gallant bearing, but every 
circumstance of his appearance and dress, from the golden 
spur that graces his heel to the plume that waves over bis 
brow ^A om  the steady gaze of his dark-grey eye to the 
lustre of the gem which sparkles on his finger ;—nothing is 
Joigatten, even to the cut of his beard or the colour of his 
shoe-strings. The consequence of this minute description 
(enlivened as the whole is by Ideality and the higher intellec
tual powers) is to set before us the persons described in 
their very * habits as they lived,” and to render our concep
tion of them little less vivid than if we were ushered into their 
actual presence. The characters, the manners, and* die lan
guage of, the times are no less distinctly individualized than 
the persons.; and the effect of the whole is to produce to the 
m ind a  deception perhaps the most complete in its way that 
has ever been aecomphshed by any effort of genius. In  this 
s s r to f  mental^phsntasmagoria there pass m review before us 
Cœur de Lion and all the chivalry of Palestine,«—the more

248
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peaceful glories of, tlx  eBM»uf .Blixabeltere-th* renfrlftSH pro
fligacy that disgraced that of the second Churle*,—or the dtfV 
G/trwuj etiquette thap illustrated that of the second George. 
W e are introduced into, the atones not as listeners, but as 
spectato rsw e have as distinct and vivid a  conception of a 
touroaosentys pf the performance at Astley’s, and beoome as 
wed acquainted with the purlieus of W hitefriars as with the 
prariacta of St Giles’s, or the sanctuary of Qotyrood-hou«»’ 

The faculty we are now considering is a  necessary one tor 
a  novelist» or for any one who would exrite an interest in. 
fictitious adventures. W e can take no interest in  .wage dU- 
stractions and shadowy imaginations» without form and snts* 
stance, nor can our feelings ever be truly called into acti o  
until real men and women, or something extremely like them, 
are presented to our view. All great novelists have possess» 
ed more or less of this talent of individualizing their concep
tions, and have succeeded, other things bring equal, uasriyja 
the degree in which they have possessed i t  I t  is observed 
by an eminent crjtio (E dinburgh  JjtatMM, voL **iv. p,
that “ the characters in Don Qnixote are strictly individual« j that 
“ is, they do not belong to but form a clan by themselves.” The 
knight himself, he observes, “  always presents something more state. 
" ly, more romantic, and, at tin same time, «sort real to our i— >. 
“  gination, than any other hero upon record. His lineaments, his so« 
n eoutrements, his pasteboard visor, are familiar to us as the recollec. 
"  tions of oar early home. The spare and upright figure Ofthe hero 
“ paces distinctly before our eves, and MambrinoV helmet still glfer 
“  ters in the sun.” Of Fielding the same writer observes, that 
"  he has brought together« greater variety of characters hi cwmnoO 
" life, marked with more distinct peculiarities, and skhsttm  atssa 
" of caricature, than aay other novel-writer whatever.”—" The 
" truth of the imitation is indeed so great, that it has been argued, 
m that Fielding must have had hr» materials ready macfe tft'his hands, 
"and was merely a Wwmihm «1 letal- manners amHediriduai 
" habits, For this ptmiecture, however, it is added, there seems to 
" he no foundation. His represientations, if is true, are Toed and 
"IrnKsMso Îmt tinyare»notthe hasprofound sndinntwnh” Than 
is one writer, hwwever, wfeo»gom beyoxdail;timl ilmw yet  Isis» 
mentioned in tte  minmm tm»rfhi* ihwsiptmwfehuih sf psnssns, 
character^ aacheneMm' Thatwirier mltiiAmtiaam, «»abet  
" whose westaf” tile critical»*? ymtodi ahsuitas, "thsmissmam
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“ tifiáál reality, which is noakN tofom et with. This author,” 
he says, “ hadtbe strangest̂  matterrof-fact 'imagination that evey 
“  existed, and wrote the oddest mixture of poetry and prose."—
(This is as good a description as can be given of Richard
son's genius, which seems to 'have been compounded of 
about equal portions of Ideality and Sentiment, with an 
overwhelming power of Individuality.) “ H e does not
“ appear to have taken advantage of any thing in actual nature, 
“ from one end of his works to die other; and yet tbroogbsut 
“ all his work» (voluminous as they are,—and this, to be sure, is 
“ one reason why they are so), he sets about transcribing every ob- 
“ ject and transaction as if the whole had been given in on evidence 
“ by an eye-witness. This*kind of high finishing from imagination 
“ is an. anomaly in the history of human genius; and certainly 
“ nothing so fine was ever produced by the same accumulation of 
“ minute parts."—“ We cannot agree that this exactness of detail 
“ .produces heaviness; on the contrary, it gives an appearance of 
“ truth, and a positive interest to the story, and we listen with the 
“ same attention as we should to the particulars of a confidential 
“ communication. We, at one time, used to think some parts of 
“ Sir Charles Gragdison rather trifling and tedious, especially the 
“ long description of Miss Harriet Byron's wedding-clothes, till we 
u met with two young ladies, who had severally copied out the 
“ whole of that, very description for their own private gratification. 
“ After this we could not blame the author.
• The effect of reading this work is like an increase of kindred. 
“ .You* fiad yourself all of asudden introduced into the midst of a 
“ large family, with aunts and cousins to the.third and fourth genera- 
a tion, and grandmothers both by the father's and mother's side; and 
“ a very odd set of people too, but peopfe whose real existence and

pawpnal identity you can no more dispute than your own senses, 
“ for you hear all that they do or say.”—Of the effect of this elabo
rate finishing, in another of his novels, it is said, “ that probably 
“ never sympathy more deep or sincere was excited than by the 
“ heroine of Richardson’s romance, except by the calamities of real 
“ life. The links in this wonderful chain of interest are not more 
“ finely wrought, than their whole weight is overwhelming and ir- 
“ resistible.”

I t  is time to paw from the mere description of the effects 
which may be produced by the activity of this faculty, and 
to. bestow some considera turn on the internal .machinery by 
means of which the faculty.is itself called into action. I t  
would be difficult, peihaps, < to explain this more accurately» 
than by mying, that it nearly oarresponds, in all material re
spects, whh whaft B r Biwita has dated regarding the pheoo* 
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m m  of .simple suggestion. ButFhrcoology affords data for 
a shorter, a  sunpler, and. a  wore satisfactory account of it 
than ia given by D r Brown» in the m utual influence which 
the different, faculties have upon one another« Individuality 
is acted upon by aU the other faculties, and exercises a,reci
procal influence upqnfeem  in its turn. During our waking 
hours, a. succession of ideas, images» or notions of objects or 
events is passing under the seview of this facultyj in other 
words, this faculty is existing successively in all the different 
states which give rise to those feelings in the mind which we 
express by these words, « Ideas, Conoeptioaa, or N et ions." 
W hat is the cause of this constant succession of ideas, and 
what is itth a t regulates the order in winch they-succeed each 
other ? Former metaphysicians attributed this to association, 
and imagined that our thoughts were Jinked together in some 
mysterious way, so that one idea was necessarily followed by 
another, to which it was previously attached or associated 
somewhat -in the manner o f the links of a  chain. I t  was a 
great improvement which D r Brown effected m charging the 
term aefodation for suggestion, thereby ridding us.of a  theory 
which is false in itself, and inadequate to account for the phe
nomena, and furnishing a te rn  which merely expresses the 
feta, without encumberug us wife any theory, The laws of 
suggestion, as explained by D r Brown, seem to  furnish an 
account of the phenomena of thought nearly as accurate as 
it is possible to  arrive a t. F irst, W hat he calls the primary 
laws of suggestion, corresponding very nearly wife fee laws 
qf association, observed by M r Hume and other writers, 
namely, contiguity of rime or place, resemblance, causation, 
and contrast. O f these be discards causation, I  (rink im
properly, «o fee ground that k  falls within dfe head of con- 
tiguity. I  have elsewhere observed, that i f  this be taken as 
an accurate statement of fee primary laws of suggestion, k  
cannot fed to strike us as having & remarkable correspondence 
wife the situation of Individuality in fee forehead, surround
ed M it. i> wife fee organs o f Locality and Time, Campari*
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son (or the sense of resemblance), Causality, and W it (which 
laft there is reason for believing to be the sense of contrast) 
I t  is impossible to regard as a  mere accidental coincidence, 
that these principles, which ¿re stated as furnishing the pri- 
■Dfry laws that regulate die succession of odr thoughts, should 
be exactly those (and no more) ofwhidh the Organs surround 
and touch on every side'the organ of Individuality; that 
faculty which may be termed the Vary focus; centre, and 
storehouse o f  all our ideas and a t all our knowledge.

Bfit these which have been termed die primary laws of 
suggestion are hardly more important, nor exercise a  more 
vital"control ewer the ' succession of our thoughts, than what 
D r Brown calls the Secondary laws, and which consist of the 
inflttMMi possessed'bythC'feelings endsentiment* in conjur- 
in g u p  kJeia* with which they are respectively connected. D r 
Brown’s  account o f this secondary principle of suggestion 
corresponds most accurately with the phrenological doctrine 
of die activity of the propensities and sentiments, and the 
effects erf this uponthe train of our thoughts^ T hus, if we 
take the case of a tender mother, in whom Philoprogenitive- 
nesp,’Originally powerful, is in asta teo f high activity, we know 
th a t the’ CODsequenae o f this will be, that her thoughts will be 
almost constantly directed to her cbUdrea, and that, whether 
pretest or absent, in health or in sickness, sleeping or wak- 
jngi’iA'hB-places, in short, and under- tdl enfcUmstances, her 
children will ever occupy the first plane in her thooghts, and 
the idea of them-will never be altogether out of her mind. 
In  like manner, an avaricious or ebVMomnhan, in whom Ac- 
q®S»Uvenee»iB the ndiog propensity,-wdl be constantly think
ing of bis mottey-bags, bis bonds, bids, ahd outstanding debts, 
his-land«, tenements, and hereditaments, mid will ever be 
occupied in Contriving some new aobeme to increase his stores. 
T he voluptuary thinks.of untried sanies of pleasure,—the be
nevolent man of tome means of alleviating distress, or of 
some new object of nrieeiy tie has met with in his walks. I t  
is needless to go over all the list o f feelings and sentiments, 
for the principle, it is perfectly, obvious, applies to the whole
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: of them. ' Individuality, or rather the knowing faculties in 
the gross, .may be stated as resembling the board of the 
magic lantern,, and theprepeneities'and sentiments supply 
the machinery by, which the figures upoo i t  are made to ap
pear and disappear- I t  is -a t their - bidding, potent as the 
■ap̂ ll of-the enchanter, that they “  cdmelifce-shadOwVso de- 
“  port.’1. W einust all feel thattheyaw ? not always obedient 
to.mix.wilb but, according to the strength -or 'dumber o f the 
predaminaptly-actiye feelings* they semethmes crowd upon us 
with a rapidity -that confound* us* and 'baffles xdy«eftort to 
arrest, their course or- ascertain' their eoamesion'; and at1 others 
oneexclnsiveobject will maintain ataobstinate; preeminence, 
in spiteof all our endeavours to banish it o r idpplyits place 
by higher and inore agreeable matter. • ‘ ■ •»w" '

.As .it is-true, on the .one hand* that the  ptepcfositiea and 
sentiments, as. they happen to he 'in artm ty , whethdi singly 
o r .in combination, exercise a strong'influence over* the ideas 
presented ,to us by Individuality; scy on the'octet*,' the Ideas, 
imjyewoqs,.images, or whatever else we day -«boose" to call 
them, which Individuality presents' to  Us, pc*8e*s a Ub lest 
powerful influence over the feelings, «. e.tfife propeatitiee and 
sentiments, .. None of these are affected or excited in any 
very lively way, except through the' instruam tafity df this 
faculty, and the impressions which it presents-to us. ' The 
abstract qualities of M atter, E cna, Coknur, 8i*ei W eight, 
Order, a id  Number, use uetealculated to 'estate any o f the 
propensities and sentiments. • A s little so are those subtle dis
tinctions, and relations o f' things, the pure abstractions of 
intellect, which we arrive- a t by means of Comparison and 
.Causality. The only exception is Tune, -which seem* to ex
ercise a  sort of influence over the feelings; bat this 'Ufa dark, 
indistinct, and shadowy sort of influence, quite different from 
that which is excited by the otjsets presented to us by Indi
viduality. I t  is individuals, and hsdrvidaals alone,—indivi
dual.oljects and individual events, which possess any real 
.power of interesting the feelings, which is only another name 
for exdtine the activity of the affective faculties; and it is
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they which alone ace capable «if rousing the passions. I t  is' 
sadtriduafealone (still (including undér that general designa
tion either objects or*vento)'thtrt‘excite-éither Amativeness, 
or. Philopr^enitireaeas,' o r :Combát&én&s, o r 'Bestifuetive- 
ness, or Aoquisbimaness, OavMousn^ss, Hope; W onder, Ve
neration, Benevolence, Imitation, orldeáKty. rT he object of 
Constructwenessi* to  produce mv tndividtntl whole máde up 
of parts. The o th er families» SecretíVéness, Self eSfefem, 
Love of Approbation!, and Ftatioess, háve all- a  reference to 
«wdwtduoli «objects, with which we áre surrounded,- and'to the 
individw il cireumWances invritwh Wé are-pfeced.' I f  No S 
is to be  regarded: as inhafaimmess, it cárñés our 'thoughts to 
an  individqqljbanti - I f  ssá ConOintrotiveness, its function is 
to concentrate all our pownrs and faculties as one individual 
subject. Every ■thing', w eknw , and every- thing- rife hate, 
every tbittg. we dcaire,and «Very thing we feAr^is &amdM- 
dual. ,It i t  by ladiváái is tip;, therefore, and by what is pre
sented th thertm aithrough-Individualityj thatall'ottrfeelings, 
are excited.andfcreughtinto activity; and, therefore,<$a!l 
had no littkcnm ou^otenniáthe organ of Educability; fe*', 
if  hy>atoan» of this.oigan only the mind can- be aJfectéd, it 
must fbhav^ that- by means of i t  alone itcan  be educated.

WheawciWmsidBr th ssit w tt not Appear wonderfttl; but, 
on the contrary» i t  will eeam to M lew as a necessáry conse
quence, that thnee writers and spatkm  should be! most ‘ able 
to interest their readémociaudifiotS who 'possess a -large en
dowment of .this.power, and. by miMfli<yf<4t>are able to pre
sent sUwog<aud triad pictures o f indi vid tml-ohjectsand events 
to the Individuality ef others.' I t  is thm that gives the strong 
tendency-that baaappeared; hr ad ages; of personifying ab
stract notions and qualities, such as particular virtues and 
vices; and it is this, joined to the 'difficulty of concaving a 
merely spiritualexiWenae,4hat has given-rise to the irresistible 
propensity of a&maage nations to individualize their concep
tions of the Supreme Being by visible representations of him 
by pictures er images. And to  this principle,-—the absolute
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impossibility of affecting the feelings, excepting through'the 
means of an' individual object presented to the mind, or, at 
least, to die imagination, as ponsch1 as to asisigiiuiifB ca and 
to the imperfections and degrad aliens o f hisfacultiee,—are 
owing all'the mcnatnops errors and absurdities of> heathenism 
and idolatry. • It* has been suggested as one* of the final causes 
of the Christian system, presenting to our enutsapiafem as 
the highest'object'of our veneration, and a sth e  .nearest ap
proach which can be made to'Binding usa comeptioo of fee 
perfectiosW of the Deity, Oins individual nViNotUAD^-̂ that 
such an dbjaet ofeoncempfation affords fee only aaiutoi-uumna 
o f interesting' the heart and 'the affections; and lafri supersed
ing the necessity andthe use bf ritt ¡other rkibln ¡anti tangible 
objects of'worship.: The same principle hasperimpofeeCthwie 
of the ■ many natural estates’ of .feci great 'saccetot whichtior a 
time attended« fee religion of'- Mahomet,' that," by presenting 
himself tofhis followers as fee prophet!of >Qod̂  faid>BB object 
of worship, hfe dfibrded them on tndfadduttlidefinite objaefcon 
which1 their veneration might exp*nd, wUliputFiopiiigi dissipat
ed by onavatting'" attempts to comprehend> 'or -to adore one 
simple,'ttUeonrpotmded, or uncidated Wsssucd - •" .• •-

W e!l*rie now treated of tfee pfesgjstiow'd r . Indnridnatity, 
that ri, the: perception of a cefteir, which ii»-. madei up < aad 
compounded'of various part* and qualities, as dud akhe 
which rendeth the perception «of ¡our cither faculties o f  asy use 
to us. W e have treated of the vum ary of lodWidaality, 
and we have treated o f  fee haagimatian of Individuality. 
W e have treated of fee  law« which regulate -thC' bocosSsmbs o f  
individual images or' ideas,^of'the effect of'the- activity'of 
the propensities and sentiments  ̂as modifyiag ami initiating  
feis succession,—anti o f  the reciprocal effect at this power, 
and the ideas it presents to us in moating to activity the difc 
ferettt propensities and sentiments.' I t ooly remains to tseat 
of tbejudginent of Individuality, aad ofttye manaerta which 
successive judgments may be formed, so as to produce' what 
may be described as fee reasoning of Individuality.
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W e h m  had occasion tot retnatk, wlMQ U a tia g g f Com* 
psrison, that all* the intolkptual 'faculties pomes*, in some 
degn t, the power ofooapariag . T he seme o f Form coat, 
pare« forms, and t^m ari» their resettUenoas and diflereenes, 
■ iu iiiH  it’eould abt distinguish m e Form fiem  another,er 
recognise, at Conn h ' bad observed before, Colouriegm ust 
have'the Mam power of comparing colours,—Tune, of conn, 
paring-anneal sounds/—Jiumber, of comparing numbers, 
and to  « v  caeh faculty bring limited in k t  power of com
paring by the nature of the objects or qualities which- it »  
its apodal: fuaatioo to Observe/. Comparison, on the other 
band) «earns.ta possess an unlimited power of comparing 
things an d  qualities that dffier.from each other in th e  widest 
pessUderisgraevand to take within its  gtUsp the whale range 
of natare. in  a  middle place, betw en these, is Individual!* 
ty , whosefunction i t  i» to  observe and- consider mdixaelual 
objects and events, each as a whoU, comprising a variety of 
part*,• and we may therefore conclude, that it possesses a 
power o f compering individual» to each other, and of observ
ing, to .a. certain extent, the resemblances and differences 
between them. It.ia  not by thia faculty that we discover the 
more remote analogies of things, that the poet forms bis 
eimilea and metaphors, or the philosopher draws, his illustra
tions; but it is quite sufficient to enable ua to see the more 
obvioua resemblances and difierenaes of things. For instance, 
it. does not seem to require any higher faculty than this to 
enable, us to see that one hone h i t  a much greater resem
blance to another hone than, i t  has to .a dog on an elephant, 
and .that these1 three animals are a ll mare nearly like to one . an-, 
other than, any of them is like to a bouse or a  tree. Upon this 
principle^—the power of comparing together different indivi
duals and  their different parts, the corresponding qualities of 
which, they-are possessed, and the different degrees in which 
they possess these qualities,—depends, in a principal degree, 
\!t&judgment oflndividuality. I t  is this, joined, no. doubt, 
with a  sufficient endowment of the lower perceptive powers,
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which gives the.faculty of ja d in g  or choosing between one 
individual and another, what isth a t upon the-, whole which iB 
most , desirable;—and that this power is conferred by Indivi- 
duality is made in the highest degree probable, by.an im- 
‘meneemultitude o f observations; for every day's experience 
may enable us to see that those who possess the most accurate 
•and. distinguishing judgment of this kind .are not those in 
whom the higher intellectual faculties are predominant, but 
those in whom the lower observing powers and'ladividuality , 
are mart ftrily developed In  choosing s  horse, for instance, 
so for is it from being true that a high' degree ©freflec- 
tive endowment, of Comparison, Causality, and W it is ne- 
cessary for the task of judging with accuracy, th a t it would 
•rather appear that these famhies in high endowment do in a 
great measure unfit their possessor for very accurately judging 
■in this department ■. These faculties attract the attention to 
higher objects, and prevent that' etiduerve-and undisturbed 
observation of individual objects and «enable ¡qualities winch 
is absolutely necessary to the asquSfmawt‘of - this- species of 
judgment. Accordingly, we all may have heard'O t witness
ed the most egregious errors committed/in matters of this 
kind by men of the greatest.talents; and lm ay-appeal to 
the observation of every phrenological vender in say
ing, that the best judges , in every thing of the-sort are 
invariably men with knewing.heads; those, namely, in which 
the knowing organs, and more particukuriy Individuality, 
greatly predominate over the reflecting p u t of-dm  develop
ment. On the- other hand, I  have observedwery accurate 
and discriminating judgment in matters, erf this ioad in heads 
where the development-of-the reflecting organs'1« «  almost a 
nonentity.
■ Another principle on . which *he judgm ent of Individuality 

: depends, arises from the expectation, almost universal, not 
pecukar to man, but:common to him and every tribe of 
intelligent sentient beings,—that what has ¡been once will be 
agan, under the same or similar circumstances. This ex-
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peetatjon has. been attributed. toC eusahty, but I  think erro
neously. •> I t  seen», to  be<m> instinctive: feehng, not derived' 
from aay-ei«a$o£ reasoning; anld it ia aprinoipleao necessary 
to the pCesecvathm of. every living creature, that it-is too im- 
pontaaM obetruated to the nasOMtig faculties. Children 
act .upoo-this principle almost from the to st moment of their 
existence ; .it ia a proverbial saying, as- old as it ia tnie, that 
“ h u n t child roe dread fire;” and the-isame is observed of 
animals t aud io, both it seems to operate as-immediately as 
certainly, and. with as full« aad complete effect as in the 
greatest and moat profound philosopher. . Lord Bacon, or 
Socrates^ «ore notraere. completely, as d, thorougbly .convinc
ed.that’the five, which had burnt tbpm yesterday would do 
the>aame>if 'they toucheddt to-day, than, the child in the arms 
of its nurse,.or the cat sitting, in the chimney-cqroer. I t  is 
clear that this is-a.feeling winch bears no proportion what
ever to  >the. «stoat of the Causality, and therefore wemay 
conclude that H does no t.at ah.depend upon Causality. I  
shah state-aome jreasons for thinking that , it depends upon 
Individuality. .

• W t have stated, that Individuality is the power of con
sidering ojpedtsand events in the concrete, that is, each as a 
whait, «rinding various parte, and possessed of various- 
gumCrier. Mow it seems obvious, that, without the expecta- 
tionw e are now speaking of, we never could acquire a-know- 
ledge o f the qualities of objects a t all. W e see a piece of 
lead, and-on taking it up we find it to  be heavy. On seeing 
another piece of lead, we expect that, if  we were to h it it,-it 
would also be found heavy; and without this expectation, 
wlmh seems to be immediate and instinctive, we never could 
arrive at the knowledge of the fact, that lead is a  heavy 
rabntnnrr W e might take up a thousand pieces of lead, 
ons after soother, but, unless we arrived, at seme step of our 
progress, at a  point -where we began to feel an expectation 
that the next piece of lead we take up will feel heavy in our 
hand, we must be doomed to repeat the some experiment
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for ever1 without stay increiurof. bmowledgc. We wouldotdy 
lgwr:thil all thepieeae of lead we bad lifted wore h sn ^  
bat we «Quid not law*-or foresaetbat the nest piece ©f lead 
we tent tirliftehould abobeteo..

|(ÍQUQws fra »  thi% that Individuality would be a ted a i 
faculty, mdese-it were attended with thwkind of exportation, 
naturally, iQStkwtively^ and; immediately; and itseaxoa to. 
be in.ooaaequenoe of its being attended with th h s a r t of 
expectetiontkdt it is the faculty we find itto b e . W ithout 
it» I  ibeg. that it may be observed again» we uever eoidd 
keow. the qualities, o f any individual in wniBtfrtoa  ■■ Tiña 
knowledge,can only preened ikon* -the expectation .tin t tin . 
qualities of objects. are. peroMnenit. W ithout, thisu we aeutd. 
not even know that the lead which had felt heavy in thr.hand 
ode minute was to feel equally heavy the tex t. I t  i» oft* 
served by , Dra Grall and Spuifsfaeim* that.cunosiiky is o n e e f  
the. sym ptosuof the. activity of this powety n thn tii deskea 
t# kno* the qvaktia  .of every objsfct;<but vam would bw 
this-dedos» and altogether useless would be tb e  knowladge 
when acquired, unless we had not only the feeling th a t: th e . 
qualities pem úred in an individual object a sepannanentin« 
that individual« hut ala» that other objects of the same hifcd, 
aadpeasetedgithe earns individual external characters,, wife 
be found also to possess foe same internal- qualities. The* 
fire that burnt the chdd yesteedayv as D r Brown obrorves, »  
not the same fire that he dreads and. avoids today,, but. i t  
possesses so many o fth e  same external characters as toleaxe 
him no doubt that i t  i» in .ra lity  the santa substaaee» and ta  
suggest*, instantaneously*' the expectation. or the fear that it  
pdsMsses.tbe samar, quality of burning which he experienced 
before*

This expectation, then, not . only hen at-the bottom ef. ah- 
our masoning about cause aud effect, bat of all eur Jtnear- 
ledge, of every kind, respecting the properties of matocish 
akyects; and.if it be admitted that Individuality is.th&facah- 
ty which enables us to perceive and eaooeve sfajots at pas.

9
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seased of various grmliriarmost: o f necessity include: this 
expectation, as . without it we never ccttU recognise aw object 
as peeecsscdof.any qinHtra s t  riL Without this expectm 
jBon or feeling,'—that the same ihdiridtiai substaifces will, 
under the sameriseuaistaiieesi ooUtinue to mmH&sC'tbe entile 
qualities, in  ether wnrdrf, that what has bees will eòntiutié tk 
he, and, under the same cireumstauees, will always bd,—Mtfe 
could have no bdnfidenoe or belief m the reality OPiirìstéÒcé 
of the external world, or indeed' of any individual' thirtg 
whatever. ■ W e could be oorastsoils of'nothing but a fioàtàig 
and confused heap: of sensations, without order, coherence, 1 or 
connexion, and the experience ‘of thoptut could cetnmtMiii 
cate to bs no knowledge or undemanding o f wb&t 'has to he 
infutura 1 *

In  conséquenceof this expeetdtionof thspaM kadM eRml 
conriatancy of thenpiahtiesof objects, Wears enabled, fey thè 
experience o&tbe-past, to judge, and, within eetfbdn limits,!© 
judge with very considembieacenraey; what wiHtake p h w in  
future! finery thirig we do which has any reference 'to* ex» 
ternal nàture, at m rfm titbe repetition of an experiment, 
which h e h n  perforated hy us before, a greater Of -a lése 
number o f rimes, and with more ov lees M toM i O d  W  
8uoBesain.U<dependa*upon the accuracy'wfthwfeiiii weèKénd 
to all the  iòrauiQotBaoes. necessary to produce the effect we 
intend. Individuality-, which, as >wc have seen, inahides the 
power of tahiog in and keeping in rieW a combination df 
circuinotanecs, is ju st the sort o f faculty which is mentcMfeie. 
rial in all the/ordinary uflàiss of life; a% h r  instance, itt the 
details o f domestic eoooomyr hi 'the arts of cooking and pro. 
serving , iw the sports o f the held, in fishing and hunting, and 
in almost every thing which forms either the employment OP 
the amusement of orihnary people, Indiriduahty is the great 
intellectual power employed, and almost all the judgm ent 
which are foamed in inference to them arto are- the judg*. 
menta of Individuality, enlightened and improved, not by 
reasoning, but by experience.

But although humble the subject of these judgments, they
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are neither unimportant to the total mass o f human comfort 
and happiness, nor is the acquirement of a  readiness, and fa- 
dlity, and accuracy in forming.,them:qn Attainment of so 
cheap and easy a description as ,m^y by some be ’imagined. 
Those who have not observed it are not aware of the extent 
to which the knowing faculties may be .improved in forming 
this species of judgments, and of the prodigious difference in 
this respect between one man and another* When the .powers 
are originally good and well, cultivated by exercise, judg
ment will then be brought to its highest tisgtee pit flgrfhtticn. 
This sort of acquired judgment is. the s fu rc e r^  » g re a t 
measure, o f the superior dexterity, which a  man>{barad rto a  
profession acquires oyer one who has never tried) iti>/The 
judgments which old farmers and shepherds form^of« the 
weather are of this description. They are not founded /on 
reasoning,' and the persons themselves can assign n a  reason 
for the judgments they form ; but they are not on. that ac
count less accurate or less to be depended on* , ~

The sort of judgment I  am now speaking of, which ind i
viduality exercises, when assisted and improved, by habit and 
^experience, is found generally in the greatest perfection among 
persons in the lower ranks of life,-—men without education><but 
with a large endowment of the knowing powers* Pejcmnsof 
this description are generally far more dexterous and successful 
in those sports which tbeir superiors wish to monopolize to them
selves than the gentlemen for whose recreation this monopoly 
is attempted to be secured. The black fisher is a  much greater 
adept in the art of ensnaring the finny tribes than the most 
ardent disciple of the facetious M r Isaac Walton ; and the 
poacher, were be inclined to boast of his exploits, could prob
ably put to* shame the most expert of the lords of the. soil, 
who bets thousands upon his being able to bag a hundred 
birds a day. Perhaps both may be excelled in either depart
ment by the North American savage. Nature, in short, 
seems in this, as in all her other operations; to act to her sons 
in the way of compensation, and to have decreed, that those

366
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in whom the higher faculties are most deficient should possess 
in the highest perfection the lise of the lower. In  savages 
thé sort o f instinctive judgment I  am here speaking of is of« 
ten found so acute as almost to make it appear as if they 
were possessed of some other senses than those with which we 
are acquainted/ I t  rtiay be, that the external senses them
selves may, in consequence of the intense exertion imposed 
on them by necessity, be improved to a degree that we can
not appr&iate. ‘B at much of what'we hear of the sagacity 
with which theyfind their way for hundreds of miles through 
trackless forests,* and 'the skill they show in pursuing and 
destroying thcSrTgâme, is otoing to that acquired jucjgment 
we have'been speaking of, and which we have called the 
judgment1 b f Individuality.

A third ¿pedes of judgments formed by means of this 
power are those which proceed directly from the propensities 
and sentiments. W e hâve stated, that this power forms the 
grand means of communication between these feelings and 
the external'world. I t  »  the opening through which the ob
jects and events which are passing around us obtain access to 
excite the feelings and call them into activity. W hen an ob
ject, thfen, of any kind, fitted to excite any of our feelings, is 
presented to Individuality, that feeling is affected accord« 
inglÿ ; and Individuality, on the other hand, is conscious of 
that affection, and pronounces it to be of stich or such a na
ture, pleasant or painful, as the casé may be. Thus, when 
we fee- a poor creature clothed in rags,4 and starving with 
hunger, Benevolence is affected ; we feel the emotion of pity, 
and feel inclined, if it is in our power, to relieve his distress. 
In  this case we pronouncè two judgments ; first, that this 
object is unhappy, and, second, that it is our duty, if we can, 
to relieve him. I f  we see a third party passing, puffed up 
with pride, turning away from this object with scorn, or re
pairing his complaints with rudeness and insult, our Comba- 
tivéness and Destructiveness are roused against this individual, 
and we pronounce him to be hard-hearted, selfish, and cruel.
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I t  is needless to quote wore instances of these sorts of feelings, 
which are formed directly by the' propensities and sentiments 
so soon 89 the appropriate objects are presented to them by 
Individuality, and of which Individuality, in itB turn, being 
conscious, pills it into tile form o f »proposition or Judgment, 
without the intervention of any proems of reasoning. These 
are called, in ordinary language, the dictates of common fed« 
ing or common sense i and the facility and' accuracy with 
which they are'formed depend partly upon the distinct com-* 
prehensión of the objects, events, and' óreumstádees which 
call, them-forth, and partly upon the proper balance of the 
feelings themselves, winch are called into actibn'Ut (he course 
of the operation. I t  may happen that w em áy 'judge wrong 
in consequence of not understanding or hot-attending (ball 
the > circumstance«, a t we may judge wrong from tin e  one or 
more o f  our feelings bang in too great ortoo-little activity, 
too powerful, or not powerful enough. - I f  the circumstances 
am complicated, i t  may require some time to a rm e at a cor
rect judgment. The- first appearance maÿ lead us to form 
an» judgment which, subsequent information may lead ub to 
a lter; another and another riremn stance may lead Os to in
dice alternately to erne or other side ; alad‘it-is ' hot-lim it all 
theeircumetonces are fully known and sifted, ' and- the. differ
ent feelings which these te ttd to  excite duly weighed-and m u
tually appreciated, that a judgment is fitudly formed on which 
we can safely resb - This m aybe called th e réáeeH&ng o f 'In 
dividuality. là - lilis tolT' b f caasoÉmg the links are not eo* 
mooted together-by a chahs, nor do wa arrivést^oitr conclu
sion'by Successive steps-depending On oneanotiw r; they are, 
oa ths contrary, pheed-ddé by-side; so that thetridi& m  of 
another link, instaad of weakening the conduslato by remov
ing it farther from the preñases, adds additional'fenie and 
strength to the connexion. B ut I  shall not treàtfàrfber hein 
of the share abofa Individuality hás in reasoning, feuidelay 
what Ifcave to  say on that sübjeot tift l  have finished the 
examination of the higher intellectual powers, and then I
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shall endeavour tp ahewhpwtbe while: unite and cooperate 
toumtdsJhe.fenMRlwipi of what is called nohaimof reasoning.

I  blwe not yet taken notice o f, the diwinarion whichiissup. 
paced te exist between tbel& gher end L dm r Individuality. 
.It has been observed, that .the space originally assigned to this 
organ is not ahssya«quaUy developed throughout» bu t some* 
times, the upper port, occupying the middle, end lower pert 
o f the forehead» is -muoh developed, while that part lying 
immediately between (be root ef the-nese and the junction of 
theeyebrowe is leas so, and vice vert» ; from which D r Spurz- 
haim and pthem have concluded that there are two organs. 
They am not agreed, however, as to,the difference of. their 
function». D r Spuneheia «ooonves that the lower organ is 
aonvessaat with ohjoets and the higher,one with «rent* -Mr 
Combe, on the other hand, sta testh e  result o f hie observe» 
tiens to be, that the lower organ is large in those who ere ex« 
tam ely observant of what is occurring around them, • and 
that the higher ie huge in those who are fond of general in- 
formation, and who haxe a great talent of remembering facts 
reoorded in hooks or narrated, by men. M r Welsh supposes 
that the lower may be the organ of motions but for this eup* 
position I  bare seen no kind of evidence. Observations ate, pec» 
baps, yettoo limited to enable us to decide with aoy certainty; 
but, perhaps, the opinion* .of D r Spurshrim and M r Combe 
nw yhe bathof^hm n ve^y neaslycorisot, end that, by a  slight 
modification, they may be reconciled to one another. The 
talent for observing and remembering aM nh end that for 
collecting general information, and- for remembering fact» 
recorded in books and narrated by men, seem to be nearly, if 
not entirely, the same. The talent for observing objects, and 
for observing what is btfore our eyes, seem also much alike. 
Both fiscal ties might seem to be explicable upon the prin
ciple that I  have endeavoured to unfold, namely, the power 
of comprehending a combination q f parte united eo ae to form  
a whole; only it is possible that in the lower this combining 
power may be mom strictly confined to observing combina-
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tio n so f qualities and the higher combinations of parts; or 
the lower may be limited to that sort of strict combination of 
parts and qualities which forms an individual object; the 
father m&y extend to those larger and more extensive com
binations which go to form a group, a peries, or a system. 
This seems to correspond sufficiently with the observations 
both of D r Spureheim and M r Combe. D r Spurzheim has 
observed the upper organ large in those who are conversant 
with the details of history; M r Combe has observed it large 
in botanists and those who are fond of the study of natural 
objects. Both of these kinds of study depend upon group
ing  and combinations ; the one in the order of sequence, and 
the other in that of co-existence, while both seem to admit 
that the lower power takes notice of objects as insulated facts 
merely, as they stand by themselves, without any reference to 
other objects. I t  is also quite conformable to analogy, that 
the organ whose function is most extensive and general should 
occupy the higher and more eminent situation; that the lower 
power, which is most nearly connected with the perceptive 
powers of Form, Colour, &c., should lie contiguous to the 
organs of those powers; while the higher, which is more 
allied to the greater operations of intellect, should be contigu
ous to the organs of the reflective faculties. This is perhaps 
as near as we can come to the ascertainment of the different 
functions of the two Individualities in the present state of 
our knowledge, " ;
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article vrn. '
.  \ ' . *

SKULL OF A CHINESE ASSASSIN, AND SKULL AND B IL L  
OF T H E  TOUCAN BIRD OF PREY, IN  T H E  MUSEUM OF 
T H E  PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

f . . . i . • .

(TbeD onetienef MfausAir B i u t v u ,  Esq., H . £ . LC .S.)

T ile be  is not in the collection of the Society a more valuable 
skull than* the Chinese one now before us. Besides corre
sponding with the native type, of which we are now in pos
session of several specimens, indicating the Chinese character 
o f pride and vanity, and exhibiting Form, Size, Individu
ality, Constructiveness, and Imitation, it displays, to extreme 
development, that unhappy combination of feelings which 
gives a tendency to revenge, even by m urder; and, moreover, 
to commit murder without running the risk o f resistance; in 
other words, by assassination. W hen the box containing 
the skull arrived from London, a Phrenologist present, 
who was only told that it was the head of a murderer, took 
it in his hands, and said that the murder would be by poison 
or assassination« T he  following account of it was immedi
ately read from the letter of M r Bremner, the donor, to M r 
Simpson

“ London, 20th September, 1827.
' t( D ea r  S ib ,-—H ere is the Chinese skull which you reoommend- 

v  ed tne sending to  M r Combe. The history briefly is, that the maa 
u  wat executed a t Batavia, for murder committed from a revengeful 
“  feeling towards a man, whom he stabbed in the dark, and merely 
fi on account of a suspicion he entertained of this person having done 
"  him a»  in ju ry ; and so great was bis cunning that he for some 
“  tune, indeed nearly altogether, escaped justice. According to my 
“  promise I  send you also a  section of the Toucan's head and bill, 
^  which I  made with as much care as possible; but I  observe there 
4* is a  little Inflection of the saw-blades

T he character of secret murder was inferred, as every 
Phrenologist knows, from an unusually preponderating ani-

Vol. V— No X V III. s
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mal organization, especially in Destructiveness, with Com* 
bativeness or Courage deficient, Secretiveness very large, and 
Cautiousness large even to deformity. To such a brain it 
would have been very difficult to face the object of its revenge 
in mortal combat. But the excited animal sought gratification, 
and safe and secret stabbingin the dark was resorted to. I t  is 
said to have been done on suspicion only of injury. This 
comes from great Secretiveness, which leads to suspicion; 
and, when diseased, produces that peculiar form of hypo* 
chondria which lives in constant belief of plots and conspira
cies, and is so common in the most dangerous of all maniacs, 
the jealously-revengeful. Conscientiousness, in the skull of 
this unhappy being, is inferior to the selfish feelings,—an 
essential feature of the jealous character; and so small is 
Hope, and so large is Cautiousness, that we may conclude it 
probable that he presented a spectacle of gloomy and moody 
despondency. There is a rickety twist in the occipital region, 
which is not favourable, and this in addition to the great 
balance of animalism over the slender intellect, and yet more 
moderate human sentiments. The posterior lobe, or brain 
behind the ear, including Self-esteem, Love of Approbation, 
and Cautiousness, is excessive. The middle is likewise very 
large, occasioned by Secretiveness and DestructiveneM; 
but the diminution is great and abrupt when we ascend to 
the human sentiments of Conscientiousness, Hope, Ideality, 
and Benevolence. The last-mentioned organ presents a 
very rapid slope from a large Veneration; which latter 
feeling in such a brain would be wofully misdirected and 
abused. The rapid slope of Benevolence gives an appear
ance of bright to the forehead; but the strictly intellectual 
powers are very slender, and the forehead proper little bet
ter than “  villanously low." I t  is, besides, very narrow, not 
much more than one-half of the breadth of the back of the 
head.

W e may observe that the head is above Asiatic rise, and
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would he proportionally powerful for evil. The Philopro
genitiveness is' moderate.
- The following is' the measurement and development

Spine to 19 
3 to 30 
3 ter 19 

Bar to Spine 
Ear to 19 • 
Bar to 10 
Ear to 18 
E ar to 14

M EA SU R EM EN T.

«1 Ear to 13 5 |
6 6 to 6 6
« I 7 ■ to 7 «

8 to 8 5
9 to 9 . 6

«Í 12 to 12 6
«1 16 to 16 S i
H

DEVELOPM ENT.

1. AmatWeneaa, rather large, 16
2. Phíloprogenitivenesa, r. Axil 12
3. Coneentrativeaeae, r. large, 16
4. Adhesiveness, rather large, 16
5. Combativeness, rather full, 12
6. Destructiveness, extra large» 22
7. Constructiveness, full, 15
8. Acquisitiveness, fall, 15
9. Secretiveness» extra, large, 22

10* Self-esteem, large, 18
11. L ose of Approbation, v. large, 20 
12« Cautiousness, extra large, 23
IS. Benevolence, ̂ federate, 10
14- Veneration, rather large, 17
15. Hope, rather small, 6
16. Ideality, rather small; 8
17. Conscientiousness, fall, 14
18. Firmness, large, * 18

19. Upper Individuality, fall, 
19. Lower ditto, rather large, 
2<K Form, large,
21. Sise, rather large,
22. Weight, rather full,
23. Colour, rather fall,
24. Locality, rather large,
25. Order, rather fall,
26. Time, moderate,
27* Number, rather small,
28* Tune, rather small»
29* Language.
30. Comparison» rather fan,
31. Causality; fall,
32. W it, full,
S3. Imitation, large,
34- Wonder, rather large.

15
16 
18 
16 
12
13 
16 
12 
10
8
8

12
14 
14
18
17

The Toucan's bead is curious» in so far as it is many times 
smaller than the bill. The head is about an inch iq diame
ter» while the bill is a foot long and several inches broad. 
As a bird of p re y ,to o ,it requires a vision like the eagle's» 
and its eye alone is about the size of» or rather a little larger 
than the whole brain. I t  first occurred to us that the curi
ous honeycomb texture in the biQ is a process for the,pro
longation of the olfactory nerve, which, in birds that flock to 
carrion from a distance» has been considered powerful; but 
this is a mistake; the texture is a mere diploe to give the 
bill strength.
. < I t  is now ascertained by experiment, that birds of prey
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tee and do not smell their prey. Very putrid carrion trn
enclosed in a basket which gave free passage to its effluvia, 
and put in the way of vultures and other birds of prey. I t  
attracted none of them till exposed to view, when several al
most instantly appeared. This sudden appearance is ac
counted for by these birds soaring a t an altitude out of* our 
tight ; while their prey on the ground, however minute, is 
seen by them, so that their appearance at any time is merely 
their descent to within the scope of human optics. The Tom- 
can, in India, generally arrives for its food with the vulture, 
but remains a little in the rear till the larger bird is g lutted; 
while smaller birds of prey, at a more retired distance still, 
pay the same homage to the Toucan. I t  is said to be amus
ing to observe the marked and well-qaderstood gradations of 
rank which they thus exhibit and jealously maintain.

A R T IC L E  IX .
V

EVIDENCES AGAINST PHBENOLOGY, BY THOMAS 
STONE, ESQ.

W e Are requested by M r Combe to give the following, 
correspondence a place in this Journal, for the information 
of such of our readers as may not have an opportunity of 
seeing the Edinburgh newspapers.

Le tter  now  Mb Gbobsb Com».

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

8ib,—-In a reeent publication you gavea critical notice o f"  The 
Evidences against the System of Phrenology, by Thomas 8tone, 
Esq." and commended it as a formidable attack. The assertions 
and arguments of which it is composed have been so frequently 
brought forward by previous opponents, and so fully refuted in dm 
Transactions of the Phrenological 8ociety and the Phrenological Jour
nal, that I  consider any farther reply tothem as superfluous. I  refer 
particularly to the Mowing articles as containing answers «o his Or-
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guarnís, r iu i» ‘Observations na  the O ljéctbiu of D t Barclay/ h
the Philological Transactions-*A Historical Notice of early Opu 
nions regarding the Brain/ in Phrenological Journal, No 7» article 
8th; an essay on € Sise in the Organs as a Measure of Power in die 
Faculties/ in No 14, article 1st; an essay on * Materialism/ in No 
1, article 13th; and to the following articles as specimens of the 
evidence on which Phrenology is founded, viz. Phren. Journal, vol. 
1st, on Destructiveness, p. 85 ; on Genstr«etivanefi8s.pt 247; *4- 2d, 
on PhilaprqgenitiveDeH^jp. 1 ; on Acquisitivenow, n. 217 i History 
of the Discovery of the Phren. Organs, p. 450 ana 513; on Cam* 
faatireness, p. 543; vol. 3d, Dr Gall's Visit to the Prisons of Berlin 
and Spandau, 297; voL 4th, on the Organ and Faculty of Locality, 
p. 524; besides innumerable other articles. Any person who do* 
ñrés to know the rod merits of Mr Stone's work will be quite able 
to form a sound judgment of its novelty, profundity, and fairness, 
after perusing the essays here particularly indicated.

1 would pot have troubled you even with this notice, but for one 
statement in his Evidence, which directly charges me with imposi
tion. In the Phrenological Journal, vol. iv. p. 388, in reference to 
my lecture in ike Assembly Boom, in answer to Sir William Ha
milton, it is stated, that I  “ mentioned to the audience, that Mr
* Syme, lately lecturer on anatomy, and now on surgery, who is not 
<* a Phrenologist, had kindly favoured me with the use o f all the 
“  open skulls in his collection, which I  then exhibited along wkh 
“ the whole open skulls belonging to the Phrenological Society,
*  thereby enabling any individual present, after ocular inspection, 
“ to decide for himself on the parallelism of the inner and outer

tables of the cranium, as well as on the frequency and extent of 
u  the frontal sinus. By using Mr Syme’s specimens the charge of

selection was obviated; and by producing all q f them, no room 
“  was left for suspecting intentional omission q f any, while, at the 
“ same time, an opportunity was afforded of contrasting them with 
“  the phrenological collection, and detecting any partiality in the 
"  latter if it existed.”

On this statement Mr Stone makes the following remarks:— 
« On visiting Mr Syme’s museum, I  find that his collection of open 
"  crania amounts only to three, one of which, being that of an in- 
“  font of about two years of age, would in nowise have affected }he 
"  present question. Here indeed we might pause to ask what con- 
« ndence is to be placed upon the authority of men who can have 
"  recourse to so flagrant a misrepresentation to misguide their ere* 
“  dulous disciples, and impose on the understanding q f the public f  
“ What can we think of tnat system which requires even its ablest 
“  advocate to defend it by such a miserable expedient f ”

One of the greatest advantages which I  have derived from Phre
nology is a thorough practical conviction that the modes of thinking 
and acting of individuals bear reference to the development of their 
mental organs. Hence I  view the foregoing sentences of Mr Stone 
as a characteristic display of a particular combination of organs in
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his .brain; ' 1 freely forgive his unmannerly *nd unfounded re-, 
pq&ches, and' simply request you to publish tne following letter* (or 
my vradi(»dori with the public:---*

“ To James Syme, Esq.
“  Edinburgh, 96th. April, 1898.

“ My bear S ir ,—I  beg leave to refer you to Evidences against 
“ the System of Phrenology, by Thomas Stone, Esq., p. 56, and to 
“  solicit your answer to the following questions

“  Had I  the use of all the open skulls in your museum in my 
“ lecture in the Assembly Rooms? and how many specimens were 
“ there?—I am,.&c.

u Gbo. Combe.”

A n s w b r  b y  M b  S y m b .

"  To Geo. Conibe, Esq.
“ My dbar S ir ,—I  have had the pleasure of receiving your 

"  queries, and beg to reply,— .
<( 1st, That all the open skulls in my museum, which could be 

11 transported with safety, were present at your lecture in the As- 
€( sembly Rooms.

“ 2d/y, That the number of these skulls was seven.
“ I  regretted at the time they were so few, but you know that it 

“  is not usual for teachers of anatomy or surgery to open any more 
"  skulls than they require to display the internal structure^—I re- 
"  main, Bee.

“  J a m b s  S y x b .
w 75, George Street, 26th April, 1828.**

Allow me to add, that the reason why I  applied to Mr Syme was, 
that I knew he had taken no part in the phrenological controversy ; 
that his collection of skulls was precisely that which he used for the 
teaching of anatomy and surgery; and hence, that, whatever the 
number of open skulls might be, they would afford examples of every 
fact on the internal structure which he considered of importance to 
his students. To hi9 collection were added an interesting example 
of a very large sinus borrowed from Dr John Scott, and eleven or 
ttoehe specimens from the Phrenological Museum; several of whiefai 
were presented to the Society, for the purpose of exhibiting the 
sinus m large dimensions; so that no charge could be more un
founded and unmerited than that I deceived the public on the oc
casion alluded to.—I am, Sir, your obedient humble servant,

G b o . C o m bb .

P. 5.—Since writing the foregoing letter, I  have received the fol
lowing note from Mr Syme
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“  To George Combe, Esq.
“ M y dear S ib ,—»On looking over the skulls in  my: museum mors 

“  carefully,along with Mr Stone, I  .find that there were eight open 
“ crania at your lecture in the Assembly Rooms, and not. seven, as 
"  stated in my answer to your note of the 36th.-—Tours ever, &c. 4

“ J ames Syme.
“ 76, George Street, Wednesday* 30th April/'

Letter fbox Mb  Stone.

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

S ib ,—In reply to a letter from Mr Combe, which has appeared in 
your paper, I  beg leave to state, that I  decidedly do not consider 
myself at all responsible for any mis-statement contained in “ The 
“  Evidences against the System of Phrenology," respecting the num
ber of open crania in Mr Syme's museum. In consequence of the 
imposing account given by Mr Combe of the crania in the possession 
of that gentleman, I  visited his museum, not with the intention of 
inquiring how many open crania it contained, but with the intention 
of examining the frontal sinuses in the many specimens which, from 
the statements already alluded to, I  expected to find. I  applied, 
therefore, to Mr Syme himself on the occasion, who policy  refer
red me to his assistants, stating, that they would give me eveqry in
formation I  desired. I  was then shown the three open crania, to 
which I  have before adverted, and was informed that they were all 
the specimens of the kind in the museum. I  now perceive that Mr 
Syme, in reply to Mr Combe, has stated, first, that all the open 
crania “ which could be transported with sa fe ty  from his museum 
were present at his lecture, and the number of these was seven ; 
and, secondly, He has addressed another letter to him, stating that 
the number of these was eight. I  need simply, therefore, remark,* 
that as Mr Syme was himself deceived after Mr Combe's applies-' 
tion, and has given that gentleman two different statements, so was 
I, in the first instance, misled, and I do not consequently consider 
that my own veracity can, in the slightest degree, be impeached.

I  am exceedingly happy that the mistake is rectified, but must 
distinctly avow that this explanation does not at all exonerate Mr 
Combe; for even taking the maximum of these skulls at eight, I  do 
not conceive so small a number as this would warrant the language 
he has used respecting them. On the contrary, the disingenuous: 
nature of his present communication involves him only in a deeper > 
difficulty. The question at issue between us relates to the number - 
of these crania that exhibit the frontal sinus, as the charge brought 
against Mr Combe is that of having announced to the public that- 
he refuted Sir William Hamilton’s olgections respecting thê  frontal 
sinus, not only by the specimens belonging to the Phrenological So
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ciety, but by u all the ojpen skulls” of a private cr 
as this private collection is withal so exceedingly limited, that his 
manner of alluding to it is calculated only to deceive. To prevent 
any misunderstanding^-as the charge is a aérions one—I  beg to «ad
duce an additional part of M r Combe's own statement*—<“ Iopre- 
“  sen ting (says he) examples of the rinii$ to tfaenudience, 1 called' 
€t their attention to the fact, that in most of them it was so small 
“ as not to be perceptible tp the eye in the dArfa** fa rts o f the room,
“ even in skulls sawed open, and remarked, that if I  had produced 
“ the specimens offered by Sir William Hamilton, which were not 
“ allowed to be opened, and explored the sinus through holes not 
“ larger than pin-heads, as proposed by him, ao ocular demonstra- 
“ tion could have been enjoyed even by the nearest individuals; that 
“ as the stronger evidence was always to be preferred to the weaker,

I  had used M r Syme's specimens, which, while not liable to any 
* charge o f partiality, spoke to the eye” Here all M r Sysne's 
specimens are unquestionably referred to, without any qualification, 
as fairly exhibiting the frontal sinus, and the public ha* now been 
informed, that the number of these crania amounted to eight- 

The letters that have at length stated this to be the number are 
given by Mr Combe without any explanatory observation ; and I  
now therefore beg leave to state, that, having examined these eight 
deuils, I  find the frontal sinus is only cut open in Jour of then. 
One is the skull of the young infant wnich I  formerly referred to,— 
another is actually that of a foetus; neither of these «re, in any way, 
oonnectedjwith the question under discuseion, and do not answer to 
thé description of skulls which Mr Combe has riven in the preced
ing extract. We next find two adult skulls wnich are cut open 
horizontally, and although the sinus exists in both, in neither of 
them is it cut (men at all. I t  is true—*and the emergency of the 
case might possibly suggest the reply,—that these might have been 
adduced as negative evidence, to show that in these particular ex
amples the sinus does not extend so high as it frequently doe*; stiH 
neither of these skulls corresponds with the description given by M r 
Combe ; in neither of them could the sinus have been pointed out, 
€S so small as not id be perceptible to the eye in the distant parts o f 
t( the room;” neither of them could have been described as prefer
able to the specimens of Sir William Hamilton, in which the sinus 
was bored open so as to admit of being probed in every direction ; 
in neither of them surely could the frontal sinus have t€ spoke to 
** the eye!9 even of the nearest individual ; the consequence is, that 
the number of these crania which exhibit the sinus, as described by 
Mr Combe himself, are, after all, reduced to four- I t  may be wor
thy also of remarking, that these four do not afford the slightest 
evidence against Sir William Hamilton's anti-phrenological propo
sitions, but, on the contrary, tend to establish them.

As my statement originally stood, Mr Combe himself acknowledge»' 
that il charged Mm "  directly with imposition;” and now, what* 
’* the difference between that and my present statement ?
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On my Jfirsf Tint to the museum I  m s shown—
2 AduH ehUh^froirtal sinus opem ‘ *
1 Infant skull.

On my second'visit, in addition to these—
2 Adult skulls—»frontal s i i ^  open.
2 Adult skulls—fro n ta l sinus not open,
1 foeta l skull

There is, accordingly, after all, so far as the present question is 
concerned, only an addition of two skulls; and if my former state
ment, as M r Combe confesses, conveyed against him a charge of 
* imposition” the present fa c ts  must tend strongly to confirm’i t

The disingenuousness of Mr Combe’s observations respecting “ all 
** the open skulls*9 of this private "  collection“— the assertion that 
he, by adding them to those belonging to the Phrenological Society, 
which he acknowledges amounted to only * eleven or twelve “ ana 
that he was thereby enabled to refute Sir William Hamilton, is 
rendered more striking from the fact, that the induction which he 
professes to have thus refuted was drawn from a collection of from 
seventy to eighty cranial specimens, which Sir William Hamilton 
exhibited in fin lecture at the College. On the other hand, in Mr 
Byrne's specimens, which, at their maximum, amount only to eight,—* 
six only possess the sinus at ail,—and in four  only it is exposed. 
In referring to these, after his lecture, it is, that Mr Combe, care
fully suppressing the number, announces to his readers, that because 
he wished to obviate "  any charge o f partiality ” and because tcthe 
"  stronger evidence was always to be preferred to the weaker f  
he brought down to his lecture the whole of this private collection.

I t  must be very obvious to every one, that Mr Combe, in conde
scending to resources of this kind, exposes sadly the weakness of the 
cause he so strenuously advocates; for neither his original statement,' 
nor present evasive communication, is calculated to convey to the 
public the distinct and complete truth. In conclusion, I  have only 
to add, that so conscious am I  of my own rectitude in this matter-F- 
so fully convinced that Mr Combe has established every thing— 
and even more than‘I  before alleged, respecting this misrepresenta
tion, that I  shall not hesitate to have nis reply, with the present 
farther explanation, printed and subjoined to my essay.—I am, Sir, 
your most obedient servant,

Thokas Stone.
May 1, 1828.
P. S.—I hare, in the above letter, contented myself with tfating 

merely facts, and contrasting then? with Mr Combe’s own stats« 
ment; I  now therefore leave your readers to draw their own con
clusions, and do not intend enteriog into any farther controversy 
on t his subject ... .
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Rhply by Mb Cokbb to Mb Stone's LmcR.' '

To the Editor o f the Caledonian Mercury.

Sib,—With reference to thé lettfr by Mp Stone, allow më to re
mind your readers, that Mr Syme lecture”  on anatomy ; and that 
his collection was such as to show, impartially, all that he thought 
requisite to be taught respecting the internal structure of the skull. 
He authorises me, in particular, to say, that "  all the eight skvllt 
either showed a sinus, or showed that it was wanting, or extremely 
small,” and that the skull which Mr Stone describes as “ that of an 
infant about two years of age," was that of “ a child six years 
old." In his pamphlet, Mr Stone not only asserts that the number 
of Mr Syme's open skulls was only three, but, on this error of his 
own, he proceeds to accuse me of “ flagrant misrepresentation,— 
to misguide disciples,**—and “ impose on the understanding of the 
public.** His pamphlet would not have been taken notice of by me 
in any shape, had it not been to repel this unfounded charge. My 
former letter to you was accompanied with evidence which disproved 
his accusation—and had he confined himself, in his reply; to simply 
accounting for his error, I  should not have troubled you at present ; 
but as he endeavours, in his letter in the Observer, of 6th May, to 
defend, not merely his error in point of feet, but his charge against 
me, a very few remarks, on my part, again become necessary.

The question at present in agitation between Mr Stone and me 
is not what is the size and frequency of the frontal sinus. In answer 
to his assertions on this head, I  have referred to works on Phreno
logy, where he is fully refuted by anticipation. The point in debate 
is this ; I  stated that at the lecture in the Assembly Roon» I  had 
exhibited to the audience the whole of Mr Syme*s collection of open 
crania. Mr Strine asserted that the number was only three. I  
have produced Mr Syme*6 letter stating that all the open crania in 
his collection, which could be transported with safety, were sent to 
the Assembly Room, and that the number actually present was 
eight. Farther, it cannot be denied, that I  exhibited the crania 
themselves before the audience, and thereby enabled them to judge, 
on the evidence of their own senses, how far they were cut open, 
and whether the sinus appeared in them or not The only question, 
therefore, regards their number ; and this is decided by Mr Syme*s 
letter.

Mr Stone, nevertheless, so far from acknowledging his error, 
reiterates his charge of imposition, and speaks with conscious com
placency of his “ own rectitude.** I am neither surprised nor of
fended by this manifestation of his mental qualities, but leave the 
public, after perusal of the subjoined letter, to judge which party 
■hows the greatest regard for accuracy and tnith^—I am, Sec.

O sa Comb.
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. * ‘ . ,* -T
Lbttbb  fbom J ambs Symk, E sq. to Gsobgb Combs, Esq» .

. My d b a & SiB»--When you.aakedme last summer .to give you.the. 
use of any open skulls that might happen to be in my museun;, to 
illustrate your lecture in the Assembly Room, I  little thought'that 
compliance with this apparently very harmless request would involve 
me in a newspaper controversy. Mr Stone's statement in the 
Observer, of wnich you have been kind enough to send me à copy,, 
certainly requires some explanation on my part ; and I  will there*, 
fore give it, however averse to prolonging this most disagreeable, dis*, 
cu8ston, particularly so to me, as it concerns a gentleman who i* 
not only a student of medicine, but one of mv own pupils.

The day on which your answer was published, Mr Stone express*, 
ed to me, in the presence of several of my assistants, the greatest 
regret and contrition for his inaccuracy, and promised to apologize 
for treating my poor museum with so/ittle respect. As he has not. 
fulfilled his promise, I  think it incumbent on me to explain how he 
seemed to have been led into error.

When Mr Stone visited my museum oh the occasion referred .to. 
in his work, he found me particularly enraged, I  believe, in prepar*, 
ing for lecture. He told me that he had returned two preparations 
which he had borrowed from me some time before, for thè purpose 
of refuting Phrenology ; and then asked me, pointing to a glass-case 
which extends along the whole side of a large room, “ if those were 
all the skulls which Mr Combe had at his lecture ?” I  answered 
simply in the affirmative, and had no farther communication with, 
Mr Stone on the subject. I t  appears that Mr Stone, in asking thia

Question, alluded to three skulls which were lying together, and 
jus committed the unfortunate mistake.

If Mr Stone had told me the object of his visit, or given me rea«, 
son to suppose that his question had any other origin than mere idle 
curiosity, I  should certainly have told him when he would find me. 
at leisure to look over the specimens in question, which were scatter., 
ed over the whole extent above-mentioned, and ascertain their 
precise number, &c. I  should have paid Mr Stone this attention, 
not because I  approved of his opposition to Phrenology, but because 
he was a medical student. You know that# I  am not a believer in 
the truth of Phrenology, but I should certainly be the last person 
to ridicule or cry down the exertions of any man who attempts.to 
extend the limits of our knowledge by observation. With best 
wishes for your success, I remain, &c.

(Signed) J ambs Syms.
76, George Street, 6th May, 1828.

W e add to these letters the. following extract from the 
report of M r Combe's lectures in the Assembly' Hooms,' 
Edinburgh, in April, 1827, in answer to Sir William HamiU
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ton, about the skull of George Buchanan, and the Bali 
muiderer

44 The supposed skull of George Buchanan had been, produced as
* an objection; but, in the first place, Buchanan died at the age of
* 78, Which was at least 80 years beyond the period of middle life, 
w to which Phrenologists confine their demonstrative observations,
* and no one could tell how much the brain and skull had diminish* 
09 ed in the course of the ordinary decay of nature. In the second

i very reason avoided publishing any \
*  third place, even granting it to be the skull of Buchanan, no 
“ attempt had been made to show that its development was incon- 
"  sistent with the manifestations. I t  had indeed been contrasted,
* and held to be equally good with the skull of the Bali murderer, 
"  which Mr Combe now saw for the first time, and which bad been 
“ sent in by Sir William Hamilton after the lecture had begun. A 
44 friend sitting behind him had looked at it since it was handed in, 
44 and written the comments, which he would now read —c The
* * Bali murderer is old, as is seen by the absence of the teeth and 
44 * alveolar processes. I t is therefore not within the conditions re*
* 4 quired by Phrenology. The skull is unequal and twisted. The 
44 4 propensities generally are very large. Combativeness, Secretive- 
44 4 ness, Self-esteem, Cautiousness, are all very large, and Destruc- 
44 4 tiveness and Firmness are large. Conscientiousness is moderate, 
444 as it rises little above the level of Cautiousness. Benevolence 
04 4 and Intellect are large. Here then, Cunning, Passion, Stla*
* * pidon, and Jealousy, are the strongest among the propensities ;  
44 4 and with sueh a combination, in a savage nation, murder from 
44 4 rage or from suspicion is quite probable. To prove this skull to 
44 4 be subversive of Phrenology, Sir W. Hamilton must first prove 
44 4 that it is not above middle life, and not diseased, (which,. from 
44 4 its appearance, and from the murder apparently not being com- 
" 4 mittea till old age, is at least doubtful.) He must produce 
“  * evidence that the manifestations in mature age were at variance 
44 4 with even his present development; that he was not violent in 
44 4 his rage, not crafty, and not suspicious, and that he was not 
44 4 deep and calculating in his schemes against others; that be was 
44 4 not kind and firm to his friends, ana that he was not a man 
44 4 whose mental energy made him feared. Having established 
44 4 these points, Sir William may then, but not till then, produce 
4t 4 it as evidence against Phrenology. We do not receive it as 
44 4 evidence, because we expressly specify middle life as the period 
44 4 h r  evidence in demonstration/  and we expressly require health 
44 as a condition.

* In absence of all evidence, therefore, it was really too much to 
<* predate a tpechnfcn which violated all the conditions within which 
“ Phrenologists conduct*! their observations, and to affirm boldly 
44 that ft was at variance with their doctrines; and Mr Combe felt
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“ «■lied. A it if thei I M t of this atari«! conM be got «t, it
“  would be found ta perfect harmony with tbe principles and ob> 
“ serrations of Phrenology.”

Scotmun, 2d May, 1887.

This statement had been published nearly a  year before 
M r Stone’s pamphlet appeared; no history of the life and 
conduct of the Bali murderer had been given in the interval ; 
and although M r Combe bad publicly called on Sir William 
Hamilton to produce, at least, the letter which accompanied 
the skull, yet not even tins bad been done; so that not a 
shadow of philosophical evidence regarding the character of 
this individual has ever been, or now is, accessible to the 
pub lic; nevertheless M r Stone has returned to this case, and 
cited it as adverse to Phrenology 1 This shows to what a 
miserable shift opponents are reduced for want of facts. I t 
would be a waste of words to  reply to such lucubrations.

A R T IC L E  X .

The Elements o f Physiology, by J . F . Blumenbach, M-D. 
F .R .S . Professor o f Medicine in  the University o f Gottin
gen, translated from  the Latin by John Ettiotson, M .D. 
Cantab., PhysUUm to S t Thomas'* Hospital, SfC. S¡c. 
Fourth Edition. Longman <$> Co. 1828.

I t  does not lie within our province to criticise the text of 
tbe work before u s ; suffice it to  say, that Blumenbach eiyoys 
a well-earned reputation as being one of the first physiologists 
of his day, and that tbe translation is every way worthy of 
the original. But Blumenbach is one o f those men of un» 
questionable talent, whose misfortune it has been to acquire 
a  certain eminence in physiological science before D r G alft 
'great discovery of the functions of-the brain was promul
gated, who have felt it humiliating to their self-love to be 
surpassed by a contemporary, and who have, therefore, re 
solutely avoided all serioa# investigation of tfoeevtdence on
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which the üew pbiloeophyis founded, and have acted ttfemehm- 
choly part of depreciating and denying the merits of D r Gall, 
which they instinctively perceive would overshadow, their 
own greatness. Accordingly Blumenbach denies Phrenolo
gy, and he is referred to by minor opponents as an authority 
against it. Phrenology, however, is the doctrine of thè func
tions of the brain, and as Blumenbach does not pretend to 
know more of the uses of that organ than other physiologists 
who reject D r Gall's discovery, it follows that in his works 
vaglie genéralities or positive ignorance bold the place of 
scientific information relative to the functions of the brain. 
In  so far, therefore, his work is imperfect, and behind the 
lights of his age.

D r Elliotson, however, his translator, is a distinguished 
Phrenologist. He has enriched the present edition with nu
merous, copious, and interesting notes on Phrenology ; sup
plying the deficiency of the original work, and presenting to 
the student one of the best manuals of physiology extant. 
He has added notes on a great variety of other subjects con
nected with the text, and altogether rendered the work emi
nently creditable to himself and useful to the medical pro
fession.

A R T IC L E  X I.

DE SFURHHEIMS VTOFT TO MR WOOD'S (SESSIONAL) 
SCHOOL, EDINBURGH.

J ohn W ood, E wj.,.advocate, ,Sheriff-depute of Peeblesshire, 
•has.acquired an extensive and, well-merited reputation for 
Jns indefatigable exertions and great success in teaching the 
children pf the poor4n this city» English reading, including 
definitions,' arithmetic, and writing, are the .leading branches 
¿M ightin.M r W ood's School;. and nothing can be..more 
pleasing than, the animated industry, and . respectable* attain-



meats exhibited by the pupils under M r W ood's benevolent 
charge.

D r Spurzheim visited this school during his late stay in 
Edinburgh, and made remarks on the development of the 
scholars; but M r Wood and his assistants being profoundly 
ignorant of and even hostile to Phrenology, (M r Wood him
self indeed 'Scarcely concealing his decided enmity and con
tempt towards it, his assistants not doing so a t all,) and the 
exercises of the children giving small scope to their general 
intellectuhl faculties, the result was not satisfactory to either 
party. D r Spurzheim, for instance, pointed to a boy whose 
large anterior lobe, and nervous temperament, promised gene, 
ral intellectual superiority, and mentioned the particular 
talents in which he ought to excel; but M r Wood knew 
only how he could read, how he could add, subtract, divide, 
and multiply, and how far he could repeat the definitions 
and explanations of words which he had been taught, and 
therefore could not tell how far D r S.'s inferences were cor
rect. I t  appeared also, that in teaching arithmetic, mecha
nical rules were made to supply to an amazing extent the 
exercise of thought, and that problems of apparently por
tentous difficulty were solved as fast as the figures which 
expressed them could be written down, not by mental 
power, such as was exhibited by George Bidder, but by 
dealing with single figures in succession, according to fixed 
rules: the sum of difficulty surmounted scarcely exceeding 
that of subtracting one unit from another- This mode of 
making arithmetic easy is highly commendable in itself; but 
we notice it, to observe that those parsons who do not trace 
the mechanism are apt to imagine far higher talents to be 
involved in it than are actually required.

On a subsequent day, D r Spurzheim again visited the 
school, with the intention of requesting M r Wood to point 
out the individual scholars most distinguished for any par* 
ticular talent, mid those least gifted with it, and then dicsct- 
ing his attention to their heads. D r Spurzheim remarked

KB wood ' s sch o o l , Ed in b u r g h . 9J5
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to a  f tin d j tb it  he found Uirapoasibie to  make I f r  W «od
comprehend what he meant by the phrenological faculties, but 
that he hoped he would be able to render obvious to  hk  eyes 
differences of development of brain. W e are not informed 
whether M r Wood was aware of what D r Spurzheim intends 
ed to do or n o t; but M r Wood and his assistants p u tin  
practice the following d e v i c e A  boy of very limited powers 
had been attending for some time, whom they had in  vain, 
attempted to teach. W ith much tutoring and difficulty, this 
poor creature was drilled into so much steadiness as to stand 
without betraying his condition, and, having thus been passed 
off as one of the pupils, D r Spurzheim was asked his opinion 
of bis talents. D r' Spurzheim examined him cursorily, and 
with great kindness (wishing to avoid hurting the boy’s 
feelings) turned round to M r W ood, and, preventing hi» 
words, by placing his hand before his mouth, from reaching, 
the boy's ears, said, that he was of a very inferior tempera* 
meat, and, pointing to a boy with a superior head, said, he 
would be much beneath that individual; but the Doctor, did 
not say that he was an absolute idiot.

This appears to have been precisely what M r Wood de» 
aired ; exulting in the success of the ruse, he proclaimed 
over the town, that D r Spurzheim had mistaken an idiot fan 
an ordinary boy belonging to bis highest class, and had thus 
given the coop de grace to Phrenology.

W hen M r Combe heard this story circulated, he asked 
M r Wood if  it was correct; who at once admitted that it 
was substantially true, viz. that he had passed off a boy 
known, in the school as “  D aft Geordie” on D r Spurzheim 
as one of. his ordinary scholars, and that D r S. had not de* 
tected the deception. M r C. expressed his surprise, and 
mentioned to  M r Wood that he must have resorted to  such 
aproceeding in profound ignorance of the ferst principles of 
Phrenology; because, in all the works on the science,, it is 
stated* that u the proper subjects for observation .are heáUhp
“ individuals below the middle period ef Jife/' and that « the brain, 
“ like other parts of the body, may be affected with certain diseases

90<L
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“ which do not diminish or increase its magnitude, and fet impair
“ its functions ; and in such cases, great size maybe preseat, and 
“ very imperfect manifestations appear that Dr Spurzheim
was entitled to àssùme that no trick would be attempted on 
him, but that the boys presented to him werè in heatth, 
and really pupils in thé classes in which they appeared; that 
no Phrenologist pretended to detect chronic idiocy by merely 
examining the external appearance of a skull ; and that, there
fore, he, M r W ood, had really expended his ingenuity to 
little purpose, for the result was a demonstration of his own 
ignorance of what Phrenologists professed to do, without the 
least derogation from D r Spurzheim’s reputation as an ob
server.

M r W ood acknowledged himself not at all skilled in 
phrenological science, and said he thought D r Spurzheim 
professed to know people’s talents by their heads, and, of 
course, to discover an idiot when presented to him.

Notwithstanding of this explanation, however, M r W ood, 
as we are informed, continues widely to diffuse his story, and 
we hold ourselves not only authorised, bu t called upon in de
fence of D r Spurzheim, and of the science itself, to state the 
facts as they occurred. Very few remarks are necessary. 
W e observe,

1st, D r Spurzheim, on entering the school, Was authorised^ 
by M r Wood’s rank in life and character as a gentleman, to 
rely  on the most perfect fu r dealing being observed towards 
him.

2d, The principles of Phrenology exclude idiots, as sub
jects by the truth or falsehood of the science can be
legitimately established. There is only one exception to this 
ru le  : W here the brain is unusually small in size, idiocy is 
th e  invariable concomitant ; but the brain may be of full size 
and  diseased, and then idiocy will not be distinguishable by 
external signs. This was the case of the boy in question.

* fyttem of Phrenology, PP* 29 and 47. 
Vol. V.—No X V III. T
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3d, M r Wood’s conduct on this occasion shows the  ani
mus with which he was affected towards Phrenology, also 
the latitude of practice which he conceives legitimate in order 
to refute i t ;  and by these our readers will judge of the 
weight due to M r Wood, as an authority against the science, 
and of the philosophical character as well a i  candid spirit of 
any other representations, which he or his assistants may 
make on the subject And,

4th, T he exposure we have been compelled to make of 
this notable attempt to refute Phrenology, by passing off an 
idiot as an ordinary pupil, ought to afford a practical lesson 
to those who have chosen to declare themselves hostile to the 
science, to make themselves masters of its first principles be
fore they attempt to put it down, either by argument or by 
experiment.

A R T IC L E  X I I .

CHRONICLES OF THE ' CANONGATE, SECOND SERIES, BY 
THE AUTHOR OF WAVERLEY, &c.

T his work is interesting to the Phrenologist, not only on ac
count of the admirable delineation of individual character 
which it contains, but of the light which it throws on the con
dition of society in common life in feudal times. Advancing 
in civilization is ju st rising in the scale of faculties. T he sal
vage acts habitually from motives furnished bytthe animal 
propensities, the moral sentiments and reflection being nearly 
dormant. The barbarian, to which class we assign our feudal 
ancestors of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, is still a  
savage in the general tone of his character, but the higher 
sentiments and intellect have begun to mingle their influence 
in his actions, although their sway is unsteady and their di
rection often absurd*. M an, when fully civilized, will ac
knowledge the moral sentiments and reflecting intellect as his
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predominating motives ; aa4  oiy^i*aUaft^s at all times perfect 
or imperfect in proportion to bis approach to this standard.

The author remarks, “  that men rarely ad vance in civiliza
t i o n  or refinement beyond the ideas of their own age;”

. and hence each generation in succession appears to itself to 
have attained the limits of human perfection; it looks back, 
and sees that it has advanced, but it has not profundity nor 
comprehensiveness sufficient to ^x>k forward and perceive how 
far its successors are destined to surpass it in virtue and a t
tainments. I f  the present generation could discover and em
brace the extended views of morality and science which their 
successors a century hence will practically entertain, they 
could not remain as they now a re ; they would rapidly ad
vance to the highest point which they could clearly perceive 
as attainable. But it is impossible for the great mass of man
kind to realize ideas or maxims much in advance of those of 
their own ag e ; might they not, however, be induced at least 
to offer less resistance to improvement than they generally 
do P This salutary end might, perhaps, be attained by mak
ing them acquainted with the philosophy of human nature 
and its highest capabilities, by leading their minds over the 
page of history, exhibiting past generations acting from in
ferior motives and narrow views, and enforcing the conclusion, 
that as we who now live have, not attained the limits o f im

provem ent, we ought to admit, as a practical principle, that 
succeeding generations will surpass us; and, instead of being 
offended with new doctrines, new principles, and new prac
tices, we ought to regard them with liberal toleration, and 
leave them free scope for.operation, under the firm conviction 

’ that experience and discussion will extinguish all that are not 
conducive to human enjoyment.

“ We talk of a credulous vulgar/' says Mrs Baliol, iu the intro- 
♦ ductory chapter, “ without always recollecting that there is a 

** vulgar incredulity, which, in historical matters, as well as in those 
“ of religion, finds it easier to doubt than to examine, and endea- 
“ yours to assume the credit of an esprit fo rt, by denying whatever 

. “ happens to be a little beyond  ̂the very limited comprehension of 
“ the sceptic." We add' “ science" to Mrs Baliol's catalogue of
subjects, in which vulgar incredulity finds it easier to doubt
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than to examine; and if  the histories of Galileo, Harvey, 
and Newton, are not sufficient to establish dur position, we 
appeal to that of D r Gall and Phrenology.

O ar readers cannot have forgotten the intense ridicule with 
which, a few years ago, Phrenologists were assailed for ex- 
hibiting organs of Combativeness and Destructiveness co
existing with organs of Benevolence, Veneration, and Con
scientiousness, in the same individuals, and for asserting that 
the same man might be impetuous, combative, attd wrathful, 
yet kind-hearted, courteous, and ju s t The character o f 
Henry o f the W ynd contains an admirable representation of 
thèse elements in combination i—

"  It is not my part, father/’ returned thè MWid of Penh, *€ to 
“ decide who had the right or wrong in the present brawl ; nor did 
“ I  see what happened distinctly enough to say which was assailant 
“ or which defender ; but surely our friend, Master Henry, will 
“  not deny that he lives in a perfect atmosphere of strife, blood, and 
“  quarrels. Hp hears of no swordsman but he envies his reputation, 
"  and must needs put his valour to the proof. He sees no brawl 
K but he must strike into the midst of it. Has he friends, he fights 
* with them for love and honour ; has he enemies, he fights with 
“  them for hatred and revenge. And those men who are neither 
€t his friends ñor his foes, he fights with them because they are on 
“  this or that side of a river. # His days are days of battle, and doubt* 
“ less he acta them over again in his dreams.**

“ Daughter/* said Simon,fC your tongue wags too freely. Quar- 
“  rels ana fights are men’s business, not women’s, and it is not maid- 
“  enly to think or speak of them.”

“ fiut if they are so rudely enacted in our presence,” said Cathe
rine, "  it is a little hard to expect us to think or speak of any thing 
“ else. I  will grant you, my father, that this valiant burgess of 
“ Perth is one of the best-hearted men that draws breath within its 
“ walls—that he would walk a hundred yards out of the way rather 
"  than step upon a worm—that he would be as loath, in tamtod- 
« ness, to kill a spider as if he were a kinsman to King Hobart of 
“ happy memory—that in his last quarrel^ before his departure, he 
“ fought four butchers to prevent their killing a poor mastiff that 
"  had misbehaved in the bull-ring, and narrowly escaped the fìtte of 

the cur that he was protecting. I  will grant you also, that the 
“  poor never pass the house of the wealthy armourer but they are 

« “ relieved with food and alms. But what avails all this when his 
« sword makes as many starving orphans and mourning widows As 
« his purse relieves?”

“ Nay, but, Catherine, hear me but a word before going on with 
« a string of reproaches against my friend, that sound something 
“  like sense, while they are, in truth, inconsistent with all we hear
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“ and see around US* What," oontiouad the glpver,"  do our king
u and our court, our knights and ladies, our abbots, monks, and 
“  priests themselves, so earnestly crowd to see? Is it not to behold 
“  a display of chivalry, to witness the gallant actions of brave knights 
"  in the tilt and tournay ground« to look upon deeds of honour and 
“  glory achieved by arms and bloodshed ? What is it those proud 
*f knights do, that differs from what our good Henry Gow works 
“  out in his sphere ? Who ever heard of bis abusing Us skiU and 
“ strength to do evil and forward oppression: and who knows not 
“  how often it has been employed in the good cause of the burgh ? 
"  and shouldst not thou, of all women, deem thyself honoured and 
“  glorious that so true a heart and so strong an arm has termed 
“ himself thy bachelor ? In what do the proudest dames take their 
“  loftiest pride save in the chivalry of their knights; and has the 
“ boldest in Scotland done metre gallant deeds than my brave son

Henry, though but of low degree ? Is he not known to Highland 
“ and Lowland as the best armourer that ever made a sword, and 
“  the truest soldier that ever drew one ?"

“ My dearest father," answered Catherine, “  your words contra* 
“ diet themselves, if you will jpermit your child to say so. Let us 
“  thank God and the good saints, that we are in a peaceful rank of 
“ life, below the notice of those whose high birth, and yet higher 
“  pride« lead them to glory in their bloody works of cruelty, which 
“  the proud and lordly term deeds of chivalry. Your wisdom will 
“  allow that it would be absurd in us to prank ourselves in their 
“ dainty plume* and splendid garments; why then should we imitate 
rr their full-blown vices? Why should we assume their hard-hearted 
“  pride and relentless cruelty, to which murder is not only a sport 
“ but a subject of vainglorious triumph ? Let those whose rank 
u  claims as its right such bloody homage take pride and pleasure in 
"  i t ; we, who have no share in the sacrifice, may the better pity the 
€i sufferings of the victim. Let us thank our lowliness, since it se- 
“  cures us from temptation. But forgive me, father, if I  have step- 
“ ped over the limits of my duty in contradicting the views which 
“ you entertain, with so many others, on these subjects."—Vol. i. 
p. 64.

Catherine Glover and the old King of Scotland present 
striking contrasts to the warlike ferocity of the other actors in 
the drama of the novel. Both are represented as eminently 
animated by benevolence, veneration, and justice, and pos
sessed of veiy moderate animal propensities; they righ after 
peace, happiness, and truth, as the only qualities fitted to 
afford them satisfaction, and feel deep disgust at the wild 
ferocity which animates every class of society, from the 
meanest citizen to the highest noble. They speak forth senti
ments, which we of this generation recognise to be true, prac
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tical, beautiful, and Christian, but which seemed to the bar! 
barians to whom they* were addressed as weak enthusiastic 
dreams.

The preparation for the judicial combat, by which the 
murder of Oliver Proudfoote was to be avenged, is highly 
characteristic of the manners of the age:—

“  Speak for tlie poor woman, Sir Patrick Cbarteris,” said the 
king, “ and tell us the cause of her seeking our presence/'

"  So please you, my liege,” answered Sir Patrick, rising up, 
“  this woman and these unhappy orphans make plaint to your 
“  highness upon Sir John Romany of Romany, Knight, that by him 
t c  or by some of his household, her umquhile husband, Oliver Proud- 
“  foote, freeman and burgess of Perth, was slain upon the streets of 
“  the city on the eve of Shrove Tuesday, or morning of Ash Wed- 
“  nesday.”

“  W oman!” replied the king with much kindness, €€ thou art 
“  gentle by thy sex, and shouldest be pitiful even by thy affliction ; 
"  for our own calamity ought to make us—nay, I think it doth make 
“  us—merciful to others. Thy husband hath only trodden the path 
“  appointed to us all.”

“  In  his case,” said the widow, “  my liege must remember it has 
“  been a brief and a bloody one.”

“  I  agree he hath had foul measure. But, prince, I  have been 
“  unable to protect him, as I  confess was my royal duty. I  am 
“  willing, in atonement, to support thee and these orphans, as well, 
“  or better, than you lived in the days of your husband ; only do 
“  thou pass from this charge, and be not the occasion of spilling 
“  more life. Remember, I  put before you the choice betwixt prac- 
“  rising mercy and pursuing vengeance, and that betwixt plenty 
“  and poverty."

"  I t  is true, my liege, we are poor," answered the widow with un- 
“  shaken firmness; “  but I  and my children will feed with the beasts 
“  of the field ere we live on the price of my husband's blood. I  
“  demand the combat by my champion, as you are belted knight 
“  and crowned king.”

“  I  knew it would be so 1” said the king aside to Albany. “  In  
“  Scotland, the first words stammered by an infant, and the last 
“  uttered by a dying gray beard, are, ‘ Combat—blood—revenge/—  
“  I t  skills not arguing further. Admit the defendants.”—Vol. ii. 
p. 269.

The judicial combat accordingly took place amidst thou
sands of spectators of all ranks ; and, in this instance, victory 
declared for justice; the murderer was defeated, and Harry 
of the lj^ynd, who fought as champion of the widow, proved 
victorious. The descriptions of Sir W alter Scott are invalu
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able for their truth and accuracy, and no scene could more 
forcibly represent than this the inconceivable extent to. which 
our ancestors lived in the atmosphere of Combativeness, Der 
struetiveness, and Self-esteem. Revenge was then what the 
love of gain is now, the universal and engrossing passion, 
and religion was a system .of. gross superstition. The idea 
that an ordeal of battle was an appeal to God was natural.to 
rude minds. I t  being granted that Gpd directs every event, 
and that he is omniscient and just, it appears to follow as an 
inevitable consequence, that in battle he will protect the in
nocent and send discomfiture on the guilty ; nevertheless we 
know by experience, that this is not always the result. I t  is 
only by admitting that the Creator governs the world by ge
neral laws, that we escape from the dilemma. He has bestow
ed on man intellect and moral sentiments, and designed that 
he should take them as his guides, not only in pursuing hap
piness, but in seeking redress of wrongs; and these faculties 
never at any period acknowledge battles and bloodshed as 
means of attaining justice and truth. W hen our ancestors, 
therefore, appealed to Heaven by judicial combat, they la
boured under a complete misconception of the. principles on 
which the* Creator governs the world; and this moral and in
tellectual error coinciding in them with great ferocity of 
mind, carried the most heart-rending evils in its train ; in 
the words of the king, “  In  Scotland, the first words stam- 
<* mered by an infant, and the last uttered by a dying gray- 
“  beard, were, ‘ Combats—blood—revenge.1* *

The* character of Henbane Dwining can be fully compre
hended only by a Phrenologist: he is a compound of De
structiveness, Acquisitiveness, SecretiveniBs, Cautiousness, 
Firmness, and Intellect, with the least possible portion of 
Benevolence, Veneration, and Conscientiousness. The cha
racters of Henry and Dwining are excellent contrasts for those 
who wish to know the effects of Combativeness and Destructive
ness combined, as in Henry, with great Benevolence; and of 
pure Destructiveness, with little Combativeness combined, as
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in Dwining, with much deficiency in Benevolence. Henry 
is hot-tempered, pugnacious, and bold, but generous mid kind; 
and Dwining is cold, cruel, cautious; he is one “  to whose evil 
“  nature his patron's distress was delicious nourishment ." 
H e laughs with exquisite pleasure when his patient and victim 
is writhing in agony, and delights in inflicting pain. Until 
Phrenology with its primitive faculty of Destructiveness ap
peared, no system of mental philosophy in existence could ex
plain the nature of such a being.

The author has been less successful with Connachar. He 
has represented him as a coward; or, in phrenological lan
guage, with Cautiousness far surpassing Combativeness and 
Firmness. But his* conduct and appearance are not uni
formly consistent with these qualities. I t  is well established, 
4hat a man's outward bearing, or the stamp of character im
pressed by nature on his whole figure, his gait, attitudes, 
look, and tones of voice, take their rise from the predominat
ing organs in his brain, or faculties of his mind. Now, Con
nachar is described as rash, fiery, and vindictive. This would 
harmonize with Combativeness, Destructiveness» and Self
esteem large, and Cautiousness sm all; but then this combi
nation will not suit a coward. Large Destructiveness and 
large Cautiousness may co-exist in a coward, and he to the 
weak may be cruel, overbearing, and tyrannical; but Connachar 
attacked Henry with a knife to murder him in the glover's 
shop in Perth, although he knew Henry to be far more than 
his equal, and detection and punishment certain. This was 
the act of large Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Self
esteem, with deficient Cautiousness, and was impossible to a 
coward. Again, Connachar is represented at the funeral- 
feast as bold, manly, and noble in his aspect and bearing, 
and as looking like a brave man, even at the combat on the 
North Inch of Perth. Such looks, attitudes, and gestures, 
however, are 'not assumable by one in whom Combativeness 
and Firmness are deficient, and Cautiousness overwhelming 
in magnitude. The creeping timid, look, step, and move
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ment, are ingrained by nature in such a person, and he can 
no more lay them aside, than the leopard can change its 
spots.

Connachar ia utterly disgraced by his cowardice; and, at, 
last, in desperation» leaps over a precipice, and is dashed tq 
pieces. T bb act. has been thought inconsistent with his qh*> 
fader of positron; but we think it more reconcile*!^ to it 
than seine of the preceding attributes. Suppose Combative* 
ness and Firmness to have been very deficient, but Destrupr 
tiveness, Self-esteem, Love of Approbation, and Cautious* 
ness to have been very large, the individual might, from the 
weakness of the first two faculties, have been morally incap
able of fighting, or of eoolty feeing danger ; while, at the 
same time, he might have been dreadfully alive to disgrace, 
and having become frantic under the excessive fear of this 
calamity, he might consistently have been impelled, by the 
strength of these feelings and Destructiveness, to cast himself 
into the gulf. Suicide is committed more frequently from 
fear than is generally supposed; the fear of want, or fear of 
disgrace, lead to self-destruction; and if fear of calamity to 
be encountered by living be excessive, less active courage is in 
proportion requisite to meet death.

A fter surveying society, as represented in these volumes, 
we turn with a pleasing consciousness of improvement to its 
aspect in our own day. The lawless wildness of the lower 
propensities is tam ed; men do not now thirst for blood; they 
are pleased with other honours than murders and rob- 
beries committed on their countrymen. But even the present 
generation is not entirely beyond the region of the propensi
ties ; Acquisitiveness has taken the lead in place of Comba
tiveness and Destructiveness, while Self-esteem and Love of 
Approbation, nearly as active as before, seek gratification in 
wealth, pomp, and outward circumstance. W e are authorised 
to hope, that the summit of ascent is not yet reached, and 
that higher faculties will one day take the lead. Sir W alter 
Scott would do an invaluable service to his country, if he
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would draw a fair portrait of its present inhabitants, nothing 
extenuating and setting down naught in malice, but re
presenting fairly the predominating motives which actuate 
them in their habitual conduct; and we should be most hap
py to do our part, by analyzing the motives, and referring 
them to their places in the scale of faculties.

The work before us shows its author's powers to be neither 
exhausted nor impaired; and much as we hear that he dis
likes Phrenology, we doubt if any but Phrenologists possess 
knowledge of human nature sufficient to appreciate fully the 
accuracy of observation which he displays.

A R T IC L E  X III .

PHRENOLOGICAL NOTICE OF M R WARDROBE'S CASE OF 
RESTORATION TO SIG H T IN  A LADY OF 46 YEARS 
OF AGE.

I n a paper published in the 4th volume of the Phrenological 
Journal on the functions of the sense of sight, considered in 
its relation to ideas of Form, Colour, Magnitude, and Dis
tance, I  gave an abstract of the phrenological philosophy of 
vision, for the purpose of afterwards applying it to the ana
lysis of a case of restoration to sight, in a lady who bad been 
blind from infancy up to her 46th year, and who, from her 
general intelligence, had been able to give a better account of 
her drily progress, than almost any other person whose his
tory has been recorded. But as that paper was not read to 
the Society, and may not, therefore, b& known to many 
of the members, I  trust I  shall be excused for a little repeti
tion.

The case to which I  allude occurred to M r W ardrope of 
London, and was published by him in the Philosophical 
Transactions of 1826, and it took my attention, both from its 
intrinsic importance, and from its having given rise to a good 
deal of philosophical discussion on the often-agitated ques-
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one would never have learnt to estimate magnitude and prut 
portion, the other would never have learnt to distinguish per* 
spective, and* last of all, the blind man has given indications 
which demonstrate that, if it were possible to restore him to 
sight, he would to a certainty far surpass both, notwitbstand* 
ing all then* experience and all the assistance derived from the 
sense of touche But in a society of Phrenologists it is ui^ 
necessary to dwell on what is known to all, and it will be 
enough for the proper application of the principle to repeat; 
that all perceptions and inferences from the qualities of exter* 
94I nature depend on and are proportionate to the cerebral 
organs already mentioned, and that the eye is the mere pas* 
sive telescope through which the image reaches the. mind, 
there to give rise to our various ideas of shape, colour, and 
magnitude; and that accordingly, when we retrace past scenes* 
it is not the eye that recalls them, but the ;cerebral organa 
through which the mind acts; and when the maniac or jhe 
delirious see visions which disturb and terrify them* it is not 
the eye but the brain that engenders such fancies, and conae« 
quently, when the eyesight is lost, memory of our former 
perceptions of the external world remains Unimpaired, just as 
much as our former recollections of scenery remain unimpaired 
by the darkness of night, or by putting a shade over the eyes.
. W han, therefore, a blind person is restored to . sight, 
apd we investigate the phenomena attending such a pleas*’ 
igg acquisition of mental power, we must not merely ask,. 
what does be see, and hose does he 9ee, but we must deter, 
mine what are his original and specific capacities for seeing— 
what are the state of his eyeballs, what of his muscular 
power over them, what the condition of the optic nerve, and> 
what the development of bis organs of.Form , Colour, Size,* 
Locality, and Number? and having considered all these 
points, we may then proceed cautiously to general inferences. < 
But singular it is, that, in all the instances hitherto recorded, 
tbesc conditions have been always partially and almost always 
wholly.overlooked;.and hence we. need not wonder that the* 
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the rays of light is impeded in exact proportion, and we 
fee objects obscurely, as if enveloped in mist, or we see them 
pot at all. In  this case the mind and judgment am undis
turbed, and we ascribe the obscurity to the eye, and not to 
the thing looked at, ju st as in looking through a telescope, 
the glasses of which are dirty, we ascribe the dark spots and 
.¡Ruddiness to the state of the instrument, and not to external 
nature; and when the pupil, for instance, is closed» and the 
rays of light can no longer reach the retina, sight is destroy
ed, just as in the telescope, where the screen rovers either 
end and intercepts the rays of ligh t In  both cases, equally» 
we ascribe the defect neither to the mind itself, nor to any 
change in the external world, bu t simply to the state of the 
instrument which the mind makes use of.

The state of the muscles which move the eyeballs next 
affects the accuracy of vision in a  very conspicuous degree; 
for in regard to effect, it is obviously the same thing, whether 
it is the eye itself or the object looked at that is in motion. 
I f  we attempt to look at a picture that is vibrating to and 
fro, we shall find it exceedingly difficult to give an accurate 
account of i t ; and iigain, if, from disuse or disease, we lose the 
command of the eye's motions, and allow it to roll, the result 
is precisely the same. I t  is the same, in faet, as if we a t. 
tempted to examine a landscape through a telescope held in 
the hands of a person trembling through fear; the obvious 
eflfect is to make the luminous image instantly shift its place 
on the retina, which amounts to the same thing as to move a 
body which we are examining by touch from between the 
fingers, and to promenade it all over the hand, or all over 
the body, where the nerves of touch exist; and by so doing, 
it is not difficult to perceive, that, as to any information it 
could afford-us, we might as well not touch it at all.

So important indeed is this condition, that M r Bell 
mentions a case where this want of power in directing 
the movements of the eyeball was so great as to induce a 
belief, during several weeks» that actual blindness existed,



when, on minute evaminriaon, tke eyeball appeared quite 
sound, and the only defect lay ia a  want of power over tbe 
n m m d iti of the eye, so that die eyeball coaid not be turn , 
ed down. Hence, in persons restored to sight» this oon- 
sdtntes an obvious impediment to exact vision. I f  the eye 
has been previously insensible to the light, this obstacle is 
very marked; but if sensibility to light was possessed, al
though no other visible quality could be distinguished, the 
obstacle would be greatly less, because, when light is per
ceived, the eye naturally turns to it, and the motion of the 
eyeball ia thus to a certain degree kept up. In  the case 
before us the sensibility to light existed but in a very slight 
degree; and accordingly we are told by M r W ardrope, that, 
even at the 4£d day after tbe operation, his patient was not 
yet able, without considerable difficulty and numerous fruit
less trials, to direct her eye to an object; so that, when she 
attempted to look at any thing, she turned her head in vari
ous directioas, until her eye caught the object of which it 
was in search.

But if  we generalize from this individual fact, we shall 
risk many mistakes, because in other cases, where the light 
was not so completely excluded as in this patient's eye, tbe 
control over the movements of the eyeball was acquired in 
a very fow days; and virion becomes sooner distinct ju st ih 
proportion as the telescope is held steady.

W hen die muscles of both eyes act in harmony, so that 
their axis shall converge on the same spot, we see objects 
«ingle; when they do not, and the eyes diverge, we immedi
ately see double. This may be made apparent by looking 
at a knife held half-way between the eyes nod a candle. The 
nans of both eyes being directed so as to converge upon the 
knife, the candle will be seen double, and in like manner, if  
wedirfect the eyes so as to converge upon the candle, the 
knife will be seen double. ’ Tins is another proof of the im
portance of the voluntary motion.

T he next prin t in vision is the state o f the optic nerve. I f
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it is solind, it conveys a clear and cM oed'im age to  the brain 
and, m ind; but if  it is diseased or wounded, the image, al
though formed upon the retina, is not transmitted, and no 
consciousness of its presence exists. Hence vision will be 
more or less strong and acute (the state of the eyeball being 
the same) the more or less sound and vigorous the optic 
nerve is*

Lastly, To perceive the image, and to recognise its dis
tinctive qualities of Colour, Form, Magnitude, Number 
of parts, the co-operation of the corresponding cerebral 
organs demonstrated by_ Phrenology, is indispensably neces
sary ; and in proportion to the relative strength of each of 
these, as given us by nature, will be the facility and accuracy 
with which we shall be able to perceive and judge of the 
respective qualities; so that, of several persons whose ge
neral power of vision is equal, one shall excel in perceiving 
Forms, another Colours, and a third, Magnitude, fend so on. 
For the knowledge of this important fact we are indebted to 
Phrenology alone. But, simple as it is, its importance is so 
great, that I  must be allowed to add some remarks in illus
tration of it. Experience teaches us that persons who have 
good eyesight, have not necessarily an equally good percep
tion or judgment of Colours and Form s; and that there are 
even some very sensible men who have looked on nature all 
their lives with rather a quick sight, and who, nevertheless, 
remain incapable of distinguishing shades of colours, of esti
mating distance, or of judging of form s; and we know that 
this incapacity arises from a naturally deficient endowment of 
the organs of Colour, Locality, Size, and Form, respectively. 
W hen, therefore, we come to investigate the phenomena at
tendant on the sudden restoration to sight of a blind person, 
we very naturally inquire whether these inherent differences 
of mental capacity have been attended to by the observers, 
and allowance made for them in deducing inferences, and in 
answer, we learn with surprise that they have never been 
thought of, and we find philosophers gravely comparing phe-
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nomeaa and drawing inferences, on the assumption that all 
men areiby nature alike, and th&tAIr Mylne, for example, is 
as bountifully endowed with the facu ltyo f colouring as 
Bubens himself, and that M r F ., who sees all perspective 
as a plain surface, is gifted by nature with as high discrimi
nation as the best landscape-painter that; ever , existed; and 
yet let us compare for a moment these extreme cases to show 
the fallacy of such an assumption.

.Mr Mylne has now looked upon the world and exercised 
his sense of sight for upwards of forty years, but at no period 
of his life has he been able to distinguish a brown from a 
green or green from an orange, although in other respects his 
sight is good, and be is able, to perceive very accurately all 
the .other qualities of shape, magnitude, weight, and distance. 
Now let .us suppose that M r Mylne had been born blind, and 
had- been restored to sight at the age of forty, and had then 
acquired in a very . short time the power of perceiving, and 
judging of the form and distance of external objects but had 
remained as deficient as he is now in the power of perceiving 
and distinguishing colours, is it not absolutely certain, that the 
old philosopher and the surgeon would at once have inferred 
that the perception of colour was the most difficult and the 
most complicated, if n o t. the least inborn, of all the mental 
powers ? while the Phrenologist, on the other hand, would 
have first examined the relative development of the knowing 
organs, and inferred that the patient would experience most 
difficulty in estimating, that particular quality of bodies of 
which the organ was the least developed,—and, on the other 
hand, let us suppose that Bubens, whose discrimination in 
colour was so acute, and whose colouring is confessedly supe
rior to his form or outline, had been born blind, and been re
stored to right at. the same age, and had rapidly acquired the 
power of. perceiving colours, &q. but had remained compara
tively defective in forms,, is it not equally certain that the 
philosopher ? who did not allow for innate differences of mental 
ppwer would .infer from this case, that the perception of
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colours w astlie most easily acquired, 'while that o f figure 
was the most difficult ? and that here again the Phrenologist, 
by attending to cerebral development, would alone atri ve a t 
the truth ?

H ie celebrated Blackfook,'in his poetical prodnctioos, re* 
cun again and again to the delights of (»louring, and yet his 
eyes never saw the light o f day. W hat whs it  that made 
him, to use the words of Ihb biographer, «* allude to the va* 
“  rioni beauties of the visible world, and to the ehanss and dehca- 
“  cies of colour, with all the propriety and with all the rapture and 
“ enthusiasm that ever fired the breast of a poet who had the full- 
** est enjoyment of his eyes,” and yet made Mr Mylne hot only
careless about the beauties, but even incapable íéfdifctinguiah- 
ing the shades of colour with his eyes open and thè fight b f 
day beaming around him ? The Phrenologist will Ut once 
say that D r Blacklock must have had a huge -endowment b f 
the organ of Colour, which M r Mylne is known to have very 
little of, and to this he wotdd ascribe D r B.'S fondness for 
dwelling on the beauties of tints whieh he could see only in 
Ids fancy,1—and yet these enormous differences ate overlooked 
by the merely speculative philosophers.

Instances of another kind may be quoted. The Society 
possesses them ask of a gentleman hi whom Sise and Locality 
are so deficient, that in closing his eyes upon aland scape, o r 
in looking at a picture, he sees aU the object« as it were on a  
plain surface. As the very opposite extreme, I  may (fita the 
case of Hollock, the blind traveller, who is now making dia* 
coveries in Africa, and who retains in his mind the perspec
tive and relative position of scenes which he never saw, but 
Which are minutely described to him on die spot, with a 
fidelity equal to any living traveller. This power, I  have 
been informed (I  believe) by D r Spurzheim, corresponds 
with an enormous development of the cerebral organa in which 
die gentleman alluded to is ao angularly deficient. Had 
these three persons then been bora blind and restored to 
right, to what opposite inferences would the case of each have 
given rise, unless viewed in relation to the natural gifts ! The'
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one would never have learnt to estimate magnitude and pro* 
portion, the other would never have, learnt to distinguish per* 
spective, and, last of all, the blind man baa gtvep indications 
which demonstrate that, if it were possible to restore him to 
sight, he would to a certainty far surpass both, notwitbstand*» 
ing all their experience and all the assistance derived from the 
sense of tpqcb. But in a society of Phrenologists it is un* 
necessary tQ dwell on what is known to all, and it will be 
enough for the proper application of the principle to repeat, 
that all perceptions and inferences from the qualities of exter* 
Del nature depend on and are proportionate to the cerebral 
organs already mentioned, and that the eye is the mere pas* 
sive telescope through which the image reaches the. mind, 
there to give rise to our various ideas of shape, colour, and 
m agnitude; and that accordingly, when we retrace past scenes, 
it is not the eye that recalls them, but the .cerebral organs 
through which the mind acts; and when the maniac or the 
delirious see visions which disturb and terrify them, it is not 
the.eye but the brain that engenders such fancies, and conae« 
quently, when the eyesight is lost, memory of our former 
perceptions of the external world remains Unimpaired, just as 
much as our former recollections of scenery remain unimpaired 
by die darkness of night, or by putting a shade over the eyes.
. lVhep, therefore, a blind person is restored to sight, 
^nd we investigate the phenomena attending such a please 
ipg acquisition of mental power, we must not merely ask,; 
what does he see, and how does be see, but we must deter, 
mine what are his original and specific capacities for seeing— 
w hat are the state of bis eyeballs, what of his muscular 
power over them, what the condition of the optic nerve, and' 
w hat the development of his organs of.Form , Colour, Size/ 
Locality, and Number? and having considered all these 
points, we .may then proceed cautiously to general inferences. * 
B u t singular it is, that, in all the instances hitherto recorded, 
tbeac conditions have been always partially and almost always 
wholly.overlooked;.and hence we. need not wonder that the* 
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most incongruous facts have been stated, and the most con* 
tradictory inferences have been deduced from them by differ* 
ent authors, when, in reality, the perplexity has arisen from 
comparing things as equal which were wholly different from 
each other.

These points being disposed of, let us now apply the prin
ciple to the examination of M r W ardrop’s case, in which the 
blindness arose from the closing up of the pupil or opening 
through which the rays of light enter the eye.* The opera
tion which he performed was to cut out an artificial hole, 
large enough to supply its place; and this he accomplished at 
three different times,—the last having been at tfye distance of 
three weeks from the first

By the first operation a little light was admitted, by the 
second, a little more, which then became oppressive by its 
brilliancy, and by the third, an opening was effected large 
enough to admit a sufficient body of luminous rays, and from 
that moment a distinct image was formed upon the retina, 
and the cerebral organs were excited to recognise its visible 
qualities, and on die patient's way home from M r W ardrop’s 
house, on seeing a hackney-coach pass, she asked, “  W hat is 
that large thing that has passed us?" and on the same even
ing she distinguished the dark and bright sides of her bro
ther's watch, the figures and hands on the dial-plate, and the 
chain and seals; but seems never to have imagined that any or 
all of these objects were in direct contact with her eye, as some 
philosophers allege they ought at first to be felt to be.

The patient possessed a good development of Colour, and 
accordingly we find her asking on the third day, whether the 
colour of a door on the opposite side of the street was red. I t  
was of an oak colour; but this showed that she received dif
ferent impressions from different colours, although she could 
not name them correctly. She soon took great delight in 
colours, and preferred pink and yellow.

Miss D .'s organ of Form, although considerable, was not, 
as I  understand, equal in development to that of Colour; and
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on examining her different powers.on the eighteenth day» 
when she could not only distinguish colours, but also tell 
their names, Mr Wardrop remarks, “  I t  may be here observ-
“ ed, that she had yet acquired by the u«e of her sight but very 
“ little knowledge of any forms, and was unable to apply the infor- 
<r mation gained by this new sense, and to compare it with what she 
“  had been accustomed to acquire by the sense of touch. When, 
“  therefore, (he experiment was made of giving her a pencil-case 
u and a large key to examine with her hands, she discriminated 
“ and knew each distinctly; but when they were placed on the table, 
“ side by side, though she distinguished each with her eye, yet she 
“  could not tell which was the pencil-case and which was the key.**

She possessed, however, a sufficient perception of Forms 
to distinguish between a round and a square, and between 
objects very dissimilar.

Phrenology seems to afford the means of reconciling some 
apparently very contradictory cases. In Cheselden's celebrat
ed case, it is distinctly affirmed that his patient, a boy of 13, 
“  knew not the shape o f  any thing , nor any one thing fro m  
“  another, however different in  shape or magnitude f  while 
in Mr Ware's equally interesting case, Mr Ware states, that 
so early as the third day after the operation, when “ I held a
"  letter before the boy, at the distance of about 12 inches, he told 
** me, after a short hesitation, that it was a piece of paper, that it 
"  was square, which he knew by its comers, and that it was longer 
“ in one direction than it was in the other.** Of an oval snuff
box, he said, that “ it was round, because it had not corners." Mr 
Ware adds, “ the observation which appeared to me most remark- 
“ able was that which related to a white stone mug, which be first 
“ called a stone basin, blit soon after, recollecting himself, said it was 
u  a mug, because it had a handle.** ' Here then, in circumstances
not apparently dissimilar, are the most opposite results; and 
yet, if we take the cerebral development into account, the 
incongruity may, I  think, be explained, without accusing 
either of misrepresenting facts. Cheselden's patient was, if 
any thing, more completely blind before the operation than 
Mr Ware's, and having remained blind till six years later in 
life, the dormant organs were of course in a less favourable 
state for exercise; and the power of fixing the eye, which 
we have seen* to be a very essential condition, was so little 
possessed, that, according to Cheselden, he knew not how to
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do it, and only acquired the power of directii^g his eyes to 
any particular object, by slow degrees. If, in addition to 
these differences, we allow to Mr Ware's patient a higher 
development of Form and Size than that possessed by 
Cheselden's4 we shall easily understand why the results were 
so different. And that this latter condition ia truly the most 
important may be inferred, not only from the tacts known 
in Phrenology, but also from a case mentioned by Sir Everard 
Home, as having occurred to him in 1807, of a boy of seven 
years of age, who could distinguish  “ distance im m ediately ;
“ but had long a very imperfect knowledge of Forms. A pair of 
“  «citsors was shown to him, and he said it was a knife. On being 
“ told he was wrong, he could not make them out, and seemed de* 
“ lighted with the discovery." This case is singular; as distance,
being a compound idea,, is in general among the last which 
is accurately estimated, and it shows the force of natural 
endowment too strongly to allow it to be longer over
looked*

. Mr Wardrpp's patient had also a distinct perception of 
motion as well as of relative position.. When a glass of 
water was placed on the table before her, on approaching her 
hand near it, it wap moved quickly to a greater distance, upr 
cm which she immediately said, “ You move it * you take it 
away/’ t

She was long in acquiring accurate notions of distance, as 
well as of forms; but this is in some degree to be ascribed to 
the unsteadiness consequent upon the very long disuse of 
the eye. For it,.is mentioned, that, even seven weeks after 
the operation, when desirous of examining an object, she bad 
considerable difficulty in directing her eye to it, and finding 
out its positipn, moving her hand as well as her eye in ven
ous directions, as a person when blindfolded, or in the dark, 
gropes with his bands for what he wishes to touch; and 
the effect of this, as an obstacle to correct vision, is well ascer
tained, and may easily be conceived from the difficulty we 
experience in judging of distances or of forms in looking 
through a telescope shaken by the wind.
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Mr Wardrop gires us no data of the action of the faculty 
of Number; but Mir Ware particularises one patient who 
at first could not count his fingers by1 sight. But enough 
has been said in illustration of the phrenological principle 
contended for, and I  may therefore conclude, with a single 
remark on the supposed corrective functions, and superiority . 
of the 9ense of touch over that of sight.

I t  has long been a favourite doctrine with many philoso
phers, that it is by touch that we come to distinguish Forms, 
Distances, and Magnitudes, and even to see objects single 
and not double; and such cases as those of Cheselden and 
Mr Wardrop have been referred to as demonstrating the 
necessity of the corrections of touch to accurate vision; but 
after what has been stated of the conditions requisite for dis
tinct vision, the fallacy of such a sweeping inference will be 
abundantly apparent, and the true amount will be simply, 
that as each sense takes cognizance of a distinct quality, the 
knowledge derived from two of the senses will be more com
plete than that derived from one, and that derived from three 
than that from two, and so on ; but that in no case does the 
impression fnade on one sense altér in any degree the im
pression made on any other sense, or the perception arising 
from that impression. Touch, for instance, may inform the 
judgment that a ród immersed in water is straight and not 
bent, but touch will never make it appeal straight to the eye, 
or give rise to any perception but that of a crooked object. 
For, although the mind knows that sight is wrong, the latter, 
nevertheless, continues to the end of time to see i t  tíen t; and, 
in virtue of the constitution given by nature, the eye cannot, 
by any possibility, or by any experience, see it otherwise than 
in obedience to thé laws of light. This goes to the root of 
one sense being Corrected by another. The m ind which ju d g es  
and directs actions is corrected, and knows that the sense is 
id error, but die sense itself never varies in its tale. Touch 
m ay tell us that our bodies are not behind the mirror, but sight 
will continue, nevertheless, to see the same form there as be
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fore. I t is oar judgment and not tbe sense that is corrected, 
as tbe impression on tbe latter remains identically the same, 

curious proof of this is mentioned by Captain Parry:—
4 We had frequent occasion/* says that navigator, 41 in our walks 

44 on shore, to remark the deception which takes place in estimating 
44 the distance and magnitude of objects when viewed over an un- 
44 varied surface of snow. It was not uncommon for us to direct 
44 our steps towards what we took to be a large mass of stone, at the 
44 distapce of half a mile from us, but which we were able to take up 
*' in our hands after one minute's walk. This was more particularly 
44 the case when ascending the brow ofoa hill; nor did we Jind the 
“ deception become lest on account o f thefrequency with which we 
44 experienced its effects .''—(Parry's Three Voyages, vol. i. p. 211.)
In the subsequent volumes the same remark is repeated by 
Captain Parry after many months' additional experience.

Another proof of the inefficiency of experience to alter the 
impression made on the organ of sense is, that when, in conse
quence of disease, double vision takes place, the judgment 
tells us that the object is single, and that the fault is in the 
eye; but, although we know and believe the object to be 
single, we nevertheless continue, so long as the disease lasts, 
to see the object double, and by no effort of our own can we 
succeed in seeing it single. Keeping these facts in view, can 
any thing more absurd be supposed, in the shape of philoso
phy, than to affirm, that by nature we see objects double 
and inverted^ and by touch learn to see them single and 
upright ? And yet, in the case before us, we find even Mr 
Wardrop regretting that he cannot determine the question, 
as his patient had only one eye, and consequently could 
not on any theory be expected to see more than single. As 
to upright sight again, from an inverted image, if, by any 
amount of experience, we could so far invert the relations esta
blished by the Creator between convex surfaces and the rays 
of light as to reverse the image on the retina, then indeed we 
might talk with some self-satisfaction of learning to see up
right what nature had inverted; but when the experience of 
ten thousand years would be as ineffectual as the experience 
of a moment in altering a single law of nature, or in altering



a »ingle property of a single ray of light, it seem* to me to 
be the height of presumption to call in question the fitness of 
the Creator’s workmanship, and to think for a moment that 
we can improve upon bis designs and increase their excellence 
by any effort of ours. I t is veiy true, that we cannot yet ex* 
plain how we see every thing single and uninverted ; but when 
we know that many animals see accurately at birth and without 
experience, that no experience can alter the nature of the 
image formed in the retina» and that no blind man, on being 
suddenly restored to qght, ever saw objects either double or 
inverted, it is better at once to confess our ignorance of the 
manner, to hold fast by the fact, and to admit that we enjoy 
correct vision or correct judgment by the bountiful gift of 
the Creator, than to obscure the fact by a load ̂ of false ex
planations, or to deny it altogether till we shall be able to 
discover to our own satisfaction how the corresponding struc
ture acts in producing the effect.
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A R T IC L E  X IV .
i . *

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE PHRENOLOGICAL 
SOCIETY, (EDINBURGH), ON THE STATE OF PHREN
OLOGY IN ITALY. BY DR FOS8ATI OF PARIS» COR
RESPONDING MEMBER OF THE SOCIETY.

To Da A. Combb, P bbsidbnt op th b  P hrenological 
Society .

S ib ,— I have the honour of presenting to you six copies of 
a pamphlet which I  have just printed, containing an intro
ductory lecture to a course of Phrenology, delivered this 
year, and a report which I  make to your Society on the state 
of Phrenology in Italy. I  would have wished to offer some, 
thing more worthy of the Society's acceptance, but, as it is,
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you must be satisfied for the present with the good-will. Dr 
Gall has been ill for two months past, with an incomplete 
paralysis of the tongue and muscles of the face, and we (his 
relations, friends, and myself,) are not without much anxiety 
for his life. I t is this which prevents me seriously engaging 
in any thing for the present

Make acceptable, Mr President, to your estimable Society, 
in the little work which I  hasten to send you, my most re
spectful homage, and believe me, with every regard, yours, 
8tc. J . F ossati.

Paris, 23d May, 1828,
Rue d’Aruris, No 7-

Sib ,—It is long since I purposed to communicate to you 
the phrenological observations which came under my notice 
during my last visit to Italy in 1824 and 1825', to afford you 
some information on the actual state of the physiology of the 
brain in that country, and to give you some account of the 
efforts which I have made to promote the diffusion and just 
appreciation of the new science in my native country. A 
series of circumstances and occupations has hitherto pre
vented me. This delay has been painful to me; but I  hope 
that you will nevertheless appreciate my zeal for the science, 
and that I  shall be able, at the same time, to convince you 
of the high esteem which I  feel for your Society, by making 
it the depositary of my reflections on this subject. You will 
remark, that all the notices which I shall give in this paper 
are in some measure isolated and independent of one another, 
and that it is only by their conjunction that they present 
some interest. But whatever they may be, I beg of you to 
receive them as a homage which is due to you from me.

I t  was in 1820, at the time of my first visit to Paris, that I 
became acquainted with Dr Gall. I immediately felt attach
ed to him by the truest sentiments of esteem and friendship, 
and forthwith dedicated myself to the study of his doctrine 
under his own direction, and I have succeeded in obtaining



all the confidence And consideration which he has granted to 
his best pupils. In consequence of these arrangements, I  
was enabled to give, in bis own house, a course of Phreno. 
logy to the medical students and to the public ih the winter 
of 1824, Dr Gall having previously placed his own phreno- 
logical collection at my disposal. In the'month June of 
the same year, fatnily-affhirt called me to Itily, and I  pro* 
fited by the opportunity to traverse that country as far as 
Naples.

Before mentioning what I accomplished in this journey, I 
shall begin by acquainting you with what had been done in 
Italy previously, at least so far as comes within my own 
knowledge. I  shall not go back to ancient authors to find 
those who may have written' ohsthe mental faculties and on 
the plurality of organs in the brain. Dr Gall, in the third 
section of his work, in speaking of the plurality of cerebral 
organs, has already referred to several. I  must not, however, 
on such an occasion, forget to mention an Italian author who 
has not been cited by Dr'Gall, although indeed he does not 
present any thing very remarkable or worthy of your notice; 
but I am more desirous of naming him, because in an article in 
the AntAologia of Florence for June 1825, in speaking of my 
demonstrations, some propositions and passages of that author 
are quoted with sufficient detail to lead to the'conclusion that 
Dr G'aTl was not the first who made observations and experi
ments on this subject. The author of that article was evi
dently ignorant of the principles of the doctrine of the func
tions of the brain, and of the fact, that Dr Gall had already 
quoted many writers who spoke of the plurality of the cere
bral organs. Leaving this question, we may only remark 
how ridiculous the' conduct of that class of small authors is, 
who labour hard to discover whether a doctrine is ancient or 
modern before they will take any trouble to know it, and to 
ascertain whether it is true. But the author we allude to is 
Cornelius Ghirardelli, a native oF Bologna, who wrote in 
1680, under a title which is interesting for us, and which
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would have bees not unfit for the doctrine which we profess, 
particularly when considered in relation to the Organology. 
I t  is Céphaîogie Physiognormque, divisée en dix décades, où 
d'après les documens dJrisM e, et dautres philosophes natu~ 
rds, on examine la physiognomie de 100 têtes humaines, que 
ton voit gravées dans Fouvrage, $c. I  am in possession of 
an edition of that work published at Bologna in 1630, in a 
quarto of 628 pages, with wood engravings. I  am indebted 
for it to the kindness of the Professor Gozzi of Bologna.

I f  we consider' the terms hitherto' used to designate the 
doctrine of the functions of the brain, it will be seen that the 
word C rm iatogy, first adopted by Dr Gall, signifies only a 
discourse about the skull, and that the word Phrenology, used 
by Dr Spurzheim, signifies only a discourse about the mind, 
while inr reality we examine the brain and its organs, the 
aknll, the external form of the head and forehead,1 which can
not certainly be considered as spiritual substances. We 
might 09 well have preserved the word Psychology, used by 
our predecessors, as it means discourse about the soul, be
cause in fact there is no perceptible difference betwixt mind 
and soul in a philosophical sense. I am, therefore, not in
disposed, even although the word Phrenology be generally 
received, to give the preference to Céphalogy, which signifies 
discourse about the head, as under this denomination is com
prehended the study of the brain and its functions, the skull 
which represents it, and the external form of the head. The 
.work of Ghirardelli is written in Italian, and at p. 87 con
tains* head on which are marked, in a line from the occiput 
to the forehead, the letters b, c, d, e, f, and above the letters 
on the margin we read a, cerebrum, b, sensus communis, c, 
imaginatio, d', fan tasia , e, cestimatrva, f, memoria. You may 
perceive that these faculties, being only general attributes, 
phrenologically speaking, could not be represented in the 
brain by particular organs, and that this author has only fol
lowed those who have preceded him. It is the happy dis» 
tinction that Dr Gall has made between the general attri
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butes and the true fundamental faculties that has opened op 
an entirely new path in researches of this kind4 and' itis  by' 
the diligent study of the functions of different tjpervons sys
tems that we have been able to unravel the truefrom the 
false in the vague attempts of our predecessors to determine 
the faculties of the mind* I  have, however, found nothing 
elsein Ghirardelli's book worth your nodoe. He has followed 
the steps of the physiognomists who have preceded him, and 
he quotes Aristotle, Albertus Magnus, Porta,.Grattarela, 
Ingegnero, Polemone, and many others.

I  therefore leave the past,.and eometo modem times, and' 
to the epoch.of Dr■ Gall.. At Milan,.tbe< Journal©! the So
ciety for the Encouragement of Alrte and Sciences, in the 
Number for February, 1808, had already, published an ex
tract from the lectures given.at Paris by D r Gall,, which the, 
editor had copied from the Cauette dr France. . The prin
ciples and chief propositions of the doctrine of the' functions 
of the brain, were expounded in five different articles^ nearly 
in the same maimer as in Dr Gall's lectures,—but destitute 
of all the proofs and demonstrations which such a*stwdy de
mands, and consequently destitute of all the charm and in
terest which the study of the physiology of the brain pre
sents to those who give themselves to it.

Thus these articles passed, as all articles in journals pass, 
leaving only a faint trace on the minds of tbe.fevr who read 
them. .

In the same journal for July, 1808,1 found an extract 
from the report of M. Cuvier to the Institute of Paris, on a 
memoir by Messieurs Gall and Spurzheim on the nervous 
system in general, and on the brain' in particular. In  that 
article, which is well written, there is an exposition p f  Gall’s 
discoveries and principles in the. anatomy of the encephalon.

In the same year, Dr John Mayer of Naples published,-in 
Italian, a small octavo volume, entitled, Expoei&en o f  GalPt 
D octrine o f the B rain  and SkuiL In the introduction, the
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author says, that-at to tha matter-of which it is composed, he 
has made use of private information Communicated by the 
author in Germany, and of what had been published in a 
work printed at Dresden, in 1606, and in the Journal E ncy- 
d ep id iq w  ofNaples, in 1606; and, lastly, o f the ideosryf M. 
Walthee, m m itu »  professor ef Bamberg. This little work 
contains tbe<priacip)etof BrG ali's doctrines, explained with 
precision, and illustrated by an engraving of the-87 organs 
then ascertained, with marks on the situations of a few more, 
whose functions he had'not discovered. And now Mow Me 
to make an observation, which, assuredly, you will be able to 
appreciate. Nowhere in that work is the name of D r Spnrz- 
heitn to be met with, and yet the doctrine of the functions of 
the brain is there given at length, as well as the principles of 
the anatomy and physiology. The reason of the omission is 
obvious. M. Spurzhehn had as yet done nothing for the 
science. The scientific world knew Dr Gall alone. It is 
therefore an error fat England, that, in speaking of the phy
siology of the brain, Gall and Spurzbeiin are always cited 
together, ns if the discovery had not been made, and the doc
trine demonstrated, without the combined labour of both 
authors. The founder of the doctrine is M. Gall alone; 
every thing written and published before 1808 proves it suf
ficiently. M. SpurZheito himself, who has deserved well of 
the science, oannot believe himself one of the founfkm of- the 
intellectual, physiology, since he only derived his knowledge 
of it from Dr Gall's lectures at Vienna, in 1804.? He ac
knowledges this in the preface to his “  Ahafomy of the Brain,” 
lately published in London, as he had previously honourably 
done in his former works. I f  we were to add the ntunes of 
all those, who ctvopemte by their observations and labours .to 
the consolidation of the doctrine, we would soon have a very

.. •  .Dr Foteftti makes a mistake of four years. D r Spurrheim attended Dr 
Gall’« lectures in 1800, and was received by Dr Gall in 1804, as his col-



numerous fist. These is then, oa -yoor part, an error to rec
tify, and an ipjostics to  atone f t* *.* '■ *

The writings of dMalaeartie, Pioftesor Holaado, mad D* 
Bellingeri, on the anatomy and1 physiology df th e  brain,'afe 
generally known, and need net -detail us. 'D r Ofaiareriai of 
Naples, who attended D r G dl’i  lectures in Fans, published, 
in 1835, a work which treats of the different systems o f me* 
dicine, in a  few pages of which he gives an abstract of D r 
Gall's doctrine. This exhausts all that lam  acquainted' with 
in Italian on the subject previous to my jousnsy.
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* 1» answer ‘to the shore diargs, » •  bog leaxa ** lay S«feM o w n f a i i i
extract from a note written to D i Fospati by Dr A. Gombe, dated $d July, 
1828, acknowledging receipt of Dr Fbssati's memoir, and commenting on tbe 
passage saf t t d ta  The aote was written hurriedly, and in Franck; bet the 
following translation will make tbe subject sufficiently intelligible.—Ed it o r  

u  You blame us," says Dr Combe, 44 for net giving Dr Gall the glory which is 
u  due to him, and far ascribing too much to Dr Sputshshn by always oonaect- 
“  ing his name with that of the founder of our science, but I  can hardly be- 
i( lieve that such an accusation can proceed from you, and rather regard it as 

the jnggmtton of another* Head w  Journal, and then say. whether.*«, as 
“  well as yourself, do not, in almost every page, ascribe the glppy of the.dhr 
*ft eovery to D r Gall alone, i t  is true, that we often enough speak of ‘ Gaft 
*  6 and 8p«9ffk*rai/>an4, J  think, no* without reason, having fbe oamnplm 
“  before us of our great founder himself, who expressly says, that ‘ he hap

* assumed M, Spurzheim as the associate of his labours.* In ¿ecdrdance with 
"  which doqhnatioB» Dr Gall himself has, with one excsptiw, published tbe 
“ only authentic accounts of the discovery upder Dr Spurzheim’s name aa well 
u as his own. He has published the Memoir to the Initttute {ifUfirH'of {heir 
44 works) f  uder ihehr joint none#. On the same principles, he has giyen to 
“ the world the ‘ Treatise on the Innate Faculties/ Ac. (his second work) 
44 under Dr Spurzheim'g name and his own ; and, finally, he has published 
“ the begmning of his great work under both their names/ and in the preface 
u expressly tells, that he has associated Spurzheim with him in his researches. 
“ Whose fault then is it, if it be a fault, that we speak o f1 Gall and Spurzheim,* 
“ giving al,ŵ ra ty> the frpn^r what;is due to him? Andnobpdy kpowsbetfar 
44 than we how far the merit of tbe discoverer surpasses that of the most zeal« 
44 oua ftfiktwer, and nobody has rendered more, perhaps rather not so much, 
“ justice to Dr Gall as we have done. Hut I Ott willing to believo, that you 
“ are ignorant of what has been said on the subject in the Journal, and that 
41 you will hereafter entertain a diftreat opinion ftom that which you now 
“ have. It is very true, that Mayes, BischofP, Ac. do not igantfan Spurzheim  ̂
44 but it is no less true, that Dr Gall has never acknowledged the work* of these 
44 gentlemen to be authentic expositions of his doetrinei and that it wae himself 
44 who taught us to apeak, of 1 Gall and Spurzheim/ . Observe, however, that 
44 we never confound the part which each has acted in the foundation of the 
44 doctrine, and that we look up to Dr Gall with a veneration at least equal to 
“ yours* We regard him as the greatest man of hia age, and do not rank Dr
44 Spurzheim so high.*'



I t  is now time to narrate to you the little that I  have myself 
done to diffuse a knowledge of our science; which I  do 
with the greater interest, that the Italian journals, the Antho- 
lagia of Florence excepted, did not dare to mention i t

A ttired at Milan, I  commenced my demonstrations« My 
former colleagues, the physicians of the Grand Hospital, and 
some other professors of the capital of Lombardy, begged of 
me to show them the anatomy of the brain as exhibited by 
D r Gall. On the 28th August, I  had my first meeting at the 
hospital of the M aternity, in the class-room destined for the 
use of the midwives. The first professors of the city were 
present, and expressed great satisfaction. I  demonstrated 
the anatomy, with the addition of as many physiological re
flections as I  had time to make. My auditors were particu
larly pleased with the unfolding of the convolutions.

I  was requested to give a second lecture, which I  did on 
4th September, but not in the same hall. D r Billi, the pro
fessor erf midwifery, thought to  do an acceptable service to 
the Austrian government by refusing bis class-room, and 
was of opinion, that a physician who had not received a di
ploma from his masters, ought not to be permitted to profane 
an obstetrical amphitheatre ! and yet the works of D r Gall 
are publicly sold in Austria. In  this instance, the zeal o f 
the proCsssor certainly on trim the demand of his government. 
I  was, in consequence, obliged to satisfy the laudable curi
osity of so many estimable professors, by taking possession of 
the dead-room of the hospital, a place where was neither a 
chair, a convenient table; nor better daylight than could find 
a passage through a thick rail, and where every thing was 
disgustingly d irty ; add to this, that D r Mazzi, an old physi
cian and provisory governor of the hospital, allowed us to 
make use of the brains only after having an order from the pro
vincial delegation, to which D r Vandoni, my friend and former 
colleague, was attached as physician. But, to the honour of the 
Milanese physicians, I  roust add, that these miserable fracas- 
series, and the inconveniences consequent upon them, did not
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pteveot their attending, and taking a deep interest in the 
subject

I  had a third meeting in a large saloon in the house of my 
friend. Signor Amb. Brivio, in which I  gave a  demonstration 
of the principles of Phrenology, and an idea of the organology. 
Having no collection with me, I  made use of such skulls of 
men and animals as my friends could procure for me, or con
tribute from their own collections- I  owe my thanks espe
cially to M. M agistretti, a distinguished oculist, and profea
sor of- anatomy to the painters, and to M. Acerbi, a  physi
cian of great merit, and professor of natural history to the 
Lyceum of St Alexander, since d^ad ;• and if I were obliged 
to name every one that was present at both my lectures, I  
m ight «cite every.body of any distinction a t Milan. I t  will 
be sufficient to .name the celebrated Rasori, my friend and 
former master,—D r Sacco, the rival of Jenneur in Italy,—D r 
Gautieri, a  distinguished naturalist,-—Dm Macchi, Nani, 
Vandoui, and many, others, all of whom expressed high satis
faction.

A t Milan, before my departure, I  marked the situation of 
the organs on a head, added a  short explanation, and gave 
the whole to a modeller to make the most of it. .

In  visiting the hospital of Trivulzio, destined for sexigen- 
ary old men, I  remarked that most of them bad Acquisitive
ness very feebly developed. The depression, which I  point
ed out, on -the temporal region, was not an illusion on. my 
part,—an illusion which, from the shrinking of the muscles 
in old age, might easily be m ade; for them were among them 
strong and fat men, which seemed to me remarkable, and 
led me to some moral reflections. How did it happen that 
persons, who had eqjoyed sufficiently good health to arrive 
a t the age of decay, had not mind enough, when in the 
vigour o f life, to preserve or amass a little fund to render their 
old age independent ? To what could it be ascribed, if not to 
the deficiency of that propensity., the result of their defective 
organization? This observation is, as you will perceive, of a
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négative character, and is the opposite of that made by Bip 
Gall and Spurzheim on a great number of thieves and rob
bers in the prisons of Germany, in whom the organ of A c
quisitiveness was very largely developed. The deficiency or 
excess of the development of thfe organ ought then to lead 
men to the hospital or to the prison, if  education, the laws, 
and other , external means, did not assist in giving to the 
actions of such men a direction in conformity, with social 
order and their own happiness.

Observations made on masses of individuals remarkable for 
some common quality are exceedingly useful to .the Phren
ologist* A t Milan 1 was presented at a concert of a society 
of amateurs ; every member, with one exception, had the 
organ of Tune strongly marked. Imagine, my feelings at 
finding, when the concert began, that that one was charged 
only with the melodÿ of the kettle-drum !

I t  is on the same principle that one might affirm, that in a 
convent of Jesuits, become suoh by inclination, the organ of 
Secretiveness will be found amply developed. That society, 
phrenologically considered, i& founded on the organ of 
Secretiveness. They select each other according to  the 
proofs given by the candidate of his progress in the arts o f 
dissimulation, hypocrisy, and fraud, and we consider 
their institution as & means and an occasion of exercising and 
putting into activity that primitive and fundamental quality 
of our nature. The institution of the Frères Hospitaliers, 
and that o f the Sisters of Charity, are based on the exercise 
and activity of another organ, via. that of the sentiment of 
Benevolence; and great brigands,, like great warriors, dçlight 
to exercise that of Destructiveness. Each endeavours to 
gratify his own faculties, by associating himself with meq 
wfr> resemble himself. . .

On 1st October, I  left Milan, to traverse Italy. A t Pro
fessor Cavezzyolis1, apothecary in chief to the Hospital of 
Lodi, and in high repute as a  chemist, I  saw 6everal human 
monsters, among which I  remarked three acepheii, well de^
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veloped in all other parts. One wanted the head, neck, and, 
shoulders; the inferior parts were well-formed. Is  it not 
evident from this that the ganglionary system of the ab
domen and thorax and a part only of the spinal marrow are 
sufficient for the organic life and perfect development of these 
parts ? We shall leave to those who interest themselves about 
monstrosities the task of explaining to us the share which 
each must have had, and content ourselves with stating, that 
the foetus possessed in its nervous system energy enough for 
the development of these parts, but nothing by which it 
could ever have manifested Sentiment, Consciousness, or In 
telligence.

Next day I  set out f<pr Cremona. I  remarked (in the L u
natic Asylum of that town, a woman of 35 years of age, well- 
constituted in the organs of automatic life, but completely 
idiotic from infancy. Her head was two-thirds smaller than 
that of an ordinary woman. The coincidence of the ex
tremely deficient size of the brain and the poverty of mental 
power had never attracted the attention of the physician. I  
begged of them to keep the skull after her death, but sup^ 
pose that they will have iorgotten it. In  the same hospital 
I  saw an idiot of 50 years of age, who had been SO years in 
that state; during which time he had never worn any thing 
but a shirt, and, thus equipped, had walked about summer 
and winter, without suffering from either heat or cold, and 
without being ill. He belongs  ̂ to a distinguished family. 
The external configuration of the head indicates a good de
velopment, and in his youth he was a man of talent. In  
this case we may remark, that when the.functions of the brain 
are impaired by disease, without any affection of the nerves 
of automatic life, the organic or vegetative functions continue 
to go on, and the body is even less subject to external influ
ences than before, affording a new proof of the distinctness 
of the two, and of the power which the sensations and irrita
tion of the brain exercise over the state of the health.

In November I  went to Venice, and having had an intro-
Vol. V.—No. X V III. x
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duction to Professor Aglietti, a celebrated physician and 
director of the Civic Hospital, he invited me to give a public 
dissection of the brain on Gall's principles, which I  did on 
the 8th, in the anatomical hall of the Hospital. Messrs 
Aglietti, Gastagna, Rima, Sette, physicians of the provincial 
delegation, Zanini, and all the first professors of the city, as 
well as many students and other persons, were present, and 
expressed their satisfaction.

I f  it came within my plan to Isty before you my observa
tions on the establishments for lunatics in Italy, I  would 
certainly have much to say, but I  must confine myself to 
that of Venice in particular. I t  is one of the hospitals which 
is still in the same state as during the last fifty years. But 
as there is now a general impulse towards the amelioration of 
these asylums in Italy, I  most willingly dispense with any 
further remarks.

On quitting Venice, I  remained two days at Ferrara. In  
the public library of that place the remains and skull of 
Ariosto are preserved behind a marble monument erected to 
his memory. Over this monument is placed a marble bust, 
which the librarian told me had been executed from a model 
made from a cast taken after death. . In  this bust the organ 
of Ideality is very largely developed, and a beautifully-form
ed forehead, broader and more perpendicular than those 
seen in the engravings, is visible. There is also a bronze 
medal of him preserved in the library, which was found 
beside his Testament.

From Ferrara, I  proceeded by Bologna, and the coast of 
the Adriatic, to Ancona, Loretto, and Rom e; at which last 
place I  held a meeting on 13th December, at Professor 
Manni’s, at which I  gave an exposition of the anatomy and. 
physiology of the brain, as I  had done at Milan. Professors 
Carpi, Falcioni, Luppi, Manni, Metaxa, Sisco, Trasmondi, 
and many others, were present; and the Princes Dolgorowky, 
Eousakowsky, attached to the Russian embassy, and many 
savans and persons of distinction, also did me he honour to
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attend. - The expressions of satisfaction were enthusiastic, 
and many flattering compliments were paid to me. A t this 
time I  was so unfortunate as to make a very slight scratch 
on my left hand, which 'passed unnoticed at thé moment* but 
which proved sufficient to inoculate mo with the cadaveric 
virus, as it was followed by an extensive abscess, which de
prived me of the use of my hand for two months. Except 
for this accident I  would have repeated my demonstrations, 
and would probably have held a meeting in the palace of his 
exceUehcy, the Russian ambassador, Count Italinsky, who 
expressed a wish to that effect. This would* have relieved 
thè timid, who were afraid to compromise themselves by 
assisting at a demonstration of the anatomy and physiology 
of the brain. But, for the honour of truth, I  ought to  add* 
that two prelates of the highest merit, and in a very elevated 
rank, testified the greatest anxiety to know the physiology of 
the brain. Do not believe that ignorance, superstition, and 
hypocrisy are so generally prevalent among the clergy o f 
Italy , and especially of Rome, that truth, philosophy, Ahd 
Jight, cannot reach the higher minds: Over all Italy, and 
in all classes, men of great talent aire to be met with, and 
perhaps I  am deceived in this point, but I  believe that even 
a t Rome a new order of ideas, which is destined, by the im
mutable decree of nature, to replace that obstinate and retro
grade decrepitude which is extinguishing around us, is im
pressing itself upon the minds of the present generation. 
W o to the nations who shall remain behind while the others 
advance ! Lands of Egypt, Syria, and Greece, you remain 
for ages to attest this truth ! Men of Italy, to whom Provi- 
denoe has confided power, let not thè lesson be lost for you 
and your fellow-countrymen.

Professor Metaxa, a philosopher of much merit, having 
heard that we regarded the cerebellum as the organ of Ama- 
ttveness, communicated to me the case of a lady, who tó a 
mature age lived a quiet and regular life, and then gave Way 
to  extreme dissipation^ shortly aftef which she was attacked
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by a disease of which she died. Dissection exposed suppura
tion of the cerebellum;

In  the cabinet of anatomy and pathology, in the hospital 
of thé fepirito Santo, I  saw the skull of a'R ussian soldier, 
preserved by Professor Flajani, in which is observed a curl* 
ihg-pitt, penetrating between the hemispheres of- the brain, 
álfarost as far as the great corumissun, and passing by the 
¿dé óf the longitudinal sinus, but without touching it/  The 
head of die pin is entirely covered by the bone. I t is prob
able, as is remarked by M. Valentin, in his Travels h rlta ly , 
that this foreign body had been introduced at the fontanel 
soon after birth, for a wicked purpose. This mode of infan
ticide is an ancient one, and Fodére quotes several instances 
of it.

In  the beginning of 1825 I  was at Naples; but, on account 
of the state of my hand, was unable to give any demonstra
tion prior to the 13th March. I t  then took place in the 
anatomical amphitheatre of the university, at the Hospital for 
Incurables. M. Pinto, professor of anatomy, M. Leonessa, 
professor of clinical surgery, Messrs Chiaverini, Lostritto, 
M agliari, Perrone, and many other medical men and students, 
were present I t  was at Naples that the physicians were 
most circumspect, and that several professors were afraid to ap
pear, for compromising themselves with the priest party, which 
has the chief influence in the government of that country. 
Is  it not curious to see how the physiology of the brain makes 
the bigoted and die ignorant tremble, as if their souls were 
immediately to quit their bodies, and no longer find room 
within them ? W ith what surprise will this niaiserie of our 
contemporaries be one day regarded!

In  the same hospital I  saw some curious excrescences from 
a skull; but, after seeing M r LangstafTs cabinet in London, 
they are not worth notice.

I  shall not detain you with any account of the hospital of 
Aversa at Naples. I t  is destined for the insane, and I  have 
seen it, which is saying enough. The public has recovered



from the apathy into which they once were thrown by the 
wonders of M. L inguiti: they know how far that abh£ im
posed upon the government, and that a t tbe haepital of 
Aversa the treatment of mental alienation is not a bit pore 
advanced than elsewhere.
. In  Teturniog from Naples, I  stopped at Florence, and, °n 
27th April, held a meeting in the hospital of Santa Mario Mm» 
va. A t that lecture were present Professors Uccelli and Nes- 
poti,-thefirst occupied with teaching anatomy and clinical sun- 
geryi—the second with clinical raedirine,-M . Lippi, and some 
other phyaeisns,-—the celebrated Borelli and Poerio, ancieni 
Neapolitan deputies, &c. &c. H is excellency the Count of 
Bombefies, ambassador from A ustria, and seme other distin
guished persons, also honoured me by their presence. Tbe 
result o f this first demonstration was, that it was spoken of in 
society with delight, and I  was requested to add a physiolo
gical exposition which accordingly took place in the great 
hall of theM atie Renal de Physique. I  collected there all the 
skulls of men and animals possessed by the society, and pro
cured by the professors, and from them gave a summary ex
position of the organology and physiology. A t -this second 
meeting, besides the persons indicated above, there were pre
sent fitorat Bardi, director of the Royal Museums, Count Gino 
Capponi, Giordane, celebrated philosopher, Bertelotti, also a 
very learned man. I  believe I  have left the minds of all 
these estimable men impressed with the truth of the principles 
of the new doctrine. I  have never received more flattering 
compliments than were paid me on this occasion. On the 
14tb, at the hospital of St Bonifazio, I  dissected a brain, in 
private for M . Lippi, a man whose paucity of talent places 
him helow mediocrity, and who is at this moment one of 
the-most vehement pamphleteers, against Phrenology.

On the 18th, I  held the last meeting at the Royal Museum, 
and the number of my auditors was still increased. Profes
sors Betti, Gazzeri, Targkmi, and others, who were not pre
sent at the first demonstrations, attended this one.
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Count Bardi did mo the honour toinvitem e to dine that 
day wkh the first professors of the city, and announced, that 
he bad already given orders that the different preparations 
of the brain, as exhibited in the plates of Gall's large work, 
should be executed in wax for the anatomical museum. Thus 
at Florence, where the government is milder and more rea
sonable than, in other parts of Italy , might be seen, in  the 
same assembly* persons of a diplomatic character, and men 
celebrated for talent, but banished their native country for 
political opinions ; and there the government encouraging 
practical studies without giving any weight to the uneasiness 
o f the ignorant and fanatical. . The Italians are still ¿be men 
of past times, notwithstanding the abjeet condition into whlqh 
the enemies of their prosperity have thrown them ; » and 
whenever they could, even with some danger* attend in the 
great ideas of philosophy and politics, they have done it. I t  
is, consequently, almost certain, that the new doctrine will be 
cultivated in Italy by men of talent, and produce an ample 
reward of good fruits. I t  must, however, be acknowledged, 
that there is still much ignorance, and that to ignorance the 
priest party has added hatred and persecution; but, notwith
standing this, I  am able to assure you, that the thinking class 
of Italians is vigorous in intellectual power and in courage, 
and will not be crushed by the audacious ignorantm* .

On leaving Florence I  went in the direction of Bologna, 
where I  had rime to give only one anatomical demonstration, 
on 21st May, in the amphitheatre of the University. Profes
sors Tommarini, Mondini, Alessandrini, Medici, Gozzi, Mea- 
retti, and some medical men, were present All expressed 
strongly their satisfaction and esteem.

A t Bologna, in the burying-ground of the Chartreux, a 
skull, believed to be that of Guido Reni, the celebrated pain
ter, is preserved. The bead is small, and the organisation is 
as follows:—-The organs of Amariveness, Adhesiveness, Ac
quisitiveness, Self-esteem, Language, Tune, Number, Cau
sality, and Firmness, are very feebly developed, and those
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of Philoprogepitiveness, Love of Approbation» Eventuality, 
Locality» Constructiveness, Colour» Comparison, Ideality, 
Benevolence, and Imitation, are very large I f  we consult 
the biography of this painter, and compare his manifestations 
during life with the organization just noticed, the probability 
of its being -the true skull of Guido is great* Guido showed 
no talent but that of painting, and could scarcely read or 
write, not being acquainted with orthography. He was a 
gamester, more vain than proud, chaste, and powerful in 
the expression given to his figures, and in drawing and 
colouring.

The celebrated Mezzofante, who knows and speaks 48 lan« 
guages» is professor and librarian at Bologna. H e has not 
the eyes i  fieu r de U te; but the anterior inferior part of the 
forehead is greatly developed, and projects over the eyes, 
covering them like a roof. The cerebral convolutions of the 
inferior part of the anterior lobes of the brain must thus have 
a considerable development* A t Bologna I  terminated my 
anatoraico-physiological demonstrations, and therefore finish 
this part of the subject.

In  returning to France, I  was obliged to go to Turin, 
although, as I  intended to go by the Simplon, I  did not 
mean to visit it. During my stay I  was careful not to 
occupy myself with the physiology of the brain, as the Je
suits deal with brains after their own fashion, and that satis
fied me. I  was detained there much longer than I  wished, 
by the unheard-of vexations and annoyance which I  suffered 
from the custom-house establishment, which at the frontiers, 
because I  had some old books in my possession, seized my 
manuscripts and baggage, to remit them, at the end of fifteen 
days, for the revision of the censors of the capital, where I  
was detained another fortnight I  preserve in the notes of 
my journey the names of the persons who so far disgraced 
the government of Piedmont and my dear country. Turin 
has many respectable professors, such as Rolando, Belingeri, 
Bonino, &c.; but, besides having their ideas dogged by
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Note bp the Editor.—Dr Foasati has appended several 
notes 4e this interesting report; but os they are not imtuadi. 
ately connected with the subject of our pages, we have 
thought it unnecessary to give them a place. W e consider 
D r Fossati’s report as a  valuable contribution to the Society

well a# to our Journal, and we hope that his recent election 
nan corresponding member o f the Society may induce him 
to communicate frequently with the Phrenolqgists of this city. 
Sis.intim ate relations with D r Qall afford him many advan
tages -which we cannot boast of possessing- Along- with the 
above report is a discourse“  on the Influence of the Intellectual 
** Physiology mi Science, Litesature, and Art,” delivered as 
die opening lecture of a course on Phrenology, and which we 
may perhaps translate and lay before our readers in a sub
sequent number, but for which we have not room in the pre
sent

A R T IC L E  XV.

NEW PUBLICATIONS IN PHRENOLOGY.

T he following works have appeared since our last publication. 
Our limits do not permit us to give more than the title of 
each.

I . A  View of the Elementary Principles of Education, 
founded on the Study of the Nature of Man. By G. Spurz- 
heim, M. D. Second edition, improved and enlarged, 8vo, 
p p  287. Treuttel, W tirtz, and Richter, London. II.

I I . A  Sketch of the Natural Laws of Man. By G. Spurz- 
beim, M. D. 12mo, pp. 220.

To tub Rsadbk.—The French M8. of this little volume I 
confided, in IMS, tn my friend R. Willis, who ww so Iriod as to 
translate it for me shortly after. It was promised so long an  as 
the middle of 1825, under the title of a Philosophical Catechism, 
and Win actually printed the tame year. I have, however, thought 
paper to alter the tide to that which it now bears.

London, Jnne 23d, 1828.



JJii The Constitution of Man considered m relation jto 
Fjtenift) Objects. By George Combe. 19nu^ pp. 31ft.

IV. Elements of Phrenology. By George Combe. Third 
editi<m1 improved and enlarged.

A d v e r t is e m e n t  to  t h e  T h ib d  E d it io n .—This edition is 
¡Minted on a closer type than the two which preceded it, by which 
means a .considerable addition bm  been made to the matter of th e  
work, without increasing the size or the price.

Dr Spurzheim, in his visit to Edinburgh, in 1828, demonstrate 
ed the anatomy of the brain, and traced out the connexion between 
the.orgRos, in a manner so clear and satisfactory, that the basis of 
his arrangement of them appeared obviously founded in nature. In 
ibis edition I have, iu consequence, adopted his classification:

In the ooarse of numerous conversations, he kindly afforded me 
an opportunity of discussing with him the few points of doctrine on 
which we had previously differed. With the exception of Concen- 
IMxveness, on which my opinions remain unchanged, he satistieft 
me that he was, in other particulars, in the right; and I haveadspft* 
ed his views accordingly.

Dr Spurzheim proposed some modifications of the lines marking 
out the organs on the bust; but as I have not yet bed tune suffi
cient to compare the proposed alterations with nature, I retain the 
old markings till farther consideration.

I gratefully acknowledge the urnform kindness with which Dr 
Spurzheim has in every instance met my inquiries, and the highly- 
philoBopbical liberality with which he has permitted me to benefit 
ny his discoveries. '

E d ik b u b o h , 12th Ju ly , 1828.

ADDITIONAL CASK OF 8P1CTBAL ILLUSION. 810

a

A R T IC L E  X V I.

ADDITIONAL CASE OF SPECTRAL ILLUSION, WITH AG* 
COMPANYING PAIN IN THE ORGANS OF FORM, SIZE, 
WEIGHT, COLOURING, ORDER, NUMBER, AND INDI
VIDUALITY.

H appening, oil a  very recent visit to the country, to bain  
company with Mrs D ., the phenomena of spectral illusions 
chanced to be mentioned. M rs D. took an especial interest 
in the discussion, as she had experienced both illusions and
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local pain. She gave that pointed and dear account of both 
which we should exye<$ ¿roip.a well-educated, intelligent, 
and wmiHil woman. In  her waking hours this lady was 
literyUy tortured, with Jvftrid faces goring. St. h?r, and ap
proaching close to her in every possible aggravation of honor. 
Sfcq Was. matting-« tedious-recovery m childbed <when> these 
symptewr tioabled her. Betides the forms, which, were of 
Bfctusal ¿qlour» though often bloody, she was perplexed by 
tknir-variation in  sise, -from. colossal to minute . : M r* Du bad 
also entire human figures, but lljey were always as minute as 
{ms, o r eten^pinbeads, and Were :io gtebt confusion and 
tmmbers^ indicating: .moaiadvadtion! of Order and (Number. 
Lika M r -John Hunter, too, and .the. Opium-eater,! Mrs.-D. 
had illusive perceptions in.-that: ftinetioni.of Weight, which 
gives the perception of equilibrium,«« just itiatian , tagnUrita- 
tion. - She. was ■ dneadfully annoyed with the sensation of 
descending without the means of stopping. The opimmeater 
experienced falling as if for millions o f utiles, ttid  considered 
that itiuaion the. meet insupportable o f .the many horrible ones 
which punished the insane debauchery of his pernicious habit. 
The only.other illusion snffes«d>by M ss-£>.-.was Bashing 
light, showing, as in Miss & L ., overexcited Colouring. 
The illusions did not, in her case, present entire spectres, 
reoqgnisable as known individuals, but, like some of Miss S. 
L .’s and the opium-eater's, were visitations of .«h it the 
latter calls “  the tyranny of the human face.”

M rs D. then described the pain which accompanied her 
illusions, viz. acute pain in the upper part, or root of the 
noee, the seat of the organ of Form, and all along the eye
brows, which takes in Individuality, Size, W eight, Colour
ing, Order, and Number.
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A R t l t L E ’X V II. ' '
l ' . -  -4! . » • j'  i . . . .  V * . •; *

MUSIC,—PERCEPTION OP BT t r ip  DEAF A»D btTMfr.

S s m u  ease« are on reoord-of person« deaf-andduash p a i 
ceiving and bung delighted with music. M r G.CoiUhatwai 
informed,' that- * M r Burns of Bdinbujgb was> a ir example 
in poUt^ sAid hitring prdeated «nr interview1 w ribhim , tin  
following conversation took place in Writing * • <

Mr Combe. “  I  have heard that you are -fond of musst, 
and wish you to describe-how* the infeseoce of it rsadw t 
you, and how yon fee), th a ta n  account of it inay be pul*.
lished in the Phtvnologioal Journal.” ..........................  i

Mr Bmmtt “  I t  was asy-sensei," (jteuckmg Me arm !) ••• 
Mr €. “  Did yourwhole hody fed, or only your hand« 

and anna?" . . .
M rB . « M y  whole body."
Mr C. “  Does the music excite your feelings,-«make ydn 

gay, sad, be. V*
M r B . “  Sometimes i t  raiaes-my soul to the sky."-. • 1 i
M r C. “  Do you hear any tound o f the instrument a t alt?” 

. M r B . “  W hen I  m et the military drome I  '.felt- the 
sound' delightfully, as weH as the report o f  a  cannon, quick 
and sharp, -particularly like the sound of a  whip* •

M r C. “  But-did -this sound coaw is by the ear, or .by
the body?” .............

Mr B. “  I  sometimes could bear.'1 
Mr-C. «-Can yon hear a  common piano-forte or violin 

by tb i r t r f "
Mr B. “  Yes, sometimes, whenever I  stood near them.* 
Mr C. ** Have you ever pleasure from music, when you 

hear no sound by the ear,—I  mean, do the impressions made 
by musical instruments on your body give you pleasure 
when no sound is heard by your ear ?n 

Mr B. “  No.”
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Mr C. “  Then your ear must always be affected by the 
sound before you have pleasure from music ?”

Mr B, << Yes, whenever I  felt the sound of the warlike in
struments, or ipusic, drum*» fee, they always excited my 
sense as powerfully as if I  was in battles. I  have displayed 
my'fondness far music and the pfiano^farte since thy boyhood. 
1 used to play on an organ belonging to a  friend of mine 
when I  was a little boyy—it delighted my senssv&y much *
• Mr C. u Yon mean your ear ?*

Mr B . “  Yes, I  sometimes could hear very well, but not 
a t a  great distance*”

M r C  44 W ore you deaf from birth 
Mr B. “  I  lost my hearing by a fall from my old nurse's 

arms, accidentally, at the age of seven months, according to 
the information of my mother and staters* and also eevetei of 
ifey old friends at Dundee, and my ears bled very much after 
my fa ll"

Edinburgh, 15 th December, 1827*

The organs of Tune and Time are iaigely developed in 
M r Bnrns, and, by the reports that had reached us, we were 
lied to believe that the musical vibrations of. the air on the 
serves* of Touch conveyed to him the perception of melody; 
but the foregoing dialogue shows that the sound reaches his 
ear, and that although that organ is impaired, it is not de
stroyed. I t  is highly probable that, if a minute investigation 
were made into other cases of a similar kind, the result would 
be the same.
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NOTICES*

Sib W illiam Hamilton and Phbenoloot.

Sib  W illiam  has not. yet published bia.“ Facta and Fierions*” 
announced several months ago. Our contributor, who was pro« 
paring a review of Sir William’s correspondence with Dr Spurz- 
neim and Mr Combe, was suddenly called to London on busi
ness, when only part of his article was prepared, and he did 
not return in time to complete it for this Number. I t  shall ap
pear, however, in our next publication.

Copenhagen.—We have received the June Number of the 
Danish. Phrenological Journal f  and Dr Hopp* has sent an Ice
land skull, with uninteresting account of the national character, 
to Mr 6 . Combe, for the Phrenological Journal.

Nottingham*—A medical member of the literary society of 
Nottingham lately read on eaaay “ On the Theory of Dr Gaiy* 
which excited an animated debate, and brought forth an essay 
against the science from the pen of a clerical gentleman, who 
subsequently printed the pith of his objections in a newspaper. 
We have read the article, and find it, almost verbatim, * repeti
tion of the objections urged by the opponents in Edinburgh 
six or seven years ago, but long since abandoned as untenable 
and absurd. Opponents would save themselves a great deal of 
trouble by looking into our earlier numbers, where they wiU 
find every sort of objections ready stated, and answers also, i f  
the latter do not suit their purpose, they may follow the example 
of some of their coadjutors, and omit them. A smart reply ape 
peared in another Nottingham newspaper, and there the coiw 
troversy, so far as we have heard, terminated.

Manchester.—Dr Holland has published a work “  Oh 
“  Education," in which the subject ia treated on phrenological 
principles. The science is rapidly gaining ground in Manches- 
ter. Dr Holland lately delivered a course of lectures at Halifax, 
where he received the most flattering encouragement from the 
first families.

H ull.—We are informed that Phrenology is here the subject 
< of a public controversy at present, but we have not seen any of 

the articles. Truth always gains by discussion, and the pertina
city of attack shows that the deepest interest is excited by the 
science.

West Indies.—We were called upon lately by Mr J —  from 
Trinidad, who offered to send us someCh&rib and negro skulls. He 
said his attention had been drawn to Phrenology by the following 
o c c u r r e n c e In  sailing in a steam-boat from one West India 
island to another, Phrenology had been started as a subject of con-
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venation. A lady, who was a passenger, defended it, and at 
last examined the head of a gentleman who travelled with him, 
and also his own head. Her account of his friend's character 
was strikingly accurate, and in his own case she ‘was equally 
successful. He never saw the lady before nor since; but was 
convinced that the principles of the science must be founded in 
nature before such results could be exhibited. We mention 
this anecdote as a proof of the manner in which Phrenology is 
insensibly diffusing itself. We were not aware that it had a 
single disciple in the West Indies.

Cupab-F ipe .—The interesting case of Dr A ■—  is unavoid
ably postponed till next Number, our pages having been filled 
up before we had completed some necessary inquiries. Our 
correspondent has our best thanks.

Lancaster.—Sir James Gardiner, Bart., has kindly forward
ed riie skull of Jane Scott (lately executed for murder), to have 
a cast taken from it, and presented, in his name, to the Phreno
logical Society. In a letter to Dr A. Combe, accompanying the 
skull, Sir James mentions, that he will shortly send his notes of 
the case, and of the appearances of the brain on dissection, with 
as much of her previous history as he can obtain, in order that 
a regular report may be drawn up and published in our Journal, 
as he considers the case one of the most valuable that has ever 
occurred. We hope to be able to present this report in our next 
Number.

East Indies.—Sir George S. Mackenzie, Bart, of Coul, who 
may justly be styled the founder of the Phrenological Society's 
museum, has just enriched its stores by the donation of no less 
than twenty-one skulls, specimens of different Asiatic tribes, 
procured at Madras by his second son, William Mackenzie, Esq., 
H. E. I. C. S., and selected for him with great care from the 
burying-places of the respective castes, by a native on whom he 
believed ne could rely. This may not be sufficient to establish 
their authenticity, but they nevertheless form a nucleus for 
future collectors, and are highly valuable so far as they go. 
They are unquestionably Asiatic. Among the number are Jive 
Moors, four Gentoos, three Parias, three Armenians, Jive Brah
mins, and one not marked. The Society’s museum has been 
already considered as one of the richest extant in national 
skulls; and, allowing the above to be genuine specimens, it 
would, we believe, surpass all others in that particular branch 
of natural history. Such arguments as these skulls are a very 
appropriate answer to the allegation, that Phrenology is never 
heard of out of Edinburgh.

The London Medical and Surgical Journal has just published 
the first part of a clever and conclusive but smart answer to Mr 
Stone. The other part is promised next month.
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T he reception of Phrenology by the generation which wit
nessed its .discovery forms an interesting object of contempla
tion. Old and young, grave and gay, learned and unlearn
ed, almost unanimously treated it with derision. Neverthe
less they could not themselves rely on the judgment of con
demnation, which they had so confidently pronounced. In  
their opposition, a pertinacity of hatred and a depth of vi
tuperation appeared, never excited by a trivial subject, or 
manifested where the mind is at ease as to its own opinions. 
Phrenology carried with it a weight of reason and an array 
of facts that made a deep impression on reflecting men, 
even while they publicly scoffed; and we appeal to the con
sciousness of many, whether in their inward thoughts the 
idea did not more frequently present itself, that “  this doc
trine may be true,” than they had courage to avow P

In  a few years, when the truth of the science shall have 
ceased to be a subject of debate, the envious will endeavour 
to detract from its importance, by asserting that it communi- 

Vol. V.—No X IX .  y
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cated no information which mankind did not previously pos
sess : but the Phrenologist will point to the pages of wit, 
argument, and ridicule, directed against it by Jeffrey, D u- 
gald Stewart, Gordon, Roget, and other men of undoubted 
talent and information, and ask how could doctrines be fami
liar to ad âge Whose readers on their appearance werd affect
ed with the astonishment and scorn manifested by these indi
viduals ? Of thousands, however, who are now convinced by 
observation of the truth of Phrenology, there are few who 
have formed an adequate conception of its consequences. I t  
appears to us, after the most sober and sedulous reflection, that 
no effort of human geniuis Which thé World has yet seen carries 
m its train results of such magnitude as the discovery of D r 
Gall ; and we shall endeavour briefly to ubfbld lhe grthindti 
on which we entertain this opinión.

In  survéyibg the external world, we discóver thát evérÿ 
creature and every physical object has réceived'á definite 
constitution, and been placed in certain relations to Other 
objects. The natural evidence of a Deity and bis attributes 
is drawn from contemplating these arrangements. Intelli
gence, wisdotri, benevolence, and power, characterise the 
works of creation ; and the human lhind ascends Iff a chain 
of correct and rigid induction to a great F irst Cause,’ in Whom 
these qualities must reside. B ut w¿ fear that hitherto this 
great truth has fathei* eticited a sublime but barren admira
tion, than led to beneficial practical results. Men have Ibflg 
been convinced by their intellects, that God governs the World, 
and their moral sentiments have efculted and rejoiced lb thé 
contemplation of his attributes ; but so little has been under
stood philosophically of the principles Of Ms mdral govern
ment, that in sécular affluiti his swaÿ bas been in a great mea
sure treated as n phantom. W hen God is called upon by 
men, a common expectation is, that he Will exert dome secret 
divine influence, or make some sfiedal exceptions from ge
neral rules, to aid them in their designs ; and odly the re- 
flëcting few bavé conceived of hint àS thè gfebt Árbtftfeét of
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the Universe, who has created all things, bestowed on them a 
constitution, and established ambng them definite physical* 
moral, and religious relations, by acting in accordance with 
which sentieht beings áre assisted; cherished, and benefited, 
while they are rendered miserable in proportion as they de
part from them. And even they who have arrived at this 
view have rather adapted it as a matter of faith, borne out 
and warranted by partial glimpses of the Creator’s goodness 
and power, than been convinced of it by complete demonstra
tion. I f  the world ahd all that it contains have received a 
definite constitution, and if enjoyment can be found only in 
acting in accordance with it, every individual ought in his 
daily life to regulate his conduct by that constitution; every 
community ought to form its institutions in harmony with 
it, and every nation ought to adhere to it in its laws and its 
fa p z^ jp td  domestic arrangements. Every individual oijght 
to fcjfj that in departing from it he acts agaihst the will 
qnc} dfp ppwmj of God; while in foUowiqg it, hechas the 
pledge xrfOmmscience.for success and a beneficial result to bis 
undertakings. Farther, if men were practically convinced 
that God is good, they would not doubt of bis design to per* 
mit their enjoyment; and as a consequence, when they felt 
unhappy, they, would be certain of a departure from his laws» 
and be led to inquire into their offences, that they might re
turn to obedience. I f  they were satisfied to demonstration 
that H e is intelligent and wise, they would, not hedíate in 
believing, that consistency and unity of .purpose pervade the 
whole.of creation, and consequently that the happiness of 
each individual, of each community, and of each nation, is 
perfectly compatible with that of all other individuals, com
munities* and nations, whenever all of them shall place them
selves in aecordanoe with the divine; arrangements, while none 
can be happy by neglecting them. The practical end to 
which this conviction and belief would tend would be, that 
from infancy to the dose of life each individual would per
ceive that he is part of a gnat whole; that his happiness or
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misery is inseparably connected with that of the world around 
him ; and he would be led to dedicate his efforts, intelli
gently and constantly, to th^ promotion, of the gjreat scheme 
of creation, in .place of habitually losing sight of Cod's 
arrangements in secular affairs, concentrating his whole views 
and feelings on his individual cirplp and its interest^ mistak
ing the way, of gratifying even these, and in the end reaping 
only vanity and vexation of spirit.

In  no inquiry is it more necessary to be deeply imbued, 
with the conviction of the Creator's benevolence, wisdom, 
and power, than in the survey of human.nature. Man ob
viously stands pre-eminent among sublunary objects, and is 
distinguished by remarkable endowments above all other ter
restrial beings. Nevertheless no creature presents ^uch jano  ̂
malous appearances as man. Viewed in one aspect he almost 
resembles a  demon; in another, he still bears the imjirps of 
the imfge of God. Seen in his crimes, his wap, and ins^ä<  ̂
vacations, he might be mistaken for an in^rnaypo pf,an 
evil spirit; contemplated in his schemes of charity, 
coveries in science, and his vast combinations for the bfenefitj 
of his race, he seems a bright intelligence from I^aypn. The 
lower animals exhibit a more simple and regulated cor^itu- 
tion. The lion is bold and ferocious, but lie is regularly so; 
and, beside^, is placed in circumstances suited to his nature,, 
in which at once scope is given, and limits are set to the 
gratification of his instincts. The sheep, as a contrast, is 
mild, feebl/e, *nd inoffensive; but it? external condition also is 
suited to its constitution,, and it apparently lives and flourishes 
in as great enjoybient as the lion. The same remarks apply 
to all the inferior creatures; and the idea which we wish per-, 
ticularly to convey is, that the bodily organs,' mental instincts, 
and external circumstances of these creatures, form parts of a 
system, in which adaptation and harmony are discoverable; 
and that the enjoyment of the animals dfppndson the adapta
tion of their constitution to their external condition. I f  we 
saw the lion one. day tearing in pieces every animal that



crossed its path, and the next oppressed with remorse for 
the death of its victims, or compassionately healing those 
whom it had mangled, we should exclaim, what an inconsist
ent creature! and conclude that it could not: by possibility be 
happy, owing tô this opposition among the principles of its 
nature. ïn  short, we should be strikingly convinced that two 
conditions are essential to enjoyment; first, that the different 
instincts of an animal must be m harmony with each other ; 
and, secondly, that its whole constitution must be in accord- 
ance with its external condition.

When, keeping these principles in view, we direct our at
tention to man, the most formidable anomalies present them
selves. 4 'The most opposite instincts or impulses exist In his 
mind ; actuated by Combativeness, Destructiveness, Acquisi
tiveness,'and Self-esteem, the moral sentiments being in abey
ance^ he is almost a fiend ; on the contrary, when inspired by 
Benevolence,'Veneration, Hope, Conscientiousness, Ideality, 
and înVeïlect, ‘ the benignity, serenity, and splendour of a 
highly-elévatéd nature beam from his eye and radiate from 
his countenance. H e is then lovely, noble, and gigantically 
great. ‘ But how shall these conflicting tendencies be recon
ciled ? And how can external circumstances be devised 
that shall Accord with such heterogeneous elements F Here 
again a conviction of the power and goodness of the Deity 
comes to our assistance. Man is obviously ah essentia) and 
most important part of the present system of creation, and, 
without doubting of his future destinies, we ought not, so 
long as our knowledge of his nature is incomplete, to consider 
his condition here as inexplicable. The nature of man has 
hitherto, to all philosophical purposes, been unknown, and 
both 'the purposes of the Creator and the situation of man 
have' been judged of ignorantly and rashly. The sceptic has 
advanced arguments against religion, and crafty deceivers in 
all ages have founded systems of superstition, on the disorder 
and inconsistency which are too readily admitted to be inse
parable attributes of human existence on earth. But we ven-
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ture to hope that tnan will yet be found in harmony with 
himself and with his condition; and it is because we antici
pate that Phrenology will be the means of bringing' these 
great truths to light, that we have said that its'consequences 
are unknown, or perceived only by a few: ' : : "

W e are aware that some individuals, Whittle piety %e' re
spect, conceive that as the great reVbhrtloite Of'human so
ciety, as well as all events in the lives of Individuals, 
take place under the guidance of the Deity, it. is pro- 
sumptuous, K  not impious, in man to endeavour to scan 
their causes and effects. But it is obvious that the Creator 
governs man with reference to the faculties bestowed on 
him. The young swallow, when it migrates on the ap
proach of the first winter of its life, is impelled by Uti in
stinct implanted by the Deity, and it can neither knbW'ihe 
causes that prompt it to fly, nor die end to be attained t tf i t s  
flight. ’ But its mental constitution is wisely adapted to ' this 
condition’; for it has no organs of Causality stimulating H ta  
reflect on itself and external objects, and to inquire Whence 
came its desires, or to what object they'tend. Mau, how
ever, has been framed differently. The Creator has bestow
ed on him faculties to observe phenomena, and to tracecattse 
and effect; and he hat constituted the external world'to ajjbrd 
scope to these powers. W e are entitled* therefore, to say, 
that it is the Creator himself who has commanded us to ob
serve and inquire into the causes that prompt us to act, and 
the results that will naturaHy fbllow; and our whole design is 
to show that it has been from non-performance of those duties 
that much of human misery has arisen. Let us take a thief 
sketch of the different aspects in which society has appealed 
as represented in history, and, to prevent confusion and repe
tition, let us select our own country as a  type of the rest 

A t the time of the Romas invasion the inhabitants of 
Britain lived as savages, and appeared in painted skins. 
After the Norman conquest, one part of tile nation was 
placed in the condition of serfs, and condemned to labour
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the wolf, the ox and the camel, do not change their states 
and avocations as men have done. W hat prompted them 
to betake themselves to war as tbsir moethbnoumble*tnploy- 
ment P Again we say that that ettodRian #as<aot''th*)Tthi- 
mate lot of man, because it also' has-•changed.1 1 Andwhat 
has led us now to spin and weaver tahammwlaadf'coasttWJt 
-for all-the nations-of-the globe? - We-answer,' that this'state 
-may also disappear, and then it will not be- regaiderf<«s the 
■nephut ultra of human-enjoyment. - Farther,' i f  we have not 
reached the-limits of-attainable perfection, what'are we next 
to attempt ? Are we and oar posterity to spot and weave, 

'build ships, and speculate in commerce, «* the highest:oo- 
cupations to which -human nature can aspire, and persevere 
•in these labours till the end of time?- Or if changes aiVto 
follow, we may ask, who instituted tile changes wfatthhi*- 
tory records ? - On what principles were they <Mgulttttlt> >' 

-And-who shall guide the helm in our futitte vdjags'd ith l»" 
ocean of existence? • TheB ritishare here Citsd'as atypd'Of'> 

'mankind at large; for in every age -and 'every c G n r tih k ' 
-lar races have been run, and with simihir condask>nfc; Only 
one-answer can be returned to these inquiries. T k ’C rO ttr  
:having designed a  higher path for man, than fbr* the lower' 
-creatures, has given him' intellect to discover his own nature 
• and that of external objects, and left him, in the exercise of 
i t  and his other powers, to discover for hitnself the method 
of -placing his faculties in faarinony among tbenuelvee-and In 

-accordance with the external world.
But as long as man remained ignorant of hid own tin.' 

tune, he could not of derign form his institutions m ae- 
-cordancewith i t  'Until his own faculties became tbestrtv  
jects of his observation, and their relations 'the objects- of 
his reflection, they operated 'as -met* instincts. • "HesdOpWd 
savage habits, because hi* animal pMpentitiea -wWe not at 

•fint directed b y ' moral aentinuttt or enlightened -’by re
flection. He next adopted the caaditkai of thebatfbarimi, 
because hie higher powers had made some advances, but
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had not yet attained supremacy ; and he now manufactures, 
because bis constructive faculties and intellect have given 
him power over physical nature» while his Acquisitiveness, 
Self-esteem, and L ow  of Approbation, are predominant, and 
are gratified by these avocations. Not one of these changes, 
hoMvw,'hfea been ̂ adbpted from defeign, or from percep
tion of ilis suitableness to die nature of irian. He has been 
ill* t ease in them All ; but it does not follow that he shall 
continue for ever equally ignorant of hn nature» and equally 
incapable of framing institutions to  harmonize with it. The 
ample facts, that the Creator has bestowed on mad raison 
capable of discovering his own nature and its relations to ex
ternal objects; that He has left him to apply it in framing 
suitable institutions to ensure his happiness ; that,' neverthe
less, man has hitherto been ignorant of his nature and of its 
relations, .and that in consequence his modes of life have 
nwrtr .been adopted from enlightened views <jf hie wkàHc &*- 

and qualities, but sprung up from the instinctive1 as
cendency of one blind propensity or another,-«-warrant us in 
saying, that a  new era has begun with the discovery of'PhVe- 
nology, and that the future may exhibit man assuming bis 
station as a rational creature, pursuing his own happiness 
with intelligence and design, and at length attaining higher 
gratification to his whole faculties than he has hitherto en
joyed.

Two circumstances seem essential before the condition ¿f 
man in this life can be regarded as fbrtmate : 1 at,'Such-views 
of his constitution must be obtained as shall exhibit the various 
faculties of. his mind in harmony, with each other ; as shall, 
fordnstaore, reconcile Destructiveness with Berievolence, Ac
quisitiveness with Justice, Veneration with Causality, and, in 
short, .each faculty with, all the-otbers. 2dty, External na
ture must be proved lobe in accordance with* thé human fa
culties when thus, fully understood, so as to afford all of 
them scope for. feginmatei gratification. The loading design 
of the works by D r Spursheim and Mr Combe, quoted in
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the tifici i* tp apply Bhrcnplpgy tp the elufitffttioB of Uwae 
subjects.

1$ the jnfrodupüon* P* Spiifgheipi defies, ihe WPrtf philo
sopher, “ Lover o f Wisdom poknts out the,m m  ofiphileeo- 
phy ^  to know objects and phenomena, fend foahow the 
possibility of nÿftUifeg pracjtitfd application of, the knppWg* 
Required /divides the objects of human knowledge into 
“  fla tte r s , and 4?pt ri#  or i* inquires into JÈhe opinions 
that havehitherfo bean held regarding these entities* points 
out the difference between patter generally and an organized 
body, and A w  pweeti* to the pbdosophy of map-

“ What is the grami object q f the philosophy *mi*8—QPoi t*
“  termine accurately the fundamental powers of the human kind, 
“ and to ascertain the conditions under which these are efchibfted ; 
“ ta indicate'the .causes offche functions variously modified »¡dn- 
“  dividuals ; and to show the necessity of man's as well as Of every 
“  other created being's submission to the laws which nature im- 

poses, to enjoy happiness, and to secure success» hfa undertaking*.
^  What is the signification o f the wàrâ natüré t — MMiitf'h à 

“ word to which three distinct meanings are attached :—1st, tI t  iie- 
u signâtes the universe,—the heavens, the earth, 'all that ’ meets 
** sense: 2nd, I t  is used to signify the First Causé personified;’knd 
“ may then be considered as synonymous with' God: ¿rd /jft ex- 
“ presses essence—that which characterizes or constitutes a class qf 
w beings, or individuality. In this sense we say,—Every being acts 
** according to its nature ;—man in his nature is not an angeft ; we 
“ cannot change the nature of things ; we cannot, for example, ga- 
“ ther figs of thistles, nor grapes of thorns.

“ What are the characteristics q f natural lams ?—Natural lawp 
“ are inherent in beings, often evident, always demonstrable, uni* 
“  versai, invariable, and harmonious.

“ How is tfie f ir s t character q f natural lams, their inherence, 
“ explained The laws of nature exist by creation, and enter as a 
“ part into the constitution of beings. The bile is secreted by the 
"  Jiaer according to a natural law, and eannot be produced by die 
“ stomach for a similar reason. The pfcwpach digests some 
“ ces by a natural law, and by the same cause does not digest others. 
«  as hemlock. Light exists in conformity with certain laws, and 
“ we oannot see that as gnat which is little, non that as little which 
“ is great. The inherence of natural lepre is therefore appuro*.

“ Does the conclusion then follow, that all inanimate and aljL 
“ living beings are subject to natural governing laws ?—Of a ne- 

cesiity tt does. All brings whatsoever have a determinate nature, 
“ all phenomena feppaar ia owfoftiiy with ifixed and invariable
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“ tars. Any opinion to the contrary is fraught with danger to 
“ mankind.

“ But do not we degrade the being—man, fo r  instance,— whose 
u nature toe pronounce to be determinate Most certainly wo do 
u Mb'1' I'Bbenatwttra! aho dsfienie B m gkinneif i*> determinate: 
“ he cannot .desfre evil, for bis nature is perfection itself- Now we 
"  can more readily conceive the beings he made and endowed ac* 
"cordfog: d> lAr preaMire, possessed of a determinate nature. With*- 
“ oat this, indeed, thero could be no regularity in their functions.

“  How is the second characteristic o f natural laws, their re- 
€t gularity,' to be apprehended f —The regularity of phenomena is 
“  so fptferalljr evident as scarcely to require demonstration. Every 
“ one knows that without support his body falls, that his hand 
rr brought too near the fire is burned, that there is no vision with* 
“  out light, and so on. Occasionally, however, the natural laws 
“ are less apparent; still they may always be discovered by obser- 
“  ration. The mechanician searches for, and finds, the laws of his 
“  a r t ; the musician those of music; the colourist those of colour ; 
“ the landscape-painter these of perspective, &c. A great num- 
«  her of natural laws are at present unknown, but they will he de- 
“ teoted as aeon as troth is placed above every other consideration— 
«'asAODBias the free employment of the understanding is allowed, 
“ an^ fa/ep have, learned to combine all the characters of a natural 
‘/Jay- /  : .. .

“ .How does the universality o f natural laws appear f —They 
.^^ar^ the same in every country. Chemistry has no other laws in 
“ Prance than1 it has in England, or in any other part of the earth; 
“  carbonic acid gas kills.men in the north and in tne south, in the 
“ east and in the west; combinations of colour unharmonious in 
“  any one country will not please the eye viewed by the sun of 
“ any other; the same l&we pervade the music, of every nation, of 
“ the English, French, Italians, Gegman ,̂ &c.

“ How are the natural laws invariable f —They have been the 
“  same in all ages. The principle of the lever, at the present tfine, 
*c Is precisely the same as it was when the Pharaohs and Ptolemies 
“  lived; the rules of geometry and arithmetic have suffered no 
«•change since they were applied by Euclid and Archimedes; the 
"  bcautifal fonNs of the Grecian marbles are still beautiful; good* 
* ness d tee the beginning has not ceased to be beneficent, and so on. 
« Our knowledge may be more or less extensive, -more or less ex* 
“  act, but the laws theumfcrc* never vary.

u How are the natund laws harmonious f —Nature has con- 
"  trived ail things as parts <of a grand whole, and combined all her

enactments in perfect harmoniousness. Natural laws are, con* 
"  aequendy, mutually aidant. I t  is ignoramte alone that prompts 
“ us occasionally to fancy discrepances among them. The laws of 
“ vegetation act in accordance with thoee of animaliaation. The 
“ fruits and substance of plants yield food to innumerable tribes of 
“  animals, and the ezeeetions and the dead bodies of animals in re-
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“  turn afford aliment to the infinite variety of vegetables that adorn 
“ the earth. The principle, that nothing is useless, is true physi- 
“  cally as it is morally. Hence it follows, tbat nWkwophy is to 
“  seek for, determine, and expose the harmony of tne natural node.

“  Are the natural laws conformable to rsas& wf^Btom  above
“  showing they m ust necessarily be so. They pvodweepertatnniever- 
“  varying effects ; whatever is undertaken in  OMsfomitywiph tè e ir 
^decrees' prospers, and penalty is always in p ro p o se*  *<> th e ir ia -  
“  fringement. *J *

•“  Must not natural lams also be Divine £—As they« exists they 
u are evidently effects of the will of the Creator, or God.” •*

ïn  Section I. Dr Spurzheim treats of the vegetative laws 
of man, and the conditions requisite for transmitting health 
of body and vigour of mind to offspring.

“ What are the conditions required to accomplish the Tarns o f 
“ propagation?—Every person ought to have attained complete 
“ growth and mature solidity of fibre, and also to be in possession 
“  of confirmed good health, before putting himself into lne Vây of 
“  having a family. Tljose who marry too young ruîh! théii  ̂hemiih, 
“  and procreate miserable, dwarfish, and weakly children/ Wnôse 
“ lives are useless to the commonwealth, and buidensome to thech- 
“  selves. Those, again, who have passed the meridian of or 
c* have suffered from debilitating causes before marriage/ havè also 
“  an infirm and degenerate family." ' 1

Dr Spurzheim next mentions the . most important ofc the 
natural laws that relate to the preservation of individuals. 
They ajpe, 1st, “ A good innate constitution and, 2nd, The 
laws of. Dietetics, viz. of Temperance, Light» Air, Food, 
Cleanliness, Exercise, and Repose.”

Section II. treats of the intellectual laws of man.
“ What is it impossible fo r man to know ?—-It k  certain that he 

“ can know nothing in itself; neither the essence of his own nature 
“  nor that of external objects. The self of the conscious man is 
“  nothing more to him than an object of observation. Farther, 
“  man knows not either the beginning or the final destination of 
“  aught that is ; he can only observe what is, and five conditions 
“ under which it is. These are the bounds of his knowledge. '

“ In what way can man know, or acquire knowledgef—Only 
“ by observing and inducing; for reflection will ho more revea! to 
“  man his own nature, than it will give him information of efcter- 
“ nal objects, with their physical qualities and their relations. The 
“ study of'man by the a priori method, or reflection, has retarded 
“  the knowledge of his nature extremely. Every one who entered 
“  on the subject assuming himself as the type of the whole species,
“  confounded his own peculiarities with the essential or general con-
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“ stitution of hiHMoity; as if one Hind from birth should do well 
“  in iaagjntag all mankind similarly circumstanced. Hence arose 
“  as many systems of mental philosophy* as there were'thinkers.

“ What oan fit«* know of his own nature f—First, bis body, its 
“ eoomibunnl pitta, its functions, the* laws of ito preservation, and 
“ the bureof propagation; farther, his own affective and intellec- 
“ feual •operation  ̂ mad those of .bis fellow-men; lastly, the coudi- 
“ tioua» «earner^ tO'lhe manifestation, of these,.and the laws accond- 
“ ing to which they appear or are produced.

“  Man ̂ thentv.it appear*) ie destined to know The law of na-
“  ture proclaims that, he is. Intelligence is as essential a part of 
“ man as his body. Without it, neither individuals nor the species 
“  could be preserved or continued.

“  Intelligence being an inherent part o f human nature, mhydo 
“ some oppose its cuUwaiion P—All who do so are to be regarded* 
“  with a very suspicious eye. They are such as would lead man- 
“  kind blindfolded, and obedient to their arbitrary will and plea. 
“ sure, for selfish and sinister ends. I t  is unquestionably much 
“ easier to render the ignorant and uncultivated subservient*to on- 
“  worthy purposes, than die instructed and reasoning man. Know- 
“  ledffê  too, and the habit of reflection, detect errors Which pride 
“  ana selfishness would willingly keep concealcri. The abuses or 
“ misapplication of intellect have also been confounded with 'intel
l e c t  itself. Now, intellect only supplies the means of executing, 
“  it gives not the motive or aim of the action.—As religion is riot 
“  the less respectable because of the crimes committed in its name, 
**toiilhfei'fe>i*tfelUfet bemuse of its abuse* •

“  Jn itn o t reasonable then to cultivate the Understanding 9—The 
“  cultivation of the Intellect, provided justice and truth be made 
“  the objects of research; is not only reasonable, but is a prime duty.**

In  this Section, D r Spurzheim enumerates the primitive 
faculties of man, and points out the mode in which they are 
ascertained. ;

In Section III. he treats of the moral laws.
“ J$ man naturally a moral being 9—that is, a being who, by his 

“•aim nature, views his actions in relation to duty and justice f —
Y es: there is in .his constitution an inherent sentiment, entitled 

“ Moral Conscience, which produces such an effect.
“ W h o ,m t d e  t h e  M o r a l  t a w s  o f  m a n  ?—The same Oreat Cause 

“  that traced the laws of man's physical and intellectual parts, also 
“  instituted laws for the regulation of his moral nature—God, the 
“  Author of the universe.

“  How does the Creator make known or reveal his laws ?—To 
“  inform man of his enactments, God has endowed him with under- 
“  standing, to observe and to learn those that implicate his physical 
“ and intellectual natures ; and has implanted in his interior,' sen- 
“  timents which make him feel the mor?l laws.
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“ U  Mere art another , men* mheact| knowledge, q f Moral Lam* 
“ is derived f —Yes, Revelation; that is, knowledge communicated 
€€ by God to man in aflUpernatoeal manner. « n >. «A

u What are the advantage* qf Revdadov W It.il oUeflyuHtoati- 
“ tagepus as itregulates man's uncertain notiafftiqf hi*Cmtor*,*nd 
"  of kw duties universally. • i u* i it *uiU*,m|
. "  Can man, by study qf At* physical amdJntelleetmliewtore*, 

“ acquire .a greater quantity o f kaomtedge thani .GWj kfabismled 
“ to Aim?—There can he no doubt ofit.r ,■. *». t . '*• . h«m1

“ Can RevehUka ekange^or annihilate tie law*>qfth* vegnative 
“ and intellectual junction*f—To say it can: would be aJmn), 
“ as putting God in contradiction with Umstlf; Ac the God. who 
“ reveals and the God who creates are one and the mroc.

“ Are the advocatet q f the.natural lam* Atheist* W O u thecon- 
«' trary, they entertain the most noble* the meet ptUfe ideaatf God; 
ft they never suppose him in contradiction with himself; they re- 
“ gara him as the impartial Parent of the universe, wtaitnedU all 
"his children with equal kindness,.who applies bis laws.without 
“ variation, and without any distinction of persons, . j

"  Are the advocate* q f the natural lam* changeable,, wrfc<tvbv* 
“ traiy in their judgment* ?—No; they jreoegnina hot.oac 4**1 tor 
"  all men,-«-for the teacher and the taught, the gwepoft spdthe 
rf governed. They have one determinate and invariable* standard 
“ for their rule of conduct

"  Are the disciple* of the natural law* hostile to. fAniGtorMton 
"  code q f morality f —No; there they find ttraocu tot wisdom ttUiljjr 
“ divine; the better they know its precepts, the, morn do tbty g i  
a mire. Indeed they cannot do otherwise than .approvvftt they 
" see that true Christian morality is the morality of attune, < am* 
"  noanoed in a positive manner; they, therefore, hope it wiH 
“ speedily be vepurified from the pagan, profitless, and superstitious 
“  observances with which its excellence has been contaminated, and 
“ its lustre obscured.

“ What if the *ummary q f the natural lam qf morality f—The 
"faculties proper to man constitute hi* moral nature ; whatever, 
“ therefore, is in conformity to the whole of these is morally good, 
"  Whatever is in opposition to them is morally bid.

What are the ̂ nctpal facuities which are peculiar to mamf-~ 
“ Benevolence, Veneration, Justice* Hope, Marvellouaness, Ideality, 
“ and Causality."

In Chapter I. o f  m o r a l i t y ,  Dr Spurzheim considers 
moral duties in detail, and points out the virtues and vices 
belonging to each faculty.

“ W h a t  a r e  t h e  v i r t u e *  q f L o v e  of O f f s p r i n g  P—The care which 
“ parents take in aiding the bodily and mental development of 
“ their children, in cultivating their talents, and superinducing 
“ habits useful to themselves and to their fellow-men; in a word, 
“  the eflbrts given to bring them up in the knowledge and practice



“ of trùtk and jùstice. Thaw sre the noble m éat*  e# thitf prepèü-
sity*
<f Is  such parental virtue com m em f^lt iswrfmtmdtély very 

44 ran, . ‘Ctìilcweti «rè generally produced- wvthonc a  thohghti given 
“  to the la Wr of propagation, bnd namd énwty to-please. Sfr WWve 
44 «8 pastimes to their parents, who more tamittmfiy attem to What 
“ may flàtter theirown capricious tastes, than to 4bat may bè sub- 
44 stahtiaUÿ uséfhlt^their chtidren and tho oomufouwetiltb. Chil- 
“  dren are frequently spofit tbfough inénigwnt Weakness* (when 
44 their waywardness and unruhness aw intaffcfable,) or they àré 
44 (breed to a mean and slavish sabmisshrefft** of  department equally 
44 unpleasing and pbrnickaw. To give a good direction «0 rhilo- 
44 progenitivevess requires a complete knowledge of hitman 1i m i t e  

44 generally, and of the qnalities necessary to guidé the individuals 
44 —the pàrticular subjects of attention.
. ^  W h e t  a r e  t k e f t n d s t m ê n t a l  d u t i e s  O f  p a r e n t s  t o t h è i r  c h i l d r e n  f  

44 —To procure' them a good organic constitution, to exêrtfi&e those 
44 faculties with Which they are endowed, and to choose tbebi debit- 
44 able profession ; so instruct tiiefn in tho laws of their Creator; to 
"  shoW them she necessity of submitting to these, and to set them 
"  the example of obedience.”

44 Ik Respectfulness à  natural Virtue f—Yob ; tatare has im- 
44 planted a primary sentiment, Its catise, in the constitution of tain.

44 W h a t  o b j e c t s  e s p e c i a l l y  d e s e r v e  t h e  r c s p e & i  o f  wuMf-^The 
”  Supreme'Cause) Parents, those who teach the laws of the Creator, 
44 those who watch over their accomplishment, and, in général* all 
44 that is Benevolent, Just; and Tree.

44 M a y  r e s p e c t  e v e r  b e  i n d i r e c t  e d f —It is btft too frequently 
44 bestowed altogether unworthily upon superstitious notions and 
t( observances, and upon antiquated forms, usages, awd precedents.

4 4  T h i s  s e n t m e n t m e n  r e q u i r e *  g u i d a n c e  i n  i f *  a p p l i c a t i o n  ?— 
“  Certainly ; and reason ought especially to rectify the errors it bas 
"  committed in regard to religion. All the sentiments, without ex- 
44 ception, are blind, and require the aid of hwetiigenee ib their 
44 operation ; without it they can never act in harmony witirthe 
49 whole of the nature of man; 1,1

44 B u t  d o e s  n o t  F a i t h  r u g h e  to- d i r e c t  t h e  r e H g i o a *  e e n i b h & t t s  f — 
“ N o; for Faith itself has induced men to admit thë most ctmtra- 
99 dictory propositions ; moreover* that which Faith leads one to 
99 style venerable and holy, is often, by another, called absurd and 
44 Impious.

44 T h e  r e l i g i o u s  s e n i l m e n t e  a r e  g i v e n  t o  m a n  a s  s o u r c e s  o f  H a p *  

44 p i n e s * ,  a r e  t h e y  n o t  ?—That they are given to produce good is 
44 evident ; they are the gift of a good God, but hitherto they have 
44 been chiélly abused.

44 W h a t  c o û t é e  m o u l d  moti d i r e c t l y  t e n d  t o  a b o t i r j h  t h e .  e r r o r s ,  

44 a n d ,  f o r  t h e  f u t u r e ,  t o  a v o i d  t h e  d t f p r d s r # , ,  t p h i c h  h % v e  b e e n t c o m *  

44 m i t t e d  i n  t h e  n a m e  o f  r e l i g i o n  ?—It would be necesKiry tq begin 
44 by permitting the free use 6f reason. This, tòo, would ne the
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“ first step towards effecting' theunion of dLreligious people.' * As 
t( yet the blind lead the blind, but reason ought to enlighten and 
“  direct the reUgioug.as weH as the other primitive feelings;**

“  A r e  t h e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  t h e  i n t e l l e c t u a l  f a c u l t i e s  v i r t u o u s  o r  

“ v i c i o u s  They may be either. Intelligence is a means of dtt. 
“ ing both good and evil. To be virtuous it must second natural 
“  morality, which is the end of our being.

“ W h a t  i s  t h e  v i c e  o r  s i n  a g a i n s t  I n t e l l i g e n c e  ?—It is Igiio- 
“  ranee, the cause of a great number of evils. Ignorance commits 
“ endless errors; it acts unconscious of causes and of effects, and 
« can never repair the disasters it occasions.

“ I s  m a n ’ s  i g n o r a n c e  g r e a t  ?—It is exceedingly great. The 
tc most common and necessary things are totally unknown to the 
“  bulk of mankind.

"  W h y  i s  m a n ’ s  i g n o r a n c e ,  s o  g r e a t  ?—The cause lies in the 
“  generally small sine of the organs of his intellectual faculties. 
“ This is also the reason why study is so commonly irkeome and 
“ distasteful. Moreover, the civil, and especially the religious, 
“  governors of nations, have frequently opposed every sort of ob- 
"  stacle to the cultivation of intellect, and the diffusion of know- 
“ ledge.**

“  W h a t  i s  t h e  b a s i s  o n  w h i c h  t h e  p e r f e c t i n g  o f  m a n k i n d  m u s t  

“ p r o c e e d  9 —Knowledge of human nature, and submission to the 
“ laws of the Creator^—Conviction that nothing can be created, 
“ but only modified and reproduced according Jto determinate con* 
u ditiona.

“  H o n  m i g h t  t h e  a d o p t i o n  o f  t h e  n a t u r a l  I a n s ,  a s  t h e  r u l e  o f  

“  c o n d u c t ,  b e  m o s t  s p e e d i l y  e f f e c t e d  f —By. governments exacting 
“ their practice, and joining the authority of example, by obeying 
“  their commands;

“ W h a t  a r e  t h e  e s s e n t i a l  r e q u i s i t e s  i n  a  l e g i s l a t o r  ?—He ought 
"  to know the nature of the being for whom he enacts laws, to be- 
“ lieve in natural morality, and to attest his belief by bis actions. 1

"  H a v e  m e n  a n y  r i g h t  m u t u a l l y  t o  i m p o s e  t h e i r  n i l l s  a s  r u l e s  

“ q f  m o r a l  c o n d u c t  ?—They most certainly have not. There is 
“ but one Will that ought to be done—the Will of God, and this, 
“ in morality, commands imperatively to man, * T h o u  s h a l l  l o v e  t h y  

“  n e i g h b o u r  a s  t h y s e l f . ’ ”

Chapter II. treats of Religion.
In  the 1st Section, Dr Spurzheim discusses religion in ge

neral ; mentions the religious systems of Polytheism, Bethe- 
ism, and Monotheism, and accounts for their religion. His 
2d Section treats of “ Natural R e lig io n th e  3d of “  Re
vealed R e lig io n a n d  the 4th “  Of Christianity The fol
lowing extract is from Section I V :—

“ D o e s  t h e  C h r i s t i a n  R e l i g i o n  p e r m i t  r e a s o n i n g  P—Jesus him-
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“  seltffa* «*SÍ, 5 Those mho h m  ears let. thsto heart’ ha declared 
“  that light is not made to be hidden, but to enlighten; and he 
“  reproached his own' disciples .fog.being w i t h o u t , m d e y á t o n t k n g .

“ (Ma$t»^v.) Paul also mys, ‘ 1 speak as to >wis&*ineu, judge ye 
“ whaf l  say/ (1 Cor* x* Id.) And. again» i Eroveall things 
“-hold fast that which is good/ (1 These, v* 51,) ‘.Beloved,’ saps * 
“  John, ‘ believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they * 
“  a$a#f i?«#  í*  John¿v- .................. -.

“  X>oer h o t  C h r i s t i a n i t y  r e c u r  t o  . r e a s o n i n g ,  i *  order fe demem * 
“  s t r a t e  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  G o d  9—It does. For /  every. bowe,’ says 
“  Paul to the Hebrews, chap. iii. . ver. 4 . ‘ has beeu buiUed by some * 
“  man, but he that built all things is God«’

“ In  what manner, according to Christianity* does God make * 
“  himself manifest 9—The invisible perfections of God, bis eternal 
“  power and his divinity, appear iu the works of creation. (Bom. - 
“ 1 .50 .) -

“ W h a t  a r e  t h e  c h i e f  a t t r i b u t e s  o f  G o d ,  a s  d e f i n e d  b y  C k r i s t i - • 
“  a n i t y  P—God is a spirit. (John iv. 54) He is Jove. (1 John 
“ iv. 16.) He is just and impartial, and regands not appearances 
“  nor persons. (Rom. Ji. 11.) He rewards each according to his 
“ works. (Rom. ií.) He desires only good, and wills only the 
“ haupipess of bis, creatures. (New Testament, passim*)  ?
' .  “  H o w  m a y  t h e  d o c t r i n e  o f  C h r i s t i a n i t y  b e  d i v i d e d  P—Into two* 
“  pripcipal parts; the one marvellous« the other moral.
- ‘ “  I n  w h a t  d o e s  t h e  m a r v e l l o u s  p a r t  o f  C h r i s t i a n i t y  , c o n s i s t  9 —  
“ I t  includes whatever is incomprehensible, whatever is beyond the» 
“ limits of observation jr—such as the nature of God» the creation 
“  of the world by his will, his influence upon his creatures, his* 
“  communícátipn with'men ; the birth and. tne miraculous actions 
“ of Jesus Christ, the immortality of the soul» and.the rewards 
“  andpunph mente in the life to come.

“  T h i s  v a r i  o f  C h r i s t i a n i t y  r e q u i r e s  f a i t h  9—It depends entirely 
“  upon belief; mr the points of which it is composed cannot be sub* 
“  mitted to present observation. ,

“  H o w  d o e s  f a i t h  i n  t h e s e  i n c o m p r e h e n s i b l e  m a t t e r s  b e c o m e  e ffi* >  

“  c a c i o u s  a n d  p r o f i t a b l e  P—Wben it induces the believer to pnycu 
“ tiae the Christian virtues. ‘ I t  is aeoseuiry/ cans Paul», f.to have 
“  faith which worketh by love.’ (Gal. v. tí.) ‘ ia i th /  says James» 
“ ‘if it have not works, is dead in itself.’ (James ii. 16» 364)
* “  H a v e  a l l  C h r i s t i a n  s o c i e t i e s  a g r e e d  u p o n  t h e  m a r v e U o u $ t . p a r t  

“ t h e i r  d o c t r i n e  P-*~No; this part has produced continual dis- 
“  sension8 among Christians, and so long as aayJodiriduai shall 
“  daré to think and to interpret for himself, these must, continue. 
“  I t  is this part of Christianity also which has often been the cause, 
“  agd always served as the pretext, ha  intolerance, and persecution 
“  on account of opinions.

‘f W h a t  i s  t o  b e  c o n c l u d e d f r o m  t h i s  9 —That every man should 
“  be allowed to follow the metates of bis own conscience, and to 
“  believe whatever he canceLves is true» provided the public tran*

Vol. V.—No X IX . z
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quUHty be not disturbed, and the moral part ef Christianity do pet 
lUffNf.
“  J# Jfig# conclusion returnable?—I t  ia in complete harmony 
with reason, and in oonforaity with tbememl ipjnncttanp m 
Christianity^ which command the proaching of the truth* hot 
strictly prohibit ell persecution. (Go ye/ said Jesus to his dis
ciples, 9 into all the world* and preach the gospel to every crea
ture. And whoever shall not receive you, nor hear your words» 
when ve depart out of that house or city, shake off the dust of 
your foot/—The induction is the more reasonable, too, in as mush 
as the Christian doctrine assures ns that every one, as the final 

it, will have to render an account of his talents and of hii

“  In mhat does Christian morality consist f-r-The whole of it is 
“  reducible to two grand oeamandmepts, via. * Lose God m tk 
"your whole soul/  and * Lone your neighbour as yourself,
“ (Matt x*ii. 87, 89.)

99 What is understood by the9 Lone of God ?’«*»< This is th# ban  
99 of God, that we keep his commandments/ (1 John r. &) ,

99 Can we, humanly speaking, 9 lose God,9 such as he is reare» 
99 sealed in the gospel P—Every rational and noble mind mast lore 
"  a God of peaoe, pf gcodnem» of clemency, and of justice j a God 
*< v te  has cempasMoa op cor weaknesses, and who makes the 
99 sun to shine, and the rain to descend, even on those who obey not
* his wfll j a God who gives the breaker of his law time for stpeat- 
49 anee; who desires nnivwial bappipew; who gives the same laws 
*< So the whole human kind indifferently; apd who wfll mercifully 
49 judge each by his wprks, without respect of persons.

99 Is the observance o f certain symbolic Jarme sufficient ia caw- 
*" stUute a Christian f—Far from i t ; though many, indeed, think 
“ it is. Forms are not the end of Christianity; they are mere 
** means of engendering and nourishing a Christian spirit*

** The Christian morality, in commanding lone to God, twfffce 
“  in this entire submission to the will o f the Creator, does it not ?— 
“  Conviction of the extent and importance of this commandment is 
“  of prime necessity. That the wul of tbo FhtheiwGod, is to be 
"  done on earth as it is dona in heaven, is an injunction dearly set 
99 forth. The propriety ef distinguishing between the laws of God 
99 and the enactments of men is thus proclaimed. Jesus also said, 
“  that he eeuld do nothjag whipfa he nad nos wen done by his Fa- 
“  ther, and he declared that only they who did the will of God 
“  were his brothers, sisters, or mother.

“  Does the will of God oomprise the laws of creation, that to ia
* lay, the natural laws f—Undoubtedly; because God and the
“ Creator are one. Man indeed can create nothing; endowed-with 
“  understanding to observe phenomena, and the conditions under 
“ which they occur, he can, however, imitate in some degree that 
“  which the Creator shows him; la ether words, he can prepare the 
-  — ^ -------------- e]¡g¡l determinate effects; but he is still
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» «Uwodwt oo $*  Jaws pf tits Creator £» ¿he Nicosia of hii unfay 
"  takings. Jesus «aid, ‘ My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent
«Mb*,(Mari.)"
' While ire approve generally of the principles at this work, 
(for we think some of them liable to be questioned,) toad Art 
convinced that they require only to be understood and ap> 
(died greatly to advance practical morality and pure nfi* 
gion, we think it due to truth and the authors own reputation 
to qualify our approbation so far aa to remark, that D r 
Spdrzheim has not done himself justice in the «tanner in 
which he has announced his views. A  catechism is too ab
rupt, concentrated, and unconnected for the vehicle of pro. 
found philosophical principles, when first presented to the 
midd,* and does not admit of that extended explanation, 
careful limitation, and strict argumentative proof, «hub-are 
necessary to convey to the student correct ideas on import
ant ethical views. W e should have liked to have seen se
veral pages in illustration and evolution of cash' of matty of 
the principles, which are settled in as many fines in the ca
techism. ‘ Betides these objections to the mere mode of the 
work, we do not hetitate to add, that we think the charge 
of ignorance and puerility against man without distinction 
of men, which appears in the first paragraph of the pre&ec, 
dearly unfounded, and calculated to create hostility to the 
work before it is even reed. Were the charge well-founded, 
it would, moreover, be of itself oonclurive against tbs apho- 
ristieal mode of teaching adopted by the author. Butj in 
farther justice to Dr Spunheim, we add, that we <ma see the 
cause of these certainly too satirical observations. He wrote 
his strictures on political and religious abuses in a  foreign 
country. Jn his youth he had seen his master, D r Gall,

* W ins we wfjkrt prsasnted to the m ini we memo reladvtly f for ail who 
are fcmiHar wife mend write», both «Meat and modem, will, in almost all 
th t principles, iw syiiis something which somevbsre they have met with fce- 
fcn. Dr Spmstwim's merit, and geest, it is, consists in systematizing the 
whole, and haring it upon the true views of human nature, unfolded by 
Phrenology.
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“ iwulHlybtnot disturbed, And the a m i  part ef Christianity 
“  w itr.

44I 9 tins conclusion reasonable?—It is in complete harmony 
"wtoi mason, and in conformity with Ike moral iqjnactNtfr of 
“ Christianity^ which command the preaching of the truth, bet 
44 strictly prohibit all persecution. ‘ Go ye/ said Jesus to bis dis- 
44 cipies, 4 into all the worlds and preach the gospel to every eree- 
“  lure. And whoever shall not receive you, nor hear your words» 
44 when ve depart out of that house or city, shake off the dust of 
“ your feet.'—«The induction is the more reasonable, too, in as much 
u as the Christian doctrine assures us that every one, at the final 
“ judgment, will have to render an account of his talents and of bit

“  In twhat does Christian morality consist f-«-The whole of it is 
“  reducible to two grand oommandmepts, via. 4 Lime God with 
44 your whole soul/ and 4 Love your neighbour as yourself,
"(M att.*jrii.87,d9.)

“ JWust is understood fo the4 Low i f  God 9'm-< This is lb$Lme 
44 of tied, that we Imp his commandments/ (1 John r. &) .

44 Can we, humanly speaking, 4 love God/ such as he is rente* 
44 seated in the gospel P—»Every rational and qoble mhid must love 
,f a God of peace, pf goodness, of etemeney, and of justice j a (hd  
44 who has compassion ep our weakpesws, and who makes the 
44 sun to shine, and the rain to descend, even on those who obey not 
"  his win; a God who gives the breaker of his law time foe repent« 
44 anee; who desires universal bappioew; who gives the same laat» 
44 to the whole human kind indifferently; apd who will mercifully 
44 judge each by his works, without respect of persons.

44 Is the observance q f certain symbolic Jbrms st̂ ficlent 4e n r -  
4t stitute a Christum P~Far from i t ; though many, indeed, think 
44 it ia Forms are not the end of Christianity; they are mare 
** means of engendering and nourishing a Christian spirit,

** The Christian morality, in commanding love to God,, twjdjrot 
“  in this entire submission to the will qf the Creator, does it not ?— 
** Conviction of the extent and importance of this commandment is 
“  of prime necessity. That the wdl of the FVubeiwGod, is to be 
m dene on earth as it is dona in heaven, is an injunction dearly set 
** forth. The propriety of distinguishing between the laws of God 
44 and the enactments of men is thus proclaimed. Jesus aim said,
* that he could do notbiag whipli be had not men done by his Fa- 
m ther, and be declared that oqly they who did the will of God 
44 were his brothers, sisters, or mother.

44 Does the will qf God comprise the laws qf creation, that is ia 
44 say, the natural taws f —Undoubtedly; because God and the
* Creator are one. Man indeed can create nothing j endowed-with 
44 understanding to observe phenomena, and the conditions under 
44 which they occur, he can, however, imitate in some degree that 
44 which the Creator show« him; ia ether words, he can prepare the
* conditions necenary to elicit determinate efifccts$ but hie m etdl



“  d^Modwt oo the laws pftho Creator fcr ite_Micce*e of hi* unden- 
“  taking*. Jesus said, * My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent 
“ « * ' <Johtt«i.)*
' While' we approve generally of the principles of this work, 
(Tor ire think some of them liable to be questioned,) fend ring 
convinced that they require only to be understood land ap
plied greatly to advance practical morality and p u n  wii* 
gion, we think it due to truth and the authors own reputation 
to qualify our approbation so far aa to remark, that D r 
Sporzheim has not done himself justice in the mourner in 
which he has announced his views. A  catechism is too ab
rupt, concentrated, and unconnected for the vehicle of pro
found philosophical principles, when first presented to the 
nrirld,* and does not admit of that extended explanation, 
careful limitation,' and strict argumentative proof, whiohare 
necessary to convey to the student correct ideas on irdport- 
ant ethical views. W e should have liked to haw  seen se
veral pages in illustration and evolution of each- of mat y  of 
the principles, winch are settled in as many lines in the ca
techism. ' Betides these objections to the mere mode of the 
work, we do not hetitate to add, that we think the charge 
of-ignorance and puerility against man without distinction 
of men, which appears in the tin t paragraph of the-praises, 
deadly unfounded, and calculated to create hostility to the 
work before it is even read. Were the charge well-founded, 
it would, moreover, be of itself eonclutive against tbs apho- 
ristieal mode of teaching adopted by the author. But, in 
firither justice to D r Spunheim, we add, that we o n  see the 
cause of these certainly too satirical observations. H e wrote 
Ms strictures on political and religious abuses in a  foreign 
country. In  his youth he had seen his master, D r Gall,
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• When wo*ay>Wpr**»ot*d W th*aslud wem*tn mlatÌTsJy); (at *D who 
an hiriH ar wkhnwnl w rite», both u r ie s t and modani, w ill, in almo»; a ll 
few princip i» , m agri** something which (omewhwe they h*ve met with h*- 
Jba*. D i Spnsbtim ’* m erit, *nd greet it  i*, contisti in systematizing the 
wbok, and busing i t  upon the true views of human nature, unfolded by
ffcwDology.
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driven from Vienna by the intolerance of a bigoted* govern
ment. His own lectures were interdicted by the influence 
of the Jesuits in France, at the very time when he was com
posing the work now before u s ; and he found the yoke under 
which he was placed so intolerable, and so adverse to all 
freedom of thought and philosophical inquiry, that, after a  
residence of ten years, he was led to abandon Paris, and 
seek the free moral atmosphere of Britain, to obtain scope 
for the energies of his mind. In  short, the despots and 
priests of die continent must be kept in view, with all their 
intolerances, oppressions, and frauds, as the administrators of 
government, morals, and religion, with whom the author was 
best acquainted; and then the severest of these observations 
will appear not only just but called for; which, if supposed 
to be directed against the political, moral, and religious 
systems of this country, will, in spite of their acknowledged 
faults, be regarded as hostile and overstrained. We wish 
not to be misapprehended. W e are cautioning the reader 
of this catechism not hastily to decide unfavourably on the 
scope and tendency of the work, either because of the 
brevity of its method, or the plain dealing of its strictures» but 
.to bestow on each principle that share of deliberate reflec
tion which its essential value demands; and we trust that 
D r Spurzheim himself will yet make it a text-book for se
veral volumes in ample elucidation of bis important subject.

The second woax in our title is Mr Combe's Essay on the 
Constitution of Man and its Relations to External Objects. 
In  the preface Mr C. says, “  My first notions of the natural
“  laws were derived from an unpublished MS. of Dr Spurzheim, 
“ (the work No 1 of the title), with the perusal of which 1 was ho- 
“ noured some yean ago; and all my inquiries and meditations 
“ since have impressed me more and more with a conviction of their 
“  importance.** “ I have endeavoured,** he continues in the pre
face, “ to avoid all religious controveny. ' The object of Moral 
u c Philosophy/ says Mr Stewart, € is to ascertain the general roles 
u * of a wise and virtuous conduct in life, in so far as these rules 
“ ‘ may be discovered by the unassisted light of nature; that is, by
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~ ‘ an examination of the principles of the human constitution, and 
u * of the circumstances in which Man is placed/ By following 
** this method of inquiry, Dr Hutcheson, I)r Adam Smith, Dr 
"  Reid, Mr Stewart, and Dr Thomas Brown, have, in succession,
* produced highly-interesting and instructive works on Moral 
“ Science; ana the present essay is a humble attempt to pursue 
“ the same plan, with the aid of tne new lights afforded by Phreno*
* logy.”

Chapter I. treats of Natural Laws, and gives essentially 
the same view of them as that already quoted from Dir 
Spurzheim’s sketch. Chapter I I . is on “ The Constitution 
“  of Man and its Relations to External Objects." I t  consists 
of seven sections. In the first man is considered as a physical 
being.—44 To discover the real effect of the physical laws of
u nature on human happiness, we would require to understand, 1st, 
“ The physical laws themselves, as revealed by mathematics, natu- 
ft ral philosophy, natural history, and their subordinate branches ; 
u 9dh, The anatomical and physiological constitution of the human 
“  body; Srf/y, The adaptation of the former to the latter. These 
"  expositions are necessary, to ascertain the extent to which it is 
rf possible for man to place himself in accordance with the physical 
w laws, so as to reap advantage from them, and also to determine 
“ how for the sufferings which he endures foil to be ascribed to 
“  their inevitable operation, and how for to his ignorance and in- 
u fringement of them.”—Page 25.

In  section second man is considered “  as an organised be- 
“  tog." I t  points out how the exercise of the. osseous, muscu
lar, and nervous systems of the human body, under the guid
ance of intellect and moral sentiment, and in accordance with 
the physical laws, contributes to enjoyment, and treats of,the 
adaptation of the external world to the exercise of these ele
ments of our constitution. In the third section man is con
sidered as “  an animal,*—moral—and intellectual being." I t  
contains brief specifications of his powers, with their uses 
and abuses. Sectiou fourth  is on the. “  Faculties of Man 
“  compared with each other." The conclusion arrived at is, 
that, among the human faculties, the moral sentiments and 
intellect are intended by the Creator to hold the supremacy, 
that the external world is framed in relation to this arrange
ment) and that man cannot enjoy the full happiness of which 
his nature is susceptible until the arrangements of society and
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* ‘ an examination of the principles of the human constitution, and 
“ ‘ of the circumstances in which Man is placed.' By following 
** this method of inquiry, Dr Hutcheson, Dr Adam Smith, Dr 
?' Reid, Mr Stewart, and Dr Thomas Brown, have, in succession, 
«produced highly-interesting and instructive works on Moral 
“ Science; and the present essay is a humble attempt to pursue 
"  the same plan, with the aid of tne new lights afforded by Pbreno*
* logy.”

Chapter I. treats of Natural Laws, and gives essentially 
the same view of them as that already quoted from Dr 
Spurzheim's sketch. Chapter I I . is on “  The Constitution 
44 of Man and its Relations to External Objects." I t  consists 
of seven sections. In  the first man is considered as a physical 
being.—44 To discover the real effect of the physical laws of
Cf nature on human happiness, we would require to understand, 1st, 
u The physical laws themselves, as revealed by mathematics, natu- 
“  ral philosophy, natural history, and their subordinate branches ; 
“  9dh, The anatomical and physiological constitution of the human 
“ body; Sdly, The adaptation of the former to the latter. These 
“ expositions are necessary, to ascertain the extent to which it is 
99 possible for man to place bimself in accordance with the phpinl 
"  laws, so as to reap advantage from them, and also to determine 
tf how far the sufferings which he endures fall to be ascribed to 
4t their inevitable operation, and how far to bis ignorance and in« 
u fringement of them."—Page 25.

In  section second man is considered 44 as an organised be* 
44 ing." I t  points out how the exercise of the. osseous, muscu
lar, and nervous systems of the human body, under the guid
ance of intellect and moral sentiment, and in accordance with 
the physical laws, contributes to enjoyment, and treats of .the 
adaptation of the external world to the exercise of these ele
ments of our constitution. In the third section man is con
sidered as 44 an animal,amoral—and intellectual being." I t  
contains brief specifications of his powers, with their uses 
and abuses. Section fourth  is on the.44 Faculties of Man 
44 compared with each other." The conclusion arrived at is, 
that, among the human faculties, the moral sentiments and 
intellect are intended by the Creator to hold the supremacy, 
that the external world is framed in relation to this arrange
ment, and that man cannot enjoy the full happiness of which 
bis native is susceptible until the arrangements of society and
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the ooriduct of individuals »ball be placed under the habitual
guidance of the moral and intellectual powers. SectâM ̂ K k  
treats of the. “  Faculties of Man compared with csternalçib- 

jeeta and shows that the external world is designedly cônsti- 
tutad to afford gratification to the human faculties ; and that 
the essential condition to permanent and satisfactory enjoyment 
is, that the habitual pursuits of the radmdnal shall take their 
direction from the higher faculties. Section tixth  is “  on 
M die Sources of Human Happiness, and the Conditions ne» 
“  quisite for maintaining it.” 1st, All enjoymetft arises from 
activity of the various systems of which the human constitu
tion is composed, and the world is arranged to bring them 
ail into action. gdly, The faculties must be gratified harrho- 
SMSI^fi This nay  be attained by the lower powers taking 
theft direction from the higher ; but never when the fo#er 
take the lead. In  the common pursuits of the world, the in* 
fferior feeKnga give the direction, and this is the cause *cif 
much misery. Sdly, The laws of the external universe ¿re 
in ham m y with the human faculties. Section seventh (re
lates to <( the application of the natural laws Mr thé practical 
** arrangements of life.’* The following extract will convey 
the leading ideas contained m it I f  a system -of living 
** and occupation Wert to be framed for human Mugs, founded oa
* the exposition of their nature, which I have now given, it would 
“ be something like this

u 1st, So many hours a day would require to be dedicated by 
“ every individual in health, to the exercise of his nervous and mas* 
“ cular systems, in labour calculated to give scope to these functions. 
t{ The reward of obeying this requisite of his nature would be health, 
** and a joyous animal existence ; the punishment of neglect is die- 
w ease, low spirits, and death.

"  So many hours a day should be spent in the sedulous em- 
u ployment of the knowing and reflecting faculties; in studying the
* qualities of external objects, and their relations ; also the’ nature 
“ of all animated beings, and their relations; not with the view of 
“ accumulating mere abstract and barren knowledge, but of enjoy-

ing the positive pleasure of mental activity, and of fuming every 
« discovery to account, as a means of increasing happiness, Or allé* 
« viating misery. The leading object should always be to And out 
“  the relationship of every object to our own nature, organic, anituaî, 
M moral, and hitofleefuai, and to t a p  that relationship Mtttually
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“ m mtad, m m to teuder OUT ibqtiiVM»ciif* directly gratifying to 
** our various Realties. The reward of this conduct WouM be an 
“ incalculably great increase of pleasure, in the eery act of acquir- 
"  mg knowledge of the real properties of external objects, together 
44 with a great accession of power in reaping ulterior advantages, 
44 and in avoiding disagreeable affections.
. “  8dly, So many houn a day ought to be devoted to the ctdtfvi- 
** tira and gratification of our moral sentiments ; that is to sir, in 
“  txerrfsing these in harmony with intellect, and especially in 
44 acquiring the habit of admiring, loving, and yielding obedience to 
“ the Creator and his institutions. This last object is of vast fm- 
49 portance. Intellect is barren of practical fruit, however rich it 
u may be in knowledge* until it is fired and prompted to act by 
“  moral sentiment In my view, knowledge by itself is compara- 
99 lively worthless and impotent, compared With what it becomes when 
n vivified by elevated emotions. It is not enough that intellect is 
“  informed ; the moral focultfes must simultaneously co-operate ; 
€i yielding obedience to the precepts which the intellect recognises 
“  to be true. One way of cultivating the sentiments Would be for 
“  men to meet and act together, on the fixed principles which l  am 
94 now endeavouring to unfold, and to exercise on each other hi mu- 
w tual instruction, and in united adoration of the great and gforfoUs 
“ Creator, the several Amities of Benevolence, Veneration, Hope, 
"  Ideality,Wonder, nod Justice The reward of acting in this manner 
,c would hie a communication of direct and in tease pleasure to each 
«'other; fori refer to every individual who has ever had the good 
44 fortune to pass a day or an hour with a really benevolent, pious, 
44 honest, and intellectual man* whose soul swelled with adoration 
* of his Creator, Whose intellect was replenished with knowledge Of 
“  bio works, and whose whole mind was instinct with sympathy f<* 
44 human happiness* whether such a day did not afford him thé 
94 aunt pure, elevated, and lasting gratification he ever enjoyed. 
44 Such an exercise, besides, would invigorate the whole moral and 
49 intellectual powers, and i t  them to «cover and obey the divifié 
"  institutions.

44 Phrenology is highly conducive to this enjoyment of dut moral 
44 and intellectual nature. No faculty is had* but, on theeontrtry, 
4i each, when properly gratified, is a fountain of pleasure : in short, 
4i matt possesses no feeling, of the legitimate exercise or which an 
"  enlightened and ingenuous mind need be ashamed. À party of 
“  thorough practical Phrenologists, therefore, meets in the perfect 
u knowledge of each other's qualities ; they respect these as the 
44 gifts of the Creator, and their great object is to dérivé the titmtist 
94 fdeanre from their legitimate usé, and to avoid every appnririittfc» 
“ tion to abuse of them. The distinctions of country ana tempo* 
“ rament are broken down by unity of principle ; the chilling re- 
“  stntiats of Cautiotumess* Sdfatfeem, Secretiveness, àbd Lové of 
44 Approbation, which stand as barriers of eternal ice between hu* 
44 man beinjra inthe ordinary intercourse of society, are gently re- 
44 moved ; the directing sway is committed to Benevolence, Venera-

w
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the conduct of iadmduals shallbe placed under tbehabitual 
guidance of the moral and intellectual powers. Section f f i b  
treats of the "  Faculties of Man compared with erternfti ob
jects and shows that the external world is designedly consti
tuted to afford gratification to the human faculties; and that 
the essential condition to permanent and satisfactory enjoyment 
is, that the habitual pursuits of the individual shall take their 
direction from the higher faculties. Section sixth is “  on 
“  the Sources of Human Happiness, and the Conditions ce- 
u quisite for maintaining it." 1st, An enjoymerft arises Atom 
activity of the various systems of which the human constitu
tion is composed, atid the world is arranged to bring them 
atl into action* 2dly, The faculties must be gratified harrho- 
momtyi This may be attained by the lamer power» taking 
their direction IVom the higher,♦ but never when the to#er 
take the lead. I a  the common pursuits of the world, the in
ferior ferifinge give the direction, and this is the eauee Of 
much misery. 8<Ry, The laws of the external universe ¿re 
in harmony with the human faculties. Section eevenihtee* 
lates to “  the application of the natural laws to the practical 
•c arrangementsof life." The following extract will convey 
the leading ideas ooatrined hr it «  I f  a system o f  living
H and occupation were to be framed for human beings, founded oa 
« the exposition of their nature, which I have now given, it would 
“ be something like this:—

u 1st, So many hours a day would require to bfe dedicated by 
"  every individual in health, to the exercise of his nervous and mos» 
"  cular systems, in labour calculated to give scope to these functions. 
*' The reward of obeying this requisite of his nature would be health, 
<* and a joyous animal existence; the puhuhment of neglect is dis- 
“ ease, low spirits, and death.

“ 2dly, So many hours a day should be spent in the sedulous em- 
« ployment of the knowing and reflecting faculties ; in studying the
* qualities of external objects, and their relations; aho the nature 
“ of all animated beings, and their relations; not with the view of
* accumulating mere abstract and barren knowledge, but of enjoy- 
€t ing the positive pleasure of mental activity, and of fuming every
* discovery to account, as a means of increasing happiness, Or alle* 
“ viatihg misery. The leading oMect should always be to find.out 
“  the relationship of every object to our oWn nature, organic, animal, 
“  moral, and intellectual, and to keep that relationship habitually
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*' is mind, m m to render our acqttiramroto directly gtfttiMftg to 
aur various faculties. The reward of this conduct WouM  be a n  

“ incalculably great increase of pleasure, in the very aet of acquir- 
"  mg knowledge of the real properties of external objects, together 
“ with & great accession of power in reaping ulterior advantages, 
"  and in avoiding disagreeable affections.
. “ Sdfy, So many bourn a day ought to be devoted to thé ctiltïVà-

“ the Creator and his institutions. This last object is of vast frn- 
,f portance. Intellect is barren of practical fruit, however ridi it 
u may be in knowledge, until it is fired and prompted to act by 
€t moral sentiment In my view, knowledge by itself is compavâ- 
*' lively worthless and impotent, compared With what it becomes when 
“ drifted by elevated emotions. It is not enough that intellect is 
“  informed ; tbe moral fectrities must simultaneously co-operate ; 
* yielding obedience to the precepts which the intellect recognises 
u to bn true. One way of cultivating the sentiments would be for 
“  men to meet and act together, on the fixed principles which I  am 
“ now endeavouring to unfold> and to exercise o* each other in mu- 
44 tuai instruction, and in united adoration of the great and gforiotts 
“ Creator, the sovesci faculties of Benevolence, Vénération, Hope, 
“  Ideality, Wonder, and Juatioc. The reward of acting in this manner 
"  would be a communication of direct and intense pleasure to cadi 
"ether; for I refer to every individual Who has ever had the good 
“ fortune to pass a day or an hour with a really benevolent, pious, 
“ honest, and intellectual man* whose soul swelled with adoration 
"  of his Creator, whose intellect was replenished with knowledge Of 
“  bis works, and whom whd* mind was instinct with sympathy for 
"  human happiness* whether such a day did not afford him thè 
"  most pure, elevated, and lasting gratification he ever enjoyed. 
“  Such au exercise, besides, would Invigorate the whole moral and 
u intellectual powers, and i t  them to discover and obey the divine 
"  institutions.

“ Phrenology is highly conducive to this enjoyment of Cur moral 
“ and intellectual nature. No faculty is bad, hut, oa the contrary, 
€* each, when properly gratified, is a fountain of pleasure : in short, 
•* matt possesses no feeling, of the legitimate exercise of which an 
*€ enlightened and ingenuous mind need be ashamed. A party of 
u thorough practical Phrenologists, therefore, meets in the perfect 
u knowledge of each other's qualities ; they respect these as tbe 
"  gills ef the Creator, and their great object Is to derive the utmost 
€t pleasure from their legitimate use, and to avoid every approJtiittfc* 
“ turn to abuse of them. The distinctions of country ana tempt* 
“ rament are broken down by unity of principle ; the chilling re- 
“  «mints of Gauttamuess* Sdfasfeem, Secreuveaess, and lové of 
u Approbation, which stand as barriers of eternal ice between bu* 
“ man beings inthe ordinary intercourse of society, are gently re- 
9( moved ; the directing sway is cammttted to Bensvolence, Venfcft«
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" tion, Pwttieottousneafe and IoWlact; aodtben ¿hehighe* prin-
“ ciples of the jEeind operate with a delightful vivacity unknown to 
“ persons unacquainted with the qualities of human nature.

“  Intellect also ought to be regularly exercised in arts, science, 
“  philosophy, and observation.

“ I  have said nothing of dedicating hours to the direct gratifica- 
“  tion of the animal powers; not that they should not be exercised, 

but that full scope for their activity will be included in the em- 
f* ployments already mentioned. In muscular exercises, Comba- 
" tiveness, Destructiveness, Constructiveness, Acquisitiveness, Self- 
€t esteem, and Love of Approbation, may all be gratified. In con- 
** tending with and surmounting physical and moral difficulties, 

Combativeness and Destructiveness obtain vent; in working at a 
“ mechanical employment, requiring the exertion of strength, these 

two faculties, and also Constructiveness and Acquisitiveness, will 
“ be exercised; in emulation who shall accomplish most good, Sdf- 
4t esteem and Love of Approbation will obtain scope. In tbe exer- 
y  cise of the moral faculties, several of these, and others of the ani- 

mal propensities, are employed; Amativeness, Philoprogenitive- 
f€ ness, and Adhesiveness, for example, acting under the guidance 
5‘ of Benevolence, Veneration, Conscientiousness, Ideality, and In« 
« tellect, receive direct enjoyment in the domestic circle. From 
tf proper direction also, emu from the superior delicacy and refine- 
“ ment imparted to them by the higher powers, they do not infringe 
« the moral law, and leave no sting or repentance in the mind.
. “ Finally, a certain portion of time would require to be dedicat- 

“ ed to taking of food and sleep. •
“  All systems hitherto practised have been deficient in providing 

“ for one or more of these branches of enjoyment. In the com mu« 
“  nity at Orbiston, .formed on Mr Owen's principles, music, dancing; 

and theatrical entertainments were provided; but the people 
soon tired of these. They had not corresponding moral and intel« 

“ lectual instruction. The novelty excited them, .but there was 
nothing substantial behind. In common society, very little either 

“ of rational instruction or amusement is provided. The neglect of 
“ innocent amusement is a great error."
< Chapter I I I .  is entitled to what “  Extent are the Miseries 
c( of Mankind referable to Infringements of the Laws of Na- 
“  ture P” and contains four sections treating of the following 
s u b j e c t s O n  the calamities arising from infringement, 1st, 
Of the physical laws; 2dly, Of the organic laws; Sdly, 
Of the moral law; and, finally, Of “  the moral advantages 
C€ of punishment.”

. Chapter IV. is “  on the. combined Operation of the Natural 
4€ Laws,” and notes on the subjects discussed in the text are 
given in the appendix.
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Our lunk&perarit us to give only the Conclusion, which is 
asfbfldws:—11 The question has frequently been asked,
“ \yhat is the. practical uae of Phrenology, even supposing it to be 
u true ? A few observations will enable us to answer this inquiry; 
“ and, at the same time, to present a brief summary of the doctrine 
“ of the preceding Essay.

"  Prior to the age of Galileo, the earth and sun presented to the 
“ eye phenomena exactly similar to those which they now exhibit; 
“ but their motions appeared in a different light to the understand«

"Before the age of Newton, the revolutions of the planets were 
"  known as matter of fact; but the understanding was ignorant of 
“  the principle of their motions.

“ Previous to the dawn of modern chemistry, many of the qua- 
“ lities of physical substances were ascertained by observation,, but 
"  their ultimate principles and relations were not understood.

“ Knowledge may be rendered beneficial in two ways,-—either by 
"  rendering the substance discovered directly subservient to human 

’"enjoyment; or, where this is impossible, by modifying human 
“ conduct in harmony with its qualities. While knowledge of any 
"  department of nature remains imperfect and empirical, the un- 
"  kpown qualities of the objects belonging to it may render our ef- 
t( tofts either to apply or to accord with those which are known al- 
'* together abortive. * Hence it is only after ultimate principles hare 
"  been discovered, their relations ascertained, and this knowledge 
49 has been systematized, that science can attain its full character of 
"  utility. ' The merits of Galileo and Newton consist in having ren- 
"  dered this service to astronomy.

“ Before the appearance of f)rs Gall and Spurzheim, mankind 
"  were practically acquainted with the feelings and intellectual ope- 
"  rations of their own minds ; and anatomists knew the appearances 
"  of the brain. But the science of mind was very much in the 
“ same state as that of the heavenly bodies prior to Galileo and 
99 Newton. This remark is borne out by the following considera- 
99 tions:—

" First, No unanimity prevailed among philosophers concerning 
“  the elementary feelings and intellectual powers or man. Indivi- 
99 duals, deficient in Conscientiousness, for instance, denied that the 
99 sentiment of justice was a primitive mental quality of mind. 
99 Others, deficient in Veneration, asserted that man was not natu- 
99 rally prone to worship, and ascribed religion to the invention of 

\*s priests. •
“ Secondly, The extent to which the primitive faculties differ in 

99 relative strength was matter of dispute, or of vague conjecture; 
99 and there was no agreement whether many actual attainments 
“  were the gifts of nature, or the results of mere cultivation...

99 Thirdly» Different modes of the same feeling were often rais- 
99 taken for different feelings; and modes of action of all the intellect 
99 tual faculties were mistaken for faculties themselves.
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« JterfMy, Um bra«, confessedly tlo most ImpMoot Organ of 
« the body, mid that with which the nerves of the senses, of motion, 
“ and of feeling, directly communicate, had no ascertained fonctions. 
•4 Mankind were ignorant of its uses, and of its influencé on the 
a mental faculties. They indeed still dispute that its different parte 
44 are the organs of different mental powers, and that the vigour of 
44 manifestation bears a proportion, cœtefit pûribux, to the sine of 
44 the organ.

"  If, in physics, imperfect and empirical knowledge rende** the
* unknown qualities of bodies liable to frustrate the efforts of man 
« to apply or to accommodate his conduct to their known qualities ; 
44 and if only a complete and systematic exhibition of ultimate prin- 
"  ciples, ana their relations, can confer on science its foil character 
“ of utility,—the same doctrine applies with equal or greater force 
144 to the philosophy of man. For example,

“ Politics embrace forms of government, and the relations be- 
44 tween different states. All government is deigned to combine 
rt the efforts of individuals, and to regulate their conduct when 
** united. Tb arrive at the best means of accomplishing this end, 
** systematic knowledge of the nature of man seems highly impOrt- 
94 ant. À despotism, for example, may restrain some abuses or the 
44 lower propensities, but it assuredly impedes the exercise of Jeffec- 
44 don, and others of the highest and noMest powers. A form of 
"  government can be suited to the nature of man only when it is 
44 calculated to permit the legitimate use, and to restrain the abbses
* of ail his mental feelings and capacities ; and how can such a go- 
44 vernment be devised, while them principles, with their spheres of 

*44 action, and external relations, are imperfectly ascertained' r Again,
44 all relations between different states must also be in accordance with 
44 the nature of man, to prove permanently benefidal ; and the question 
u recurs, How are these to be framed while that nature i* matter of
* conjecture? Napoleon disbelieved in a sentiment of justice as an 
44 Innate quality of mind ; and, In Ms relations with other states, 
44 relied on fear and interest as the grand motives of conduct : but 
44 that sentiment existed ; and, combined with other faculties which 
44 he outraged, prompted Burope to hurl him from his throne. If
* Napoleon had comprehended the principles of human natnre, 
44 ana their relations, as forcibly and clearly as the principles of toa- 
44 thematics, in which he excelled, his understanding would have
* greatly modified his conduct, and Burope would hare escaped 
44 prodigious calamities.

44 Legislation, civil and criminal, is intended to regulate dnd 4i- 
44 rect the human faculties in their efforts at gratification } and to 
44 be usefol, laws must accord with the constitution of these! focul- 
44 ties. But how can salutary laws be enacted, while the subject to 
“  he governed, or human nature, is not accurately understood ?— 
« The-inconsistency and intricacy of the laws, even in enlightened 
“  natibne, have afforded themés for the satirist in every agfi: and 
** how conid the case be otherwise? Legislators provided rales for

9 0 0
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“ Am tiiy Ae qualities of human nature, which they conceited 
99 themselves to know; but either error in their conception^ or the 
“  effect! of other qualities unknown or unattended to, defeated their 
** intentions« The law, for example, punishing heresy with fcfttn- 
u lag,, was addressed by our ancestors to Cautiousness, Self-lore, 
99 and other inferior feelings; hut Intellect, Veneration, Conscien- 
99' tjousnpK, and Firmness, were omitted in their estimate of bemad 
99 principles of action ; and these set their law at defiance.

99 There are many laws still in the statute book, equally at vari- 
99 ance with the nature of man.

"  Education is intended to enlighten the intellect and moral sen- 
"  timents, and train them to rigour. But how can this be sueotes- 
"  fully accomplished, when the faculties and sentiments themselves, 
99 the laws to which they are subjected, and their relations to exter- 
99 nal objects, are unascertained. Accordingly, the theories and 
49 practices obserred in education are innumerable and eontradicto- 
99 ry, which could not happen if men knew the constitution of the 
99 object Whom they were training.

99 Morals and religion, also, cannot assume a systematic add d&- 
,r meostrable character, until the elementary qualities of mind, and 
99 their relations, shall be ascertained.

99 I t is presumable that the Deity, in creating the moral powtife 
44 and the external world, really adapted the one to the other ; *b 
w that individuals and nations, m pursuing morality, must, in every 
"  instance, be promoting their best interests, and, in departing froth 
99 it, must be sacrificing them to passion or to illusory notions df 
49 advantage. But, until the nature of man, and the relationship 
"  between it and the external world, shall be scientifically aseortain- 
u ed, and systematically expounded, it wiH be impost!Me to support 
99 morality by the powerful demonstration of interest, (as here tup- 
49 posedV coinciding with it. The tendency in most men to view 
44 expediency as not always coincident with justice, affords a strik- 
"  ing proof of the limited knowledge of the constitution of man and 
44 the external world still prevalent in society*

99 The diversities of doctrine in religion also obviously owe their 
94 origin to ignorance of the primitive feculties and their relation*. 
99 The faculties differ in relative strength in different individuals, 
** and each person is most alive to objects and views connected with 
49 the powers prédominant in himself# Hence, in reading the Scrip- 
49 tures, one is convinced that they establish Calvinism ; another, 
w possessing a different* combination of faculties, discovers iff theta 
99 jLutberanism ; and at tided ii satisfied that Sociniaunrtn is the only 
“  true interpretation. These individuals have, in general, Ao dis- 
99 tinct conception that the views which strike them most forcibly, 
44 appear in a different light to minds differently constituted. A 
99 correct interpretation of revelation mus* harmonise with the did- 
"  tales of the moral sentiments and intellect, holding the aniinal 
44 propensities in subordination, It may legitimately go beyond 
99 what they, unaided, could reach ; but it cannot contradict thèm ;
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€i because this would be setting the revelation of the Bible in oppo*
sition to the inherent dictates of the faculties constituted by the 

“ Creator, which cannot be admitted; as the Deity is too poWMful 
“ and wise to be inconsistent. But mankind will never be induced 
“ to bow to such interpretations, while each takes his individual 
s< mind as a standard of human nature in general, and conceives that 
“ his own impressions are synonymous with absolute truth. The 
“ establishment of the nature of man, therefore, on a scientific bans, 
“ and in a systematic form, must aid the cause both of morklity and 
“ religion.

“ The professions, pursuits, amusements, and hours of exertion of 
“  individuals, ought also to bear reference to their physical and men- 
“  tal constitution; but hitherto no guiding principle has been pos- 
“ sessed to regulate practice in these important particulars,—ano- 
“  ther evidence that the science of man has been unknown.

“ But we require only to attend to the scenes daily presenting 
“ themselves in society, to obtain irresistible demonstration of the 
"  consequences resulting from the want of a true theory of human 
“ nature, and its relations. Every preceptor in schools, every pro- 
“ fessor in colleges, every author, editor, and pamphleteer, every 
t€ member of Parliament, counsellor and judge, has a set of notions 
*' of his own, which in his mind hold the place of a system of the 
“  philosophy of man ; and although he may not have methodised 
u nis ideas, or even acknowledged them to himself as a theory, yet 
“  they constitute a standard to him by which he practically judges 
u of all questions in morals, politics, and religion; he advocates 
“ whatever views coincide with them, and condemns all that differ 
“ from them, with as unhesitating dogmatism as the most pertioa- 
“  cious theorist on earth. Each also despises the notions of his fcl- 
“ lows, in so far as they differ from his own. In short, the human 
“ faculties too generally operate simply as instincts, exhibiting all 
“ the confliction and uncertainty of mere feeling, unenlightened by 
“ perception of their own nature and objects. Hence public mea- 
“ sures in general, whether relating to education, religion, trade, 
u manufactures, the poor, criminal law, or to any other of the dear- 
“ est interests of society, instead of being treated as branohes of one 
“ general system of economy, and adjusted each on scientific prin- 
u ciples in harmony with all the rest, are supported or opposed on 
“ narrow and empirical grounds, and often call forth displays of ig- 
“ norance, prejudice, selfishness, intolerance and bigotry, tbatgreat- 
“ ly obstruct the progress of improvement. Indeed, unanimity,

• “  even among sensible and virtuous men, will be impossible, so long 
"  as no. standard of mental philosophy is admitted to guide indivi- 
“  dual feelings and perceptions. But the state of things now de- 
“  scribed could not exist, if education embraced a true system of hu- 
<r man nature and its relations.

“ If, then, Phrenology be true, it will, when matured, supply 
“ the deficiencies now pointed out.

<( But, here, another question naturally presents itself, Huw are
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"  the views now expounded, supposing them to contain some por« 
“ tion of truth, to be rendered practical ? In answer I  remark,' 
“ that the institutions and manners of society indicate the state of 
u  mind of the influential classes at the time when they prevail. The*

trial and burning of old women as witches, point out clearly the' 
u predominance of Destructiveness and Wonder over Intellect and* 
€€ Benevolence, in those who were guilty of such cruel absurdities:' 
* The practices of wager of battle, and ordeal by fire and water, in«' 
"  dicate Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Veneration, to have 
€t been in great activity in those who permitted them, combined 
** with much intellectual ignorance of the natural constitution of 
"  the world. In like manner, the enormous sums willingly expend- 

'  "  ed in war, and the Bmall sums grudgingly paid for public improve«* 
"m eats; the intense energy displayed in the pursuit of wealth; 
"and  the general apathy evinced in the search after knowledge and* 
"  virtue, unequivocally proclaim activity of Combativeness, Destruc« 
"  tiveness, Acquisitiveness, Self-esteem, and Love of Approbation ; 
"  with comparatively moderate vivacity of Benevolence and Intel« 
"  lect, in the present generation. Before, therefore, the practices 
"  of mankind can be altered, the state of their; minds must be 
"  changed. No practical error can be greater than that of esta« 
"  Mishing institutions greatly in advance of the mental condition of 
"  the people. The rational method is first to instruct the intellect, 
"  then to interest the sentiments, and, last of all, to form arrange« 
"  meats in harmony with, and resting on, these as their basis.
. « The views developed in the preceding chapters, if founded in 

"  nature» may be expected to lead, ultimately, to considerable 
"  changes in many of the customs and pursuits of society; but to 
"  accomplish this effect, the principles themselves must first be as- 
"  certained to be true, then they must be sedulously taught; and 
r< when the public mind has been thoroughly prepared, then only 
"  ought important practical alterations to be proposed. I t  appears 
"  to me that a long series of years will be necessary to bring even 
"  civilized nations into a condition systematically to obey the natu- 
"  ral laws.

"  The preceding chapters may be regarded, in one sense, as an 
"  introduction to an essay on education. If the views unfolded in 
"  them be in general sound, it will follow that education has scarce« 
"  ly yet commenced. If the Creator has bestowed on the body, on 
"  the mind, and on external nature, determinate constitutions, and 
"  arranged these so as to act on each other, and to produce happi- 
"  ness or misery to man, according to certain definite principles, 
"  and if this action goes on invariably, inflexibly, and irresistibly, 
"  whether men attend to it or not, it is obvious that the very bans 
"  of useful knowledge must consist in an acquaintance with these 
"  natural arrangements; and that education will be valuable in the 
"  exact degree in which it communicates such information, and 
"  trains the faculties to act upon it. Reading, writing, and ac« 
"  counts, which mdse up the instruction enjoyed by the lower, or«
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* den» a »  merely ym áñng  knowledge, but dp pot cep*
“ stitute it. fireek, I»atin, ana mathematics, which are added 19 
^  the education of the middle dames, are still only meàht pf ob. 
staining information t to that» with the exception of the'.few. who 
‘f pursue physical science, society dedicatee very little attention to 
“  the study of the natural laws. In following out the views now 
"  disOTiased, therefore, each individual, according as he becomes ae*- 
‘¿quintad vid» the natural law#, ought to obey them, and tp pom  ̂
u manicate his experience of their operations to others ; avoiding  ̂ap 
“  the same time, all attempts at subverting, by violence, established 
“  institutions, or outraging public sentiment by intemperate discus- 
“  sums. The doctrine now unfolded, if true, authorises us to pre-

dicale that the moat successful method of ameliorating the condì- 
“ lion of mankind, will be that which appeals most directly to their 
“  moral sentiments and intellect ; and, X may add from experience 
“  and observation, that, in proportion as any individual becomes ac- 
“  quainted with tbe real constitution of the human mind, will his

conviction of the efficacy of this method increase.
“  The next step ought to be to teach those laws to the young.* 

“  Their minds, not being pro-occupied by prejudices, will recognise 
“  them as congenial to their constitution ; the first generation ‘that
* has embraced them from infancy will proceed to modify thdifcsti- 
*' tu tieni of society into accordance with their dictates ; and *0. the 
“  course of a m  they may at length be acknowledged ap prpctj[rally 
“  useful. All true theories have ultimately been adopted ana in- 
w fluenced practice ; and I see no reason to fear that the present 
“  will prove an exception. The failure of all previous systems is 
« the natural consequence pf their being pnfpunded; if this one 
<( shall resemble them, it will deserve, and assuredly will meet ^rth 
“  a similar fete. A perception of the importance of tbe naturil 
“  law« will lead to their observance, and this will he attended wit¡h 
“  an improved development of brain, thereby increasing the desire 
“ and capacity for obedience.

“  Finally, If  it be true that the natural laws must be obeyed ps 
“  a preliminary condition to happiness in this world, and if virtue 
“  and happiness be inseparably allied, the religious instructora of 
“  mankind may probably discover in the generad and prevalent ig- 
"  norance of tasse laws, one reason of the limited success which bps

hitherto attended their own efforts at improving the condition of 
“  mankind ; and they may perhaps perceive it to be not inconstat- 
gt ent with their sacred office, to instruct men in the natural instilo- 
« lions of the Creator, in addition to his revealed will, and to rp- 
•# oommend obedience to both. They exercise so vast an influence 
“  over tha best members of society, that their countenance may 
u  hasten, or their opposition retard, by a century, thè practical 
“  adoption of the natural lav i, as guides of human conduct."

• “ Some observations cm Education will be found in tbe Fhitasiflgimi Jemr- 
nsl, voL iv. p. 407.”
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Tbe render rill per«««, by the extrasti nor gram» tin* 
those ««rk* ops» np a vide field of interesting study* end 
that, while the physiologist appropriately treats o f Pham*, 
ology as the functions of the brain, the moral philosopher* 
political economist, and divine, will find in it principles of the 
highest utility in directing their exertions to enlighten and 
benefit mankind*

ARTICLE II.

PROCEEDINGS OF TH E PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY 0 ?  
WASHINGTON, RELATIVE TO TH E TWO LECTURES 
AGAINST TH E SCIENCE OF PHRENOLOGY, DELIVERED 
AT TH E COLUMBIAN COLLEGE BY DR THOMAS SE- 
W ALL, PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY, 
IN  MAY, 18S8.*

WEFATOBY NOTICE'

T he form in which the following sheets a n  presented has 
been deemed necessary to counteract the effects that the lec
tures therein noticed w en ostensibly intended to produce, 
as well as to show the assiduity and zeal on the part of the 
members to meet, and, if  necessary, to rebut any opposition, 
whether anatomical, physiological, pathological, or psycholo
gical to this system of mental philosophy. The opposition 
in the present instance, though unexpected, originating from 
apparently so respectable a source, could not be but other
wise hailed as a harbinger of farther fruitful investigations in 
the cause of truth,'»»the object of the Society; and haa been

* We low  rtsoirwl ft—> tbs ssgewry ef the M— sUsiwt i sriatp sf W «b- 
ingtoo the rfpvrt printed Id the text. Our readers w|Q pwcdr e that the pro
ceedings detailed in it an  an exact counterpart Of those of Sir WIHaai
Hsmilwc so* *s MWiswh PbwnSupsO.



encountered as promptly and as consistently as the interest 
o f the.institution would adm it; and if it  has n«t-bee»' 
butted, it will be seen to proceed from causes beyond the con-' 
trol of tbe Society. -

proceedings.
Saturday, 27th May, 1826.

A t a special meeting of the Society, called this day, the 
following resolution was adopted :—

Whereas it has been represented to the members of this 
Society, that Doctor Thomas Sewali* professor of anatomy 
in the Columbian College of this district, did lately deliver 
in said college, two lectures connected with the subject of 
Phrenology ; and as the object of this Society is “  T he study 
“  of mind, particularly in reference to its connexion with 
ff corporeal phenomena,” it behoves us to give a respectful 
attention to any observations either for or against the science : 
Therefore, be it resolved, that the corresponding and record* 
ing secretaries be a committee to wait upon or write to D r 
Sewali, and respectfully request him, in the name of the So
ciety, to have the above-mentioned lectures published, or tò 
furnish a copy of the same for the use of the Society.

T he Society adjourned.
Tuesday; 6th June, 1826.

T he Society met agreeable to notice, to receive the report 
of the committee, which was made by D r Randall, as fol
lows

T he committee to whom the resolution of the Society in 
relation to the lectures of D r Sewali, passed on the 27th 
May, was referred, beg leave to report,

T hat, in compliance with the directions o f the Society, they 
enclosed the resolution with a note, to which they requested 
D r SewalPs immediate attention.

In  answer to this note the committee received the following 
letter, in which D r Sewali declines either publishing or fur
nishing a  copy of his lectures, for reasons therein stated.

366 PROCEEDING« OP THE PHBBNODOGIOAX. SOCIETY
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Taiht Cdrte*fxmdi*g and ¡bearding Secretariat o f the Wathmg-
- ». i : ton Phrenological Satiety.

. G is iL iia N ,—I  have just received your note, communi
cating the vote of the Phrenological Society relative to the 
lectures I  have recently delivered to the students of the Co
lumbian College.

I t  is true, that two of those lectures were on the subject of 
Phrenology. , The object of the one was to exhibit briefly to 
the .class an outline of the science of Phrenology as it is now 
taught, and that of the other to show how far this science 
consists with the anatomical structure and organisation of the 
brain, the cranium, &c.

. These lectures, composed without any view to publication, 
were not written out at length, bring designed only to rid  
in an anatomical demonstration. They are therefore, in their 
grep$nt,atafe, not prepared for the press, nor in such a con
dition as to form an intelligible manuscript, which, together 
.with other considerations, necessarily deprives me of the op
portunity of complying with the request of the Society. I t  
will, however, aflbrd me great pleasure to have the attend
ance of the Phrenological Society at the delivering of these 
lectures the next college term, of which due notice shall be 
given, and an invitation presented, through you, to the.aseo- 
cietion.

Be pleased, gentlemen, to present to the Society my grate
ful acknowledgments for the respectful notice. they have 
tnJceu of my labours, and beg them to accept my best .wishes 
for the honour and advancement of an association whose 
object is the investigation of truth.

W ith sentiments of the highest consideration and respect, 
I  am your obedient and humble servant,

Taos. S iv s u .
Washington City, 27th May, 1826.

This oeefrautueatioa appearing entirely unsatisfactory, and 
the committee bring desirous to remove all objections that 
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were urged, or might be urged, on the part of D r Sewall, to  
gratify the wishes of the Society, addressed to. him the fol
lowing note; in which they propose to him to deliver the 
lectures, which he had delivered at the Columbian College, 
before the Phrenological Society, either by invitation, or as a  
member of the Society.

Washington, SOth May, 1890.
D e a r  S ir ,—Your letter of the 27th, addressed to the 

secretaries of the Phrenological Society of the city o f W ash
ington, was duly received, and they regret to find, that, for 
reasons stated therein, it will not be convenient to you to ac
cede to the wishes of the Society, as expressed in the resolu
tion which was handed to you in our former communication.

The members of the Phrenological Society are desirous to 
hear the lectures which you lately delivered on Phrenology, 
a t an earlier date than would be afforded by the polite invi
tation to attend your delivering of them at the next college 
term. My colleague and myself are, therefore, directed to 
inquire whether it would be convenient and agreeable to you 
to deliver your lectures before the Phrenological Society, at 
their room, on some very early day or days ?

The Society having been established for the purpose of in
vestigating the truth or fallacy of the science of Phrenology, 
and its members being exceedingly desirous, in pursuing their 
inquiries, to bear all that can be said against as well as in fa
vour of it, would be gratified by your becoming a member of 
their association. By this course all objections to delivering 
the lectures before the Phrenological Society wifi be removed, 
and, by thus extending the field of our investigation, we shall 
each have a better opportunity of arriving at truth. You 
will please to give us early information of your wishes on 
this subject.

Should you decline identifying yourself with the Society, 
either by becoming a member, or by lecturing in their room, 
you would, probably, not object to deliver your lectures at 
some convenient place in the city, where the members of the
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Society could individually attend, together with many other 
friends of science, who are anxious to hear your views upon 
this subject.

W e {riist that tUe motives of the Society in thus pressing 
this matter trill hot be misunderstood. T beg to subscribe 
myself for my colleague and self, yours, very respectfully,

P. T hompson,
Correspond. Sec. to the W. P. SoHety.

‘ To this communication the committee received no written 
answer; but in a personal interview with one of the cbmmtt- 
tee, D r Setfall expressed a .desire to become a member of the ■ 
Society, and his willingness to deliver the lectures in ques* 
tkm before them as soon as they could be prepared for that 
purpose. The committee, therefore, propose, that they be 
authorised to confer with D r Sewall after his election as a 
member df this Society, to appoint some convenient day for 
him to deliver his lectures before the Society, and that the 
recording secretary be authorised to call a meeting for that 
purpose.

The following resolution vtas then passed: Resolved, That 
the report of the committee be adopted, and the accompany-* 
ing documents recorded with the minutes of the Society; arid 
that the recording secretary be authorised to call a meeting 
of the Society, as requested by the committee.

The Society then went into the election of new members. 
D r Thomas Sewall, nominated at the last meeting by D f 
Randall, was unanimously elected a resident member.

The Society having no further business before them, ad
journed.

Tuttday, July 11, 1826.
The Society met for the purpose of receiving the report of 

the committee appointed to make arrangements with D r Se- 
wali for the delivery of his lectures. The report of the com
mittee was reed as follows



were urged, or might be urged, on the part of D r Sewall, to 
gratify the wishes of the Society, addressed to him the fol
lowing note; in which they propose to him to deliver the 
lectures^ which he had delivered at the Columbian College, 
before the Phrenological Society, either by invitation, or as a  
member of the Society.

Washington, SOth May, 1886.
D e a r  S ir ,— Your letter of the 87th, addressed to the 

secretaries of the Phrenological Society of the city of Wash
ington, was duly received, and they regret to find, that, for 
reasons stated therein, it will not be convenient to you to ac
cede to the wishes of the Society, as expressed in the resolu
tion which was handed to you in our former communication.

The members of the Phrenological Society are desirous to 
hear the lectures which you lately delivered on Phrenology, 
a t an earlier date than would be afforded by the polite invi
tation to attend your delivering of them at the next college 
term. My colleague and myself are, therefore, directed to 
inquire whether it would be convenient and agreeable to you 
to deliver your lectures before the Phrenological Society, at 
their room, on some very early day or days ?

The Society having been established for the purpose of in
vestigating the truth or fallacy of the science of Phrenology, 
and its members being exceedingly desirous, in pursuing their 
inquiries, to hear all that can be said against as well as in fa* 
vour of it, would be gratified by your becoming a member of 
their association. By this course all objections to delivering 
the lectures before the Phrenological Society will be removed, 
and, by thus extending the field of our investigation, we shall 
each have a better opportunity of arriving at truth. You 
will please to give us early information of your wishes on 
this subject.

Should you decline identifying yourself with the Society, 
either by becoming a member, or by lecturing in their room, 
you would, probably, not olyect to deliver your lectures a t 
some convenient place in the city, where the members a f the
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Society could individually attend, together with many other 
friends of science, who are anxious to hear your views upon 
this subject.

W e iriist that tHe motives of the Society in thus pressing 
this m atter #iU not be misunderstood. I  beg to subscribe 
myself for my colleague and self, yours, very respectfully,

P . T hompson,
Correspond. Sec. to the W. P. Satiety.

' To this communication the committee received no written 
answer; but in a personal interview with one of the cbmmit- 
tee, D r Seiridl expressed a derire to become a member of the • 
Society, and Ins willingness to deliver the lectures in ques
tion before them as soon as they could be prepared for that 
purpose. The committee, therefore, propose, that they be 
authorised to confer with D r Sewall after his election as a 
member df this Society, to appoint some convenient day for 
him to deliver his lectures before the Society, and that the 
recording secretary be authorised to call a meeting for Slat 
purpose.

The following resolution #as then passed: Resolved, T hat 
the report of the committee be adopted, and the accompany
ing documents recorded with the minutes of the Society ; and- 
that the recording secretary be authorised to call a meeting 
of the Society, as requested by the committee.

The Society then went into the election of new members. 
D r Thomas Sewall, nominated at the last meeting by D r 
Randall, was unanimously elected a resident member.

The Society having no further business before them, ad
journed.

Tuesday, July 11,1836.
The Society met for the purpose of receiving the report of 

the committee appointed to make arrangements with D r Se> 
wall for the delivery of his lectures. The report of the com
mittee was reed as foUews
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1 W«»Mngtoo,' Jdly‘11,' ISM.
iíh e ! committee, so dhwcted by the rescHitiotr of tfeé F I »  

nologioal Society of the 6th of June last, notified D r Sew all' 
oP>h» 'ejection as a resident member, and re^uetted- hi*» to  
appbincfeotne suitable day for the delivery of his Ifeetucfe*' aa' 
promised in the event of bis bang elected a i n e m b e r a f  'the1 
Society. ' In  anfciter to this communication firott the'cante- 
sponding secretary, D r Sewall expressed his gratification at 
the honour that had been conferred on him, and his willing
ness to fulfil the wishes of the Society as soon as he could 
make the necessary preparation for that purpose: and in a  
conversation with the recording secretary, who had waited 
otf hlm to ascertain when the Society should be assembled to  
meet him, he requested two or three weeks? delay on 'aocoudt,: 
o f Wife great press of his professional duties, promising at* th e  
same time to notify the secretary as soon as he should be 
prepared.—More ¡than three weeks having expired without' 
hefribg from* D r Sewall, the corresponding secretary #rom 
to him, and reminded him of the expiration1 of the time he 
had fixed for fulfilling the wishes of the Society, and again- 
requested him to fix a  day for the delivery of his lectures. 
In  answer to this oocmiumcation the following letter was re
ceived -

Washington City, June 26, 1826.
Deajl Sib,—In answer to your note of the 24th, I re

gret to be under the necessity of saying, that the difficulty 
of procuring a recent brain, necessary for my demonstrations, 
together with important professional duties, will in all pro- 
bability render it inconvenient for me to address the Phreno-. 
logical Society until the autumn or winter. Whenever a 
convenient opportunity does present due notice shall be. 
given.—W ith great respect, I  am yours, &c.

T hos. Skwall.
Mr P. T hompson, Cor. Sec. P . S .

T he report of the committee-and the le tter o f D r S w ell
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having been read, the fallowing resolution was passed: Re- 
aokely T h at’ the committee appointed to confer-with 'Q t 
S*toaR4*< requested to report, at an. adjourned meeting to 
be held lob->the lfitb  iast. at 6  o'clock, r. M .an abstract o f 
the fac tsin th e  CDm , and. to offer, suitable resolutions fee the. 
adoption o f tbe’Society.

Thn •Society adjourned to ’the 15tb iast a t 6 o’clock, p . k ,
. -r % * i ♦ , . * ; ,.,

Saturday, July 16, 1826, 6 o'clock, p. m .
The Society met agreeable to adjournment, when the fol

lowing report was received

W«dn»gU>n,,Jslr 1«, 18*6.
ftq  .cbpdianeo to. .the reealutioa of the Society of the 11th 

in st ypuroow toittee have to report, T hat soon after tha 
dean of Da Caldwell’s lectures on. Phrenology,, d tb ra s d  in , 
tbisfcfty.ia May last, it was generally understood that. Pro- 
feswrSewtill was to deliver lectures at the Columbian CoU 
k f ^ b r .  the purpose of refuting the arguments advanced by 
Dr,Caldwell in favour of that science. Two lectures wese 
accordingly ddivewd by Professor Sewali,in the presence of 
the students of the Columbian College, and citizens and die* 
tinguished stranger» spatially invited for that purpose. A t 
the dose of these lectures it was asserted by several gentle
men, whose opinions have great weight in society, that these 
lectures contained a triumphant refutation of all the. argu
ments advanced in favour of that science, the truth of wbioh 
our Society was established to investigate. These were the 
circumstances under which the resolution, inviting D r Sewall 
to publish, or furnish the Society with a copy of his lectures, 
was passed: and this course of proceeding was the more 
particularly incumbent on the Society, in consequence of 
Professor SewalTs having carefully abstained from inviting 
to attend bis lectures, not only all the members of this So
ciety, but indeed all others who were known to have investi
gated the science, or were disposed to combat his arguments 
against i t  It will be seen, by a reference to the correspond-



edee, and the reports of your committee, that the professor 
has not only refused to publish, or to furnish the Society 
with a copy of bis lectures, but that, a ft»  he had promised 
to deliver diem before die Society, and had been elected a  
member for that purpose, he has, by a course of conduct 
highly unbecoming the dignity of his station, avoided the 
fulfilment of that promise; and has, finally, postponed the 
delivery of his lectures until the autumn or winter.—The 
professor's excuse of want of time cannot be adm itted; for 
the Society only asked of him a repetition of the lectures he 
bad just delivered, which certainly could require but litde 
additional preparation. They asked it, too, at that season 
when the professor’s professional engagements could not have 
been very pressing. Nor can we admit the sufficiency « f 
his excuse for die last postponement, the want of a- reseat 
brain; for we have ascertained from those who were p ro m t 
that be bad no other braia at bis former lectures than can ha 
obtained with ease at any season, and no other can- than» 
fine be considered indispensable at a repetition of these lec
tures. Your committee have further to remark, that .the 
impressions which the professor has endeavoured to  convey, 
in his letters and conversations with the committee, that 
them lectures were a  part of a course delivered in the tine of 
ins duty, and not, as he says, gotten up for the occasion, am 
in direct contradiction to the facts in the case.—They were 
two isolated lectures, delivered, not at his lecture-room, but 
at the Columbian College;* not before his medical clarn  ̂
some of whom were not invited, but before the students of 
the college, and titisens and strangers specially invited for 
that purpose; not during his regular anatomical course, but 
long after that had been completed. And that these lectoms 
were gotten up for the occasion, and'w ere intended to-do

SMB FBOOBBDIMOS QT TBB PBBJBNOnOGICAL SOCIETY

* The medicsl faculty of that «allege deKwr t l |tb  eoaoein  » bouse idtn«t«d
at the corner of F  and 10th streets, in the centre of die city, while the college 
ie located on tile heights, from two td three friOhi no ftho fit.
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away any impression that ought have been made by the lec
ture» of D r Caldwell, we have a right to infer, from their 
immediately succeeding them, and from the acknowledg
ments made by the professor's friends on the occasion.

From all this, your committee feel themselves authorised 
to conclude, T hat Professor Sewall did voluntarily step for
ward, as a  champion, to do away by his lectures the impres
sion that had been made in favour of Phrenology by those 
of D r Caldwell: T hat be did make his arrangements so as to 
have as hearers those only who were unacquainted with the 
science against which he lectured: T hat he did, when call
ed upon to furnish this Society with a  copy of his lectures, 
assign an insufficient reason for his refusal: T hat he did, 
after promising to deliver his lectures before the Society, and 
after he had been elected a member for that purpose, evade 
doing so: And, finally, he has, without an adequate cause, 
postponed the fulfilment of his promise to such a remote 
period as to defeat the object of the Society in their endea
vours to correct erroneous impressions, and to show their 
willingness to combat his arguments.

Y ear committee, therefore, propose for the consideration 
of the Society the following resolutions:—

The Society then took into consideration the resolutions 
submitted by the committee, and, after amendments, adopted 
the following:—

Resolved, T hat every proper effort has been made by this 
Society to obtain from Professor Sewall the two lectures 
which he delivered at the Columbian College against the 
srienee of Phrenology, or the substance of them ; and that 
their want of success is the more to be regretted, because, in 
conversation, these lectures have been referred to as contain
ing a complete refutation of the arguments in favour of that 
srienee.

Resolved, T hat the failure of their application is entirely 
imputable to the professor himself, who, in the judgment of 
this Society, hasbetnyed an indispositiooto expose his argu-
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mepts to those, who have thus manifested a  desire to investi
gate them.

Resolved, T hat this Society disapproves of the conduct .of 
Professor Sewall in relation to the said lectures.

Resolved, T hat this Society deems it inconsistent with self- 
respect to make any further application to Professor Sewall 
on the subject of his lectures, leaving it to him to deliver 
them before the Society or not as he may think advisable.

Resolved, T hat the corresponding secretary be directed to 
enclose to Professor Sewall a  copy of these resolutions.

T he Society then adjourned.

A R T IC L E  I I I .

R E P O R T  ON T H E  CASE O F  F O U R  SPA N ISH  P IR A T E S , B Y  
T H E  P H R E N O L O G IC A L  SO C IE T Y  O F  W A S H IN G T O N , 
U N IT E D  ST A T E S.

W b have been favoured with the following very interesting report 
by D r Brereton, secretary to the Phrenological Society of Washing
ton, accompanied by casts of the skulls of the four pirates who form’ 
the subject of it. The accompanying cut will convey an idea of the 
development of Tardy, the leader of the conspiracy.

The brain is large; the mass situated behind the ear is enormously 
great; while the anterior lobe, the seat of the intellectual faculties,
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iscmaJI; and the coronal turfece, although not deficient in breadth,
does not rise high ; so that it presents a relatively deficient volume 
compared with the base of the brain. The space marked I. indicates 
the test of the intellectual organs. The plate does not give an ads* 
quate idea of the great predominance of the propensities over the 
sentiments on account of the impossibility of representing the round
ed form of the skull on a flat surface : the difference is very great. 
The east of the skull itself is in the Phrenological Society's collection, 
and is well worthy of inspection. In the Washington Society's re
port and observations the particular development and measurement 
of each skull is stated at full length.—Editor.

ALEXANDER TARDY,
The master spirit, which instigated the following atrocities, 
was a native of the island of St Domingo, and accompanied 
bis father to the United States, where he sought refuge after 
the revolution of that island. The father of Alexander had 
several children, some of whom are still residing in different 
parts of the United States, and are useful and respectable 
citizens. Alexander was the eldest son, and engaged in 
mercantile business in Philadelphia, where he was for a  long 
time respectable and respected by all who knew him. H a 
was, however, of a  restless disposition, and from want of a t. 
tendon failed in business. This occurrence gave a different 
direction to his pursuits ; for, disgusted with Philadelphia, 
which had witnessed his prosperity, he resolved to abandon 
h  and go to sea ; and through the influence of same friends, 
Captain Smith, who was in command of the Congress frigate, 
was prevailed upon to appoint him Ins steward. How long 
he served in this capacity is not known. In  1813, he accom
panied the frigate to Portsmouth, where he was discharged. 
I t  was supposed that he had poisoned Captain Smith, but 
without foundation, as the physician who’attended him in 
his last illness has declared that he died of a  pulmonary 
complaint. From Portsmouth, Tardy went to Boston, where 
he remained m the service.of a German dentist, from whom 
he received some instruction in his a r t  Tardy, however, 
bad acquired a taste for dissipation, and. to Airmail the means
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o f g n tifying his inclinations he had reeourae to his - neigh
bours' pockets. B ang detected in stealing the pockeUbook 
o f a  Captain Balch a t Colonel Wilde’s atage-offioe in Beaten, 
he was rewarded by three yean’ confinement in the statetpri- 
aon. When released from his imprisonment, he aasmed'to 
be possessed with the most invincible hatred against the 
Americans; and revenge was the glowing passion of biaaoul, 
which absorbed every other: even avarice was made subaee- 
vient to this first and most cherished passion; and he after
wards executed many a  deed of the darkest villany from no 
other assignable motive than revenge. From Boston he 
found his way to New York, where he took passage in .«  
schooner commanded fay Captain Latham, for Charleston, 
and, after poisoning the passengers, had the audacity.to 
charge the cook, who was a black man, and had always, pre
vious to that period sustained a good character, w ith.the 
commission of the crime. Upon this charge the cook was 
tried, convicted, and executed a t Charleston, althoughhede» 
dared that he was innocent until the last. Tardy remained 
a t Charleston, where he had sufficient address to obtain em
ployment; but his irregularities soon alienated the friends he 
had made, and, haring contracted debts, which he was uiu  
able and unwilling to pay, he thought it pendant to decamp, 
and took passage for Boston. There, however, he was anon 
recognized, and chose to retreat. H e took pamago in the 
packet schooner Regulator, commanded fay Captain P. Nan. 
ton, for Philadelphia, under the name of D r Tardy. Here 
he again reaorted to poison. One evening after snpptr 
every one in the cabin was taken sick except Tandy, who 
acted as physician, and declared, that, from the symptoms, ha 
was convinced that they had taken poison. T he passcugen, 
who regarded the presence of Tardy as extremely fisrtuaato, 
freely took the medicines which he administered, andaii <f 
them recovered except a German passenger, who died, and 
was committed to the deep. On the M o r ig  morning



Tardydfeteeted- anenie among tfae-sugxr, «which be tad  ab
stained from using daring the voyage, «ad suggested h e  
—Ipirinwn wi the ttm u d , (« blade moil.) '

-A  ctriot ea&minatioa into aU the arcumstances was bad a t  
Philadelphia, where, iro n  the testimony of tbecaptain a d  
the consignees, in udetian to  the good character mt d n  
K a n id , his goih was doubted, and he was permitted to re- 
aiaih. alt liberty^ Tardy, however, persisted in dedanag 
Mm guilty^ and «rinsed such anxiety to have him convicted, 
that he became suspected. These suspicions were augment
ed by hisi demanding the property of the Geraum passenger, 

'under pratenoe of a  vesbal promise from faun to that eifaet, 
hi consideration of his services as physician during- Ms hut 
dlnsss. The consignees refused peremptorily to giro up the 
pswperty to Tardy, and set a  spy over bias, who ascertained 
th a t be stayed but-one night at the City Hotel, end then re
moved to an abKure residence. There he {denned another 
piracy^ to be executed on bond one of the Richmond pack
ets*; 'h o t, haring bean betrayed by one of bis expected an- 
eemphees, he wee charged with having poisoned the passen
gers of the Regulator, and was condemned to  seven years1 
basd labour in the W alnut Street prison. There he was 
isund very intractable, had boasted frequently of baring 
coramitted more m aiden than «ay convict in the peniten
tiary, and threatened amply to revenge himself when re
lented. Aftar Mb discharge, he took passage in the brig 
Francis Mr Savannah; but, being reoognized as he was about 
to embark, he and hie baggage were put ashore without 
.orach ceremony. Afterwards Tandy ftmnd Ms way to 
Charleston, where he made an attempt to run off with a 
pilot-beat, bu t was detected, breught  back, and notwith
standing the M ayer of Charleston was apprised of Ms- cho- 
raeter and former crimes, Tardy found means to escape and 
make Ms way to Havatma. T ardy  was a  man of small eta. 
turn» rather deliaatelyformed, Ms eorapknotf was dark, and 
his countenance, which at first seemed destitute of expres-



sien, became animated whan eagsged iai«nw w M iW ) and 
1m seemed to possess extraordinary command .esrerJthemiaeK 
oles of the fine. He acres laughed, though a  smiie.WaertoeM 
oaainnally paying about hia lips. H e usually apokem arfo» 
team o f. voice, and articulated with ■ great- d istinctacstuti.Hfei 
inprtoaentod himself as fifty-seven yean of age,>.had -gmy 
hair, and after his death it was discovered ttya-he mmtm  
set of artificial teeth. H e ipossessed the mmt.unbeuuiUri 
confidence in his resources, aud viewed mankind withithe- 
utsaeet contempt ; his address is said to have bacB>consam* 
mate, and be frequently, boosted of his knowledge of i human 
nature, and -his power to sway the mind, and manUbit-tohin* 
purposes. •• «h

.This gifted villain spoke several languages, and. newer; 
hesitated for a moment to perpetrate a  .crime, «ran when*, 
then  was danger of being detected. In-hie. rrrod.hrinrm n^ 
ed to have proscribed all mankind, and was neweranOoei 
in lus element than when oonunitting the. m att .revoking 
crimes. Perjury, poison, and poniards,, were instaumedts 
always at hand, and he wielded all with equal dexterity*«» 
Prompt to exeoute whatever a.vicious fancy suggested as. 
practicable, hé never stopped long to oonsiderof:tbe means; 
whatever was oertrin of producing, the desired offset ..was 
chosen in preference, even though, attended wish the great* 
est danger to himself. T hat he displayed osmiderable teat 
in selecting'his accomplices is  evinced by the horrid trsoaar 
tiens in the Crawford ; and ha .maintained lus neeendwry 
over them by his fertility in devising expedients to aesnam 
plieh his atrocities, and his total, disregard of danger nia. 
carrying them into execution. , «

Tardy, whose life bad been a.continued scene ofuillaay». 
arrived in Humana in the month .of January, 1887, and pam 
canted a  petition to General Vives, .the governor of .the island 
of Cuba, setting forth, that, he had come.to .the island with 
the intention of settling some old claims; but that, b ri^ idas- 
titute of funds, he was desirous to obtain permission to clean
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teeth,-curb the tboth-ach, with certain timptes known to him, 
and<tb aiakw aadinsert'folse teeth.' T he petition further set 
faedv thatthe  exercise o f thèse «rts Would-not interfere wWr 
tke ftcokiefeuf surgery and medicirie already estabbsbedat 
HhVan««.■ ■ ¿This ' petition was found among the papers o f 
Tardyy «rid the permission granted'beam  date the 24th o f 
JamNury, f82V, aad is-rigned ** Virez." As a dentist Tardy 
rèoMved little encouragement iu Havànna. W hether his want 
efsuceem arose from competition, -want of skill in his profes
sion, or want of inclination to pursue it, is not known ; pro
bably all these causes may hare combined, as he is sud ta  
bane been seen almost constantly lounging in die morning 
about coffeehouses, and in thé evening at places where 
games of hasard- were exhibited. Me was, however, never 
h u e s  to indulge himself in the dangerous amusement of 
gaming, bat- seemed to attend merely as a spectator, who 
took delight in viewing die workings o f  the passions, which 
cçerateon the votaries o f such recreations.

'Near the tPncrta ds'T W ra, in Havanna, is a range of small 
shops, known by the name of La» BarriUat, -winch are oc
cupied1 by -venders of second-hand clothes and misèellaneous 
actinies. These retailers are a kind of pawnbrokers, and 
afford facilities to knights of the pad and other honest peo* 
pie, whom title tO”the goods they hold rests chiefly on the 
right ofltgerdemam, to dispose of their moveables. A t one 
of these shops, kept by a man called Blasco, Tardy was fre
quently seen to enter ; and aa a fero-bank was exhibited in 
the- house, it was supposed -that that circumstance was Ins 
principal- inducement ; but not so—his game was man. 
Tardy, whose desperate fortune- had rendered him desirous • 
to/strike some-bold stroke by which hecould retrieve it, was 
iii.searalr of coadjutors who possessed the dexterity and cour
age-necessary to execute his plan, and in this place he had 
m am  man whanr he-thought adapted .to his purposes.

■Among'these who resbrtedto the house‘of Blasco for the 
purpose o f gratifying their fondness for piny, Tardy ’had ob
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served one, whose marniere seemed supérior to ' those with 
whom he associated, bat whoee reckless conduct phovedhim 
a man of desperate fortunes. This man, as Tardy ascer
tained upon inquiry, bad come to Havmma some yean pre
vious, and had been engaged in mercantile burin fess, which 
Us irregular habits had soon compelled him to abandon 
that thereupon he had gone to another ‘part of the island, 
whence he had returned fintai time to time provided with 
money, which no one knew how he had acquired ; but, finto 
his conversation, it was supposed that he had been engaged 
in desperate enterprises, and it was generally believed that 
he had herded with some of the numerous gangs of pirates 
winch frequent the bays and inlets which everywhere indent 
the coast of the island. No one, however, of those with 
whom he associated thought proper to scrutinize very'rigor
ously die past conduct Of a camarada de rancho, who spent 
bis moqey freely as long as it lasted ; and the police of Ha* 
vanna, proverbially weak, did not choose to molest a spirit, 
who, with “  a soul to dare, a band to do,” would, ftotn a  
sense of common danger, be backed by companions equaHy 
daring. Tins was precisely such a  man as Tardy wanted, 
and, as there exists a  sort of freemasonry among kindred 
spirits, Felix soon became the inseparable companion o f 
Tardy, and, in die frequent conferences which they had, the 
plan was bud, wbieh they subsequently carried into execnt- 
don.

The slave-trade, notwithstanding the execration in which 
H is held, aad the rigorous measures adopted by the Uuitdd 
States and most of the powers of Europe for its suppreSskto, 
is still carried on from some of the iYest India islands. Thè 
immense profits which have been realized by a-few adventu* 
vers, who have successfully engaged in this inhuman tn ffe , 
have raised up others, who have been willing, on account o f 
the gain, to encounter the risks which attend i t  Tardy^ 
first .proposition to Felix is said to have been, to take a Voy
age to  the coast of Africa, under the belief th at they would
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find ,in Havanas some one ready to avail himaelf o f. th e^  
services, end willing to  .provide •  vessel, for the purpose. 
Felix, whose funds were exhausted, was ripe for any under
taking.; l)ut, either from the hazard attending similar enter
prises, or from some other cause, they were unable to enlist 
the cooperation of a man. of sufficient capital to fit out a 
vessel, and, after a month of fruitless exertions, they were 
Compelled to abandon the hope of procuring a vessel in Hac 
vanna. Tardy, however, was resolved not to abandon a plan 
which promised so glorious a result, and proposed to Felix 
that they should make an effort to obtain a vessel at Matsu- 
zas, as their character was already too well known and be
gan to be suspected at Havanna. H e recounted so much of 
bis history as he thought sufficient to inspire his companion 
with confidence in the success of the plan which he propos. 
ed» and told turn that the Americans, against whom he had 
cpupeived the bitterest hatred on account of some fancied in- 
juries and the imprisonment he had suffered in the United 
States for his crimes, could easily he surprised, and that an 
American vessel might be taken possession of by poisoning 
the crew, as he had done oo former occasions: That it 
would be necessary to procure one or two trusty fellows, on 
whose courage, and skill in the use of the poniard they 
could rely in case of need; and that he would answer far 
the success of the undertaking. Felix was easily persuaded 
to’make the attempt, and undertook toprovide the necessary 
assistance. Among the acquaintances, which he had ac
quired in the course of his irregular life, was Jose Casons, 
Ha was the son of a  fisherman a t Havanna, and bad earty 
daginguiabed himself by deeds of daring courage, and was 
known among the bravos qf the suburb* as Pepe lo Jitfrepida, 
Haps was a  mere map of action, whose fidelity to his em
ployer was like that of the spaniel, and an whose readiness to 
execute any deed, however, atrocious, be ought with safety 
mly.
. Felix had bad an opportunity of doing this man stuns ter-
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▼ice, and found no difficulty in return to u f o t  Us u r d n  
for foe contemplated enterprise. Tardy, Felix, CndBepe, 
haring procured the neecssary ship’s papers final some d r i t  
discarded from thecutfom-house at Hapanna for nmloandufct, 
set out for Mataneas, where they arrived about thelO foU f 
M ay; and Tardy immediately began to select, aatong the 
vessels then in port, one on which he might execute the plan 
he had devised. The brig Crawford seemed beet suited to  
his purposes, as-she was a new vessel, and the indisposition 
of the captain-led him to expecttbat be might, in his profes- 
sternal character of doctor, gun his confidence, which would 
greatly facilitate the execution of his scheme. He according
ly applied to Captain Brightman, with whom be had pre
viously become acquainted at a coffeehouse a t Mataneas, for 
passage in his vessel; and the age, manners, and intelhgmtoe 
of Tardy being calculated to inspire confidence, Captain 
Brightman, who was afflicted with the asthma, availed Into, 
self of Tardy’s offer to give him medicine to relieve Ins com
plaint Tardy, in the meantime haring examined the ves
sel, and learned from the captain the number of the crew, 
and that he expected two or three passengers in addition to 
Casares, Felix, and himself, thought it prudent to procure 
the services of some additional hand ; and having conferred 
with Felix and Casares on the subject, the latter recom
mended Morando, whom he had previously known, as a 
suitable person, and he was accordingly employed. I t was 
agreed that Morando, who had been employed in some 
menial service at Matansas, should go aboard in the capacity 
of Tardy’s servant, and that Felix and Pepe should go as 
cabin passengers. Apprehensive that their appearance might 
excite suspicion, as they were not very well provided with 
baggage or clothing, Tardy advised that Fefix and Camnes 
should pass for mCrehaats going to New York to buy a  ver- 
ad to be employed in the African trade; and to tender this 
story probable, a box was procured, filled with iron and lead, 
which wai to be represented as containing 17,009 dollars in
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gold* JSvafy thing being arranged, and the Spaniards hav
ing} profeuaed the necessary passport», they went aboard in 
thfeppaMar leldby Dobson; th a tis , not all together, but se- 
p w rto ^ ' wkh the twofold object not to excite suspicion, 
gadlthaViti the event the enterprise failed, they might not 
*U* he-implicated, and. ought serve as witnesses for each 
other. I t was ¿he 'intention of Tardy to take possession of 
the ¿vessel immediately after her reaching the open ocean, if 
pwwotkable; but in this object he was defeated, partly by 
the vigilaoce of the cook, and partly by the sickness of his 
companions,, who were not accustomed to the sea. Stephen 
Gibbs the cook was tenacious of his skill in his profession, 
and Tardy had in vain endeavoured to gain his good-will by 
hie attentions; whether he suspected Tardy, or whether.he 
thougbt<himself such an adept m the culinary art as not to 
SHftl the Frenchman's instructions, or thought it impertinent 
oa.his part to interfere with his department, it is certain that 
ha*obsnaately refused to avail himself of every hint offered 
by .Tardy, and watched his motions with such attention, 
that the Frenchman thought it prudent to be more circum
spect in his conduct. On the third day after their departure 
from Matanz&s, the Spaniards having recovered from the ef
fects of the sea-sickness, were impatient to act, and proposed 
to make an attack on the crew that very night. This, how
ever, was resisted by Tardy, who insisted on their deferring 
it until he bad tried the effect of some medicines, which he 
resolved to administer the next morning. He accordingly 
went on deck early, and having succeeded, unobserved by 
the cook, to mix some poisonous substance with the choco
late, he proposed to show, him how to fry eggs according to 
the French fashion; but the cook being as intractable as ever, 
refused positively to take any instructions, when Tardy very 
debborately taking some yellow powder from his pocket, 
sprinkled it over the eggs, saying that it was a kind of pep
per always used in the West Judies, and which would give 
them a very agreeable flavour. The cook, however, not dis- 
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vice, and fitafad no diflknlty in return to eefttt his services 
for A e contemplated enterprise. Tardy, Felix, end Hep* 
having procured the necessary ship’s papers from some elerfc 
discarded from the custom-house at Havanna far maleandufet, 
set out for Matansas, where they arrived about theM Nfrdf 
May ; and Tardy immediately 'began to select, aaceng the 
vessels then in port, one on which he might execute the plan 
he had devised. The brig Crawford seemed best suited to  
his purposes, asshe was a new vessel, and the indisposition 
of th e ’captain-led him to expect'that he might, in his profes*' 
atonal character o f doctor, gun his confidence, which would 
greatly facilitate the execution of his scheme. H e according
ly applied to Captain Brightman, with whom he had pre
viously become acquainted at a coffeehouse a t Matansas, A r 
passage in his vessel; and the age, manners, and intelligence’ 
of Tardy being calculated to inspire confidence, Captenv 
Brightman, who was afflicted with the asthma, availed him» 
self of Tardy’s offer to give him medicine to relieve his com
plaint Tardy, in the meantime having examined the ves
sel, and learned from the Captain the number of the craw, 
and that he expected two or three passengers in addition to 
Gasares, Felix, and himself, thought it prudent to procure 
the services of some additional hand ; and having conferred 
frith- Felix and Casares on the subject, the latter recom
mended Monuado, whom he had previously known, -as a 
suitable person, and he was accordingly employed. I t was 
agreed that Morando, who had been employed in some 
menial service at Matansas, should go aboard in the capacity 
of Tardy's servant, and that Felix and Pepe should go as 
cabin passengers. - Apprehensive that their appearance might 
exrite suspicion, as they were not very well provided with 
bdggage or clothing, Tardy advised that' Felix and Caames 
shouM pass for merehsitit* going to New York to buy r  ves
sel to be employed in the African trade; and to render this 
story probable, a box was procured, filled with iron and lead; 
which waS to-'be represented as containing 17,000 dollars in
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gpiA* JSsety'thing being arranged, and the Spaniards hav- 
iqgf frotmaed the. necessary passports, they went aboard in 
tb*,re**f>nr tfld b y  Dobson; that is, not all together, bat se- 
pWTHfely»1 with the twofold object not to excite suspicion, 
c|adi{thiit,'iti the event the enterprise failed, they might not 
ad> he-«»plicated, and. ought serve as witnesses for each 
other. I t  was the 'intention of Tardy to take possession of 
the «vessel immediately after her reaching the open ocean, if 
pmotkable; bat in this object he was defeated, partly by 
the vigilance of the cook, and partly by the sickness of his 
companions, who were not accustomed to the sea. Stephen 
Gibbs the cook was tenacious of his skill in his profession, 
and Tardy had in vain endeavoured to gain his good-will by 
his • attentions; whether he suspected Tardy, or whether.he 
thougbt himself such an adept in the culinary art as not to 
iMfei the Frenchman's instructions, or thought it impertinent 
oa-his part to interfere with his department, it is certain that 
he.obsUnately refused to avail himself of every hint offered 
by ' T ardy, and watched his motions with such attention, 
that the Frenchman thought it prudent to be more circum
spect in his conduct. On the third day after their departure 
from Matanzas, the Spaniards having recovered from the ef
fects of the sea-sickness, were impatient to act, and proposed 
to  make an attack on the crew that very night. This, how
ever, was resisted by Tardy, who insisted on their deferring 
it until he had tried the effect of some medicines, which he 
m olved to administer the next morning. He accordingly 
wanton deck early, and having succeeded, unobserved by 
the cook, to mix some poisonous substance with the choco
late, he proposed to show, him how to fry eggs according to 
the French fashion; but the 000k being as intractable as ever, 
refused positively to take any instructions, when Tardy very 
deliberately taking some yellow powder from his pocket, 
sprinkled it over the eggs, saying that it was a kind of pep
per always used in the West Indies, and which would give 
them a very agreeable flavour. The cook, however, not dts- 
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posed to place confidence in Tardy's skill or taste, very de
liberately scraped off the powder, without, however, auspeoU 
ing that it was poison. Tardy, being thus in part foiled in 
his attempt, watched with anxiety the effects of the poison, 
and, finding that every one of the crew was more or less af
fected, resolved to yield to the solicitations of the Spaniards, 
who were eager to imbrue their hands in blood. Desirous 
however, to preserve some one acquainted with navigation, 
of which he had himself but an imperfect knowledge, and 
believing that the mate would be more tractable than the 
captain, it was resolved to spare his life. Tardy had also 
resolved to save the life of M r Ginoulhiac, not only because 
he was a countryman, but because he thought that the Span
iards, being once in possession of the vessel, and being three 
to one, might not be so amenable to order as they had 
hitherto been, and that it would be prudent to have the on* 
operation of some one who would be likely to take his part 
in case a difference of opinion should arise between,himself 
and the Spaniards. Of this, however, he entertained tittle 
apprehension, as he knew his services would be indispensa
ble, not only as interpreter in any foreign port to which tb ff 
might arrive, but on account of his knowledge of navigation; 
and as he depended on the known energy of bis character to 
keep them in subjection, it is probable that partiality for hia 
countryman was the strongest motive for his preservation.

I t  was resolved to make the attack on the morning of the 
1st of June. On the evening of the 31st of May, the vessel 
was to the west of the little  Bahama Bank, and in the vici
nity of the Matanilla Reef, which it had not yet cleared. 
The weather was warm and calm, and the beat of the cabin 
induced most of the passengers to stay on deck. About 10 
o'clock, M r Robinson and the American and Irish passenger 
went below. Captain Brightman's indisposition confined 
him to his birth. The arrangements made in relation to the 
attack are said to have been these: Tardy was to take pos
session of the helm, and prevent Ginoulhiac and the mate,
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who slept on the quarter-deck, from taking part in the af
fray. Pepe was to take his station at the companion-way; 
Courro at the forecastle, and Felix midships, ready to assist 
Courro or Pepe, as either might want his services. The dis
position of the passengers and crew, at the commencement of 
the attack, is said to have been this: Captain Brightman, 
M r Robinson, and the American and Irish passengers, in 
the cabin; M r Ginoulhiac, Dobson, Nathan, and Dolliver, 
on deck; Bicknell, Potter, and the cook, in the forecastle* 

Tardy was to give a signal by dapping his hands* This 
signal was to be made a little after twelve o'clock, and as 
soon as Tardy had taken the helm. In  the mean time the 
Spaniards went to sleep on deck. Courro was the first to 
wake, and, perceiving that the night was far advanced, he 
called up Tardy and the Spaniards; Tardy then cut the 
throat of Dolliver, and gave the signal, when the* Spaniards 
set up dreadful cries, which roused every body, and as any 
one came up, either from the cabin or forecastle, he was im
mediately stabbed. The American carpenter was the first 
to make his way from the cabin, and was stabbed by Pepe; 
but the blow not proving mortal, a struggle ensued, which 
lasted but a short time, when he fell and was despatched by 
mi axe. During the continuance of this «struggle, Captain 
Brightman rushed on deck, and received a blow from Felix 
which laid him prostrate. Felix seemed to possess such skill 
in the use of his weapon, that it was admitted he never gave 
but one blow. The Irish passenger met the same fate, and 
Robinson is supposed to have thrown himself from the cabin 
windows into the ocean upon seeing the death of the Irish
man. Courro was equally successful at the forecastle, and 
stabbed successively Potter, Gibbs, and Bicknell; Nathan, 
who slept on deck, was not discovered in the darkness, and 
threw himself overboard without being wounded.
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The Trial before Chief Justice Marshall at Richmond, Virgi
nia, 16th July, 1827; reported by a Member o f the.Bar*
The prisoners having requested to be tried separately;'the 

venire (de medietate linguce) was called, and Pepe, alias Jose 
Hilario Casares, was first put upon his trial. Each juror was 
sworn to answer questions, and examined by M r Leigh for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether he was prejudiced against 
the accused.

The witnesses were then called; and, first,
Edmund Dobson, who carried his left arm in a sling, was 

about five feet six inches high, well-made, had fair complex
ion, light hair and eyes, and an open and engaging counte
nance, declared, That he sailed from Providence, Rhode 
Island,, as mate of the brig Crawford, about the 6th of April,1 
1827; that the said brig, which was loaded with a general 
cargo of American produce, was bound for Matanzas, in the 
Island of Cuba, and, besides Henry Brightman, who was 
captain of the vessel, was manned by the following crew, 
viz. Joseph Dolliver, Oliver Potter, Asa Bicknell, Nathaniel 
P. Deane, and Stephen Gibbs, a coloured man, who was 
cook; that the vessel was built at Troy, in Massachusetts, 
where he had assisted in rigging h er; that she was first re
gistered at Deighton, and shortly before her last, which was 
her second voyage, at Providence; that, after arriving at 
Matanzas, they took in a cargo of molasses, coifee, and sugar, 
to be delivered in New York.

While they were loading at Matanzas, and about eight or 
ten days before they were ready to sail, Captain Brightman 
informed him' that he expected some passengers, and upon 
inquiry stated, that he believed two or three were Spaniards 
and one was a Frenchman. A few days afterwards, Tardy, 
who assumed the title of doctor, came on board, entered into 
'conversation with the captain, whom he proposed to furnish 
with medicine to cure the asthma, with which he was dread
fully afflicted. Tardy remained in the vessel that night, and,
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on his return to shore in the morning, sent the captain three 
phials «oatotuung some medicine, which .he .used, and thought 
bentifioia].' About three days before the departure from Ma- 
.Jsnzs&f Felix and Courro came on board the vessel in the 
.evening, carrying a.sm all iron-bound box, which was very 
heavy, and which they said contained 17,000 dollars. They 
¿alsa.stated, that they, had great difficulty, and were compelled 
to use.many precautions in bringing it to the vessel, as the 
police of the city was constantly on the alert, for the purpose 
of detecting specie, the. exportation of which, was prohibited. 
•Felix seemed particularly anxious that the box should be put 
in some safe place, where it might not be found, should the 
vessel be searched, and accompanied the witness, who by di
rection put it in a locker under the birth in wjhich .the captain 
«lept, with which disposition of it he seemed perfectly satis
fied. Felix continued on board from this moment until the 
vessel sailed, and was .continually about the cabin, as if anxi
ous to watch the spot which contained bis pretended treasure. 
jCourro also continued, in the vessel, but as he was steerage 
passenger, he confined himself to the forecastle. On Satur
day the 26th of May, in the morbing, Tardy and Pepe came 
on board, and in the evening pf the same day Mr Ginoulbiac 
arrived. They expected to leave Matanzas that day, but the 
mercantile house to which they were consigned having failed 
to procure the necessary, documents, their departure was de
layed. The vessel. was hauled out from the shipping on 
Sunday, and sailed on. Monday the 28th of May. When 
the brig left the port there were aboard the following pas
sengers, viz.—Alexander Tardy, Ferdinand Ginoulbiac, Fe
lix Barbeito, Jose Hilario Casares, Jose Mohmdo, an Ame
rican, and an Irish . carpenter, names not known, and M r 
Nonrian Robinson, who was part owner of the cargo. The 
tbnee Spaniards, Casares, Morando, and Barbeito, designated 
each other familiarly by the appellations of Pepe, Courro, 
and Felix, and seemed acquainted with each other, and with 
Tardy. The brig proceeded on the voyage with variable
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winds until die 80th of June, when, from an observation 
taken, they found themselves in latitude 27 degrees 41 mi
nutes N* and longitude 79 degrees W . On the morning of 
the 31st of May, the wind being light, and the weather fair, 
the witness sat down to breakfast on deck with Tandy and 
the other cabin passengers. Captain Brightman was indis
posed and confined to his birth. During breakfast Tardy acted 
as master of ceremonies, and helped the witness to bacon, fried 
eggs, and a bowl of chocolate; in handing the latter to the 
witness a portion of it was spilt, which Tardy, with officious 
politeness; insisted on replenishing, and was permitted to 
do, the act at the time being regarded as a  civility, and ex
citing no suspicion. After breakfast, witness descended into 
the cabin for the purpose of taking some repose, as the sick
ness of the captain had compelled him to spend the preced
ing night on deck. He had hardly reclined on his bed for 
this purpose, when he was attacked with a violent beadach, 
throbbing about the temples, and sickness of the stomach*-«» 
Unable to account for this sudden indisposition, he sent for 
Tardy, who, having felt his pulse, and inquired into the symp
toms of the disease, declared that he had bile on the stomach, 
and recommended an emetic.. M r Robinson, who in the 
mean time had descended into the cabin, and overheard T ar
dy’s prescription, dissuaded him from taking an emetic, at 
least then, and advised him to seek repose, to which he con* 
seated; but, finding the heat of the cabin oppressive, he had 
his mattress brought on deck, notwithstanding the remon
strances of Captain Brightman, who expressed great appre
hension, that his own indisposition and that of the witness 
would prevent the vessel from being properly managed.

On deck, his sickness, attended with constant vomiting, 
continued throughout the day, and it was not until 8 o’clock 
in the evening that he felt somewhat relieved. During the 
day he had a conversation with M r Robinson, who commu
nicated his fear that an attempt had been made by the Spa
niards to poison them, as the whole crew seemed to be sick,
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and who proposed, that, to guard against any thing of 
this kind for the future, their own cook should prepare food 
for the crew and the other passengers, while Courro, who 
was the servant of Felix and Tardy, might act as eoek for 
the Spaniards. So vague, however, were these suspicions, 
that the witness had resolved to take Tardy’s medicine the 
next morning if he did not feel better. In  the itaean time 
the witness continued on deck and obtained some repose. A t 
19 o'clock, when it was his duty to take charge of ihe watch 
on deck, he was called u p ; but the night being calm, and the 
vessel making but little way through the water, he did not 
think it necessary to turn o u t Dolliver, who had at this 
time taken the helm, was directed to wake him shook! a 
breeze spring up, or any thing occur which would make it 
necessary to change the course of the vessel; and thereupon, 
having adjusted his mattress on the starboard side of the quar
ter-deck, between the hen-coop and a water-cask, he fell 
asleep. His sleep bad continued, as he supposed, about an 
hour and a half, when he was waked by dreadful shrieks pro
ceeding from various parts of the vessel. Apprehensive that 
they had been attacked by pirates, as they were yet in the 
Gulf, he inquired what was the matter, started up and ran 
forward. A t the forecastle he saw a man standing, who held 
a knife in his hand, which was raised; as he approached, the 
man assumed the attitude of striking, and on turning to avoid 
the blow, he received a stab in the left shoulder. This man 
was Pepe. Hastening across the deck, he saw a man, whom 
he supposed to be the captain, leaning against the side; he 
called to him, but received no answer. Approaching the 
main rigging, he beheld Potter supporting himself by the 
railing, with his hands before his stomach, mourning piteous
ly. As he recognised the witness, he inquired if they could 
get nothing to defend themselves with. Witness seised a 
handspike, which was taken possession of by Potter. They 
then ascended the main shrouds, whither Dolliver had already 
retreated; and as the witness was going aloft, the blood of
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bis fellow-sufferers, which descended in. a shower upon his 
head* .inspired him witJMuch horrpr tJiat he wWj eJntiOStaiv 
capable p f .advanping. Qn rcsching the crasM gees^lfotter 
fainted, and woul̂ d have fallen had it net been jm w ptedibythe 
exertipns pf himself and DpUiver, who wasalsp: badly wmodU 
ed^end.declaiied, when called upon to assist Potter, tbctihe was 
hardly able to,support himself. In .the  moan* time»»'Pottos, 
recliaipg on the.breast of the witness, reooveredj and declared 
that he mu9t die, as his intestines protruded through.the 
wound; seemed much affected, and spoke of .jus mother, and 
sisters, whose fate, when deprived of bis support, he deplored** 
He proposed, as anactof safety, to cut away the rigging; but 
this the witness opposed, not only because they had no in
strument with which to effect it except a jack-knife, but. her 
cause such an act would exasperate their enemies* .who were 
on deck and possessed fire-arms, which might he used for 
their destruction. Potter, however, was resolved, to cat the 
rigging, and having got possession of the knife, began to>cut 
the ballyards. Dolliver being asked by the witness, W ho took, 
the helm from him,«—related, that about half after aneTindflf 
came on deck, looked into the binnacle, and asked him how 
he was steering; that on stooping down to ascertain the course 
with more precision, he received, in rapid succession, two outs 
across the throat, and immediately fled to the rigging. W hile 
remaining at the mast-head, witness beard something thrown 
into the water, and supposed at the time that two dead bodies 
were thrown overboard. Witness also beard the voiees of 
two men swimming in the water, and recognised them to be. 
Nathan and Mr Robinson. • Nathan approached the vessel^1 
and entreated that a barrel, a plank, oar, or something, might 
be thrown out to support him, as he was ready to sink. His 
entreaties, which were addressed to the Spaniards in broken 
Spanish, were either, unheeded or answered with threats. Mr. 
Robinson, who had kept further off from the vessel than 
Nathan, now swam to the side, and addressed himself to the 
men aboard. As he spoke in Spanish, witness could not un-
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derstand what be said; but, from hearing the term barrel fre
quency* repeated, he supposes tb it'the import of his conver
sation« was similar to that which he had previously heard from 
Nathan.1 A t owetirrie the Spaniards seemed ifriliihgtd grant 
his request ; but when he approached, they seized the greihs, 
(an inkttuttieut ireieinHing a harpoon), and stood prepared to 
strike him. As the night was calm; the sky clear, and the 
stars shone« with great brilliancy, the witness was able to dis
tinguish conspicuous objects on deck, and especially the Spa
niards, who were calling to each* other, and wereiri constant 
motion. In the1 mean time' the vessel was carried gently along 
by thegulf-stream, and the voices of Nathan and Robin
son, whieh became fhinter and fainter, died away. Tardy 
then caUecToutift a loud voice, “  Mr Dobson, where are 
you ?” Witness replied, 44 In the maintop.” ‘Tardy again 
mbed,'“  Are you wounded ?” and being answered 44 Yes,” re
quested him to come down. Witness refused; but, upon're
peated assurances from Tardy, that if be came down his life 
should1 be spared, he descended, notwithstanding the remon
strances of his companions, who implored him as he valued 
Mb life to remain where he was. When he reached deck, he 
wa9 immediately surrounded by the three Spaniards, and 
some time afterwards Tardy approached him. Tardy began 
to question him about the bhx which Felix had brought 
aboard, and what had become of it. Witness replied, that 
he had seen the box, and put it in the captain's state-room, 
bat could not tell what had become of it. Tardy then ex
plained to him, that the Spaniards had applied to the captain 
for the box, and upon bis refusal to give it up, they, believ
ing that he had put it ashore at Matanzas, had resolved, in
stead of going to the United States to seek, a precarious re
dress from the laws, to take the law in their own hands, and 
had accordingly killed the captain and taken possession of the 
vessel: That, as the deed was now done, it would be useless 
to go to the United States, and* they had determined to sail
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for Europe, and, if the witness would assist them, they would 
not only save his life, but he should be well paid for his ser
vices when the cargo was disposed of.

The Spaniards accompanied this explanation with curses 
against Captain Brightman; and the witness having consented 
to do whatever was asked, obtained permission to lie down. 
He retreated to the quarter-deck, where he threw himself on 
a mattress, feint from the loss of blood, and greatly agitated 
by the scenes which he had witnessed. Tardy again accost
ed him to know who was at the maintop, and having been 
told that Dolliver and Potter were there, they were called, 
and requested to come down separately. At first they refus
ed ; but finally, upon repeated assurances from Tardy that 
no harm should befal them, Dolliver came down ;* but hardly 
bad his foot touched deck before he was stabbed by Courro, 
and pushed overboard by Pepe. On falling in tbe water, 
Dolliver still retained, life, and addressing himself to Potter, 
told him to die where he was, and not to come down, ibr if 
he did he would certainly be killed. He then addressed him
self to the Spaniards, and called them barbarous and blood
thirsty wretches, equally destitute of courage and humanity. 
His voice was soon silenced by the waves. Shortly afterwards 
Potter fell from the rigging, and as he struck the ocean in a 
heavy manner, and no struggle was heard, witness supposed 
that he had either fainted or was dead. By this time day be
gan to dawn, and he saw Pepe and Courro come on deck 
with two muskets, which they loaded in sight of the witness, 
who believed that it was their intention to shoot the cook, who 
had fled to the foretopmast, where he had concealed himself 
in the sail. He saw them advance to the forecastle, and call 
up some one from below, whom he recognised to be Asa Bick- 
nell. This poor fellow seemed wounded, and writhing with 
agony, a bandage surrounded his body, and he was either 
ordered to throw, or threw himself voluntarily overboard, and 
in tbe aet of falling was shot at by Courro, whether with or
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without effect be cannot tell; but when in the water Pepe 
discharged bis piece at him, and, from the shriek which fol
lowed, he supposes that it took effect.

The Spaniards now approached the quarter-deck, and» as it 
was day, he cpuld distinctly perceive that two of them bad 
nothing on but their trowsers, confined with handkerchiefs» 
tied around the waist; the third had on, in addition to his 
trowsers, a Guernsey frock. Each of them was armed with 
a long sharp-pointed knife, confined to the side by the hand
kerchief Their hands and clothes were besmeared with 
blood, and their appearance hideous. One of them descend
ed into the cabin with a rope, and, having fastened it to 
something, Pepe drew it on deck. I t  was a dead body, and 
by the bend of one of the legs» be recognised it as the body of 
the Irish carpenter, who had broken bis leg, which, from 
having been improperly set, was crooked. The body was 
thrown overboard, and then the cook was called. After re 
peated assurances of safety, be came down, and was ordered 
to go to work and cook breakfast. The Spaniards having 
thus completed the work of destruction, set up loud cries of 
exultation, qnd, intoxicated with their success, walked about 
the deck, which, as well as the sails and rigging, was every 
where died with blood. They occasionally resorted tota bottle 
of liquor, placed on the hen-coop. Tardy remarked to the 
witness at the time, that Spaniards could drink a great deal; 
that these men had been drinking all night without being 
aensihly affected by it, and that it was unusual to see a Spa- 
niard drunk. They then set about cleaning the deck, and 
seemed anxious to remove every trace of the murders they 
bad committed. The deck and rigging were washed, and the 
sails painted to conceal the blood with which they were stain
ed. Tardy, taking compassion on the situation of the wit. 
ness, sent to the cabin for the medicine-chest, and applied 
himself to dress his wounds. Perceiving that the witness was 
greatly alarmed, he endeavoured to sooth him ; he represent, 
ed his wound as a mere scratch, and said he could show fifty
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scars from wounds more* dangerous. He also assured the 
witness, that if be would remain in the Teasel and assist them, 
his life should be as safe as his own; that he ought not to be 
afraid of the Spaniards, who were mere brutes; as he knew 
how to govern them. Witness asked to be brought into the 
cabin, and when raised for that purpose, he fainted. How 
long be remained in this situation be does not know ; recol
lects that he was roused by some noise, and on opening 
his eyes, saw Felix in the act of breaking open his chest. He 
pointed out by signs the place in which he would find the 
key; saw him open the chest, and take out a pocket-book 
(which was now in Court) containing a three-dollar hank- 
note, and about two dollars in small change. He took also 
twenty-five dollars in silver, and some articles of clothing. 
In the course of the day all the papers belonging to the brig 
were torn up and thrown overboard; all the trunks and 
chests which belonged to the passengers and crew were over
hauled, and, after such articles as pleased the Spaniards ware 
taken out, thrown overboard. The American flag was de
stroyed, and materials were produced for making a Spanish 
tog* which Mr Oinoulhiac was required to put together. 
•Tardy then informed the witness that he intended to go to 
Hamburg, and that he was provided with papers for such a 
voyage. He said that he had purchased these papers in Ha
vanas ; that they cost him nine doubloons, and that before he 
sailed for Europe, he wished to put in at some port to pro
cure fresh provisions, and ship a crew, as the Spaniards were 
no sailors. A t his request, witness informed him how to steer 
for St M ary*s. In the oourse ofthe day he saw the Spanish 
papers, which are the same exhibited in Court, and heard 
Tardy say, that if the officer from whom he procured them 
were known to the government in Havanna,he would lose his 
place. Had conversations with. Tardy about the manner of 
managing the.vead; from which he discovered that he knew 
very httle about seamanship. Felix was the next in com
mand, and was the only one of the Spaniards who knew how
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to steer. It seemed to be the wish of Felix to sooth his 
fears, aod'he made him understand that he had nothing to 
apprehend,* and that, if he assisted them, he should, oa their 
arrival' in* Btfropb, share equally with Tardy and himself; 
that as to the othfer Spaniards, nhey would1 give them very 
little. Witness endeavoured to make himself useful by show
ing* them hew to kefep the log-book, which they had begun 
in Spanish'; ;he also gave directions how to steer and manage 
the sails. Indeed, such was his alarm for his own safety from 
what he had seen of the Spaniards, that he would have done 
any thing they ordered, even had it1 been to sink the vessel 
or throw himself overboard. Contrary winds prevented their 
entering at St'M ary's, and* after cruising off the mouth of 
that river for two days, witness proposed that they should go 
to Savannah; to this Tardy objected, as he said he was 
known there. Witness then proposed Charleston, and said, 
if he would sail to that place, he could take him over the bar 
without a pilot. But this he also refused, saying that he was 
too well known in Charleston, as he had lived there, and failed 
in business.

I t  wa9 finally resolved to go to Norfolk, and they accord
ingly shaped their course for the Capes of Virginia. Tardy 
proposed' that they should anchor in the Chesapeake, and re
main there while he went to Norfolk and procured hands and 
provisions. This the witness opposed, alleging that he was 
afraid of the Spaniards, who, when not restrained by the pre
sence of Tardy, would probably take his life. Tardy endea
voured to remove his fears by saying, that if they did he 
would sink both them and the vessel; that he would td l them 
so; and that when he went to Norfolk he would buy him a 
pair of pistols. A  list of the articles to be bought were made 
out by the Spaniards, including wines of different kinds, poul- 
try, piekle, clothing, fee. but particularly some good knives. 
I t  was calculated that these articles would cost upwards of 
three hundred doHats, and Tardy'said that, unknown to the 
Spaniards, he had added fifty dollars to buy pistols for him
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self and the witness. When they arrived at the Capes, they 
were spoked successively by three pilot-boats. Tardy an* 
swered their hail by saying that it was a Spanish vessel com
ing from Matanzas and bound to Hamburg, and refused to 
take a pilot, pretending that he had no occasion,' as he was 
well acquainted with the bay.

Tardy in the mean time addressed himself to the witness, 
and told him that he had saved his life; that the least hint 
from him to the Spaniards would have caused his destruction; 
and asked if he could depend on his silence. That, in reply 
to this, witness assured him that he could, and said eveiy 
thing he thought calculated to inspire confidence. Tardy 
seemed satisfied, and told the witness how to act should a 
pilot come aboard. He told him to be silent, or, i f  he at^ 
tempted to speak, to use some Spanish expression, as aeaof, 
u*ted, &c.; that he would call him Smith, to which name he 
must answer, and that he would occasionally seem angry, to 
lull suspicion.

They were again hailed by a pilot-boat, and Tandy again 
refused to take a pilot. Not having understood the answer, 
a pilot came alongside the brig, and witness having per* 
suaded Tardy that his refusal might excite suspicion, espe
cially as the name of the vessel was not on the stern, he 
consented to take a pilot. Witness thought of availing him
self of this opportunity of escaping, by leaping into the small 
boat which brought the pilot; but, apprehensive that the re
presentations of Tardy would induce the pilot to think that 
he was either mutinous or deranged, and expecting that a 
better opportunity would offer, be resisted the temptation. 
Tardy entered into conversation with the pilot, and told him 
that he was going to Norfolk to lay in provision and ship 
bands; that he had been boarded by a Spanish frigate, 
which had carried off four of his best hands; that those 
who remained were no sailors except Smith, who was at 
the helm, and who was an Englishman by birth, but had 
lived for many years in Spain, and spoke only Spanish.
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Some conversation also ensued in relation to a little dog, 
which the pilot asked Tardy to give him, and which, he re
fused, saying that it belonged to Smith. Witness then told 
the pilot in English, that he could not give him the dog; 
upon which the pilot remarked, that he thought from bis ap
pearance that he was an American or Englishman, and no 
Spaniard. This conversation excited Tardy's suspicions, 
and be afterwards watched him so closely, that he had no 
opportunity of speaking to the plot. About six o'clock .in 
the evening on the 12 th of June they came to anchor at 
Old Paint Comfort,. about a hundred yards from shore ; and 
while the Spaniards and the cook went aloft to furl the sails, 
Tardy prepared to go ashore. He again addressed himself 
to witness, and asked him if he could depend on his fidelity, 
and offered to purchase any thing he wanted, and also give 
him one hundred dollars. Witness refused the money, ask
ed him not to forget to buy him a pair of pistols, and per
suaded him that he was perfectly contented, and would not 
betray him. He offered to prepare the boat, but Tardy told 
him not to take the trouble, as the men would shortly be 
down. He then offered to remove the water with which the 
boat was filled, which he was permitted to do, and while 
thus employed, a small boat, rowed by two black men, passed 
the vessel. In  this beat was a white person, who accosted 
Tardy either in French or Spanish. By this time the men 
aloft having furled the sails, were about to come down; and 
the witness apprizing Tardy of this, told him that if he 
would lower the boat and hand him an oar, the witness \youl4 
bring it to the side. Seeing the men in the act of descend
ing, Tardy and Mr Ginoulhiac lowered the boat, and as soon 
as he had unhooked the tackles and gotten an oar, be sculled 
towards shore. When Tardy saw that he was not coming 
alongside* he said, “  Mr Dobson, are you going to betray 
me ?” The witness answered “ N o a n d  this was the last 
word he spoke to Tardy. As soon as he got ashore, he 
communicated the occurrences on board the brig to the offi-
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oers at Fortress Monroe, who took possession of the vessel. 
A t Norfolk, had a survey of the vessel, and found in the 
chests of the Spaniards some articles of clothing, which had 
belonged to the crew and Mr Robinson, and the log-bopk 
kept by Tardy in Spanish. (These articles were exhibited 
in Court.)

The style in which the preceding narrative was told w^s 
plain and unaffected; the witness seemed subdued by sor
row and suffering, and though his tone was firm, it was ap-. 
parent that no angry emotions had influenced him to give an 
exaggerated account of what he had seen. The sympathy of 
the audience was deeply enlisted; a profound silence was 
preserved throughout the whole narration ; and when it ter
minated, there did not appear a man present who was not 
convinced of its truth. Even the counsel for the prisoners 
seemed to think it impossible to impeach the veracity of the 
witness; and their cross-examination, conducted with a view 
to discover contradictions, tended only more fully to show 
that the transactions were too indelibly impressed on his 
mind to permit them to elicit any thing but what would 
confirm his statement.

The witness candidly admitted, that many circumstances, 
which had made a strong impression upon him at the time 
when they occurred, were, owing to the anxieties he had 
since experienced, effaced from his recollection.

Mr Ferdinand Ginoulhiac, who had been previously 
sworn, was then called. He was about six feet in height, 
with fair complexion, blue eyes, brown hair, welUmade, re
markably erect in his carriage, and of prepossessing appear
ance. Being unacquainted with the English language, Mr 
Crozet interpreted his testimony, which was to the following 
effect:—

That be was a native of St Hipolyte, a town in Langue
doc, in France, and bad resided in the island of Cuba seven 
years, some part of which he had spent in the interior, but 
had lived for the three last years in the town of Matanzas,

9
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where he kept a retail store. That being desirous to go to 
the city of New York for commercial purposes, he procured, 
through the agency of Mr Howland, an American merchant 
at Matanzas, a passage in the brig Crawford, and went, ac
companied by Mr Robinson, aboard the vessel on the £6th 
of May. That he found Tardy, three Spaniards, called 
Pepe, Courro, and Felix, and two persons who spoke Eng
lish, already aboard, and occupying the cabin as passengers. 
That during the first days of the voyage, which began on the 
28th of May, he was sea-sick and stayed on deck, and had 
occasional conversations with the Spaniards and Tardy, 
neither of whom, he thinks, he had ever seen before, and 
observed nothing in their conduct which gave rise to suspi
cion. He observed on the 31st of May, that immediately 
after breakfast, which consisted of chocolate, fried eggs and 
bacon, almost every person on board was taken sick and 
vomited, and the mate seemed more affected than the rest, 
and continued vomiting throughout the day; he thought it 
arose from sea-sickness, and it excited his surprise, that per
sons accustomed to the sea should be thus affected. On the 
evening of the 31st he spread his mattress on the quarter
deck, on the starboard ride, near the helm, and slept, as he 
supposed, till between two and three in the morning, when 
he was aroused by dreadful cries, which made him start on 
his feet. He found Tardy at the helm, and asked him what 
was the matter. Tardy seized him by the arm, and told 
him to be still and remain where he was, and no harm would 
befall him. While standing near Tardy, he saw, at the dis
tance of two or three yards, two men struggling, one of whom 
fell, and the remaining one he recognized to be Pepe, whom 
he heard afterwards exclaim, “ Hah, not yet dead !” and then 
beat the body of the man who had fallen, with some instru
ment, which he supposed to be an axe, and threw it over
board. He heard Nathan and Robinson in the water, and their 
conversation with the Spaniards; saw Courro stab Dolliver, 
and Pepe push him overboard; heard Felix and Pepe ask 
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Courro why he delayed to strike Dolliver, and hid reply* 
which was, that he wished to give a handsome blow, (ptma^ 
lada hermoscu) Heard Potter fall from the raast-hedd, and 
saw Bicknell shot

[The witness related the preceding occurrences nearly in 
the same manner in which they had been previously told by 
Dobson. There were some slight variations in the circum
stances, arising probably from difference of situation; for, on 
the whole, there was a most remarkable coincidence, con
sidering that the witness did not understand English, and 
that as he did not know the names of the sailors, He had to 
describe their appearance, which corresponded with the pre
vious descriptions of the mate.^J

The witness proceeded to state, that he saw Felix stand
ing near the stairs leading to the cabin, and strike at some 
one who Was in the act of coming u p ; and that he after
wards heard Felix declare, that he thought it was Robinson 
coming up with a gun, which he seised with one hand, while 
he stabbed him with the other. H e also saw the dead body 
hauled from the cabin, and recognised it as the body of the 
passenger who had a crooked leg. Fe&x seemed to examine 
the wound with great triumph, and exclaimed, that it was the 
best blow he ever struck in his life,—it bad exactly divided 
the heart f Pepe and Courro, who were precast, admitted 
that it was the handsomest stab they had ever seta. Heard 
the cook called down; he went to dean the deck. The 
Spaniards showed the most extravagant joy at the success of 
their enterprise, and, in striding the deck to and frc* bad die 
appearance of demons rather than men. Each contended 
for the honour of having done the greatest execution. Felix 
asserted that he had killed the captain and Mr RebtMon» 
which Pepe denied, alleging that he had killed the captain. 
Some altercation ensued, in which each endeavoured to con
vince the other, and Pepe seemod at last to concede that F e 
lix had killed the captain, while he killed the American car
penter. Courro also claimed merit on the more of having 
stabbed the greatest number, but this claim Pepe denied.
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Than turning to Tardy, they upbraided him for dot having 
procured such knives as they had directed, saying that those 
which be bad given them were all broken, and that if any 
thing were now to happen, they would be unable to defend 
tbamdvea. Tardy promised to procure them knives at the 
first place where he could get ashore. Tardy, who had been 
by the side of the witness during these occurrences, and per
ceived that he was terrified, told him not to be afraid, that he 
would protect bias. He said that he had been a pirate far 
ssdny years, but that he had never yet taken the life of a 
countryman, and that he was now too oM to begin; that be 
would set him ashore at St Mary’s, and give him fifty dol
lars, which, with economy, would enable him to majke his 
way to New York. That this was alJ he could do for him, 
as he was afraid of the Spaniard». Front the conversations 
of the Spaniards during the voyage, he discovered their de
termination to destroy the cook. That when he remonstrat
ed with Tardy on the unnecessary cruelty of such conduct, 
he received for answer, that it was not in his power to pro
tect him, as he had already rendered himself suspected by 
preserving two lives, and that he must let the Spaniards 
work their will upon the negro. He then entered into con
versation with Felix, and told him that he had always ad
mired the Spaniards, that they wore bold and courageous in 
action, but that he had never known them commit murder in 
cold blood; that, on the contrary, he thought they took de
light in showing humanity. He said that the cook was al
ready wounded; that there was nothing to apprehend from 
him, and that he would be very useful. Pepe and Courno 
joined them during the conversation, and his sentiments 
seemed to gain the approbation of all except Courro, who 
insisted that the cook was dangerous and ought to be killed. 
I t  was, however, resolved to spare him for the present. He 
saw the papers belonging to the vessel destroyed, and Spa
nish papers substituted, which Tardy said had cost him 
twenty-five doubloons in Havanna. He one day, when at 
the table with the Spaniards, heard them observe that somo

9 » )
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persons eat as if unconscious that they were only.fattening 
to be killed; and, thinking that this remark applied tq.him* 
self as well as to Dobson and the cook, he oouHn^nasafted i t  
to Tardy, who told him to be under no apprehenrionjifor ifi 
they dared to hurt him, he would destroy both thqm'audiltbe 
vessel.

The witness then gave an account of the . occurrences io 
the Chesapeak Bay, and at the mate's departure, in every; 
particular conforming to that given by Dobson, except the 
conversations with the pilot, which he had not understood? • 
and then related, that as soon as Tardy saw the mate on shore 
he exclaimed, “  We are all lost,—he is going to betray us-!” 
The Spaniards then left the vessel in a boat, borrowed from 
a schooner which had anchored a short distance from the 
brig, and Tardy giving up every thing for lost, said that he- 
had resolved not to be taken alive, and would cut his throat*( 
Tardy then went into the cabin, and witness followed for the 
purpose of taking some clothes. He saw Tardy with a small 
trunk filled with silver dollars, and as his deportment was - 
calm, be supposed that be had no intention of destroying- 
himself. He therefore returned on deck, and was shortly- 
afterwards told by the cook that Tardy had cut his throat; 
he descended immediately to the cabin, where he found 
Tardy seated with his throat cut from ear to ear, and though 
still warm, he was speechless, and life seemed extinct.

Upon cross-examination but few additional facts were dis
closed. Mr Dobson, who was again called, exonerated the 
witness from any participation in the crimes of the Spaniards, 
and stated, that when Courro and Pepe murdered Dolliver,* 
he saw the greatest terror depicted in the countenance of Gi- 
noulhiac, who was standing by his side; and he hearil him 
speak to Tardy, who seemed to sooth his fears.

Joseph Brough, a youth about 18 or 19, was the pilot 
who conducted the vessel to Old Point. His account of the 
events which occurred before Dobson's departure, cone# 
sponded with that already detailed. After the Spaniards had* 
taken their departure in a boat borrowed from a vessel b a p d
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for Martinique, witness’descended into* the cabin, and Tardy 
cattfe'ddwh likewise. He seemed busy counting money which 
hfc a th tok , and appeared to be preparing to go ashore. 
Hfe fcdnt1 ‘the ' witness on deck under pretence that he heard 
tbtibbat cttnlfag. Witness immediately returned, and as he 
went down, heard some noise resembling that made by pour
ing water.4 > In-the cabin he found Tardy with his throat cut, 
aad'thefblood gushing with great violence from the wound. 
GiWstiy alarmed, be rushed on deck, and/seeing the boat 
ftdm Old Point approaching, asked the officers, for Heaven's 
sake, to come on board.

Captain N. G. Dana, of the United States army, who com
manded a  company, ordered to guard the prisoners at work 
ow:the fortifications at Old Point Comfort, explained, that 
sometime between the 10th and 15th of June, he observed a 
bagpoeme in and cast anchor, and, believing it to be a lime- 
vessel, he took no further notice of it. That afterwards it 
wao reported to him, that a sailor had landed from this ves
sel» who represented it as an American vessel in possession of 
Spaniards» who had murdered the crew. Having ordered 
the man to be brought before him, Dobson came, and nar
rated to him substantially what he has this day given in evi
dence ; but that the story seemed to him so improbable, that 
it was not till after he had satisfied himself that Dobson was 
acquainted with Troy, where he said the vessel was built, 
that he felt willing to assume the responsibility of going 
aboard, and when he resolved to do so, he ordered the mate 
to be taken into custody. Accompanied by Lieutenant Ro
bert Anderson and eight men, he proceeded towards the 
vessel» going around her stern, from which the name had 
been effaced, as had been previously told him by Dobson. 
Before the boat reached the brig, they were called by the 
pilot, who seemed frightened, and asked them for Heaven's 
sake to come aboard, for the captain had just cut his throat. 
They took possession of the vessel without resistance, and 
found Mr Ginoulhiac and a coloured man aboard. On de- 
sceigling into the cabin, saw Tardy seated with a trunk con-
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Mining «ilver dollars by his ride, and hi« threat c u t; and a« 
the body retained aome warmth, the boat was sent ashore h r  
a physician5 but when D r Archer arrived ha declared that 
the Work was ao edcctuaUy done, that his services were oti- 
•Vailidg. A guard was then placed at the cabin, and the 
custom-house officer of Hampton sent for, who, as Soon as he 
arnved, took charge of the vessel. The mate, cook, and M t 
Ginoulhiac, were, at the request of the witness, left m his 
charge for the night, as they expressed aversion to remain in 
the brig; and, as far as be recollects, the account which M t 
Dobson and Mr Ginoulhiac then gave was similar to what 
they have this day given.

A  number of other witnesses were examined, who corro
borated the foregoing evidence. The jury retired, and, after 
anabsenee of a few minutes, returned with a verdict of grnUy. 
The verdist was explained to the prisoner, who seemed un
moved.

On 17th July, Felix Barbeito was tried and found guilty; 
and on 18th July, Courro, or Jote A/orando, was tried and 
found guilty. They were ordered for execution on Friday, 
17th August, 1827. Felix and Courro seemed affected by 
their sentence, but Pepe remained unmoved. Before execu
tion they all admitted that they were guilty of the crimes 
laid to their charge, and «pressed penitence.

A Report tubmiiUd to the Phrenological Society o f the City 
q f Waekmgton, on the 14th o f March, 1828, and printed 
bp Order.
A t a meetmg of the Phrenological Society of Washington 

City, held at the Medical College, on the 14th of March, 
1828, Doctor Brereton, from the committee appointed for 
that purpose, submitted the following report, which was 
adopted —

M t P b e sid e u t ,—The committee appointed by the So- ' 
doty at its meeting on the 14th of August last, beg leave to 
report, That they have delayed reporting on the subject re
ferred to them, from an expectation of almost daily receiving ^
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from Richmond, the manuscript, co ttah itg  a detail of the' 
histories or lives of the executed criminals, the associates of 
Tardy, written by one at the dictation of the others. Had it 
been received, the committee deemed that a general report of 
the .whole would have been more satisfactory to the Society 
than the single one that is now presented.

As a preliminary, it is thought expedient, that the fellow, 
jqg correspondence and facts be exhibited, to show the an. 
thentidty of the cast which is now before you. Sow after 
the fate of Tardy was known, one of the committee address« 
ed a letter to Surgeon Everett, stationed at Fortress Monroe, 
requesting bis assistance in procuring the cranium: to. which 
he returned the following answer:—

Fortress Monroe, Junfe 29th, 1897.
D ear Si»y—Your letter requesting the cranium of T a tty  

is received. I t  will be forwarded as soon as dremnstaiMet 
permit; of which notice will be given. Yours truly,

J . E verett,
Jos. Lovell, M. D. Surg. Gen’l. Surgeon U. S. Army.

A  short time afterwards reports reached us of a nature 
that would lead us to fear a disappointment: tinder this im
pression another letter was written to Doctor Everett, for 
more correct information. The following is his reply:—

Fortresh Monroe, July 31st, 1827.
D ear Sir,—I am happy in being able to state in reply |q 

your note of the 24th instant, that the report of the news
papers in relation to the decapitation, See. of Tardy, is no 
more to be credited than the various statements in matters of 
fact and opinion with which their columns generally abound.

The report alluded to originated from some loose ‘ camp 
stories' in circulation here, and the fact that a similar request 
to that made by you was preferred by some gentlemen of 
Baltimore, curious in that way, to Dr Archer, but not bfefore 
the bead of Tardy was in my possession.

As to any mistake about the person from whom the head 
was taken you may rest perfectly satisfied. I knew Tardy 
when alive,— I knew him and carefully examined him when
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dead,—saw him buried, whieh was more thao/ a mile from 
that of any other dead body. There can therefore., be no 
mistake upon the subject. Very truly yours,

Dr J .  Lovell, Washington City. * J  • E vR R K T T.

On the 1st of August, 1827, the secretary of the nary, to- 
gether with a large company, in which was one of your' com
mittee, left this city to visit the line of battle-ship, North Caro
lina, Commodore Rogers, then but just arrived at Norfolk, 
Virginia, from the Mediterranean. W hile at Fortress Mon
roe, Doctor Everett had completed the preparation of the 
cranium, and handed it over to him. On his return, during 
the succeeding week, he presented it to the Society, who di
rected casts to be made from i t  The casts have since been 
compared, examined, and measured, and have been found to 
agree accurately in every particular with the original; and. 
this now before you is one of the number so ordered. *1

DEVELOPMENT* OF ALEXANDER TARDY. ' '
P R O P E N SIT IE S.

1. Amativeness, very large.
2. Philoprogenitiveness, large.
3. Concentrativeness, full.
4. Adhesiveness, moderate.
5. Combativeness, large.
6. Destructiveness, very large.
7. Constructiveness, moderate.
8. Acquisitiveness, large.
9. Secretiveness, very large.

SENTIMENTS.
10. Self-esteem, large.
11. Love of Approbation, full.
12. Cautiousness, full.
IS. Benevolence, full.
14. Veneration, small.
15. Hope, small.
16. Ideality, full.
17. Conscientiousness, small.
18. Firmness, large.

INTELLECT. . .
19. Upper Individuality, moderate.
19. Lower ditto, full;
20. Form, unascertained.
21. Size, ditto.
22. Weight, ditto.
23. Colouring, very small.
24. Locality, full.
25. Order, moderate.
26. Time, moderate.
27. Number, rather Dill.
28. Tune, full.
29. Language, unascertained.
30. Comparison, full.
31> Causality, moderate.
32. W it, rather full.
33. Imitation, moderate.
34. Wonder, full.

The head is large, broad, and flat at the vertex, which 
gives it a low forehead; a large preponderance of measure
ment behind the meatus. I t  forms a striking similarity with 
the heads of Vitellus and Pope Alexander VI.

* As values appear to be attached to the terms in America somewhat differ
ent from those attached to them here, we have given this development in our 
own terms. We have made no change, however, on the American statement 
of the other devdopments.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE CRANIUM.

Prom Occip. Spine to Lower Individuality,
— —  to Ear,
— Ear or Meatus to Lower Individuality,
—  — to Firmness,
—  Destructiveness to Destructiveness,
—  Cautiousness to Cautiousness,
— Ideality to Ideality,

7
4
4
5
6
5
6

1
S
3
3
2
2
0

COMPARATIVE MEASUREMENT.

As the above measurements of the American and Scotch 
were taken over the integuments, two-tenths of an inch have 
been allowed to each point of the callipers for the same on 
Tardy's cranium. I t  is deemed a very small allowance.

M easurements o f  the Skulls o f Crim inals executed Jbr 
M urder.
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1. Matthew Osborne
2. Bridget Butterly
3. Bridget Ennis
4. James Gordon
5. John Bellingham
6. Felix
T .C o u r ro { £ J h t}
8. Pepe /
9. Alexander Tardy
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From the Phrenological 
Journal, vol. i. page 
119. For Bellingham, 
see Transactions, page 
339.

Murderers of the crew 
and passengers of the 
brig Crawford, on the 
1st of June, 1897.
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7- Liscombe — — 6 —
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Such then is the development and measurement of the in 
dividual under consideration: the task of deducing from 
them their corresponding traits becomes easy to the Phreno
logist ; but we deem it not necessary to detain you on this 
subject, as the history, &c. of the individual is too well deve
loped in this book I now hold in my hand, and which we 
beg leave to submit as our report, i n  p a r t . *  The public 
newspapers also, during the last summer, contained abundance 
of information, and were not t a r d y  in gratifying the insatiable 
thirst of their patrons in detailing all the minutiae of the 
“  t a l e  o f  h o r r o r ”  A collection of those is also submitted; 
but it is to be remarked, however, that the former contains 
all in a better dress, than that which may be found in the 
latter, with the exception of two paragraphs, which it is deem
ed necessary to notice in this report. The first is from 
“  T h e  P o r t s m o u t h  C o m m e r c i a l  A d v e r t i s e r ”  of the State of 
New Hampshire, viz.—

“ Tabdt, the Pirate.—This fellow came into Portsmouth in 
“ the Congress frigate in the autumn of 1S13, and remained here a

See the prefixed u Brief Sketch of the Occurrences on Board the Brig Craw-
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u ooiiUefaUe time. If v t remember right be was the eabin-elew- 
“ ard of that «hip, and was called Captain Steward on account of 
“ hre French pronunciation. Captain Smith of the Congress, it 
* will be recollected, came in here in ill health, and we hare heard 
“ that his subsequent death was attributed to poison administered to 
“ him on board that ship. Tardy mixed with the most abandoned 
rt company here, and was in frequent broils. He afterwards went 
"  to Boston, and was there arrested for stealing the pocket-book of 
“ the late Captain G. W. Batch, at Celonel Wilde’s stage-house, of 
“ which theft he was convicted, and punished with three years' con- 
“ finement in the State Prison."

Now all this may be very true, with the exception of the 
insinuation of poison being administered to Captain Smith.
I speak from personal knowledge,* and I  will do Tardy the 
justice to observe, that I believe he faithfully performed his 
duty to Captain Smith during the whole time he served on 
board of the United States frigate Congress, with but one or 
two exceptions ; one was in purloining some of Captain 
Bmkh’s private stores, and selling the same to one of the petty 
officers, in which he was detected, and flogged severely by 
order of Commodore Warrington, who was at that time the 
first lieutenant of the Congress. I t  appears by the “  tnuster- 
“  rolls’1 of that vessel, now in the archives of the navy depart
ment, that Tardy was shipped at Norfolk, Virginia, in March, 
1812, and discharged at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on 
the 6th of March, 1814, having fully served the term of his 
enlistment. As Tardy was discharged in March, 1814, we 
saw no more of him, and Captain Smith remained in com
mand of the Congress. Captain Smith was some time after
wards ordered to the command of the Franklin 74, then lying 
at Philadelphia, where he died on the 6th of August, 1815, 
nearly eighteen months after bis separation from Tardy. 
You will acknowledge, that if the insinuation be believed, it 
must have required a most wonderful and insidious poison to 
produce effects so very remote from its administration; and of 
such qualities too as are unknown to the faculty, or even to

* Dr Bratton v u h e »  turnon fc tht ntrjr, tad Attached to the frig**
Congress, before and during the late war with Great Britain.
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Orfila himself. The fact was, that Captain Smith'had been 
for several years labouring under all the grades of* 
and general derangement of the chylopoietic organs, ‘Which 
eventuated in his final dissolution. ;t j

The second paragraph that claims attentioq is ftu^ish^d 
by a correspondent of the “  Fall-River Monitor™ a paper 
published in the State of Massachusetts, and is as follows

“ The notorious Alexander Tardy was one of those unfortunate 
“ persons who have inhabited the island of Hispaniola/ and been 
,c compelled to leave the place during the convulsions which that 
“ ill-fated island has experienced. Finding he could no longer rp- 
“ main there in safety, he agreed with the captain of an American 
“ vessel to take himself and such of his property as could be remov- 
“ ed to the United States, and as it was not prudent for Tardy to 
“ be on board at the time of sailing, he was to leave the harbour in 
" a boat, the vessel to sail immediately, and take him on board at 
“ the mouth of the harbour. Every thing being in readiness, Tardy 
<* procured a boat and two negroes and got to sea ; the vessel sailed 
“ according to agreement; Tardy saw her, rowed for her, waved 
“ liis hat and hailed her; but the captain, (perhaps at that time not 
“ understanding French,) paid him no attention, but proceeded ,oo, 
“ and arrived in the United States. He had made a great voyage; 
“ and from limited circumstances had thus become suddenly rich. 
“ Tardy, not daring to return to land, was three days at sea, when 
“  he was taken up by a British man of war, treated kindly, and 
“ landed at Havanna. He afterwards came to the United States to 
“ look after his property; but the captain and mate, at that 
rr time blessed with short memories, pretended to have no recollec- 
“ tion of him, or of the circumstances which he related. He, how- 
“ ever, by dint of threats and entreaties, obtained of the captain two 
“ thousand dollars, which was not supposed to have been a bare 
“ tithe of the original value.

“ Tardy, finding himself suddenly reduced from a state of affiu* 
« ence to indigent circumstances, destitute of the means of gaining 
<* a livelihood, and without friends or a home, resolved to resort to 
“ the means for obtaining property similar to those that had been so 
" successfully practised upon nimself; and, from what is known of 
“ him since that time, he appears to have kept that resolution in 
“ strict observance. The event is, he has died by his own band, 
“ and left behind the character of a demon. The American cap- 
“ tain has lived and died with his own family, and many are willing 
“ to bestow on him the title of a gentleman/*

I t  was but yesterday in conversation with the Honourable
J . Pearce, a member of the House of Representatives, from 
Rhode Island, that I  was made acquainted with frets suffici*



ent to rebut* so formal a statement His politem i iaduoed 
hun<fotltttveuni mytable the ftUawiog note:—*

ft’HWdyiCStne to Newport,' Rhode Island, some twelve or fburteen 
ff yean ago, and passed by the name of a French gentleman, who 
“ fled from St Domingo durine; the massacre at that place ; his ob- 

was, lu personating the character of the French gentleman, to 
“ vasavpnsome property alleged to belong to the French gentleman 
“ in thè hands of a ship-master at Newport. Tardy employed the 
“ honourable Mr Hunter, late a senator from Rhode Island, tocom- 
“ mence a anil ; bat, in examining his pretended claim, Mr Hunter 
“  discovered him to be an impostor, pronounced him to be such, and 
“ Tardy left the town in haste.**

I  will state in conclusion, that Tardy, in his deportment, 
waa harsh, uncouth, and awkward ; this was the more re
markable from his being a Frenchman : he was quarrelsome 
—often wrangling with his equals, but more particularly with 
his inferiors, to whom be was overbearing and extremely se
vere. I am induced to believe that he could not have been 
long in this, country before my cognisance of him, from the 
circumstance, that when he first appeared on board the Con
gress, he spoke the English language so badly as to render 
him nearly unintelligible, and his difficult enunciation was 
considerably augmented by the loss of all the incisors of his 
superior maxillary jaw ; and when he was discharged, after 
two years7 service, he spoke the language with fluency and 
ease.

All which is respectfully submitted,
J . A. B rerbton , Chairman.

M u d i 14, 1828.

LETTER FROM IMI BBERBTON. 4 H

L e t t e r  f r o m  D r B r e b e t o n  t o  G e o r g e  C o m b e , E s q . ,

R E LA TIV E  TO T H E  TWO FOREGOING COM M UNICATIONS.

Washington, D. C. 10th June, 1828.
Six,—By direction of the Phrenological Society of Washing
ton City, I  h m  put up a -set of casts for the Edinburgh 
Society. - A  printed, report on the subject of the principal one 
is enclosed with them. The boxes containing them have been
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forwasded to New Yrfck to a  ftsend, that they m ay be placed 
on board of ona of the regular American packet* forLiver- 
pool, and directed to the 'care of Dr Cameron «I &at pbiee. 
One of the boxea is for the London Society, another.&>r 
yours, and the third and smaller one, containing the çaptwof 
Tardy only, for Dr Cameron. On Us reception be pinned 
to acknowledge it.

In  addition to what is stated in the report, and respecting 
the authenticity of the remaining three« I  will state the fol
lowing I t  will be seen by their trial that they were con
demned to be executed, and were accordingly hung on the 
day therein designated ; soon after which a physician of 
Richmond (Dr Cullen) obtained their bodies, by permistión 
of the governor of that state (Virginia), and afterwards seht 
their sknlls to our Society, that easts might be taken of them, 
and whieh was accordingly done. W e have no further infor
mation respecting them than that contained in the trial, with 
the angle exception of the confession of Pepe, who acknow
ledged, a short tíme previous to his execution, “  that the first 
“  murder he committed was on a fellow class-mate at school, 
M when he was fourteen years of age ; that he had committed 
“  many once, the number he could not recollect” You will 
perceive on the os frontis of Tardy, a  considerable mark, ap
parently made by a left-handed or back-handed stroke of a 
sabre ; the same, of course, is on the original.

With respect to the pamphlet, (Article I I . of this Num
ber), I  have to add, that it contains the whole state of 
the subject to the time it was published. Subsequently oc
currences took place which were deemed unworthy of further 
public notice. They will be stated as briefly as I  can make 
them In February following the professor gave a verbal in
timation to our corresponding secretary, that he would de
liver the lectures to his class on a  day then designated, and 
would be glad of the attendance of the members of our So
ciety. The secretary loet no time in communicating this in
formation, and accordingly a few, who had been notified and
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found it « iw e lu a t, attended; among the number was year 
In f lU B ta tn it  On enuring the room, it could not but be 
observed, dm tanssnae display that was arratigad upoo a very 
long table, oonsisting of Bkulls that were divided at their ba- 
tores; «theta sawed through their caps latitudinally, longitu
dinally, obliquely, perpendicularly, and indeed in every situ*, 
tion in which a saw or trephine could be made effective: I t  
mu, however, -obvious to any Phrenologist, that they were 
not firom subjects that had enjoyed healthy and I  need not 
mention to you on this point the extraordinary thickness 
which composed the majority of them. In casting my eyes 
around the room, I observed a large painting or diagram, 
which represented the internal- and vertical section of the 
head in a  line from the sinciput to the occiput; and the in* 
tenor divided into party-coloured figures, about which I  
could not divine until explained by the professor. Those 
divisions upon a  nearer inspection appeared, however tortuous 
and retroflexed they were, to arise or spring from the foramen 
ovale of the occipital bone, and apparently to diverge towards 
the circumference.

The lectures were delivered during the course of two suc
cessive days, and occupied nearly two hours on each day ; 
the first comprising, in his opinion, a correct definition or 
description of each particular organ, as the Phrenologists lag 
them dotsn; and the second an examination and refutation of 
their doctrines. I t  was easily to be perceived on the first day 
that be knew little about the matter. He then partly explain
ed the object of the diagram to the following purport:— 
“  The Phrenologists state or believe that the btaiu is divided 
“  iato a multitude of cones (as is here exhibited), arising from 
*f the base of the cranium and diverging to the circumference; 
“  these cones they denominate organs of the mind," lie. tie. 
Immediately after the first lecture, I  want up and observed 
to him, “• Doctor, if you will represent the organs as cones!! 
“  be pleased to let them radiate from a more common centre 
“  than Ant of the occiput, and one that mag be acknowledged

4 0 3
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“ by Phrenologists : W hat think you from the head of the 
“ medula oblongata ?” He replied^ “  that he was aware o f 
“  it, and that the radiation on thè diagram ' wa* made so 
“  through mistake.”

I t  must also be stated, that he observed to Us auditore, that 
though the Phrenologists admit of double organs, yet there 
are some tingle, exemplifying them on a marked cranium, as 
Individuality, Comparison, Benevolence, Veneration, &c.

On the next day I  attended also, and one or two examples 
that were then detailed will be sufficient to exhibit his pro
found research. In the iirst place, he paid no attention to 
the acknowledgment he made to me the day previous ; and 
it is not to be wondered at, as it would appear to have been 
counter to his main argument. For instance, he contended, 
while exhibiting a most excellent preparation of the falx and 
tentorium of the dura mater, that if the organs originated at 
the base of the cranium, and to continue and divergeva was 
stated, How is it possible they can pass through 'this mem
brane, and not leave a vestige* of their passage, as the audi
ence may here see ? (exhibiting the tentorium.) The same 
objection was made to Me smgie organs, as the fhlx would 
inevitably be in the centre of them, and yet not the slightest 
vestige appears. Those examples I . fear are already too 
much noticed.

Our recording secretary, Dr R. Randall, who is now a 
professor in the same eellege, in a few days afterwards replied 
before the Society and many visitors. I t  may only be neces- 
sary to add, that a vote unanimously passed to publish the 
replication, but which has been deferred by Dr Randall until 
the professor shall publish h i s as it was generally under
stood that he had promised his class to do so. And thus it 
remains :—The professor, however, has since re-detivered 
them to a succeeding class during the last winter ; and in the 
third edition whether they are amended, corrected, and revis
ed, I  have no information to give you.

You will observe, from the enclosed prospectus, that we are
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aboiiteepubluiiiiig the Journal in tbi*city. O r Bell warmly 
j  tv an d  I  hope i t  may.mett the approbation of your

self* aj»;well as «your brother. I  have no doubt but we shall 
be able to effect our object I  have the honour to be, very 
tyypectfuHy,- your obedient servant,.

J .  B l U E t O S i
Corresponding Secretary o f the W ashington 

PkrenoU gical Society.
George Combe, Esq. Edinburgh.

A R T IC L E  IV.
CA SE O P  P A R T IA L  D ISE A SE  O F  T H E  B R A IN , ACCOM 

P A N IE D  W I T H  P A R T IA L  LOSS O P  M E N T A L  PO W E R .
{Read to the Phrenological Society by H enry W ight, Esq. 

on 6th M arch, 1888.)
A  gabs of a very interesting nature has lately been present
ed to the consideration of those who make the physiology of 
th e  brain thfeir study. There has been preserved by M r 
Syme, part of the skull of a female who died about two 
months ago, of the external appearance of which the accom
panying cut will .afford a tolerably correct idea.

2 nV ol. V.—No X IX .
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Externally there were two large bony excrescences a t A  A» 
and internally bony spiculm had grown up in great numbers 
from the superorbitar plate on the right aide behind those 
elevations, and also, but fewer in number, on the left ride. 
The spiculae are most dense over the right eye, .and tbe  
centre of the forehead; they extend a considerable way over 
the left aide of the superorbitar plate, but become less dense 
as they recede from the middle. The parts of the brain af
fected correspond to the organs of Individuality, Form, 
Size, Weight, Colouring, Order, Locality, Time, and partly 
to Tune and Language.

This specimen was at first caught at by the opponents of 
Phrwology, and represented as fatal to the truth of that 
science. >¥hen it was first shown to me, I  was told that 
there was the case of a person whose brain must in a great 
measure have been destroyed, but who still continued-a . sen
sible and reasonable being, with faculties unimpaired. I  
was certainly much startled at the information, and felt an- 
tisfied tbat, if the fact were so, Phrenology m ust; be false, 
.because it ip evident that, if an  instance cap, be produced of 
a  power or powers of the mind remaining unimpaired, when 
it is proved that the phrenological organs of those powers in 
the brain have been destroyed, then the evidence upon which 
Phrenology rests, viz. the coexistence of physical organs and 
their corresponding faculties, is  annihilated. I t  was sup
posed by the antiphrenologists that this was a case which we 
should be willing to pass over in silence, and the knowledge 
of which we should be willing if possible to suppress; but I  
hope they will now be convinced that that is not the spirit 
with which we wish to encounter difficulties real or sup
posed.

The first wish of all the Phrenologists who saw this 
singular specimen of diseased head, was to know every 
particular of the mental manifestation of the unfortu
nate individual to .whom it belonged. W ith that view 
I  applied to my friend Dr Sibbald, who had attended her 
in his medical capacity for a considerable period antece



dent to her death, and from him I  received all the informa
tion he had it in his power to  give. He also kindly intro
duced'me to the woman's brother-in-law, a most respectable 
and very sensible tradesman in Edinburgh, from whom I  
received a full and frank communication of every particular 
he could call to his recollection regarding the state of mind 
of his deceased sister-in-law. In  applying to that individual 
for information, I  went in the fairest manner possible, ab
staining particularly from giving him any idea of the object 
which I  had in view in making my inquiries ; at the same 
time guarding as much as I  could against asking leading 
’questions, the effect of Which upon the answers given every 
lawyer knows well. I  passed myself off as a medical man, 
anxious as such to get every information on what I  consi
dered a curious medical case.

I  shall now proceed to give the result of my inquiries ; 
after which we shall see whether the case makes -for or 
against Phrenology.
’ The individual, when she died, was nearly 80 years of 
ago- The disease which caused the extraordinary appear
ance-on the skull was, I  believe, of about 1 8 years’ standing. 
W hat was the cause of the disease I  do not know, nor do I  
suppose it is possible or material to find that out,—-it is with 
the-efifects alone that we havè to do.

In  the early period of her life, before she became a mar
ty r to disease, she was a clever sensible woman,' very amiable 
and kind-hearted, remarkably good-tempered, and with an 
amazing flow of animal spirits. She was - very fond of fun 
and jokes, and laughed very heartily at them. She was 
very orderly and cleanly, exceedingly fond of music, re- 
markably honest and of good religious principles. I  may 
also mention that before rite became unwell, she was cook in 
the family of Mrs Cay in Heriot Row.

W e have now seen what she was prior to the disease, and 
we shall see what she afterwards became. The person who 
gave me the information says, that for the “  last 12  years
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“  she was always silly,—sometimes worse than at others.”  
She became gradually worse and worse, (I  speak of her 
mind) as long as she lived. In place of being, as formerly, 
good-hearted and amiable, she became furious and vindic
tive She was employed till within a few months of her 
death in a shop, along with her sister, in selling tea. W hen 
in this situation she used to conceive that customers intended 
to cheat her, and became very outrageous and' abusive to 
them. My informer says, that although they considered 
her tolerably correct in her money-dealings,' they would not 
have thought her competent to take charge of the shop un
less she had had her sister along with h e r; but D r Sibbald 
tells me the sister said, that if she sold two pounds of tea, 
one at 6s. and the-other at 5s., she made mistakes ináddm g 
the two together. I  am inclined to give the preference to 
the statement of the áster, who most have hod better oppor
tunities 'of observing that part of her chatacter, than the 
brother-in-law could have.

I  have mentioned' that die was exceedingly fUttduS,' and 
her fury was directed indiscriminately against friend and foe. 
She was honest'in her youth, and in her diseased'state she 
constantly supposed every one was going to cheat her, and 
she expressed great displeasure at the idea of any one doing 
a dishonest action. She conceived that she was cheated by 
her relations as much as by strangers.

When her most intimate friends and -relations came into 
the room where she wás, she did not appear to know them 
at first, and seemed afterwards to recognize them by the 
voice. I f  she saw a person one day die did not recognize 
■him the next.

In  looking over the window, she was in the habit of mak
ing remarks upon persons passing, and laughing very hearti
ly at her own jokes; but she was almost invariably wrong in 
tiie remarks she made. She had no indination to gossip, 
but quite the reverse.

She took no interest in anecdotes unless there was some
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thing humorous, which excited bar to laughter to such a 
degree thet-she sometimes went off in a  fit.

When she went out she looked bewildered, and her friends 
thought it mare by chance than any thing else that she 
sometimes, .found the place she wanted. She bad lost the. 
power, of diwpminatuig..colours. She was; orderly and 
cleanly in., her youth. My informer said he was not aware; 
of her baviqg become otherwise; but Dr Sibbald says he 
hastfonnd-her wearing dirty ragged clothes, and, she could 
not be persuaded by her sinter to. put cm .better; that she 
seemed neither inclined to keep things in order herself, nor 
would, die allow hear sister to do so for her. When he found 
her at dinner, she used to  have the skins of herrings and 
potatoes lying scattered, upon-.the table, .and would not 
allow . .them to bn gathered up. I  may here also mention, 
that D r Sibbald was jn the habit of seeing her, ooceriopally 
tor two years,, and that he did not consider, her as rational, 
but as an overgrown child. She was very deficient in recol
lecting names. She was religiously mad, and always went 
to church “  when, she cnuld crawl.” When she returned 
from church she did- not recollect much of -what she had 
heard, and what little she did recollect she was anxious to 
commnniicatfi and talk about, but could.not find words to 
express herself. She had also great difficulty in expressing 
herself at other times, when she wished to. speak.
. She was a  great dreamer, and believed what die dreamed 
to be true. The substance of her dreams was principally, 
that her relations were transgressing the code of morality. 
She became very positive. When she received medicine 
she supposed it contained arsenic, and made other people 
swallow some of it to try its effect.

I  have this afternoon seen a. woman named. Thomson, the 
wife of a chimney-sweep in Bell's Wynd, High Street, who 
used to be employed to dean out the tea-shop. I  was not a 
little staggered, when, in answer to a question, she informed
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me that the subject of my inquiry was & sensible woman. I  
found, however, upon inquiring father, that she confirmed- 
the aecount of'her religious-madness, the violence of hertem - 
per, and htt* conceptions that she was Cheated by her friends* 
She informed me, what I  knew before, that the person wan 
fond of spirits, to which she attributed certain aberrations of 
intellect to which she was subject. In  short, rite-seemed to 
consider that her mind would have been muod enough if it had 
not been for the drink. Mrs Thomson told me, however, that 
after her sister turned ill she got tjuite stupid, and took more 
to the drinking system, and that she thought- the stupidity 
was brought on by distress for her sister's illness. W e have 
here the fact of stupidity confirmed by Mrs Thomson, and 
the question comes to be, are we to take the cause she as
signs for that fact P I  hold the stupidity to be established at 
ail hands, and that is all I  have to do with at present.

Besides the above, there are some medical facts,:the bear*, 
ing of which I  cannot pretend to know. When she Was 
attacked by one of her fits, she was althbst invariitbly re 
covered by cold water if given in time, and for (hat reaiktt 
water was kept constantly at hand. She Was rather costive. 
She suffered very acute pain in the forehead, for which she 
Was ordered purgative medicine, and from this prescription 
rite received relief. She always continued to eat her meals 
heartily; but became latterly very fond of ardent Spirits and 
high-seasoned food. She never expressed any desire to be 
married; from which I  understood that she did not exhibit 
symptoms of much animal pasrion,

I  have now detailed as minutely and as correctly as I  can 
all the infottnation I  have been able to gather regarding 
the mental manifestations of this unfortunate individual. I t  
Would' certainly have been desirable to have had mforma
tion of a more full and minute nature, if such could have 
been procured. One thing may. be depended on, that what 
has been obtained has been impartial, and not preferred 
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with a view of nuking out any case, or substantiating any 
opinion; The person from whom it comes did not live in 
the house with the woman, although, from being a  near m< 
lation, he had very good opportunities of judging of the 
state of-her mind. Had- the observations been taken by a  
philosophic and a t the same time impartial man, they would 
no doubt-have been much more satisfactory. Experiments 
might have-been made winch would have been a test of the 
powerof each individual faculty, and we should than have 
known what remained entire, what were partially, and what 
wholly- destroyed. As this is in itself so evident, I  need not 
enlarge further apon it, and we must rest contented with 
what information we have, which is certainly far from being 
imagwificaat.

• After what has been stated above regarding the state of 
mind of the female in question, I  presume it will be conceded 
by men of every persuasion and of all opinions, that she was 
not a  sensible.vesponsible being. I f  this he not&ease of inn 
sanity, Id o  not-know what insanity means. Thus much we 
may take for granted, and I  shall proceed to offer a few ob» 
serrations opon the particular features of the case.

T he first thing that arrests observation is the circumstance, 
that here the feelings and propensities, generally speaking, 
were excited to a state of greet activity, whilst the intellec
tual powers generally were quite the reverse. W e find that 
she. was religion mad, honesty mad, morality mad, furious 
positive, and: vindictive; but if we look for any thing like 
over-activity in the intellectual powers, we look in vain; far, 
as my informer says, “  she was always mtty? W e do not 
find, as in some cases, that she was only insane upon one 
subject with returns to reason at intervals; for although the 
excitation of her feelings and propensities was not continual, 
when k  abated her reason did not return,—“ she was always 
« silly.” I f  we turn from the mind to the cranium, and ex
amine the appearance it presents, the result is very remark* 
able. I t  is in that part where the anterior lobes of the brain,
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the organs of intellect, He, that the disease manifested kartf. 
The posterior and middle lobes were left untouched, a d je c t  
to any disease which might canae nervous excitement T hey  
were not destroyed* as the anterior lobes most in a great de
gree have been. Now is not this precisely the state o f beam 
a Phrenologist would have predicted from the given mari- 
Gestations of intellect ? The feeKngs and prop*marks, espe
cially those Temoved from the seat of intellect, were ia  fall 
vigour and apparently over-excited, whilst those parts o f she 
brain, upon which depend for action, were left entire in 
substance. The intellect was almost obliterated, and so was 
that portion of the brain upon which H depends for notion. 
Does this argue for or against Phrenology ? I f  a Phrenolo
gist had been set to fabricate a case to salt his purpose, w ild  
he have rivalled nature and made one mdre to his-nriml? I  
think not.

Here a Phrenologist might stop, contented'that he had  
made out a triumphant case,-—that every thing, so fa r  s a k e  
could know, was in precise accordance with the dootrinea n f 
Phrenology. I  main tarn, that, on sound philosophical prin
ciples, here I  ought to stop, because here certainly aa to  
fact ends; and no man is bound or entitled to form opinions 
without bring satisfied that the premises are true upon 
which he is to found conclusions. I f  I  < were perfectly 
aware of the precise state in which the anterior lobes of tha 
brain existed, and of the precise state of the intellectual 
powers, I  would then have it in my power to consider each 
organ by itself, and to observe whether each faculty suffered 
m proportion to its corresponding organ. I  am not, how
ever, furnished with full information, either as to the state 
of the intellect or the brain. W hat I  have is only‘general; 
so of course must be any conclusions, upon the accuracy of 
which I  can depend.

I f  any one take the trouble to look at the cranium, he 
will at once see that it is impossible to say how much the 
brain may have been displaced, how. much wholly destroy-
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ed, and how much partially. The in (entices between the. 
spiculw, 1  am told, were filled .up with brain, and it is of 
course impossible for any. man to say what effect would be 
produced upon the functions .of. any organ by its being; 
pierced by these spicule?* In. short, it must at once be evi
dent, that very minute knowledge, is here out qf. the. ques
tion ; minute inductions m ust therefore be given up.

Having said, so much, to. guard against the imputation of 
making rash conclusions, with which Pbreuplqgists are so 
loudly, taxed, I  shall proceed to some farther considerations 
which offer themselves, .but ito .the absolute correctness of 
which I  do not.wish to pledge myself.

The cranium under, consideration, .when examined, ap
pears to.have been principally diseased above the right eye, 
and the. growth of the bony substance .most likely, commen
ced there, and spread in different directions until it reached 
the frightful sine vhiah it. now exhibits. Be that.as it may, 
there is. mere ;e£ iiton  the,right side than, the left. I t  is 
most tiensei,over, the tight «ye and the centre of the fore, 
head, »XAipKMmeda a..considerable way over the left side of 
the head, ibut>-bappmes less {tense,,as, ̂  ppoogeds. I t  is im- 
poaihle tQ'Say how far. it reached .upwards, .but I  should .be 
inclined to. think i t  must have reached the .organ, o f Benevo
lence. .It is fain to. presume, that the denser the bony sub
stance was, the greater would be. :th? destruction, of the 
powers dependent, upom the« organs .affected by it.

XesptngiM mind this statement of the geaeral.appeeraace 
of the cranium, let ua sow examine, a little more minutely 
the information received regarding the mental manifesta
tions.

W eare.told.that.aha did.not know people she had seen 
the day before. She did not'know her own .relations when 
they came in to her, and seemed to recognize them after- 
wards.by their voice. .What is this but the loss of the or
gan of Form ?
. Looking over the window, she .made observations upon
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individuals, which were almost invariably wrong. W bat 
is this but the lorn of the organ of Individuality i

She took no interest in gawping, nor in anecdotes, unless 
there was something ludicrous which excited her risibility. 
W hat is this but the loss of Eventuality ? W heaehe went 
out* if she found a place, they thought it more by ehanoe 
than otherwise. There was the organ of Looality gone. 
She bad loot the power of discriminating colour*

Hero is pretty correct evidence that the organs, which 
one would naturally suppose to-have been most affected, by 
the disease, were those whose functions seem to have been 
most destroyed. I  will not, as a Phrenologist, go the 
length of saying, that these faculties were utterly annihil
ated; -but will any antiphrenologist undertake to prove that 
those- portions of the brain corresponding to the faculties» 
were entirely destroyed, and rendered incapable of perform, 
ing their functions in-any way, however imperfectly i\

Proceeding farther towards the left, where the bony sub
stance becomes less dense, we have evidence that- the .powers 
of die mind were less impaired. A s to. Size, Weight, and 
Time, the person to whom I  applied could-give me no infor
mation ; sad it would hove been rather remarkable if he had 
been able to do so, as they are organs whose functions are 
net much observed, and which oaonot be well observed by 
any one-who is ignorant of the fact, that they axe di«*iimt 
faculties of the mind. I  was in hopes that I  might learn 
something of them accidentally from some of the dream- 
stances that were mentioned to me, but in this I  was disap
pointed. -

As to Number and Order, from what I  said before, that 
the brother-in-law and the sister gave rather contradictory 
accounts, I  am inclined to think that the organs.must have 
been considerably injured, though not ao much destroyed 
as those nearer the centre, and where the bony auburn«» 
and cerebral disorganization were greater.
'• In  the outskirts of the cranium we find a small space not
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occupied «t all by spiculm ; and in accordance with this h u  
we find the organ- e f Tune oadestroyWd. O f all theorgaos, 
Tune and W it are those I  should bau» said werelcast likely 
to hare been injured ; Rftdtheyars-certainly thetwofacultjas 
ef thedeeftrUction of which 1  have received noevideoc*.
• T he erganef Language, particularly on one scie,*Been» 

to h ire  been-very much impidrad'indeedi We are t o k ls b e  

had great difficulty in expressing-hterselft' ’She Wua deficient 
in Vecolkfetlag nàtaèw When she ' returned foom church, 
and wished to speatrof what she had -heard,' the 'could not 
find words to express herself, fie much for the organ of 
Language.

There are some strange coincidences here, lucky guesses* 
as the aatiphktttoteglets would' caH them. I  do-notwishto 
push thé argument, or to give my statement the  appearance 
Of*'special pleading. Facte speak forthetesetvesi'-and I  
shall allow the facts 1  have adduced- to do their own-busi
ness. I  have said before, that the case of the Phrenologists 
wad-abundantly made out without the minute ebservhthw c f  
particular drgaus, In  which we Cannot be sure 'that we are 
altogether eorrest. Thè intellect^ a t a whole, was almost a 
mère waste, and so was thè part of the brain, as a whale, 
Upon whkh intellect depends for its powers. I t  is carious, 
however, to go'itito particulate, and see the remarkable u v  
Incidences that oèeut of diminished brain and diminished 
fonction ; thèy are, to  say the'least of theta, in antipbreno* 
logical language, lucky otter.-

-I  think, that, after the statement given, no candid'dis
putant will hold up this case as impugning the truth of 
Phrenology. Our opponents may disregard it if  they 
please, and I  have no doubt- they will do to ; but let them 
recollect, what they have often said, that onefaot it.worth 
a thousand theories. W e have admitted, that If they pro* 
duce one welf-arrthetaticâted fort, they may -by i t  destroy 
Phrenology ; they accept this offer, and yet disregard the 
thousands produced by us. A case of impaired brain and



impaired function is of much more importance than one 
where both are in a state of high perfection and activity. 
In  the latter case die dependence of the mind upon the brain 
may be denied; but I  do not see how it can be denied in the 
former. I f  we produce a number .of instances of large ante
rior lobes of the brain, and powerful intellects, and, vice versoy 
small anterioTilobes with less powerful intellects, this is strong 
evidence that these lpbes are the . seat of the intellect. I f  we 
produce a  case where the anterior lobes have been destroyed 
and the intellectual powers are gone, whilst the rest of the  
brain and the rest of the mind remain entire, I  consider th a t 
to be evidence beyond the reach of cavil» Such a case is 
the present»

Qur opponents have always taxed us with having loop- 
holesrto escape by. L et them in their turn now try their 
ingenuity to discover some loop-hole. Let any of them try 
to account for the. phenomena in the present case without 
Phrenology, and see what he will make of it. A  diseased 
mind they will call it- A  mind, part of winch was nearly 
dead, and part of which was move than alive.' W e wish 
them to explain this- W e court inquiry, and shall be most 
happy to receive any additional light they may be able to 
throw upon the .subject. I  am far from maintaining that I  
have been necessarily free from error,in the inquiries I  have 
been making, and I  shall feel obliged to any one who will 
take the trouble to inquire further, and aet me right if I  
have been wrong. Had the Phrenologists disregarded this 
case, what an outcry would have.been raised against them. 
W hat has been done will, I  hope, show that we have no 
wish to put aside facts apparently anomalous and difficult. 
I f  Phrenology be. true, it is in no danger of being over
thrown by any thing that may be brought against it. I f  it 
be false, the sooner it is proved to be so the better. Let it 
be remembered, that it is our duty to establish the truth of 
every fact we produce in our favour; but our opponents are 
as much bound to establish the truth of what they adduce
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against us. They have no more right to bring half known 
cases against us, than we have to bring them in our favour. 
I t  would be desirable, if those who oppose us would meet 
us fairly and honestly. Let there be a mutual desire to get 
at the truth whatever it may be.

Before dismissing - the subject, it may be proper to notice 
one source of error to which observers, ignorant of phreno-* 
logical principles, are exposed. I f  it be true, as we assert, 
that the mind depends upon material organs for manifesta
tion, as digestion does upon the stomach, it follows, as a mat
ter of course, that where a cerebral organ has been impaired 
by disease, its capacity far performing functions must to that 
extent be diminished, in the same way as the capacity of a 
stomach for. digestion is diminished by any disease in that 
organ.' This is a sel&evident proposition, but one which 
does not seem to have been taken into account by antiphre
nologists. . A  disease in a cerebral organ does not entirely 
destroy its power to act, any more than a disease in the sto- 
mach antirely destroys digestion. A  person may be lame in 
his leg, and still aMe to walk; so he may be lame in the or
gan of Causality, and still be able to reason j but be will have 
a  halt in his reasoning as well as m  hiswalknig. 'T he  same 
effects may be produced by disease in youth, which are visi
ble in the dotage of old age; and in both cases'faonnithe same 
cause, a diminution of the power of the cerebral pltfrts toper- 
form their functions. Disease may shrivel up the arm of 
youth» as natural deoay does that of- the aged.

The object of these remarks is to show, that, in cases where 
a  brain has been found to have been diseased, so as to have 
caused a partial disorganization, asm the present instance, ill 
order to ascertain whether the mental manifestation accbrds 
with the state of the. brain, whatis to be ascertained is not 
whether the faculties of the mind remain a t aU, but to what 
extent they remain entire.

When we find any part of the muscular frame injured 
by disease» or otherwise, we find a diminution of muscular
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power; so it is with the cerebral organs. The elimination 
of the power of an arm may be observed by its being ahle 
to ruse a less weight, or to continue its' exertions "for a 
shorter period than formerly; and precisely anal6gotis to 
this is the mode in which we must estimate the diminution 
of the power of a cerebral organ. W e canttht say that a 
cerebral organ lifts a weight; but in exercising its'functions 
it performs an operation analogous to  that o f  the arm. 
Taking cognisance of a fact is a simple operation of the or
gan of Individuality, but to remember the fact calls for a  
greater exertion of power in the organ, of which, from dis
ease, it may be incapable. A. man. may be capable of think
ing and telling that he wishes to make a will, but incapable 
of the greater exertion of the same organ which would be 
requisite for knowing and telling what he wished the terms 
of it to be. These smaller and greater manifestations of the 
power of an organ are precisely analogous to the lifting of 
a  smaller or greater weight by the arm. The kind and 
quantum of the disease, in both instances, will bethetnea- 
sure of the diminution of the power of exercising function. 
Like the arm, too, a  cerebral organ may from disease be 
¡■eapable of continuing its exertions for Be long a period «a 
ip a  healthy state. Every body knows how training a prise, 
fighter enables him to make great exertions for an extraort 
diaery length of1 time. I t  gives him what in slang language 
Is called bottom; but bottom may be given, by training, to 
the mind of a philosopher, as well as to the bodily fcame af 
the pugilist. As tramiiig increases the power of endurance, 
so will disease diminish it, until at last little is left to the 
eye of the beholder but the shadow of intellect.

I t  follows, from these observations, that, in examining the 
mental manifestations of a person whose brain is diseased, 
with the view of ascertaining the truth of Phrenology, a  
previous inquiry must always be made of what were the 
mental' endowments in a state of health. Without this 
knowledge, it is evidently impossible to ascertain the extent
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to irhich function has been diminished. Where a brain is 
diseased, it is not enough to say that the patient remains 
sensible; because, as we hare seen, the organs, though imp 
paired still, perform their functions. The question to be put 
and answered is, “  Whether the intellect remain as vigorous 
as before, and,to wbat extent has its vigour been impaired?” 

I t  is hoped, that these few remarks may have the effect 
of directing, in a  proper channel, the inquiries of those 
whose pursuits bring them in contact with cases where ob
servations of this nature can be made.

A R T IC L E  V.

JAONQMANIA*

T hs following extract was sent us by a friend, who found it under 
the head'of “ Gleanings* in the Dundee, Perth, and Cupar Ad- 
vertber ofad October, 1S88. I t  is gratifying to observe‘the news- 
paper press diffusing sound ideas on a disease which only ignorance 
can confound with crime: the lives of the insane, and the feelings 
of their relatives, are placed by the law in the hands of juries, and 
Nothing is more destrsble than that persons liable to serve is  that 
capacity should be instructed concerning the effects of disease in the 
organs, on the mental manifestations, before being called on to de
e m  the fete of a fellow-creature. There Is a vest difference be
tween a diagmosful death, as a  convicted felon» and confinement, as 
a patient in an asylum for the insane ; and yet the annals of our 
criminal courts, in both divisions of Great Britain, hear too many 
examples of the former having been inflicted on individuals who 
ought to have been consigned only to the latter.—dSoinpB.

M onomania.*—The Clinique, a French daily paper devot
ed almost exclusively to medical and surgical reports, confab» 
an account of the recent trial, at Angouteme, of a,mau muaetf 
Jean Fort, charged with the wilful murder of his mother 
This case, it seeing has been brought forward in the Clinique 
in support of the arguments of Doctors Ga^, Gfcorget, and 
others, who, from careful and long experience^ have declared
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that the .monomania of homicide is found frequently in per
sons who in every other respect are not only free fnom men
tal alienation, but who also sometimes display great intellec
tual powers, and, but for the longing to.shed human blood, 
which in them is unconquerable, might be considered mild 
and humane members of society, their general conduct being 
usually correct, and, during the absence of the paroxysms, 
decidedly benevolent, The description given by Gall, Geor- 
get, Esquirol, and other eminent surgeons and physicians, of 
the monomaniac, is as follows:—1“ When the monomaniac 
has accomplished his object, he no longer thinks of any thing 
else. He has destroyed life—his end is attained. After the 
murder he is calm, and does not attempt to conceal himself. 
Sometimes even, full of satisfaction with the deed that be has 
committed, he avows, and delivers himself up to justice. I f  
he is taken, however, against his will, he is morose and mêlait- 
choly ; he uses no dissimulation or artifice, and reveals with 
calmness and candour the minutest details of the murder.” 
Opposed to the doctrines of this party, by which monomania 
is declared a mental failing over which the subject of it has 
no control—the development of the passion being greater 
than the corrective powers of the mind—are some of the 
principal surgeons of the French metropolis, who deny, first, 
the correctness of the facts as stated by their opponents, and 
then comment on the bad example and danger to society of 
allowing monomaniacs to escape without punishment. As. 
cases of real or pretended monomania are now become fro* 
quent in France, particularly in the south, which appears to 
be as fertile in the production of crime as of the gifts of na
ture, thé discussion excites great interest in Paris, and is 
kept up by the new facts of which the opposing parties daily 
avail themselves. The following case seems to support tbe 
doctrine of Gall in à strong degree The murderer, in his 
calmness during the perpetration of his horrible purpose, and 
after its completion, resembles much the unfortunate man 
who was tried at Cork for the murder of his crew. On that
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occasion a strong eflbrt was made to convict'the-prisoner of 
wilfttl: murder, against-the ooncwmnt testimony of the me
dical' witnesses, who-deposed 4o h i#  monomania in the most
positive and derided'manner. The general correctness of the 
prieonen-itliw total freedom from-mental’imbecility, and even 
great 'poWerS'o# iaosHsU in the ordinary «fairs of Hfe-were- 
clearly deposed to ; b u tthe  horrible diseaee(for >it is a dis^ 
ease) of moabmaOta was clearlyewident, and-it- seemed extra
ordinary that there should be perssne who had1 been well 
educated who coold’doubt its-ewtenoe. Jean fo rt , the mo>. 
nomaniac tried at Angrateme, is described in the.account 
of the trial as an otjfect of disgust, from the appearance of 
his face, which was covered with an Ulcer winch had; nearly 
destroyed- bis nose; and instances of his having used -throati 
o f destruction to many persons, a rse  of whom perhaps.had- 
ridiculed him on his appearance, were reload in evidence. 
On one occanon he bad been seen attempting the- life, of his 
mother, « id /  when disturbed, he exclaimed, “  Well, i f  I  do 
not ktli yow to-day, I  can do it to-morrow 1” A t i another, 
time he attempted to destroy a young child, after bavmgmsri 
to it, u I  trill kill you, you little rogue; for if I  allow you to 
grow up, you will some day or other turn me into ridicule.” 
On the 18th of June last, Fort was accosted by a woman, 
to whom he said, “  I  am determined to kill all the people of 
Querroy.” “  And why ?" said the female. “  Because they 
are too thick, and want thinning; some are too honest; but 
altogether tbey-bave caused me to kill my mother!” << Your 
mother I” “  Y es; I  have killed her, but I  will put her into 
a coffin, and bury her myself.” On the following afternoon, 
another woman, who lived near the house of- the prisoner's 
mother, saw bun enter the garden with a  spade, mark out a 
grove, and begin to dig. -> She asked -him what he was going 
to do? “ I  i n  digging-a grove fbr my moth«*,” said he, 
“  for I  have tilled her; and if you don't believe it, go into 
the bouse mad see.” During the night he continued to dig< 
The woman and-her husband- rose at midnight, and called 
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U b ittfo lo W I. f ie  replied coldly, “ Go to bed youffadiEG*. 
I  am not working on your property.” When the mayor 
went to apprehend him, he was found lying in the grave t o t  
asleep. Being «wakened and asked what he was. doing, bn 
mid, “  I  am digging a -grave for my mother, whom I  have 
killed,” at the same time showing the instmnlent with which 
he had destroyed her. On entering the hotfse ¡the mother 
was found murdered in her chair« f o r t  foUawed, and began 
to prepare her for interment. H e ices suffered to  do titis, 
and in a  few hours he had.-mnde* complete abooud. He 
then token to prison, and soon afterwards put .upon h h  Maid, 
t h e  ¡mayor, and several persons who had known him. for 
yearn, swore1 that they had never witnessed in  .him any ¡act of 
wmmity. The physician of the place, and other medtefl 
teen, ¡gave similar testimony. He acknowledged the mur
der; easd he could die batance; and that,, of found guilty, 
ten days (making «.sign to imitate the falling of the guillo
tine) wopld end .every thing. The .jury acquitted him* <P 
the Jgtauad that at the time of the murder he was suffering 
Under ¡mental aberration.

A R T IC L E  VI.

LUrrtKR FRO'M ttR SPURZHEIM TO THE EDITOR OF THE 
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

Sia,—In No 18 of your Journal, article 14 by Dr Fouati, 
p. 904*905, (beh  are assertions which oblige me to trouble 
you with the request to insert in your next Number tbe'fo)» 
lowing r e m a t h s D r  Fossatfs manner of giving the state
ments and Of arranging'the arguments must prevent your 
readers from pereeWingthe maoeuraeyof the former-and the 
frankness of the fetter. He evidently aoonsts 'yon.of partia-
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thy, and trites to diminish my merit. Tour note, page 805, 
sufficiently explains why you were authorised to speak of 
“  Gall and Spurzheim* together. D r Gall taught you to do 
so long before I  came to England, find we had published, 
under our joint-names, long before each of us published se
parately under Ins own name.* I  have by no 'means the in
tention to discuss the particular merits of Dr Gall and my
self at the moment when I  regret his death, because he can 
no longer ènjoy the pkhsure of witnessing the propagation 
o f the most important science of which he laid the first 
foundation. I  am gtad, however, that I  did not Wait till 
after the end of bis life to settle our account in stating fairly 
what belongs to him exclusively, and which are my claims, 
as far as discoveries and improvements are concerned. I  
have1 done it m the appendix to my French' work, entitled 
Essai Philosophique de PHòmme Mora! et Intellectuel, Paris, 
tQS&. Thè Only object of these present remarks is to show, 
1st, T hat S r  Fossati, being ignorant of the progressive im
provements of Phrenology, has no right to say that I  have 
contributed only to consolidate Phrenology, and, 3d, That 
h is manner of reasoning in the following quotation is little 
conclusive

“ T h e  f o u n d e r  o f  t h e  d o c t r i n e ”  says Dr Fossati, " i s  M .  G a l l  

“  a l o n e  ;  e v e r y  t h i n s  w r i t t e n  a n d  p u b l i s h e d  b t f o r e  1808 p r o v e s  

“  . M r  S p u r z h e i m  h i m s e l f ,  w h o  h a s  d e s e r v e d  w e l l

“  _ r ,  c a n n o t  b e l i e v e  h i m s e l f  o n e  o f  t h e  f o u n d e r s  o f  t h e

“  i n t e l l e c t u a l  p h y s i o l o g y , s i n c e  h e  o n l y  d e r i v e d  h i s  k n o w l e d g e  o f  i t  

“ f r o m  D r  G a i t s  l e c t u r e s  a t  V i e n n a  i n  1804. H e  a c k n o w l e d g e s  

f< t h i s  i n  t h e  p r e f a c e  t o  h i s  * A n a t o m y  o f  t h e  B r a i n , 9 l a t e l y  p u b -  

* f  l i s h e d  i n  L o n d o n ,  a s  h e  h a d  p r e v i o u s l y  h o n o u r a b l y  d o n e  i n  h i s  

“ f o r m e r  w o r k s . I f  w e  w e r e  t o  a d d  t h e  n a m e s  o f  a l l  t h o s e  w h o  

“  c o - o p e r a t e  b p  t h e i r  o b s e r v a t i o n s  a n d  l a b o u r s  t o  t h e  c o n s o l i d a t i o n  

“  q f  t n e  d o c t r i n e ,  w e  w o u l d  s o o n  h a v e  a  n u m e r o u s  l i s t ”

In  all my publications, I  acknowledge, that Dr Gall is the 
founder of the p h y s io l o g ic a l  p a r t  of Phrenology; but how 
does Dr Fossati know that I  only derived my knowledge of 
th e  doctrine “from  Dr Gaits lectures at Vienna in 1804," 
since Dr Gall's lectures were interdicted in 1802, and he did 
n o t lecture at all in 1804, and I  attended him for the first



time in 1800 ? Farther, how does Dr Fossati know that I  
“ had as yet done nothing for ike science in 1808 ?” He finds 
his answer in the previous publications, containing no state
ment that I was D r Gall's colleague. He particularly de
pends on the work of Dr John Mayer, of Naples, published 
in Italian in 1808, composed from private information com
municated by the author in Germany from a work printed 
at Dresden in 1805 ;<*—from the Journal Encyclopédique of 
Naples in 1808 ;—and, lastly, from the ideas of M. Wahher, 
emeritus professor of Bamberg. “  Nowhere in this work 
“ is the name c f  Dr Spurzheim to be met with™ Hencé D r 
Fossati concludes, that I had done nothing for Phrenology 
in 1808. He may maintain with the same right, that ht 
1800, when I attended D r Gall's lectures for the first time, 
or even in 1804, when I became Dr Gall's colleague, Phren
ology was the same as it is actually taught in Great Britain. 
Let us, however, consider the fountain-heads o f  Dr Mayéfs 
work. Dr Mayer himself studied at Vienna at the sdroe jta- 
riod as myself, and went to Naples before I  became assbchfi- 
ed* with D r Gall in 1804; he therefore could say nothmg'of 
my labours from personal knowledge. Farther, the* feork 
published at Dresden in 1805 is written by M. Bloede; but 
whether it does or does not mention that Dr Gail and myself 
travelled and pursued together the anatomy and physiology 
of the nervous system in general, and of the brain in parti
cular, as stated in the preface of our large work, the fact is 
no less certain. I f  my name be not mentioned in the Jour
nal Encyclopédique of Naples in 1808, this proves nothing 
more than the inaccuracy of its editor ; for Dr Fossati him
self tells us, p. 908 of your last Number, that at Milan in 
the same year, 1806, in the Number for July of the Journal 
of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Sciences, 
he found an extract from the report of M. Cuvier to the In
stitute of Paris, on a memoir by Messieurs Gall and Spurs- 
heim on the nervous system in general, and on the brain in 
particular ; and yet, with this proof of my having been the col
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league of Dr Gall, Dr Fossati still thiaks it absolutely neces
sary to «consider the editor of the Journal Encyclopédique of 
Naplesas an indispensable witness of my relations witb Dr Gall ! 
Lastly, the information which Dr Mayer could derive from 
Walther's work goes only up to 1803, when it was publish* 
ed at Zurich. M. Walther, emeritus professor of Landshut, 
instead of Bamberg, and now professor at the University of 
Bonn, speaks in his publication of the interference of the 
Austrian government with GalPs lectures, but he could not 
foretell my labours, which began two years later. His silence 
at 1802, however, cannot prove that in 1808 I had done no
thing for Phrenology. Until Dr Fossati shall become bet
ter acquainted with the beginning and progressive improve
ments of our science, he cannot be a competent judge of the 
respective merits of D r Gall and myself. I f  he can call my 
anatomical labours and the discoveries which I made before 
1808 nothings I  wish him success in doing more than I  have 
done for the anatomical part of Phrenology. Though Dr 
Gall is the founder of the physiological part, Dr Fossati will 
do well to compare the publications of Dr GalPs auditors up 
to 1805 with the improvements as published under our joint 
names. He also will do well to keep in mind that Dr Gall 
did not make one single discovery after I left him ; and that 
there is a great difference, even in the anatomical and physi
ological parts, between Dr GalPs last publication and the 
state of Phrenology, as it is taught in Great Britain. As to 
our ideas on philosophy in its two important branches, ideo
logy and morality, Dr Gall and I  most widely differ from 
each other, as well as in reference to physiognomy and prac
tical applications; and when Dr Fossati shall be acquainted 
with all those particulars, but not before then, he will be 
able to decide whether you are wrong in following Dr GalPs 
example, and in speaking of Gall and Spurzheim, when you 
treat of Phrenology in its actual state. He then also will 
understand that cephelogy, which signifies discourse about 
the head, does not comprehend the whole sphere of phreno*
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logical win—dim. I.'«— with' grant ratoemt Sr, your obedi
ent servant, &  Bppsbiw ii*.

BUyafoghftH), 6th October, 1830.

Note by the Editor.— W e insert the preceding letter w ith  
g/reat pleasure, as a simple act of justice to Dr Spurzheim» 
and are even.glad that the unintentional omission of a c o r
rection by ourselves has induced him to step forward in h is  
own defence*. In proof of Dr Fossati’s inaccuracy on tw o  
essential points, we published in our last the substance o f  a  
note written to that gentleman by Dr A. Combe, and we h a v e  
now to add in further explanation, that, had time perm itted, 
Dr C* would in all probability have also noticed the errors com
mented upon by Dr Spurzheim. But as Dr Fossati’s pamph
let arrived only on the forenoon of the day on which an oj^ 
portunity occurred of sending an answer to Dr F. by a friend 
who was to leave Edinburgh in the evening* Dr C. had 
time only to glance at its contents, and write the hurriefl 
note already published; and the matter was afterwards over
looked*

A R T IC L E  VII.

PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.

W e  have often said that Phrenology is either the most prac
tically useful of sciences, or it is not true ; and we are happy 
to learn that the perception of its utility increases as it be
comes known. In Edinburgh there are Phrenologists who, 
for years past, have examined the heads of servants before 
engaging them. One lady examined the heads of thirteen 
female servants in succession before she fixed on one that 
was suitable, and a trial of the individual selected has justi
fied the opinion formed of her qualities. Another lady fixed 
on a servant after examining the heads of five, and was 
equally satisfied with the result. A friend informed us late
ly, that in England he had met with an extensive merchant
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who tailed that hem ver engaged »clerk: without previous
examination of hk  head. W e apeak from experience, in as
suring oar readen that* they, will find the advantage of fol
lowing the same rule. I t  is melancholy to read in die news
papers frequent accounts of post-office robberies, of elopa* 
mente of confidential clerks, public servants, fro» with large 
sums of money, and of the executions that follow, when, by 
using Phrenology as a test of natural qualities,, such occur
rences might be most frequently prevented. W e are hum
bly of opinion that if, for confidential situations, young men 
were selected, in whom the organs of the animal propensi
ties are moderate in size, and the organs of the moral and 
intellectual powers decidedly large, (and many such are to 
be found,) there would be a high degree of certainty that 
they would not commit these enormous crimes.

In  dedicating children %o particular professions the ad
vantages of Phrenology are also recognised» A merchant in 
London was lately solicited to take into his employment a 
young man from Scotland, and hfe requested an  Edinburgh 
Phrenologist to examine his head and flavour him with a re
port for his guidance, which he did. We have been favour
ed with the report, and commit no offence in publishing k.

Ue v x l q p m k k t  o f  ▲ . a . a g e d  15 y e a r s ,
19. Individuality, tail.
20. Eventuality»' large.

I .  A n t t h n e t t i  large.
S. FhilopvogetiMveMes, rather large. 
& Oancentrativenesa, full.
4» Adberfvene*, rathe* fvU.
5. Combs tiveness, full.
6. Destructiveness, large.
7. Coostructlvenest, ftul.
6. Acquisitiveness, hill.
0. 8eoretl*aneaiy rather large.

10. Saif esteem, rath« large»
I I .  Love of Approbation, Ifrgc.
12. Cautiouaneas, large«
13. Benevolence, rather large.
14. Veneration, small.
15. Hope, full.
16. Ideality, full.
17. Conscientiousness, rather large. 
IS. Firmness, large.

21. Form, large»
22. Siae* moderate.
23. Weight, full.
24. Colouring, moderate.
25. Locality, full.
26. Order, full.
¿7* Time, moderate.
26» Mumfter, fan»
29. T une, rather full.
30. Language, rather full.
31. Comparison, large.
32. Causality, large.
33. Wit, rather large.
34. Imitation, full.
35. Wonder, rather full.

Temperament sanguine—lym-Hcad large and high, interior lobe large, 
phatic.



m n u o n a i i i  F m iN O Jum r.

. A. bey, ***& his development it weU calculated t o
“ render him a useful man. I  do not see anyorgan on which l i e  
n  is likely to go wrong except Amativeness. He will very soon "be 
u k lover, if net one already, and, were not his moral and intellect«*»1 
“ development ample, I  would fear his going astray in this feglingr. 
“  He may have some tendency to low company, but by good m a n -  

agement may be kept above it. He has as much of the p ropensr- 
“  ties as is necessaiy to carry him through business and give b i n »  
“ weight His Self-esteem and Love of Approbation are w ell-pro- 
u  portioned. He will be polite, but independent. He has enoug*b 

of Firmness, Secretiveness, and Cautiousness to give him tact a n d  
“ self-command. . He has a large Destructiveness, and will be h o t ,  
“  but he has the powers of restraint abundantly. His Veneration 
“  is deficient, so that he will view mankind through his Benevolence, 
"Love of Approbation, Adhesiveness, and Conscientiousness;^ he  
“ will not look up to them with awe; they must be kind and ju s t  
“  towards him, otherwise he will not care for them. If it is e x -  
"  pected to give religion any influence over him, it must be com- 
“  munic&ted in a rational and moral manner; he will not under- 
“ stand high devotional emotions, and be apt to question all that is 
“  marvellous. His Conscientiousness is good, and although not o f 
“ the largest size, it is adequate to give him feelings of justice, es- 
"  peciaily as his Acquisitiveness is not too great. His intellect is  
“ very good indeed. He has observing powers of considerable mag- 
~rf nitude, and excellent reflecting organs, so that he will be apt in 
“ learning, and judicious in applying what he acquires. Some of 
“ the knowing organs are deficient, but they are not much con- 
“  cerned in business.

"  The temperament appears not very active; but, from the siae of 
“  the brain relatively to the other parts of the body, I should ex- 
“ pect the activity of the mental powers to increase. Great atten- 
“ tion should be paid to his health in London; give him as much 
,r exercise as possible, and keep his digestion active. In directing 
“  him, treat him. uniformly as an intelligent and reflecting young 
“ man whose desires are always to go right, and show him the rea- 
“  son of every thing. From his small Veneration he will not sub- 
“  mit with internal satisfaction to mere authority. He will grow 
“ dissatisfied if he ever take up the idea that he is made to do things 
“  that are not necessary merely because he is a servant. He will 
“  scrutinize motives ana form judgments very quietly but decided- 
“ ly ; and to preserve his respect, good sense and good feeling must 
“ be habitually manifested towards him. His feelings will be strong,
“ and ought to be enlightened and guided. I shall be glad to hear 
“  how these anticipations correspond with experience.”

The reader is requested to observe, that we do not publish 
this report as a proof of the truth of Phrenology. The in
dividual who wrote it, and the merchant to whom it was ad-
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dressed, were both satisfied on that point The case is cited 
only as an example of the use which Phrenologists make of 
their science in the common business of life, and we expect 
that every reflecting person will perceive the advantage of 
such an analysis of a boy's mind, and of such directions for 
bis treatment, supposing them to be founded in nature. *

I t  is necessary, however, to state forcibly two observations, 
and to request the reader to keep them in view. The first 
is, that it must not be supposed that the twelve female ser
vants rejected by the lady before alluded to were absolutely 
bad; on the contrary, for other families many of them 
might have been preferable to the thirteenth whom she se
lected. The lady knew her own temper, and the faculties 
necessary in a servant to suit that temper, and also to dis
charge the particular duties which she required to be per
formed, and looked for a combination of organs accordingly. 
For other tempers and other duties the individual chosen 
by her might have been ill-suited; whereas some of those 
passed over would have been excellently adapted. Second
ly, parents or guardians of children who apply for phreno
logical assistance in directing their education, require them
selves to possess a practical knowledge of Phrenology before 
they can be benefited by it. Without this, a statement of 
development and of phrenological inferences is of no more 
utility to them, than a book of directions for making watches 
or weaving shawls is to a person uninstructed in these trades. 
The mind of the child is not understood, the mode of direct
ing it is unknown, and the real character of its manifesta
tions is not apprehended. In consequence the directions 
cannot be applied. The merchant to whom the foregoing 
report was made is conversant with the science, and capable 
of using it.
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“ A. bey, ,M® development is well calculated to
“ render him * useful man. I  do not see any organ on which lie 

is likely to go wrong except Amativeness. He will very soon be 
-"-a lover, if not one already, and, were not his moral and intellectml 
“ development ample, I  would fear his going astray in this feeliog- 
“ He may have some tendency to low company, but by good m an - 

^  agement may be kept above it. He has as much of the propen s i -  
u ties as is necessary to carry him through business and give h im  
u weight. His Self-esteem and Love of Approbation are well-pro- 
t€ portioned. He will be polite, but independent. He has enough 
<r of Firmness, Secretiveness, and Cautiousness to give him tact and 
“ self-command. . He has a large Destructiveness, and will be hot, 
“  but he has the powers of restraint abundantly. His Veneration 
“ is deficient, so that he will view mankind through his Benevolence, 

Love of Approbation, Adhesiveness, and Conscientiousness; he 
“  will not look up to them with awe; they must be kind and just 
“ towards him, otherwise he will not care for them. If it is ex- 
“ pected to give religion any influence over him, it must be com- 
“  muoieated in a rational and moral manner; he will not undcr- 
“  stand high devotional emotions, and be apt to question all that is 
"  marvellous. His Conscientiousness is good, and although not of 
f‘ the largest size, it is adequate to give him feelings of justice, es- 
“ pecially as his Acquisitiveness is not too great. His intellect is 
“ very good indeed. He has observing powers of considerable mag- 
“ nitude, and excellent reflecting organs, so that he will be apt in 
“ learning, and jndicious in applying what he acquires. Some of 

the knowing organs are deficient, but they are not much con- 
“ cemed in business.

“ The temperament appears not very active; but, from the sine of 
“ the brain relatively to the other parts of the body, I  should ex- 
“  pect the activity of the mental powers to increase. Great atten- 
“ tion should be paid to his health in London; give him as much 
“  exercise as possible, and keep his digestion active. In directing 
“  him, treat him uniformly as an intelligent and reflecting young 
“ man whose desires are always to go right, and show him the rea- 
"  son of every thing. From his small Veneration he will not sub- 
u  mit with internal satisfaction to mere authority. He will grow 
“  dissatisfied if he ever take up the idea that he is made to do things 
“  that are not necessary merely because he is a servant. He will 
“ scrutinize motives ana form judgments very quietly but derided- 
“ ly ; and to preserve his respect, good sense and good feeling must 
“  be habitually manifested towards him. His feelings will be strong, 
“ and ought to be enlightened and guided. I shall be glad to hear 
<€ how these anticipations correspond with experience/*

The reader is requested to observe, that we do not publish 
this report as a proof of the truth  of Phrenology. The in
dividual who wrote it, and the merchant to whom it was ad
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dressed, were both satisfied on that point. The case is cited 
only as an example of the use which Phrenologists make of 
their science in the common business of life, and we expect 
that every reflecting person will perceive the advantage of 
such an analysis of a boy's mind, and of such directions for 
his treatment, supposing them to be founded in nature. *

I t  is necessary, however, to state forcibly two observations, 
and to request the reader to keep them in view. The first 
is, that it must not be supposed that the twelve female ser
vants rejected by the lady before alluded to were absolutely 
bad; on the contrary, for other families many of them 
might have been preferable to the thirteenth whom she se
lected. The lady knew her own temper, and the faculties 
necessary in a servant to suit that temper, and also to dis
charge the particular duties which she required to be per
formed, and looked for a combination of organs accordingly. 
For other tempers and other duties the individual chosen 
by her might have been ill-suited; whereas some of those 
passed over would have been excellently adapted. Second
ly, parents or guardians of children who apply for phreno
logical assistance in directing their education, require them
selves to possess a practical knowledge of Phrenology before 
they can be benefited by it. Without this, a statement of 
development and of phrenological inferences is of no more 
utility to them, than a book of directions for making watches 
or weaving shawls is to a person uninstructed in these trades. 
The mind of the child is not understood, the mode of direct
ing it is unknown, and the real character of its manifesta
tions is not apprehended. In consequence the directions 
cannot be applied. The merchant to whom the foregoing 
report was made is conversant with the science, and capable 
of using it.
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THE MEMORY OP NAMES IMPAIRED.

very serious accident, so serious indeed that it was near cost
ing her her Kfe. She was thrown from her horse in conse
quence of the skirtsof the habit entangling in the fore-legs 
of the animal, and her head came to the ground with great 
violence. The wound was on the left eyebrow, neat' the 
organ of Order, as marked in the plates and on the hast. 
The outer plate of the bone was broken ; but fortunately the 
fracture did not reach the inner, as was ascertained by the 
probe. Whether the organ of Order was affected or not, I  
had no means of judging; but Language was affected in an 
extraordinary degree. She actually forgot her own name, and 
that of her most intimate friend. To the persons who wish
ed to render her assistance, she could only say, that before 
she was married her name was so and so, but that she could 
not recollect her present name; and when my brother’s name 
was mentioned to her she immediately intimated that tkdt 
•was her name. She was going to pronounce it, but it again 
•escaped her recollection. A friend of our9, who had been 
riding with her, requested that she might be brought to Mfs
D.’s o f ------street; but she expressed her unwillingness to
be brought there, lest she should alarm Mrs D., who is ra a 
very delicate state of health. She at length, however, con
sented to go there, and mentioned the number of the bouse, 
but utterly forgot the name of the lady, though the one of all 
others with which she was the most familiar. She attempted 
to describe her, and mentioned the pale-yellow colour of her 
face, the consequence of illness. She perfectly knew all her 
friends,—she raved and talked incessantly for some hours after 
she recovered from the senseless state in which she at first 
lay ; but the loss of the memory of names did not continue 
after the first two or three hours. She has an excellent con
stitution, and in a fortnight after the aocident I had the hap
piness of seeing her perfectly well.

In this case it is obvious that Colour and Number, though 
adjoining the external wound, remained uninjured; and that



Language, which lay in the direction of the shock she receiv
ed, .was most, and perhaps alone affected. I am, &c.

C------A--------

. NotCrr-^The foregoing case is curious and interesting, in 
respect «that the lady in question had not lost the faculty of 
Language, like M r Hood's patient and some others. She 
appears to have possessed a command of word* on all subjects 
except names ,* which would indicate that memory of names 
requires the aid of another faculty in addition to Language, 
the organ of which other faculty had been impaired. In  No 9 
of the Journal, vol. Hi. p. ISO, D r A. Combe assigned reasons 
to show that Individuality is necessary along with Language 
Jo. the .memory of names, because the. former faculty furnishes 
the. idea, of the object to be named. W e do not offer m y 
theory to account for the facts mentioned in ouc correspond
ent's letter; we merely record them; and when a sufficient 
number of cases shall have been collected, the explanation 
twill be more easily and successfully discovered.^-«Li>iTo&. .
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A R T IC L E  X.

DR GRANVILLE ON PHRENOLOGY.

T he following extract from Dr Granville’s Travels ¡from St 
Feter&burgh, through Poland and Germany, has been going 
the round of the newspapers, and is referred to as contain
ing information of importance concerning the state of Phre- 
nology in Germany

“ Professor Hufebad, the patriarch at medical literature in Ger- 
“ many, was asked by the doctor his opinion of Phrenology, and 
“  this was his reply :—

“ * The skull-doctrine/ ” said he, “ * as Phrenology is now styled 
“ in Germany, is undergoing the fete of your Brownonian system of 
“ medicine, We who were the first to adopt, and both strenuous
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“ and earnest to defend the pfo'fofopfty of Gall, while you remained 
sceptical on the subject, and full of mirth at our expense, ate now 

"  smiling in our turn at the seriousness and pertinacity with which 
u you endeavour to uphold the falling structure: Precisely as we 
“ did with regard to the system of medicine of the Scottish profess- 
“  or, which we were maintaining to be excellent with all our night, 
“ while you, who had been the first to adopt, were laughing at our 
“  bonhoutmie, and what you were pleased to call German stupidity, 
“  for yielding credence to it, though not till after a period of in* 
“ credulity. But if you wish to hear more on the subject of the 
“ skull-doctrine, see Rudolphi about it.’ Unfortunately the pro- 
“ feasor of anatomy was absent from Berlin,—a circumstance which 
“  I regretted much on this as well as on many other accounts. I  
“ had, however, been informed beforehand, that Rudolphi was one 
*  of the most powerful opponents to the doctrine of Gail, and that 
“  his testimony goes a great way in settling that much-debated 
“ question.”—-Vol. I. p. 320, 321.

W e notice this statement merely to remind otir readers, 
that in the first volume of the Phrenological Journal, p. 59®, 
drtieie X II . the subject of “  Professor Rudolphi and Phre- 
oology” is fully discussed. Extracts are given from Rudoh 
phi’s work, «  Grundriss der Physiologic," printed in 1821 
and 1828, which show that he was as profoundly ignorant of 
the subject as Dr Barclay and Mr Jeffrey; and, in point of 
fact, after our exposition of the futility of his objections, he 
was entirely given up as an authority by the antiphrenolo
gists of Britain. I t  amuses us to see exploded and thread
bare nonsense brought forward through pure ignorance in a 
book of travels, and gravely taken up by the newspaper press 
as matter of high authority. Dr Granville and the newspa
per editors appear to be equally unacquainted with Phre
nology and the value of Ruddtphi’s objections to it, and as
cribe importance to the latter exclusively on the principle, that 
u omne ignotumpro magnifico kabetur?

I t  is not true that Phrenology was once embraced and 
than abandoned in Germany. I t  was never understood there; 
and the reasons for this, as well as the fact itself, are well 
known. Dr Gall, in common with all other great discover
ers, experienced that a prophet hath no honour in his own 
country. His lectures were interdicted in 'Vienna, and he 
removed to Paris. In consequence, neither he nor Dr



Spm betm  iuure At any time published one word on Ply*, 
notagyinthe German language; they have not resided nor 
featured in Germany «nee 1807; and even when Dr GaU 
did kctuie in that country in 1805 and 1806, he delivered 
only a few discourses in a city, and then left it, without stay,, 
ing sufficiently long to make a deep improssion. The dob- 
trines were then less perfect than now; the evidence had 
not undergone so severe and extensive a  scrutiny; and the 
war caged in all its violence, and distracted men's minds bom  
kcieace. I t  is not to be wondered at, therefore, that in these 
dneumstanoes the few passing lectures delivered by D r Gall, 
Unsupported by books, and never repeated, were soon -for
gotten; but this is very different from ¡Hufel&nd’s assertion, 
repeated by Dr Granville, that Germany first embraced and 
then rejected the science. The Germans have a day af 
shame awaiting them. After England shall have taught 
them the value of Phrenology, which they now boast to have 
despised, they will visit the memories of such men as Hufe- 
land and Rudolphi with that virtuous indignation which they 
would at this moment pour out upon their persons, if they 
knew how shamefully they have been deceived by them, and 
how contemptibly and unjustly they have been prompted to 
act towards one of the greatest discoverers who ever graced 
the annals of their country.

CAS* OP MAC90MALD. 48 »

A B T IC L E  XI-

CASE OF — - MACDONALD, THE ASSOCIATE OF MARY 
MACKINNON.

(To the Editor o f the Phrenological Journal.)

Edinburgh, November 3, 1838. 
Sir,—H aving heard in the course of this afternoon that a 
very celebrated person, Mrs Macdonald, the associate of the 
notorious Mary Mackinnon, (whose case is detailed in the
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Transactions of the Phrenological Society,) and the supposed 
incendiary of Edinburgh, died yesterday in one of the dim* 
cal wards of the Hospital, I went in company with Dr. John 
Scott on purpose to examine her head. We fbunfi, 4$. we 
expected, the anterior region of the head very smqil, .wjiile 
the posterior and middle regions were ,large? The t>fst* 
lar region was also much broader then the coronal suffapeu 
The head, upon the whole, was rather large ; but the fore* 
head and upper part were low and narrow, and an immense 
mass of brain behind the ear. Altogether the appearance o f 
the head, which had been shaved before death, was as,nearly 
as possible like that of the cast taken from the head of Mary 
Mackinnon; and if I  had not known otherwise, I  could have 
supposed the latter to be a cast from this head. The mea
surements and development taken down on the spot are as 
follows

MEASUREMENT.
Ear to Individuality,
— to Occipital Spine, • H— to No 2, HDestructiveness to Destructiveness, 6

Secretiveness to Secretiveness, 6
Cautiousness to Cautiousness, 51
Rar to Benevolence, 5g
— to Veneration, £
— to Firmess,
— to Self-esteem, *1Acquisitiveness to Acquisitiveness, 5*

Occipital Spine to Individuality, 7|
Inhabitiveness to Comparattvenees, n

ORGANS.

1. Amativeness, large.
2. Philoprogenitiveness, large.
3. Concentrativenesq, moderate.
4. Adhesiveness, rather full.
5. Combativeness, large.
6. Destructiveness, very large.
7. Constructiveness, small.
8. Acquisitiveness, large.
9. Secretiveness, large.

10. Cautiousness, moderate.
11. Benevolence, rather full.
]2. Veneration, moderate.
13. Hope, rather small.
14. Ideality, very small.
15. Conscientiousness, moderate.
16. Firmness, full.

17. Individualities, both full.
18. Form, full or rather large.
19. Sise, moderate.
20. Weight, ditto.
21. Colouring, small or moderate-
22. Locality, rather full.
23. Order, rather fall.
24. Time, moderate.
25. Number, small.
26L Tune, fulL
27. Language, large.
28. Comparison, small.
29. Causality, small.
30. W it, small.
31. Imitation, moderate.
32. Wonder, rather full.



1 The above development corresponds entirely with ^h a t is 
knowfc of the character of the individual. She was, I  be
lieve,1 for y fears a keeper of or servant in a brothel. She was 
tM  pfetson who locked the door of Mrs Mackinnon's house. 
dhH o#it ai&d his friends, and detuned them with the view* 
df'fextortibg more money from them. The evidencb on the 
trtil #iB show the part she took upon that occasion; and alu 
though legal evidence could not be found to convict her'of 
haVing set fire to her house in the Parliament Square in 
1824, the circumstances of suspicion were so strong as td 
make it more than probable that she did so. Any farther 
remarks on such a character seem unnecessary.—I am, Arc. ‘

W. S.

ATHBItStONE'S "  HERCULANEUM." 4 3 7

A R T IC L E  X II .

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF “ TH E HERCULANEUM” OF MR 
EDWIN ATHERSTONE, AND CORRESPONDING DEVELOP
MENT, FROM A CAST IN TH E POSSESSION OF TH E PHRE
NOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

(Read to the Phrenological Society by M r Sim pson; the 
Cast o f the H ead on the Table.)

W h e n  M r Wheatston, the late secretary of the London 
Phrenological Society, was in Edinburgh, in October, 1827; 
he presented, in name of that Society, to the Phrenological 
Society, a liberal and valuable donation of casts. When they 
were unpacked, M r W. placed two remarkable heads on the 
table, and requested two of the members present to try their 
skill off-hand on the predominant intellectual powers which 
each cast indicated.

One was a boy's, or rather a child's head of large dimen
sions, with the organs of Individuality, Imitation, Secretive- 

Vol. V — No X IX . 2 f
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ness, Ideality, W it, and Language, so large as to leave no 
doubt of the manifestation of precocious histrionic powers. 
Upon this bang predicated, the cast was declared to be of 
the head of little Burke, the comedian and violin-player, no
ticed in the 2d volume of the Phrenological Journtd» page 
597, and since introduced to the public of Edinbuigh. There, 
was a laige development of the constructive and mechani
cal organs; but Tune was not so prominent as to lead the 

' Phrenologists alluded to to observe that these powers would, 
take the direction of performance on a musical instrument* 
I t  is, however, true that Burke's mechanical powers have 
taken that direction; but it is also true, that his incorrect, 
ness in melody is actually complained of by those who play 
along with him ; but that his manipulation of the violin is 
allowed to be, for his age, quite wonderful.

The other cast was that of a full-grown man, with a large 
brow, and well-marked Ideality. I t  was concluded, that he 
must be devoted to intellectual pursuits, and likely to be 
eminent both in philosophy and elegant literature, if circum
stances had led him to their cultivation. Mr Wheatston 
said, that he was a generally accomplished man, but had one 
pursuit to a passion. This, from the Ideality, it was guessed, 
must be poetry. Mr W. then declared, that the original was 
M r Edwin Atherstone, a native of the south of England, 
a poet of no ordinary genius, and the author, among other 
poetical works, of a splendid description of The Last Days o f 
Herculaneum; a copy of which poem, for a more minute 
comparison of its details with the rest of the organization 
was, along with the cast, obligingly left by Mr W.

A humble attempt at this comparison is the object of the 
paper now submitted to the Society; and it may, perhaps 
tend to increase the interest to declare, that, although one 
of the two inspectors above alluded to, the writer has not 
seen the cast since the first glance of it,—and it was a mere 
glance,—which he has described; on which occasion ha 
gave his attention for a few moments to the Intellect and the



Ideality, and the general balance of the three regions of the ' 
head ; but has inferred the details of the organization from 
the published poem. . The cast is now on the table, and, af

ter a brief critical analysis of the work, and estimation of the 
faculties thence infbrted, any df the ftietobers may take the 
cast in their tiands and report the organization. ' ' * *

Ideality is a  feeling; not4 an 'fateHecttial power. : *Ehe or
gan has not %  place in thé anterior lObfe o f  the brain, which 
comprises all the organs of intellect. I t  feels -poetical rap* 
ture, and will give thé mtéHectuaf powers the impulsé to pro
duce poetry, colonring all their productions with its peculiar 
tints and hues; but of itself it does not produce ‘poetry. 
Ideality prompting the intellect to the production of poetry, 
the poetry produced will take its character from the predo
minant faculties of the whole mind, both affective and intel
lectual. For example, Veneration, Wonder, Destructive^ 
ness, and Cautiousness will modify‘Ideality,’and prompt Intel
lect to the description of such an overwhelming event as the de
struction o f Herculafaetsm, by the first éruption of Vesuvius; 
and'the considerations, that it was the first,—the reveàlmentof 
the tremendous secret to the astonished Mediterranean, that 
Vesuvius was another Ætrta, nay*, that it was a horrible 
mystery to the devoted victims, enveloped in pitchy dark
ness, showers of ashes, scorching heat, and -suffocating close
ness, for many hours* before the final and 1 fatal lava was 
poured forth, what had befallen them, or whether or not the 
destruction of the world itself had arrived,—are so many ad
ditional recommendations of the theme to such an organiza
tion. The poet suggests to his readers* a frequent recollec
tion of these important facts, as explaining his description 
of the effects of the* terror produced by: unknown horrors, 
which might, otherwise appear urfnAtural or overcharged. « He 
gives the younger Pliny as his authority fb rb is  description 
of this one of the most awful events recorded in history.

Mr A. manifests Individuality strongly in both its depart
ments, narrating the awftil event in no shadow and ge

ATHKHBTONE’s “  HERCULANEUM." 430 .
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neral manner, bu t calling up each object in m inu^and real 
detail, as if placed before the «maos» W kh Idealkjr in full 
activity, he thus begins his terrific song i—  ’n u

"  I t was a day aad itasangeampmieap' >
And feverish, and mexpkcaUe <hmi, '''i' .-«it 1«J
In Hercuhateum'h walls. ‘ The heavy* thick».* <. .< ‘
And tomd atmosphere ; *he mlid> v*at  ̂> i-ii *i«7/
And strong-edgM doudythmlhatughtho ftfrii—r tt
In various and opposing courses moved
ThrudH soNfaunvofthe soHttry bird1 1 * -  *

. . That,!* Jong inteml^ifew. f e w  < :
On high:—the howling of the red-ey*d dog 
As he gaz'd trembling on the angry heavens 
The* hollow moans thatswvot alongtfcesir, . • •>
Though every wind was lock’d,—portend^all t (j , T. 4 
That nature with some dire event was big,
And labour'd in its birth. Ili: a ,r '■ 11 *

The artfatVtlsop • '  "
Was dosed:—-the hammer of the brawny mthfc< sA 

, Lay on dm anvil:—in the silent strafe <,f*
The hoof of steed was heard net:—1tenth baiMd •
The whitting car slept on its noiseless w h e e l* » 'i1 

- *Twas silence all, and apprehension» dark ^  ̂  &
And terrible. Who walk'd abroad might***?
From the dosed house at times the mfent’s scram?—
The voice suppreatfl of boding fear, likekfs> •
Who struggles in an agonising d r e a m 4 
Anon the deep and solemn tones of prayer:— '
And then the mingled hum of many tongues 
In earnest talk, yet wften'd down as thagii *
They told of wrairder* From a slow-oped doer 
A pale and shrinking figure came at times,
With wild and gleaming eye a moment turn'd 
Up to the pitchy firmament >—then book 
In haste withdrew, and with such gentle hand 
As his who fears to wake an enemy,
The portal dot’d again.

As day advanced,

There are many strongly-marked touches of the parental 
affection in the fearful descriptions, of which I  have read but 
a  small part; and we shall afterwards find fkrther reason to 
expect the otgan of this propensity large in the author. For 
example,—
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“  Who (kept within the dtp ?—He, the pn .
Who, labouring bard for breath,—with boraing brow,
And teoseand blnwhbo tey»  »yot ftnb thaiqhask 
Of bit convulsed and gasping child ?

Sleep« «he,
The «M tM hndW ) M t the fiery skin ■ > <{ 1
Of her delirious' inftnk iavw ¿—the lips
That cap a* laager drain the dried-up breast; ' ;
Wet« with the water* from the tube end weft, ' 1

»IttdlNaili irinrfrai lew barring-?*

A  great endowment of Colouring, no ban often been add 
of Moore, gives’» briHi&ney t6 » poefa description^; a  sort 
o f variegated enamelting, analogous to what wquld be pro
duced on the eywby a  gorgeous display of the’ colour! 
themselves. T^he following passage is rich in .the  sort of 
ornament alluded t o .

“ No «wyCraristias of odour here 
Aa idrtbo biassed Swnsbiae ¡—no «oft tints 7
like  those of sweet May-worn, when dnyft bright god 
LoohaswQuivfrom behmd delidoouaista;
Throwing hi« slant rays on the glistening grwa,.
Where, 'gautstlfaa rich deep green, the eswslip habge 
HU ekgwnthrik of purest grid :-r-tke pale,
S men perfumed primrose lifu ito foot to heaven 
Lika the foil, artlaaa gaae of infancy,’’—-&c.
•  •  • •  e
“ Nature's toe oft uaarissd trwwuw bleat’d 
That «eene of wo. Toe pure white marble abaft 
That bean aloft the princely portieo 
Of tha-proud palaeat—the blank dusgeea gates—
The pallidstatua o’er «mm honour’d tenh 
That nwc decoying hang«; ■ ■•and the hronao Mart 
That ban« kk hlooii.«tain«d «weed »—the oaken» taw 
That der the sepulchre hie dark y ean boughs 
Hangs melancholyond the vivid flower 
That in its course still looks apen the aua-*—
The deep-brown earth, and the fresh garden tinta
Of emerald, with flowers of every stria
The rainbow's dye can give;—the beggarVrags,
And the cerulean blue of beauty's robe 
All In one undistinguishable hue 
Aro-dad, of lurid redness. Inthestrwta 
Thouwnd* of fire-tinged figure« roam awaaod 
And fearful. ‘ Is this morn ?' they wk,
'O h! what a night we’vepaw'dt—-but b  tbk worn ?
* And what is that, high in the gory clouds,
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f That orb of brighter'crimaon ?' Oh it gaze 
Unnumber'd wide and wittfbl eyer.—-By’ heavens!
It is the sun in his meritNtfn fields!"

Combined with softer and more joyous feelings,, many a 
one, Destructiveness must, as a faculty, exist tt'Coifeiderabie 
endowment in this author to prompt the images of ruin in 
which he deals; while ever and anon he.breaks the monotony 
and deepens the effect of the horrors by some exquisite con
trast of human bliss. The wretched Iferculaneans are visit
ed by a deluge of hot rain, the effects of, which are tremen
dous ; but the passage is too long to extract. ( Vide p. 28.)

Ideality, W onder, and Destructiveness* .copibinq to give 
dreadful effect to another passage. ( Vide p. 30 to 35.)

The author has concentrated the whole of hi§ genius in 
the following description : A soldier is separated from his 
only child, and immured in a dungeoq for ajqijitc^y.pffence ; 
but afterwards, through the-compassion of the jailer94he boy 
is admitted to bis cell. The father and child g ^ . i n  the 
heat and bfiaiddess closeness of the air,,,hear .the thunders, 
and feel «the massive prison heaving with the earthquake; 
the child is killed by the lightning, ap.d Ugs i>ut,of the fa
ther's r e a c h <

fr Where, wretched father ! is thy boy ? Thou« cad lest 
His name in raiu^—he cannot answer ,

Loudly the .father opjled.upon his child •
No voice replied. Trembling and anxiously 
He search'd their couch of straw :—with he^KmgTiaste 
Trod round his stinted limits, and, low bent,
Groped darkling on the e a r t h . n o  child was there«
Again lie called:—again at farthest stretch 
Of his accursed fetters,—rill the blood 
Seem'd bursting from bis ears,—and from his eyes 
Fire flashed,—he strained with arm extended far 
And fingers widely spread, greedy to touch 
Though but hie idol's games;. 'Uselesstoil!
Yet still renew'd-«till round and round be goes,
And strains and snatches,—and wi ch dreadful cries 
Calls on his beyi Mad fireeSy fires hurt »now*.**-■
He plants against, the vsU bb fees chain 
Grasps;—tugs with giant strength to force away 
The deep-driven s tap leyel l s  and shrieks with rfige,
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Aid like «desert lioo in the snare 
Raging to break bis toil*,-—to *od fro bounds-.
But aee ! the ground is opening:—a blue light 
Mount*, gently waring,—noiseless:—thin and cold 

*■ I t  saemt, and like a rainbow tint, not flame;
But by its lustre, on the earth outstretched,
Behold the lifeless child !—his dress is singed,
And over his serene face a dark line 
Points out the lightning's track/*

The unhappy father obtains a last e m b r a c e T h e  heav
ing ground brings the child within his grasp. I t was but 
for a moment; for

“ Death came soon, and swift,
And pangkn.

The huge pile sunk down at once 
Into the opening earth. Walls—arches—roof—
And deep foundation-stones—all mingling fell !*’

Bunting rocks launched from Vesuvius are vividly describ
ed in several passages that follow.

In  other parts, the poet describes the various modifications 
o f mania which such dreadful over-excitement occasions. I t  
is borne out by fact, that Destructiveness is apt to rush in
to diseased paroxysm in such circumstances. Defoe, in his 
History of the Plague in London, mentions instances of sud
den impulses to destroy and indiscriminately massacre seiz
ing over-horrified individuals; and we all remember the nar
rative of the maniac ferocities of the wrecked crew of the 
Meduse. Mr Atherstone is therefore by no means out of 
nature,—in other words, unphrenological,—in his pictures 
of such frightful excesses. He describes suddenly-stricken 
maniacs rushing through the streets with drawn swords, at
tacking All they meet, and at last falling in conflict with each 
other.

A  family-picture is then given of a wretched man and his 
wife, two blooming daughters and a son, exceeding perhaps 
in horror any thing painted by Mr Atherstone. The sud
den maniac rage of the hitherto gentle wife, the death in 
different ways of the children, and the stone-like indiffer

7
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ence of the husband in “  moodymadiieto laughing wild,”  
are* incidents quite as natural as horrible. T b  fnsrtn h u t 
vain attempts of seme in their despair to escape lanufloet 
steeds, or in their chariots, are finely described** aithofigh 
perhaps in some degree extravagantly. The picture- offiitai 
destruction tvhich follows is overwhelming. The lavnfiand 
is fearfully graphic

ATHBRSTftMS’s  “  HBlMWl'ANBUlC."

“ Through the city now
Thefae-'flood goes, and in a cataract huge ’ ■
From the steep rocks pours down iato the sea^— J . . . .
Right o’er, with sweep tremendous, the red stream 
Launches into the deep:—the deep shrinks back 
Hissing and roaring—steaming to the skies»-»' - 
Seething like hottest caldron :—flashing up 
Torrents of boiling brine, and darkening aft 
With clouds of densest mist. Again the warn 
Return ;—again the fiery cataract meets 
And drives it bellowing oack.— . .

The city at last sinks in the earth •' n,‘
"  T is gone! where lotas ir 

The mighty city stood no trace is left 
Its costly palaces—its splendid streets— ^
Its awful temples—all are gone. Remains 
A dark-hued plain alone, whose rugged face 
The lessening lightnings plough;—o'er which the flood 
Of lava slowly settles in a lake.—
Years—ages—centuries—shall pass away—
And none shall tell where once that city stood."

Besides a large endowment of the knowing organs, the 
poem manifests a high degree of the reflecting. Comparison, 
with all its train of metaphor, simile, and allegory, gseady 
enriches the composition; and Causality is evident in f in  
well-arranged and necessary sequence of the incidents.

In  the same volume there is another poem from which'** 
nrigbt enlarge the inferences of the poet's organisation, .but 
must be content with referring to it. I t  is founded oo4he 
-tragical story in Xenophon of Abradates and Panthea. .

The volume is the work of an author, not only of high in
tellectual powers, fervid imagination, and correct taste, hut
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9f one haring aU that superiority of moral feeling which 
nmriealei itself in the words, and no. doubt in the deed?, of 
the must considerate kindliness, justice, and generosity,
’. I n . inferring the development I  have contemplated the 
whole poem; to which the reader may have access. The 
quotations» which are necessarily limited, are not of them
selves sufficient; they are given as specimens only..

The development inferred, in so far as the poem affords 
data, may turn out to be something like the following; and 
the Accordance, if it appears, will lend support to the doc
trine, that, as the instrument of a sound literary criticism, 
Phrenology stands alone and unrivalled.*

Amativeness, full. 
Philoprogenitiveness, large. 
Adhesiveness, large. 
Combativeness, large. 
Destructiveness, large. 
Cautiousness, rather large. 
Benevolence, large. 
Veneration, large.
Hope, large.
Ideality, very large. 
Conscientiousness, large. 
Firmness, large.

Individuality, large. 
Eventuality, large. 
Form, rather large. 
Weight, rather large. 
Colouring, large. 
Locality, full.
Time, moderate. 
Language, large. 
Comparison, large. 
Causality, large. 
Imitation, large. 
Wonder, large.

Since reading to the Phrenological Society the preceding, 
the author has seen Mr Atherstone's “ Midsummer Day's 
D r e a m i n  which, as an effusion of Ideality, he is not ex
ceeded by any living poet. His Ideality not only fulfils 
the definition of the power, by ceaselessly aspiring to some
thing yet higher and higher in every kind of excellence, but 
is seconded by other high powers in realizing these aspira
tions in description. The descriptions in this poem are 
strikingly gorgeous and splendid, and in no way belie

•  W hen the author of thla paper read his inferential development of the. 
poet, the president, and one or two skilful members, took the cast in their 
hands, and stated, organ by organ, their opinion of the real development. 
The inferential was pronounced right in every organ enumerated. For some 
organs the poems afforded no data,—»Editor.
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the organization; while thereis a y tt larger dement than 
Herculaneum can supply, of kindness and* o f joyoiisaess, 
fruit of a beautiful endowment of the monl sentiments, 
which enjoys nature's sweets and bounties, exquisitely and 
gratefully, and loves to see them enjoyed by every other 
sentient being. We cannot withhold the rising sunt—

f i  Towards the east
An atmosphere of gold eh light, that grew 
Momently brighter, and intensely bright,
Proclaim'd the approaching sun. Now—now becomes:—  
A dazzling point emerges from the sea;
I t  spreads;—it rises:—Now it seems a dome 
Of burning gold:—higher and rounder now 
I t  mounts—it swells:—now, like a huge balloon 
Of light and fire, it rests upon the rim 
Of waters; lingers there a m om ent r then—
Soars up.—

Exulting 1 stretch'd forth my arms,
And hail’d the king of summer. Every (kill
Put on a free of gladness;  e v e r y  tree
Shook his green leaves in jo y : the meadows laugh'd;
The deep glen, where it caught the amber beams,
Began to draw its misty veil aside,
And smile and glisten through its pearly tear.
The birds struck up their chorus;  the young lambs 
Scour’d over hill and m e a d o w a l l  that lived 
Look'd like a new creation, over-fill’d 
With health and joy ; nay, ev’n the inanimate earth 
Seem’d coining into life.

But glorious far 
Beyond all else the mighty God of light 
Mounting the crystal firmament: no eye 
May look upon his overwhelming pomp;
Power and majesty attend his steps;
Ocean and earth adoring gaze on him :—
In lone magnificence he takes his way 
Through the bright solitude of heaven.

The sea
Was clear and purely blue, save the broad path 
Where the sunbeams danced on the heaving billows,
That seem’d a high road, paved with atom-suns,
Where, on celestial errands, to and fro,

. 'Tween heaven and earth might gods or angels walk.”
Room ought to be found at the present moment for the
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description of a comet’s encounter with the earth ¿'“biitj all
tbboghafinfe eibrt of Ideality, it is' too long. ..... 11
• 'Bhe poet,1 traversing boundless space with' a'fcelesH&l coni 
ductor, sees a world destroyed and a son created
*• *"* u • * ___ ' 1 **

e t  But He who hath destroy'd can re-create.
~Ift empty «pace and darkness, suddenly 
We ijave beheld a cloud of pearly light ;

And all about, to infinite extent)
The ether thickening like a radiant mist;
Workiug tumultuously,—and round) and round,
Rushing in endless circles,—wheel in wheel.
Anon the pearly cloud becomes a sphere;
Condenses—brightens—glows—revolves—expands— 
Flashes—and bums—and darts excessive light,—
And grasps the kindled ether as it rolls,
Turning it all to fire; and round and round,
Swifter and faster vehemently whirls and burns,
And gathers prodigious bulk,—till )o!—it is a s o n !" *

Even with the foregoing appendix, added in consequence 
of seeing the 44 Midsummer Day’s Dream,” we are not permit
ted yet io dismiss Mr Atherstone. Since that appendix it
self was written, his genius has given to the world part of 
a yet more important poetical work, and one which, while 
it still more strongly confirms our phrenological exposition 
of his talents, will, there can hardly be a question, rank him 
among the foremost of living poets. We allude to a regular 
epic poem on the exalted theme of the fall of Nineveh, with 
the first six books of which he-has, we may safely say, de
lighted the poetical world.* I t is out of the question to ana
lyze such a work at the end of a phrenological critique on 
the poet's lesser productions; we will not even quote from 
its pages. W e have read the six books almost without rising, 
so much of brilliancy and deep interest do they possess, and 
so little of the heaviness of most epic poems; and we were 
witness lately in London to the high popularity of the poem,

* Since we wrote this we find our opinion essentially confirmed by that of
the Sdtobiifgh Reviewers.
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—earning oufc 4» it *t the same time with M«ltw's,gqr- 
geoua picture on the saae subject; and, more»yqr,,itt>rtfcr 
great increase of the interest excited by bo|hpC thfsa M n i  
productions of genius, produced by the cincuHWtaiiea nfutte 
artists b«>>g. intimate friends, who had worked'together!, 
though' in their separate lines of art, *ith Ore«ptt»tynSf 
poetical feeling from 'Which they respectively reaped die high 
eat advantages; One circumstance nngularly.eoiiffrtnaciafat 
was said above, in this paper, of Mr Athecttono's* intense 
love of Colouring. He could scarcely* it seem«,' be satisfied 
with the highest touches of his friend's pencil, in.'this depart» 
m eat; but urged him to still farther efforts of nolndangptiH 
the effect became quite dazzling. To our'pbrentdogictd 
renders we strongly recommend both tfce.paan^NHhtfafcqn»- 
tuw of the “  Fall‘of Nineveh.” . i va! a or

, tjuh «yiinsup 
boa ; yJ.l 

.'(.¡I) ,a b 'il;J

A R T IC L E  X II I .  ACt J1 £ii
• . . x.j . I V

An Inquiry concerning the Connexion o f the H ind dit&fSe 
Brain, with Remarks on Phrenology and MatiniaRstd, by 
William WUdsmith, Member o f the Royal College o f Sur
geons in London, and q f the Philosophical and Literary 
Society o f Leeds. London and Leeds, 1828, pp. 74

T his pamphlet was occasioned by opinions expressed by 
the Rev. R. W . Hamilton, in an “  Essay on Craniologyj” 
and in a “  Series of Lectures on the Intellectual Emotions,” 
read before the Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society. 
Owing to the exclusion of all useful physiological infbfmd. 
tion from popular education, the great body of the readihg 
public of England are as profoundly ignorant of the struc
ture and functions of the different parts of their own bodies, 
and of the connexion between the body and mind, as df the 
geography of the moon, or the rural economy of the'&Mfr-
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grata I U h .' T heyare consequently iftHW 
eM tU tV lU rlh« purposes «f ' t  d t M e f  b f  old1 dbmirdities, 
s ra tam ‘■opponent of new and important ftnftft; they ate 
»fatly ttf'Wjetit tfny thing, to be alarmed at any thing, and 
toflptgMcitt» any thing, connected'with physiology, which 
tnp iM tfftn titd fcd ' oracle may bo pleased to denounce to 
t%*d a s  worthy of such treatment. -The Zler. R. W . Ha- 
■dhonubaa written an essay and-delivered lectures to in- 
ftmftrthe reflecting people of Leeds,’ that“  not a single 
«  proof h u n s r  been furnished that- a  mental operation 4s 

so— acted  with the hand or its interior parte?1* that “  the 
«f tenmphalon has aa much connexion with tnind and character 
-^ S |)tk a  marrow of the leg-bone that the belief of the 
nripdrhandagiit» sent in or connexion with the brain, lends 
to a low degrading materialism and infidelity; and, conse
quently, that Phrenology has no rational claims to credibi
lity ; and such .appears to be the state of information in 
Leeds, that M r Wildsmith, himself a surgeon, has consider
ed it necessary to publish an able and eloquent pamphlet of 
74 octavo pages to prove by authority, a& well as by fact and 
mason, that the mind w connected with the brain, and that 
this fact in nature is not subversive of our holy religion. 
W e record these discussions to afford posterity an index to 
the attainments of the present enlightened age on the sub
ject of human nature; that they may render a  just tribute to 
Phrenology, when, by its becoming a branch of popular 
education, it shall have delivered them from such a chaos 
of ignorance, bigotry, and conceit. .

M r Wildsmith commences his pamphlet with a sketch of 
the intellectual faculties, and describes them as consisting of 
sensation, perception, memory, judgment, &c. according to 
the exploded philosophy of Locke. This is at variance with 
Phrenology, and we do not perceive what led him into the 
error. According to Phrenology these are modes of action 
of primitive faculties, but not faculties themselves. In  his 
anxiety also to get quit of the charge of materialism, be is
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betmyed into' inconsistencies. Star example, be remarks, 
that tf rt*>0gbt to be a^ o w le d g ed 9 tbat ,tiie4flft)doi^4ift>o«r»
“ aKSfeon kum dose- nun* to explain the qualitiesrf-Wpnofsud;
“  its states ̂ existence.”—“ The many curious find 
f t  wnich every where are supplied For our cognizance anq reflection, 
“ etftfble tn to conjecture, with some degree of 
“  of ,thp secrets a*d mysteries of this silent but feudal beipg^" iBTM»i 
occurs on page 5 ; and on page 7 he says, "  We are J#fe |ll|f; 
w incapable of conceiving of spirit or mind in its abstract*dna sepa- 
u  m t* mature ;** and-in a' note to page 66 be-observes,1 fciWaiilflpfc 
“  truly conceive of nothing but with , an allusion or a  referancq^o 
u  matter: however we may talk or think of spirit, our language 
“  fkits us when we attempt its description. W e cannot bare a no- 
"  thus of.aoy being which does not occupy a  certain space, ftneemr*
"  subtle it may be." . %vx}. i r

W q notice these inconsistencies, in order, toi $>r&p£nw*} 
forqibly on the mind of our readers what we oone£tfrq[tft 
the trye doctrine, on the subject of the iqind^&ubstaimfc» w td i 
whieh will never be found to lead to incooeisteney^o fteiev; 
this... The popular notion, that we are co n ^ t^ jp f^ ijiiflfl;,' 
or spirit, as something within us which, thiftk* nudb lM s'. 
wholly separate from and independent of the body, is-a* rncte&v 
illusion, originating in the psychological fact, thqt ¿h t miud'M 
is not conscious of its own organs. These are mad? 
to us solely by observation and experiment* W e may»** 
well affirm, that it is. spirit which raises our arms and Iftoirps 
our legs, independent of organic apparatus, as that it spirifc 
which thinks and feels without the intervention ,of orgafts* 
W e are not conscious of the agency of nerves in moving tfiq 
limbs, and we are not conscious of the intervention of /tftg) 
brain in thinking; but experiment and observation-demon-. - 
strate, that without nerves the arms and legs, QajjBot ¡be 
m oved; and that without brain, thought and feeling-eapusfo-. 
be experienced or manifested in this world, liv e ry  qonc^ffcj . 
tion, therefore, that we know any thing whatever- ,ab<iftt/»! 
mind or spirit, as it exists in. itsejf, and unnqnnectqdrW^j 
matter, is a pure fancy; and it is always safest ppji 
come to the ultimate.truth at once, without fear o£*{s,q&?afot 
quences. . i . no  t wo
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I t  then .we have no knowledge orfexperieoce of miodvin* 
dépendent'of (matter, i t  is obvwtis,.fchttt be who undertake* 
to  demonstrate' the immateriality of the - soul from fieattmf 
deceives himself ; he has not one fact in nature on which to 
ground anvinference; and inferences without premises .arô 
mere fancies. 1 All that observation and reason establish is,’ 
that man possesses certain animal propensities, moral sentir, 
mente, and intellectual faculties, and . that in this life theser 
never operate except in connexion with organs.

To the opponent who objects that this is materialism, we. 
have only one answer,—It. is an undeniable fact, it is the 
true constitution of nature; God is the author of nature; 
H e  created mind and body, and united them thus. You 
may call his workmanship materialism, or immaterialism, 
or >by any other appellation ; but if, by designating it' 
by at* opprobrious epithet you mean to condemn it, you 
sit in judgment on the Almighty ; whereas we bow before 
his 'wisdom and admire his works. I f  you do the same, 
we âre agreed ; and then we conclude, that the Deity has* 
not e m d  in bestowing on man the constitution which he ac
tually possesses.

But it will be said, man cannot be immortal, if in this life 
his mind is not known, except in connexion with material 
organs; and how can we ascertain that, when these organs 
are dissolved, there will be any mind remaining ? We reply, 
that it is a grave error, which has too long been allowed to 
occupy the public mind, that immortality can be established 
by determining the substance of which the mind is com
posed. In point of fact, we are utterly ignorant of the sub
stance or essence of every created object ; and, if mind un
connected with matter is absolutely unknown to us, hofr can 
we discover what its substance is ? Farther, the notion that 
immaterial substances (if such an incongruous combination 
of Words may be allowed) are indestructible, and therefore 
immortal, but that material existences are destructible, and 
therefore transitory, owes its origin to the ages of barbarism,

4 6 1



when the limits o f  human knowledge were disregarded, 
and the real constitution of the universe unknown- A s  a l
ready observed, immaterial substance or essence ife,a rifere 
abstraction of the human imagination, altogether ynxraw n 
either to our senses or understanding : every thing wy^see, 
hear, and feel, is material, and our own mupds arp un
known to us except incorporated with matter* W h a t a  
miserable foundation, therefore, ou which to rest our Jiopes 
of immortality is a hypothesis that has no basis beyond d ie 
human imagination! This, indeed, is almost self-evident. 
Immaterial essence is unknown to u s ; its properties, there
fore, are unknown; and hence it is a mere gratuitous as
sumption, that one of its properties is indestructibility. T o  
say, therefore, that the immortality of the soul depends on 
Us immateriality, is to maintain that it depends on a mere 
mental abstraction, on a notion, on a phantom, unsupported 
and (insupportable either by fact or inference.

I t  is equally unphilosophical to contend that matter is 
perishable. This was the idea of ignorant schoolmen. The 
researches of modern chemistry have shown that matter, so 
far as our experience reaches, does not perish, but merely 
changes its forms and combinations.

Do we then, we shall be asked, profess ourselves to be 
materialists, and confess that Phrenology leads to this re
sult ? W e profess ourselves to be profoundly ignorant of the 
substance of the mind, and of the substance of every thing 
else; but we have implicit confidence in the Creator, that 
he has made no mistake in regard to the essence of the 
mind; that He has constituted it of the right materials to 
fulfil its destinies; and, we are humbly of opinion, that all 
dispute and discussion about its substance, and the conse
quences of its being made of this.or of that, are, philosophy 
cally speaking, puerile and absurd, and, theologically* im
pious.

How then are, we to discover the destinies of the mind P 
Speaking 4s philosophers, we answer, just as we diseoves 4he

463 MATERIALISM— WILDBMITH'S ANSWER
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ends or purposes of any other created object, from its quali
ties and their relations to other beings. I t  is from the mine} 
possessing faculties of Benevolence, Ideality, Veneration, 
Hope, Conscientiousness, and Intellect, and from the re
lations of these faculties to the creation and the Crea
tor, that all rational, inferences in favour of immortality 
must be deduced. This subject is discussed at length in 
the article Materialism, in the first volume of this Joijr- 
nal, published also in Mr Combe's Elements and System, to 
which we refer the reader. With all deference, we conceive 
that this view of the basis of immortality, as it is the true 
ene, is far more rational, satisfactory, and impregnable, than 
the lame assumptions on which this tenet is generally rested. 
I f  it cannot be supported on these grounds, we humbly think, 
that reason must be altogether abandoned as maintaining it̂  
and its foundation placed at once on revelation alone.

M r Wildsmith is completely and triumphantly successful 
after he leaves the barren and intricate field of metaphysics. 
He proves the connexion of the miqd with the brain, first, by 
the most incontestable physiological facts; and, secondly, by 
quotations from the greatest authorities, vis. Sir Isaac New
ton, Locke, Dr Clarke, Dr Porterfield, Dr Watts, Denham, 
P r  Bates, Haller, Blumenbach, and Abernethy ; and he re
fers to White, John Hunter, Gordon, Kicherand, Bell, Ma- 
gendie, Tiedeman, and many others.

H e supports his third head, that the connexion of the 
mind and brain does not lead to materialism and ipfidelity, 
also by able arguments and the greatest authorities, such as 
Dugald Stewart, Haller, &c. As a specimen of his style) 
which, although occasionally incorrect, is eleyated, and some
times eloquent, we select the following passage:

“ Students of Medicine! you have been told, that to believe in 
* the brain being the organ of thought is to encourage the most 
"  baneful enemy to Christianity, the greatest foe to religion and to 
"  truth. I tell you it is not; and 1 have too much interest and 
€r concern in your welfare and future happiness to wish to deceive 
n  you, or in anywise to divert your attention from the sacred foimt

Vul. V.—No X IX . 2 o
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“ of perfect and eternal truth. I hare produced my evidence, isr- 
“ partially selected my authorities, candidly stated the result pf what 
“ is most consonant to truth, and have snown you ¿hat the prna- 
“ meqts and the pillars of your profession have uniformly adyhcajted 
"  these doctrines. Examine diligently for yourselves,—-let au-
“ thority, however venerable from age or sacred By professi^, ex- 
u elude from your minds ideas or notions which are the result of 
a sincere and diligent research. Had our ancestors or our contem- 
“ poraries desisted from exploring and inquiring into the laws of 
"creation from a fear  that it would lead to the subversion of order 
"  and religion, we should now have wallowed in all the blissful ig- 
u norance of monastic ascendency; in a state of abject apathy little 
“ removed from the indolent brute, and incapable of enjoying those 
u manifold delights which ever accrue to the disciple and observer 
"  of nature.

“ Recollect what I  have asserted—That the brain is the Oroam 
“  of thought. I  deny any further concessions,—I would not have 
“ it thought that an atom, an effluvium, nay, to use a word of 
“  Berkeley's, an infinitesimal of mind can be produced by the 
"  brain. Surely, if it were not derogatory to the Godhead himself 
"  to be clothed in flesh, we cannot be chargeable with impiety when 
“  we assume a similar garb for the mind—the offspring of the 
#c Deity. The same Divine Architect which creates the soul can, 
“  with an equal propriety, decree that the brain shall be the real«

dence of the majestic guest, and that it alone shall minister to the 
u absolute powers of mind during its sublunary existence."
* I t  gives us great pleasure to see men of the moral temper 
and intellectual talents and attainments of this author daily 
enlisting themselves on the side bf Phrenology. W e con
clude with the following extract, which is equally eloquent 
and just

“  What the motives or ends in view are of those who so violently 
“ declaim against these inquiries respecting mind and brain, I  am

at a loss to say. I t cannot be to serve the cause of religion. We 
“ have seen the foundation and rationale of the system, and have 
"  clearly demonstrated that its basis is truth—and truth, we all 
*' know, is the essence of religion. As truth is freed from error, re- 
“  ligion is the more firmly established; and it must ever be acknow- 
"  ledged that true religion and philosophy go hand in hand, and 
“ must ever mutually support each other. The whole creation of 
“  Omnipotence, and the laws he has ordained for its government, 
?  display that harmony which no efforts of mortals can in any way 
<< disturb. If this or any other science be established or conducted 
« otherwise than on the fundamental principles of fact and observa-* 
« tion, it must necessarily soon yield to the wreck it truly deserves, 
“ What then, I  would again repeat, can be the motives of such op« 
“ ponents ? The opinions I have endeavoured to support have been
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“ attacked by sophistry, by wil, sarcasm, irony, ridicule, and the 
t€ long train of epeciou* but detestable weapons; but they yet pre- 
** vaîf, nay rather, I may truly assert, they are gaining on the minas of 
€C the public with the greatest conviction. And now, forsooth, the 
“ alarming cry, that religion is in danger, is to be the charm which 
<f mtiit dissolve this potent spell on tne minds of mankind. But 
“  this cry is now too stale for effect ; it has too frequently been 
if sounded on similar occasions, when the fears or ignorance of 
<f bigotry held reason and judgment under subjection. The in- 
** crease t>f knowledge and the general diffusion of its blessings have 
“  dispelled the prejudices and antipathies which have with so much 
“ zeal been infused by the artful and specious attempts of writers 
€t and orators ; and it would be well for those who know the value 
*' and Importance of religion to abstain from foisting it to the sup- 
“  port of opinions, which tbttr awn judgment teHs them are too ira-. 
“  becUe to deserve the aid even of argument, much less qf religion.”

4 5 5

A R T IC L E  X IV .

D E S C R II^ IO N  O F  AN IC E L A N D IC  S K U L L , AND CASE O F  
D IS E A SE  IN  T H E  F A C U L T Y  O F  T IM E , IN  A L E T T E R  
F R O M  D R  H O P P E  T O  M R  G E O R G E  COM BE.

Copenhagen, 21st June, 1828«
M t  d e a r  S ir ,—It is long since I had the pleasure off 
writing to you; but I  am prevented by my very small In* 
dividuality from procuring any thing worthy of your atten* 
tion, and it would be an abuse of your time merely to tell 
you with bow much pleasure I follow the progress of Phre* 
nology, and what joy it gives me to hear of your well-being« 
Although I hoped to procure some skulls from Iceland, I  
have got only one, which I beg you to present to the So
ciety with.my best respects, and sincere regret that I  am 
unable to obtain more from that quarter. This skull has 
for many years been in the possession of a  physician here* 
a  friend of mine, who writes that I  may rely upon k 9 an* 
thenticity. For my own part, in so far as I  am acquainted 
with the character of the nation, I  think it a fair enough
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specimen of the general cerebral development. The vene-r 
ration which the Icelanders entertain for their dead and  
places'bf burial makes it highly difficult to get1 hold of their 
skiillsr.'T atn not particularly acquainted with many Ice
lander,' but perhaps you may be less so, and tlietofefe> i t  
rfteytiotbe without1 interest to yon, and'to the<8<scietyyTv£ 
you think proper, should I briefly mentidn what notfotifcire 
erttertain concerning our peculiar transatlantic brethren.:

One of their most prominent features is their indefatigable 
application to study. Indeed the whole nation may be call*, 
ed a learned one. Upon the large island there is b u t a  
single school, which is a literary one, and what we call a  
“  Latin school.419 For the common people there is no 
school whatever; but, nevertheless, every peasant, even the 
poorest, is able to read his old chronicles at the fireside in 
winter, as well as to write; and, in general, they are so fa
miliar with arithmetic, that they calculate their own alma
nacks. The Icelandic students at our university a re ‘Re
nowned for their diligent application to their studies» and 
indeed many of them become very learned. But what kind 
of studies do they choose ? I  may say, without exception, 
the dead languages, antiquities, heraldry, and ancient his
tory. They bestow no attention upon the living languages, 
modern history, natural philosophy, belles lettres (except 
the classics), mechanics, or metaphysics. They prefer their 
country to all others, and, with all its physical and social 
barrenness, sound its praises in a manner absolutely ridicu-, 
lous. The people are very poor, and averse to change the 
ancien manner of fishing, weaving, &c. of their forefathers. 
They are destitute of any thing like industry, and neglect to 
make use of what few products their land affords.

I  never heard of a  musical or a witty Icelander, and 
scarcely of a true poetical one. Torwaldson, the sculptor 
at Rome, born at Copenhagen, of an Icelandic father, is a 
glorious exception. All their poetry is buried in old voy
ages and chronicles as dry as their stockfish. The arts, and,



- I may/say, every, thing that .requires maannli jdf*tflrrty, are 
neglected by this nation.
...The /Lmlaaden are celebrated lor want of. eltw dw w .; 
and, ««Mrding to the pporerb, on entering the rpotupf an 
Jofiaftdiei student, you «re .sure to  discover, behind the 
•U m ya-banfe lo f salt mutton from his nature .mountains,

. and tbaebaedvuah. upon it.
They am renowned also fee frugality, and at boopa Uve 

' upon almost nothing but dry fish and salt mutton« This is 
. a. fact, and not a saying of mine adapted to the flatness o f 
the skull before Destructiveness.

‘I.forgot to mention, that they are very religious, and their 
conduct towards men of importance is known to.be such as to 
occasion suspicions of their sincerity. Upon the whole, how
ever» they are a vigorous kind of people, who have their.own 
Will»- and who are neither volatile nor phlegmatic. .As hi 
former times they kept their independence, so they have xe-

- tinned their language, (the old Scandinavian,) unchanged for 
many-esaturies. Upon the whale, I  should expect, opnprh  
to.find a  pretty huge cerebral development, very huge Ve
neration, large Adhesiveness, Self-esteem, and Lower In
dividuality, but small Constructiveness, Form, Size, Weight, 
Colouring, Tune, W it, and Imitation. You will find, the 
greater part of these ideas corroborated by the skull, and .1 
shall do my best to procure, if possible, more specimens of 
this peculiar nation.*

* The following are the measurements and development of the skull
Inches.*

Meatus auditorius externus to Individuality, 
Ditto to Philoprogenitiveness,
Ditto to Comparison,
Ditto to Benevolence,
Ditto to Veneration, * •
Ditto to Firmness, . . .
Ditto to Self-esteem,
Ditto to Concentretfveness,

Individuality to Pbilopnqpenitiveness, 
Destructiveness to Destructiveness, 
Acquisitiveness to Acquisitiveness,
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‘ - To fill up die fast of thp paper, l  beg leave to narrate a 
simple fact, not very interesting indeed, but whioh struck 
me forcibly. Last October I  was called to visit Mrs G — , 
a  nervous^ bat very intelligent woman of my -acquaintance, 
labouring under a  moderate degree of deRtAut* jmerperaie. 
When spoken to she was quite sensible, and gave reason
able answers. She stated, without being pertioularty qua- 
famed, that, though aha was perfectly conscious eft herself 
and of every thing around her, rite had no conception * f  
T im e; so that sometimes an exceedingly long period, and  
at other times but a few moments, seemed to her to b**e 
•elapsed since she fell into her present state. She expe- 
• tienced a like perturbation of thought when telling me what 
had happened since the preceding day. She expressed 
great astonishment at this state of her m ind: of which ¿be 
was perfectly aware. She knew persons and things, • orfd 
reasoned and spoke as well as ever. I t  was only on a- few 
occasions, when left to herself, that she fell into slight deli-» 
tium. I  did not at first think phrenologically «bout this 
case, but when she, unquestioned, complained of pain and

Construct! veness to Constructiveness,
Cautiousness to Cautiousness,
Ideality to Ideality.

1. Amativeness, rathe# large.
2. Philoprogenitiveness, large, 
ft, Concentrativeness, full.
4. Adhesiveness, large.
5. Combatiteness, full.
6. Destructiveness, large.
7. Construct!veness, moderate. 
S. Acquisitiveness, full.
9. Secretiveness, large.

10. Self-esteem, large.
] 1. Love of Approbation, large.
12. Cautiousness, large.
13. Benevolence, full.
14 Veneration, rather large.
15. Hope, moderate.
16. Ideality, full.
17. Conscientiousness, full.
)8. Firmness, large*

Inches.
**

19. Upper Individuality, rather fall,
19. Lower Individuality, large,
20. Form, rather large,
21* Site, rather large.
2«. Weight, full.
28» Colouring, sm alt
24. Locality, full.
25. Order, smalL
26. Time, full.
27. Number, small,
28. Tune, full,
29. Language, fall.
30. Comparison, moderate,
S i. Causality, moderate,
32. Wit, rather full.
33. Imitation, rather full.
34. Wonder, rather large«



m
a “  strong sense of burning in a One [these wereher words] 
across the forehead," I* was immediately struck, and qsked 
hereto ptfint o u tth e  place with her finger. . “  Thera," said 
she* andlmd the point of her finger most ¡upon one
of the orgpBS of Time. I  asked if she felt paiit in any other 
part Of * the head? ff No*" refried she, “ only in th is  linfei* 
Upon the application of cold water, leeches, &c* to the  tbm- 
pies, this pain -and u sense of burning," as she expressed her* 
self* finally left her. She continued for some days, how« 
ever, confused in her memory, quoad tempos et quoad facto. 
When, for instance, I  asked her about her bowels, she said, 
*  I  am not able to recollect now;" but when speaking about 
other things, sometimes she would suddenly interrupt her« 
self or me, and say, “  Now I  recollect what you were asking 
abdut: ft was so and so." When I  asked if her mother 
had been seeing her to-day, she would answer, “  Yes, she 
haaheen here, but I cannot tell whether it was to-day or 
yesterday,"—adding, some time afterwards, “ Now, I  know 
it was today." In the same manner, too, she answered, my 
inquiries about her medicine, &c. A day or two afterwards 
she said with a  smile, “  Do not ask me such questions: you 
“ know that I  cannot recollect it." She was so feeble and 
nervous, that I  abstained from farther experiments on her 
faculty of T im e; and in four or five days she had regained 
by degrees her full power of memory. She was very musi
cal, her father giving lessons in music.—In less than four 
months afterwards she died of phthisis pulmonalis. She 
scarcely knew Phrenology even by name; and if she bad 
known it, her moral character was too sincere to allow her to 
play tricks. Her husband can be witness, and I  pledge my 
honour to the correctness of these statements.—I am, be*

B. H oppb.
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W e do not expect in the EdwbuKgfc 
doptrijie^eRjLQf tfa# ,gre*tto^C8 &  wbfcfc itf fm to -ilfc  w 
absurd to «appose them all the article* wriflle* by tfceEdi- 
tor» or even that he Understands them at) ; fbrin a work that 
embraces the ■ whole range «f ütemtiH», Aeienee^and the fine 
arts» thé most accomplished individual may, without dispar- 
agement to his talents or industry, be presumed upŵ iiaw ted  
with many of the subjects treated ofi J?0*ihexy-4he“bmt 
method of conductmg a  review is to engage men'afl tsfefat to 
write articles m their particular departments»» and Am
character of the author as a guarantee for d ie wiklbmtafJna 
productions, laying aside all attempts at censorÿhjlplfor the 
sake of consistency, to which genius would, net .submit** and 
which would render mediocrity only morerformal and dUlL In  
No 88 of the Review, Mr Jeffrey himself was pleased to  be
come the critic of Phrenology, while itf No 94 one of h» con
tributors has taken up thé subject of the u Nervous System." 
I t  has afforded us amusement to contrast the two articles; 
not because we consider inconsistency in general’ its a Valid 
charge against the Review, but because, on the subject of 
Phrenology, authority is held by many persons to be superior 
to fitet and reason, and Mr Jeffrey in particular was represented 
as the very highest authority. In the brilliant days of Dugfdd 
Stewart’s academical career, the philosophy of mind was con
sidered to be complete without reference to organization ; and 
accordingly Mr Jeffrey himself tells his readers that 44 he is 
44 not learned in anatomy.” His article on Phrenology, 
therefore, forms a valuable record of the intellectual condi
tion of a man of genius, after he had acquired all the know
ledge which that celebrated teacher was capable of commu
nicating to him on the subject of human nature. The author
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of the Article in No 9 4  on the other hand, is obviously a 
¡professional physiologist; pod. hp is, besides, so gifted in 
talent, eloquence, and general information, that he is worthy of 
being cpnfra^ted. with the ingenious Editor -himself» W e
shall make a few extracts, selecting from each article passages 

points of doctrine.
-  »M r 3%ffey , in No 98, writes is,
tf.We do. not acnmle to say it* that there is not theWncMek reason 
“Jfp r supposing that the m ini eper operates agpnoy q f

'"a n y  material organs, except in its perception of material objects, 
“  or in its spontaneous movements of the body Which ItirihaMtsl**—
. Again, “ There is not the least reason to suppose that arty o f our 
94faculties, but those which connect us with external objects, pr 
** direct the movements of oiir bodies, act by material organs at 
“ alL”~ N o  88> pp. 267, 29».

< iXbe«B*inewer in No 9 4  after describing the characteristics 
4(6 iunnait mature compared with those of the fcrtitB*, ^stys,
't . Audi all this superiority, all these faculties which elfevate and dlg- 

nify him, this reasoning power, this moral sense, these capacb 
kits o f happiness, these nigh aspiring hopes, are fe lt, and enjoyed, 

'W and manifested, by means of his superior nervous system. Its 
4\ injury weakens, its imperfection limits, its destruction (humanly 

' f* speaking ends them.”
Mr Jeffrey-—u  I f  the mind, in comparing or resenting, made use 

“ of certain organs in the head, just as it does in hearing and see- 
ing, we cannot but think that the fa c t mould be equally certain 

44 and notorious ; but, as we know or feel nothing at all analogous, 
T( we cannot believe that any thing o f the kind takes place *

The Reviewer in No 94.—“ Almost from  the fir s t casual inspeé- 
44 lion q f animal bodies, the brain was regarded as an organ of pri- 
“  mary dignity, and more particularly in the human subject—the 
“  seat q f thought and feeling, the centre q f aU sensation, the mes- 
€( senger q f the intellect, the presiding organ q f the bodilyfro n te’* 

Mr Jeffrey.— “ What are called faculties of the mind we would 
99 consider as different acts, or rather states of it;  but, if this be 
“ the just view of the matter, it is plain that it renders it in the 
“ highest degree improbable, i f  not truly inconceivable, that those 
“  supposed faculties should have e a c h  a  s e p a b a t e  m a t e r ia l  
u  o a o a n  P .  8 6 1 .

The Reviewer in No 94*—*" Mr Bell soon applied himself to the 
“  correction of more formidable errors; and, attacking the common 
44 opinion, that a separate sensation and volition are conveyed by 
“  the same nerves, he asserted the functions q f different parts of 
94 the cerebrum and cerebellum, and maintained that a great part 
u  of the nerves were not single nerves possessing various powers, 
49 but* bundles of different nerves, the filaments of which were united
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« fcnAbe coBMaience of distribute», bu tyd taa distinct in their 
"  office as in their origin; that the perception or idea depended on 
“ the pari o f the brain to which the nerve was attached > ̂  ktid th at 

th& matterefthe nerves of the external organs of setis  ̂fifth* ladopt- 
ed tooths reception t f  certain impressions only. Further,4 That 

“ ‘ the nerves of sense, the nerves of motion, and the vilial fceirves, 
"  € are distinct through their whole course, though the^tetofrkotne- 
cr * times united in one bundle; and that they depend jb t'tk& r at- 
"  ‘ tributes on the organs o f the brain, to winch they artttfevJUfAir- 
“  * ly  attached /  ”

Mr Jeffrey.—“ The grandmamma wolf, in the fairy tale, does 
u indeed lean a little to the phrenological heresy, when she tells 
“ little Riding-hood that she has large eyes to see her the better.

But with this one venerable exception, we rather think it has 
“ never been held before that the strength o f vision depended on 
“ the size q f the eye, the perfection o f hearing on the magnitude q f 
“  the ear, or the nicety q f taste on ike breadth q f the tongue or 
“ palate."

The Reviewer in No 94.— “ It is in the nervous system ttfomr that 
“ we can trace a gradual progress in the provision for the subordi- 
“ nation of one (animal) to another, and of all to man * and are 
“ enabled to associate every faculty which gives superiority with 
“ some a d d it i o n  to the nervous mass, even from the smallest indi- 
“ cations of sensation and will up to the highest degree of sensibili- 
u ty, judgment, and expression. The brain is observed progress!ve- 
“ ly to be improved in its structure, and, with reference* tb the 
“ spinal marrow and nerves, augmented in volume more and more, 
tf until we reach the human brain, each a d d it i o n  being marked 
“ by some a d d it i o n  to or amplification q f the t o w e r s  o f the ant- 
“ mat,—until in man we behold it possessing some parts of which 
“  animals are destitute, and wanting none which theirs possess."— 
P . 443.

W e earnestly solicit the attention of our readers who are 
not conversant with anatomy to the following passage of No 
94. I t  is almost a repetition of statements which we have 
been making for five years past, but with which the public 
are still not sufficiently acquainted. “  Even,” says the Re
viewer, “  within our own time, although many great anatomists 
“  had devoted themselves almost exclusively to describing the brain, 
“ this organ used to be demonstrated by the greater number of 

teachers, in a manner which, however invariable, was assuredly 
“ not particularly useful. I t  was so mechanically cut down upon, 
“  indeed, as to constitute a sort q f exhibition connected with no- 
“  thing. The teacher and the pupil were equally dissatisfied with 
“ the performance, and the former probably the most; the latter 
rr soon gave up the painful attempt to draw any kind qf deductions 
“  from what he witnessed, and disposed of the difficulty as he best
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“ could, when he.had toreador an aoeoiiot of whafcdie ?iwd'aeen.
“ Up, to, this day our memory ia> pained by the Tedollectienof the 
“ haicbarous name« and regular sections of what was then the dull- 
“ est partnf. anatomical study; which/although often repeated» left 
“ no ¿rfcetbnfcof its obscurity or its absurdity. Here an oval space 
“ pt a white colour, and there a line of grey, or Carve of red were 

dWplayecL; here a cineritious, there a medullary mass ; here a par«
“ turn white without and grey within ; there a portion white within 
“ and grey without; here a gland pituitary.; there a gland like 
41 grains of sand; here a ventricle, there a cul-de-sac; with endless 
“ fibre*,, and lines» and globules, and simple - marks, with appella- 
“  tions no less fanciful than devoid of meaning.

“  The nerves were no less bewildering when shown after the old 
*< method. The first pair of nerves, expanded on the os ethmoides,
“  had at that time never been believed to be any thing but what 
“ they are, namely, the nerves of smell; and the reason of their being 
44 joined at the place of their expansion by a branch of the fifth, was 
“  not made a subject even of conjecture. Equal difficulties, and 
“  still greater complication, were to be encountered in tracing the 
“  ramifications ana unaccountable conjunctions of the other nine 
“  pairs, which the unfruitful industry of the anatomists had succes- 
“  sively brought to light; and when all these bad been gone pa- 
44 tiently over, there were between each of the vertebra of the neck» 

•“  of the back, of the loins, of the sacrum, successive pairs of nerves, 
49 invariably connected with the nerves of the brain, or with the great 
“  sympathetic nerve, and giving occasional origin to nerves destined 
“ to remote internal organs, or to the extremities. And when all 
“  these, with implications and interunions innumerable, had been 
44 considered, there was still left the great sympathetic nerve itself 
44 with its apocryphal origin, and absolutely endless connexions 
“ throughout the body.

“ The anatomist dissected, and toiled on in this.unpromising 
49 territory, and entangled himself more in proportion to his unwil- 
99 lingness to be defeated ; and he succeeded no doubt in making out 
“  a dear display of all these complicated parts, which few, however, 
“  could remember, and fewer still could comprehend. Then came 
99 the physiologist in still greater perplexity, and drew his conclu- 
“  sions, and assigned offices to the multiplied portions and ramifica- 
“ tions of nervous substance, by arbitrary conjecture for the most 
“  part, and often with manifest inconsistency. Although the brain 
“  was generally allowed to be the organ of the intellectual faculties» 
“ it was supposed to give out from particular portions of the mass, 
“  but quite indifferently, nerves of sensation, general and specific, 
"  nerves of motion, and nerves of volition; the single, double, or 
“  multiplied origin of nerves, which had not escaped notice» not 
“  being supposed to be connected with these separate offices.”—Pp. 
447, 448.

99 Such, so vague, so obscure, so inexact, so unsatisfactory, was 
“  the. kind of knowledge communicated to the student, untH a very 
“ recent period; and the impression left by it was, that of confused



«*> ami sMiiatfiWgihte prp&isioaia tbS’dfeributiimaf norm, of in tti-  
«(( cacy without meaning! of an expenditure of resources without a  
"r parallel in the other works of nature. But no small part Of this 
"  confusion is'rio w made dear ;«rhats seemedto-he. profanen; has 
“  beeuahowu to be a provision equally wise and eooapmical for .the 
s€ perfect performance and combination of the most important and 
** distinguishing functions of living creatures.’0-—P. 448.* ' 1 *

After the exposition which this Article contains of thé'ptixt- 
cíplés of a sound physiology of the nervous system, Mr 

- Jeffrey Will pass the boundaries of all ordinary inebnmdtency 
if he shall, in future, admit any condemnation, or even dis
respectful representation of Phrenology to be inserted in his 
pages. I t  is, substantially, a powerful pleading in favour of 
the science; and it is impossible for any man, who acquiesces 
in the truth of the principles recommended by this able add 
enlightened contributor to the dinburgh Review, to call in 
question the fundamental principles of Phrenology. W e aré 
obliged, however, to add, that the article takes nd nottó¿ of 
the labours of Drs Gall and Spurzheim,—an omission Which, 
if voluntary on the part of the author, can tend only tb the 
disparagement of his own reputation.

464 THE LONDON BlfOYCLOPJnDIA, ARTIOLH PHASNOLOGY.

A R T IC L E  XVI.

THE LONDON ENCYCLOPAEDIA, PART 33, ARTICLE 
PHRENOLOGY.

E v e r y  person who sets about writing on any subject ought 
to ask himself before he begins, what is the object to be at
tained by the book or article in contemplation ? This ques
tion is of so much importance, that, frequently, the same 
work may be pronounced good or bad according to the view 
which the reader «nay adopt of k& object. The article be
fore us affords a striking illustration of this proposition. I f  
the proper object of it be so give a  view of the arguments for 
and against the science* then it isa capital production ; it fuiv



niahes long quotations flfom Ae wtiltW^ bf 
even gleans the gossiping anecdotes that have been private* 
ly ci ncolated against Phrenology; white* .at theBfune’Uine, 
it jppves equally long extracts in aftsw.er’ ftorti the’Writings‘of 
Drs Gall and Spurzheiro, D r Blliotson, .and H r  Chenev^x. 
These, extracts aw  judiciously and impartially, selected * ;the 
opponents, are presented sol their be$t kaspect; and yet no 
disparagement is done to the advocates» for they are allowed 
to speak with equal efficacy* The author, moreover, informs 
us* that, in 1816, he was himself inimical to the science, and 
wrote against it in the Eclectic Review, and that now his 
leanings a re . rather in its favour. He still limits his appro^ 
sal, but. at tjie -same time acquits Phrenology of immoral 
tendency. This, in short, is an excellent summary of the 
mere controversy.
~ But, on the other hand, if the object of such an article 
ought, to be to lay a distinct account of Phrenology itself be
fore the readers of the Encyclopaedia, so that any one of its 
subscribers resident in a remote county of England, pr in the 
colonies, who had read in reviews and newspapers many dis
cussions about it, h u t who, in consequence of not enjoying 
access to extensive works or lectures on the subject, should 
desire to know something of the science itself, that he might 
form his own opinion of its merits; if, we say, it be the 
proper object of the article in the Encyclopaedia to inform 
such a man, then the present is almost a total failure. I t  
occupies 14 large pages,* handsomely printed with double 
columns; and of all this space only one column and a quar
ter are devoted to the history of the science, and twocolumns 
and a half to the organs and their functions; even of these, 
one column is occupied with D r Gall's German names, and 
D r Spurzheim's reasons for inventing English ones with 
long and unusual termmations. The consequence is, that 
a  reader who has been wearied to death with the controversy, 
who at. length wishes to know what the debate has been 
abont, and goes to this work for information, will find him-
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self grievously disappointed. He- wfll meet with the con. 
troversialists in their ftlll ardour, and be furnished 'WftS'ifhe 
moat formidable arguments and hsaertitas jfro'et co* ; Jbot! hte 
will obtain no satisfactory representation of PhrettblAdHf feelf* 

We very seriously regret this error of th e ^ th p ^ tfor(3WP 
it certainly appears to ua to be. I f  be wuuld* phrie'hi«mrif 
for a moment in the circumstances of his readers, it 'i i’pify-. 
bable that he would agree in our opinion* The dedsjop; of 
the abstract question of true or false, cannot be of very great 
interest to a man who is profoundly ignorant of what Phreoo* 
logy is ; and, on the other hand, every sensible person, if iiw 
formed distinctly about the subject itself, will be move ptaea* 
ed with forming his own opinion, than by adopting* that of 
any editor, however able and conscientious. I t  appears 
very difficult for most men to conceive, that it is of novety 
great moment to the world at large whether they as indivi
duals think one way or another on any great topic of pubbo 
discussion. On the contrary, each editor appears to iaagfat 
that his voice is to decide the question, and be introduce# 
his opinion with as much solemnity, and gives k  as many 
qualifications, as if he were speaking from a  tribunal of abu 
solute wisdom. The author before us is not altogether 
free from this imputation; he is too anxious about what 
shall be thought of himself for treating Phrenology with 
candour, and he is so much occupied with furnishing reasons 
for his decision, that he throws into the shade the substant
ia l  facts of the cause. With ewery respect for his talents 
gnd information, we can assure him from, observation, that by 
professing the most unbounded belief, or the most thorough 
.contempt, he could not have exerted half so much influence 
over the minds of his readers as he would have done, if he 
]bad only abridged one of the works which treat of the science, 
.and reversed the distribution of his columns; namely, given 
,to the subject twelve pages, and to the controversy two; and 
.then left each individual to embrace or reject the theory ae* 
.cording to the dictates of his own judgment



W e regret also that he has given currency to M r Stamps 
m wefpqpefltfttioBS in .point of fact, without taking the trou
ble tpifvefi|yte them ; for example, on p« flfi& we road^*«»“ Sir'
“ William Hamilton, in a lecture at the Edinburgh Uoiveiwty, ex*
“ hibited the open crania belonging to that museum, with a num- 
“ berof^thttr specimens, and thereby demonstrated that these si- 
“ mwnw: which ate .vtwf unequal in their extent and depth, affect 
“ frequently as many and often more than one-third of the princi- 
“ pal phrenological organs.” Now, it is matter of notorious feet,
known' to two or three hundred persons who attended Sir 
William Hamilton's lecture, and it is explicitly printed in 
the Phrenological Journal, vol. IV. article I I I . ,  that the 
skulls exhibited by Sir W . were not sawn open; and, on 
p. 386 of that volume, a letter appears from Mr Combe to Sir 
W. in these words:—“ Many thanks for your polite atten-
** tion about the skulls £Sir William offered Mr G. the use of the 
college collection for his lecture;] “ but I am under the necessity 
“ qf mention»)#, that mless I  am permitted to sate open at least 
“ q dozen of them, not selected on account of evident peculiarities, 
“ bbt feUeb at random, so as to afford a fair average, I shall be 
“ ■obliged to decline admitting them as evidence." Sir William
ia  artswer s a i d u The offer of being allowed to open any 
“ three skulls at your own choice, in order to manifest, not 
“  to verify, my measurements, is surely as good as twenty." 
Mr Combe r e p l i e d “ I  am really very much obliged by
“ the great trouble you have taken ; but, as I consider sawing open 
“ the only way to settle at once the questions of parallelism and ê > 
“ tent of sinus, I am reluctantly obliged to forego the advantages of 
“ your offer, since Professor Jameson will not permit the opening to 
" take place ”

Farther, in the article in question, we find M r Stone's 
statement, that Mr Syme’s collection of open skulls, used by 
M r Combe in his lecture in answer to Sir William Hamil
ton, consisted of only tioo and a half, repeated, without the 
contradiction given by Mr Syme, that it consisted of eight. 
The editor, no doubt, within a parenthesis, expresses his 
own belief, that Mr Stone in this particular must be in er
ror ; but a very little inquiry would have enabled him dis
tinctly to state the extent of the misrepresentation.

He quotes also M r Stone's a s s e r t i o n T h a t ,  notwith-
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“ standing the great outcry that has been raised of the many evt-* 
“ deuces in favour of Phrenology, notwithstanding the zeal of its 
" advocates, and their united perseverance, they have in this oouo* 
"  try only been enabled to concentrate within the pans of their 
“ leading works, (the Phrenological Transactions and Journal,) 
“ twenty-eight facts in support o f their thirty-five organs»** and he
gives no direct contradiction to this flagrant absurdity.

W e advert to these particulars only with th e 1 view of 
pointing out to future editors how much better they will ex« 
ecute their duty to their readers by giving an accurate ac
count of Phrenology itself, than by encumbering their pages 
with controversial passages about it, which convey no idea 
of the subject, are grossly inaccurate, and must necessarily 
sink into oblivion whenever the question is determined either 
the one way or the other.

A R T IC L E  X V II. *

KILMARNOCK PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

On the 28th ult. the Phrenological Society of Kilmarnock, 
opened their monthly meetings for the season with a dinner 
in compliment to Mr Roger of the T u rf Inn, one of their 
members, who has generously accommodated the Society rince 
its formation with a place of meeting for the ordinary trans
action of business. The Rev. George Lawson, president 
of the Society, in the chair, and the Rev. Adam Brown, 
the vice-president, croupier.

On the cloth being removed, the Rev. Chairman gave the 
qsual public toasts; and, in coming'more particularly ta 
the business of the evening, he stated, in a short speech, that 
he had firat been induced to attend to Phrenology, not so 
much from a thorough conviction of its truth, as from his 
bripg unable to see in it any thing hostile to religion or



niorality ; and that if true, it must necessarily unfold new 
anebmere eorract and comprehensive views of the nature and 
constitution of man. Considered as el branch of natural 
knowledge, it could not fail to be of importance in its appli- 
cation t a  the ¡study of theology, ethics, and legislation. He 
segseUed, iawLtbe ¡dace hè held in the Society, that he was 
net more iminmtriy acquainted with the science; but hé 
could ualwitatingly state, that the longer he* attended to 
the .subject, the. stranger did the evidence of thé truth of its 
doctrines .appear, and the more deserving it seemed of dilii 
gent.and accurate investigation. He concluded by giving 
the progress of Phrenology.

The Rev. Mr B rown, in proposing the memory of Dr 
Gall, said,-*»“ Mr President, you have just now expressed 
your strengthened convictions of the truth of Phrenology, 
and I  must say what has produced these weighs powerfully on 
mÿ mind. But, independent, Sir, of a conviction,—at least 
a JuU conviction of its truth,—yea, although it should turn 
out to be a mere bagatelle in itself, is it not of very great 
importance in its consequences? Has it not opened up the 
way to progress in other studies? To the anatomist and 
physiologist it surely must afford many facilities. Their 
system is beyond my sphere. I have never studied them 
properly. I  have read a little in this way, it is true, merely 
for pleasure ; but I can easily suppose, that the anatomist 
and the physiologist, if he is likewise a true Phrenologist, 
will excel in these branches of science. To the moral philo
sopher, I  am sure, it gives a judicious and a far more sim
ple, distinct, and rational division of the faculties or states 
of the human mind. By means of Phrenology, in short, 
the whole philosophy of the human mind rises in our view 
like open day. We can now account for many seeming in
consistencies, formerly unaccountable. The science is of so 
much importance, that I wonder why it should not have had 
an open field for its defence, and fair play. Why should
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it be condemned ignorantly without trial ? and why should 
ridicule, which is not the test .of truth, be the only weapon 
lifted up against it ? Those, then, who have observed k s  
facts, and have unveiled and applied them,—those who have 
spent their strength and their lives in the advancement of the 
study,-^command our regard. They have conferred & last
ing benefit on mankind. I  therefore beg leave, as you have 
clothed me with the honourable office of vice-president, to 
name one who has laid society under lasting obligations by 
his disinterested and painftil exertions, as the founder and 
supporter of Phrenology. I  give the memory of Dr Gall.

Mr A. H ood, surgeon.—Mr President,—I beg leave to 
•crave a bumper, and at the same time to propose the health 
of a gentleman to whom Phrenology is much indebted. In  
naming D r Spurzheim, I  scarcely know how to  speak jof  
him in .terms adequate to his merits. ‘ Early in life fie be
came acquainted with D r Gall, the great founder of the 
.science ; and, after attending his prelections for some yean, 
in 1804 he became his colleague and fellow-labourer in the 
great work of .observing and comparing cerebral develop- 
inept with functional manifestation. The grand discovery, 
however, had been made, and the locality of many of the 
organs ascertained ; but much, very much remained to  be 
done in the way of introducing philosophical arrangement 
and remodelling and correcting the nomenclature. In both 
these respects the genius of Dr Spurzheim was of the great
est importance to his colleague. To the large development 
of particular portions of the brain, with.extraordinary func
tional manifestation, we are probably indebted for the dis
covery of Phrenology. Dr Gall made this discovery ; but, 
in naming the organs thus discovered, he designated..them 
rather by their functional abuse, than by their 
function in a natural healthy state of the organ. Hence he 
had an organ of Larceny or Theft, and an organ of Mur
der, which, when announced, excited much horror and de-
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testation in the public mind, and brought much odium on 
the author and his system. To this subject, Dr §purzbeiin 
applied himself with success. His nomenclature is much 
Jett objectionable, and is expressive o f more cbrrect and ac
curate views of the functions of the organs. Accordingly 
the organ of Murder is now known by the tome of Destruc
tiveness, arid that of Theft by Acquisitiveness,

I t  was a 'great desideratum with D r Gall, to connect hk  
discoveries, his facts, and observations* with anatomy and 
physiology; and here he.received the most valuable assist
ance from his friend atod colleague, D r Spurzheim. They 
had observed, indeed, that the anatomy of the brain as 
taught in the schools was totnemely faulty, and by no means 
unfolded its organic structure. The same observations had 
been made by several authors long prior to Drs Gall and 
Sparzheirn, and some had set an, example of a better mode 
of teaching and studying the structure of this important 
viscus. As early as 1709, the decussation of the fibres in 
the pyramidal bodies in the commencement of the spinal 

-cord was accurately described by Mistichelli, and after
wards by Petit, Lieutaud, Santorini, and Winslow. Among 
the moderns, Sabatier, Boyer, Dumas, Bichat, and Chaus- 
sier, deny its existence. The subject was taken up by 
Dss Gall and Spurzheim ; the dissections of Mistichelli 
verified; but they did not atop here ; for the fibres consti
tuting the pyramidal bodies wore traced forwards, and ob
served to receive additions and connexions, and forming 
divisions prior to their termination in the anterior lobes of 
the brain, constituting the knowing and reflecting faculties. 
A t their peripheral extremity these fibres are united by a 
fine kind of neurilema, and their extremities tipped with grey 
matter, in which no organic structure has been observed. In 
like manner, the olivary bodies were traced to the lateral 
lobes and coronal surface of the brain. The vermiform pro
cess was seen to constitute the originating fibres of the cere
bellum. But I  fipd it impossible to enter upon details; this
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being a very crude sketch of what Drs Gall and Spurzheim 
did in conjunction for anatomy; but their discoveries can be 
best appreciated by those who have been taught anatomy 
under the old system, and who have subsequently witnessed 
D r Spurzheim’s elegant and masterly dissection 01 the brain. 
To be thoroughly acquainted with what belongs peculiarly 
to each o f  these great men, it is necessary to read and study 
what they hay^ written. But in all their labours, tbeir 
leading principle was to study structure in t relation w ith  

Junction , and Junction in  relation with structure ; thus con
necting their observations on cerebral development with ana
tomy and physiology. The physiologist can now proceed 
with security, keeping always the leading, principle ip view 
as a. guide; and the philosophy of the human mmd,jformer]y 
sp crude and inconsistent, has now become inteUigibSfe, ra- 
tional, and interesting. Phrenologists in general..and those 
of our. own country in particular, are under great obligations 
to Dr Spurzbeim. He has not only enriched, improved, jjjnd 
corrected the science in various departments, buthtjjjp him
self the discoverer of eight put of thirty-four'organs ^luf ta- 

< culties now admitted. In the various departments o^ science 
to which D r Spurzheim has directed his powerful and ener
getic mind he stands pre-eminent. But in its effects and 
remote consequences his greatness is principally of a moral 
and intellectual nature,, apd his merits will be more fully 
appreciated by the rising than the present generation. H e 
is at present a public character,—his writings are knpwn in 
every corner of the civilized world,—his name is enrolled in 
the annals of fame, and will descend to posterity with in
creasing lustre.—To the health apd happiness of Dr Spurz
heim.

Mr W eir gavé the health of Sir George .Mackenzie, one 
of the first philosophers o f this country who had the acute
ness and discrimination to' discover the importance of Phren
ology in the explanation of aïl that respects taste and the
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philosophy of the mind. Now, there is little merit in being 
a Phrenologist; but, when Sir George first stood forth an 
advocate of the system, candour and moral fortitude were 
indispensable requisites.

Mr Hqoi», in proposing the health of Mr George Combe, 
observed, .that this gentleman's talents bad been^ devotéd 
with assiduity and success to the cause of Phrenology.* * His 
labours had been of signal advantage in disencumbering the 
system o f  Dr Gall of many crudities, which were great ob
stacles in the Way of its favourable reception with the pub
lic. His teste and acuteness in metaphysics qualified him 
peculiarly for 'this* undertaking. He has the merit, tod, of 
beiqg the first philosopher in this country who publfcly tfh- 
te^ecj ón a vindication of the system. Independent!^ bf the 
powerij^r and Vigorous efforts which hé has ocdasiotíálly 
macjle in^repelling the attacks and refuting the arguments of 
the opppi^ehts of the new doctrines, 1  am not awaré that he  
¿^s left a single philosophical objection which has not‘been 
satisfactorily answered. But the various publicatiohs which 
h a^ frop itim e to time issued from his peii are the best Evi
dence qf what and how much he lias done. ‘ His large woirk, 
í h e  System of Phrenology ? is an admirable digest of all "the 
most important facte in the science which have been accumu
lated by the united labours of Drs Gall and Spurzhéfm. 
The invaluable acquisition which the philosophy of the 
npind has received from the discoveries of these distinguished 
foreigners has been fully appreciated by M r Combe in all 
its magnitude. I t  is still impossible, perhaps, to estimate 
the influence which Phrenology may have in promoting 
happiness and improvements in the institutions of society; 
but that both are in,the tijain of consequences, which must 
necess&rity follow the genera^ diffusion o f the principles and 
doctrines of the science, is indisputable.

Under the influence of a strong impression of this kind, 
M r Combe seems to have dictated his work on the Constitu
tion q f ¿fa»,—a work which the longer it is studied will be
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the more admired for the sound and rational principles on 
which be advocates the advadcement of human happiness. 
Notwithstanding what has been said of it in the way of criti
cism by some ingenious men, 1 am conVincidJ ttiat it' is a  
work of great merit, and will be held in high estimation by 
evefy candid-¿nquirer.' < I t  seems ecwrcpLy¡po^d^.¿^(con
ceive, thatitbe book can be read with ii^p^tiar4j 4lp^.T^ith 
the spirit, in  which it waa written, -without making .the reader 
wiser and better. The refined tone of morality and theppi- 
mated glow of philanthropy which pervade it, Have secured 
hip» p high place in. the-first rank of moralists. ... -

■ M r .Roger gave the PhrenplogLcal Society of £\diqhu^gh- 
M r Crawrord proposed the health of the E d itg i^f 

Phtmmlqgical Journal. ..
; The Secretary being unavoidably absent, the ,pi$jflqfln 

gave the Kilmarnqck Phrenological Society, , .1 7. rt,
M r M oir, in- an eloquent and animated addn^fj 

chair, concluded by givii^ the general di^hsipp , ^ rrspyp4
and useful philosophy«* ...................... < , .,.,t ..

Mr -H. gave Dr, A. Comhe, and eulogized fvis, y^l^ble 
contributions to the  Phrenological Journal : :

. D r Onto of Copenhagen: .
Dt> Caldwell of Philadelphia. . , . «
M r Morton gave the memory of Mr W att, wbp first 

suggested the formation of the Society.
M r D. B .  A n d r e w s ,  in , a  neat and elegant speech, com

plimented the chair: and the other founders of the Society, 
and gave the hpalth of. M r Roger, who has gratuitously ac
commodated the Society with a «place .of. meeting since its 
formation , . t

M r pAfcroN spobe .s t same length, and, in a  fine vein of 
humour, concluded by proposing the health of Sir William 
Hamilton apd the opponents of Phrenology, which , dpew 
forth a  burst of universal applause. ■ „ .

" W e we aoiry that we cantaot do juitioe to the ipeeket.
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Otf Thursday, ‘l i d i  November, 1828, the Phrtìnològical 
Socîètÿ beli* its* first meeting for the season. The President, 
Dr A.*1 Combe, delivered the following address from the 
chair:—

<f GENTLEkEN,—Eight sessions have now elapsed since the 
commencement of the Society, and when you are informed 
that you have this season been called together earlier than 
usual, on account of the accumulation of materials, ybu will 
have ampfê and pleasing assurance, that the interest talcèn in 
Phrenology is very far from being on the wane. And when 
you lobi: at the donations which cover your table, and inqitire 
whence they have come, you will find very unequivocal evi* 
dencè^ that, while Conscientiousness and Intellect remain 
constituent parts of the human mind, troth and science tfiH 
ever have charms to recommend and defend them against 
all attacks boffi at home and abroad. We have now before 
us a very large donation from India ; a very valuable dona
tion of casts and documents from the United States of 
America; a skull and communication from Denmark; a 
sìculi from Behring's Straits, perhaps the most distant part 
of the habitable globe ; four skulls from Switzerland ; and, 
lastly, from Paris ancf from England we have varioùs inter
esting publications, indicating a spread o f know le dg and 
an amount of talent and of zeal, that cannot but be highly 
gratifying to every lover of truth, and consequently to every 
true Phrenologist.

44 In  addition to all these sources of satisfaction, we have 
also, I  am glad to say, not only the offer, but the ipsa 
corpora, if I  may so speak, of contributions both from mem
bers who have not hitherto been accustomed to come for



ward, and also from strangers at a distance. This is a sign 
of the times which caqnet. he .misinterpreted, and it is one 
which must, he hailed with pteaawre, .especially by .the older 
members,Af the. Society, who, from the-.waitofveanfidence 
or some other cause having prevented. the younger»- ftom 
gfrjtyg^xpneapm» to, their, thoughts, wer&ofte* dbhgfedtottake 
a greater pud seemingly, mope iuyidjpus share in the Society's 
business than. they would, otherwise. have,done,, \Tbe.£o>- 
ciety will, I  .am. .sure, benefit by .and rejoice in the advan
tages which cpnnot fail to result from .the application of 
fresh pnd vigorous minds to the further improvement of 
phrenological science. .

“ Since the Society separated, six months ago, we Have 
gained mapy pcce^ions, and Phrenology .has gained many 
frjepds; but since that time also we have sustained a  severe 
loss in fhe lamented death of .our illustrious ¿bonder; O r  
Gall,.—a man, whose merits as a discoverer and.fhithful(in
terpreter of nature as far transcend my .powonoof fafufasian 
as his labours transcend in value those of his.littlbtmindnd 
and feeble detractors. I  shall, therefore, not even attempt 
to characterize him, but only mention, that, looking forward to  
the event which is now past, and anxious, that the m u s t  

Phrenological .Society should possess some direct and per
sonal memorial of .the first Phrenologist, 1 made repeated 
efforts last season to induce D r Gall to write to the Society. 
This he was himself desirous of doing; and he delayed 
from day to day only, as .he told D r Fosscfti, that he might 
write very fully, and explain to.us his .ideas on some doubt
ful points, to which he wished us to direct our attention ; 
but, unhappily, before,he h id  time- to execute his purpose, 
disease had laid its heavy hand upon him, and in six months 
more death had «pumgoad him to (be tomb. Disappointed 
in this attempt, I  next endeavoured to obtain such particu
lars of his life, .illness, ¡and death» aa I  thought might! in
terest the Society, and accordingly wrote to D r Fossati, 
who attended him, expressing our deep regret at bis de-
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cease, - and urging Dr 'F. to send usall the information 
which he could obtain ; but, although« promise has been 
given, which w tt mm doubt 'hfefulfilledWhen''other duties 
pennivaryta, liuatnotowy u>'«if, nOtMhg very «atfefactbry 
has buu tmmuBSQatedi- ■ -•> ■' - •

loalester tsiBr'FdMtti, X' mentioned tiurtfthe?kJCiety: 
«u d ean ai' to. pashes« a marble bust of Dt* Guli,'itifc)re-: 
quested ihim *o'.transmit amyprinwor casts that! might be 
uaehtl-in enabiingooe of our own metnbera’to tndke a frith- 
fnl aod-aocmrate likeness of the original. In compliance 
with"this, -Dr Bossatr has 'sent a medal, whichis not more 
interesting for the strong resemblance which it presents'of 
Driddhthm fbr the-occasion which gave it existence. It 
wnmeeuted ia lMO by M. Bane, an eminent artist hr 
Bans/ byioadca of Count Potosky, a rich Pdish'uobleAittn, 
win todkrtbis SMtbbd of expressing hi* deep gratitude to Dr' 
Gall] Who hdd' cored hiyn of an old and dangerous malady, 
fbr iwbish- he had m tain consulted the best medical men in 
Padisi" OB- one -side of the tnedal is the head'of Dr Galf,’ 
an,.admirable likeness; and on the other is Esculapius, 
staddiegiat^be bedside .of Che patient, charing away with 
one hand tbs birds of 'darkness, and crashing a frog, the 
symbol of ignorance, under his 'right fobt. ' Behind Escula
pius is an altar, iruh'a skull placed on it,'to' denote the par
ticular-kind of study *to-which Dr Galt was addicted.' Near 
the couch are' the arms o f the etttmrf himself. 'This inedal' 
is very scarce, and; as a testimony honourable alike to'Count 
Potnaky and to Dr GaH, it is very valuable.

- “ Besides tiiis, DrPosSati mentions, that a marble bust of 
Dr Gidl was executed fast 'year1 by a Pftrisian artist, Which, 
he says, cannot be excelled fbr fidelity and beauty. '' Copies 
of it m plater a ra to 'b e  had te Paris for SO* francs.' The
Society will doubtless apply -for-ctae...........................

** Passing eber fbr thepresent from necessity, rather than' 
from mdination, a-more detailed' notice of our immortal 
founder, I'may simply 'add, that in March last, at the eon-

6



elution of <>ne of his lectures, D r €MH was seined with a  
paralytic , attack, from which he liever perfectly recovered, 
and whieh ultimately cainied him off, o n 2rid'A oguft,' 1MB, 
in th e7%d year of hik age; that his remain! wéfe'fiütéwed 
to the grave by an immense concourse of hrmndf an^ad* 
mirers, U veof whom pronouhcéd düéourses ever M ig ra te , 
as is the custom in France on Buch occasions; that hiadéüth 
gave rite  to a succession of eotoginms and attack! h r  the 
French newspapers that had scarcely ever been parelltfed-; 
but that public sentiment was warmly and loudly expressed 
in-his favour. In  proof of this, I  may be áHowéd tb quote 
a few lines of a letter lately received from a Frenehftw nd, 
with whom I  was intimate in Paris, but who is na'Ftfrefcbhw 
gist, and whose testimony is therefore' hnpihtiai; A fter 
speaking of the political relations of France, he adds, * Fix*
* till, I am sore, be mere affected by tbe death of Dr Q dN U n^y
* mg political events. In truth, it is so immense low :to ariaynr, 
‘ Whatever opinion we may form of tbe system of that yiujtrjous
* man, it must he acknowledged that he has made an imméhse 
‘ stride ia the sciences of medicine and of man. • ¥ok* insist have
* been satisfied with the homage paid to his mepjwy by ¡tha.sĵ e of 
‘ his grave by whatever distinguished men Paris possesses. No*
* 'thing was wanting to his glory; not even the abuse and ckhMadtMs 
‘ of our devoto de gazette.’

. “  W hile we cannot but regret our loss, we have aleo much 
cause for gratitude. W hen we look to the untim ely fate 
which too often cuts off the gifted and theesaeUent in.genins 
and in disposition, almost at theoutset of life^ we can scarce
ly be too thankful that D r Gall wa&left tows, during a  lopg 
and active life, to bring bis immortal dieoovegy < to a degree 
of perfection and stability whieh camtot fail to. excite our 
surprise and admiration. In  reading his works, w earpab- 
solutely overpowered by tbe exteat, minuteness, and qccnra- 
cy ©f his research over alL animated nature, and. we,iantipe- 
tively feel that his was no commonmind, and that, prehapi 
no ooe but himself could have bonseup the difficul
ties which at f r i t  beset him, or could have adoantoed with 
the same undeviating comtanoy in the only-true-path of
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sdenoe, that of observation« W e, canppt be ,tqo -thankful 
also; th a tif  Dr, G all.»  taken fmw .as,hia follqgpie and.sue» 
eeaaor, D r Spqnbep),. isatiU , left, tqua  ip tbe.enjqyjpept qf 
foil hgultb and s^Uyo usefulness, and iaavqn flaw buried in 
the di&piqa.,o£ .a knowledge of m po-iu.the primapel tm m  
a t tbe.«ister-kiflgdqpJ,;ia Rlliof which yet.viritpdhfeba»,btfq, 
received, with, the kindest -cordiality* «pd,.listened 
crowded aodiepcea with, infinite d e lig h t* T o p th e t causes of 
thankfulness in. the appearance of friends in every quarter» 
1  m ight.direct..jouc attention.;.but I  have already.detflped 
yaM too.]png,..aod in, npw, opening an ther, session, can paly 
eapcesr.ngr-hope and. cqnyictioq th at our. difficulties ane.fgft 
passingpway, and that.each succeeding year w jll,bring \W 
tqg rifer uudftc bsppiar and happier.auspices.”,

•'* » .1.' » I • • „ ¡. » ... • ,v ,
•A .report by> the Phrenological Society of W ashington . 

the ta tiCo-of fcurSpaaish pirates, (Artiele IIL o fth iaN u m ; 
her,) ’ wak then “redd; and the following donations preserv
ed ir*-8kidl o f a .chief >of > Chile» .presented, by. Dr, QiUi«MP 
P: Neill, Esq. and by him to the Society.—Two pamphlets, 
a medsf ,of D r Gallj and Broussais’ Eloge du D r GaU> by 
D r Fossati of Paris.—Five skulls of Moors, four Gen too 
skullsy three Faria skulls, three Armenian' skulls, five Brah
min skulls, one unknown skull, and a bust of Sir G. 6 . Mac* 
kensie, m oddk i by himself, by Sir G. S. Mackenzie; Bart, 
of CoaL—yCss* qf the skull of J in r  tSoatf, executed fibr in or
der, by Sir James Gardiner, Bart.**-An Iceland ■ skull, by 
D r Hoppe, Copenhagen.—Two numbers Danish Phreudo. 
peal Journal, by D r- Otto, Copenhagen.— Phrenological 
Essay on- Education, by D r G. C. Holland.—Skull from 
Icy Cape, Behring's Straits» brought, home by A. Collie, 
Esq. surgeon of H JL &  Blossom; and four Swiss skulls from 
Solemn,'by . D r A . Combe.

The following note b a n  Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart, re
lative to-tbe donation of skulls.by him; was r e a d a  In  pre
senting theaeskulls to  the Phrenological Society, it is neces-
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«ary to  state that they were procured at M adras, a t the de
sire of my son, by a native, who assured him th a t he took 
them from the butying-piaces of the res^èctìve éastes whose 
titles are marked on them. W hether thjf M Afytìfl ,£elied on 
Or not, the flkttlls are unqaestionsbly native* 'an d  p*o*e the 
general smallness of the Asiatic headj étótopkhéd' wHh the 
European. One has no name on it. , ,i..1 ;i ",

“ •There is a  skull of a domestic boar in the bo* s 1  ; /
■„ « G .È .M a* * * mb« . ”

' The Society mat again (by ótdèt of thè crtqKfl) on 
Thursday 20th  November, when tho followlng ..papers were 
read :—Report of Correspondence between Ptofesaor SewaH 
of W ashington and the Secretai^ of the Phrffnbibgmid So* 
oiety of that City, (No I I . of the present Number)*—
D r Brereton of Washington to M r George Combe>—Jretter 
frani D r fipuraheim— Case of Speotral tU ]^ n ,. b y ^ ^ l< e - 
wison of Hull,—Memory o f Names impaired <byiaÌFdl on 
tBfe Porehead.-^-Case of —— - Macdonald, thé'AsStffcfeitë of 
M aty Maekinnon, by M r W . S o o tt^ L e tte r iro m ^ r^ q p p e .

4 ■■1 i'l r«M!t̂ i(Eiinrit *
*’ • ........ . • • >f.

' ■' ‘ -ri». ■ t *\
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NOTICES.
B b Gali* tdie£, &>Paru» on .Friday 2fcd AugujV We refer
to the addreps of the President of the Phrenological Society, p. 481, 
for the onfy paA#ufir& dfwMch 'we arts yetitt p6rts&4hfo.11 We are 
promfes&tnateftialaferjm anore detailed «ecounV^ridch We hope-to 
g i r e . l q ^ ^ ^ g p b ^ ; , ,  .. . . . , .  , ; ,

D r Spu b sh b im  has lectured in Cheltenham anc  ̂Birmingham to 
lu g e  audience^since our last publication.1 v •"

Mr LBvid&N bt Hhll received an invitation to lecture on Phren
ology ̂ SdarboWugh, * which he accepted in August last The se- 
nior magistrate jjolHely offered hup the use qf the Tq^n-HalJ,, He 
delivered a morning and an evening course. The audience increased 
at each tttcceeditfg lecture, end those who came to the fupt continu
ed tkeir atttodttiee tiiiqttgb the whole. All the jnedifaLmgp, of 
the place attended- and are now decided Phrenologists. Tbq audi
ence amounted to between 70 and 80 in each class, besides private 
M C M '-of; Mr Levteon. The following notice appeared in 1 the 
Bocktagtau* newspaper;—*" Mr Levison b a/jnquof qowid*ra|ite 
“ talent, and does npt read his lecture^ nor has he any prepared 

fnatter; nut depends solely upon his natural genius. Tins we Iftfe 
u inla lectuper. ̂  He< discourses on the science ian  highly-ptaasant 
“ jpaqopr, .ipa^ing it dear to aveiy understanding, and, bein^ him- 
“ self an .enthusiast in Phrenology, excites the mind to. ennobling 
"ivtfcw* of it^ prfnfcrple».' Tbfe b  me first step taken toward a public 
“  introduction of Phrenology into Scarborough; and we were pleased 
“ to observe a general interest evinced during the time of lecturing, 
“  and to see how anxiously the company examined the casts and 
“  proposed queries, after the initiatory portion had been delivered. 
"  The impression made upon the minds of those who attended the 
“  evening lecture (for then only we were present) appeared power- 
“ ful, and the subsequent divisions of the course are looked forward 
"  to with lively delight."

Mr Copra intends to deliver an elementary course of lectures in 
January next, for ladies and gentlemen.

Sir W illiam  H amilton has not yet published his “ Fictions." 
Our friend, who undertook to write a review of the controversy be
tween him and Dr Spurzheim and Mr Combe, has fulfilled hisprombe, 
and we are now in possession of an article on that discussion. We 
have been entreated, however, by numerous readers, both in town 
and country, not to load our pages with any farther notice of. that 
subject, until Sir William shall redeem hb pledge by publishing, his 
“ Fictions." They assure us that the correspondence itself was to 
them devoid of interest, owing to the paltry nature of the objections 
urged in it. We yield to these solicitations, and postpone our ani
madversions until Sir William’s work shall appear.

We have received a long controversy on Phrenology in the Hull 
newspapers in June, July, and August last, between Mentor,
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Chirurgus, our friend Mr Levison, the Rev. James Bromley, “ Pci 
Pluralist/1 aud a “ Wesleyan Methodist;” but the topics h; 
been so often discussed, and are so familiar to Phrenologists, that 
reckon any detailed notice of them unnecessary. The following u  A  

peal to Englishmen/’ by the Rev. James Bromley, will serves 
specimen of the eloquence of the opponents:—“ Is it to be borne, tl 
“  the tender affection which nourished our helpless infancy-—an<
“ thousand times pressed us with rapturous fondness to the ha u l 
“  that instilled into our opening minds the first rudiments of hw 
“ ledge and virtue—smiled at the gambols of our boyhood—
“ strained the errors of our youth—and, perhaps, even yet, ext 
“  in our welfare, or sickens at our wo !—is it to be born^ that 0  

“  should be unblushingly told, that this affection which glowed 
“  the heart of our mothers, owed its existence to a bulbous pro} ** 
“ tion at the back of the head, which they, our mothers, had ^  
“ common with monkeys! And to tell Englishmen th is! Am ^  
“  call it philosophy—and the science of the mind I  O  ! for an 
re crease of patience ! What is to come next ?” ^

A m e r ic a .—Proposals for republishing in America the Phnat ^  
gical Journal and Miscellany have been circulated by E. de Kr ¿ 4  

of the city of Washington. “ The science of Phrenology," n y i  ^  
prospectus, “ has made within a few years such rapid adva» ^  
rc tliat we find, even in this country, societies springing up around
: for the express purpose of investigating and propagating the i 

<r trine; we find, also, that the materiel of those sorieumBB 
ee stituted of gentlemen of no ordinary standing in rank, lite n te  
t e  and science. Their labours, however, on this side of the Atlas 
, e  have been confined principally to themselves, in coneequeMe 
“  the want of a periodical journal, devoted expressly to this pwpe 
t r  To be the mean of enlightening the public on this interadi 
“ subject, and to obviate the difficulty alluded to, is the olgeet 
“  the present prospectus.”

At a late meeting of the Washington Phrenological Society, 8 4  
G. S. Mackenzie, Bart, and Dr A. Combe were elected honorer ^  
members. j

A notice of Dr Spurzheim on Education will appear in our ne* j 
Number. j

4
4
4
4
4
4

No XX. of the Journal will appear on 1st April, 1829.
Erratum in the present Number. In article V II. “  Practicd 

Phrenology,” it is mentioned, that a lady examined the heads of thir
teen servants before hiring one. Wc are requested to correct this» 
statement;—that number of applications was made to h e r ; but of 
the individuals applying, six or seven were so obviously unsuitable 
that she did not trouble them with manipulation. She examined 
the heads of such as promised to suit, and was guided in her dioiee 
ultimately by development of brain.
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Chirurgus, our friend M r Levison, the Rev. James Bromley, “  P eter 
P luralist/’ and a “  Wesleyan M e t h o d i s t b u t  the topics have 
been to often discussed, and are so familiar to Phrenologists, tha t we 
reckon any detailed notice of them unnecessary. T he following «* A p
peal to Englishmen,” by  the Hev. James Bromley, will serve as a  
specimen of the eloquence of the opponents:—“  Is it to be borne, that 
“  the tender affection which nourished our helpless infancy—and a 
“  thousand times pressed us with rapturous fondness to the breast— 
“  that instilled into our opening minds the first rudiments of know- 
“  ledge and virtue—smiled a t the gambols of our boyhood—re- 
“  strained the errors of our youth—and, perhaps, even yet, «suits 
“  in oar welfare, or sickens a t our wo !■—is it to be borne, that we 
"  should be unblushingly told, that this affection which glowed in 
"  the heart of our mothers, owed its existence to a bulbous projec- 
“  tton at the back of the head, which they, our mothers, had in 
“  common with monkeys! And to tell Englishmen th is ! And to 
“  call it philosophy—and the science of the mind ! O ! for an in- 
** crease of patience! W hat is to come nest ?"

A m e r ic a .— Proposals for republishing in America the Phrenolo
gical Journal and Miscellany have been circulated by E . de K ra ft 
of the city of Washington. "  The science of Phrenology/’ says the 
prospectus, "  has made within a few years such rapid advances, 
“  that we find, even in this country, societies springing up around us 
“  for the express purpose of investigating ana propagating the doc- 
rr trine ; we find, also, that the m ateriel of those societies is oon- 
rr 8tituted of gentlemen of no ordinary standing in rank, literature, 
cr and science. Their labours, however, on this ride of the A tlantic 
tc have been confined principally to themselves, tu consequence of 
“  the want of a periodical journal, devoted exprasaiy to this purpose. 
"  To be the mean of enlightening the public on this interesting 
“  subject, and to obviate the difficulty alluded to, is the object of 
“  the present prospectus.”

A t a late meeting of the Washington Phrenological Society, Sir 
G. S. Mackenzie, Bart, and D r A. Combe were elected honorary 
members.

A  notice of D r Spurzheim on Education wifi appear in our next 
Number.

No XX. of the Journal will appear on 1st April, 1829.
Erratum  in the present Number. In  article V II. “  Practical 

Phrenology/’ it  is mentioned, that a lady examined the heads of thir
teen servants before hiring one. W c are requested to correct this 
s t a t e m e n t t h a t  number of applications was made to h e r ; but of 
the individuals applying, six or seven were so obviously unsuitable 
th a t she did not trouble them with manipulation. She examined 
the heads of such as promised to suit, and was guided in her choice 
ultimately by development of brain.
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A RTICLE I.

OBSERVATIONS ON MENTAL DERANGEMENT, AND SOME 
OF ITS CAUSES.*

t

(R ead to the Phrenological Society by D r A . Combe.)

M o l ie b e , and many other very witty men, have made them« 
selves m erry a t the expense o f the medical profession, an4 
have most successfully ridiculed the uncertainty o f  opinion 
and inconsistency o f  doctrine for which medicine has long 
been proverb ial; b u t when their own lives hav^ been in danr 
ger, most o f  these satirists have nevertheless had recourse to

* In submitting the following pages to the readers of the Phrenological 
Journal, the writer is perfectly aware that hts observations would have found 
a more appropriate place in a medical journal, and their appearance here has 
actually been delayed for nearly a year, by an unwillingness to obtrude in a 
popular work what may be deemed too exclusively professional; but his ex
cuse is, that the article, as originally written, was intended as a review of Dr 
Spurzheim’s admirable work on Insanity, and was to have appeared last year 
in the January Number of a deservedly-esteemed colemporazy, the Medico- 
Chirurgical Review. But after the article was almost completed, the writer was 
informed by the Editor, that a change in his arrangements would prevent his pub
lishing it, as he had at first proposed to do. The article having for that reason been 
refused a place in a journal which has all along been and still is friendly to Phren
ology) ¡t was not likely that it would have been received by any of the others which 
had always been hostile; and the question just came to be, whether it should be 
thrown aside altogether, or inserted, in a modified form, in die work where it now 
appears ? The importance of the subject, its close relation to Phrenology, and 
the comparatively little advance which the profession has made beyond the pub
lic m its acquaintance with insanity, ultimately overcame all scruples, and de
termined the writer to develop the leading points more fully and connectedly
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professional assistance, with an alacrity that testified to their 
serious belief that the medical art has at least a partial 
foundation in the nature of things, and that its professors 
are in possession of an extent of ascertained knowledge, 
which, if well applied, would give their patients a  better 
chance for their lives than they would have bad if left 
to themselves. The conclusion to be deduced from this, 
or the moral of the tale, is worthy of attention ; for it 
leads to important practical results. I t  is* that the incon
sistency complained of does not arise from the absence of 
invariable and permanent principles, according to which 
the various functions of the human body are carried on with 
the same regularity and precision with which phenomena oc
cur in other sciences, but springs entirely from our imper
fect acquaintance with these principles, and with the nume
rous modifications which they undergo frota the action of the 
many opposite influences to which the body of man is, in 
the course of life, exposed. In  some maladies the operation 
of these laws is so broadly marked, that their traces cannot 
be obscured by any change of circumstances, and it is this 
evidence of their existence which draws fbrth the an willing 
reliance of the scoffer when he becomes sick. Such, for ex
ample, is the principle which leads to the employment of de
pletion and starvation in violent inflammatory excitement. 
B ut in other instances their action is less decided in its cha-
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than could bare been done in a mere review, and, if necessary, to make a series 
of articles instead of one, should the interest felt in their appearance seem to 
Lira to justify the extension of his plan.

In thus dropping the title of Dr Spurzheim's hook, the writer cannot forbear 
‘from offering his humble tribute to its merits, and adding, that to its pages, and 
to the other works of that gentleman, he holds himself indebted, directly or 
indirectly, for almost all the ideas which he has endeavoured to unfold in the 
present essay ; and he cannot refrain from expressing his conviction, that the 
world is more indebted to Dr Spurzheim for the late striking advance that has 
been made in our scientific acquaintance with insanity, than those who have 
been most conspicuously brought forward may he willing to admit, or the pub
lic be at present at all inclined to suspect. It would be foreign to his purpose 
to enter into this topic hers, but justice will yet be done to Dr Spurzheim.



fACtec, although not less constant or invariable in itself, and 
in them the general laws which regulate the system appear 
to  vary only because we know them so imperfectly as to be 
unable to determine their true nature. I t  is the contradic
tions into which opposite views of the latter have led differ
ent minds, that have thrown obloquy upon medicine, as an 
hypothetical or conjectural art, when it is in reality based 
upon laws as immutable as those which preside over the mo
tions of inanimate bodies.
. In  pursuing medical inquiries, it is cheering to feel as* 
sured that we are not embarking on a sea necessarily over
spread with mists, and fogs, and icebergs, as is so often 
represented. The mental and bodily constitutions of man 
did not come from the hands of the Creator undefined or 
imperfect. A ll their functions are regulated by fixed and 
determinate laws, and have fixed and determinate relations 
to the objects by which they are surrounded, and these 
objects have also fixed and invariable qualities. The causes 
of disease, and the agents employed for their removal and 
prevention, having thus definite properties, and acting upon 
a  system regulated by definite laws, must necessarily operate 
Recording to fixed and invariable principles; and in the dis
covery and appreciation of these, and of their relations to 
each other, will the progress of medicine consist. I f  this 
view be- correct, then every new error into which we may 
fall, instead of deterring us from pursuing our investigations, 
becomes a new beacon to guide us past some of the dan
gers to which we were formerly exposed. Whereas, if  me
dicine were an art without principles, permanent as Nature 
herself, its advancement would be as hopeless a task as ever 
attracted and deluded the ingenuity of man, and ought to be 
abandoned for ever, like the dreams of the alchymists and their 
searches after the elixir of life and the philosopher's stone.

A  conviction that medicine rests upon fixed and permanent 
principles, which only require to be found out and applied 
to raise it to its proper place among the sciences, is no*
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where more valuable than aa applied to the subject 4>f thfe 
diseased manifestations <$ mind,^—an application td which* 
since the discovery of the true physiology of the brain by 
-the immortal Gall, we are now fortunately competent. I t  
is, for Instance, an established principle in pathology» that 
exery derangement of function is always accompanied by it 
diaoider either in the structure» or in the mode of action o f 
the: organ which performs it, and without thé removal o** 
cure of which the function cannot be restored to itsheakby 
state. Acting on the faith of this law of the animal econo
my» we almost instinctively» on being called to examine a 
patient» begin by finding out what functions are chiefly* 
vitiated» and through them go back to the organs which ex
ecute them» and there, by local and other symptoms, seek 
the kind of disease which has caused the aberration of func
tion; and in a great variety of cases» by following this pro. 
cedure, we succeed perfectly in. determining the seat, nature, 
and method of cure of the disease which we are called upon 
to  treat.

B ut when we look to the notions which have long prevailed 
in regard to insanity, and which are even yet too frequently 
met with, we see a melancholy reverse of the picture. From' 
ignorance, or want of confidence in the fact, that the prin
ciples of medicine are immutable and permanent in their' 
operation, our predecessors were contented to look upon the 
disjointed phenomena of mental derangement as the inscrut
able consequences of ap affection of the immaterial principle 
of mind, or as a {)arti£ular dispensation of Providence, which, 
they could Pot be expected either to understand or to re. 
medy; and, accordingly, while this view continued to in
fluence their practice, all sorts of incongruous and barbarous 
measures were adopted against the miserable patients, and 
the short fit of frenzy was too often converted into perma
nent mania, or hopeless fatuity. W hile, had the law already 
referred to, of the constant connexion between the state of 
the organ and the mode of its function, been familiarly

MENTAL D E B A SE M E N T  AND 1TSCAU£ES.
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Jcnoftti, and the universality of its application confided in, it 
.tould a t oncé have lèd the medical observer to investigate 
the condition of the organ whose function it is to manifest 
¿he mental faculties, tb look to it ibr the seat of the morbid 
notion* and théncè to determine its nature and treatment on 
vaticinai, experimental, and consistent grounds. Phrenology 
hàs demonstrated that the britin is the organ in question, 
ta d  the true pathology of insanity is therefore to be sought 
in! die history of the various diseases to which the cerebral 
etnfcture is liable. The practical elucidation of this truth 
will form the subject of the following pages.

Knowing nothing, and having no means of ever knowing 
any thing of the nature of mind, as it exists independent of 
and separate from the organization with which we observe it 
to be connected during life, we can only study the capacities 
and modes of action which it exhibits to us in its combined 
or compound state; and to attempt any thing beyond this 
would be not only unnecessary, but utterly useless labour. 
W e cannot reach the principle of mind to modify its quali* 
ties or manner of being. W e can reach it only as acting 
¿hroiigh the medium of and influenced by its material in
struments, and consequently all attempts to improve its 
powers and to extend its limits must be conducted with à 
constant reference to the organic conditions under which it 
acts, otherwise they will to a certainty fail of success. Dur* 
ing life, indeed, the closest relation obtains between the mode 
of action of the various mental powers and thè condition of 
their respective organs, every change in the state of the one 
bang always accompanied by à corresponding change in the 
state of the other. ‘ A ll the faculties of thought and of feel* 
ing are feeble and inefficient in infancy, not from any defect 
in the immaterial principle of mind, but simply from the im* 
perfectly-developed condition of the organization which in 
this life is required for their adequate manifestation. Some 
animals see distinctly immediately after birth, but hear'very 
imperfectly ; others hear, but do not see ; and others again
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are almost insensible alike to sounds and to Vision. E te ry  
body knows the explanation of these facts. In  one animal,  
one organ of sense is early developed, and in another a dH fa- 
ent organ is first matured. And, in like manner, in infancy, 
some internal faculties, the organs of which are early de
veloped, precede in maturity others, the organs of which are 
not fully developed till much later in life. In  youth, the 
observing powers preponderate in energy and activity, and 
the corresponding cerebral organs bear a viable predomin
ance over those of the reflecting faculties which come later 
to maturity ; thus demonstrating at every step the intimate 
connexion between the mode of action of every faculty and 
the condition of its own material organ.

I f  we look at the mind as a whole, we shall find it follow
ing the same rule of progression. In  infancy the mental 
powers are feeble and vacillating in their exercise ; quick, 
variable, and active in youth, vigorous and enduring m man- 
hood, and again deficient in energy and vivacity in old age, 
in exact correspondence to the progressive changes in thè 
organization of the brain from that of very imperfect struc
ture in infancy to that of progressive m aturity and decay, 
as occurring successively in youth, in manhood, and in old 
*ge.

Not only, however, do the mental powers follow the regu
lar and comparatively durable changes which age brings 
about in the condition of their respective organs, but they 
are also affected in an equally evident manner by every 
change, however slight, and of however short duration, to 
which the organization is subject, either from external or in* 
ternal causes. The touch of a hair upon the skin, the falling 
of a single ray of light upon the eye, or of a single atmos
pherical pulse upon the ear, are sufficient to cause corre
sponding changes in the state of thé mind. Sudden compres
sion of the brain is well known to deprive the patient of all 
mental power ; and it has even happened again and again, 
that where an opening existed in consequence of a fracture
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o f the skull, by pressing the brain with the finger conscious* 
«ess was destroyed, to be restored on the removal of the 
pressure ; and the repetition of the experiment was attended 
with precisely the same results.

A  morbid state of any part may be induced either by 
causes acting directly upon its function, or by causes imme
diately affecting the substance of which the part is composed. 
•Thus inflammation of the eye may be excited either by stimu- 
lating its function by too much light ; or by sand, or lime* 
or odd air coming in contact with its surface. The brain 
offers no exception to this rule ; and it is proper to notice 
the fact, as it explains how derangements of the mental fa* 
culties came to be considered apart from their corporeal 
cause» One person, from a reverse of fortune, great afflic
tion, disappointed love, or intense study, becomes insane, or 
falls into delirium, with all the symptoms of an affection of 
the brain ; and another, from an injury, from a coup de soleil> 
or from intoxication, falls into the same state. The former 
presents a marked example of excitement of function in* 
ducing disease of the organ ; and the latter is an instance of 
the same result being consequent upon a direct application to 
the part itself. And the true relation between the two states 
was not sooner perceived, because it was always forgotten 
that the function of the brain is to manifest the mind, and 
that in so far as the manifestations of the mental powers are 
concerned, the agency of the brain is as indispensable as if it 
were the mind itself.

The bearing of the above (acts upon the subject of the im- 
perfect or diseased manifestations of the mind will be suf
ficiently obvious. H itherto a singular and unfortunate dis
tinction, for which there is no real ground, has been made 
by medical men, as well as by the vulgar, between the mor
bid derangements of the external and those of thè inter
nal faculties of the mind. The organs of external sense 
having been long known, every disturbance of their func
tions has justly been ascribed to an affection of their material
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organs, and the effdrte of the physician have been directed te  
the discovery of the nature of the particular afifection then ex
isting ; and by this the treatment has always been regulated. 
But when an internal faculty of feeling or of thinking has bee» 
d&anged, instead of having followed the same rational course, 
and ascribed its aberration to an affection of its cerebral organ, 
we have hitherto generally contented ourselves with the simple 
hut vague affirmation, that the mind was* deranged, and fcdVC 
pot cared to inquire what was the particular organic cause 
of the disturbance of function. And yet there is really no 
greater difference between the external and the internal fa
culties, as they are called, than between one external sente 
hnd another. A ll are equally powers of the mind, and dif- 
far only in having different functions to perform, and in 
each being connected with an apparatus fitted for its specific 
function. The mind requires an eye to enable it to see, be
cause light is an external existence with which it must be con
nected ; and it requires only a cerebral organ to feel the sen
timent of justice, because justice is not an external quality', 
but a  mental or internal relation. The mind requires an ear 
to  enable it to hear, because the vibrations of the air are ex
ternal existences with which it must be eonnected; and it 
¡requires only a cerebral^organ to feel the sentiment of pity, 
because pity is not a quality of matter, but simply a mental 
state or relation. The organs of the five senses are therefore 
merely parts added to the other cerebral organs, in order to 
connect the faculties of Colour, Form, Tune, Size, Number, 
&£., with the external world; and the powers of Seeing, 
Hearing, Tasting, Touching, and Smelling, are neither more 
.external i to nor less intimate parts of the mind itself, than 
any other power, whether of thought or of feeling; and the 
well-being of the brain is alike necessary to the exercise of 
all*' I f  then the manifestations of all the mental faculties in 
a  state, of health depend on the healthy condition of all their 
organs, external and internal, and a change in the state of 
the mind attends even the slightest alteration in that of the



brain, :it feUowsthst a morbid condition of theorgan of mind 
M  bo. attended with ; morbid manifestations, or, in othef 
words* with mental derangement, and that, without the p re
vious .removal of this, organic cause, the mental health can 
toever.be re-established,,

The. time has .been, and, are fear, is scarcely yet gone by, 
wheasuch a doctrine, howeyer much recommended by ok- 
servatiaiou and enforced by. experience, would have been de* 
nOPtoGsd by the unthinking or prejudiced as dangerous to 
religion, and subyersive of the principle of the immortality 
of the soul. I t  would haye been» and indeed it is argued, 
that to trag&tbe dependence of insanity upon a bodily cause, 
was. to.confound together mind and matter, and to teach 
that the brain was the mind, and thereby to destroy the 
strongest proof of the soul's immortality. B ut, happily for 
humanity, truth and reason are as imperishable as mind, and 
now that; under their influence,,prejudices are fast giving way, 
i t  is more and more widely acknowledged, that it is the old 
and false doctrine of the mind being subject to disease whjch 
is justly chargeable* with the apprehended danger .; and that, 
if  the immortality of the soul can be proved in any way by 
reason alone, it is only on the grounds which we are now adr 
vocating, and that a rational ppd .safe theory of mental de
rangement can be successfully established* The relation which 
we have shown to exist between thp stale of the mind and the 
condition of its material organs, explains, easily why the iiUr 
material principle remaining essentially unchanged, the mind 
develops its powers as we advance from infancy to m aturi
ty,,and again declines from maturity to old age; why it falls 
aaleep in the night, or loses consciousness from' a blow ip 
the head; why its manifestations are disturbed by intoxicar 
tion, or deranged by disease; why it is characterized in, one 
by the weakness of idiocy, and in another by the strength of 
genius. And in the fact, that the mind never manifests it
self in this world except through the instrumentality of cor
poreal organs, and that the condition of these organs influ
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ences the quality of the manifestations, we have an easy 
explanation of the origin of mental derangement, and of the 
possibility of its occurrence, without endangering the princi
ple of mind. The mind sees through the medium of the eye 
j  ust as it thinks ox feels through the medium of the brain; and 
as changes in the condition of the eye deteriorate or destroy 
the power of vision without any affection of the principle of 
mind, the obvious inference follows, that in like manner may 
changes in the condition of the hrain derange or destroy the 
power of feeling or of thinking, and yet the mind itself, or 
soul, remain essentially the same.

But if we refuse to admit the influence of the organiza
tion, and ascribe the varying mental states to variations in the 
immaterial principle, unconnected with any corresponding 
bodily cause, we at once abandon, in so doing, all the pre
sumptive evidence even of the possibility of the soul's im
mortality, since there is in truth “  no doctrine in the whole 
“  range of physical or metaphysical inquiry so well calcu- 

lated to support the dreary desolating prospect of annihi- 
“  lation as that which attributes to m ind  the liability to 

sickness,"* and to changes which, once begun, may ter
minate only in its death or actual destruction.

M ental derangement, then, properly speaking, is a disor
dered state of the functions of the brain, arising from some 
existing morbid action in that organ, which may or may 
not involve at the same time the functions and organs of 
the external senses, but which frequently exists without any 
such complication, and which must be remedied before the 
alienation can be removed. Ignorance of the physiology, of 
the brain has alone prevented this great truth from bring 
generally perceived and acted upon ; but now at last, thanks 
to the genius, intrepidity, and unwearied industry of Dr 
G all, this obstacle has been almost surmounted, and a light

* Medico-Chirurgical Review, May, 1828, p. 182«



• < hwn> upon die subject by hie discovery o f Phrenology,
'' which promises to lead to the most beneficial results, and
i vW di has already divested the subject of madness of much
* o f its  obscurity, and, let us hope, of some of its terrors,
i -Years must no doobt pass on before our knowledge of the
! functions of the brain wilt be complete, and before an ade

quate conception can be formed of the advantages which will
i ultimately accrue to medical and moral science from their dis

covery; but the great principles are already firmly establish
ed, and already, by the simplicity of their application to the 
elucidation of the morbid states of the human mind, they 
give evidence of their foundation in truth, and of their in
calculable superiority to the mere speculations and groundless 
theories which have so long usurped their place.
' By constantly drawing our attention to the connexion sub
sisting between the power of manifesting every mental fa
culty, and the condition of its particular cerebral organ, 
Phrenology places derangements of the internal faculties in 
the same relation to the organic affection producing them 
in which physiology does the derangements of the five exter
nal senses. Sight is never impaired, nor hearing destroyed, 
unless the organs which execute these functions are diseased < 
and, in like manner, thought and feeling are never deranged, 
unless the cerebral organs by which they are manifested have 
undergone some morbid change. And as tight is injured by 
a great variety of morbid alterations in the eye or its nerves; 
so are the internal faculties of the mind deranged by a  great 
variety of diseases affecting the brain. Even if  we bad not 
direct proof of the dependence of mental derangement on va
rious cerebral affections of a different nature, the force of 
analogy is still so strong as of itself to establish the fact, 
and to satisfy the most sceptical inquirer that insanity is not 
a single and unvarying disease. Every affection to which 
an organ is liable may derange its function, and therefore 
disturbance of the functions of the brain may attend a great 
variety of different cerebral states, each characterised by its
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own symptoms and requiring & s.o*n mode o f t r ratmnslt 
The eye, far example, u  the organ of vision, and-arty a f 
fection p i the eye, whatever Us nature, may derange its 
function, and, impair eight. The eye may he inflamed, or j t  
may be distended, with water, or opacity m iy cover its con
vex surface, or the optic nerve may be paralytic, «ad, as a  
consequence of aU these states, impaired vision or bbadneas 
follow. Impaired or destroyed vision is therefore not a  specific 
disease, but merely a proof or symptom of die existenceof was* 
affection having its seat in the organ of sight, the real nature 
of which must be determined by other means. The ear is 
the organ of hearing, and all affections, df whatever nature, 
which have it for their seat, may injure its function. The 
ear may be inflamed, or the tympanum may be ntptoifed, or 
the acoustic nerve, may be paralytio, and, Os a  consequence, 
hearing be destroyed; also showing that impaired hearing 
and deafness are not diseases, but merely symptdma attend
ing maladies which haye their seat in the ear. The Jungs 
are the organs of respiration, and all causes,, a t whatever nfe 
turn, affecting them, may derange their fumcttont .and im
pede breathing. Tbelungsm aybe.inflam ed, or may be the 
seat of an extravasation of blood, or- they may be compressed 
by water or air in the chest; and, ad a consequence, in all 
these cases, respiration may be impeded; -so that dyspnoea, or 
difficult breathing, is not. a  disease by itself, b u t merely a 
nymptpm attending diseases which have their seat-in dm 
lungs. And, w  like manner, the brain is the organ of the 
mental faculties, and any affection, of whatever- nature, hav
ing it for its seat, may disturb its function, or the mental ma
nifestations. The brain may be inflamed, or it may- be ex
cited by. wine, or compreeeed .by water,- or by a fracture, a n d  
as a consequeace, in all the mind be disturbed. Deaarigm- 
ment of the mind, therefore, is not a  specific disease, but is 
a  symptom attending many different affections, which may 
agree only in the single point of having the basin for their seat.

Another point of resemblance between the b ran  and other
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parti» off the body may be mentioned more specifically. T he 
eye-become» ctiseaaedfrom excessive exenciseof its fonction/ 
via. looking too loop on small objects, or in too bright si 
light ; the ear from great noises ; the lungs from too harried 
breathing ; and the stomach from too much food. The brain, 
in lik e -in n e r, .becomes diseased from over-exercise of it# 
fepotiona, from too long study, from too intense feetiog* 
freqi too la n g n tm u e d  anxiety, fee., which are-to  it ex
actly what M o mneh tight is to  the eye, or loud sounds are to- 
the ear. T ins relation between the function and th e  orgaiW 
isation is habitually too much overlooked, and a Kttle'repe- 
tkioa m ust therefore be excused in enforcing H. 1
i. Many of our readers may think that we are taking a gréât 
deal of i trsubie to prove what-is either self-evident, or of 
vary little- «sise even when proved, tin t it is not so ; foi* 
many eminent -physicians have regarded madness as al
ways the -same disease, and either a» altogether unconnected 
with corporeal illnem, or as depending on abdominhl de-’ 
rangement ; and yet> were any physician to propose to' 
treat disordered action of any otherfonctionsas independent* 
of die stateiof the organs which executed them, hn  proposal, 
would-rente astonishment. W ere any one, for example, to 
prescribe for dfjjlcnit breathing without an attempt to dis-* 
oarer die organic or pulmonary affection whence it origin
ated ; o r for impaired vision, without examining what was 
the particular disease of die eye that gave rise to it, he 
would be regarded as disgracefully ignorant of thé first prin- 
eiples of his profession ; and yet this is precisely what has 
been done and recommended-by-those-who have studied the 
pathology of the mental functions apart frten that of their 
material organs, and have regarded insanity as always the 
same disease, and requiring the same-medical treatment,—- 
and who, when experience has presented it to their notice 
under widely-dififerent aspects, arising from obviously dif
ferent causes, and demanding -opposite modes of treatment,* 
having no clue to lead them back to the real difference o f
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disease or of organie affection, have contented theaudve* 
with expressing wonder and surprise a t its Proteiform cha
racter, and at the mystery in which the operations of mind 
are enveloped.

B ut had the fundamental principle, that the brain is the  
organ of mind, and consequently the fact that .insanity al
ways depends on a corporeal and cerebral cause, been recog
nised and kept in view, it would have been at once per
ceived, that, as every departure from health in an  organ 
must necessarily disturb its function in a  greater or less do- 
gree, and as the function of the brain was to manifest the m ind, 
mental derangement could not be a specific disease, but m ust 
be one of the effects of whatever morbid causes disturbed 
the action of that organ, and could therefore no more be 
considered as an individual disease than impeded respiration, 
impaired vision, or Vitiated secretion of bile. And bad the 
attention of the observer been closely directed to the study 
of the relations subsisting between the mental faculties mtd 
their cerebral organs, so many centuries could not have 
elapsed, and so little been added to our knowledge o f a  sub
ject in which .mankind a t large is so nearly concerned. H ad  
insanity been recognised to be a .symptom o f cerebral dia* 
ease, tbe insape would never bave been rejected and ex
cluded from our sympathies as the detested of H eaven, nor 
would they ever bave been tortured by tbe lash or the 
chain, or exposed to public derision. Had a ghmasering of 
its true nature reached the puhlic mind, we would as soon 
have thought of loading tbe gouty or tbe paralytic with re
proaches and obloquy, and. of curing them by the applica
tion of the bastinado, as of treating the maniac with tbe 
neglect and often positive cruelty which he once met with. 
Tbe moment we know that madness is an effect of disease in  
the material organs with which tbe Creator has connected 
the principle of mind, and that to this inflU»l«n alone are to  
be ascribed the waywardness, violence, and impetuosity, 
which often characterise that state, our feelings toward»
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Ike unhappy patient, and our attempts at cure, are very dif
ferent indeed from what they would be, were we still igno
rant of its true nature.

W ere the present a part of a regular medical treatise, it 
would neat be proper to bring in the evidence of the post 
mortem examination of the bodies of the insane in support 
of our principal position of mental alienation being the 
rem it of disordered action of the b rain ; but in an essay 
like this such a proceeding would be altogether out of place]; 
and it may suffice to state, that almost all late observers, 
whose opportunities have been extensive, agree in affirming, 
that insanity very rarely exists for any length of time, with
out leaving some very visible traces of disease in the e». 
eepbalen ; and that it is only when life has been cut short, 
while the attack is yet recent, that no unnatural appearance 
is to be perceived in the brain. No doubt, cases of great 
violence» and even- of long duration, have occurred, in which 
no morbid alteration of structure could be detected after 
death ; but this does not seriously militate against the con- 
dorian, because the same thing has been frequently met 
with in other organs of the body, whose functions have been 
no violently disturbed as even to have'caused death, and 
which have yet presented on dissection po visible mark of 
disease $ and because, as is universally allowed, the structure 
o f the brain is still too imperfectly understood for aiiy one 
to pronounce with certainty that it is unchanged, when, after 
all, it may seem to us to be so» only from our unacqnaintance 
with all its morbid aspects.

F ra n  what has been already said, it is evident, that 
to  give ail the proofs of mental alienation being in real
ity  a  symptom attendant on various affections of the brain, 
would he to give a complete history of its origin, symptoms, 
and cure; as, either direotly or incidentally, every thing to be 
mentioned under these heads affords additional evidence of 
the fact. Instead, therefore, of dwelling longer on this pre
liminary but fundamental point, I shall for the present hold
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it as granted, and proceed át once Co the M igeo^mattcr of 
these pages. • ,f •

The affections of the brain which disturb the ntaAifrSttx 
lions of the mind may be divided into two great classes r 'th e  

firs t comprising those which are acute in their character, ra
pid in progress, and dangerous to life 5 and the second those 
which are chronic in their nature, slow in progress, and cfcm-» 
patible with á prolonged existence. Of the first kind, few »; 
phrenitis, hydrocephalus acutus, and apoplexy, and of th e  
second the various affections which give rise to insanity, are 
familiar examples. In  the former, which are attended b f  
local symptoms of too great intensity to leave their seat* fbV 
a moment in doubt, the derangement of the feelings and ifri 
tel factual powers is universally and at once ascribed to mor-t 
bid changes going on in the brain or organ of mind. BOt 
in the latter, where the local symptoms are not so severe, 
and where the disturbance of the mental operationáfa equally 
manifest, though sometimes different in chdfácter; the SaM  
connexion of the phenomena with their canse in the bwife fa 
frequently not only unperceived, but resolutely denied.* As,' 
however, it is of the utmost importance in practice tb 'tte 
aware of the relation subsisting between the twó éfassek of 
cerebral affections, that the obscurities of the One may bé 
relieved by the lights afforded by the other, and that óof 
attention may be directed in both to the local cause of the 
disturbance of function, we shall keep the connexion in view 
throughout, and thus seek to advance the pathology' of in-* 
sanity in the same way as that of other diseases, particularly 
as, in chronic affections of most other organs, we have greatly 
improved, if not altogether derived our principles of treat
ment from observing the progress and means of curé of their 
acute diseases»

Having thus seen that mere disturbance of function fa ndt 
a specific disease, but an effect of many different and often 
opposite affections of the organ which performs it, an d th á t 
mental derangement is not a specific disease, but a symptom
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t£  an «riistiqg re n im i affection, itibllow s that theimnaiM r* 
hia* melancholia* insanity, idiocy, &ci, ought tobeefctiéely 
discarded a» nmneé o f diseases, since their use sem a to  per4 
imitiate th e e m r, which has long been the hane of medicine? 
of supposing them really to belong to  and to designate specific 
Stales, requiring in all ¿area a specific treatment; A nd in 
their, place wa ought to speak of the various diseases of thé 
hsam-which disorder the mèntal functions or faculties; ju st 
a» in  the case of thé lungs, instead of speaking of dyspoœa 
as a specific disease, we constantly go back to the local or 
tngaaic affection,- and,speak of pneumonia, of pleuritis, of 
phthisis, or as .we speak of ophthalmia, cataract, &c«, and not 
of simple Umdness or obscurity of virion, which, as a  dis
turbance of function, must necessarily be common in a greater 
or.lessdegree to all diseases affecting the eye, whatever their 
nature and whatever their causes.

I t  is quite.true, that, in attempting to apply this principle 
to  those affections of the brain which give rise to mental dér 
rangement, v e  shall at first,. from the excess of dur igno
rance, make a  very poor appearance ; but, even in the attem pt 
there, will be the superlative advantages of keeping the very 
limited extent of our knowledge constantly before our eyes, 
and  of stimulating us to unremitting exertion in the. only 
path calculated to improve or increase it ; whereas it is not 
less true than melancholy, that the only use of òur present 
nomenclature is to make us deceive ourselves,- and rest satis
fied with a word in the absence of an idea; for, as al
ready hinted, the'm ethod generally pursued of naming the 
disease after the prominent symptom, without regard to the 
nature of the organic disease, lies at' the root of all the con
fusion and contradiction that have encumbered the investi- 
gation of the cerebral affections productive of insanity * and 
we have unhappily only to look at the very last systematic 
work published in this country to find the most ample proof 
of our position. I  allude'to Dr Mason Good's Study of Me- 
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feme,**« book wife», with «U ilt imprrfoetkus, h » M >  
with the shorn fam nddt reception from .the' p N M w  « d  
the pdbbc, nndtbe authority o f whiski*i bMRMeMn-ilhMt 

sa fe neeemary to dispute tfa a v  ih id M iM  
« n » «  h  dm ease«- assorcrilyunioimdi • w -io

riiiVumtogy peovrsttb® brain ts  be'ta iggNgMe of atajr 
distinct organs« each oMniMtngt a distinct ■ondpnM K  
It proses that one at-mase of then» orgaheisnayfaoinjnsad

ausnnmay behasme m< tma ’felingmfiwndtyySNa&stmfe 
on>sU: she ‘ vasty and • cohseqaedtly bowy »dam ardiffeseal-Ori
gan is diseased, tbefasuity cr feeling that'in kbiatigsd may 
be and the prominent ijw gaat to'differantv and
yet the diteam itself remain «seedy af the «nrattarM * 
infl.mm.tinn affecting the «fa disturbs aitiarn, -add afftetiag 
the ear it disturbs tearing, bwatees »■ian.mahe.Jiinstis« of 
the ode, and hearing is* the J k m tiom  a t 4m other* h it «ail 
h w  wyfaswittesoa in. botii, and h yinw ia  both the Mae 
hind at treatment. . Phrenology shows that} in hkennaimor, 
morbid esmtaaent of the cerebral organs of CoUibativetMte 
and Bostnietiwnnmmny prodwse eating, oiolaaae, and fliry; 
and morbid excitement of the organ. of Cantiensaessy HmT) 
apprehension, -despondency,• end mdaanholyt tarufiwmfey 
tUffteeaen- in the kind^af ioaiatmaraS) butmnply 4mm the 
Amotion > of the ooe ibeieg to manifest the prapedante first 
Maned,, and foam the fianetion of theothev bm gto tanttht 
the fteliog of caotkm } and that hence both casesaaay require 
the tame medical, treatment? fur the» removal, modified only 
by the-difference .of fbnctiaa; and in to  Car it aflbrds a 
ample and consistent explanation of all -the various forms 
winch i— nity-asaamesy —d leaves nafreeit» observe with 
ease the nature of the-erganicderangamanton which each 
depends.: . . 1 .. . -
- Widely different from this is the atnde of proceeding of
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aanaricet-aritbe iacaHies. Upshift lo g p h k ly  this «theory

Strained to create a new riiunre'far'every change in the ap
pearance ofthe mental symptoms, and» fajlnwingthe wide 
.wiatyehna- presented, tbeyooajune np-a list efmental die« 
easesnaaiyana^andwoap liaabu] enough to damp the ardour 
•ftheawfc-eBiigeniand'detannmed) undent, and atthe same 
■tia&.nBMHBg «a m od iatoienehotherasta defy all attempts 
atrdiseuaainacingi »describing than. -DcUeodVcUunific*- 
tiotr is anenaaaple ofthe utter inability of talent aadiadus- 

■ Dry I» avoid faHiagloto oofafieeion and sbeaedity wbea net 
■gnided-fay’setmti peiaiipie» which in thtaitntouto'aridd only 
heap hnm ngiplini to bhmby theft doctrine d  -the cerebral

iifw w id  wBHiok rnn swept ■ The table»' long as itie, ie 
too-instructive net tobe gm e entire.

Or.'Geod fine «etftbhahee-the «rder Panamas» diaeaani 
adhering the intellect, and thie ha ¿¡vide* iatonx geoeaa»—

The f if tt 'Qawoe. ja-Bephtonia or iaamity, induing two 
species, Melancholia and Ih o k  • . • 

id-OsMn* Jhhpcdswaa, includes three aperies: 1. Eoto- 
. ■ nicuwoe impensioned eaokearmt; i  Atonicum* inpu<

- waned depression; A Inane, faanbnined p u n a  
' The-jhat spades (Entooicuro) ia subdivided into eix 

■vawerieeti. Lwtwi«, ««governable joy; *. Fhilau- 
the»'srifdove, td&oopcrit; A Superb», pride; / . 
Gltoi* tamie, awbitiaa ; A Iaaonodies, aqger; 6. 
3elotypMs,j<2ek>usy. •

The le n d  speriee,-Atoaacuu>, iaeladeefive varieties: 
■ 1. Deridtrii, ungovernable love; 8. Auri finis, 

avarice; A Anxietudinia, anxiety; A Matrons, 
heartache; A Deeper*tiooia, dependency.

The i'*rd aperies, Inrne, hm only one vrriety.



U A t n i t  A la n , isd iw idediatb : 1. Elatio, ssw tim etal- 
ism, mental extravagance; 8. Hypocbondriam,ilowofria«i.

The f i s t  species, Elatio, it divided into-four vurietaeot
- 1. Heroic«, chivalry, rom anticgallantry; & Barotoeir,

crack-brained w it; 8. E estatka, false inspivatioBt'fc. 
Fanatics, fanaitiaisin.

T he second species* Hypochondriasis, into-three vane- 
ties: 1. Antalgiea, vapours; 8. PertsBsa, weaving »  
of life ; 8 . Misanthropia, misanthropy, spleen. . ' > 

4 d 6 im n , Aphelxia, is divided-into three species: l< 8o- 
- core, absence of m ind; &> Intents, abstraction; • & ©tiosa, 

brown study. . . . .  )
• The second species, or Aphelxia - Intents, is subdivided 

into two varieties: 1. Apothemate, from some ungo
vernable passion; 2. A  studio, from intense study. 

5th G-KN08, Paroniria, is divided into« 1. Ambulant, sleep
walking; 8. Loquens, sleep-talking; k  Salax,mgkt-poh- 
lution. - -

9th G enOs, M oris, into: 1. Imbecillis, -imbecility;■ 8: Do- 
‘ • mens, irrationality.

T he first species, Imbecillis, is divided into four varie
ties: 1. Stupiditas; 9. Amentia, forgetfulness; 8 . 
Credulitas; 4. Inconstantia. > . ■

The second is divided into three varieties: 1. Stufcitia, 
folly, silliness; 8. Larema, dotage, superannuation; 
8. Ancea, idiotism.

Here then we have ‘the very formidable number of-six 
' genera, fifteen species, and twenty-seven varieties of mental 
diseases, each of coarse held to be different from the other, 
and to require some difference of treatm ent; and yet when, 
with the aid of Phrenology, we examine them a little more 
closely, we perceive that most o f them- are symptom« not pe
culiar to one form of disease, but common to- many« and de
pending, not bn different kinds of affections, but -chiefly on 
the particular part of the brain whifch is in fau lt; and that, 
in short, they are symptoms which may change into others,
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•muawSPtthaapprnr entirely, *nd yet the dictate uenam.a«tme 
and unchanged. Ifthephrenotegkal doctrine of .the pi undity 
o f  tatelmaWovgans and mental faculties beadraittsd, we shall 
’em  Btr «nee. tbe-expianation of this. T nfhtnnaatory excitement 
fit the ocgsp.of Salf-egtasmfar instance, ■ by exalting it» natural 
function, will produce, according to its degree* D r Good's 
A«» Hinmsf> called “  «Ss^UscB^and “ ifrAfo.” T he same 
inflammatory ■ewdtement, affecting sa d . exalting thefunction 
of the ocgw of Love of Approbation, will give rise, accord
ing to its degree,-toike tw o.kinds called “ G loria j M *  
o r ‘li Ambition,”.aad tfae^  Heroica E k tfo ” or “ Ckivafry? 
T hat of the organ of Aquititiveness will give the “  A uri 
Hjfrmi i }" tbato fthe organ a f Cautiousness, th e 1* atutieiado, 
.*( m otor, {heartache,) .despondency, aapotus, oearineta c f  
“  J^h toeA im  epirite*  and so on: hr all of these the eba* 
ratter of , th« disease would be the same, vis. that of inflamma* 
itsqr excitement; and in all, consequently, however differont 
¿a appearance, would the same general treatment be requnv 
ed , modified only to suit the diversity of function invafch 
•particular case. B ut then a similar exaggeration of fuac, 
JUDQ .from oves-aBtivity of the organ may arise from Btates 
.which ace net inflammatory, and. which consequently would 
require treatment of a  different and often of an opposite 
k iad t and therefore if, as D r Good has done, we erect each 
auch case io ta  a  distinct disease, and treat i t  accordingly, we 
«ball inevitably run. into wild and inextricable confusion, 
from  which nothing but a  true knowledge of the cerebral 
j unctions casever protect us.
, The natural method to avoid falling into error is then to  
investigate the chronic affections of the brain in the same way 
naw eatudy the, more rapid and acute. Viewing the delirium 
or. mental desangement attending the latter in  the light of a  
.symptom,,aod a  m ost important, one in its indications, we 
make use of it and all other means to detect the nature of 
the.organic affeetwo, and by- this bu t are guided in the ap
plication of our remedies. L et us follow the same course
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9Hi&.uiB iw iiiw io g r^ ^  w nw  ttJtuu do v n w ^  m m v  
of the chronic affection, and « hm utd j our m o w  v ideo» , 
triune ws that wo hare at last enteredupoft »the right raid to  
improvement. Instead, therefore; of etching1 every form o f  
insanity into a distinct disease, wesball examine the eausee, 
symptoms, and mode of action of the remedies generally em
ployed, and see whether they throw any light open the sub- 
ject; and Shallbegin with the Cctu&s:

. t- ■ « ‘
Cmtm  i f  MtmM Dm'mtg mmi* •

.Them are very few persons in Whom nll'parts of the body 
a n  equally proportioned, and in wham all thefUnetldnsgo on 
with that complete harmdny of relative fbroe and activity 
which constitutes the best health. In  almost every-one tome 
organs are either hr excess or in deffaettcy, indicating an tin- 
due predominance of some functions over others, and giving 
m ein  the former case to a susceptibility of excitement, gad 
in the' latter to a corresponding depression of vital power, 
which places them almost on the brink of disease. The na
tural consequence of tills state of the constitution is, that the 
sameexternal causes do not always produce the name din- 
eases, but, acting taost powerfully on those organa which are, 
ehber in Strength or itt weakness, the farthest removed from 
the Standard o f healthy proportion, induce diseases; differing  
m their seat andin' their nature according to the sit nation 
and condition of the disptopoftioned organs; and it ta 'fer 
this reason that We'flrid'tbfe same physical came, exposuM to  
told and wet, for example, give rise in one perSon to  pneu. 
motda, in soother to consumption, m a third to diawbeea, 
and in a fourth to ague or to croup. In  investigating the 
causes of diseases; therefore, it it  as necessary always to keep 
in view the peculiar qualities of the constitution to Which the 
cause is applied;’ as the nature and- mode of action of the 
cause itself.
■ When any organ, from predominance or weakness, o r 
tome peculiarity of structure, is constitutionally ptwne to dis-
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MM» k  is, in-raediaal .language, eonertij timii^li m  he 
jmedhpoisd, tod the .qualitaas whifth iiwiiitjtMit thr ppdit 
pnsiriopi nps.. «slkd.ihe jwmftyeewy. aiMWi. in. apposition to 
tho ethsra,uhi«h as» named tho emcitm g or acetuional causes. 
>|Ehe piwdiapnwiqg causes, therefore» first demand our atten*

... Am examination qf.tfaiB predisposingcauses of sny disease 
ia nsocaasiy to auable, ua to  understand its origin, its nature, 
and itotreetmeat, including in the latter the means of its pie» 
Motion. A  iMoaiadgetofithsm is Ihcwfare highly useful ia 
practise i. When- accurately known,, they generally indicate 
theaaotof.the malady, m-mustot ogee beqbviou* on reaol* 
hst.iag that a. ppcdigpositinn is aiowd condition os weakness 
of-the part.ia which themeahid action is afterwards excited 
bytheextem ai twoocaaippsl. cause.; «ad unless 4m predis. 
posing «puses ace found,out, and removed, or modified, we 
om midMv»'hopi,t9| psQwt ifby j^oMon of» tjh$
disease, nor' expert to bring about a firm and permanent 
( m e t .............................
•. fertility being .in, ermy iaatanoe the result of cerebral, dis. 
coder, all its pradiapoaing causes, are, as might have beau ex» 
pooled, such as indicate the existence of- some peculiarity, 
cither natural or. acquired, in the constitution of the brain, 
whwh m od e»'it. mass than usually susceptible of disease. 
The asost frequent and the most powerful among these are, 

Jfoaf, -Tha traasnuasion of a hereditary  ¿anfaugy .from pa» 
reats to children, producing in  the. latter an ugusual auacep» 
tihility.af the same nudadiea under.whi$h the,parents bare 
laboured. J!uxmdty, ExocM -of endowment in the riqe of 
sosM osgaaecf the brain, with corresponding excess of funo- 
tional entirety, bordering on and easily convertible. into mor- 
hid enoitemeat in tbefcculties which «re manifested by them« 
9 V n %  Deflcienoyo f oegenie endowment and consequent 
weakness of function, subjecting the manifestations of the 
mind to derangement from an opposite state to the former. 
And, hwtfy, A  peculiar temperament or quality of constitu» 
turn, rendering the whole nervous system highly active, and
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p ro »  to excessive and . involuntary excitement On *aeb 
these jve shall offer aYew. observations. • . ‘
< t First* Authors who differ on every other point, ;agrse<ht 
acknowledging that a condition of the brain» rendering* i* n *  
usually, susceptible of those diseases which are attendedibÿ 
mental derangement» is hereditary ; and this truth is raeog* 
«ised by the vulgar, (often the best judges in.m attera o£pb- 
servation)» who speak of insanity being in. the fam tlyor in  
the blood ; and it is practically acted upon even by Life An? 
suraoce societies» who hold the occurrence of derangement 
in a family as an obstacle to insuring, the life of an individual 
•who is .himself perfectly sane. By the hereditary tran sac t 
«ion of insanity it is not meant that the actual malady is 
conveyed from parent to child, and that, after lying Jjatenl 
for some years, it will inevitably appear in the child, in. what* 
ever circumstances he may he placed. The meaning is sun? 
ply, that some quality of brain is communicated .to ;thenff* 
spring, rendering them more prone than other; people touun+ 
dergo cerebral disease, and thereby to become insane ; mad* 
in consequence of which, causes will produce mental d e 
rangement in them, which, in any one not so predisposed* 
'Would have proved perfectly harmless.
' The testimony of almost universal experience establishes 
the hereditary transmission of a predisposition to mania as 
one of the most fruitful sources erf that terrible diseases P i
nel justly observes, that, when we remark in all places and 
in successive generations several members of certain families 
lapsing into insanity at the same period of life, without any 
adequate exciting cause, it becomes exceedingly difficult ftq 
disputé the influence of hereditary qualities ; and.it becomes, 
he adds, altogether impossible, when we know that the fact is 
incontestably proved, not only by popular observation, but by 
notes regularly taken in numerous publie and private .esta
blishments, and by collections of cases published in France* 
in England, and in Germfmy, from which, if required, juik 
mefaus and conclusive examples might easily be quoted* 
But it may be sufficient to add, that the predisposition, like



«11 other .¿quaihies of ! body andmind, becomes stvorngetia 
^r6portkm toìts |N^kMi8'dantàon and prevalence in the-ha 
m kfi'ito  «bat tbe disease attacks a greater numberofdie 
•cbilrirctL where both parents, are descended front tainted fi* 
mibes,ithan »whereeither parentÌ9from a pure stock; and 
.seemingly, for this .reason, tbe hereditary predisposition'is a 
snore active cause of mental derangement in tbe higher class* 
•as,"who intermarry more with each other than in the lowers 
fwho hove a wider choice. Thus, out of SSI female lunatics 
«in tbe Salpétrièse of Paris, 105 were ascertained to belong 
%to ¿families in whichinadness already existed; while, out of 
4K4 of the higher classes* 150, or more than gm*haif9 were 
•in: this predicament. . Dr Burrows is stall more decided, and 
orffinns, that he ¿clearly ascertained the existence of a hetsdb 
itary predisposition in six-kev&wths of all his patients m prh- 
tvate practice. These results deserve, every attention on the 
.part of. the philanthropic and enlightened physician. >
. iThe operation of hereditary tendencies is well exhibited 
in die families of parents who have1 become insane from ac* 
indentai causes without any. previous predisposition. The 
children born prior to the existence of the disease in tbe pa
rent remain as safe from its attack as those of parents who 
.never have been affected ; while those born subsequent to that 
-time, and who may be thus supposed to have inherited die 
impaired constitution of their progenitor, are observed to be 
much more liable to its invasion than untainted children. 
And when madness does show itself in the offspring, it is 
generally at the same age and in the same form in which it 
appeared in the parent.
> Nearly allied to die above in its mode of operation as apra, 
disposing cause is the condition of tbe mother during gesta
tion, which has often a striking effect on the future mental 
health and constitution pf the offspring. M- Esquirol has 
had many opportunities o f noticing this in his practice.; 
and he tells us, that for this reason it is often in the mater« 
nal.womh ¿haft we are to look hr the true cause, pot only of
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¿safaegitiaj, hot aleo o fth wdiferi nt  Muda of meaja.. i f a A  
sacre», ihsty aiermgthetagitated pamela «f.«h».,lliian»h|Bg 
« o k É a i m ifU à a liK B  paegnant» aiKlnhoa« «linda, «ser  
4ipt«m it«a% <)a.tbatw ttà ly .A e  la iie ^ a a d a la m »  
H p a U t from tba epeeh .in. «Afeli, theyhved, and. «base 
aervous ejrftems « t u  thsreby reodesed-irritable in tba Ugh> 
-eatdegree ooropatibiewith aontjr, «nane aAwnred» dafarared 
o f (UMm  wboae brainsaad aervous sy to nia hadbesoainm- 
W f  afectad to -snob » A p e e  b j tb» alate a l  tba parente, 
that in Alture H e ,*  childaan, tbey arare Bobjsctlo apaaiaa, 
«savulsioas, and otbev nencoas nfeationa, and ht yaath to  
madore», imbeoiEty, a* dan cotia, abaast withodt aaj ente* 
ing canta The entaat to wtñch tfcr tempotaiy etatn-of thè 
aaathir during gnttbaa may inAaeaae tba «boloAriute. fife 
« f tbe efaild may .be eooceised frana a.«agle fiso*. aacoadad 
•by tbe aaaa antbor. . A'pregnaat «anana a tln m n h tild g , 
«aa greatly alatiti A end tarrifisdby thethaaatf of.ber has- 
handorfaen in a  stata e f iatoxicatioo. Shewasefìanresda 
delivered, at thè usual time, of a veiy <jelieato c h ili »Ube 
cbìld had, howeeer, beca «o touch afectad by.it» nMtber'a 
egjtnlinn, that ap to tbe age of.eigbtae» itcoahoosd enb» 
jeot to panie tenore, and then baoamt eompletaly.inaniaaal 
> W hea « e  are tba oftpriag  of i iiasumpliii parente aitar* 
«iarda displaying.the» nares risárnHaefoaaaatiasroftbawa, tbe 
«ame «aasaptibibty  nfooid , and tbe «aree diA coltyof *as- 
tmned «igoreut wopiratson that ditaingniabed their parente, 
« e  aay at enea that tbeir lunga are eeeatitotioaaUy «eak, and 
that «bay wìU-regaire erery «are to pwaeaae tfaem iwm bar 
coming conaampthre ; and, in erery btatanoe e f hcaaditfgy 
twnew M M of discese, sre aay that thè cbildren are boni 
aritb.a peeubar «reknass in that pari in which tbe atfmtinn 
haehaaeat. In like manner, «e ougfat aerar to far gei that, 
«ben insanity rana in a fiumly, «ha prànaay cause ia »pare. 
Mar omqtiimiitMqfike ¿raba; and tbat k à s not a dcfcct in 
thè inmaterial prmciple of mind, but a defeot fai thè brefai 
throogh which thè mind operetas, that is thusinheritod frani
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the p iM t  From losing, right o f this mistjon .xrf.the* M a i

■aonaequencae h a n  orauksd, aadw tileantinueae fnUaiw, ao 
long astketrue  canae of insanity is overlooked. ....
•- eecomdckmof innate and paadapoamg -causes a t m- 
eanfcf il the tis n iiw  proper tiuu which, some organa , bear to  
d n  veat̂  Heekh amda goad oooatkutioo. prise from an 
equal balanee bataaea eH aba parts aod functions of the 
bddy ; becaase ah m attr any part predammates too a n d ,  
i t  kaceetupaided by a  corrr.spoadmg excess of energy and 
«Otiviiy of fanctien, which is>oa#jr tanned to dasnaao; and 
when, on the-othe* hand, any paw mtoo Btdo developed, it 
ia attended with a weakness and maotwaty-of fimadan that 
pwdii{K*eit to diaoasaa o f an -oppoaitei Kud This ahsisiu 
Man is- applioahia in a temaabaUe degree ao the beam 5 See 
the disproportionate ds*elopmeutof its organs an sack other 
is fat i«tKty a  strong pmdibposiag «ansa af insanity,. and- has 
been substantially acknowledged as suek by authors in  d>
most <*ety age. ......................> -

I t  i» true, that I t  k  atdy aaaoag later writers that s a la d  
h e  propeeMon expressad in these words, but the oldest'au- 
tborsstates what is exactly equivalent to at. By-mash ob- 
scSvatiao, andthaeollectisD of ewerwbriBsing presfa, Br.GaH 
has demonstrated, tbat the sarioua-funds msnml frptdties<qf 
the mind operate Enough dm medium of distinct oerabml or* 
guns, and that the power of uantCtetangeathbaars an anaot 
proportion, eatetitpar&me, to the aiae of it» earn organ or 
part o f the brain; and consequently, if this relation be eon- 
shlued as established, intensity of function beesmca s  a w - 
sure o r index of eise of organ exactly as the latter is of.the 
former, aad the expression of -the one quantity becomes ien. 
aedy equivalent to that of the other. So that, supposing 
the laws of nature to be die same now that they have been 
In dines past, whenever we find it remarked by any on» un
acquainted with Phrenology, that any mental poser or fad
ing existed in great energy, and formed a principal feature
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in the character, we are quite entitled toehold, that the eoh 
responding cerebralorgan through whichit manifested itsdf 
<wasm equal'excess, and therefore disproportion«!' in sise tn 
the rest

'Viewings accordingly, ah every -observant Ftoenohgist 
mast necessarily do, the mention of the preponderance of 
.function as equivalent to that of the preponderance of 'Or
ganic development, I regard the following passages,1 from  
jtL Esquiroles excellent work “  On the Pbsskms^cmtideretl 
“ as Cause*, $c. o f Menial Alienation,™ as eery conclusive 
evidence in proof of irregular or disproportionate defdopr 
ihent of the different organs of the brain being* a powerful 
predisposing cause of cerebral disease, and consequently of 
insanity. “ Almost all the insane committed to my care,” 
says M. E. “ had offered some irregularitiesits their fanfer 

tions, in their intellectual faculties, in their affections dr 
“ feelings, b e f o r e  becoming insane, and that often from  
P JkAr earliest infancy. Some had been distinguished fot 
<( excessive pride,™ (excessive predominance .of thê ofgan ôf 
Self-esteem;) “  others for great ifinscibiltiy,™ (predontfmCme 
of Combativeness and Destructiveness;) “ some for fraque*? 
u melancholy,™ (predominance of Cautiousness;) “  odist» 
*k for a ridiculous levity™ (defectivé Cautiousness, predomU 
nant Hope, and Love of Approbation;) “ some for t  dr* 

eclating instability for receiving instruction,” (defective 
firmness and Individuality ;) “  others for an obstinate op* 
“ plication to whatever they undertook,” (predominant Finn* 
ness;) “  others, again, were peevish, discontented, fearfsiy  
»“ timid, and irresolute™ (excessive predominance of Can« 
tiousness, and defective Combativeness and Firmness.) And» 
as if still more dearly to fix the cerebral seat of insanity, he 
goes on to say, that “ most of them had suffered from ner« 
*< vous dfceases,—the women frota convulsions or hysterical 

spasms, and the men from cramps, palpitations, or palsy; 
“ with these primitive or acquired dispositions, nothing more 
4 < mar wanting, except some moral affection, to determine the



“  tapin ivi o f fiiarioiu mm ia , o t t/u  dtépeét iktlùnchçtfyiï 
ToèhePbiénotogiat .aotbiiig oaa be. own «twlriag ^diiM  
structureÜmatbe aboveexposition; not only:dee» it.abo« 
Lhebràin to be the seat of insanity« but every Une of it paisà» 
to thedispcopogtiou of the digèrent peata of the brain to each 
ether antbe. moat remarkable feature in the constitution o f 
tbesethu» declared to be predisposed to the invasion of este* 
-tael diesane. To the Phrenologist, the excessive.pride».the 
geeafcieaseihUity, the fréquent melancholy, the ridiculous le* 
vity, the.desolating instability» the obstinate application» and 
tbe thnid and.discontented peevishness» speak of excessive 
preponderance of some. œrebcal parts» and defective aim.of 
«than» as. plainly,» if .be aaw them with hiseyes. In the 
constitutional prouenesa to incessant and. energetic »faon, 
« lid i prcdoaunaace of any organ naturally gives ; and in 
.“ dr.^rm Ut* and acqmrtd ditpotkioh" thence resulting« 
thè Phrenologist sees a  very abundant explanation why “ nó* 
“  thing ia then wanting» except some moral affection, to deter
mine the explote»” of mania» by exalting thé already inori 
díñate, action.beyond the limits of health. In the same can* 
stitutionsl excam of One organ over the met, he seesalso thè 
rsasen why poeta and asen of great hut partial genius are 
pcaratbially subject to mental derangement. In then!» the 
organs of the few faculties which constitute their genius ate 
in eterna; while too often those of the atqtimenta and 
intellectual powers, which ought to regulate the activity of 
the fermer, are, at theisame time, deficient; and. this .dis
cordant. combination .being quickened in its movements and 
in its- excitability .by. that constitutional activity, which, is 
itself an element of. genius,, it. is no wonder, that trivial dis* 
appointments and vexations of mind so frequently end in 
the production of cerebral disorder, and mental alienation. > 

In thus sffirming, that the disprophrtiqpate development of 
one or more of the . cerebral organs, and, consequently, pecu* 
lièritiesof mantaL character, predispose to cerebral discése, 
<nt Mteimt.af the facility with- tyhirb the peculiar, ovee-nc*

XtM SAI. BXaAVfiSMJUII AMO: 1XS CAOMK f i l l
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tivity 4 f the M d may be earned -the length of muibal 
aetion, I mtMtuotbe understood a* affirming, that, iaora^  
hnMM, tbebrain « i  be found hregtikrty’dt’vviopadjfor 
thew w ittiieftw  the b et Bverypart of th rtM ^ iad  
every pertdf the bum, w f  become dieeesed« ■whoterorda 
its fortn, dee, or proportion - to th* raetjaodin hereditary 
¡■ utfw pm dljr thii!u  veryahem observed^ but,he-she 
Mtne way asa narroir chest indicates' MUcfytibtiUff e£ pnf 
reoaery complaints, do one fonaraOd1 siae of 
emk ti t  poribv», a greater tutceptib& tf a t dnsanky Jaw 
sabers. •This, however, is-very different fram smiting rids 
hperticukr fonn o f bead almost eoeettpettiee nuaaiay^aB 
aestertoaeiToneoudy attributed by’Ffaiel'W‘Gall and tpawa 
lai%iaad s te h  that author tehee much needle»» <trooble>t» 
eefbtei - As a general rule, tbe most acdvw and predeamaat 
oigab wilibe most prom to taoibsd ctaheeneatt bot îhfe 
«faesnofci always held; and nobody is better'«ware<«f tMfe 
than Dr flpewbeha himself  In his trark-on-fttannity* Dr 
&  states (hstinotly, that iM m ^t die greater -manber of 
bmetiei Asm pride bare the organ e f- Beiftestnem eery 
largo in peopdrtiew to die other», yet it doe^mt -fay. any 
iaesru fiekow, that all than who bam the m » D ip a  largeij 
developed ate to become* insane through pride,* arcthat-ad 
tbaee wbohare it retail are eecure from its detaogemoott for 
neery organ, be repeats, whatever-its sixe, may baswau die 
nanrfi
•' The- iniuenea o f ptedondnaat denhpneM  io -gating a 
pri dispeetuon' to dieeaee in the orgnii is Tety roem tet e e  
«anpnringa number af monomaniacs, or peliente Hiaaiigeil 
on <om peiat, with each other; tog, as a general' nde$ the 
ehronged'Awukyi m fbhag, will be:found to-aaertspaod 
with'tbe maet-higbly dnreiopedargan; and n»> one who bos 
taken any trouble te obeeree can have id led  to tnatiea4be 
ooiod dtnoo. Sean «'general m ania,! have'slm et im e h  
aMp found thomeuttd disorder taking Ha cbtrontei f rom dm 
prodeunnant organs. As HtartmtioM of this prtBdpte, Br





possemod. This kind of predisposition, however; a .w illifii 
apparent from its nature, leads move frequently to' idiocjf 
and imbecility than to any of the forms of proper munis • ■ » 
i LatHy, Certain temperaments predispose more *thair others 
to  those forms of cerebral disease which- are attended-by 
insanity. The purely lymphatic are rarely* die m tio d tsf 
•mental derangement. The sanguine and the nervous, both 
of. whom are endowed with great acuteness and* vivacity o f 
.feeing, or irritability of nervous fibre, are perhaps the least 
capable of withstanding the action of any continued exciting 
cause. But the subjectof temperament is-so closely connect* 
ed with that of hereditary , descent, that it is unnecessary to 
add any thing to what has beenalready said on the latter in 
‘thepreceding pages.- >

Other predisposing causes are generally mentioned, such 
asage, sex, profession, 8cc.; but, as Almost- alb of thorn may 
be resolved into extreme exercise of one or more of the cere, 
bral oigans to the neglect of the rest» it is unnecessary to 
consider them here, at least in detail. For instance, the 

-middle period, of life is more fertile in the production-of 
mental derangement, only because i t i s  then that- the brain 
is  in its highest state of activity,-and then the mind isrntot 

'agitated by violent and tumultuous passions. I t  is tbenthat 
love, fame, wealth, pride, &c. take possession of themriad, 
and, by their continued excitement, lead- to cerebral dtsease. 
The female sex, again, predisposes to insanity, in eoaaneb 
with all other diseases of the nervous system, because in the 
female the.feelings are* mole acute, and external- resources 
are inore limited. And a sedentary and literary Mfe -predi*- 

• poses to cerebral affections, and coasequently to mania; for 
the same reason that it keeps the brans ¡man undue and per- 

! maaeht state of activity, convertible :frora the slightest-«awfe 
- into a  state of morbid.excitement.' t

I  have already mentioned,- that a strong affinity exists 
. between the causes of acute diseases of the-brain* and < of 
those- oerebral: affections which- permanently -derange-' tin

M 4  MEOTAL DESANGEMKKT AfljV I*S CAUSES?
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.iM afcM iqBi «f thc n a d t  but» as might be expected a 
p rim » d u n k tin a  is much mere remarkable between the 
direct easkingthan between the predisposing cause* “ He* 
seditssy- deesse*» for instancy baa n n d i iete infhiencBiii the 
pesdurtien ef a* acute diesass, like phrtnitis, than in the pro, 
dsctien  e f mental Asnsagnmiaitj and lor this obvious reason; 
•ante'diseases came «  suddenly from strong exciting causes, 
■—thcy-rwa th a t eonrse rapidly, and terminate in a very limit» 
ed time, either in the perfect restoration of health, or in the 
extinction of life. During their continuance, the patient 
exercises all his functions with difficulty or pain; and for 
that of procreation he is totally unfit; so that none of his 
offspring «an date their existence from such a state of his 
system. When the disease is over, if  the recovery is com
plete, the constitution is unimpaired, because the affection 
has bean of too short duration materially to elect the gene
ral arganixatiau. But chronic diseases, like those which 
produce insanity, are very different. They come on slowly, 
from the ccntinued notion of often trifling causes operating 
upon a  pre-existing predisposition; they run their course 
.slowly; and it is frequently only at the end of years that they 
terminate in health or in death. During their continuance 
the patient executes his other functions with little or no im
pediment; but his constitution bring then thoroughly im
pregnated, as it were, with the morbid action, its influence 
extends over every function, and consequently is transmitted 
to children, then or afterwards produced.

That this is the true theory of hereditary susceptibility of 
disease is moreover apparent, from the fact already men- 
tMned, that, in accidental cases of madness, children born 
befar* the insanity of the parent are not more subject to its 
attacks than children bam of parents who have never been 
.so affected. If, therefore, acute digeasec are less frequently 
hereditary than chronic, it is not from any exception being 
made in their instance to an invariable law of nature, but 
simply from their duration bring so short as not to contanti-

Vol. V.—No XX. 8 i
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• interest bf Tragedy. I t '  is a  mâxim with critics, th a f  th e  
sorrows and distresses of humble life and of ortlinary cha
racters* are beneath’ the dignity bf Tragedy j and that i t  ts 
only* when these calamities overtake the great; the powerful, 
and the illustrious, that they possess that importance which 
renders them fit subjects for the tragic muse; and hence 
Tragedy in all ages has been conversant only, or chiefly, 
with the crimes and the woes of kings ànd heroes'; person
ages o f  royal estate, or whose birth' dr achîèvements have 
raised them to a rank equal to royalty. From  this it  would 
appear that Veneration is an essential element in the feelings 
which Tragedy is intended to gtatify and the truth’ of this
i s  exemplified in many instances, where the strongest and 
the deepest feelings are excited by the distresses of persons 
of lower rank. W hen such subjects are dramatized, they 
may be highly pathetic and interesting as moral produc
tions, but they are not proper Tragedies, and it has seldom 
been attempted to give them the name.

I  hare said, that all the powers and feelings of our nature 
are addressed and exercised by tragic representations, and i t  
is almost unnecessary to say that the lowest as well as th e  
highest of these feelings are so addressed by it. Crimes 
and distresses are its subjects« Crimes proceed from unre
gulated passion and misdirected feeling, and in their turn 
excite passion and feeling in others. I t  is the business of the 
tragic writer to show up the workings and combinations of 
these in all their darkest, deepest, wildest intensity; but 
yet in the very torrent, tempest, and whirlwind of passion, 
he must ever be on his guard that he “  overstep not the mo- 
M desty of nature.* Nature, in short, human nature, the 
primitive feelings and affections of which are ever the same, 
though their combinations are infinitely various, is the true 
model after which the tragic poet is rigorously bound to  
work, and from Which he must never depart a single hairV* 
breadth. He must avoid exaggeration and caricature ; for

iis
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- h  bps geperoby been held that die gteat, it not the «ole 
flpfaepts of T r^edy , aye pity and terror. These are no 
dopbt essential requisite«! but they are by no means the mly 
par even the principal feelings concerned. They are, in fact, 
poly aocesppriesto the main purpose of tragic représenta- 
t?oo, which in all coses is, or ought to be, moral instruction:; 
bpt, ps being pepessary for the purpose of bringing home 
that instruction to the mhu} with thé ntoet powerful effect, 
dtp means hove bpep sqppctimes mistaken for the aid. This 
f id  beptfflp. more apparent if  .ire take the aid of Phrenology 
to tm *  the fteUqgs and powers which sûre addressed and ex- 
Mfifad'Qn feeing a Tragedy. Thefce* if we take thé matter 
)H the largest yffw, comprehend, in fact, all the pqwers and 
jfeftofp f4  amt nature. Every faculty is addressed and eX- 
ttnjsed in its tfflrn* The feelings, a* in all other oases, are 
addressed threugh the medium of the knowing and reflecting 
facultes. Wosifo painting, apd poetry, in this ease, com
bine with the fascinations pf beauty and the grqce and dig
nity. pf action to render the representations bf the theatre 
fttttyctivp. Em there are only the appendages and externals, 
the Ptree embroidery of the robe of gorgeous Tragedy. Thé 
ipfoUies hare addressed are the reases, the lower faculties of 
/Torre, Cdoyr» Ttifu, 7V w , imitation, and lin tity . The 
ffwnpfltition, the plot, the characters» and the language, en
gage a higher $et pf faculties, the superior powers of the intelr 
jtatiSJl of which require and neoeiye their Own peculiar grati- 
fleatipo. The feelings next cotée to be affected, and it ia but 
an Mppipffsch Tragedy in which any one of these is left un- 
gretiflad. Thé domestic^ social, and kindly affections are of 
rentra« more pr last interested in all that concerns our fellow- 
sren» particularly when youth and beauty, helpless age, or 
«padding innocence, are iovolyad in unmerited distress ;- r  
bpt the domestic and dm recial feelings alone—Philoprqgp- 
ni#Pfm0*i irfdV fioffW’r», or oven Benevohnce—are not au£ 
dflpept of tbemrelres to omnpiete the fullest and thehighest
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• interest of Tragedy. I t '  is a maxim with critics, th a f  th e  
sorrows and distresses of humble life* and of ordinary cha
racters' are beneath' the dignity of Tragedy, and tha t i t  is 
only* when these calamities overtake the great; the powerful, 
and th e  illustrious, that'they possess that importance which 
renders them fit subjects for the tragic muse; and hence 
Tragedy m all ages has been conversant only, or chiefly, 
with thé crimes and the woes of kings knd heroes'; person- 

' ages o f  royal estate, or whose birth or achievements b a re  
raised them to a rank equal to royalty. From  this i t  would 
appear that Veneration is an essential element in the feelings 

•which Tragedy is intended to gratify ;—*nd the tru th  o f this 
‘is exemplified in many instances, where the strongest and 
the deepest feelings are excited by the distresses of persons 
of lower rank. W hen such subjects are dramatized, they 
may be highly pathetic and interesting as moral produc
tions, bu t they are not proper Tragedies, and it has seldom 
been attempted to give them the name.

I  have said, that all the powers and feelings of our nature 
are addressed and exercised by tragic representations, and i t  
is almost unnecessary to say that the lowest as well as th e  
highest of these feelings are so addressed by it. Crimes 
and distresses are its subjects. Crimes proceed from unre
gulated passion and misdirected feeling, and in their turn 
excite passion and feeling in others. I t  is the business of the 
tragic writer to show up the workings and combinations o f 
these in all their darkest, deepest, wildest intensity; but 
yet in the very torrent, tempest, and whirlwind of passion, 
he must ever be on his guard that he “  overstep not the mo- 
“  desty of nature.* Nature, in short, human nature, the 
primitive feelings and affections of which are ever the same, 
though their combinations are infinitely various, is the true 
model after which the tragic poet is rigorously bound to 
work, and from which he must never depart a single hairV  
breadth. He must avoid exaggeration and caricature ; for

i i s
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that N rolttatooce the understanding n d  the fcdogi of hk 
auditors; but.» still leas pardonable fault is feebleness, the 
least portion of which ensures, his inevitable condemnation. 
Vigour of delineation is essential to the. production either of 
sympathy or antipathy»* and to one or other of these must 
be referred all the stronger .feelings excited by a Tragedy. 
The distresses of the innocent characters excite the one»—the 
crimes of. the guilty rouse and exasperate the other.. Our 
Indignation rises at every instance of fraud and cruelty, parr 
tieulady if it isauocessftü» though .but for. a time. While 
we 'Wepp for the oppressed, we are not satisfied with barren 
lamentation. Benevolence itself, the sweetest, the mildest; 
and the milkiest.of the. feelings,*—end Hope, that ever ex- 
pects that every thing .will result in good, and that virtue in 
the end will achieve its own happiness and that of the 
world,—both are offended end distressed by the appearance 
of triumphant villany, and desire its downfall. But this is 
more particularly true of the sentiment of Jtutice, to which 
any instance of successful crime is in the last degree ob
noxious and abhorrent. I t is thus quite consistent with these 
higher feelings, according to their natural and instinctive 
operation, that Combativeness, Destructiveness, Secretive* 
nest, and Cautiousness, and the other lower, and by them 
■elves antisocial propensities, be employed for the punish
ment, the removal,—and if that removal can be accom
plished by no other means,—the ruin, destruction, and death 
of the guilty.

I t  thus appears that all the feelings are addressed and all 
the faculties are exercised by a properly-constructed Trage
dy ; but this must be taken under some, limitations. I t is 
true, that all the faculties and feelings are exercised and gra
tified; but we .ate .not from thence to conclude that they 
are all exercised and gratified in the highest possible degree.

* Sympathy, it is known to Phrenologists, is the accordant,—antipathy the 
discordant affection, of the propensities and sentiments.
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Tbe higher sentiments, ifencSefobce, dftpe, Vêmétims, m éi 
Justice, ahd many bf tbè lowér, inéedd ail tbt tanta' had 
sodai feelings, ale necessarily offended by cflng a d  M tè 
bf them taken Singly die eden offended bytbe p—iahmorii 
bf enne. But as discards ale adnilttf Weü ittdnjam  
elaborate music to toereaae the effect of bariaóby, ameba db- 
gtee of offence offered to dm* finer sensibilisa» fast tkcalie 
effile fiebtjons distresses of Tragody only «rems th-ghw-an 
additional zest to the lukusy of feeling. The dótto» uhkÉ 
da know to be fictitious, and tb be the mete sembbgioa f li i  
santatiofi of disfo«»» bxcàtw urthdut deeply wbundiqg few - 
valence, and leaves as quite at teina« to note and totubnbk 
the beauty of the acting aad the doeCntSBuad UflMritep uf 
she itnitatiota,—4fae oat. duu eon produca the true energy of 
fdashai,or the geauine tonesand accents of déspairi Thè 
sympathy which these eadte in bur ixmaa ^  en n tt the 
highest, bf a very harmless and inoffensive kind, -adddm 
pasting tbe boundaries of pleasing emotion, ind never, en- 
•cept in the first iA pm am t of vèry suoaeptible and inexpe
rienced minds, rising to  any positive degree ef pose.

While, then, it is  admitted; that all file higher hud fipet- 
aen timed ts are addressed and exercised by T ragedy,«pd 
while we lay it dawn as a first prindpte, thkt the very a r t  
■and objaet a t all Tkgedy is to show the punishment wintb 
-awaits the pespetratkm o f climte, we ars not totiodbtoM fre 
poet to  rigidly to tbe laws of ¿astice as to require in ifil 
cases the distribution of punishment and reward-in èxàct 
proportion to dm esimo» or tbe virtue* of hfe dnutsflen. 
Poetical justice is nota virtue a t suofa imnmoulaas perfected*. 
W é do noi expect bam tbe justice bf the golden, bat fim t.tf 
the iron age. I t  is often of that wild, untamed, and imper
fectly regulated kind that is fraud in tbe barbarian :or- tbe 
savage. If, m  is gsnèndly the cate, the story is taken frena 
the records of a rude and remote period, all that we can or 
ought to expect is, that the characters should act agreeably 
to their own notions of right and wrong ; and if their ac-

sao
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»in*» — Bird) wfclh thta rida« tea atèp sot tò inquire hear fw  
À » r ip H 9 ii i lb 'É i4 m  d t  4  iteic m>iglith«i] age, or 
the^aeaeptt of CkmlBfa naorahiy.
• •dnmtbea print to he obeoratd io ceurideriogdm annate 
■ É iM o  ofpaeliral piatire it, thot it «  mere frequently 
«mbtÈtmà im p umaUag the W id o i io. luamdiug t k  good, 
h ja a y b è  a tti faaoteràeitfaeneeom of oar modern tribù* 
ealfc, rind hi»frem er that dèa guilty  peraans rim ali «aspe 
Ihhnrtha* oaeónmwékkt rimoH « I h .  - The monti« « d o  '  
M iM p f d  ridonatami jn riee wimbiaapkcbtile génins «f 
Traghdyiia^that orimi'wmmib^jmmùàed, (hough ducpm ù 
hhiriH iihliilii ianilin din ari minai and thè aieino«' «r iy np. 
p o o o tÉ d  deabiter uriintheupprcccud;ahd< deohrdjtdtBe 
primo amtar.aari hri^gater «idi Uà haplesa anri ahnoa* ti», 
ocnnuinan Igantii) iin otte promiscuous min. There iandn» 
m  in this ; for it ia « k t  we nee happen in the «U nni 
canne éf « ra tta .. I tisn a é  of the laritedtable coesoqueboet 
of tenne, tUet then  consequence« do dot wdeiy neroilwpea 
the perpetrator ; ite baleful effect« often extend far beyond 
his inimadhtr.aphéw o f aoticn, and eaenbeyond thè oOotost 
tirftt ò ffa»  nibst tnalieious idteatkma. The demoni òf 
wreth ànd aefagennen« enee lai kxm, burst forth «ritira t i»  
hÉoa ithiah defies «ontani. Thete paatìant hhaebeen a n i. 
pared te the fatting out of water« which ut firòt flowa ita e 
aoéaty etaeiia« but anoo, enlarging ita opening, ruches hrtfa 
in à taighty flood, tearing up bed wrenabelming the Btmbg»
•et bulwarks, and in e  king the feeble efforts of ¿ 0  hand that 
adempie to ctem. At rioieooe. finch is the natural coatee elf 
Iranian pascne, and such bring the clarieilts with whioh he 
»brim« ore aie;not to.expeat :that the tragic pee t i t  to bsntrol 
ned Emit that, rim aery andare ond property of whaoh isto  
be iifcantabta and unoonfimUable. I t  is bis object to lèpre- 
pod; human nttnre, not in a elate ‘of uamttaided perfection, 
aff Utopàanor phiknophical tranquillity, but aa it haa exiited 
in the world, eaddHitiag'that mixture of good end rail qaa> 
tatara, of kind nini deatruotiae, iooial tad  malignant feeling«,

/
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—that medley of strength aad weakness i f  high amuuig 
ambition aad subitme self-denial and' ebew M B tH if in »  
gance lifting itself to the stars* and sensuality dragging an* 
downwards into themire. In the midst'of- att tfaeaaContra
dictions, and athousaad m ore,h is-theboonasrof tbepook 
to preserve the time lineaments and features of man «-Assay 
—-a creature imperfect even 'in tns bcstand  lasst imptuua l 
oad exalted oonditioo, and in the vecyworet aetrakogeiber 
bereft of every trace of goodnaa . Twc ^etasi aas.'iodsa 
avoided,--^raf, the attempt/to eahibita fladdess monster that- 
the world neW saw; <My MctmU y, «demon hs’humau dsfe^' 
who-possesses nothing af man buttbeotitride. C ln m a lh r 
of .these the mind turns away with iocnduhty aad distasto 
asfrom something on-theiieaMty of which webave no fins 
reliance- The one appears to us like a-breathing statue 
speaking sentences;; the other affects us like a serpent or a  
-toady inspiring only hatred and honor. ; 'With neither can 
we have any sympathy, for neither possesses the character
istics of our mixed and anomalous nature.

The very imperfection of that justice, the manifestation of 
which is the true object and noblest end of Tragedy, is of it- 
self more fruitful in sources of reflection, and affords mate 
abundant food for sweet and latter fancy,” than if  strict 
and impartial justice were distributed with an unerring 
hand. In this case, -there could be no room cither far pity 
or terror; for if none suffered but the guilty, pity would be 
ill bestowed on those who are only treated according to thaw 
deserts; and we need be under no apprehension about the 
good, aa we.would know that, whatever might possibly hap
pen, they are ultimately cafe. In such case there could be 
no mere interest in a Tragedy than in an ordinary novel from 
the Minerva press, where, notwithstanding all the temporary 
distresses of the hero and -heroine, we are well assured that» 
in the last chapter, they will be comfortably married, lire 
many years in wealth and prosperity, and have a fine family 
pf thriving children. It is the very uncertainty that-hangs

f t »
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over < their Alm, and the/peowbiMty of some greatand una
voidable edamity overtaking them; that constitutes in e  
tenths of the interest ire-- fed in die good and the virtuous 
d w efen  of & Tragedy. We ngoiee, no doubt, when they 
eteapethem m  that ave kid for them; but, even vhen 
they A ll into these, justice k  «ornameli so J a r  satisfied with 
afaeemng that their AH ha« been occasioned by some devia
tion, however slight, Snm the straight and.open. patb of via? 
taw and innocence. Sack refiorhnas are often exprened in 
*Pragedy with a sublimity and force that is ravely equalled 
bathe writings c fprofcsscd and systematic moralists. Take 
this « a mpie fa n  Douglas. (Lady* Randolph is confessing 
thatshe had déodvsd her father.)

w*Prantic with rage, the Baron drew his sward,
“ Abd question'd me. Alone, forsakes, faint,
"  Kneeling beneath his sword, falt'ring I  took 
u  An oath equivocal, that I  ne'er would 

' u  Wéd one or Douglas' name.— Sincerity, 
u Thou font of virtues, let no mortal leave 
“ Thy onward path ! although the earth should gape,
“ And from the gulf of hell destruction cry,

; ' “ To take dissimulation's winding way—
u Anna* Alas ! how few of women's fearful kind 

“  Durst own a truth so hardy ?
“ Lady R. The first truth 

tl kcattest to avow. This moral leant, 
u This precious moral, from my tragic tale. 
rc —In a few days the dreadful tidings came, 
ft That Douglas and my brother both were slain.
"  My lord 1 my life 1 my husband ! Mighty God 1 
“  What had I  done to merit such affliction ? 
u — In the first dayB 
*  Of my distracting grief I  found myself 
“ As ladies wish to be who love their lords.
“  But who durst tell my father ? The good priest 
"  Who join’d our hands, my brother’s ancient tutor,
“ With his loved Malcolm in the battle fell^—
K They two alone were privy to our marriage," &c.

Sjuch oases occur in the world sometimes, and they afford 
admirable subjects for the moral muse of Tragedy. In 
cases where we have not even this to take hold of, and where 
4  ehasacter, bright and pure as the unavoidable frailties
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a t kin*m *y wiHaliowy fells into j-iimr ilnfeft ealimily» 
through' aw faulty fferbapain. oohsequenoe i f  «tan* kM k  
aetof vtmoe, .ail •am «enadlatioin arisasj.as ieudeesiliiMbe 
work}, >(fer .snail things also happen'41* afttual life,).>unhro*. 
fleeting that they asegoneWheet no stnb evils <intnhie»l(bsd 
Whare «Ue wicked aaaseiftaau troubling ‘ I f  ;gri■ Mb*/ l«ttf|

• These last observations will shod tbht Tragedyyin «Is 
bast and most effective state» not.merely afldsetseSnbdwi» 
evelsse tb s 'senses, the faabwihg afed jmngiistivfl'flcnlflmi 
had all the «lasses nf the ieebogs»«—«he satisfy •iheibst t t f . 
leht» the de&rwrttve, thenaddisaus, saflthe menaiyin bmdlmt 
it aba affords a field fbr the largest and asset ditomain idd* 
erase of the reflective powers» a id  oohtribatis by s t h a b  
erase to render us sadder and better men. Whan, in a h  
dhion to this, we ebnsider the s i t  which it «Strifes to con* 
eeive, devise, and arrange the materials for Such a mraipvti- 
tx»,—the various conditions to be observed» «md-riiffieoMae 
to be overcome in forming a dork M all ttppfbartlihg perfec
tion,—and the various arts, and the various minds-which 
must unite in its exseution, to  the produtttiatiwf'bne groat 
and harmonious effect,—we shall not hesitate topronondee« 
greet and a powerfully affecting Tragedy» to be in its way 
the triumph of human genius; and wa sballperhxpe cease 
to wonder why a composition of such surpassing difficulty 
should be as tasely, bo very rarely, executed in ett points as 
it ought tdbfe.

England possesses only one tragic poet. Need .1 name 
that poet’s name.? She never had and probably «lever- will 
have another. I f  you ask who stands second to him, you 
may be told, that them is none second,—none thatwamap» 
pear in the same hetnispherei A t the approach Of that sun 
of poetry the minor stars shine with remote and feeble 
kkstte. He knew nature m all its molt obvhiu*, in OH its 
darkest and most mysterious details. Nb object WfW'tdb 
high or too grovelling for his hotifce,—ho colours 4ht» flfchh- 
ling, and no shades too deep for his eagle and dlUpeweilat-



iagèys. K n n  f a  m rté tih  to th b triggjr, anaLfeèui the 
thfone to tbé flùnghill, ali v ai tò hirii e^uàfly famiìlhr ; £unì 
vjbtohe oonceirtd. strongly he drew forcibly, with «.head 
and u t eyè equally unerring. Kings, prince«, and peata, 
publicans and tapstets, prelates and ruffians, ladies, nurse% 
abd waitiag^makU, nain» and aanfars» aaayall ia his. pages 
see themselves reflected to in a g ito  He ié thè 6nly 
Writer of dramas who obeys his own invaluable precept» 
dad “  hold. the iunerriag durant up to  itatora.;i""ahòw« 
Vtttiie het own feature, Scorn his. own .image, and the Very 
IM  and body, of the timo hii And nririMMir ^ » ■

Shahspeara dash in no vague generaliticfc All hie aha. 
tacten ate individual men and women, all appearing as <K*r 
tW dy marked with thaìr ôwBtpenuliarüirn» .and as easily 
étetingnishèd by us from all others as if they Were in die 
list of olir intimate acquaintance. Of all hia character«» 
apse èahibtfta a great» nuknber of thefcedirtingükfatBg peeth- 
Barities than Hamlet; none has beeh So little understood* 
or bas afforded so much room for controversy among tf* 
«M e* Phrenology alóne affords a due for tinraveHitig the 
mystery, and we accordingly propose subjecting it to the 
test of phrenological principles. We have seen an able and 
an eloquent article on thè subject in a contemporary journal.^ 
I t  is the production evidently of a scholar and a poet ; bdt 
it does not satisfy us ; for though in many points correct, 
it «rants the clear, and steady light of Phrenology to give it 
tertainty and distinctness.

“  Goethe, in his Wilhelm Meister,” observes this writer, “ bum*, 
“ as the Children say at hide and dedk; but when about as it #«rt 
"to  lay hands on the truth, he I» blown diverse innumerable

leagues. ‘ It is clear to me,' he says, ‘ that Shakspeare's intention 
** * was td exhibit the effects of a great action imposed as à duty 
“  * upon a mind too feeble for its cfacdmpHshment. Here is ad oat 
“ * tree planted in a china vase, proper only to receive the most 
* ‘ delicate flowers. The roots strike out, and the vessel flies to 
99 r piece«. A pure, noble, highly-moral disposition, but without

* Blackwood's Magazine.
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a r tfat >«*vgy « which coastifaitm.she; .hero» »mksiimchqw
* load, which it pan neither support nor resolve to alian^op. AJ1 ' 

" ‘Iris obligations are sacred to him, but thia alone exceeds ms 
* f pftwerni An impomibiKty is required at hts hand#; tftt tatat*
“ ‘ possibility in itself, but tligt which is so to hm* Obteme fopr 
" ‘ he turns, shifts, advances, and recedes; how be is constantlv 
•* * reminding himself of liis great commission, which he’nev̂ irtnfc 
W l lot iu the end man» almost entirely tok**«ighrofy«sd tUe 
t( < without recovering his former tranquillity^*' „ , /n ir,;<.

t€ Now, surely," says our anonymous critic, a feebleness of mind,
** the fragility of a china rase, lack of poorer atdvtitogy; afe'not 
" the characteristic» of Hamlet. So h r fromit* h i mm^presented 
“ as fearless almost above the strength of huraaojitjv not
f( r set liis life at a pin's fee.' He converses unstfaken wittf what 
"the stoutest* warriors have trembled to think upon 
H visitant from darkness, and. fathers unwonted vigpf** fife» tbe 
“ pangs of death. Nor in all his musings, all the many-coloured 
w mazes of his thoughts, is there any thing of fem dli softness, any 
** tUhe of amiable ̂ weakaoM. His anguish is stern andrtnasenliM,
“ stubbornly self-possessed, above the kind relief of*ig^4paa,a!^l 
“ soothing pity. The very style of his more serious discourses is 
** more austere, philosophic, I bad almost said prosaic, than that of 
“ .any other character in Shakspeare. It is net the woghfcAadmag»
“ nitude, tbe danger and difficulty of the. deed imposed as a dufr 
** that weighs upon his soul, and enervates the sinews of his mom 
** being,' but the preternatural contradiction involved in‘«foe duty- 
“ itself,—the irregular means through which the duty fe profaul- 
“ gated and known."

I t  must, I  think, be obvious to a Phrenologist who at
tentively considers the subject, that, in the passages above 
quoted, the German novelist is right, and the English com
mentator is wrong. T hat the task of revenging his father's 
murder was one for which Hamlet (as delineated by Shak
speare) was in a great degree unfit, seems perfectly clear; 
that this unfitness proceeds from a certain weakness of 
mind seems also clear; but here a Phrenologist will make a  
distinction. Weakness of mind may either be general, 
where all the faculties and feelings are feeble and sluggish 
in their operation, or p a rtia l, where many of them are in 
fu ll power and activity, easily * excited, and manifesting 
themselves when excited with energy and force, bu£ where, 
from a defect in some important power, and perhaps an ex
cessive endowment of others, the whole does not work with
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ihmvteftdmesé arid éflbctthftt might otherwke’ bemcpeeted. 
This is an important distinction, and it affords the true key 

la th e  ehanain  ofiH aiB kt' No one will ever impute to 
that character the fault of general weakness. His affections 
are strong« his inteUect'of a superior order« his moral feet 
ingstocmtely ’Sensitive, and in general properly directed ; his 
Combati venera and Destructiveness not deficient; and the 
desire to employ them, under a deep sense of duty, m 
«magi ay  the 'foul and* must cmnatoral murder of. his father, 
seems to be deep and passionate. W hat then occasions his 
vymBaiioa, hi» doubling, -hesitating, proasastinatiag spirit, 
misihtg opportunities, and letting go by the importala 
“  acting of the dread command* which had been laid upon 
him>? A  Phrenologist would answer,*—»Exoesnve cwtrfioft 
ahd deficient firm ness.
* Adhesiveness and the kindly affections are strongly mark- 
a t in  Hamlets character. His veneration and love towards
his father are boundless ; and the grief in which, at the open«* 
ing  of die play, we see him plunged for hk untimely loss, is 
proportionally severe. H k distress is aggravated itrno small 
degree by the shameful and hasty marriage of his mother, by 
which his feelings of honourable pride, as well as his sense 
of virtue and propriety, (arising from a good endowment of 
the sestfiments, joined to Self-esteem  and Love c f  JpproBa* 
#io»,) are grievously offended. The acute understanding, 
cultivated taste, and fine imagination which he is represented 
as possessing, (Intellect and Ideality ,) only tend to increase 
his misery, and to magnify every circumstance connected 
with it; while the whole is aggravated by that natural re
pugnance, and dislike approaching to loathing, which a fine 
and sensitive mind feels towards one that is coarse and vul
gar, and which breaks out, even before he is made acquaint* 
ed with the extent of his crimes, towards his wicked, brutal, 
cowardly, and hypocritical uncle. His situation altogether 
seems to press so sore upon his spirit,-«-his best affections 
being crushed and lacerated,-—his feelings outraged,—4iis
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bop« blighted and' withered, that the effect of the wbcife 
seem* to bet»'disgust him with the world and with life;!and 
in the pesy tin t tame we find him speculating on the lawful
ness at seif-rdestruation.
' The appearanoe of f* his father's spirit in arms" reuses 
him Cram this sUpe of mental prostration. The dreadful 
sOeret imparted by this mysterious visitant, to Mm, and fobfafei 
alone, stirs him up at first toa perfectflame ofindignatian and 
vengeance. Hib first aspiration is, to “ sweep to  his su- 
(i venge,”—,fc with virigs as swift as meditataon or the 
“  thoughts of Jove." But the moment of exmfement bong 

observe no symptoms of haste in his proceedings, 
liv in g  sworn his companions to secrecy, and enjoined diem 
So conceal, and, if possible, forget what they bad seen, he 
almost appears to forget it himself. He lays no plan for ob
taining the revenge he desires; and his only object seems to 
bey by feigning a curtain degree of madness, to avoid suaps- 
rion, and avert danger from himself.

I t  has been justly observed, that Hamlet is represented 
throughout, mem as an instrument than an agent Hip 
conduct seems net so much tbe result of design as of criv 
cum8tances; the only thjng that looks like a plan is bid c o s  
triranee about the play t and it ends in nothing* He is toss
ed like a shuttlecock from Denmark to England, and from 
^England to Denmark. He narrbwly escapes murder by treachr 
emus assassins,'-r-death by pirates,—and drowning by shipr 
wreak. He talks to fae Sure of plans to Counterwork the 
malicious designs of his enemies, and boasts, “  it shell go 

hard but he will delya one yard below their mines ahd 
ft blow them to the moon,'Wbut still he does nothing; and 
at the last we see the death of Claudius brought about, pot 
fay any pldt of Hamlet's, but in consequence of his own 
Wished rimtrivaodes, which, by strict poetical jtfftjee, m  
made to neoail upon hiMself. All this is not done Without 
design, and one design of Shakspeare has probably been, to 
exhibit a character weak in nothing but id finboese«—and to
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whan-this wagl^iiif—i rrapfre atittooth*« ipalifirtu which 
to -paritae*  in ftdlvigoUt apd perfection, ip a frea t:iM»- 
dwtorBMkt»!-. ■

Who can doubt, that having the “ motive and the'cue of 
“>-passion” that Hamlet had, and with his advantages of 
hitth? .fadnctotion, high talent, and popularity; a firm and 
¡■tepid character; Idle young Fortinhras or Laertes would in 
too long-time hdve organized a party iq the state»'—«nHacted 
tnpopj i ttafsosd. ths-ipalaqytarirnggcd itiie toannper from 
the throne to - tire scaffold,—and having thus nobly avenged 
his frtockdteh ip ¿to.fr* of tto world, taken tile place 
and dignity which were his rightful ioheritanod, and aat 
Mwtelf tofqttotr hiafetMftexamplft'and emulate'his kiagty 
virtues. Bad far ell this,- the deficient ftym tm t, and oven- 
adtive'daritort of Haailet,-tender lnm.«nft$ and-histimeh 
Spent fan vain eptnplainings and fruitless Msolutions, while 
the revenge- hc> seeks occur* at last bychanoe h  tire >private 
and obscure scuffling of a fenomgxuatch. Of-bis u ritstn  
fcr any great undertaking,—his indolent, inactivê  and ittro- 
sohtte disposition,—he seems from the tirst-to have boM'Mri- 
srious; arin tbe ccoclunon a t the soliloquy aft*» bn fflettiw*
terview With the {»hoit,—

■** The tin e ir eat tf joint—O cursed nila  
. ■“ fta l.e w  /  W  tom *P wt it rjght! '
W*RV other spe$che8 thrpqghout the play he cp n fr^ t

■ g d r f rn tP m to  W W  weahpets. ^ h y  wbple soliloquy be- 
gjgniqg g i f t  “  P. what a  rogue pqd peasant ¿lave a p  I P  jp 
jw * a, potetwm fry ups® thw <*»<• H e ev«» carpff, f t  ip 
♦RW of hhMnfriBiiy 80 f r  «  1°  »fcpse h to f r f  9f wlto  
qertyunly di4.P°$ Pttach to hipa, pusillanimity and cowardjce.
•tr“ Aipj aoqwwJ?” to»x* . .. ,

“ \yjio calls me villain ? breaks my pat* across/
** Plucks off my beard, and mows it vn my race ?
,M Twfcatoi** by the nose, ĝ vte aft? the Iktfth* throat, - 
“ At . deep at tothebuig».? Who does ug.tbiti .
“ Ha!
n Why, 1  should take ft: for it cfennot be 
<< But tarn  pigeoa4ivea'd Apd lack gall
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** To males oppnmipn bitter; or, w t f a  ■ .
“ I  should have fatted all the region kites 
“ With this slave’s offal.”—  ■■■

His want of firmness and over-caution are again alluded 
to, and most phrenologically described in the speech after his 
meeting with the army of Fortinbras;

"  Whether it be
- “ Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple,
“  Or thinking too precisely on th' event,—
"  ( A thought which quartered hath but one part wisdom,
“  And even three parts coward,)—I  do not know,
“ Why yet I  live to say—this things to do,

8ith I  have cause, and will, and strength, and means 
"  To doV'

There are various other outbreakings of a spirit dissatis- 
fied with jtaelf, labouring under a burden which it is unable 
to bear; having a bard and terrible duty to perform, with
out resolution to perform it. In his soliloquies he repeats to 
himself all the motives to revenge, and endeavours to screw 
up his flagging resolution to the sticking place $ but some 
doubt or difficulty intervening serves as a pretext to put off 
the evil hour; to defer to a more convenient season the exe
cution of that which, although he believes it to be just and 
necessary, still shocks and distresses his milder feelings. In  
this frame of mind, the idea suggests itself, that tboappari- 
tion which he had seen may be a delusion of the powers of 
darkness,—the information which it had given him a false
hood,-—and, consequently, that his acting upon that inform 
matron might lead to a grievous crime, and to Iris own ever
lasting perdition. To clear this doubt, he employs the stra
tagem of the play, in order to “ catch the conscience of the 
44 king.” The experiment succeeds. The king's.guilt is 
apparent, and every scruple as to the honesty of the ghost, 
or the possibility of the king's blamelessness, is removed. 
Yet still he lingers; and though in a mood, as he himself 
says, “  to drink hot blood, and do such business as 
the bitter day would quake to look on," yet, when an op
portunity of executing his purpose presents itself, he again

7
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he*ti*e6*'--again *  *ruple- oecursy—and again h e le tfc tb e  
attMOb far w tioa go by- This, I  thipk,i*  the f m r n p t —i  
tfoa o f  th e  speech, when heopm ts upbn the wiokech hatfim- 
ffcntam murderer at bis prayers: 1

* Now I  might dt> i t  pat—tit)* h i is prayWgf* i&c. j

This speech ha* been represented as exhibiting a  refinement 
in revenge and cruelty, as if he were not content with depriv
ing his enemy,of life, unless he can at the same time ensure 
bis everlasting damnation; and Johnson says it is too horrible 
to read or to be u tte red .' B ut from the whole tenor of the 
character it seems obvious to me, that Hamlet i* not to be 
ip^erstoodbere in the literal meaning of the words he  uses., 
and that the scruple here started is nothing but a p re tex t 
such as his mind seems fertile in suggesting, to delay the 
performance of an act from which his nature recoil* 
I t  might indeed appear to a  less scrupulous mind thaq 
H a m id s , that stabbing a  man behind his back, when 
he is alone, defenceless, and engaged in his devotions,* is 
moge like the act of a cowardly assassin than of aeon  seed
ing an honourable revenge for his father's murder. This 
may be .supposed to have been in his mind, and to have held 
his. hand from giving the fatal stroke; and what h^ does u tr 
ter, like'Some p f the ebullitions of sarcasm and misanthropy 
which he gives vent to in his feigned madness, may only' be 
putron, like them, to cover the bitterness o f a  wounded sp irit 
I  .wopld rather believe, at least, that this is the case, than 
that Sbakspeave attributed to Hamlet, whom he certainly 
means to represent as amiable and virtuous, the serious feel* 
ing of. a  sentiment so repugnant to every good mind, and stf 
much at variance with all the rest of his character.

Much has been said on the subject of Hamlet's madness, 
and it ha* been doubted whether Shakspearfe intended to re-' 
present i t  as feigned or real. T o  me it appears that a cer
tain original distemper of mind is indicated under1 the as^ 
sumed insanity. The cynical and sarcastic turn of his re-

Vol. V.—No X X . ft k



n u b  land mpHesseem to hue a deeper m ine d to  « 
nwrciypersopated madness. I t  is not misanthropy; fc r the 
lia in ih w p e  regards die whole human race as utterly worth
less and base; but Hamlet acknowledges goodness when he 
finds i t . H e reveres the memory of his father,—admires the 
high honour, and “  spirit with divine ambition puffed,* o f 
young F o r t m b r a s h i s  soul is linked by the bonds of un
alterable and discriminating affection to that of his friend 
Horatio, whom he wears, as he tells him, “  in his heart’s  
core; yea, in his heart o f heart;* and though he makes 
Polonius the bu tt of his ridicule, and treats with a lofty 
scorn the interested attentions of Rosencrantz and Guilden- 
stern, his behaviour to the players, the officers of the watch, 
to d  others with whom he comes in contact, is marked with a 
courtesy and even kindness becoming a prince and a gen
tleman. Nevertheless, his whole discourse shows an utter 
distaste and weariness of the world and of life. Everything 
appears to him “  stale, flat, and unprofitable.* This goodly 
frame, the earth ; this brave canopy, the a ir ; the firmament 
fretted with golden fire; man, the beauty and paragon o f 
nature, delight not him. T he Aged Preacher bears not 
more deeply impressed on his soul, that every thing under 
the sun is vanity and vexation of spirit. There is here por
trayed a state of mind not attributable to a  angle cause. 
Physical must combine with moral causes to produce it. 
Grief for the loss of one parent,«—shame for the misconduct 
o f another,—disappointed hopes,—the horror of crimes, deep, 
aggravated, and unatonable,—and a sense o f intolerable in
ju ry ,—raised to their keenest action by supernatural events, 
and communications from the world of spirits,— revenge,—  
not so much sought as a gratification as imposed as a duty, 
and the necessity of concealing feelings and designs with 
which the o’erfraugbt heart is ready to burst,— render bis 
mind a  perfect chaos, and, to speak as a physiologist, may 
easily be supposed to have interrupted the healthful action 
of the brain, and disturbed or destroyed the soothing and an*



;ta^.Ofiaialipt>>cf:!tha eerebml awd Bertram iuAiMnoe.
..̂ Thm to«*h thtSiWe-ac&tbat peculiar weakness -of which We 
,bwm spokatoiPrisiag ftw> aad -oucraptw
.flniffanj miggggti«gjuaepfi<e«wy.dpubta end causeless appts- 
.hfWWPfurwsbeYP h**e exetj cu-pumstaiieet w iled which is 
.bnowna^haYiqg ̂ tendency to prodoos that .state of-miad 
/phjchmag bfl designated aa.“ physical melancholy." , It ia 
HH! of tf̂ ,sjrB?p̂ oso» of .this malady, that it is attended by 
ipdplfacyimdi^^oaitiop.toe^ertiGinN Tiwtpatient becetnes 
MiW&W wd m btorsti-*'’ fowgPB*. b»* usual custom, of ex«s 
qis$,"-7aj(pid» ppqety, apd ail that could counteract tbemot. 
,bid, tf ntjgopy. ̂ ;hhh.q>mplpint, and brood» in secret oWr 
l̂ va^thipa thpt«m wccaase it. . Thus fertbeappareptdio. 
.qpseof mind in HapUptJw real; .and to tbia it is only neces- 
4Rfj..$a add a alight, sprinkling, of. assumed. eocenfrwty, to 
jgqduqe,in.tbp .by-steoders the belief of his being insane. ,

. J^bw «th inks; that no. adequate came appears: for the 
¡fugging of madness by Hamlet.; but, with submission, there 
.appepfsaamnch reason for itiu h is  caee a» in that of the 
eldefBruU yt. Thp.qbjeet.-ofJba ona a so fth e : other 'saems 
pbfioudy.to be, towpospl his own designs, and to disarm 
the smtHpiomof others. Under, this guise of folly, Hamlet' 
gjpes vept, to ,many caustic and' .bitter..reflectionsop. Urn 
worthlessness and vanity of life. These break out, as: it ' 
were, unconsciously; and, notwithstanding their ecoentrkn-: 
ty, are often deeply affecting, as evincing the .utter..desola
tion of.soulr^-tbe state of abused and lacerated feeling,—o f 
which they are the natural overflowings. The desire to be 
relieved of life, as of a burden too grievous to be borne, 
seems ever present to him. ' Fpr instance,—in his- corners*, 
tiqn with Polomus, vyhen, the latter askti if he will walk out 
pf the air*ha aaswem*—“ Into my grave?" And when P<* 
-lenius*wid»*all the ceremony of an old courtier, says,—“  My 
locd* I. humbly take my leave of you."—“, You cannot, sir, 
taketfeom-me^any thing I  would more willingly part withal# 
—except my life—except my life."

W l i i r  ■ »«iiMMniT. JM
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i ie  is  cowtiaunHy twiddling on death« andMidMUSttodd^ht 
in presenting i t  Ha themoethutafllafcing-form. 1 TbtodMohi- 

• tidnof the body into it» kindred- andl hr a fevourite topic, 
from which he does notchverge 1» the n n  «femtHfe 
•pafct df'the hours immortal destiny. When quesUoned'ifter 
ttie closet-scene whet is become of1 Poltmius, he n s#tn ^ >  

’A t supper,—not where, lie eats, bdt Where he is eaten. A 
“  cbrtadn convocation of politic worms are eVh ait- Into. 
“  Your worm i t  you r only emperor fir . diet. We fin all 
"  creatures else to fat its, and we fat ourselves for worms.’* 
In  the same strain are his meditations at Ophelia’s gnrie. 
His itaquiry of the grave-digger,-^" How ldng will a man 
-he i’ the earth «re he rot ?”—hiS speculation on file dust Of 
-Alexander stopping a beer-barrel ;—his moralising on the 
skull of Yorick, the king his father’s jester,—looking on tfae 
orbless eyeholes and rotten cheek-bones, and reflecting, that 
“  hete had hang those lips which he had laased he knew not 
how o f t b i s  exclamation,—“  Go, get you to my lady’s 
chamber, and-teU her, let her punt an inch thick, to this 
complexion must- she come!”—and when touching bis last 
moments, lie wrests the poisoned cup from the hand of H o
n d o , and entresta him to live, that he may "report him and 
hie cause aright,”—he does it, not as conferring a benefit, 
but as imploring a sacrifice :—

"  Absent thee from felicity a while,
"  And in this harsh world draw thy breath with pain 
“ To tell my story."

All this is too uniform and consistent to be assumed, and 
may satisfy us that there is here a disordered and inharmo
nious stkte of the feelings, deeper than the diSMfe that cdm- 
mofoly springs from moral causes, and that foe tttie cMftc- 
ter of foe state of mind represented is not to be Ohdetstood 
without taking into account the dark current of melahbholy



é> t nans fctfawy — weH «abe hgfatermeviciáénUof assumed 
«mfantrisity that piayupon the n tfae.

iBulMtfB(M (i(Q^UkkM  tko  ̂ I think, not |imq thoc- 
neá^gWywndeatóad. W * aré to suppose, that, before hit 
üfcáWM,'Atiyqr.«Ml gallant prince had loved this bean- 
tifcd, if  nacewt»»Ad ül stnÉn-ed maiden, and that his love had 
met—tina betor*. ■ Hehndmade her *.* tenders of bis a t 
fmtioa,^ ' had givep berlove-toheng,—and with them “ word* 
afaneh aireet bpeathns atoé» the gifts aaoite rich.” What may 
have be— his views we know bet; but we are to suppose, in 
the fbssnoB ofiaU-indication to the-eontH|iy* that they ande 
hanouwtk. Then is net > word which- he inters which 
leads to the auspicien e£ libertinism. New, -granting it So, 
what aright wn.rnppose tire feelings af Ifáinlet on a subject 
a t this hind, afjhpr his ftfher’s death,—bis mother’s raar- 
viagej-*h«s «ncWs elevation to the throne, ■ had cast, him 
d m  haa the pinneale of grteethess to  the depth of Wretefc. 
ednesa and miaBartnne fr-atWhen» to finish hh eaiamitie  ̂ the 
terrible tooth is divulged to him, and a oeuttand, which, in 
his oases unit behdd as af -the-mast sagrad character, te ré- 
» t y  ti»  morder tof hi* father by the death of his unde,— 
eetdd we suppose him* under droumstahoeslike these, tobe 
in any frame ufl miad foe leve f A fter hit interview with the 
(ühost, he votrs to give up evefcy other object* and devoto 
himself* body and soul’, to the prosecution bf hi« eomtnand':

;; * 5*  fr™ ‘able of «M mepwy 
"  rlT wipe away all tnviál Fond records, 
tf All *8*1 of toóla, aiI forto*) Úü prestaré* past, 
"  And thy copUpaodipentaU al(>ae ib&ll Uve 
“ Within the book and volume of my brain,
*  Uriihik’d WiA b m  filam s

J# tb tilto to o f fetitng k *  »fqt* with Ophelia. He had just 
MweJhmt» tightting the dreadful altecoanye,-r“ to be—or 
if.pu* to berrr**.#  the world end ail wbioh.it contained af- 
feu m , nothing which could render life tolerable, and that 
ha pfuld  gbpUy have taken refuge frbm its miseries even in
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Annihilation. What is more natural, under droumstaDcee 
and with feelings such as these, than that ha should end  pa 
▼our, if possible, to loosen the lies with which, in  better' a n d  
more auspicious times, he had endeavoured to  attach tbJm m  
the kind and unsuspicious heart of the gentle Ophelia ? f ife  
fed a work to perform in which she could take no pariv»* 
a deed to do which must be revolting to her gentle natare,—  
a secret was labouring in his mind which must nol  bein®- 
parted to her,«—and. one which now tohim  superseded every 
other consideration. .Love w aste him now a,dream , or,-a 
tale that is told,—possessing ao charms^—offering no prod- 
pect of happiness. His views, bis prospects, his feelings, had 
undergone an entire revolution; and- the probledi is, hosr 
shall he most easily shake off the encumbrance which Joke 
must have proved to his future proceedings,—so as least Id 
compromise bis own honour, and do.tbe least violcnca-to the 
ifeeliqgB of his mistress? W ith this view he endeavours4b 
break off the connexion under cover-of his feigned madness. 
The wild and. incoherent starts of pretended insanity we» 
well adapted for the purpose; and, if considered in  this view, 
Jus affected levity,—«his sarcastic reflections against: her sea, 
«—his accusations of universal depravity against his own?— 
bis confession of innumerable faults and offistce^f—his ex
hortations to celibacy,—and enjoining her to “  go to a  nan«
“ nery,” rather than to become a “  breeder of sinnCrs,”«—in
stead of bearing the aspect, as at first right they do, of 
heartless cruelty and unfeeling injustice, appear, on the con
trary, tp be fraught with as much of kindness and consideration 
aa in his circumstances he could possibly evince. As Ophelia 
believes him to be mad, she is spared the pain o f attribut
ing to him the guilt of broken vows and wilful desertion. 
His malady may, it is to  be supposed, lead to her endeavoAr- 
ing to smother a feeling which could tend to no deririMe 
consequence. So far with regard to the person to whbAf-the 
words are addressed. As regards Hamlet himself, this 
shaking off of a first love,—« sincere and deep-rooted pm-

fltt
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skm under the adopted guise of madness, is, b j the anony
mous writer befaife-mentioned, considered as exhibiting a 
spectacle as deeply affecting as any which the whole range of 
Tragedy can «flier,—presenting to 1 us a mind, in the drat 
spring ami vigour of youth, reduced' by untoward events td 
•■state of otter desedation,—a state -in which the strongest 
mid the sweetest of human feelings can afford no delight 
and >o consolation. The levity of his words-affords the most 
afflicting contrast to-the darkness of his feelings. I t is the 
lenity of despair,—the w ritings of -a heart that is all but 
broken.
• W e have observed, that die death of the uncle king ap* 
pears a t laatto be the result of accident ; but the circawii 
stances are chpeen with admirsble art, in eider to produce 
the-catastrophe by the hand of Hamlet ; and as hie charac
te r is drawn, we could hardly conceive-it to have taken place 
otherwise. We- have seen that on other occasions he con* 
etantly contrives seme excuse or pretext fo r  driby,—some
thing which affordshha the mieaàs of postpomngthe deed to 
a morefiwourable opportunity ; but he is a t last so hemmed 
ja  aad prescedby motives on all sides,—so completely driven 
« U  a aorneiv that no farther outlet or esOape is possible. 
W hen w ended by Laertes, he is informed that the weapon 
4a poisoned,- - that he has not half an hour tó live,—that 
•«* the treacherous instrument is in his hand nnbated and 
«  envenomed,''—that for all thè wide wasting mischief thset 
.has occurred, the deaths of his mother and Laertes, and 
Us own approaching and inevitable end—“  the king is to 
«< Marne,”—the motives to the act become irresistible. Hrs 
father must be revenged now—or never. He rouses himself 
to a last effort There is only one thing which he can 
possibly d a  There is bat a moment to do it in, and he 
-does it- So effectually indeed is henow excited to the deed, 
-and so determined to leave no flaws nor botches'in the work,
■ i that, not contented with stabbing Claudius, he forces'him, 
dying, to drink the.cemainder of the poisoned eup :—
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The only other victim, Ophelia, to whoq nets
mom to be repiomd

in mercy from a world which was not worthyof her, and to 
be taken away “ from the -evil to come.” What should she 
do with fefo,—after the madnees and desertion of le rin tr , 
Mdwdea^h other fotbavhy bis band, ■■and of b o k efak  
andhar lanar by thahtspdtofeaph odwrj . One half bfthis 
aeouaaaiadoa ef ualasskisn is too caucbfor face' pans nod 
gentle spirit; and dw isinndlydeprhredef reason, and then 
ef life, M m  the sad catalogue of «fib is completed in all 
Us hoc»».
. Upon thamfarie, though it.-may be too mnab topconoanoe 
« | anyhaman work that it is abaahitriy fadtlsas, srnmay 
m£Aj:mf, thatthesaoee throughly it is enaminad, the more 
adarirafaio the constracrien ef this Tragedy aril appear, and 
fee mee£ nearly it will be seen to hawentutined to the «rue 
end of Tragedy, the impressing, by vivid and aflbodtrg 
pictures, the grand and addfee moral lemon, tnat the evil of 
«shoe is • so meoueeivable and inealoalsble, that no imr o tt 
aril beforehand what disastrous and deplorable consequences 
may follow from a single act,—and that it ought only td in 
crease our horror for it, that it» consequences do not alone 
attach to the guilty, hut frequently Involve the foie of others 
whoare comparatively aod even entirely innoeant.

AUTIQLE MI.

WOqBMHHOS ( f f  THK “ HD U . M CJSIY  K »  VBSMOHb
u & v u fr w w » y .''

Tgntmrifth cneeting was held at Mr Yoang'sy smgeou, 
fopt d, ISjtff. After the «spal buuneaa, a oonvfersMion
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toek. place, “ op.thè .causes .of precooity . of tata*t,.ait< l 
fc*nany instances of tetfcdueated individuals, « h i M 'I a q p  
^jcèrebcal organisations,” &c.&c.

,T<he-¡ thirteenth meeting of the Society twaa held a t D r 
Aklmon’*, Sept. SO,, when a conversation took pMse “ « a  
“ excitement at the. brain.prodwaiag .-general sanestions.of

heat of the scalp, ftnd that single. organs also indie atari the  
H.aanae phaaencnon .whea singly active.”
: Rev. J . Bleeard proposed Mr Thomas Holmes as a  mem* 
ber.
i i i iá o K .v n in á  by  M r Leviaoh, in .which was involved 
an appare l aaonriyi via. f‘ two individuals .wcteiigbtiiç) 
¥. both stroBg men, and capable of giving and iccerang eao» 
litigation, yet ooe (from superior science) escaped with 
** little injury, but nearly destroyed the Identity (physiog- 
ft* nominally speaking) àt his antagonist* and cried ;tnoet bit. 
‘f*. tevly himself," .which ao metaphyseal system besides the 
fb w o lo g io i one could reconcile ! The conqueror (aha 
was so much affected) had Combativeness, Destructiveness,. 
andBenevokaoe, aU large.

The fourteenth meeting was held at Dr C. Akferson's, 
Oct. 8, Mr Young in the chair. Lettess were read by the 
secretary from correspondents; and one from George Combe, 
Esq. with the cerebral developments of Dr Alderson, (taken 
from a cast sent without mentioning whose it was,) gave 
much satisfaction, as it accorded exactly with the character 
of our esteemed president. The members felt themselves 
honoured by the attention and urbanity of Mr Combe, &c. &c- 

A committee was proposed by the Rev. J. Rlecard for Dr 
gporsheim’s lectures, and was formed of the following gen
tlemen Rev. J. Blezard, Messrs Casson, CraVen, and L a  
vison. Mr Levison proposed Mr West, surgeon, as a mem
ber, and aim Mr E. Hah, a graduate, ■■■.....  Cambridge.

Mr Levison read the first part of a paper oa physiognomy
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ü  connected with Phrenology, and the Evening imfcldied 
with If spirited cMBrertation.' •

I

: Fifteenth meeting of the Society was held at Mr CassoU's; 
Oat. 17) Dr Alderson m the chair. Mr Leviaon prevented 
to the-Sotiety “  The Essay at 6 . Combe, Esq. on the Hi> 
toral Laws," and another on Taste from Sr GeotgeMfcó- 
hen tie, Bast» sent to him- by those gentlemen. Thanks were 
voted for this mark of respect froth these eminent Pbvewtltt 
g»ts.
. Dr Alderkm related a cate of éxcited Acquisitiveness; 
which produced pain at the seat of this organ, and wan relieved 
by local bleeding, &c. The doctor gave another case of excited 
Mafvetkmsness, Veneration, &c. in a lady,’ who eompMAed 
of pain at these pert* Soothidg teeans and topicalapplictf. 
lions restoeed her.

Mr Casson gave a case of paralysis on the right sida,' a t  
landed with a particular loss of Language, (at memory of 
proper names); the pain was very acu té over the left eye,-» 
recovered by Ueedhig, &c.

Mr Craven proposed Sir G. S. Mackenzie, fiarte as a 
member. Admitted unanimously.

The sixteenth sheeting was held at Mr -B. Craven's, sur
geon, Mr Young in the chair. The secretory read tfae an
swer he had received from the council of the Literary and 
Philosophical Society, that they-would patronize Dr Spum- 
bettn's lectares, and give their room for tbb-propose, With 
•vary other facility, on that occasion, &&. ■■ .• / '  ,

Mr Casson gave a case of a person who had. received a 
Mow on the part of the head over the organ of Selfesteem, 
«—that she had violent pain occasionally at the plate* attended 
with a “ sehse of dignity," fee.

Mr Craven gave a ease of a lady who had also beta 
struck on the bead; but there-was general aaotanen^-andi« 
went of Consciousness.
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‘ M r L ev is* ¡read  »paper ' fun tbedefkndw y t f  th e  organ 
“  of Colour in a  gentleman, who ootdd n o t distinguish l e t  
“  tween shades, and frequently confounded prim itive co
il Tom»;? fee was unconscious o f sochdefect for «mm  title  ; 
1rs « d u r perceptive A cuities were good ; n d  h e  l a d  èxeel- 
h o t sight, fjw h e  could efifetioguiah the r ite  end Am* of 
objects, however m inute or varied. H e was ceascibUs it 
was 'a m m ki defect. T he eyebrow, at the p art ktdkatm g 
Coloar, is quite depressed.

Mr Young also noticed the case of a Mr Dunn, who hid 
received a blod o» the head from a All, which bàâ caused 
geaend. derangement-

! Ttie seventeenth meeting was held at Mr Sleight'S, Not. 
15, Rpv. J. Blezard in the chair. The secretary rad s let* 
ter from Sir 6 . S. Mackenzie, Bart., highly flattering te the 
Society.

Mr Sandwhh of BeterTey delivered a very interesting 
paper on Marie and' Poetry, which hq analysed in an ahlç 
manner with the aid of Phrenology. He noticed the diAr* 
ent kinds of musical comporition, fee. and thecerebrai or
gans on which they depended.

'Thé eighteenth meeting was held at Mr Mutton's j Nov. 
SO, Mr Young te the chair ; when a conversation adok plant 
on the valuable discovery of Mr Charles Bril.

i The nineteenth meeting' was held at Mr Hardey’s, sur
geon, Dec. 18,1887, Mr Young in the chair. Mr Levisoa 
read ’s paper on the Auction» of Order and JVtmier. He 
was struck with the peculiar cleanliness of the individual 
(vftwebmask Be then exhibited) in which these organs were 
large; and also Self-esteem and Love of Approbation. 
There was a uniform neatness in Mb dress, fee. and a'Ngid 
observance of order hi hip house, fee. fee.

The meeting was one of peculiar interest, es the Society
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JO»»taM tred.hr •  viaift a£ D r SpunUno% whoaopialdsb- 
gtrin-apirifc and urbanity excited the warmed eitden*. fcmh 
every one of the members.

A  meeting (special) held, at Mr Ycfadglsy suvgeoh, Idee. 
18, Dri Aldersan in.- the chair, to. main ammgemfents for a 
diaper to.be gi.Ven to then: illustrious visitor, Dr Sputsheqn.

The twentieth meeting was-beld at Mr Young's, on Wed
nesday, D ec.26 , '(in consequance,of Dr SpursheimV lecture 
being on the Thursday.) Dr Alderson read twto, caaaedf 
defective organization, highly illustrative of the “ Organic 
“ Laws;" and regretted that 4 slight indispristtionhad'pre
vented Dr;S- being present.

Some observations were made on the,cast t f ' t  menjbeŝ  
“  tufam p trifip ite fa cu ttie s had tticredaed since U wd^taben.”

Ob.Jantiary'S  ̂182Bÿ the Society, dined at the Kingston 
Hotel, Dr. AJdereooin tfaechàir, wfao was eafpéitcd bp. D i 
SpdndMÉBiOD the right, aàd John YOungy-Esg. surgeon} 
oa.the.left. Many individnab addreast.iL the- inedting  ̂ and 

■ ateJkte hour the. paity sepárated, worumd by the kindtiest 
feelinga of esteem for their illnstrious visitar, Dr Spurxbdni.

The.twantyrfint meeting Vras heldat Mr J .  Bdbmsdb's, 
At». 1 0 ,1896,who tuok ths chair in  .theabáénce d fth e  pib- 
tidéet.

Mr Le vison gave aome case» of dpnUt dehnqüttntst add 
referredtbese acte ta aberration of miad* rrra^ongd bylex- 
citedArgnisrtâvaneas.

MrRohnm». abogare anadiar mataude of diteased icc- 
t|uiatCrvenem c i a Mr Bcown̂  * surgeon.

Twcnty-reorad mteSmg was heid at thé Bev. J. Bleaatdty 
iltab , 18S8, Mr Youagin die chair. A conversaban 
taok place on varitas aubjeets nf Phrtnobgy.

Twenty«third meeting at Mr Levison’s, Feb. 7, 1808, Dr
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rtlilfrfyniiri thiai<oUir. A  conversation t e b f c onrnlee 
¡bcainsaf birds, animals, fee. showing the agreement with 
their natural history and economy» "

jHi;iCkv««tt related a  caeeof spina bifidaaf) ths'breiiyef a 
child, -which, t on ; hring. pressed, th e a n n  laadhandunstie  
opposite side were sensibly ofiected,—Jtbi nails turningtpeite 
blue, &c. — ------

. Twenty-fourth, meeting was held a t M r C. T . -West's, 
JSeb. 21 ,fo r some private business:of the Society.

- T  treaty-fifth meeting wws held a t D r Alderson’s. ■ After 
the minutes had been read, D r A . proposed M r SawyeW,

, surgeon, of Hedoo, amember. : •
. M r Casson disaected a brain. The subject had. died-in- 

sane at a very advanced age»—the fibrous structure of the 
anteskuKlobes appeared coarser than, usual ,—the -middle 
lobeauwese large*--*he otgaps in .sincipital-region, very. large, 
particularly FenrnitidR,—«and be invariably -attributed ail 
thtagst®  God L .Henm a a great feeder; / and theeowrole* 
tionsaoteriorto  tlw im gensnfilkptructiiKness —eecntnombt 
iy burge.

, .Teteatysiath meeting was held a t D r G. A idenon's, 
March 20th, M r Young lie the. cbair. M r Casson m ade 
some observations on the Adhetivsntu of the pig, and died 
Dr. Spnrzheim on the subject..

M r Deviaon read a. short aeoosm t of two bulfincbes under 
cerebral excitement, arising from their «¿farts to  leant a  new 
waltz, (by the biniUocgan;) they appeared intoxicated, throw
ing their heads in a lateral diseotien. for. same ram utes each 
time, after . wbkAtkey wacbled erwhistlecLtbe air. O ne'of 
them.diodisoZi ov«M acttauent, and h is skull was .usudtyt 
warm during the pfogNse.of tuition,-&c. & * ..

M r Craven gave a case of-eseited Cautiousness, &c. in a 
:fI
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csfrtsin of «trading vessel, thM i bad bimgheowtfenipdrary 
insanity. .-.i ■ tm
' Mr C. gave notice of a opeof otmteaubuSno. • •

Mr Gasson proposed M r BKaam, lu rg a n , 'HtM tai « 
member1; and also, that “ in future-the peeling -tie HeM 
monthly." 1 >■■ - • • • • . . {

Twenty-seventh meeting was held at Mr Thomas Hotmesfr̂  
April 3d, 1888, Mr Young in the chair. The law was car
ried, “ Thatinfuturetbe meetings should be held' monthly.” 

Mr Craven gave a case of Destructiveness and Cotfibativw- 
nessin a child, (which were large (hat the bay, vrtrflfeBbfeat- 
ing a bull-dog, was seixed by the arm, and although he Suf
fered pain, he continued to beat thodog with alKpopAMt 
-rancour.

Mr Leviaon also gave an instance of the natural language 
of Destructiveness, under powerful excitement, in an'4nd|. 
vidnal who bad la rge L a v  o f A pprobation- and good intel
lect. * His children offended him; heresttamwd.his passten 
in some measure, as strangers were present, but, rMtag’flnm 
his chair, placed his band just on tktorgm m , and exclaim edj 
“ I feel I shall murder you !n &c. • >

Mr L. gave also a case of defective Combativeness.
Mr Munton favoured the Society wkhan faatewwting cam 

iflustrathre of the function of the oerebeihtm. - '■ «
The probable development» of the Dyons* castewere 

drawn by Messrs Craven and Levison.

Twenty-eighth meeting was held at Mr Gama's, surgeon, 
May 1st, Mr Young in the chair. The east of »the elder 
Dyon, bong for the murder-of bis brother, was examined. 
Mr Deville of .London wos present at the meeting. The 
Society had enrolled him amongst** honorary members,« 
testimony of the service he had rendered Phrenology fay the 
number of facts be had collected. He briefly returned 
thanks. •
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■ TwentyHniaih netting tfafe- haU-nt Mr;g»btrt.ft<Hw il>> 
surgeon» May 26th, D r Alderson in the chair. - ;.j

The evening; irm  principally occupied by die R str F . 
w hddeH iredlhe aewdtatioe o f tbe Seciaty SOedtafcate 

<John<Oii$.a>b*'jr e fwwfMpistotyinisttiong.yttsns Drifrwas- 
heim had seen at the -Sculcoates workhouse.. ThorSedgty  
promised pecuniary aid to., further this philanthropic nods»* 
taking» .

" The thirtieth AMting of the Society waahal&tJune kBth, 
a* Mr Sleight’«̂  Dr Alderaon in thachair. .•

Mb Ctamonfatantarod Hs1 Soettty> withssms ¿smarts* oa«a 
hdhiiakl shodied insane» Ms swanrincd the, brain, and 
the parts disorganised Weretha d tp u  - aibig the- mesial 
line, which accorded with the derangement of iktttJirndim**, 
and aH the other changes ef the disease which 'took place
pfeistr. todeath. • ..........

A) aonvettationt tosfeplaqe ontfais • vary intr resting .roan 
municatiota, as it alone rtould hake eonvinoed̂  the a n t  sot)f> 
tisafctbalthegfcfranlagyofthe baatnareoacfewklilhe science 
of£htfcnolbgyi asid^hatthe pathology,of thebrahspsaet by 
empirical without it as »gwde. . , • .-■» i -

Mr .Lsvisou¡stated,4hat dm Society had» made afserjpus 
oarisskriria not iaseribingttaename'of ;tbegeest■ and.ilhia. 
trious founder of the Science laftwng its members; hewwdd 
thuefore prhfMB !“ 'TheFa*hsr of Phrenology, •Dr/43uU,’’ 
fire. fire. ,

The Secretary proposed a vote of thanks to William Cas- 
soOy Bsq., snsgtanWf Lfetdiy for pSeconngtbe oast of the 
y outages tDyotL-

The thirty-first meeting was held at' M> MuntenV'sVPF' 
geon, July'18th.' A conversation on phrenological subjpcts 
tofakpbor.

The thirty-second meeting was held at Mr Haidey’ti
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Aagwt l i f t ,  Mr H. in the chair. A conveiuatioo took 
place.

The tUitjeftinl Meeting area boM at Me John Young's, 
roigsun, Beptoadtso-lith, Dr-C. Aidcrsoo in-the d a n .

Mr Caason made some remarks on the loss of- memory of 
oommoa aamcrin oases of paralysis.

Rev. J. Blezard gave an account of the less of memory of 
Professor K——, from exhaustion ef the brain through 
over-excitement, fee.

Mr Levison gave an account of bis visit to -the-Heuse of 
Omsttkn, (attoebad to the -workhoase at ficarborough,) 
where he proved toe- practical utility of Phrenology. He 
pointed out the probable crimes of many females with as 
much uooumey « if be had know« their history, fee. fee.

The thirty-fourth meeting was held at Mr James Bsbis> 
sea’s, Oetobar 16th, Mr Young in the chair. Mr Levison 
ntd i r i i  w f updrtfil iBmiiuii.

Mr Rdbinsoa mad on iatoroetingexteest from a paper ia 
the IMinhurgh Review, oa the nervous system. lie re
marked, that they had given phrenological views of the 
brain, without using the new nomenclature;' even tine wea a 
proof of-the progress of the science, to.

mtowwmm
November 6th, a special meeting was held at Mr Levis 

son’s, for the purpose of taking into consideration the neces
sity nf mnlrtcg some ermngeesent for the maintenance, fee; 
of John Cliff, ae the Rev. F. Leo had boonfgevented (for 
the present) from redeeming bis pledge. The following was 
passed (after numerous others had been proposed • and re
jected):—

i t

Copy J r on the Minutes.
“ Mr Young proposes that this Society cannot interfere 
in the matter of providing for the future maintenance of 
Vol. V.—No XX . * k
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“  John Cliff, who w«s taken from H ull by the B et. F . L ed; 
“  seconded by M r Robinson, and carried.”*

The thirty-fifth meeting of the Society was held at the 
kev. J . Blezard's, November 20th, the Reverend Gentleman  
in the chair.

M r Craven gave a case of morbid Cautiousness in a  boy 
sixteen years old.

Mr W est also noticed a  similar case, an.idiot Very muscu^ 
lar, always walks with a huge stick, but whose timidity,is so 
great that a child may secure him.

M r Levison proposed John Bogg, Esq., surgeon, Louth* 
a  member; also W . W rangham, Esq., surgeon, do.

.Thirty-sixth meeting of the Society was held a t Mx 
W est's, surgeon, December 18tb, 1828, D r Alderson in the 
chair;

M r Levison. read a paper on the Cast of Joseph Pugh, 
hung at Shrewsbury for an atrocious murder a t M arket 
D rayton; and another on the cerebral developments of — ■ - 
Steventon, hung for a murder at Halesowen on an o f 
the Court of Requests, &0.

M r William Casson of Leeds placed a  cast on th? So
ciety's table, without making any remarks. Several indivi* 
duals offered an opinion on it, from its cerebral organization, 
Which accorded with the history of the individual.

D r Alderson wished the Society were provided with a 
room to deposit casts and skulls; and, from the zeal mam* 
fested, in all probability this desirable object will be accom* 
plisbed. A fter a very interesting evening* the meeting set 
para ted.
----------  . . . . ----- «... ■ —  .. , . , . ,

•  W e understand that wbat the Society tvfttaed to do as an association, they 
ve Mag as individuals,«¿-for they are maintaining the boy.
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to view it with dtarimshed aversion, and a larger portion of 
reason and impartiality is brought to the consideration of its 
evidence. A fter these preliminary observations, we enter on 
mi examination of the character and development of BurK» 
without experiencing either difficulty or hesitation.
• There áre two ctááto* Of criminal*,—those who are habi- 
jtiially violent, and (hose who are tolerably virtuous till ex
cited by temptation/ Bellingham was habitually fierce, pa*, 
'sfonhte, and utite&sttflbblc, and in his head Destructiveness is 
very'large, and Benevolence and Intellect small. M ‘Kean* 
who murdered: the Lanark carrier, was for a long time a to 
lerably respectable man,—a leading member of a dissenting 
congregation, and much attached to his wife. His head pre* 
■seats great Gombativeness and Destructiveness, with consi
derable Benevolence. Tardy, the Spanish pirate, whose 
murders, for number, coolness, and deliberation, approached 
somewhat near to Burk's, possessed a calm exterior, and had 
conducted himself with some degree of propriety during se
veral years of his life; and the some combination of large 
Combotivenesg and Destructiveness, with tome portion of 
•Benevolence, occurs also in him. I t  is a principle of philot 
sophy, which holds' equally in mental as in physical science, 
that ex niftUo nihilJM> or that something never comes out 
of nothing. If, then, B ark was intensely selfish, a correct 
exposition of his character must exhibit the selfish principles 
strong in his nature; if He was atrociously murderous, the 
element of Déstructivenem must appear; but if Burk actu
ally manifested also some portion of attachment, of kindness, 
and o f honesty, the elements of these better feelings must 
likewise have existed in bis mind. T o discover the real cha
racter of this extraordinary man, let us attend briefly to his 
history.

“ WNHaw Boris/ whose crimes have condemned him to an Ig-

* This ascount is takes from a  history of Burk and his associates, published 
by Thomas Ireland, junior. I t  contains the following statement prettied to 
the Life of Burk
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Phrenology, however, like every other system o f na
tural truth, is an unbending science. I t  does not accom
modate its responses to the varying prejudices of men, b u t 
gives them impartially, according to what it finds in th e  
brain. After the whole facts of any particular case have b e 
come known, and the transactions have been tried a t the bar 
of reason, its decisions have been acquiesced in as sopnd by  
intelligent and unbiassed inquirer^ who SQpght only a fte r 
truth. In  the case of Thurtell, for instance, it was first a s
serted that Phrenology was overturned, because ha had n o  
Destructiveness. The publication of the cast refuted tins 
objection by showing a large organ o f Destructiveness» I t  
was next objected that Phrenology was qyertumed because 
Thurtell had a large Benevolence. To this jjt was replied, 
that Thurtell in bis life bad manifested great kindness and 
even generosity of disposition; bestowing, as one example, 
his last half-sovereign on an individual tyore w atched than 
h im se lfan d  that the correct statement was, that TburteU'« 
large Benevolence had not proved adequate to N ttigip bis 
larger Destructiveness, excited as the latter was, and neu
tralized as the foitner was, by the swindling transaction* a t 
play which he conceived W eare fat? bave practised upon him* 
This answer was not admitted by the public a t the time as 
sufficient; they held that, unless Thurtcll's head bad been 
all composed of Destructiveness and of nothing due, Phreno
logy was refuted, . But this was the .mere waywardness 
of ignorant prejudice. A t the present time, no sensible 
tnao, who peruses the unequivocal testimonies of Thur
tell having manifested the kindlier feelings of our nature, as 
well as the fiercer traits of .it, will say that Phrenology is re
futed, because organs for both set* of feelings were found 
developed in his brain.

Time ia dqing its. part with Phrenology na yitb.awery thing 
else. The public mind has now become more familiarised 
with it, and, from perceiving it steadily advancing and ex
tending after countless predictions of its downfid, is disposed

5 5 0
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to view it with ífrnirtwhed aversion, and a larger portion of 
reason and impartiality is brought to the consideration of its 
evidence. After these preliminary observations, we enter on 
art examination of the character and development of Burk» 
without experiencing either difficulty or hesitation.
* There áre two classes df criminals,-—those who are habi
tually violent, and (hose who are tolerably virtuous till ex
cited by temptation. Bellingham was habitually fierce, pas- 
'afeitóte, and unreasonable, and in his head Destructiveness is 
very'large, and Benevolence and Intellect small. M ‘Kean* 
who murdered the Lanark carrier, was for a long time a to
lerably respectable man,—a leading member of a dissenting 
congregation, and much attached to his wife. H is head pre* 
■seats great Combativeness and Destroctiveness, with consi
derable Benevolence. Tardy, the Spanish pirate, whose 
murders, for number, coolness, and deliberation, approached 
somewhat near to Burk's, possessed a calm exterior, and had 
conducted himself with some degree of propriety during se
veral years o f Ms life; and the some combination of lárge 
Cotnbativétíess ánd Destructiveness, with Some portion of 
•Benevolence, occurs also in him. I t  is a principle of philo
sophy, which bofcfer equally in mental as in physical science, 
that €X nthSh n ih ilfily or that something never comes out 
of nothing. If, then, Bark was intensely selfish, a correct 
exposition o f his character must exhibit the selfish principles 
strong in his nature; if he was atrociously murderous, the 
element of Déstructivene» must appear; but if Burk actu
ally manifested also some portion of attachment, óf kindness, 
and of honesty, the elements of these better feelings must 
likewise have existed in his mind. T o discover the real cha
racter of this extraordinary man, let us attend briefly to his 
history.

“ WttHtfm B urk/ whom crimes have condemned him to an ig-

* This account is taken from a  history of Bark sod his associates, published 
hy Thomss Ireland, junior. I t  contains the following statement prefixed to 
the Life of Burk
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“ nominious death on the scaffold, describes himself, in his* judicial 
« declaration, emitted before the Sheriff-substitute of Edinbur^h- 
“ shire, in relation to the cause for which he was tried, as bong 
“ thirty-six years of age. He was born in the parish of Orrey, 
“ near Strabane, county of Tyrone, in Ireland, about the year 1792. 
“  His parents were poor, but industrious and respectable in their 
w station, which was that of cottiers, occupying, like the most of thè 
"  peasantry of Ireland, a small piece of ground. The Irish are re» 
“ markable for the avidity with which they seek education for their 
“ children, under circumstances in which it is not easily attain- 
"  able. The parents of Burk seem to have been actuated by this 
“  laudable desire, as both William and his brother Constantine 
“ must have received the elements of what, in their condition, may
* be called a good education, and superior to what usually falls to the 
"  lot of children in their rank in Ireland. He was educated in the 
“ Roman Cathelic M b , which he has ever rinse nominally adhered 
€t to, though with little observance of its doctrines or .ceremonies. 
X€ He is by no means, however, a person of the brutal ignorance or 
"  stupid indifference that his callously continuing in a  course of un» 
“  paralleled wickedness, apparently without compunction, would be- 
“  token. Up has sinnea deeply, but it has not been altogether 
“  against knowledge, as he could at times put on a semblance of 
** devotion ; and during the fits of hypocrisy, or, it may b», starti of 
“ better feeling, before he became so miserably depraved,, his conver-

sation was tiiat of a man by uo means ignorant of the troths of 
tf Christianity, and such even as to lead some to imagine him se- 
“  riously concerned about his eternal salvation* During one of 
“ these temporary ebullitions about five years ago, he befafne an at- 
M tendant on a prayer-meeting held on the Sabbath evenings In the
* Gr&ssmarkef. He was for some time remarked as one of its 
"  most regular and intelligent members. He. never omitted one of 
“ its meetings, and expressed much regret when it was discon- 
M tinued. As a Catholic, he was considered wonderfully free from 
"  prejudice, frankly entering into discussions upon*the doctrines of 
“ nis church, or those of other sects, with whose tenets he showed 
u some acquaintance.

“  He read the Scriptures, particularly the New Téstament, and 
*' other religious books, and discussed their merita On a Sabbath

especially, though he never attended a place of worship,, he was

u We can pledge ourselves that every circumstance that is here narrated has 
been obtained from such sources as to leave no doubt of its authenticity. I t  

-will be seen, that, white this metuou ia a  g m t  deal fuller than any onwthat 
has appeared, it is also dissimilar in many particulars to the disjointed frag
ments that have been from time to time published. How these have been ob
tained we cannot sa y ; but we can aver, that this account has been received 
from sources which a n y  be relied on, and much of it from the unhappy man 
himself t indeed, so much as to entitle us to say that it is almost hie own •* - 
WW”



ft wUbfi to be m m  without a Bible, e r some bosk of dtvotion, fa 
"  hit hands.”

W bep at school, he was distinguished as an apt scholar« 
acteanly, active, good-looking boy ; and though his-patents 
were strict Catholics, he was taken into the service of aPres- 
byietaan clergyman, in whose house be resided for a consi
derable time. H e was recommended by the minister to 4 
gentleman in Strabane, in whose employment he remained 
for several years..

Here, then, is evidence of Burk having in his youth pos* 
jessed some intellectual acuteness, and having been active^ 
cleanly, and well-behaved for a considerable number of years; 
or, in other words, at this period of his life he m anifest^ 
intellect and ifloral sentiment.

H e subsequently tried the trade of a baker, at which he 
continued only for five months* He thereafter became a 
linen-weaver; but soon got disgusted with the dose applica
tion that was essential to earn a livelihood at that pooriy- 
paid, irksome employment, and he enlisted in the Donegal 
militia. H e was selected by an officer as bis movant, and 
we are told that he demeaned himself with fidelity and pro
priety. W hile in the array, be married a woman in Ballin- 

in the county of M ayo; aod, after seven years? service, 
the regiment was disbanded, and he went home to his wife. 
H e shortly afterwards obtained the situatioiM f groom and 
body-servant to a  gentleman in that vicinity, with whom he 
remained three years.

“  Bulk was remarked to he of a very social and agreeable dis- 
u position, with a great turn for raillery and jocularity, and, what 
“ from his after-proceedings could scarcely have been supposed, 
“  was distinguished not only as a man of peculiarly quiet and in- 
f€ offensive manners, hut even as evincing a great degree of hu-

manky.”
- “ He states, that while in Ireland, his mind was under the in- 
« flueuee of religious impressions, and that he was accurtomed to 
w read his catechism and his prayer-book, and to attend to his 
"  duties.”

Again the observation presents itself, that Burk, during

mum am  wave. BBS
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this period of hi* life, maniftwfttri • dmpmntioas dW W *f m -
perior to those which marked the dose of his career with so 
dark •  stain ..

H e subsequently came t» work at the fhdob Canal hr 
Scotland, and then fanned an acquaintance with the.woman 
M/Deognll, who hcMuawesmmhably' fond of hkn, 
her parenthl foOf for his Society, and steadied herself to him, 
partaking a fh ia  various fortune* during the last'ten years 
of his life. I t ismentiofNd that Burk treatedWir iHtli'Rnd- 
ness, and acknowledged her' as Ids wife, and that she was 
passionately fond, of hiat in ruturii»
, “  During the wwrkee tbe cttMi), h* h a t trieb HMeitaroog the 
"  other labourer»«* Wfajpartteulariy handy, active turn, and akilM 
“  in cobbling, in STUde way, bh own and the shoes of his acquaint*
“ antes.?...... Afterwards, "  He lodged ht the house of an Irishman
•" named Michael,1 w  snore etwwnonfy BHkty Cbtonn, in the West 
“ Port, who kept a lodging-house for beggars and vagrants, similar 
* to eke one which Hare's crime has made so familiar to the pub* 
** licy—in 'the language of the classes who’ftfeqaent' them,—abeg- 
“  g art' houk ■ •
. “ Many will probably recollect of a fire happening; in one of these 
“  abodes of wretchedness about six'years age,' when Tncredfbfe num- 
"  has nmmgwd thorn the ssisstuMw bend» In this osnflagntion 
"  Mikey's dwelling suffered, and Burk andM/pmmaJI wrmwHhem 
"  the dames nearly naked, and with the loss of all tha little pro* 
w perty they nossesssifr Some charitable indWttuaft cbntributet'to 
"  procure clothm.snd nsmswrisa far. th» reffrvsrvtwHhsy-reotiriid 
“ some relief by the hands of the Bev. Dr Dickson, h i  m the mi* 
"  oistert' of (he parish/ By this disaster'he lost nisfniirary; and 
“  though Is iswuwemhat surprising m>htsw*t‘ all’of a  eaifccthw of 
"books under, such dncfirastspcfs, it iapw tthelcm so when the 
"  names of some of the works are mentioned. Among them weny 
“ Ambroses Looking Unto Jesus, Boston’s Human nature in its 
"  Fourfold 8tate, the Pilgrim’s Pwgms» end' Bomb's BMfen of 
“ Grace. His landlord afterwards took s  room in BsowtfsCIme, 
“ Grassmarket, where Burk also again went as a lodgsr.

“ f t w«a at , this tiros that be ausndsd the regions meeting'we 
"have previously.jncptiened, which wee'Md'-ns tim.anMrnpmtt 
"  ment to the one in which he lodged. During his nlfnnrlsis— hs 
“  was always perfectly dseoroas k  his' deportment, and when en- 
"  gu td .in  worshipi bed am gir ef gsmt.mrioaiaimakd dsrutioir. 
"  The conductor nod frequenters of it had fosmeriy been snlpseted 
"  to much obloquy, and even violence, from the Catholics who 
"  abounded in that neighbourhood j and one evening, after Burk’a 
"  attendance on It, fam landlord, Mikey Culsean, attempted to
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" teMMfMMfc ky Wmkfrig tkfQOfi» atm jhMtsof P«P«* »Mtk
“ were used to cover up an old window, and crying w t n  a voice 
"  of derision, * that the performance! was just going io begin.' Burk 
u  expressed himself in indignant terms on the occasion, saying; that 
“  it was shameful and unworthy of n man to behave in such a man- 
“ ner.

u From the* general aversion to the meeting so unequivocally 
« maoifested by the Catholics, and Burk being universally known 
“ to belong to that pepuasios, his frequent attendance on it, and 
“ reverential behaviour, excited tbe more notice. I t was usual for 
M him to remain conversing with the individual in whose house they 
“  assembled after the others had dispersed; and on these occasions 
“ the subjects that had occupied their attention during t^e service 
“ naturally were often talked over. His conversation was generally 
“  such as to show that be had ben  attentive to what was passing, 
“  and comprehend«! the topics faamgh^under hu noticew

“ During hWre&idesca in this neighbourhood, he gave no indict- 
"  tions of any thing that would lead people to anticipate his future 
“  enormities. He was industrious and serviceable, inoffensive and 
4t playful in his tpannev and was never observed to.drink to excess. 
rt He was very food of music and singing, in which he excelled, and 
“ during his melancholy moods was most frequently found chanting

some favourite plaintive air. All these quaJiacatieiu» and his 
“  obliging manner, joined to a particularly jocular quigaical cha- 
cc meter, with an interminable ibod of low humour and drollery, 
“  rendered him a general frvouik#. .

Beigg reduced to much wreteftedue* and pdtevty, Burk 
and M*I>Ougtilt lodged f<)r a few nights in Hare’s bouse, and 
during his stay,:* fellow-lodger died, whose body was sold 
by H a m a d  Burk for dissection. A t this point bis career 
o f atrocious viflany commenced. The price of the body 
being expended» Bulk decoyed a woman into Hare’s den, 
murdered her, and sold her body. He and Hare repeated 
similar tragedies sixteen times during tbe course of a year, 
till a t Just they wave detested.

Nothing can exceed the intense selfishness, cold-blooded 
cruelty, and calculating villany of these transactions; and if 
the organs of SeHishnem and Destructiveness be not found 
in Burk, it would be as anomalous as if  no organs were 
found for the. better qualities which he had previously dis
played.

Phrenology is the only science of mind which contains 
elements and principles capable of accounting for such a
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character as that before us, and it does so in s  s trik in g  man
ner. W e here present our readers with
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These me dtm m .bp H r  Joseph» wiik>the «m eni .lunda, 

from accurate casto taken without the hair« The oasi» of thè 
Rev. iív  M. represento the development generally found 
when the dispositions are naturally virtuous. His history is 
given in the Phrenological Transactions» p. S10 ; and the 
profile is presented as a contrast to those of Burk and Hare. 
The dotted lines are drawn immediately under the organs of 
Causality and Cautiousness, and along the upper-margin of 
Secretiveness ; the space below the line indicates the size of 
the organs of the propensities» and the space above that of 
the organs of the sentiments, so far as this can be done by 
profiles. I t  is a principle of Phrenology, that it is the size 
of the organs to each other in  the same head that determines 
the relative power of the faculties in any individual; and 
hence the dispositions of Burk and Hare must be judged of 
by comparing the relative proportions of the different organs 
in each by itself; and the experienced Phrenologist will find 
them highly instructive when .So considered. But the pub
lic who are not accustomed td( observation may wish to 
form an idea of the difference in general type between them, 
and a head in which the development is favourable to virtue ; 
and it is solely to aid the uninitiated in forming: a popular 
conception of that difference, and not either to prove Phre
nology or to advocate the practice of judging of one head 
by another, that we have introduced thè foregoing contrast. 
W ith this explanation, we add that to render the character 
of the heads more plain, we have, in the plate on next page, 
assumed the external opening of the ear as a centre-point in 
all the three, and traced first the head of Burk in dotted 
lines, aqd then the head of the Rev. M r M. in black lines,— 
the external hole of the ear in both corresponding. The 
.same operation has been performed with the head of Hare. 
The spaces between the dotted and the black lines, at the 
top of the heads, indicate the differences between the two ip 
the moral and intellectual organs



The heads of Burk and Hare are inferior in the moral and 
intellectual organs to that o f M r M ., In proportion to the 
space between the dotted and black lines in each profile; 
and they are large? than his in the animal organs beyond the 
ear, in so far as the dotted lines extend outward behind the 
black Bnis a t the lower and back part of the head.

The following measurement and development of Bark
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were taken by an experienced Phrenologist from the living 
head,* and compared with an accurate cast taken without 
the hair by M r Joseph after the execution. W e have also 
received a report from « medical gentleman who saw the 
brain dissected. The measurements and development are 
as follows

MEASUREMENTS.

Spine to Individuality» .
Coneen trail veness to Comparison,
E ar to Occipital Spin*»
—  to Individuality,
— to Firmness, •

Destructiveness to ftestrnctfvonaas, 
Secretiveness to Secretiveness, 
Ideality to Ideality,
Constructiveness to Constructiveoeaa, 
Cautiousness to Cautiousness,

8

I !

t i
«1
+1
*1
*1

Note.— Burk was muscular; and in the cast with the hair shaven, taken 
after death, the measurement at Destructiveness, owing to the swelling of the 
integuments, is two-eighths of an inch larger than the measurement taken dur
ing life. The necessary abatement has been made in stating the develop-* 
ment.

dbvbhophent.
1. Amativeness, large.
2* Philoprogenitivencss, r. large.
3. Concentrativeness, rather full.
4. Adhesiveaess, full.
5. Combativeness, fall.
6. Destructiveness, very large.
7. Constructiveness, fall.
8. Acquisitiveness, rather large.
9. Secretiveness, very large.

10. Self-esteem, very large.

l ip  i.ove pf Approbation, full.
12. Cautiousness, large.
13. Benevolence, fall.
14. Veneration, full.
15. Hope, on one side, sm ell; on

other, fall.
16. Ideality, small.
17. Conscientfoosness, fall.

}8. Firmness, large.
9. Individuality, full.

* A  measurement and development self-styled “ • PhsendogicsV* differing 
from oars, was published in the Edinburgh newspapers, and copied into omer 
journals» W e understand that M r Stone « the anther o f  Up end we neSeegt 
only to remark, that it ought to have been called an attUp^rtnokaical developv 
ment;  for it  was obviously published far the purpose of opposition, and h1 * 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10l i  
inaocuraea, like the otberantipbwnolpgicel evidsntees of that gentlemen, l i t  
antiphrenological reports measurement* are founded on as if they afforded evU 
dence of the development of psrdcnlar organs. VFe give them merely at in
dicative of the general etap af the head. See Combe's System of Pbmnelpgy, 
p. 41, and Elements, 3d Ed;tion, p. 151.
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ItSventtilHty, rather full.' 
tOi Ftniv rather teg* *
21. Size, rather large.
S2. Wefeht, ttltfo. •
SSL Colouring, moderate*
24. Locality, full.
2&  <Mif,<l«vga ‘
26. Time, rather small.
27. Number, moderate.

28. Tune, full on one side $ moderate

29. Language, full.
SO. Comparison, rather (till.* ' 
SL Çausalfqf, vetker-ftiih . . 
32. Wit, small.
SS. Imitation, fa«*

Wonder, ajptll. ^  .

Burk's head is rather above the middle size. The poste
rior lobe of the brain is large, and the middle lobe, in which 
are situate the organs of Destructiveness, Secretiveness, 
and Acquisitiveness, is very large ; at Destructiveness in 
particular the skull presented a distinct swell. The anterior 
lobe, or that of intellect, although small in proportion to the 
hind and middle lobes, is still fairly developed, especially in 
the lower region connected with thé perceptive faculties* 
Self-esteem is prominent, and has indented its form distinct
ly on the skull.

The general result of this development is, that the ani
mal feelings are very strong; the moral feelings are pro* 
portionately feebler, but not wanting ; while observing in
tellect is present in a considerable degree, but reflecting 
intellect înriréh less. Let us attend, however, (6 the organs 
a  little in detail.

The cerebellum, or organ of Amativeneas, was. large ; and 
Burk stated that in some respect his fruin was to be attri
buted to the abuses of this propensity, because it had led him 
into habits which terminated in his greatest crimes.

Philoprogenitiveness is considerably developed ; and it is 
a  well-known fact, which was mentioned on bis trial, that 
Burk was fond of children, and that they liked him in re
turn. Hé stated himself that he used to carry “ sweeties" 
in his pocket, which he gave them ; and the children who 
lived in the neighbourhood of his house were ready at all 
times to run errands for him, or serve him. He, neverthe
less, confesses to having assisted Hare in murdering one 
child of twelve years of age; so that he must have overcome 
this feeling, as he did his Benevolence in murdering adults.
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H is Adhesiveness is not so large as FhilOprogenkiveiiess, 
but it is full. Ha*was constant to M'Dougsdl, «ad dvd not 
betray H are; bat the greater attachment seeqis to*hate 
been on the part of M*Dougall towards him.

Combativeness is oonsidenbly inferior to Destructiveness 
in siae, and Cautiousness is large. These, acting in combi* 
nation with great Firmness and Secretiveness, would give hidk 
command of tem per; and, accordingly, it is mentioned, that 
he was by no means of a quarrelsome disposition; but when 
mice roused into a passion, he became altogether ungovern
able, deaf tp reason, and utterly reckless; he raged like a 
fury, and to tame him was no easy task ; that is to say, when 
his large Destructiveness was excited to such a degree that 
it  broke through the restraints of his other faculties, his pas* 
non approached to madness«

I t is mentioned in the phrenological works, that Self* 
esteem and Acquisitiveness are the grand elements of selfish
ness. Both of these organs are largely developed in Burk, 
as are also Destructiveness, Secretiveness, and Firmness. 
Here, then, are organs all huge, whose abuses lead to selfish
ness, cunning, determination, and cruelty; and nothing could 
more completely accord with the character of Burk.

I t  may naturally be asked, W hat became of these or
gans when Burk was yet a man of ordinary respectability of 
character ? Did they all lie dormant, and show their exist
ence for the first time only when he began to murder i  N o: 
H is own statement, that, when roused to anger, he was ex
ceedingly violent, shows that at all times Destructiveness was 
ready to come forth when excited, for anger is one of its mani
festations. W e are not acquainted with the minute particu
lars of his previous life ; but that he would show selfishness; 
hardness of feeling, and also duplicity, as ingredients ih 
his character, we cannot doubt. These qualities apparently 
did not break the limits of law ; but the organs would noi 
be dormant when they were possessed to such an extent.

That the feeling of Destructiveness was as powerfully prc-
9



m
tea t he Bark'» « M  M ¡tecmebrel «!£•* wan pmwunaM in  
hi* brain, is aatahkthed not only. bp  kis iautdsr», bu t fag 
other unequivocal indications. h* alluding tot k b  dead»  he 
occasionally entered into the sp rit in «kick, they bad beau 
perpetrated, aod then a  fimdish bu t involuntary mrpssmi on 
o f pleasure sp eared  in hi» manner. Ob cue narasinainpen- 
tioular, when asked if  it awns true, that be. bad* hurried the 
corpse of one victim to the dianneting sawn viakkar heed 
still oonvidsively gsaspiag sowe nwney, be lenghad with * 
truly diabeKaal mixture o f glee and eenteespt K  the Mm» 
that tfuy tpkote toU otyect m u tnoatg should be thought a t 
destitute of etnee-ae to allov-cugr cues» bowerer asm)!,  to 
escape their grasp- This, too, he it Observed, occurred at a 
time when bis habitual state was tkat.of apparently sincere 
contrition, accompanied by a wish to  do every tkiog in  Us 
power to atone tor his enormities.

Conatnicturcpass is fully developed, end the organa of 
Sixe, W eight, and fo taa  are large» • H e mated tb a th e  waa 
fond o f little mecbwloftl e ftid 01 fof;U M dlp end o f
seeing ssaBhineiy t and« ache mpWMSll itc > ’hn.teahaeasi- 
“  crit hi looking a t threshing-nuns’* when in tftcriouatry ■

Cautiousness is  large ;.« id ,v iben  asked whether W ie n  ax 
heedless in getting into aqnabkW ns wuiiy r f  h is cmastry- 
meu P he replied with a shake of the bead» that b e  hxic good 
core of that, as he was cautious of Us pereonelsrfety, and dial 
it required a good deed to rouse him. He Wes naked elso* 
liow, with his general great regard to his own safety, he had 
acted so carelessly as to leave the body of Docheriy uncom v 
ed in the room ? H e replied, that at first be had been' ej> 
ceedingly careful to prevent any thing appearing to excite 
suspicion; but that repeated success had made him loS 
watchful. “  Besides,” be added, “  I  did pot suspect that these 
“  people would have taken the liberty of going through the 
« house in my absence. W as not I  feeding the (krays and 
“  giving them money out of my own pocket ? I  did not 
“  think that they would have informed against me, even if
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«fa* if *  «ad  «or M  «ft 

itt fh *  to p a ta  Hk»«oiad«iM ^IW W >iiriU t phdé
'*»1

ì that MftàoAnand aiti uiMbatMW bnai 
fmìuaM’Whieh-'neveé femtokbim during hisr-trial-sbd; exeeui 
lin i ^iàny-iiiÉiiptoiòf'thia «se given At -seenni M 
ffrito nw ntogit-iiiiitalfcn ly1 pwniifcn ttoteascndtor-AMfc'-walfad 
“ whh m finn «tpp iato.thnkeqMif» ivwrddlenndhf^tfftifamei 
“ and at this moment no appearance qf agitatimi òr dismay was 
«4iydtttiflfteinhM'cCtìbiedàbce Òr taànner. ®Tfce miserable wretch, 
ff «Bobtonkmb eWnÉetuandTmaro1, ghraiii» ttominiHisltisluwaihsl

s  r i & s s
M annkM  b fih t Ifareread Mr lim hall; and'séOtòed to tu t to  
f ftctjy cast- and mài pim m d; ■*> tot»*1 i«s».*taifci»*n?snsy town

Love e f Approbatkm ia *1io considerably ¿«»etopèi/and 
we ave ùtfsMséd, that **■ be> aaMed to  beve» j

'priest < 
i  ia a

# to .h i>  A a K to fa M t t o h  ihe%
.« At,onv time>e wùBedsbe should feewgfet «m tfpii.tBa rari*  
«  twìimt written to ; but after artber reflection, ne remaned, * It 

pity, tor i  d r i p  Boraarood'charactsr ta th e piade, fend 
“ < d».ànemed|e.fl£mymuieasnd unlwf|iy fitfeweili oa^.hrinf 

dugfsce on toy rejatires, .particularly my poor fcuher.’”, . f
Hjs .Selfesteem and Lave of Approbation would cause 

him to feel intensely thè execrations heaped an, him' by the 
inob at his execution; and, accordingly, it i? remarkable^ 
.that «Ithnugh he pas able , to conceal every other feeling that 
rankjed in  his bosom ait his execution, hew as not capable of 
"suppressing the outward manifestation of the emotions .which 
th# t tfttootopt ̂ xqitpd., “  Arrived on the platform of the 
i‘ scaffold,~ it is said, “  he was apparently somewhat blenched 
“  by ^ e  appalling sjiouts^nd y  ells of execration with whicj}
I o- -S~»-

>’ •- nl-M Iswtog4tetnKir t n  SiitenJftani ihe’MlhtmrgB newspipws. 
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“  ha m a asafcilnd, ondcùatmlaià tjfflèto  ami èaam éàpe- 
?» fata ieimaca Ut fa  spmtaàmta, who ros|r*a$edtb«?ai»am
M WtynrWingled uàth maledictions.’’ Qnq o£ thè M tn h n > i« i 
his execution, having treated him with disrespect? roused has 

and Dèntchtetnenos, whnfa again toofce .loose 
to m  msttatofc. I i  w said “  one of the pém sasw ip. asaaCtd 
?» )ù n  Ut ascend tbd pbdfnhns having .rather atHSgWy pw bad 
** to a  side in oedes ta r la i»  him  oqsslly on. ¡dm d isp l 
“  ha looked round a t  the mon w itb e  wilhesiog w9awiriH8c& 
»«■deffe» ftB ‘dèscrip tio tt1* ’ ( ,

^ ¿ i ^ ^  lo p i |^ a t  .tWW«Nwd w a t o t o f  thm team* tb* 
bestof. dm ■RMl'sendsaMMs, w i l d  it nbtaefor lb die bnte^ 
rlor portioQ, h u t tólerably weU elevated ; that is to jm jr the 
organ of Benevolenpe, although not in a  farosist h  p »  
portion to the organs of the animal propensities before 
toentioned, is fairly developed. Veneration and Conseiem- 
tie u a w s n »  full, ho t Hope is lea» in  size. Love o f A pt 
probation ali»  io fiali. In  these Acuities wt, to d  die ele- 
inm tfrof the morafify which he manifested m the eariy part 
df h is' life, and afe© àn ekpJaemtioi* of the fact >emarked;by 
rfl b ^ j  ih a th e  posseseeda t^l<%8suqfiaa^p f^and
suaykyqf tnahner^ vhidb seemed in  inex|Hicab}e'«onUàclie- 
don with hrfs cofcf-blooded' ferocity. I f  there ¿ail teen n<? 
kindness in all Burk's nature, this expression would have 
been an effect without a càuse. The Courant of 22d JaiiUj. 
ary says,—“  litis  remarked by some o t ttpse whq havèacp
11 cesa ta see Bude, that his fece has an agreeable and. often pleasant 
“ • expression, and bv no means any iudfcathm •corretpshflinrtddw 
“ tvsgieesismisf whibhhehasbMBguiky'.' Viv&mri^Ba* 
of SJst January observeŝ —" W» have already stated, tbaftthexan- 
“ 'duct of Burk since his condemnation wqs quite civil ana mud in 
« his demeanour to «vrty» person; fosomoidl «hit «MriCWWe MM 
“  seen Md had feoupi* iatenawn*. with him cannot seflhwestly 
“  wonder that such hardness of heart should be concealed under »  
** plausible an exterior.” What Is this hut sayfeg, that humkiiftd-
IB1T* lltlUUIlj UtUUltU IIU1U UIV UlUUICUUIv« OT JIUIE * auu M

would, ask, hqw oould it appear there if it was utterly un
known, tq  his mind ? , ’ .
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K i#  Bÿ ifetftttfttifeig iviib afontellèé asthèse that Ptoëin 
Old^filitfWS J t t  iéOrt^tttfdasfee t6 ùàtüré. /The fefodtVus 
ieéliügs were strong m Burk, but thè kindlier affections aïso 
mmter fRtéarib) ahA hh aépeCt Wôuld express thé one or the 
O ther*4tâ6tdifig tté it Và£ éiîdtëd by HU eitetnriî situation, 
tlow  exactly, this explanation corresponde with thé fact is 
ptowëd {^^aiimlfer bbwirtàdoii bf the  Evening Post 2̂  
"  A pÊWtot tetSrMirt* whir Bark totflsdi&ttty pfl*i
V: vUuato)#» tfUir and again the day, Wore bw execution, stated, 
“ that he observed a very marked difference ia.hu general appear* 
* ance. Ou thé first occasion, he was boM, daring, and forward 
^  (Sdfcmteafj CStebàirwwM, nod Destructiveness, predominant) j 
“ aadr on tbejstte£» lye smeared qî ieb* subdued», ana meek (Be* 
nevolence, veneration, ana Hope, had attained the ascendency).

T he organ of Imitation is wéïî developed ; .  and it is men
tioned m the phrenological works, that Secretiveness, (which 
in liim is Iftefoise large,j in combination with imitation, ,prcu 
duces the power of acting  or siOnilatiorfi. I t  is curious to 
tftsetfVe, th'frt Biirk J>ossessed this talent to' considerably 
extent. l ie  stated that he was fqnd of the theatre, and 00« 
casionally represented again the acting' which he had seen. 
H e  also, and not Hare*, was the dtcoyer% who, by pretended 
kindness, fawning, and flattery, or by acting  the semblance 
of a friend, inveigled the victims into the den. This quality 
éâàbled hiniàïso to act a part in His interviews with the va* 
nous individuals who visited him in jail. H e showed bonsi* 
dorabfe tact in adapting him self to  the person who addressed 
bn* ; and, from the same cause, it was difficult to discoter 
when he was serious and wHen only feigning. These fated* 
tiW seen* also ter have beeuthe chief souveés of His HumAir.

©no of the most striking tests of the degree in which the 
moral sentiment*are possessed by n o m in a l, is theitrfpfe*r 
Slow which h ù  (frittes make upon Ms own consciente after 
the deeds hate  been committed. In  Bellingham, who m ur
dered M r PetcoVal, the organ of DesttuétiwétiosB* is very 

«hile that o f Benevolence is exceedingly deficient? 
end he could never be brought to perceive the cniehy 
and: atrooity of the muvder. Burk, in whom Benevolence

f f î
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¿»better developed, stated, that M for a long lim e after he 
“  had murdered his first victim, he found it utterly impowUe la  
“  banish, for a single hour, the recollection of the fatal struggle,—  
“  the screams of distress and despair,—the agonizing groans,—and 
“  all the realities of the dreadful deed. At night, the bloody tn*» 
“ gedy, accompanied by frightful visioDa of supernatural beira» tor* 
“ mented him in his dreams. For a long time he shuddered at thp 
*  thought of being alone in the dark, and during the night he kept 
“  a  light constantly burning by hie bedside.'’—-Bren to the last he
could not entirely overcome the repugnance of bis. morel 
ture to  murder, but mentioned, that he found it necessary to  
deaden his sensibilities with whisky, leaving only so faint a  
glimmering of sense as to be conscious of what he was doibgt 
He positively asserted, that he could not hove committed 
murder when perfectly sober.

Unequivocal testimony is borne to his repentance. “  In  
“  the course of these devout and pious admonitions, Mr Reid used 
“ the words, ( You must trust in the mercy of God ;* upon which 
"  the unhappy wretch heaved a long deep-drawn susniiation, or ra* 
“  ther suppressed groan, which too plainly betrayed the anguish and 
“  despair that lurked in his heart.'—“ The clergyman.afterwards 
“  prayed with him, and sung a portion of the 25th Psalm, in which 
“ the following lines occur

“  Now, for thine own name's sake,
“  O Lord, I  thee entreat 

“  To pardon mine iniquity ;
“  For it is very great'*

Burk was observed, particularly, to mark with his nail the 
two last lines.

The smallest organs are Ideality, W onder, and W it, fa
culties which give refinement and elevation to the. character* 
—in which qualities he was deficient.

His intellectual powers remain to be adverted to. The 
lower range, or perceptive organs, are well developed; and 
it was mentioned by himself, that he had some talent for me* 
chanical construction, and was also orderly and* cleanly when 
be could command the means. He read and wrote with fa
cility. H e mentioned, that at one time he used to attend 
church, and read books on controversial divinity, and debated 
over the opinions in  his om i mind. He was tolerably well 
conversant with Scripture. This is in perfect accordance



*vritk M r poflottwrg M b  Veneration. His conversation was
pertinent and easy; and he showed readiness and shrewd« 
«ess of intellect» but not much depth or extent of reflecting 
power.

I t  is worthy of observation,* that Sir W alter Scott,, in 
drawing the character of Charles I I ., presents a  portrait, 
which, allowing for the difference of external situation, is 
amazingly applicable to Burk. Sir W alter's words are,—
** Omsk»; unfortunately, was veryfond of pleasure, and in his seal

to pursue it he habitually neglected the interests of his kingdom. 
u He was vezy selfish too, like ail whose own gratification is their 
** sole pursuit; and he seems to hate cared little what became o f 
“ friends or enemies+ providing he could»maintain himself on the 
“ throne, get money to supply the expenses of a luxurious and dist 
“ solute court, and enjoy a life of easy and dishonourable pleasure. 
f# He was good-natured in general; but any apprehension o f his own 
€€ safety basidy induobd him to bb sbvbbb and bvbn obubl ; 
*(fo r .his love y f  se lf predominated above both his sense o f Justice 
“ and his natural clemency o f temper "—(Tales of a Grandfather, 
2d series, 2d vol.p. 170.) I t is singular, indeed, with what a trip
ling change of expression every word of this may be applied 
to  Burk as well as to Charles I I . W e may read,—“ Un-
“ fortunately Burk was very fond of pleasure, and in his zeal %p 
“ pursue it he habitually neglected the interest of others. He was 
u very selfish too, like all those whose own gratification is their sola 
“ pursuit; and he seems to hate cared little what became o f friendt 
“ or enemies, providing he could maintain himself in idleness, get 
u money to supply the expenses of his dissolute life, and enjoy ease 
“ and dishonourable pleasure. He was good-natured in general; 
“  but the approach of want easily induced him to be severe and 
“ even cruet; for his love of self predominated above both his sense 
“ of justice and his natural clemency of temper.”

The effect of external circumstances in exciting particular 
propensities is admirably elucidated by D r Blair, in his 12th 
Sermon, on the Character of H azael; the text is,—“  And 
"  Hazael said, Why weepeth my lord ? And he answered, Be- 
<* cause I know the evil that thon wilt do unto the children of Israel: 
“ their strongholds wilt thou set on fire, and their young men wilt 
u thou flay with the sword, and wilt dash their children, and rip up 
“  their women with child. And Hazael said, But what! is thy ser« 
“ rant a dog, that he should do this great thing?”

D r Blair, in commenting on this text, observes, u W e 
“ here behold a man who, in one state of life, could not look upon

. BWEX AND HABB. W
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x  «eriawmoua witlunt smyrivisnd b m &  sMMfa *f
*J huwrif w4a heJwars it wp^ihkfor Jwp to he ^pcorpedip 
^  committing them; that same man, by a change of conaltic®, trane- 

formed in all his sentiments, and as he rose ta: greatness, rising akb 
“ in guilt, till at last he completed that whole character of ppifllfty 
“ winch jie onpe detested.”
; |* w In sttch cases," continues he, “ as I  haVe described, what has 
^  hecoaop d  those etptimsbta of afatiommse at'guUtarbich m m t  

on# fe]t po H m & l*  Are they to^Ug.praf^ l  #  «W Air 
“ gree they remain, Bqw do such per^ns coqtpve to sat^fyjthem- 

'selves in acting a pari which tneir minds condemn?^ nFe an- 
«vara this question as follows awt-̂  Tb««ghLOlif native nmtimtmfe o f 

abhorrence at guilt may be so born« dowjn,or so.eluded, as to Jose 
•ft their influence on conduct, vet those sentiments, belonging origu 
' *i naUy to our frame,' and being never toialk/ frd&icate* jr&n the 

soul, trill «till return .ea xnuco authority,» sp i t  no% to nStm% at 
& least, on some occasions, to chasten thp rinaer/- I t  is qipvamary
to point out the application of these remarks to the ca$? §f
3«<k» «? »t ‘P P S lf ^ v i^ i - . . . .  . . . . . . .  v

D r Biair continues,*—*5 T h e  seeds of vprjpujfpalit^es^ gopd 
“ and bac|, lie in all our hearts \ but until proper occasions rinep 
'*r and bring tfaein forward, they Hfe thebe Inactive dnft dead; ™ y
*  are pevered up and concvdsd widtiirthe freceeqp of ournatare?*r, 
ff if they spring qpat*!}, it
u quently mistaken, even by ourselves. Pride, for instance, in cer- 
"  taiq situations, has no opportunity of displaying itsrif,:!tttr«s mag- 
i€. naniipity, or sense of honour. Avari# appears as neotaary and 
“  laudable econonjy. What in one statiop 6f life would discover it- 

self to ‘be cowardice and paseness of mind, passes in another foj* 
“ prudent circumspection. What in the fataem of power would 
**, prove to be cruplty and oppre^on, Is reputed» kk a subordinate 
“  rank, no more thafc tjhe exercise of proper discipline. For a whije
* the man is known netther by the worm nor by hhdself th be what 
** he truly is. But bring him into a ne\q situatW of lift, which ac- 
“ cords with his predominant dispositions, which strikes on certain

latent qualities of his sou], apd awakens them into actiop ; and as 
*1 the leaves of a flower gradually unfold to the sun, so shall all his 
* 'true character open fall to view.

^ This may in one light be accounted not so much an alteration 
if of cb*TOCt£? produced by a change of circumstances as a di8?®** 
f“ w y brought forth of the real cfiQraeter, whfoh formerly lay cqfr* 
ff Yab «  the *w« tivfk% it iq true that tfc* m *  ki«»elf
*( ujadorgqes a change. Fw the opportunity being given %  certym 
*J dispositions* which had been dormant, to e^ert themselves without 
u  restraint, they of course gather strength« By mean« of the pa* 
“  ceqdency which they gain, other part*, of the temper af« borne 
“ down, and thus an alteration is made In the whole structure and 
,<f system of the soul.” •
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pariaHyifa the latter, Tn whkh Dtf BMrabMNfes» that dfflb*. 
« m  o£ rijsrmnmtaigws-briags forth a discovery *£ the M i 
dhaaaetm, mbeetfiah operates'« radical- ahcrattan of -iti 
whilst at thr same dme* thare ie a  change, in to fat «kmc 
mk of fimhap» gens the ascendency ha the new atastkm which 
m M hhdrdU e k  «he oU. 1» Bulk) poverty, btbitl of 
virions pkaBUf£,int»xioetaon» anil the example of Hare, gave 
an ascendency to Destructiveness which in happier cuMttm* 
stantds it tBdhot'paaseM.
.; This «am «  highly utnw im i to the. Phrenologist,. and 
Khw o th rd lo t of cncSoroal uruuntaaccsi in briagiog’ nlto 
predominance different element» of the mhtd. We have He 
tar tadgbt, that A map cannot commit hdakf olio haa ail 
depot of Btoevokhce, far Ovefy individual has all theotgatt} 
but that a man'cannot commit cool murder Without pomes»* 
itg  Destructiveness largely developed, and here Destructive»- 
acM-ia-teay large- If it had braesmall, thiscase would 
hate Afforded« strong dbjlectiow gainst th«t organ, ‘heamiafe 
the psropensity would hare been manifested strongly wfcfcottt 
a corresponding development of the otgadi f t  h tn ed M  
Phreiologistd have hazarded the conjecture ae probable, A n  
if. the-taoml organs, pomese a»anfficiaat peedomiannoe la d h  
haer<Bestnirtivenfos and CWbMhoM^ tbeitthfidwl vOl 
not berajpeble of committing a defiberdtemorder whilcsaaos - 
but they have made no pratanaioos to tril tbaeMoet foofoHien  
of moral phwet which in given dtctanstutn will be sufficient 
to restrain a proa  development of the animal organa from 
abase. The present case is pregnant with instiuedwn on thia 
point. We perceive that a condderdHle degree of moral 
fading has bean as dust in the balance when weighed again« 
die excitement of the animal powers of Balky rtwrndated by 
the external temptations offered to them.

- Hhving hud before oar readers a phrenological sketch of 
the chsrsetar of Bark, as compared with his cerebral devsl* 
epment, we beg now to add a few remarks on the indications

m i  a x »  X A ftft. *< &
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th jli ofjiift tMwprtijm^
H b n ^ i W » y sere tU e irtd to ju irtan ily ih fad ,an d  i noraatij 
5 M$e2wes;aftaweiada (»nttrted.t^A .com panam iantba w np  
fa jtl^ lc a H iA e n b y M r.Jo se p h » w ith th a h a iB  en-.dnmip> 

^.¡ceflipb^ y totfaieaealiifreappiaraiim of « — t  
^ ja ld p d  9«, the,ah*ven scalp» esoapt along a  *— ginal lhm 
¿5 ¡front, where. H are. would ndfc.&Uaiw *he hairj tewbeM ot 
sw ay; bet. w e*  these 1»  ia-:figi.tbii> a* to.pa*eentne;ab< 
Ifrde,: 1 ; r - vi; i *i. i  «/.'•’ vine» m

A t a glance, the proportion of brain inithadowar l u i W i  
pft€t,.phere ibe organa of tbeiafesiar proptwntlieuUroanfaat. 
ed,;ia. perceived:? to. beveay great,. compaaed writh lb» t y a l  
lhehead,>of region‘of the organa, of;the nicrti aerUimpntaj 
.which ia low andtfiat,.indicating a y a p n A i io »  oft thaws1ft 
jshaad .g rovel liag orer the <higbar. fae«biw(ofllik*aood} 
T h e  organ o f AcquistiTenaH, which -lies *in'the~ temples^ ta d  
vhfeh gives the love of gain, ia very largeywnd utand »broad* 
ly i^ m u c h su rp a a e in g  the.aauaa pfcrt.evea in Jlnak*aia 
nsbow it,w as very ccnsideiabiK- 'Ibe- temposalAMacledied 
over it, and throws some difficulty in  the. w ay; .bat» snaking 
every allowance for its  thickness,. (which a* generally made, 
rat» 80-bigh.up»). tbe e rg a n is  unqeeaUeoabh^ vspy  hmg ti 
rEbe prominence which ifc«tttasMnBiiB»w;TiaamriraMig><hatMn 
inexperienced or aupcrfirijd observer aaigtoeaaiiy-aaafcwai 
itjw ith the QRgao of Ideality, wfcidh id: far from b ab y  b t gn 
ia b(are» and indeed.not mare than moderated ■ -N extto  -Am  
quiaitirreaeas, tbeorgana;af Bestnwtivseness, Gembetiveneeli# 
and Selfesteem  are the moat remarkable, fanning altagatbat 
a  combiaatknhof th elo w eato f ¡the propensities*- wfiich»tuii* 
guided as it wasi ia  H n v  b y  any considerable aadowment-of 
aaorfd «entiment, wM abundantly etnsng to>ia him fnrithb 
safetes an which he acted’an bm tal a  .parti T he hopeofgab» 
would be an inducement t«o Strong,far hispowferaofjseaiafc 
ance, no matter what the means were by which the end was 
to be, obtained. The- a g s a 'c f  -Benw fc ate rM A h A U y  
stnaUer.in Hare thenm .B urk ; and- it,!« wall known that ho
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w ib e w i—  froiM  end d^nsririg trftthe  two, B u rk inh id  
ednlM iseratm naM m ,'that'H are eouM deepeoundly after »  
mosder^bafcehafcheeooldv e tç whkdr iaefioste*lass o f th tf  
— ^ I f té f a y - ia  th e  ifw a u  titan ‘in  tfaehrttét; K u tV  
flum batiniam  ic lè »  latgm} wqd bisAJaatieiftness -rathe* 
— üar ihnW ierhlay n giving greater warmth « f  temper, beau 
É É a y to d  paoncntan tofigh*ing>;and b 'p n r f b t  Ai» having 
bean baa character, baa head, oh  being cropped for basting/ 
presented do fewer than six distinct scars, the remains of 
wounds enstaihed in his numerous .squabbles and fights, 
chiefly in tb e  dowgate. ' T héanterìor.lobeaf the brain, con
taining aha organs of intellect, is m uch ‘shorter and smaller 
than 'that of Baric, although when viewed in front it presents 
» raara pittpandM ad ■‘fiipwit, taaAnsay ad fan tobe well de
veloped. I t  p n e ta ts > no< indication of the acuteness and 
readinessby width Burk 'was distinguished even to the last.' 
In  short, the development o f H are turns Out to be as com»' 
plate a  kéy-to lue mental character as A d  of Burk has beetf 
shown to  be to Ins, andharm onraes in every respect with 
w hat is known bis manifestations. ‘ ‘ 1 " ' '
; This history strongly suggests the indispensable necessity 
of making arrangements to  withdraw the temptations Which 
iirianilati it tlrnham i prTnriplrn nf thrnr mi'ifn rintnrr to such 
uhpreeademdd excesses. -A -4 IM b U ^d ''v au ld  say, that’ 
(h A se n  ilSI B utks Snd f i i n  in ' sofefety^—¿timi is, indivi
duals who, While pTesttved from temptation, may past 
through tin  world withdut greet crimes» b u t in whom the1 
cSpebthty ex istso f sfondar atrocities, if  similar fitàfities are 
à&kded t&em. In  shoTt, th e ‘case before us is instructive, 
hi showing what a  particular combinatimi of human qualities 
is capable o f  performing in certain ‘circumstances ; and so-' 
ciety ought to udtè thè lessdn to' itsetf, that it ii its duty, by' 
means of education and rational institu tions» to  remove ex- 
cjararenttoorisraftpca-ausb wretches to the greatest possi
ble extent. T he wild c ty o f indignation, and the amazement 
of honor manifested by  the public, are mete ebullitions o f
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Seeling« which lead to nothing. I t  it  n cheep and easy w bj 
of being virtuous to express strong detestation o fric e ; but the 
true lesson to be learned from this dreadful and disgusting 
tragedy is to inquire into and remove the causes which gave 
¡t rise. . This is active practical goodness; the other is 
mere indulgence of excited feelings, fleeting as the day on 
which they arise, and leaving no trace behind after tim e has 
caused them to subride.

A R T IC L E  V.

PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.*

To ike Editor o f the Phrenoiogieed Jom nol.

Sir ,— Having observed, with much interest» the indisputable 
and undisguised manifestation of a number of the. phrenolo
gical faculties in a child of my own, now only seventeen 
months o ld ; and, farther, not having detected the manifesta
tion in her of any faculty not already forming part o f the 
phrenological analysis of the human m i n d I  am not w ithout 
ahope, that it may be interesting to you to hear what sort o f 
exhibitions I  did witness, that you may judge of . the justice 
of my reference of each to the primitive impulse, or impulses 
from which it appeared to me to spring. My attention was 
first led to this matter by observing the infant, whose gene
ral voice is unusually soft and gentle, begin, about ten months 
pf age, to growl like an offended dog, if her little sisters in
terfered with any thing she held in her hand, or in any 
pay thwarted or annoyed her. In  a few days, more she 
grasped her property firmly, and growled; and not long 
after I  saw her attempt to bite one of her sisters. These

* W e insert wfith gseet pleasure the Jbllosrng ceroaiunloatioft ftem  s m r M  
lady of much intelligence end talent, who has studied Phieaelogy fo i screak  
yean, and who, we know, applies it w ith'great success in the'education o f her 
hmtfy, from IS yesare ef age downwn de to 17 menths.
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wtagishodiy thoo**aifcnmin»a ,a*à Jm
çtsisük m m - Ito ck -æ  im w ft tat 
southing asa .wntHthMy*. emoingfemb, «ad jen&älcoiiy 
aras vfery palpably ¿atandad. bp*to appoopiitae «attrai .k »  
gangas fino«*» thad-beftw«nppasjtad {artet* forwiae rataatt 
•fois manag ah«. fisst facukie* m*mfe*ed,)-i» 4b«:d»eaii- «( 
attangm ,.ohdí tmritoey te tah&Bbirtannd uñate fear. C a t 
bMirmem appeared in thumping horwteÿaupanthetteUes» 
chain* or her siate»1 beads, if tbeyeame in tbs way. 4 i t  
k a m « »  was visible in bar attachment to be? nune and 
her father, and in her prtadoe.-. ofnareatiog and «van kissing 
of her «am aeoovd. These, with the earliest of all, the In* 
stm ctjbrjbod, were six innate primitive faculties, so fo*0 
of optabtoation, that they wnw ieawljr .distingwisbed ; and 
I was encouraged to watob for the other* with yet greater 
attention. ‘ Adqóisitìvet>ess, whwbformerly fxvsm *d pro- 
party, how desired to'haftdrs'it t the little hands ware hold 
out, palina uppermost, with the finger* working, manifesto 
tag impattano* to grasp and obtain the thing, ht eigh ty  
the vfcry pothógnotsy-ltìd.down in die phrOnOJogiOal bookfc 
At lfl merit Ite abo vtatid'jfeft àHow fahr watt»  to itouoh hoi 
botet, hbr'Shoe*, &e: though die 'did' notobjeet' to oMwr 
persons touching her property. 1 Irbii&ion òoòurtod early, 
oód gore‘rise to the imitation of actions, tonuda, and «ties of 
ammala, Mirthfithete, ór love of 'the LudicrotiSj Was m*» 
pifcsted iá hearty lough&r at tbe.'antics of her sisters, and 
Bttle ahsurditito which theyperformed fortbepurpbae; and 
Firmness, in pmrsevermgin her abject, fay boidiog aad-hnwh. 
iag;' mid also, in proportion ha memory, foctoafod» by 11% 
mind being with more difficnlty diverted from itsfirrt object* 
• .ftaididMhM» olas obvióte ib hfe* teidguáim  of allots, 
and ht the snions wtoaau gare of ineprirÿ when any thing 
new wnayMcaaBtedowfanrr-'jBhna' «h» netad in eembittioa 
with Iadhwbieiity.- .,8faa,tank..np; n piece of new nano» 
tapé, which, being tigbt-fbidndr «he mistook* forapoper tot 
light a taper with, (an operation, she had witnessed,).aad 
insisted upon having h lighted, tHl a folded paper was put
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into lor-other band. She loebed.uai[aa«*l, tt nihari' hmbj 
and threw away the tape. ®he libe# pictures in «  h m b f 
but does not seeuvto-discevna bM  from* bemt v e r y » » «  
mariy, though fochaows cat* doga, tMb, and banes, m ilk  
deaefty appeawd in distinguishingfoe different earn» aad 
places where persona aad «triage are 4a be found; aad 
Xwafuatfty in wmembering certain eombfaatiens of «in  
eumstanoes as leading to known events; for example, she 
one day bad her bonnet put on to  be taken oat, aad it earns 
on to rain ? -the screaming resistance she made to taking off 
the bonnet without walking was mob, that the name nbeo- 
krtelywas obliged to take berout for a minute or two under 
an umbrella, toappease her.
• •••-doionw aeon attraeted'har. iSffw was 'dinriagerished ;f e r  
foeputsasldeevery piece of bread o r  cake ferdte'krgoto ' 

Weight, or reeifltdnee, o r aainStinetive sc h p a th iie fn m  
cular efibrt<to the meehaaical'laws and perception of gravi
tation, was obviously-manifested in bar «darts to -preserve 
ber bslanee, and her mode «# wring nnd handing efcjetxs. 
One day, having let a piece of card spring feom her hand, 
aa she eOt uptrnm y knee» • die instantly raised both feet to 
prevent its feltings re <tlw ground* aad aueeeedsd* l>huvn 
abodeen her support a  tUpful o f shells' by the smfte means. 
She «laps her hands in Time to  marie, and mooes her feet 
a r her bead. - She has often tried the whole three movements 
at once ; but being nnable to do this, and also to keep time, 
foe combined «foot seemed not to be satisfactory, and she 
returned to  endr separately. Number has appeased in  com- 
plaints until the known complement of a  set of tayais set be
fore her.
, T w u  has showed itself by ber distinctly humoring a  bar or 
«wo of several airs played by her oaten on the pbrnodorte. 
L'leiaiy heard her com edy neeompany foe nates «T an a ir 
while bet sister-played i t ; not more, howeOer, than twt> ham 
awe yet aimmpled by her. She has the fixed stare of iffes* 
dm- when any thing very novel »  preeaotedte her. A io ta  
Was played to her, and for a few seconds Fear was the pre*-
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afW tedee, Mid lMirii Many annntaa Jh ja  fcaliag -aa> «1» 
etobnl her,- that *».eeeeed uaeqatoiOuataad iaaeaaihlett» 
T a m  ftmgmî gr, although ahe.eamealy. diatiotely arifcto 
b a t <* papa,” may beaud.tft.fa« aarfag* a t ahefana  that nmiad 
• f  «event momU, «Hiieii«M wftvea»ty e£«Bies;-itiia>4uile 
«ay  to  diatiagnaeh hrnmaaaingJby haraam d», nhhrtigh — 
mmnI he tttw y ttil, end ahofaae a a nctiod to  nnamnpaiy -the 
aouad. IC ahedaaina to got upau ira , theA eadoadjutof 
toe thae*m «p*«td*;ifdtoto ataitofthi! w tob ¡body b  beat 
d n ram id i: if  th a t t o a u e a  t a M i  Ito a lH M lac iM l 
gnatkioaas. X haeritoof a da w d »  d d i f f p h tia i» d  • 
approbation, of joy, of grief, or.ffris enialMWj -erg aUdfat 
finrt intitiitjifti Bhi4h rtftf 1hHcwl B ju tiiir iM u ta fti

n o t undemanding of words spafaeu to her, • t- 
' T h en  h J b aanfnM  »  ¿ t - h in to a e f  a n n «  i f *  
ttatarfallnnodotb a, ebe ie deauototokimandpafchetvootog 
aeft,u>aBiwbi«b cnpaem her detunto aoQtbe. fltovJ’Htfqwei 
gtm tivm eot  ritljgbtnia a,dolly wbfehahe baabee to ak ep taad  
toother tafiaata aha »bato n po tw ijiag  ran  «afnadingandbit»  
ingftbem. ¿ana gf  dgprortirtlpay aftthntahnai'to tfrc«»wdgy 
tos-plejangwith a  couple o f.n d> pato iad .« ii^ to4eiiH ii4  
eoetow  «tab arM, ehiflhi^eTOiber great delight. Hepaufcw 
jeiaadin appla>diog>tb« tuaueeuwe, b u t fan father 'tm  oh» 
serving, the thnw  her head to one aide upon the shoulder» 
in  the efattikah*» patfeognoeay «f the fatuity* a*d-ea£ed 
“  papa, pepe r-in « 'm att ao6dtot|8,.ttiiweanag, aoft toaeof 
voaee, holding u p  her aam tohito»- ffawn thia feat afe:atr 
tempts to put every gay thing upon h «  own penon. Aoee- 
neMm  M olta*  gnfltlj ddighto IwQ ib ie i l l i  nttouiog
toil« 1« thare apt W  I d t$ iif y 'm tfapdfffciog hn—Iff 
• Mifiiip I  •febould wiypflflf/iff «  tionitiiufj^im viih i[y 
moat the whole faaaltioa, in the decided ooBaidMPUoo of bar, 
eefafand of aefaody else. An -infant iethe moat iaeaoiphl»of 
ty iaats; we a n  oempalled to  obey its degree.
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variable amoral language. &% , Tha m m  phenomena af
ford. w ry gratifyingpeoof, that Phrenology is a eonrecf eft* 
petition of tbs primitive faculties of the human m indj f e f l  
cannot seehaw I  could have been drawn byany of the old 
catalogues of fiteuldes to  observe my infants mantfesMfidai 
a t all.- Tbe.impulses act in so yoimg a flattest M undiagubi* 
edly, and I  think, too, so simply if'S tall in cembinuCirts faat 
then  is so  aoistaking their distinctive phases. 4tMy, i f  I  
have distinctly traced tbo separate and ssttd d M d  action of 
t t  out of 85 faculties in the f a t  seventeen months of life, -it 
is t o m e a  very satisfactory OasCrgr to tbo objection, that (tit 
phnmafagical primitive power* are too au n em n  to be trim  
A ad,A u% , Tbe obunvatioa  of so early a-manifestation Of 
faoahaes would tend to improve the educative pm n  r f  fab 
son vim  are tbo earliest-' guardians o f  our specie* and enaMb 
them to pot m practice tin  most efficient and delightful in*

1 am, Itm ■ ■ • •
- A  Moths*.

• t j

A R TIC LE P I.

VISIT 7 0  DR G*IX- _,s

{From a Communication to fag Birmingham Journal.)

M ow of ua find soma amaseitiPdt ini tracing,, on Fancy’s 
tabWt,. fae pqrirmt of npeveon a£ whom we base heard much, 
and particularly after we have read many etf tbe works of an 
author» but with «hem we hsvt had no peradnai aoqoalnU 
awe. I t  gwoiaUy happens, hausver^thalouc portrait isnot 
com et, when ua compare it with the osigiaal. Thus it was 
with myself. I  found. Dr Gall (in 18£6)to be a man of 
middle stature, of an outline) waU^Mpeetienedr~bo was fain 
and ntfhni rnllidii attd ixMMflflfedft ffninirkirif' fcfnd Midi rW it

• r >
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Tftnpoffif a . * - iri^isfii'riii■■ UdriAln 
iy p <piffl> - Bi$ TtitiHtiHWff Tiwt| iaw|nlrnblfji ijiî  faitim i 
ftipqgly marked Mid rather Jargriy* daiutd.of  nememmq 
JEhegeneral impression that a firat^anoe mm. nalnnlmrd <■ 
Opnvrty would, that Dr Gall was a  .man af.orignmlhy*ad
dbotb of muA nhnynirMT muflh .udmitv* sj||M Q te!U i
mteept«ad tofleubUity ofdesign. .......
I A^er presenting my letters afintrodo<&iaa4ahim.at samn 
«'clock in the morning, lie showed m*.iato a re«», , the mails 
if.which ;Wero ««yered with Jbud>cag«a» .awL .the. iaae.a tt 
deg»> «riifc to* . Observing that Imas. smprised attheiwam 
her of his; companions, he observed, “ AH pad. Fe^Hshmeg 
take me for a birdcatchec; IanJHjmyoafbcLsinprisadthdt 
K am not somewhat differently .made to.anye£yui» and that 
I  ff|pHy my ftinflp tftlkiftg.to ffi11!
in. their dlaptrittionalike m auanA-iflbeyfeae faufof amte 
consequence, the peculiarity of their <*■«■»*«-■ —»1* *>—* 
been as well delineated. Do you think," said he^tuming Ins 
eyes to two .beautiful dogs at his feet, which were endeavour* 
ing to grin his attention, “ do you think that these littlepsta 
poescss pride and uaaity like m u ?" «* Yes," baaiii, “ I have 
remarked their vanity frequently." “ We will call both feel
ings into action," arid bo;. ho. then, caressed the whelp, and 
took it into his arms;—“ mark his mother's offended pricks" 
said, he, as she was walking quietly across the chamber to her 
mâ ; “ doyoutiunkshetriU.came.ifl eaU-bpr?̂  “ Qj^ype," 
I answered. “ No, not at alL" He made the «**■—p* but 
she heeded not the hand she had so earnestly endeavour- 
edto libk but an instant before. ** ghe wiH not q m fan n t
todays" arid the doctor. .......................
■: Ha;theo :daaurjb>d to ma the pecnltsilty of ssany of-kil 
birds, n od i wna astonished to find tlmi h® SMWed̂ famihit 
also with their- diapoiition» (if I may be ahMfi>‘(he)iNjfdi) 
«•-Do-you think a.mm'« time would be wasted 
land? Yon-are •  weiilthy amt a powerful* OMtietr, and-« 
tbng as tbeequiKbrium. ekhts betweetoUke
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ìwmùb ? but-Uiis tiefver has, hbr cannot, exisibeyorid acer- 
tflfefftriock -Sndtis y m t industry; Utimaiàtéd by the love of 
grifly thus yone whde lHfc itf spun otit before you* are aware 
fc s 's fe e th r turiflng, and sohigfoly do you value commerce, 
A lt Iretm ds in the pfatcfe Of Seff-kno^rledge, and ah acquaint
ance with Nature and her immense laboratory.19

I  was delighted with this conversation; he seemed to me to 
take a wider view in the contemplation of man than any other 
person with whoth T h'aéPWver ycòiiversed; 4 During breakfast 
he frequently fed theifttle suitors, who approached as near as 
their iron bars would admit; ,4You see they ail know me," 
said he, “  and will feed from 'my hand, except this black
bird, who must gain his morsrf by steahh before he eats it ; 
we wil! retire ari instant, àttd in our absènbè be trill take the 
bread." On our return we found he had secreted it in a 
corner of his cage. > I  mention these; otherwise uninteresting, 
anecdotes to showbòw mòdi D r Galt had studied the'pecu
liarity of‘the fenndler animals. ' '

A fter our hreakfitst he showed me his extensive coReethm, 
wMehl fimj'is purchased by an Englishman ;+ and thus end
ed my first visit to the greatést nrOWrt philosopher th a t E u
rope has produced ; to a man; than whtrtri few 'were' Over 
more ridfcaled, add few ever pursued théfr befit mòre deter- 
mhiately despite its effects ; to a man, Whotdofae effected more 
efcdngé ih menta! 1 phflbsophy than perhaps atiy predecessor? 
to a man, who suffered more perteditftm, and yét possessed 
mòre pManthfbpyJ than most philosophers.

Iu  comparing the characters o f two men who, from their 
associated labours, are generally spoken of at the samfe time; 
we might say of D r Gall that he possessed the greater genius, 
White D rjSpiirzheirn is the m ost'acute rtastihét. To the 
former wè are indebted for the discovery of a new dbetririe;

. i .......  • — »    ..............  mi  ■ !■« ■ f n i » ■ . I ' - " -

* This statement is incorrect. Dr Gall's collection, wc understand, is 'not 
y a a ^ o i t i  of.—Bw t q x  . . .
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to the lettor for ito adaptation to useful pusposem •-•Gstt-asto* 
niahed us by die easiness of-his’ssbease a t totoilpM isiyliy, 
Spureheàa by the attractions with which he- e je o j - i t  
Geli poesosnod all the genius that oowmandt ■ respect» anal 
Sporaheim the amiability of cbspootkxiAhat «cer-etanmselt'

Binningtaun, S ep t.1#.
i

\ • ’ * • l * ■* ♦ 4

A R T IC L E  V II. • '
■* i i

DISCOURSE PRONOUNCED OVER THE TOMB OF DR GALL.
27TH AUGUST, 1828, BY DR F09B&T9.

• . . ' ' i

Gentlemen,—I f, on the present occasion,- yeu-rettark any  
disorder in  my ideas, it is because I  am too strongly agitated 
by the emotions of my heart. The vivacity of'the sentiments 
which I  entertained toward s'the great-mad whom we have just 
lost, is such as to deprive'me of d ie  power to-render Um a  
homage’worthy of bis memory. - W hat an iri-eparAble blank 
do I  perceive id die scientific world by the death o f one man! 
—a blank which will -long be felt by all tfce fritted* o f eosane 
and of sound philosophy. -But what a  man bave we lost'! what 
a genius was h is ! what a  happy organicalioa Nature had 
given him ! Yes! D r Gall was one o f those privileged-in
dividuals whom the Creator sends upon the earth-atthe m  
tfrrval of ages, to  teach- ns bow far human inteUigsoostean 
reach! . ,

Born in a small village of the Grand Dutchy of Baden, 
(his father a respectable merchant,) our 'friend d id  not si» 
oeive in the first' yens of his life any careful -education, ,or 
any particular direction to the study of science. But-hie 
natural genius carried him into the country, and into- the 
forests, to make obecrvatkms on butterflies, insects, bird», 
and the other tribes of the animal kingdom. Tbche- were



tire‘amusements of bis infancy. ■ In  this wanner* without 
tiBrtwng- thatw reh « —in to  «»natural history existed, he 
had gained wn «mount of positive knowledge which other ohil- 
d M  ofh isow «  age>in large towns -acquire only after much 
study and by the asSistanceof teachers. This spirit of ob
servation was the key which opened to him the way to his 
future discoveries. He was ignorant that any theory of men
tal philosophy then prevailed in the schools; but he had re
marked among his’eompaaiw»  ths eeuwwitBoce of different 
faculties with different forms of the head and positions of 
the eyes. The progress, of h is drat observations and of his 
first ideas was impeded from the beginning by ideas acquir
ed from the wheel». This was te have been expected, for 
they were ¡»•appesijtiep tO’bis own experience. Regard him 
as placed in such a position, and think what an effort it must 
have teqtured to  forsake the beaten p a th ! Memory, ima
gination, judgment» and attention, were announced to him 
as .tire primitive) powers of the m ind; but when he turned to 
nature» 'insteadiof .these, he found distinct and determinate 
talents,—*a talent for art, >er for M use, a propensity to con- 
tXadkt o r to  fight, *  sentiment of pity, atm  feeling of adora
tion« • I t  became netessary- for him to pass from abstract 
generality th tbe  positive add; defined, and he did so by adher- 
ing> with .firmness to hta accumulated but aa yet empirical ob
servation. •• I t  is, gentlemen, in- the establishment of these 
principles, in the determination iff the differences between 
ths general attributes and the fundamental faculties of the 
mind, that the first merit of D r Gall's philosophical researches 
consists. By this, he is widely removed from all the pbilo- 
aspbuM who have preooded him, arid he has created a  new 
philosophy xff.'the human faculties. H is new. ideas will be 
appreciated .by posterity very differently from what they are 
by has ootempomries. Moat, even o f those who have atudied 
the works of our learned philosopher, have imperfectly dis
tinguished their essential merit and importance. Gall, after 
having-fised, by the most determined perseverance, and the
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even kings, honoured him with their approbation, and as
sisted with interest at his physiological demonstrations. Me
dals were struck at Berlin in honour of him.

Arrived at Paris towards the end of 1807, he immediately 
gave public lectures at the Royal Athenaeum. The French 
savads listened to him with the same interest as those of Ger
many had done, and the celebrated Corvisart was, among 
others, one of his most enthusiastic admirers. But, a las! 
an absolute ruler governed France at that epoch, and he 
held philosophy in horror. Nothing more was required to 
induce the courtiers, and some literary men, whose minds 
were as pliant as their spines, to declare themselves the ene
mies of the doctrines broached by the German doctor. 
Hence the ridicule and the ignoble pleasantry which degrad
ed the Journal de tEm pire and most of the secondary jour
nals of Paris,—most unworthy means certainly of discussing 
a science so important as that which treats of the powers of 
theinind and functions of the brain,—means which never 
reached the elevated mind of the philosopher against whom 
they were employed, but which contributed greatly to pre
vent the study and propagation of the truths which Gall 
had announced. A t last, however, his works appeared, and 
several of his eminent cotemporaries hastened to do him jus
tice, and still follow the line of investigation so successfully 
marked out by him.

But, I  imagine, I  hear some one exclaim,—“ W ith such
“ claims to our respect and admiration, what were his titles in so- 
“  ciety ?—did he wear any of those distinctive marks which vanity 
“  so often erects into proofs of merit ? was he a member of the Io- 
“  stitute ?" Such titles, gentlemen, are too common now-a-days,
and too partially distributed, and Gall’s merit was infinitely 
superior to them. By his discoveries he has himself given 
rise to academies and to learned societies, which are now 
spread over different regions of the earth, from Edinburgh 
and London, even to Washington and Philadelphia in 
America, and to Calcutta in Asia. Where is the man who 
in his lifetime could boast of a success equal to this P Have



most multiplied observations, the principles of the new phi
losophy, passed on to the examination of the brain. In  the 
medical schools, he had heard discussed the functions of the 
liver, of the stomach, of the kidneys, and of all the other 
parts of the body, but never had heard those of the brain 
explained. I t  was then that his attention was specially direct
ed to the brain, and that be carried on, simultaneously, his 
philosophical and anatomical researches. You know the 
result,, or rather the world knows it. The brain, which, 
before Gall, was a pulp, a shapeless mass, was demonstrated 
to be the most important organ in existence; its true struc
ture was discovered, and the unfolding of the cerebral con
volutions was announced and demonstrated to the philoso
phers of astonished Europe. The brain was recognised as 
the sole and indispensable organ for the manifestation of the 
faculties of the mind. I t has been proved, by the aid of phy
siology, of comparative anatomy, and of pathology, that the 
brain cannot be a single and homogeneous organ, but must 
be an aggregation of several organs with properties common 
to them all, and with specific qualities peculiar to each. 
After the demonstration of these truths, D r Gall was en
abled to point out the situation of these organs in the brain, 
and the possibility of ascertaining their respective functions 
by the greater or less development of certain cerebral parts. 
Such is an abridgment of the discoveries of the incomparaUe 
man whose loss we deplore. He professed his doctrine at 
Vienna, where he practised honourably the medical art, 
when ignorance, hypocrisy, and perfidy, which have always 
a ready access to power, prevailed in obtaining a prohibition 
against his announcing the truths which he had discovered. 
Upon this he quitted Vienna, and, during two years and a 
half, accompanied by his pupil and friend, D r Spurzbeixn, 
he travelled over the north of Europe, Saxony, Prussia, 
Bavaria, Switzerland, Holland, and Sweden; ultimately he 
came to Paris, and settled there. During his travels the 
most distinguished philosophers of Germany, princes, and
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even kings, honoured him with their approbation, and as
sisted with interest at his physiological demonstrations. M e
dals were struck at Berlin in honour of him.

Arrived at Paris towards the end of 1807, he immediately 
gave public lectures at the Royal Athenaeum. The French 
ssvads listened to him with the same interest as those of Ger
many had done, and the celebrated Corvisart was, among 
others, te e  of his most enthusiastic admirers. But, alas i 
an absolute ruler governed France at that epoch, and he 
held philosophy in horror. Nothing more was required to 
induce the courtiers, and some literary men, whose minds 
were as pliant as their spines, to declare themselves the ene
mies o f the doctrines broached by the German doctor. 
Hence the ridicule and the ignoble pleasantry which degrad
ed the Journal de tEm pire and most of the secondary jour
nals of Paris,—"most unworthy means certainly of discussing 
a science so important as that which treats of the powers of 
the mind and functions of the brain,—means which never 
reached the elevated mind of the philosopher against whom 
they were employed, but which contributed greatly to pre
vent the study and propagation of the truths which Gall 
had announced. A t last, however, his works appeared, and 
several of his eminent ootemporaries hastened to do him jus
tice, and still follow the line of investigation so successfully 
marked out by him.

But, I  imagine, 1 hear some one exclaim,—** W ith such
“ claims to oar respect and admiration, what were his titles in so-
“  ciety ?—did he wear any of those distinctive marks which vanity 
“ so often erects into proofs of merit ? was he a member of the Io- 
"  stitute ?" Such titles, gentlemen, are too common now-a-days,
and too partially distributed, and GalPs merit was infinitely 
superior to them. By his discoveries he has himself given 
rise to academies and to learned societies, which are now 
spread over different regions of the earth, from Edinburgh 
and London, even to Washington and Philadelphia in 
America, and to Calcutta in Asia. W here is the man who 
in his lifetime could boast of a success equal to this ? Have
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Socrates, Aristotle, Galileo, and Bacon, when alive, witness
ed any parallel to this ? Shade of my departed friend, in 
spite of some contrarieties which you met with in life, I  shall 
always console myself in thinking that on earth you were 
happy.

As yet, gentlemen, I  have spoken only of the-man o t ge
nius, of the profound philosopher, but in our loss we have 
something more to regret. I  have not alluded to the quali
ties of his heart, to the deep sentiment of justice» and* the 
warmth and constancy of benevolence, by whickbe waa dis
tinguished. Time does not permit me to dwell upon all 
these qualities; but artists, young physicians, and many un
fortunate persons of every condition, now testify by their 
tears the loss erf a benefactor; and they do not expect soon 
to meet with another man who will lavish kindness with less 
ostentation and greater readiness, good-nature, and simpli
city. These cannot sufficiently deplore his death, but they 
will make way for a moment to those rich patiente, to princes, 
to the representatives of kings, whom his art restored to 
health, and allow them to bear witness before posterity how 
often D r Gall came to implore their aid in solacing and as
sisting unfortunate but deserving men of talent, -whom his 
own means were inadequate to relieve. Let these person
ages tell us too whether Gall ever solicited their protection 
for himself, or if he did not always beg it for others I And 
you also, relatives and friends who have lived with him in 
the intimacy of domestic life, add your voice to mine, and 
say, if ever he refused his help to a suffering being ? But» 
alas! we must now separate for ever from all that remains 
of this excellent m an; and, after having known him, hew 
cruel is such a separation! A dieu! my excellent friend, in
comparable genius! Thy memory will live among men -so 
long as history shall exist; and thou wilt live in my heart so 
long as I  shall have life. A dieu! then, for the last time. 
* '<eu!
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mind.-wiU.he as entice as ever. .These observations would 
go to,.prove that mania, monomania, hypochondriasis, &c. 
aco/oprpereal ¿¿«esses, and that.we should first endeavour to 
mampet tbe physical incapacity of the. injured organs,and 
aftmwwfda-cwuftan die . cure by ragmen sod-moral restraint-. 
.. B ut while we give our eordial assent to the outline of the 

^ystem.advocated hy the Phrenologists, yet :we are by no 
means.certain, that .the localities they, have pitched on as the 
organa chiefly, «oocerped. in- the evolution of the «dad, if we 
« ay  so. spealf, ,»re¿»erect; because, in thefkflt place, it is. 
very pgobahle.that i t  may require the cooperation of.two or 
moreorgap». to, express «wen the most, «iinple,idea t and, se
condly, Irea lly d o , tfcinkit would require an immensity .of 
observation, and» comparison of heads, of every, size and form, 
besides dissections of cases such as tbe present, before even 
thefuoctionof a  single. poitiou of . the brain could be per
manently established, and for more before the whole of tbe 
organs composing the .brain could be reduced into anything 
likea>ayatenk. ,i .

The Phrenologists have greatly injured themselves by 
their pertinacity in adhering to a y s te m fo r, instead of mak
ing observations, and- recording facts to serve as materials 
for. some future building of the science,, they have a t once«*- 
swuad <that. that r  work.os sopeafactss ta  be pnaetically use- 
ful. Now this rapidity of perfection- h is never nbtarwrd 
with spy of the sciences depending on. observation»—a re
mark of i which the science of medicine affords many a. me
lancholy example., . . .
. aQiA,4priI„l828. , ., .

• I • 1 • . . .
. . Remarks by the Editor.

.A bout six mouths ago we were faveuned,,withes account of 
the preceding case by a phrenological correspondent in Gupar, 
Who, had. known the deceased, and been present .at the exami
nation o f tbe. body after death. Since, that titne, however, 
thfe preceding more complete history 'o f  it has been pub-
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n  poaribiev now tog«

his belief, hot avowed it openly, and 
U s best friends and;

state of alarm. His nights in 
disturbed, and bei 
bedidtleep, he was «ormeatad-by 
other atninge phantasms. His notion of < 
was, -that certain individuals, who had aw adtipnlhy 
could wieldat wiU an iad iin i m i liW of so 
nature as to d e fine bhn of- every- kind-of 
keep him in a caothraal state of diaromfoti awd

He invested then im w ii» , as he eallad them, with vaat 
power.- No place was proof against their malignity »nor could 
distance restrain it. He went to Paris in the year 18S2, with 
the view of escaping from it, bat he foand its mdoenec 
there as great is at-hoaser- He frequently during the right 
could hear his enemies planning schemes far bis annoyance. 
In bis iangmation-they had nrourse to every k isi d  wr. 
meet which tbe -moet wicked and inqniaitoiwd minds could 
invent, -and-ward inexorable and persevering tin tfacirattncka. 
In thwnight.tatoe, far example, they , would mat-on Uabraaat 
with the weigkt of atnUlstone, deprive him. of deep, disturb 
his digestion, lack, up hit bowels, 8m. -be.; at ethar tunes 
they would stimulate the bladder and rectum, so powerfully 
and so immediatelŷ  thathe had not time to undress, himself; 
andousome occasions they would take such unwarrantable 
liberties with bun*-that ke was compelled, in •«alMrfanse, to 
roar out loudly, bywhich be thought ho obtained a rdaaa- 
tiaa of annoyance. Several rimes he nsadeappUcatioetothe 
local authorities to control their -malignity, and even took



boité Am*n some of his acquaintances that they should coast 
to disturb In s; Oo all other subjects, to m g atiu n a l mag. 
netisto, his j  adossent was souad, and iadeed is  reasoning ho 
esineed much acuteness« a  stratiget, in abort, when thé pa* 
«uKar-subject was not agitated, could not detect any d in g  
unusual about him. Latterly, hdweTer, he complained of an 
impairm ent'ia memory, and that of a  peculiar kind. H i 
could not neoUsot-the words he was accustomed to express 
his idea» in » he would therefore stop during speesh and la
bour for them ; be seemed to peronve them as it were in his 
mind, but could net get hie recollection to  lay hold on them. 
H e continued in this state for savers! years, without appa. 
rently suffering in health, or losing much flesh. .

About ft year before bis death be bad seven! attacks of 
pneumonia of the left side. On these occasions, though se
riously ill, these was considerable difficulty in getting him to 
submit to medical treatment. Having a  great aversion to 
medicine, he considered it  in bis case os useless and inert, 
and by no means calculated to remove the cause. A t these 
times the only Chance of success with him was, to adm it bis 
premises, but to draw very opposite oanclutions W iththiS 
view we weeded to bis notions about animal dmgnetisnnand 
held, that, so long as its influence was applied to the body 
generally, its effects were innocuous ; b u t so soon as so pow
erful a  stimulant was for any length of tim e directed upon 
any tingle organ, the result could not be otherwise tban hurt- 
ftil, « id  would terminate in inflammation. In  tins manner, 
tbough -he pertinaciously retailed  bis opinion as to its cause, 
he would allow us to cotta bat its supposed effects, and sub
mitted to be bled, blistered, &c. &c.

Hor several months before he died be had a  short dry 
cougb, wcompanied with a sibilous sonorous respiration; he 
complained also of a  severe pain in’ the back, with an oppres
sion and- tightness across the chest, which he compared to an 
iron girdle. H e was greatly dispirited, and Confined Iffift- 
edf very much to the bouse. H is pubs' (unless when hfr
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of coarse to scout it as nonsense, and to rail at him for al
lowing so vague a chimera to disturb his thoughts; but s t t t  
the idea gained ground, and in a  few years took so firm a  
hold of his imagination, that what was formerly merely ad
m itted as possible, nowbeeame matter of serious truth and 
cause of apprehension. H e no longer attempted to «m oral 
his belief, but avowed it openly, and ■ even accused some of 
his best friends and acquaintances of bring necessary to keep
ing him under its influence,' and holding him in n can tbu il 
state of alarm. H is nights in fconsfequenoe became greatly 
disturbed, aadhe'sridom  obtained any Satisfactory rest I f  
he did sleep* he was tormented by oppressive dreams and 
other strange pharitasms. His notion of animal magnetism 
was, -that certain individuals, who had ah' antipathy to him, 
could wield-at. will'on uS iiitm  uvcr  Hlaa. o f so malignant s  
nature as to deprivehiin. o f every- kind- of -enjoyment,-and 
keep-him in a continual state of discomfort-and> anxiety.

H e invested these tnuinfife», as he called them, with vast 
power. No place was proof against their malignity,> nor could 
distance restrain it« - He went to Paris in-the year 1880; with 
the view of essaping from it, but he fband its influence 
tbereusgreat as at-home.- - He frequently during the night 
could hear his enemies planning schemes for- his annoyance. 
In  hi» imagmatkm they bad recourse to  every kind-of-tor- 
meat which-the most wicked and inquisitorial/minds could 
invent;-and were inexorable aad persevering-in th rir attacks. 
In  the- night-time, for example, they would rest-oa hisbreast 
w iththe weight of a  millstone, deprive him of sleep, disturb 
his digestion,  lock, up his bowels, &c. h e .; a t «¿hr-rim es 
they would stimulate the bladder and rectum, so powtaftdiy 
and so immediately, that-he had not time to undress himself; 
and on some ioeoaaisna they would take such unwarrantable 
liberties with him, that he was compelled, in •sdf«dtfense,-to 
soar out loudly, by which be thought he obtained a  relaxa
tion of annoyance. Several times he made application to the 
local authorities to control their-m alignity, and even took
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bond (iota some of bis acquaintances that they should cease 
to disturb him. On «11 other subjects» 'saving animal mag
netism, his judgment was sound, and indeed in reasoning he 
evinced much acuteness« a stranger, .in short, when the p *  
euhar subject was not agitated, could not detect any thing 
unnsual about him. Latterly, however» ha complained of an 
im plem en t in memory, and that of a  peculiar kind. H e 
could not reeollect the words he waa accustomed to express 
his ideas in ; he would therefore step during speech end la. 
hour Sor them.; he seemed to.pereeive them as it were in his 
mind, but could net get his recollection to  lay hold on them. 
H e continued in this state for several years, without appn. 
rently suffering in health, or losing much flesh.

About a  year before his death he had several attacks of 
pneumonia of the left side. On these occasions, though se
riously ill, diere was considerable difficulty in getting him to 
submit to medical treatment. Having a great aversion to 
medicine, he considered it in his case as useless and inert, 
and by no means calculated to remove the cause. A t these 
times the only Chance of success with him was, to admit bis 
premises, but to draw very opposite conclusions. W ith this 
view we aeeeded to hie notions about animal dugnetienaand 
held, that, so long aa its influence was applied to the body 
generally, its effects were innocuous; but so soon as sopo#, 
««ful a  ftimuhmt was for any length of time directed upon 
any tingle organ, the result could not be otherwise than hurt* 
fol, and would terminate in inflammation. In  this manner, 
though be pertinaciously retained bis opinion as to its canse, 
he would allow us to combat its supposed effects, and sub* 
mkted to be bled, blistered, foe. tic.

Pur several months before he died he had a short dry 
cough, accompanied with a sibilous sonorous respiration; he 
complained also of a severe pain in' the back, with an opprcs- 
sion and tightness aero« the chest, which he compared to an 
iron girdle. H e was greatly dispirited, and confined Iffin- 
self very much to the house. His pulse (unless when h r
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web labouring under one of his inflammatory attacks, When 
it was hand end quick,) felt always soft, equable, deep^tntetf1, 
and feeble» but never intermittent. The sound of theThfcait 
was hardly penwptible, but its contractions oppeftfed Tegu
lar. The lower portion of the left breast and back sottadeff 
fleshy on percussion, and »the respiration in- these 'places* Wife 
not perceptible by the stethoscope; but higher ti jVafcd <0^  
posite the bifurcation of the trachea, it was sibilant and'saoerJ 
ous. I t  was considered. that, in addition to monomania,'he 
laboured under chronic-bronchitis, with somebepaiisation o f 
the lower portion of the left lung; and from  the t reatment 
applicable to these* he derived relief, though the noisy respi
ration never left him. * ' '

On the day o f his death he had invited a  -few friends to 
dine with him. They had assembled, and all was'ready, 
when suddenly their worthy host was seined with coughing, 
hawking, and spitting of blood, which increased so rapidly, 
and came-forth in such vast quantity* that in a few minutes* 
being unable to expel it, he died suffocated.

Dialecticn.—T he extreme suddenness and singularity o f 
his death created a  desire on the part • o f his acquaintance* 
that the cause of it should be ascertained ; I  therefore exa
mined the body in company with Drs Grace and Spens. 
The body was. not emaciated, there being a considerable 
quantity of fat in the cellular membrane. Id  the cavity Of 
the abdomen we could discover nothing unusual, unless that 
the liver was considered larger than natural, but not diseased 
in  structure. In  the chest, after the sternUm and cartilages 
of the ribs were removed, we found about a pint of fluid 
blood in each of its cavities. There was interlobular adhe
sion of the left'lumg, but none between the pleura coetatis 
a n d p sk o ttik . Its  inferior lobe felt hepatmed and com
pletely gorged with blood, the bronchi and air-cells being 
filled with it. After tying the blood-vessels in 'th e  neigh
bourhood of the heart, we endeavoured to remove the trachea, 
bronchi, and.both lungs, from the cavity of the chest, in order
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to  gvreus.moreroM a to tmee thesoareeefibtood^'Indtm fg 
this.«» discovered a large aneurism of the* descending ihorftJ 
cic aorta. t I th a d  its seat in tbat-eenel immediately- aftterir 
gives .off the left subclavian, coo taioedabow « pound e f fl- 
brinaM -m atterin casmeMrie layer* occupieddie whole cy- 
liaderu^ the-tube, and pressed' strongly on the roots of the 
broaobiand on the v o ttb rn e f  the back, so th a ta  consider- 
able, porkers of the vekebrse-was ended  and absorbed. Ota 
minutely, its connexions 'with the surrounding
partvm *-found a large openiag oowrminicating'w iththe left 
haonohial branch-ofitbe trachea, the rupture into: which su f
ficiently explained the mukdeoaeae -of death, and tbepveseac* 
iff blood in that tube and other parts of. the -lungs. The 
right luugt thonghifiUed nth-bloody was otherwise perfectly 
healthy.

W e opened the corky of the cranium, and observed with 
some.attention the condition of the brain. The reins on its 
surface, and particularly where they entend the longitudinal 
onus, were very turgid w ith blood; but this we considered as 
accidental, and arising from-the suffocating® aimer of death. 
There was an inflammatory deposit, apparently of old stand
ing, under the arachnoid coat, with- thickening of- the mem
brane itself, and adhesion to th e  .parts beneath -for about- the 
space of an inch and a half in length,- and- one in breadth, 
on each side of the longitudinal stilus, midway between the 
crista gaiii and the level of. the coumeneement of-the lateral 
sinuses. The cortical substance of the brain uoder-tbw spat 
waa not changed.» appearance, or altered in structure. W e 
conld observe no other morbid alteration in any part of 
the membranes or of the brain proper, either as to softening 
or hardening, or other morbid change. Nor. was there any 
watery deposit in the lateral ventricles, or -any -thiekeoing o f 
their lining membrane. The cerebellum, tmb&r wmmlan, 
mtthiJIn obiongata, and alL the nerves issuing from the brain, 
appeared to be perfectly natural.

Remarks.— W e have seen from tbc dissection that our pa-
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tieetlaboured under not only an illuaory complaint, but also 
under a serious organic disease, which escaped detection 
during life. This is one of the misfortunes to which people 
in his condition ore liable. They feel a variety of imaginary 
sensations, sufficiently intense for the time, but, from their 
evanescence and sudden change of character, they are little 
regarded either by the patient himself or his attendants.

% Occasionally, however, these deceptive symptoms are mixed 
with those arising from actual disease; and it is from a com
bination of this kind that arises the difficulty of separating 
the true from the false; but whenever they begin to assume 
a  permanency of character and situation they ought to be 
considered as real, and demanding attentive consideration. 
For example, the fixed burning pain which my patient long 
complained of in his back, and a sharp lancinating pain which 
he referred to the left ventricle of the heart, 'were both evi
dently owing to disease; the first caused by the erosion of 
the vertebrae of the back from the pressure of the aneurism, 
and the latter to inflammation of the lower portion of the left 
lung. Y et it is remarkable that both these pains frequently 
subsided and disappeared for days and weeks, and were suc
ceeded by others of an anomalous character. Here, there* 
fore, the distinction between the true and false symptoms ri 
not so easily draw n; and when the patient labours under a 
misapprehension of the nature of his complaint, and attri
butes all his feelings to some uncommon cause, as in the 
present instanoe, it is exceedingly difficult to arrive at a just 
diagnosis. The sibilous and sonorous respiration was evi
dently produced by the pressure of the aneurism on the 
roots of the bronchi, particularly the left, diminishing the ca
libre of the tube, and thereby obstructing the ingress and egress 
of air to and from the lungs. There was no intermission of the 
puke, because die aneurism was seated beyond the giving off 
of the subclavian arteries, neither had he ever any unusual 
pulsation in the chest, or any labouring or palpitation of the 
heart. The latter organ was found healthy, which accounts



for its natural action; and the only indication of the diseased 
aorta was an indescribable anxiety and perpetual uneasiness, 
which he was unable to refer to any particular place, which 
constantly tormented him, and .which be as constantly refeiv 
red to some invisible agency. I  do not think, however, diet 
the disease in the chest had anything to do with the aberrai- 
tioa of mind, although it might contribute to exasperate it.

The hallucination in reference to animal magnetism is a 
subject much more difficult to unfold, as its investigation 
embraces the connexion subsisting between mind and mattes. 
T hat this hallucination was caused by an irritation, or chro
me inflammation of a  fixed part of the surface of the brain, 
appears to me exceedingly probable; because, .in the first 
place, an inflammatory deposit under the covering mem
branes, with adhesion to the substance beneath, was found 
on dissection affecting a small space on the surface of the 
brain ; and, secondly, because the mind was unhinged only 
on one particular point. On all other subjects bis judgment 
was entire, and he could discourse as rationally as any other 
m an; and, in like manner, on dissection we found all other 
parts of the brain perfectly healthy. There would appear to 
be something here like a  chain of cause and effect. I  shall 
not go so for as to maintain with the Phrenologists, that the 
mental powers of man and other animals depend upon the 
rise and development of certain parts of the brain, or that 
the peculiarities of individuals are always owing to a  pecu
liar conformation of that organ, merely because, from not 
having yet directed my attention to that subject, I  am un
able to form aoy prerise opinion on the m atter; but from 
what I  have heard, and the notice taken of it by some peri
odicals, I  think it bears in the outline a great degree of plau
sibility.

I t  is exceedingly natural to think, that the organ through 
which alone are manifested the t hinking powers or mind of 
an individual, most be influenced, or entirely subverted, ac
cording as the brain is either amply irritated, or altered and
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destroyed in structure, bemuse the lilte thing happens‘'in 
other organs'of the body. Farther, it is probable" that a h  
the nerves of sense have a distinct termination in  the brainy 
or that certain portions of it are peculiarly destined for th e  
development of these senses. Hence the sense of hearing 
may be aflfectedwitbout injuring the sense of sight. ''A nd if  
this condition hold with regard to the external senses,-k in 
extremely reasonable to think that th e  like-circumstance ob
tains with the internal, and'that each' has- a- located portion 
of the brain through which'it is pecnllkrly Tnaaiftrsted ;  and 
by consequence, if any of these parts he injured o r dcskbyted, 
the properties of the m indw bieh depend) otrthem - wiH- in 
like manner be injured or destroyed/ The difficulty of the 
science would appear to  consist entirely in discovering these 
parts, and allotting'to each its proper function. - T o  accom
plish all this would require an im m ensity of observation con
tinued through many years, nay ages; but notwithstanding 
these acknowledged difficulties, if  the proposition'be founded 
in truth, they ought to deter no one, desirous of tracing Na
ture to her uthiost recesses, from attem pting '1 to  surmount 
them ; for, if this object-could once be attained, there ¡is no 
doubt that i t  would greatly  contribute to simplify • the treaft- 
meat of diseases of the brain-. The mind kself-is totally un
susceptible of disease; fbr who can suppose that' on incorpo
real substance is iiable'to diseased action f I t  is an obstruc
tion <er obseurilyin the organ alone that causes an maperfeo. 
tion or obscurity in the- mind, in the same way that dim 
spectacles will always convey images to the optic nerre in 
a  dim manner. I f  they happen to  be stained, then-albifcnges 
will come to the mind with the same hue; and should they 
be opaque, none will be' transmitted. An opacity of the 
lens o f the aye is no proof that the optic nerves are meapaci- 
tated from receiving the impression of images. I f  tbe opacity 
be removed by nature, ori by an operation, the mdmdmd 
will teens before. In  like manner, if the abstraction er fnu 
capacity of the affected part of the brain be removed» the
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mindwiU.be ns. entice as evsfc .These observations would 
g ftto ..p rovethat mania, monomania, hypochondriasis, Sco. 
affOjCprporeal diseases,and that.we should first endeavour to 
Wiaavetfee physical incapacity of the. inured  ocgans,and 
afterwards confirm the cure by n g jn sn  and-moral restraint..

£u>whil»we give.opr cordial assent to tbeoutliae of die 
system^adwcated by the Phrenologists, yet we are by no 
means.wrtMo, that .the localities they, have pitched on as.the 
organs chiefly, concerned. in the evolution of the adnd, if we 
spay so speak,, are ̂ correct; because, in the first place, it is. 
very psobuble.thflt.it may ffignito the cooperation. of .two or 
mine organs to express even the most .simple,iden; and, se
condly, IreaM ydp.tfainkit would, require an Jfnfqenaity .of 
observation, and- comparison of heads, of every, size and form, 
besides dissections of cases supb.as the .present, before even 
the function of s-single-portion of the brain could be. per
manently established, and far more before the whole of the 
organs composing the brain could be reduced into anything 
like a  system .............

The Phrenologists have greatly injured .themselves by 
their pertinacity in adhering to .system; for, instead of mak
ing «bserfvatictos, and: recording - facto to serve as materials 
for some future building of the science, they have at once as- 
anmed'thnkdNsir work is  so-perfect aa to. be practically use. 
ful. Now this rapidity of perfection b is never obtained 
with any of the sciences depending on observation,—a re
mark of .which the science of medicine: affords many a me
lancholy example., . .
. C'tgwr?fy k t 80£i-4pri/,.18£&  ,. ,

Remark» by the Editor.
,• About suunouths ago. we were favoured with an account of 

the preceding case by a phrenological correspondent in Oupar, 
who. bad .known the deceased, and been .present .at the exami
nation of the. body after death. Since, that time, however, 
thfc preceding more complete history' of it has been pub-
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liflhed in tike Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, b y  
D r David Scott, a very intelligent practitioner at C upar, 
who» on being applied to fay D r A. Combe, not only con
sented to its appearance in our Journal, but kindly added 
such other particulars as he thought likely tobe useful. W e  
have therefore copied D r Scott’s paper from our catempo- 
rary, and shall how subjoin a few additional remarks.

On first receiving the manuscript from our correspondent, 
we were very desirous to know the precise situational the d is
eased appearances in the head, the length of time D r A n- 
deraon had complained of headache, or exhibited symptoms 
indicative of cerebral disorder, and aho his usual habits of
living and of study. The following extracts from a letter 
to D r Combe afford so much information on these points, that 
we cannot do better than lay them before the reader

“  1st, As to the seat of the deposit, it was precisely under the 
“  organ of Wonder; and the appearance of the brain was of a dif- 
“  ferent colour, extending from that to the organ of Hope. This I  
“  pointed out to the surgeons present the moment the bran was so- 
“  parated from the skull. Nerer having seen the .farms directed 
“  before, it is possible that the organ of Ideality was also a little 
“  tinged with the inflammatory appearance; in other words, that 
“  that organ was likewise diseased.

“  2d, Dr Anderson complained of pain in the head for. eight 
“  yean at least previous to his death, for wfaieh he applied cold ap- 
“  plications. His servant, whom I  have just seen, says, that very 
“  frequently she had to apply ooki water to it for-nearly three quar- 
“  ten of aa hour at a time; and such was the extrema heat, that 
“  she had to change the water repeatedly during that period. The 
“  pain was confined to the forehead and coronal surface, but princi- 
“  pally to the latter region. It was bis invariable practice to vet 
“ these portions of the brain every night at bedtime, and to leave 
“  the window nearly half-open during the night.

“  3d, He slept very ill after his belief in magnetism, especially 
“  during the first part of the night The servant says that it was fre- 
“  quently four o'clock in the morniqg before he slept. When awake, 
“  he sometimes sung and whistled; at other times he complained of 
“ ' the Invisibles’ annoying him. For some months, during the-win- 
“  ter of 1826, he took breakfast at four in the morning; after which 
“  he generally fell asleep, and rose about mid-day.

“  4/A, After being seriously affected, his habits of living and study 
“ changed. In particular, he lived quite retired, and never came 
“ into town, unless to complain of ‘ the Invisiblesand, in short, 
“ he refused to accept of ail invitations to dinner, excepting those
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u  of fcwvtr^ oldest and moil iniimatracquaifttaDOe* wfcereds, When 
€€ he returned from the nary, he associated with every respectable 
€t inhabitant of the town, and was almost engaged out eveiy day. 
w As to* bis habits of study, these also changed materially. On hts 
“ return he devoted his leisure time to the study of his profession, 
“ and in two years afterwards took out his degree of M. D. Lat- 
<* terly the Doctor read a great many French authors.
- “  H i  As I  have abeady said,• Dr Anderson was very muob in 
“ company on his return from the navy, and had no settled occu- 
u pation. He was naturally very lively, and rather fickle and un- 
"  steady in his motions. He was very steady in his attachments,

and possessed a  very Ugh sense of hommr. In the navy he was 
“ actively employed, and, after passing the first two or three years 
“ here, the change of life must have been great indeed. His com-

paay was, however, much courted, and, mixing so tndoh as he did* 
u m society, it might be a considerable time-before he felt it.”

The following extracts are from D r Scott's le tte r:—
“ The peculiar hallucination of mind,” says Dr S., “ frpm which- 

“ finally he so much suffered, came on by degrees. A t first he 
w made mention to some of his particular friends of a strange influx 
“  enoe to which he thought himself liable; and in course of time, 
u from reading and continued thinking on the matter, he became 
“  perfectly convinced that he was subject to the control of some dia- 
“ bolical lnfiuence, which he styled animal magnetism, bat in com-*
* mon conversation simply the Invisibles. Of course these ‘ Invi- 
m * sibles* were generally some of his acquaintances; so much, how- 
*f over, was he convinced that these * Invisibles' possemed a terrible 
“ power over him, that sometimes he would address letters of the 
#r most supplicating description, begging of them to desist; at other
* times he would threaten to bfav their brains out or Us own.
* Towards the latter end of his HA this mental affection was ovi- 
“ dently combined with some disease in the chest, but which cer- 
“  tainly was not suspected to be of an aneuritmal nature, till ascer- 
"  tained by dissection.
. “ In stature he was of the middle swe, about 5 fact 8 inches, of 

“ ruddy complexion, sanguine temperament, and in good condition 
" 'of body; light eyes and hair, somewhat bald; the forehead broad 
“  at the base, but rapidly contracting at the sides or ridges famed 
“ by the temporal muscle, so as to have a comprened appearance: 
*' he wore his hair short, and sometimes shaved i t
* "  In dissection we were much occupied with the appearances that' 

“  presented themselves in the chest, as'described-in the paper. I n , 
u sawing through the skull-cap, it appeared to me to be very thick 
rt and hard, and difficult oj performance. The dura mater was 
“  cut with scissors; and, in raising op the two aides of it towards 
“  the longitudinal sinus, the inner layer or serous side was firmly 
“  adherent, so as to be with difficulty removed to the arachnoid ana 
"pin  mater beneath to a email space on each side-of it. Tam aware

Vol. V.—No X X .
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thftt th* wifi? on the »uifteesfthe brain «attr the loegifadUal
il ficus pretty thickly at this place, sp u  oceaiionally to lend to de- 
"  caption; but in this ieetaoee thorn wa* no difficulty i t  the m att 
“ te?; tho teem  aide of the dura maler waa firmly bound dam . t*
* the aiuchftpid qpembrsue by the intervention of a  foreign wb-t 
*' stfmcfl, whick we considered of the nature of aninflamtn story de* 
u posit of old standing* being the tome kind «1 hrmnhatic exudation 
r tfhich io frequently observed on the surface erf other serous mem- 
*1 femmes* such as the pleur? or peritonstam, binding the parts toge-* 
V tbife The arachnoid itself ita r  tbiolcened and opaque* and alert 
“  firmly attacked to the uia meter beneath. The brain proper tun-' 
4t der this piaee waocomidcarod healthy, as well as w ary other part o f

it* It it difficult for me at this distance of time* as the dissection 
“  was OPt made with any view to the estahlaabiDeBt of phraaotogkai 
“  doctrines, testate to you ao cometly as I  could wish the poctmiv 
“  precisely occupied by the adhesion; but I  think* were you to 
“  take a skull-cap, and draw a supposed perpendicular line through 
“ it, it would correspond very nearly with the vertex, or a little an-
* terior to it. At present, however, % could not profess to be much 
n  mere accurate than this, as no measurement was had recourse to* 
•*cr comparison with other localities.v

f t  hps oft?p beep observed, that persons who are fond of 
the marvellous in every thing,—who not only listen with de^ 
light to tales of ghosts, second-sight, supernatural agency* 
¿1C«* but have even a strong tendency to believe in them as* 
realities, and who have themselves, when out of health, been 
haunted by the appearance o f spectres and other horrid ima*. 
giua*ioap,-rftre remarkable for the great development of tbe> 
portions of the brain lying on the outside of the organs of 
Imitation, and now almost ascertained to be connected with, 
the primitive faculty of Wonder. And a few instances have 
occurred'!!! maniacs of pain being complained of in the same 
region of the head where the mind was haunted by unearthly 
and supernatural appearances; but in no instance yet on re
cord has there been found after death an equally strong coiy 
rpboratipn of the connexion during life between the local 
disease and the mental aberration; that is, supposing the 
morbid changes to have been really seated over the organs 
of W onder, aa our correspondent affirms.

I t  has been remarked by Dr Combe, in his paper on Inju
ries of {be Brain, that, even if the phrenological division of- 
organs had answered no other purpose then that of affording



H* tandrtiarks for tike accurate observation of the effects of 
n jam a  of the head on thestate  e f the mind, it would still 
he deserving of general attention; and a better proof of the 
proposition than the case before us cannot be desired. W tf 
gnealioo- whether from- the anatomical description'- r f  the si
tuation 6ftB e diseased parts any two readers could fix uponi 
the identical places; and we must acknowledge, that, had 
net owr correspondent specified the organ of W onder as the 
seat, we should have been'puzzled to decide. In  making 
this reflection, we do not mean to blame D r Scott for being 
vague, but merely to show that there is at present a positive 
want o f means of accuracy which the phrenological marks 
are calculated to supply.

D r Scott makes some very ju st and acute remarks on the 
dependence of mental affections 9a  disease of the- brain and 
its membranes, end alludes, in a spirit of candour and liber
ality, which we earnestly desire to  see more prevalent, to the 
bearing of the present case on the doctrines of Phrenology. 
He- is one of the few who consider them selves incompetent- 
to jad g eo f.th e ir truth- without baring previously examined 
til» evidence, and he is therefore entitled to every reap««*? 
W e «hall, only assure him, that he would himself become an- 
excellent Phrenologist, were .he ever to  direct hi* attention- 
to  the study.
■ Before eoueludting, we canaet omit- exiling the notice o f  

the reader to the simultaneous appearance of the headache* 
and of the Invisibles. For sight yean previous to  D r A.’*  
death, heeomphuned of para and heat m  ike anterior park 
o f the coronal surface, and Used to Upply celdf wales to-il-f«» 
an hour at a time, and to  have it regularly wetted a t bed-i 
time. H o then slept ill, and his hallucination gained da^y»; 
upon him, showing the progress of excitement in tbebraittJ 
The great thickness and hardness of the skull remarked by 
D r Scott were also evidences of long-existing increased ao-: 
tkm, which have been observed by both Gall and Spurzbeftn- 
m chrauc insanity. From the description of. the general ae-
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poet of the skull-cap and membrane?, are think it highly 
probable that» for a considerable time a t least bfefore. death» 
the morbid change was not limited to the anterior part* bug 
extended over the whole, and existed in its highest intensity 
*t the region of the organ of W onder. I t  would be rash ta  
draw any general conclusions from a single fac t; we shall 
therefore leave it to the consideration of the reader, and only 
return our best thanks to D r Scott and to our other cor»« 
spondent for their kind attention in answering all inquiries. ■

4 9 8  PHRENOLOGY AND. THE aUARTJ**LY RRVIEW.

A R T IC L E  IX .

PHRENOLOGY a n d  t h e  q u a r t e r l y  r e v ie w :

To ike Editor o f the Phrenological Journal.

Sia>-—A t page seven of the 77th Number of the Quarterly Re* 
view, ju st published, one of those, numerous aftfipkretioiegi* 
cpl fact* appears» which are so often.referred to as disprove 
ipg the new doctrines, but which are so inherently and for 
dicrqualy. absurd in themselves, that, to any one in the least 
acquainted with the matter in dispute, they establish nothing 
Spincon tro vertibly as the ignorance or folly of those by whom 
they are seriously stated. To expose the groundlessness o f 
such facts is in general needless, as they soon fall into obli
vion ; but as it is useful occasionally to let the public see the, 
value, of. the authorities on whom they rely, it may not bev 
presuming too much on your admitted fairness and imparti
ality, to request a place in your Journal for the correction of 
the one referred to, as a  specimen of the rest.

In  alluding to D r Granville's remarks on the supposed' 
skull of Charlemagne, at Aix-larChapelle, the reviewer in- 

readers, that D r G* is too sensible a man to be* 
the gross quackeries of craniology, and praise^ 

7
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fchfifbr leaving it^fooieries Co"  ihtf young gentlemen eFEdirri 
41 burgh,” 49 the northern bump-hunters, and their patron^ D f
* Spufzheitn,* of whbm, he says, a we WfH tell a little anefc*
** date which we know to be true* '
* Cf On Tkitrng the fttudid (lays the reviewer) of a celebrated sculps 
f( tor in London, hu(D r Spurzbaim #)attention was drawn .ton 
44 bust with a remarkable depth of skull from the forehead to the
* occiput. *Oh, what a noble head/ he exclaimed, 4 is that ! fuU 
944 eeven inches /  what superior powers of mind must he be endow* 
“ ‘ ed with who possesses such a head as is. here represented ]*—• 
M 4 Why, yes, (says the blunt artist,) he certainly was a very extra« 
“  * ordinary man; that is the bust of my early friend and first paJ 
44 4 tron, John Horne Tooke/ 4 Ay, (answers the craaiotogist) 
44 4 you see there is something after all in our science, notwitltataod- 
44 4 mg the scoffs of many of your countrymen.* 4 Certainly (says 
44 4 the sculptor) ; but here is another bust with a greater depth/ 
444 and a stul more capacious forehead/ 4 Bless me, (exclaims the 
44 4 craniologist, taking out his rule,) eight inches! who can this 
44 4 be? This is indeed a head,—in this there can be no mistake i 
44 4 what depth of intellect! what profundity of thought must reside 
“  4 in that skull 1 This, I am sure, must belong to some extraor* 
44 4 dinary and well-known character/ 4 Why, yes, (says the sculp- 
u  9 tor), he is pretty well known; it is the head of Lord Pom* 
44 4 iret / J ! ! ”

. As Demosthenes has add o f action as a quality of elo
quence, so in philosophy it may be sand, that the first re
quisite for a good fact is accuracy, the second is accuracy, 
and the third is accuracy. B at for none of these three quai 
lities is the reviewer’s story remarkable. In the first placed 
it must strike every one as extremely improbable * that any 
man of common sense or ordinary feeling in M r Chantrey’s 
situation would be guilty of the impertinence implied in thui 
showing up to any casual viator the original, m any* rank of 
life, of any bust which he had been employed to model, as 
remarkable for that degree of folly or moral debasement 
which the reviewer's inuendo insinuates so pointedly against 
Lord Pomfret. And, secondly, setting aside this ground of 
improbability, I  will peril my own head, that neither D f 
Spurzheim, nor any other Phrenologist, ever styled a seven* 
inch adult male head <€ a noble head," or expressed astonish* 
m eat at its occurrence. And if the reviewer bad ever used
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fym  for that purpose, h« would soon have -ditoonerted 
*»V  so fw  from snob «head  befog remarkable -for mag tn  
tude, nine out of tea  of the adult male papulation o f B ritain 
wear heads above that sice; and he might even havefeettfecl 
bis mistake nearer home, and with Very fade -trouble  to him - 
seif. • Nobody who reads his article, for instance, will for 
ene moment suspect it o f displaying great “jurtfundtiy” o r 
»Uperierreach of mind,.»and. yet wear its author's beadto be  
measured, -and found to fall within, or even not to exceed 
considerably, seven inches m length, my faith in Phrenology 
would be snore-shaken by such a fact, well attested, than by 
any odier little anecdote which he could pen. To say, then, 
that D r Spuxahrisa, who has dedicated has life to the cdaem 
ration of man, ever made a speech such as that ascribed to 
him, so directly at variance with every thing he has .either 
pnbHshador spoken,-is, to ssy  the least of k , a downright 
absurdity, which can be listened to only by those whosepre^ 
judices have obfuscated their powers of perception, or blunt* 
ed the acuteness of their moral sense.
. T he reviewer's other feet, of Lord P .’s dgfatdnch luted, 
is -equally devoid .of accuracy. The reviewer 'aaatihes the 
blunder as having occurred to die * oracle o f the northern 

bum p.buoters,'' D r Spurzbeim. B ut D r Burrows, who, 
in his late work on insanity, also refers to it, (p. 68,) «reign» 
it to D r Gall, and moreover names ChanOrey as th e  artist, 
f t  matters- little, in one sense, to whom k  happened, if at 
happened afcail, but it matters much to  know on whotau* 
tboifey we are to bekeme'at; and when the reviewer says he 
knows it to be true, and that D r Spurzheim was thwmski, 
ta d  D f Burrows mentions it, and gives Gall and Chtestrey 
as theparties, we cannot but ask,—W ho is right, o r is ekher 
righ t i —and we cannot but feel that the feet itself reqnireato 
be established, before any refutation can be asked for,—par
ticularly as this is not the only point of discrepancy bet ween 
tfee narrate». The reviewer .say* that D r Spurzheim *»■  
survd the head, and gives the number of inches; hut D r



Burrows says nothing at all about measurement. Next, the 
reviewer says, that it WaS a  bust Which was shown by the 
artist ; but Dr Burrows says, that “  Mr Chantrey exhibited 
“  to Dr Gall dtu m h g*  c i numerous heads. • The cranios- 
"copist selected one, whose ample cerebral development 
4‘ gave a sore index of vast talent* I t was a fac-simile of 
*c the head of the Earl of B*-mf—t." Dr Burrows does 
not mention Horne Tooke at all, which the reviewer does. 
I t  may be ftirly asked, whose account is the true one here? 
r la stly , the reviewer makes Dr Spurzheim take out his 
rule to measure the eight-inch phenomenon on the should*!? 
of Lord Pomfret. Now it is notorious that D r S . never 
makes and never rf/k rs to measurements a t ad* and carries 
neither rule nor callipers ; and as it is not easy to take out 
of a man's pocket that which it does not contain, I suspect 
it  would have exceeded the profundity even of the reviéwer 
to have extracted a tuie fròdi Dr Spursheìtii’s sò Ver jf op
portunely, when it contained none.
' I  had Written thus far, dn the faith of the Strong internal 
oviderice of the reviewer's total inaccuracy, when the Waké- 
flèld Journal of the 80th February was put into my hafidS, 
Stating positively, on Dr 'Spursheim's authority, that *r Mb 
M whole*story is  an unfoundedassertion?  and that "n o  éikà 

incident either did or c o u l d  occur and the fact mentiOÉN 
e d  above, that Dr S. never measures heads or skulls, i# As
signed as the reason why it could not have happened. Whàt, 
then, will the reviewer now say to u  the young geAtletnéu df 
M Edinburgh" for whom hiSrdm passion is so actively excited? 
I t is easy to tell what he ought to  e k j;  but his "  Uttle àrtòi- 
,4i dote" is sufficient to Convince us that he dóefc hot ài Ways 
do what he ought to do but, having Undeceived the pub
lic, I  leave him to his own Conscience, if he have onê —*-àtfd 
remain, Sir, your most obedient servant,

A Northern T euTH^Hwnter*
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m IMPAIRED MEMORY.

A RTICLE X.

CASE OF IMPAIRED MEMORY.
• >

T he following letter appeared in the Glasgow Free Pressi 
the editor of which paper solicited our attention to it, and 
requested a solution. We confess ourselves unable to offer 
any satisfactory theory of the phenomena described, and re
cord the facts in order to call attention to and preserve them 
till future investigations shall throw light upon the subject

To the Editor o f the Glasgow Free Press.
r

Falkitkj Jan: 6 ,1889. , 
Sir,-'-A  veiy singular, and to me at least incomprehen

sible phenomenon in philosophy or metaphysics exists here» 
in the person of a gentleman now nearly sixty years of age, 
¡and who has been deranged in his intellects since he was ten 
years old. His father was a respectable merchant in Loop 
don, and sent his son to a country boarding-school, in the 
neighbourhood of that metropolis^ for bis education; he had 
all his faculties in as much perfection as any other boy in 
.the school, until one day one of the elder boys, in a frolic, 
jeized him by the chin and the back of the bead, and swung 
him round for a considerable tim e: when he was released 
from his grasp, be was found to be bereft of his reason, and 
has continued so ever since. His father being rich, and of 
Scottish origin, made an ample provision for his future sub
sistence, and sent him down to Scotland to be boarded with 
a respectable family, with whom he remains to this day, and 
who have resided in this town for the last ten or twelve 
years.

The unaccountable circumstance to which I have alluded 
is the strange effect this has had upon his m em ory. In  none 
of his faculties is his imbecility of mind so conspicuous as in
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the defect of that organ, (faculty,)—it is completely destroyed, 
— and y e t he has a  v iv id  recollection o f  whatever hefd him pre
vious tohisderangem eiU , He relates with accuracy, and a con« 
siderable degree of humour, anecdotes of his childhood,— 
the little tricks he used to play upon his father,-—the advices 
he received from him ;—pretty sensible observations for .a 
child, which he had made on the behaviour of people whom 
he occasionally met with at his father's table; and. he still 
retains the manners of a person who has been bred in a su
perior sphere of life. He recites with great glee his school
boy pranks up to the very event which deprived him of his 
judgm ent; but beyond that all is blank—he recollect? 
nothing. He will ask fifty times in a day which day it is ; 
and if he were intrusted to walk out alone, to the distance 
of two hundred yards from his dwelling, he would forget the 
way back to it. A sa proof of this, a relation pf the family, 
with whom he resides, lives within that distance of his preT 
sent domicile; and when he goes there on a visit by himself, 
although the house is  zaithin view  q f  his own door, and that 
he actually resided in  it h im self J ot some years, he is so 
conscious of his failing that he runs all the way, knowing 
that, if he tarried on the road, he could never find it ou t; 
and yet he can repeat accurately the names of all his former 
schoolfellows. The master had been in the habit of calling 
over all their names every morning, and he frequently amuses 
his friends by calling over the muster-roll, as he terms it, in 
the manner of a sergeant on the parade. Various other in
stances could.be given of this strange anomaly, which I think 
is worthy of philosophical inquiry; and it will be obliging 
if any of your phrenological Jrien ds can give a solution of 
the difficulty, by demonstrating how the bump of Memory 
could be so singularly injured as to produce this seemingly 
inexplicable effect.



m M l SCOr f &  CASE OF MONOMANIA.

listed in the Edinburgh Medical nod Surgical Journal, by 
Dr David Scott, a very intelligent practitioner at Cupar, 
who» on being applied to by Dr A. Combe, not only 00». 
seated to its appearance in our Journal, bat kindly, added 
such other particulars as he thought likely to be useful. We 
have therefore copied Dr Scott's paper from our crtempo- 
rary, and shall how subjoin a few additional remarks.

On first receiving the manuscript from our correspondent, 
we were very desirous to know the precise situation of the dis
eased appearances in the head, the length of time Dr An- 
demon had complained of headachy or exhibited symptoms 
indicative of cerebral disorder, and also bit usual habits of
living and of study. The following extracts from <a letter 
to Dr Combe afford so much information on these points, that 
we cannot do better than lay them before the reader

"  Irt, A t to the seat of the deposit, it was precisely under the 
organ of Wonder; and the appearance of the brain was of a dif
ferent colour, extending from that to the organ of Hope. This I 
pointed out to the surgeons present the moment the m in was se
parated from the skull. Merer haring teen the .brain directed 
before, it is possible that the organ of Ideality was also a little 
tinged with the inflammatory appearance; in other words, that 
that organ was'likewise diseased.
u 2d, Dr Anderson complained of pain in the head for . eight 
years at least previous to fats death, for whieh he applied cold ap
plications. His servant, whom I hare just seen, says, that very 
frequently she had to apply cold water to it for.nearly three quar
ters of an hour at a time; and such was the extrema heat, that 
she had to change the water repeatedly during that period. The 
pain was confined to the forehead and coronal surface, but priori- 
pally to the latter region, it was bis invariable practice to wet 
these portions of the brain every night at bedtime, and to leave 
the window nearly half-open during the night.
“ 3d,  He dept very ill after his belief in magnetism, especially 
during the first part of the night The servant says that it was fre
quently four o'clock in the morning before he slept. When awake, 
he sometimes sung and whistled; at other times he complained of 
'  the Invisibles' annoying him. For some mouthy during tbo>win- 
ter of 1826,he took breakfast at four in the morning; after whieh 
he generally fell asleep, and rose about mid-day.
“  4th,  After being seriously affected, his habits of living and stady 
changed. In particular, he lived quite retired, and never camc 
into town, unless to complain of ‘ toe Invisiblesand, in short, 
he refused to accept of all invitations to dinner, excepting those
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**ct hisver^oUcst aad mail intimate Bcquaintanoes ;whefeas, when 
" he returned from the navy, he associated with every regpectabfé 
rr inhabitant of the town, and was almost engaged out ¡every day. 
99 Am tó»his habits of study, these also changed materially. On his 
" return bedevoted hie leisure time to the study of hk profession, 
“ and in two years afterwards took out his degree of M. 1). Lat- 
“  terly the Doctor read a great many French authors.

"  ¿ i  As I  have sbedy said, Dr Anderson was very much in 
“  company on his return from the navy, and had no settled occu- 
“  pation. He was naturally very lively, and rather fickle and un- 
“  steady in his motions. He was very steady in his attachments,

and posimard a very high sense of honour. In thenavy he was 
<€ actively employed, and, after passing the first two or three years 
“  here, the change of life must have been great indeed. His com- 
"  pany was, however, n*ich courted, and, raising sOmrich as he did 
u in society, it might be u considerable time before bo felt it.”

T he following extracts are from D r Scott’s le tte r:—
“ The peculiar hallucination of mind,” says Dr S., “ from which 

“  finally he so much suffered, came on by degrees. At first he 
** made mention to some of his particular friends of a strange influx 
** enoe to which he thought himself liable; and in course of time, 
u from reading and continued thinking on the matter, he became 
“  pesfectiyoeavinead that he was subject to the control of some dia~ 
u bolical influence, which he styled animal magnetism, but in oom-'

mon conversation simply the Invisibles. Of course these € Invi-
*  * sibles* were generally some of his acquaintances; so much, how- 
4f over, was he convine«! that these € Invisibles' possessed a terrible 
“ power over him, that sometimes he would address letters of the
* most supplicating description, begging of them to desist; at other
*  times he would threaten to blow their brains out or his own. 
“ Towards the latter end of his • life this mental affection was evi- 
“ dandy combined with some disease in the chest, but which cer- 
“ tainly was not suspected to be of an aneurisma! nature, till ascer- 
u tained by dismetion.
. “ In stature he was of the middle sine, about 5 feet 8 inches, of 
“ ruddy complexion, sanguine temperament, and in good condition 
“ 'of body; light eyes and hair, somewhat bald; the forehead broad 
‘i at the base, but rapidly contracting at the sides or ridge» formed 
“ by the temporal muscle, so as to have a comprened appearance: 
*f he wore his hair short, and sometimes shaved it.
»'** In dissection we were much occupied wkb the appearanoes that' 

“ presented themselves in the chest, as described in the paper. I n , 
w sawing through the skull-cap, it appeared.to me to be very thick
* and hard, and difficult oj performance. The dura mater was 
“  cut with scissors; and, in raising up the>two sides of it towards 
“ the longitudinal emus, the iones layer or serous side was firmly 
“ adherent, was to be with difficulty removed to the arachnoid and 
“ 'pht mater beneath to a *m*R spaceon eaeb edeef it. I am aware '

Vot .  V.—No XX. J  a
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44 that ih« rak* ad th* «mfim af-tlm tab enter the foagtaeSnal
** *iou8 pretty thickly at this place, sp at «ocasiooalty to lead to de- 
“  caption; Mtt in this im am » there was ao difficulty ia the m att 
“ tep ; thp w orn  « is  ef the data rn le r vaa i n l y  hound do»«, to 
u the aaachaoid apembrauf hy the intevveatiDa of a faveign sab*

stgncft which we owaidered of the nature of an tuiaannatory de* 
44 posit of old.landing, Mug the rave kind of tanahatic exudation 
“  wfeeh wbequentiy ohrerred on the wufece oi other attrou»mem- 
? hranet, such as the pleura or peritowcum, bindivg the parte toge-s 
44 thexv The awtehsoid itself it as thickened and epaqne, and ahtf 
“ in ly  attached to them* m a r beneath. The brain proper m  
u der this place wascoosiderod healthy, as well as every ether part of 
** it  It is difficult fur me at this distance of time, as the dianeiioif 
44 was art made with may view to the eriabikhmeBt of phreaolagkat 
44 doctrine?, to state to you aa comedy as l  could wish the pntiptf 
44 precisely occupied by the adhesion; but I think, wen you to 
94 take a skull-cap, and draw a supposed perpendicular line through 
94 it* it would correspond very nearly with the vertex, or a little an-
* terior to it. At present, however, { could not profess to be much,
* mere aeeur&te than this, as no measurement was had recourse tô

comparison with other localities.”
i t  hps often been observed, that persons whp are fond of 

did marvellous in every thing,-—who not only listen with de^ 
light to tales of ghosts, second-sight, supernatural agency*

but have even a atrqqg tendency to believe in them as* 
realities, and who have themselves, when out of health, been 
haunted by the appearance of spectres and other horrid ima-. 
g^pations,—nwe remarkable for the great development of the* 
portions of the brain lying on the outside of the organs o f 
Imitation, and now almost ascertained to be connected with. 
Ac primitive faculty of Wonder. And a few instances have 
occur red1 in maniacs of pain being complained of in the same 
regiop of die head where the mind was haunted by unearthly 
and supernatural appearances; but in no instance yet on re
cord has there been found after death an equally strong cor* 
mboratioa of the connexion during life between the fecal 
disease and the mental aberration; that is, supposing the 
morbid changes to have been really seated over the organs 
of Wonder, as our correspondent affirms.

I t  has been remarked by Dr Combe, in Iris paper on Inju
ries of the Brain, that, even if the phrenological division of 
organs had answered no other purpose than that: of nfibrdipg



H» landmark» for the accurate observation df the effects of 
h ja iin  of the head on the-stete ef the mind,* it wooM stffl 
he deserving of genera) attention; aud a btttfer proof ©f the 
propodtion than the case before us cannot be dented. W e 
qnmtioo- whether from the miatotoicai description of the s i
tuation 6f the diseased parts any two readers could fix Upon 
the identical places; and we must acknowledge, that, had 
not «Mir correspondent specified the organ of Wonder as the 
seat, we should hare been puzzled to decide. In making 
this reflection, we do not mean to blame Dr Scott for bang 
▼ague, but merely to show that there is at present a positive 
want o f  means of accuracy which the phrenological marks 
are calculated to supply.

Dr Scott makes some very just and acute remarks on the 
dependence of mental affections on disease, of the brain and 
its membranes, and alludes, in a spirit of candour and liber
ality, whisk we .earnestly desire Ur ste  more .prewaleut, to the 
bearing of the present case on the doctrines of Phrenology. 
He is one of the few who consider themselves incompetent 
te.jadge-of their truth- without having previously examined 
the e*ideuc% ao d h e i*  therefore entitled to-ewep tsspccW 
We-shaU.only assure .him, that he would himself become am 
excellent Phrenologist, were .he ever to direct his attention
to  the study. ........................ . .
- • Before concluding,1 we cannot opit*-calling the notice <f$ 
the reader to the siumltaneoas appearance of the headache»' 
mid of the invisibles. For eigh t yeara previous to  Ds A.’*> 
death, he complained of pais and heat- •» the anterior p a r#  
O f the corona! surface^ and used to apply cold water to it-fbiy 
a» hour at a time, and to have it-regularly wetted *t> bed* 
time. H e then slept ill, and- his.hallucination gfiaed-dm^,; 
upon him, showing-the progress of excitement in* the' br&itui 
The great thickness and hardness of the skull remarked by 
D r Scott were also evidences of leng^xistiug increased-abi: 
tien, which have been observed by both Gall and SpurzheiM 
in chronic insanity. From the description of.the general a*-:

n 0 c w r t » c j f t t e o # - i t o m i i i A i i * A .  5 fff



EDUCATION*»M l W OOlff iCHOOL.

A R T IC L E  X I.

EDUCATION—ME WOOD'S SCHOOL

Account o f  the E dinburgh Sessional School and the other 
Parochial Institu tions J o r Education , established ifi thai 
C ity in  the Year 1812, with S trictures on Education in  
general. B y  John Wood, E sq. E din bu rgh ; John W ard- 
law , 1828.

T his is a sensible, interesting, and instructive book. Bat
ing some errors in principle, to be noticed in the sequel, the 
work is by far the best exposition of school-instruction we 
have read; while the system expounded is in itself the near
est to perfection, under the same qualification, which has yet 
been practically exhibited.

The author, with becoming candour, disclaims the charac
ter of an originator. H e has taken the best of both Lan
caster and B ell;—indeed he found that basis established 
when he first volunteered to superintend the Edinburgh Ses
sional School. But he has improved upon both systems, 
and produced results in the working beyond any thing which 
they ever arrived a t  The Sessional daily School was an ac
cession to the Parochial Sunday Schools, and is attended by 
from 500 to 600 pupils, from six to fifteen years of age. 
M r Wood is a member of the Scottish bar, and sheriff o f a 
county; and has no other connexion with this school than 
that produced by enthusiastic am ateurship; which seems to 
have impelled him at first to attendance, by degrees to as
sistance, and, ultimately, by consent of masters and directors, 
to such unqualified supremacy, as to identify his name with 
the school, and render it one of the most noted lions of 
Edinburgh.

Reading, writing, and arithmetic, are the elementary 
branches of education taught in the Sessional School. Geo



graphy is voluntary* T he system is monitorial, the whole 
.directed by one master, and superintended by M r Wood. 
T h e  arrangements are excellent; and the whole present* 
a  model of order, punctuality, economy of time, and di
vision of labour, which renders the management of 600 
children as easy as that of a battalion of well-drilled soldiers 
-of the same number. But the boast of this .scbool is the per*, 
flection to which the new system is carried of rendering read
ing the mere vehicle of useful knowledge. This is called the 
e x p l a n a t o r y  method of school-instruction. Beading is 
gained by the  bye. T hat operation exercises chiefly one fa 
culty, namely, language, or verbal memory; under an over
load of which we have all groaned, in our day, during the 
dull and tiresome hours of the old school. But the Phren
ologist can analyze the explanatory system into its elements, 
End show that its attractions arise from the delighted activity, 
Eot only of the knowing, but also of the reflecting faculties 
and  moral feelings* An able explanator conveys ideas of in
dividual existences and events; also of form and size, weights., 
colours, sounds, places, arrangements, and numbers, with all 
the relations which subsist among these qualities. H e goes 
farther, and points out the more extended relations of com
parison, and even those of necessary consequence. T he mo
ral sentiments also o f the pupils may be kept in the most 
beneficial exercise. Phrenology tells us, that the activity of 
every faculty is attended with pleasure; how great, then, 
may not be rendered that pleasure which is the fruit of the 
simultaneous activity of the whole ! Any one who sees M r 
W ood and his eager and delighted pupils engaged in a spirited 
explanatory exercise will cease to wonder at the progress made 
under his tuition. T ask  is unknown, except as a word in 
the course of explanatory definition; and we hope yet to 
hear it a t M r Wood's and all other schools defined as “  .the 
€t forced exercise of one or of a few faculties, while the rest 
“  are kept under an unnatural restraint.” Difficulties dis
appear,-^-all is the zealous bustle of pleasurable exercise.

XDUCATION— MB WOOS»’* SCHOOL. 6 0 fl
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' itlr  Wood's own account of the explanatory system is th is i
*—1w Before entering upon the consideration of the reading denart- 
“  ment,” says he, “ it may be proper to premise some genual obeer- 
“  vations on that method of E x p l a n a t io n  which has been so highly 
“ approved of in the Sessional School. Its object is threefold; first, 
“ To render more easy and pleasing the acquisition of the mechanical 
“ art of reading ; secondly, To turn to advantage the particularra? 
“ structiou contained in every individual passage which is read; and, 
** above all, thirdly, To give the pupil, by means of a minute analysis 
* of each passage, a general command of his own language* I t  is of 
“ great importance to the proper understanding of the method, that; 
“  all these objects should be kept distinctly in view. With regard to 
** the first, no one, who has not witnessed the scheme in operation,

can well imagine the animation and energy which it inspires. 
“ I t is the constant remark of almost every stranger who visits the 
“  Sessional School, that its pupils have not at all the ordinary ap- 
“  pearance of schoolboys doomed to an unwilling task, but rather 
“ the happy faces of children at their sports. This distinction if  
“ chiefly to he attributed to that part q f the sy stem o f which we 
“  arehere treating ; by which, in place q f harassing the pupil with 
“ a mere mechanical routine q f sounds and technicalities, his erf* 
“ tcntion is cxdlcd, his curiosity is gratified,, and his fancy is 
“ amused.”*

Our author, although a great improver of it, does not pretend 
to be the first introducer of the explanatory system ; and he 
rejoices, as we do, to see it practised, not only in such schools 
as the Circus Place and the Davy Street, but coming into 
very general adoption in private seminaries,—of course with 
very different degrees of success, according to the judgm ent, 
skill, and knowledge of the teachers. W ith great propriety 
he applauds the introduction of explanatory English reading 
into the High-School and Academy of Edinburgh as acces
sory (according to yet prevailing opinion) to the mote impor
tant study of the dead languages. We hail it as the dawn
ing of a wiser day, when that remnant o f monadtfsm, the 
engrossing culture of the dead languages, wiD be very second
ary to a comprehensive and well-arranged system o f explana
tory English reading.

T h e  author proceeds to detail the application o f the ex

•  W e have marked the conclusion in italics for subsequent reference.
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planatory method to the various grades of pup ils beginning 
with the youngest. “  In  explaining*  says he, “  a t  this
"  stage« it is a special instruction to the monitors never to exact any 
“ regular definition« but to be satisfied with any explanation given by 
** the child himself which indicates his knowledge of the meaning«

though it be conveyed in his own ordinary or homely language* 
“ or by mere signs. The great object« at this stage« is to enliven 
“ what would. otherwise have been intolerably dull,—to teach the 
u  child that every word he reads has a meaning« and to form hint 
“ to early habits of attention.*’ Nothing can be better than this« so
far as it goes. Useful knowledge is.extended as the pupil 
advances, and information in nature and art, in so far as i t  
can be comprehended, is communicated. W e cannot follow 
M r W ood through several chapters of these interesting de* 
tails, bu t can safely say, that the reader (especially the 
phrenological reader) will be highly pleased with them. T h e  
system involves a  very satisfactory exercise of all the fa* 
culties.
. This system, like every thing new that tends to benefit th e  
species, has met with the opposition and been subjected to the 
ridicule of uninquiring, prejudging self-complacency» or dis
guised self-interest. “  When, therefore,” says the author*
u we consider the strong tendency which has existed for years past to 
“  turn our proceedings into ridicule« and to expose to the public every 
n slip (often so called« we would add« from the sheer ignorance or 
“  unfairness of the exposer,) which every individual pupil has hap« 
“ pened to make« the directors may surely« without any extravagant- 
*' boast« be entitled to congratulate themselves on a result which 
11 they would certainly not have dared to anticipate.'*

W e have already said, that the explanatory system of the-. 
Sessional School appears to us to stand a phrenological test,' 
so far as it goes. This the reader must have interpreted into] 
an opinion, that there is some shortcoming. There is a* 
shortcoming, and it is very material. I t  is fortunately, how-' 
ever, of easy remedy, and one or two schools in Edinburgh, 
have already taken the lead of M r W ood in applying it. Hi» 
system makes no provision for supplying the most important] 
of the observant faculties with its proper food, without which, 
all knowledge of the material world must be shadowy and ' 
imperfect. This faculty of Individuality , so essential to
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f riucatipft, that D r Gall named it the faculty of 15diie&ttfKty# 
b  the power whereby we cognize and remember individual 
material existences, and without which we could have n o  
knowledge of the external world. Its  organ, situated immo* 
diately over the nose, is prominent in children; and the f a 
tu ity  is manifested by them in the ceaseless avidity witft 
yrhich they examine every thing which come? in their way* 
Now every object, simple and complex, in nature, furnishes 
an idea to this faculty, and there can be no such idea with
out the object being presented through the senses to the o r
gan. The faculties of Form, Size, W eight, and Colour# 
will do their part in affording perception of the qualities of 
the object; but the comprehension of them all in the tndivi+ 
dual object is the important funetion of the faculty alluded 
to. The author s system, unfortunately, starves this faculty ;  
no material objects, not even their simulacra in drawings o r 
models, are presented to M r Wood's pupils. Material ob
jects are only described and talked about, but are not seen, 
heard, weighed, touched, or smelled. This is one of the re
sults of neglecting Phrenology ; the existence of particular 
faculties is not dreamt of, and of course no means are used* 
for their exercise. This defect is particularly conspicuous 
when the author appeals to nature as the foundation of his 
method. “  The more the system has been matured, and the
“ better it has been understood, approbation of it lias been the more. 
"  increased. Its boast is not that it is founded upon any newly-dis- 
“  covered principle, but that it arises from the first and most obvious 

dictates of nature. What judicious mother* m  teaching her child: 
“ to read» would not be at pains to show him as early as possible the, 
"benefit of reading? Would she not, in picking out for him the 
*4 smallest words, when she came to the word ox, for example teH 
“ bin*» not by any regular definition, but in the simplest language*
“  that it meant the animal which he had so often seen grazing in 
"  the meadows ? Would she not naturally do the same with regard* 
"  to every tree or plant that happened to be mentioned ? and ao hie" 
“ capacities unfolded, would she not gradually proceed to comau*
“ nicate to him such higher information as his lessons might sug- 
tm gest ? The mere artificial methods, which the orf of teachiog has 
“  oibsequently introduced, however useful some of them undoubtedly 
“  are* have had the unhappy effect of banishing, in a great degree*
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F;thM natural teaching, and of *ubdtitatiitg,.&r too exchuivtJy/i*
“ its room a mere attention to the sounds of language.’*

Now, we maintain, that when a material object, such a& an 
OX, a plant, a metal, or a liquid, is in question, unless, as in 
the case of the ox in the meadows, it is already familiar 
to the child, explanations about t¿, be they ever so correct 
and clear, can have in his mind no idea for a basis, and must 
therefore be nothing better than M the sounds of language.* 
flence the judicious mother, really teaching according to 
Nature's dictates, would take care that every object about 
which she talks to her child shall first have been examined 
thoroughly by him, and fixed firmly in his Individuality, 
T he Infant Schools have decidedly taken the lead in making 
judicious provision for this substantial exercise of the facul
ties. They have a complete museum of material objects, 
consisting of specimens of substances, vegetable and mineral; 
drawings of animals, mathematical figures, simple specimens 
of art and manufacture, and of every thing that can lay a 
solid foundation of elementary knowledge of the material, 
world for guidance in after-life.

T he Circus Place and St George's Sessional School have 
adopted the same method, though less completely and syste
matically. As the pupils advance, mechanical powers and 
instruments may be exhibited; also chemical combinations,, 
anatomical drawings and preparations, and all objects calcu-. 
lated to increase useful knowledge, and communicate for 
life that invaluable accomplishment called resource. T he 
rule ought to be inexorable, never to talk o f  any objects that 
have not been previously seen and examined, either in  rea lity  
or representation, by the p u p il; the most confused and erro
neous notions are sure to be the consequence of the contrary 
practice.
. M r Wood’s method of impressing history, both sacred and 

profane, is unexceptionable. T hat species of knowledge, 
addressing itself to Eventuality, does not require sensible 
signs farther than the aid of m aps; in the Infant Schools it 
is assisted by little historical pictures. This enlists some
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additional faculties, and thereby increases the pleasure td  
the children.
‘ . W e hare not time to detail, what will well reward t h e  
perusal, the aijthor’s interesting account of his experim ental 
and completely successful, introduction of incidental g ram 
mar. W e know that other teachers, particularly H am ilton, 
have taught the grammar of a  language in the same n a tu ra l 
and effectual method, without that penance called aq abstract 
grammar-book; bu t we give the most implicit belief to M r  
Wood’s statement, that the thought was to' himself original. 
There is no part of his system more creditable to his talents. 
The arithmetic,* too, is quite unsurpassed, we may safely say, 
m the empire,* for dexterity arid* despatch. In  this depart^ 
ment, M r W ood refuses all the honours of witchcraft which 
have been tendered to him, and pretends only to have encou
raged rapid notation, leaving each pupil to find out the 
easiest method of working the rule For himself.' In  notativef 
arithmetic other faculties besides Number may lead to dex
terity ; for, with our pencil in our hand, we cannot be doing 
more at one moment than dealing with single figures, in  
adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing. In  this there 
is no ‘Bidderism , or mental operation. This last exercise,’ 
however, is likewise in use in M r Wood’s School,—the me
thod also left to the mental calculators; and some of them 
perform very creditable feats. Here the author, phrenologi- 
cally enough, observes, that there is considerable difference 
of endowment among the pupils. W e have not made the 
observation ourselves, but should much like to know Mr 
Wood’s experience, whether some of the indifferent mental 
calculators may not be good notators, and vice versa t  TFhis 
would aid our conjecture, that dexterous and prompt arith
metical natation is not the result of a large endowment of the* 
faculty of Number alone, but depends on other faculties or 
combinations.

Our author states, that the secret, as it has been called, 
o f his arithmetical and literary display, is emulation. That
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r the weal and businesslike prom ptitude, in every departm ent,
is produced by the intense desire of the pupils for the distinct 

4 lions of places and prizes; and he agrees with the Edinburgh
& reviewer, (who advocates the old notions of hum an nature;

which will continue to mislead mankind and vitiate human 
i institutions till the phrenological discoveries become the
i standard philosophy o f m ind and m an,) “  that a cook m ight
r "  as well resolve to make bread without fermentation, as a pedagogue

to carry on a school without emulation: it mast be a sad doughy 
“ lump without this vivifying principle.'*
" H ere we part company with both M r W ood and the 
Edinburgh review er; taking, by the light of Phrenology, 
th e  veiy opposite d ire c tio n c o n fe ss in g , however, that buf 
for Phrenology we should probably have travelled on with 
them  very contentedly in the old road, and with them scouted 
the idea of any other. W e now, however, see too clearly 
th e  specific action o f well-distinguished hum an impulses, and 
the effect of these on human weal or wo, to be misled any 
longer.

Some teachers arc beginning to doubt the benefits of 
badges and «places and prizes at school. Some would even 
dispense with them , were they not controlled; bu t M r 
W ood is a zealous advooate for what, by aid of a solecism, 
is  called generous emulation, and, treating the opposite opi
nion with, scorn, runs off, as if  fresh from the Olympic 
gamesy into all the accredited declamation on that yet unex
amined subject F o r example,—“  W hat m ight be the state
“  of this question, if man, in his present imperfect condition, and par- 
“  ticularly in its earlier stages, stood in need of no additional incen- 
"  lives to the pursuit of knowledge or the practice of virtue than the 
t€ pine love or either, it is ra y  unnecessary to inquire. Surely no 

• “ one wiU contend that this is now his actual condition; ana, in 
“  such circumstances, can it be wise in him to deny, either to him- 
u self or to those intrusted to his charge, the aid of any of those 

*w additional stimuli whioh Providence, in mercy, proffers to supply 
“ this natural imperfection ? or which of those incentives is more 
u noble or animating than the ardent desire implanted in our bosom 
u of rpiog superior to our fellows ? How many slumbering faculties 
“ has not this living principle roused into action ! To how many 
"  days of toil and wakipg eight*-—to how many splendid discoveries
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“  a r t  taraaUow—te bow JM B fdrts rf vieta* a r t etpfctkaf be*
"  roism—to hojr fltudl individual hapmoe» a r t  social ta^p rem en t 
i( haa it not given birth ! In place of being a base and vonild pa*- 
« <6db, it  b  one Which butta bright«! ih the ncMttt a r tta r tg é b * , 
“ nma>arte . ,W m m y. tbeotdticaHf apeak.a r t  wfke etpiast it#
" b u t be, and be only, who is incapable of excellence will ever 
** refuse id  aid. We would just rèveraè M i Wood’s jroolafibn,
a r t  àvèr, that he who W incapable of tru é  èkdélléflcèiHtill 
ttkbe the aid ofb'nè o f the moàt truly selfish Sud hdgtifdbftlus 
of all dèsirès, thè mère deslrd of ^  tìàìtij^' SupèiflèÌ ib liis  
** fellows.* . . ;
■ "Ìbis high àdvocScy of systematized emulation’ oòtnès of 
the selfish morality of the dead languages, vWth '’Whièh Wfe 
get Imbued at school, and of which there hta hitherto bèen 
no ethics but those of practically-disregarded Christianity 
to disabuse us. The set phrases, às above, have become 
household words, and we reck not that we qiy calling “  good 
“ evil and evil good,* with «11 die weight qf the denunciation 
of so dmag on . our heads« . i

We glanced at this subject incidentally before.* M r Wood 
has anaweted somd objections stated. by himself# but, bo has 
not grappled with, for he is. not Aware o f,, tl^e yrincipip 
lipon which our objections are founded^ The subject .is of 
sqch vital rtiiprtanCe. in. m ort.rtlW rtian^.thA t,^ .«balla 
little more fully state our views. • W e do not expect to con
vert M r W^ but We shall have done, aa important duty, if 
we abolì, show,, what is little suspected, that the question hap 
two side9*

1. W e diali assume, without admitting, that thq desire ef 
‘mere "  personal superiority over their fellows* does, in. tbp 
pupils .of a school« contribute to inisUecttud progress, qajb 
Very materially increases it ; and our thesis is, that this ia- 
creaae, being at the expense of their moral sentiment^ isp  
iosa aad not a gain in their education. Among the feelings, 
al distinguished from the intellectual powers, Benevolence,
___ ■ _____ i!...... ............. ......... • • i ■'_l j ;_

* Voi in . pig« in .
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Oaiwcim lipiMih—ti^aad Ve—nrtiga, arem iprew rv d m e iM - 
iogs Alone go pot p f self) and degire ̂ igher ofcflecta,—-IheriglUft 
«Rd.. the b ftp fg n ap o f .opr íaUoF-Wem.aod tfep ilpye o f opp 
(fod ) 'tbeyute, fa* cbort, th e  feetíngs addressed in dw  Divine 
p rq cep tft^ 'to  love God with opr. whole heart end m ind, and 

.#» pyqM.vW i” and. agpin, “  V? do ju stly , 
,Wd t p h » w b 1 #  w ith.opr God.” Cr**, 

W lwW x re^ rfp se  to the appreme co*.
tro l o f these feelings; and in proportion as they dp. or ,do 
n p t jp j ^ l ^ a ^ ^ y p d t g t e t h e  guidance p f human copjlpct, 

the W fering th aj will result Jswjm.ifc
^r.|S pp^W % .ih ,b i«  pfpfound wprkop, education,, fays, 
that .“  ijijnpp.p#prg is, so cpngti^tpd by the Cfeato^r, that 
a morality |tu necessary to the prosperitj. <ff mankind s  oxygen 
“ to combustion, or caloric to vegetation, or respiration to life.” TOl
we arrive at these exalted qualities, we shall find that’wé are 
still in the inferior regions of self. T h e  propensities'are self
ish from their very nature, and not less so are the inferior sen
tim ents of the Love o f  Approbation and Seff-esteém, which 
in their abuse degenerate into vanity and pride, lové o f ¿lóry, 
insolence, and tyranny. W ith  notoe of the selfish1 feelings' in 
others can man, by his constitution, sympathize J1 and if'w e  
observe for w hat qualities man is réfcpécted and’loved'by hfs 
fellow-men^ it is not for those qualities Whidh enriéft or ag
grandize himself, bu t for thosé which haV ethe rig h ts’and 
happiness of others for their objects; in othér Words', amanas 
moral rank in society is commensurate with the ex teh to f his 
Justice, fienevolence, and V eneration; arid’in  exact propor
tion as these high motives are alloyed by self-interest^—whe
ther the desire o f wealth, or power, or praise,—is the cótodüct 
debased and the character deteriorated. Again, (he sélfish 
Impulses áre greatly more powerful than the sotíal, and dif
fer from them in this particular, that the proper education of 
the selfish feelings is, in most individuals, a represtive regula
tion, while th at of the Somalia expansive culture. Vanity and 
pride, for example, being abuses of Love of Approbation
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and Self-esteem', need no encouragement, bu t 'much disoow-ï 
ragem ent; whilé BenevoJencè and Justice require to b ed raw ir 
forth into activity by practical exercise. 'Now, it h ash ith e rttr 
been the g rin d  error o f our schools^ that' they  "have made rw  
provision for the practical training of th e  social and 'regu l»- 
tion ôr répression’o f the selfish irUpttliesfi ’ Bfcyythéy ha te ' 
not contented themselves tfhh  rùerelÿ leaving th b  Mifibh *as 
they have left the social, to them sdves, BÉtJhav«é actually 
made the positive culture d f the seMfthifééfitagS an essentiaf 
part' o f their systèm e' ' Can wte: wonder', then-, a t'th e  unmiti
gated selfseeking of outr sOtial faritMitiëbSfcmd individual 
habits ? Can wë wonder th a t ïïft; Is h sUenSe'vdïeVa tUcselfiab 
predominate over the social ffeeHftgs to  thê-dfwwhtibning-de- 
gree wbich we all so mucb deplore ? E very  youth is carefully 
educated for the race of self-aggrandisem ent, to value and 
cherish the “  ardent desite to rise superior to  bis fellows”  
in wealth, and power, and splendour, and fam e, and to  con
sider all pursuits which cuhî vatë the higherfeelings as so tnuoh 
sickly sentimentalism and reprehensible loss of dine, and quite 
unsuited to man rt in  his present imperfect Mate.” Now we 
hold, that man's present imperfect candi tkm-Mhe low state o f  
his moral is greatly aggravated fay the neglect o f his social 
and the great zeal of his selfish education.1 M any o f the mo
ral evils o f society have their root in this grievous miscalcu
lation ; for crime itself is only intense selfishness. Every in
stitution is therefore morally wrong which leaves ùnrepressed 
the selfish feelings, and much worse which positively encou
rages them. B ut the émulation o f our schools is liable to the 
latter heavy charge. ' A  petty ambition is the lesson taught 
a t their threshold, and which continues to be tb rir lending in
centive to their close ; and so aptly is the lesson learned, 
th at the places and the medals are held ou t to  be, and are 
felt to  be, the ultim ate advantages of proficiency, to  which 
the proficiency itself is b u t as a means to  an end. T his is 
indeed inversion.

W e anticipate the answer,— T hat we take the m atter up too
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-fceriously«—-th a tth e  m ere cfaw yng places a t school o r com- 
ip etiag fo r a  m edal or,a book are ot^cct§.,tioo .insignificant to 
ffcater .selfish .fad ings. JSo.nne.w ha J ^ .e p p g p d in  or. wit- 
-neeaeda cwnpetition at. sohool will » e k e  this .answer,, o r d *  
-ey th e t tsuch, competitions have. ap unportancp in  them  to 
rthe< parties n o t. exceeded hy th at o f apy.phject.of ambition 
¿PiSft+frlifet ,pp4,jthat ,<hf^ hayp <p>lyt.ljhe ipore moral.power 
bemPNe thej«ompptVprs#^e. jPPflg» ppd theiw celiab le  tone- 

.ceiTe atnm g^opd tRetyMpent, qnpre^sipns., T here is some- 

.th ia g u o .th ^ n e e o tT csie ^ -# ® ^ ^ ^  of p j ^ t i d w g ,  *P B“ **- 
•cuter, «sp^ially  .«oxiou».,; I t  if  .a .perpetual restlnss sqene o f 
alternate ftemying ,sud j^pipipg» yhichiiftS a^opb je  .effect in  
festering theprid& «f th*  ope and. the resentment of the other 

,o f. the actor», ip ^ t. Ylfe hsye7Katcbed. its operation closely 
en d  -with in fip te  diegppt m  apewsepnt^ary, w ber^ authority  
.being P t first rather lax, feelings manifested themselves freely, 
which » b e tte r d iscipline has outwardly restrained, b u t by 
-no means eradicated. T p  say nothing of th at miserable per- 
VBT»i«a,pf .the vety.ippjypse o f  school which.fills the m ind of 

.th e  pupil, th at b is .piece ip  bis class, jto.gvl up himself and 
gttdvmm his neighhoipr, if the grand olye^t o f hie exertions, 
.as .we have the clearest .proofs is the prevalent idea, we have 
witnessed yf*y pspnpnate., ̂ ritem ep t from place-takipg,—  
quartelfcfdtehood», ftandf»-apd ey$p blows all.com ing 
from  the derita-.of tirin g  superior to.eacb other.* . T he pos
sib ility  p£ thefa.Pt*alias.an inupepf^ evil,-T-the possibility o f 

.deem » .even  a  few cases is an ev il;  for, as D r Spurzheim 
Deeponfc these arc-just tbe.caeee where the selfish system does 
most perm anent evil, both to the children themselves and to  
society. T h e  children o f to-day are the men and women o f 
to-m orpoKi and i t  is g a in s t .all experience to expect the

* in the seminary alladed to, a stricter dbriptine hat now banished this* 
sribitskiaiH but every day famishes too unequivocal evidence of those little 
spites and heartburnings which are inseparable from this ceaseless personal
straggle for a paltry distinction, and which hare moral consequences that ion. 
4m  the mloflecUiri adwmtogss a dear purchase indeed.
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seMsb child to  turnout, by mere laps» of years, a just, mush 
•lesa a  generous man-.' Nothing can involve « greater frifatof 
-than the author*» netion, that friendships toe fistmed oft 
.school,- bttmue qfa, gmerottt r ird ij. They are fermai  hare 
other obvious causes of attraction isip tO  s f  ihat rauM ofto  
pulsion. Generous rivabyiageueroeity whto towng nmfagb, 
which it rarely is, rising above rin h y . - K » A j h u tfiv a» - 
-mingled self-preference; and to apply ibeepkbet*tgt*onn/* 
"to it is a solecism.' The rivalry is selfish in h irid jrtlH i ’eo- 
-sentially, and is dong all its mischief-indetetirestiag the 
chararter of the parties, although- entoogh ef'iA Btm sM O  
remains to attach them to'eaeh other. Thism  not theoaljr 
error with regard to the effect of school on s h n lf c ,* « i  
error which proceeds from induuriminsting views. Whe-hfa 
not witnessed the exultation of a teacher of Latin and Greek 
»when- Am boy makes a figure in the professionalf-the tittarary, 
Or die political world ? These are specimens of-pure'want Of 
-Causality; they mistake one dement of-tiuman nutwfe f a  
smother; and this will continue to fae done dll thinking and 
‘writing are regulated by die dear vires-and*-bread rfisimr 
■dona of Pbresmlcgy. . . . .

- Of coarse we object to prises On the same gwnntalprin- 
~dple, as addressed to the seHhihfeellngs, and to  adding 
another of these to the combtoation which h  eoccitedhy «acre 
-places and honorary bs%es, namely, Acquisitiveness; and 
thereby making up-in evfl for any shortcoming whsnb arises 
“from prises being less personal and irritating than the never- 
ceasing alternations of place-taking.

Another demoralizing quality in the diatinetiona of aahaal 
it  their palptoie injustice. There is great injustice- in  mto- 
ing the evidence of merit to consist, not exclusively re -the 
manifrelation of superior qualities, but in wearing a badge 
or occupying a seat which can be possessed by one alepe; 
and which, moreover, may often indicate, not so much the 
.intrinsic excellences of the individual, glorying in mess per
sonal superiority, as the comparative to iriencieoofi hie class
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fdkmn liw aa iUogiai a* unahrinit&t* reward nstMTOl 
g it» , and- degrade. more «lender efadc w in to. W i dislike 
femuehas Mr Wood can do Ae (fttMisH of Mr Males, 
«ad the. «out (might by fcapn to kw pupils; buthe is unaa-

• Wo  m ar recad.tha aasumpCion, shat this monllydmptfhl 
apPem s f  smuiadna unm anly prodnoea, indimctty, ieftel- 
katosal xeanhs which «snoot beattainedwithout it;  aud.we 
call, Mr Waadi.hiasaelf ao oat hast n tn en  to die contrary. 
Wemasiari hie eudsaco in. itaiica on page606to£ this article  ̂
whew,we Hook biw off.his guard»: and a ct theeriskig on aau> 
lathm, that mated aUtation, gratified ¿Mrimilff,
and w iifid >/hafiy<.«a4h» inspiring, elements of Ms-ayateuk. 
This is stsiody fhoenafagmal, aad strictly tens. ,AU d a  
phseaologiooi..bonks teach that each.Acuity's «erase is a 
specific pleas hoc. The.pkasure is a direct, sad independent 
r tn lt &sB.thc peiremtntion id  the object fitted, bynptaoe to 
enoite. andndpee net depend upon the activity of saay 
ctfcrfaea lty i: Itf.wnre es reasonable, far .«ample* topmdir 
eats thnt.Qaxaaoot .see without > touching, or taste without 
hearing» as to say that we cannot enjoy .die pleasures o f hfc- 
teUnetdmt th sa g h A e d u n d s  of the hare of Approbation 
andjgfilfcfttiaan. .Xherese.a radical.defect iu ithal inUllaci 
laaal education which is notosed aa source of intense and 
eawMtthaag pinaanre. W e /do not .require s  bribe to cot 
edwfeaome find, whoahungry. 8ohao)s*re judged of from 
the snniffinnMn dullness sod tedium.of teaching mere words» 
and starving every other intellectual appetite. This , is that 
rea% dcnsgby huap to which places» prises» end rods» are 
the necessary leaven. W e grant this necessity just «a we 
grant theandiepensability of severe discipline in the -w y , 
to.ferce jnen to the disrelished .duties of an unnatural life. 
But what, we would ask, makes Mr. Wood’s school,to differ 
an all. that constitutes juvenile happiness from those heart- 
witheringbouaecof correction, the acheole of the old system? 
-Tkty carry .emulation to its utmost pitch, and yet hpw dif-
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feront-fromMr Wood's willing ¡rad dehghtsd daboiusm sue 
these afflicted prisoners ! - There naustbeoth*ceiH»en«e.in 
Mr' Wood’s system, and be himself has-4oid uflttrt thsy-oreÿ 
to which mere desire of rising superior is asuperftui ty ,«>-ao* 
a harmless, bot a most noxious supoflmtyi Ms Wood is jaM 
the person to make the experiment <of mboEahing-.plnrn tnhi 
htg  mid prizes, torepose a jest and.welUdsesrsed doefidenoe 
irnhis own. system, and fearlessly to let it hear its owonsrigiit* 
He has made aS bold experiments as this, sodibeensoKpribed 
with his own success ; and when hé has thtown away ¿hero 
miserable'crutches which deform him, 1 oUv vfcmi £m> ityhe 
9011 find nhat he stands meet and firm, twjthaut -them,: aàdj 
while he;takes nothing.from the mteBoctucl adadmegnsj bib 
greatly elevate the moral ehaffectér o f hissyrtasa.:

I f  Mr . Wood should still ask,'#Mrwi»etwa*itbe Jurerf 
distinction so strongly imphmtednn' the basson brant, -if it 
id to be eradicated” in this manner ?^*wa should smswerf 
that no Phrenologist talk» of eradicating anyiofthe pmnitua 
impulse* of the human mind; bat use6»l kuowl«|geandeÉâ* 
able disposition^ we remarkedin a  fermer NmrtbiijnesntiSntr 
rod excellence ; and we -should teach: children to apprerioté 
the intrinsic advantage of these attgmniedt»,trad pnaet bally 
to rely oh thé taattifestatmi of tbssaras thegnoMbsouiWraef 
happiness, honour, and prosperity^ through-life. -■ To.ensel 
ih these is the! legitimate object of- Selfcestscn and-Lavetrf 
Approbation. But it is-oBvious, that every individual*<nay 
abourid in these gifts without limiting the quantity lattai»- 
ablè by hit fellows; and hetwe the most-ardent desira in m e  
ehild toeurposaall others in. virtue and wisdom, and thereby, 
to gratify bis desires of renown and supremacy, does not ne
cessarily imply a single pang of suffering or the slightest d e
gradation in those who run with him in the same race. There 
aré here not one prise, but prizes for all according to their 
degases of merit. Such are the ethics of Phrenology, and 
Midi, moreover, are the ethics .-of Christianity. The meagre 
-gleanings, adduced by the author, .of a  few incidental ex-



pressioni in-Scriptiire seeming to favour his atgumebt* arci 
mattered to the winds before the ovenvhdmu^ Cor^jof prin
ciple s a i  a t precept «herewith, the Sacred Volume tfeems, 
which stand apposed to the abuse of the faculties desiring 
p w w  tad  pbwer, which condemn self.exultation and incula 
featobwariUtgr. Even When the Christian's progress is figura- 
forely called a race,.it» prise is essentially that, very moral 
esèdidnee'which esclude» selfishness» and, without jostling; 
de-fcmderingrtbr pulling bads, or g e ttin g  doten «ur fellow, 
oompedtwrs am the way, may be won by all who run.fpr it.* 
■ 'In ' ani p art o£ >hia> w ork.and one only, ,tbe author 
puts aq u estiaa to th e  Votaries of oer . sciemcev We went 
amused-wkk the q uitting, and gratifiedityJus own judicious 
though* not complete answer..to .it. . When: drawing a just 
a«d obvious distinction, between: the hring learned and the 
bring ** apt to teach," : between. knowing much, and success- 
futty-ooromunicattag knowledge .-.to the young, Mr Woqd 
ttys,»*** Vfe know net*whether:to this faculty Phrenologist! 
**have assigned, anypecuharregióniof'the brain, hut. we are 
** persuaded fb a tit ia-a talent: o fa  .peculiar kind» iwbich even 
** long praodeedoes notai ways confer.” Dr Spurxheim a t  
most user these latter welds. W eanswer,.thst every human 
faeuhy,* every mental quality, is and can only be-manifested 
through the medfam of some region of, .the brain ; and that 
Phrenology can point tothe region of the brain,or rather rer 
gfons, -(Per,'like vnost- accomplishments, it is the result of a 
combination of faculties,) of this most important. of .any, apt* 
nets toteafcfa ? which M r Wood is. perfectly right ip-conclud-
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• . I .
. * Nothing in more promising in the system of early moral training hi thè

tnffcnt school*- than an approximation to those flows of «sostai in  opposition to 
p tiftb  feelings», There is.no place-taking in these happy and zealous semina
ries ; and when ihe firstlings of the fioca about to be assembled in Edinburgh 

‘riuffi'cbtne to 1 f t W ood's moos' advanced mUbol» be w illbe i p w h ly. surprised 
(to  #nd hojr easily, Show stimuli« which he a t present thinks proffered in mercy, 
may be dispensed with. W e look forward io thè pleasure of applying, ill a  fu
ture Nfcmber, the phrenological ftèat to  M* W ildenpin’s infrot school system, 
/m4 we knpw thgt it will stand it w ell

7



EDUCATIONr-OUt .WOO»'« SC H M fe

iag to bnnn.innafe talent, as PhimMkgy hap fertta rd flim v  
strand all tdents to ba. Of the cowbinationof fswiltVwjw 
question, the author has» with much sag ac ity ,^  «PPW CPW) 
of the dementa himselfyr*ewould have almost askbthptt fer 
the equivoquey—without the.aid of the brain* . Id» Xhft 
master» saya M r Wood, must ru k  fay lore» m km tn r'f a  
affections of his pupils. This, jqr say»., he nan only do bp 
Benevolence and the most untiring, Imv* e f  CWdreo. j&  
He must condescend to  place himself in.thf pupil's ite td iwh 
and feel his difficulties.. Phraoolqgicé, hi» S c jf  4*tfCM muff he 
wader due regulation, and must not here beat , pempmedsod 
inflated by scholastic ascendencies and distinction»» 84»  jfe  
aauat ba^e to cheese timrQj nrnnnnni and drmmMhmmwtbo 
best to impress his pupils in their various .conditions. This 
»avoir J a in  Phrenology has found connected ifith Jotflleefc 
Imitation, aod£ccrd¿wwai!». Seomtiveqam^res the g«NS>lir 
of conceding, all that would mar the intended, effect, and 
thereby bestows increased «xpresoapa»4 intensM>n m betis 
communicated. This, unknown to hipself, is, M r Wood's 
chief teereti and if the organ is.8maUin.fiim*jfaeJ,.ymiJt of 
Phrenology would be in daagsjr. Of ihUwlmwfln«t,>th«ns m 
no risk; phrenological patbegnomiaU, who half imp hnu in 
aakt et <sstodooMdi,coiieur in dedaripg, tbst.it in imppaiiMf

»i»«» **—“ fry iv irm rt
unequivocally manifested. Although .Mr W. stops, f a n  
Phrenology conducts us farther, and shows us that the com. 
binatiQB for aptness to teach is yet richer. Tm grffígr¡ iTT
a faculty, is necessary to adapt expropíeos niody to maaaáqg 
and to the capacity of the learner; 5ft, A well-regulated IPon- 
der, to give increased interest to the communicationof atoaos» 
ledge ef the works of the Creator; 6th, Hope for cheerfu l 
ness, and, 7th, Ideality for refinement; 8th, Veneration for 
religious impressiveness, and, 9ft, Corucientiouenes» for the 
most unswerving justice, candour, and impartiality. Now, 
Phrenologists do assign, or, more correctly, find assigned'by 
the Creator of man, well-marked regions of the brain for each



of these dementi of that invaluable talent called aptness to 
tteehr; and more, they can point out, before he h  even tried, 
thé'-teaèber who is gifted with it. ' Such men cannot be too 
Highly prised and respected. Nothing argues worse for the 
staple of school-education than the fact, that its professors 
Hb'WahiimWi' gradé in public estimation. I t  is a tacit trill- 
fiéktibn of; the common cnrriculum, that its conductors are 
ridiculed its pedagogues and dominies,—that theirs is a situa
tion to rise f i ant instead of, as that of the instructor of youth 
ought to be, to rise to. Many have been the sneers at Mr 
W codVggff-frfegradatîon, ad 'it has been called, to the d£> 
episedTank of a schoolmaster. He has nobly despised that 
ignorant prejudice of an imperfectly-educated but self-sati» 
fled pubfld, and is already towering above his detractors,' 
the stronger in his moraT attitude that he has so triumphantly 
fought his #ay to  tflàt respect which, sooner or later, truth 
arid sense and public spirit must assuredly command. But 
it id ju st'in  such ntèh that we most deplete a share of that 
«omtnbh prejudice and nllsdirected -feeling, the reproach of 
the present àge, whièh reject without adequate examination 
the trdths of ïbrenology that instrument of practical 
pèwer m aH human concerne,—¿that science which has thrown 
a flood df light on the previously dark subject of the bunas 
mind/—and is yet destined to elevate evéry system and pu*. 
r f j  t r e r f  ifastitution which has to  deal with Human Nature.

î Dücation— ira  wood's school. 6 f t

* Shot tins article was In types, we have been unred by an expe» 
ripnaad teaoher, theft hedaily deplanes the effect ef plaqe-takiiy op
maay temper* under his charge; but» finder the present system, 
knows not what to substitute for it. He added, that we had not
IHIVv fHv VwIM W  IKIvDgij«

AMfcflfteipJy the other day, declared to his pupils, theft he wpp
so much disgusted with their envyings and tears, that he must abo
lish places and medals altogether!

W 6tfc some ofihe views e f the foregoing paper, whêèk mhe redd to H e
A cM e f r  f i r  M wpmf there wot its the Society eomed tfa m ç

of opinion. As it is now published is promote discussion, the w s is to be am* 
sid trtd  as not flJftforiaf.<—Ediyob. i
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A RTICLE X II.

REMARKS OH TÖE CEREBRAL lÄCtfHDOfHÄNT *
JOSEPH PÜGH, Htj'NCr POR MüRÜER. .... .

< ’ J  ' » M* j; •' .- . 'j  f»,,.

B y  Mir '3. Ê . LetiüÔ h,:B ù fc
' * • ’ ! . # > l •*>' *' K”. ‘\ v  ,

Sir,—The first ¿ast i  Sfatili Cài!1 AâtWf
Joseph Pugh, ifrlio Wàs htirtg às k ptfrilcipàl 'ìtt'óne ò ftìte  
most atrocious murders that evér <HfejgiJàcfed titfa country, 
fiefóre offering any remarks ón his tmfàktUfaaté •tg&fmsatiettj 
I  shall give you a brief sketchJ of Htt histoôtÿ; afedlhé ksd- 
ing circumstances connected with thè òHmèfì^fcKich he Sûf- 
feréd, from the London Magazine,‘ Wrftfetf1 by fc barriate 
Whowas in* the cotirt'i— 1 11 ’ ” i* . io *

I t seems that, in thè neighbouifafòod Òf'fciirfkèt Drayton, 
on the borders of Shropshire and StfifflarfisMife/tiiifeife mritfcs 
a very dreadfully-depraved’set of people, a n d ' g a n g  
to the amdu’nt, as is said, of* from fifty td 'SïXtÿ peoplé is* con
federated for general purpokek of plunder1 !*Hiîsi”î  ‘tkkej is 
a little exaggerated ; but thàt It i& Wile tò a considerable'de
gree I  fully believe ; namely, that thenudeu*  of’this g&h&, 
consisting of several persons, was most fctosèlÿ kbirby'the 
ties of relationship, of connexion, and o f neighbourhood? as 
well as of guììt; ànd the general depravity 6 f'tHë'&toiifct 
enabled them, as occasion required,'to add to'their numbers 
to almost any extent. One of these persons, * by* nanfe Tho
mas Elisoti;1 was last year taken up fbr stèàKngilpotatòes ; 
and, whilst in jail for that charge, an accusation of sfcfep- 
stealing was brought against bhn* The chief evidence upon 
which this latter charge, a capital one, depended, was that 
of A man, who had occasionally jbihed1 hi thè proceedings of 
the gang, named John Harrison. . I t became, therefore, the



object of the friends of Ellaon to get this 'man out o f the' 
way. Old Cox, Ellson's father-in-law, determined to poisod 
him, but could not procure it. Ann Harris, the mother of 
EUson, who had married.« second husband of the name of 
Harris, requested a neighbour to buy her sixpence worth of 
arsenic,.) tp  poison tbfit - t -  fellow Harrison;" but being 
remonstrated witty she went away, promising tbat-she would 
not. Poison having failed, it was determined to have re
course to more digest means; accordingly-Ann Harris and 
old Cox subscribed fifty shillings each to hire Cox's two sons 
and a> young, fellow of the name-of Pugh to put Harrison, to 
cteath-. .Haariqpn lodged ip the house of Pugh's father, and; 
tti is said, occupied the same bed with him. On the night of 
the murder, Pugh, to ype bis own expression, “ ’tieed Harri- 
f( son Out of thehouse to  go and steal some bacon." A t -a spot 
previously agreed .upon they met the two younger Coxes, 
and, proceeding to a  remote place, Pugh seized Harrison by 
the throat, while young John Cox took hold of his legs, and, 
ttuowiqg. hitoT duwu, they thus strangled him ; meanwhile 
Robert,' Q fx  w**digjppg the grave!
. Phe wretphed map thus disposed o£ every thing remained 
perfectly quiet apd, unsuspected. I t was generally supposed 
he bad goneowt ofjhe way to avoid EUson's tris^ f after the 
Jpttar was, acquitted, no suspicion was excited by the aon-re
turn  of .Harrison,,and. the.m urder was discovered .by the 
means, pf Ellsoahimself. As soon as tips fellow came out of 
gsp), the Coxes,; Pugh» and his mother» at various rimes, 
«old him1 p£ W^at had .taken place, vaunting-to him how they 
-h*d sprcd.him, (that if it bad npt been for them he-would 
-pppbetl>ere() and the nest- day,-when he was at his mi>- 
thpp’% ^tobiertCox came thither, apd . said to her with oaths 
■aadnbpse, f* I f  thee doesn't give me more.money I  will 
fetch-hue and rear him up against the door," alluding to the 
murdered mau l
. The five -prisoners were-already at - the bar when -the 
vrritor of this article' entered the court.«—He thus describes

DBVBLOFXBNT OF J08KPH FUOH. $ 8 9
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the eoentenanoes Of them >-»-A aa Hfcsrirf «tffi the young»  
Cote» bid BdAing very repogftaiit in  (iMit 
Observed of d d  Cos, (** Me countenance v m  VMj-fadi in . 
deed, hie aleutb, especially, bad a most revolting sfepM/*) 
be Appeared fitted to be « the very patriate!» of 
and scoundrels in (b it part of-die «ottotty*" H v M g ilA  
doubtedly, brought np bis sons to robbery «  to'f W b ptna 
be bad now lured them tp commit murdnn. -..‘‘.iP j^iÎ^as 
h ^ a a d  he was a» -yUleakieg-.firihai:!eop(igbSt^llha*ial 
proceeded,and ewe of .its terrible pawriidsitseet ' heatuas vMy 
tame appmcai ; this weŝ  that a  vast propotfiao «fi thsurii 
pasaeewegeef tbe-ahaast Idodred- to 4hé>afeenaMbc-:4*<-ThB fifc- 
tber'of the »ordered taiân wee tailed to identify tteb ad y  af 
Ilia sun? but the emaciated state of it Tnodrbod 
cognisable by the clothes, although dm oldUnal aaidbe faaasi 
it to be his son by the colour o f the hairw” n A sd a  prill ripai 
evidence Mated on the testimony-ef, that «mimhls wfiriii 
¡EIIbod, every thing that tended to PDirnboanteA àwa bod an 
course to for the ends of justice* . •'Hseucftrtothfe f id to  o d  
mother of Pogh were called on to grae tmjdtconarbafi tome 
d rw w n asw  wbidi took place the eight «hwaeasdae Maas 
■onmokfiedt and the astaaqi ooalnesw with srinrinthpy gave 
wridsnue agcùaat their son was eneeesfaiglfy amfuk sBasH» 
Ellaoo, wbo ottae to  swear aatayshe ttfeaf.duaaaDiber>abato 
were alto bis wife who wafc the daughter of one» and sister 
to the other two prisoners, and bis sister, who was the daugh
ter of the other* The female witnesses appeared somewhat 
impressed with the awful situation they wri® placcc^ju^jhot 
JSUson was calm, decided, and firm, inn  degree. 
rise to unmingled disgust to every one who hes?^ tyjp. 
JPugh. undoubtedly committed the murder jf tr  h if c ,i ,a ^ j^  
Coxes, perhaps, might have some interest of their, pjm 
mixed up with his ; but even as regarded these last, the first 
object bad been his escape ; and his mother Jbas.^fdnctly 
•dyed her hands in blood, and steeped her sotol-in deep guilt, 
solely to save him, her child i  yet this 4PM b * ^  to  escape
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peltry punishment, giv®n up alLfive to justinŝ  anya^ whom 
were kit nether, his wife’s father,, and two bxothent &c.

In this iastanee (the writ« further observes) physiogno
my it, totally at fault; he ia a fine well-looking fellow, ef 
nbaut twenty-five;—his story was clear, consecutive, and, in 
nil probability, a true one **** Each individual in the tnuur 
“ action aery, naturally iatfarmed him for whose take the murder 
“ had been committed; Pugh appears to have bragged that it was
* he who'ticed him oot o* rcyther’» boose to steal bacon, and that h
* was ha who had gripped wn .hy dm throat" -While thiS part of 
the eiidiWn wut going forward, the honor excited was 
againtt die paepetratort of the crime, to treacherous as it was 
in ito commftioe^aiid to coldly cruel in the. manner in wiriah 
it was earned into effect Moreover, the idea, that Pugh a t 
together, andthr two young- Coses in pert, had committed 
this mnrdarior hire» was a cimnmstanee.ao awfully depraved, 
•that the story was accredited, without considering the tooun- 
dad who was telling i t —He repeated three times that his 
mother had tokL him that she and old Cos each gave fifty 
drillings to have Harrison murdered.

-These see tke general frets which transpired on-the. trial, 
end aewe have enlylhe east of Pugh, it wiU be internating to 
dm, inquirer into motives, and at the same time painfhl in the 
estretae to observe the striking ooeraibaration between the 
act of this iachvidual and his cerebral organisation.

On esamiifing the head as a whole,' the first thing we have 
to attend to Is the'frightful predominance of the occipital 
and bkrilar regions compared to the sincipital and frontal, 

- which the fallowing measurement will reader still more ob
vious

JOSEPH PUGH.

Dwtr—Wwa— to TtmtuvUten—«,

Maatu to IaAvMmUtjr,
Ditto to Oodput, 
Ditto to Fhurtew,
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ObmWfcthreneee to  C oatativcm M , ' 
Secretive»** to Secreti veneta, 
Acquisitiveness to  Acquisitiveness, 
I M f ty io  Ideality ,
Constructive««*# to  C onstnictiveness,

«

?
H

DEVELOPMENT.

Am ativeness, ge, 
Flrftoprógenífiveiieas, ditto. 
IaM titiven ia* , d itto , i
Adhesiveness, m oderate.

'"Combat!venes*, full.
D estructiveness, very large. 
Secretiveness, large.
An^aisM ssnsss, eatraflfdlaarily largo." 
Cotjatroctiveosss, large. 
oelf-fcsteem1, véry Targe.

.Love o f Appn»t¿tiosi, ditto. 
Cautionsoess, large.
Benevolence, m oderóte. ‘
Veaerathro, rather larga.
Firm ness, full.

Hope, large.
M arveQotuness, m oderate.

Ideality, sm all.
W it, ditto. 
Rntietkp»ditt»: t t 
Individuality, large. 
Form , * d itto . 
Sise, dittcu
W eight, ditto, 
Cdlootv 1 dtttOL 
Lpcsirty, # ttw , 
Num ber, large. 
O rder, modes?** ♦1 
E ventuality , full. 
T im e,' ‘ d itto ."  
Tony, . . d itto . 
Language, moderate. 
Comparison, am tlL  
C ausally , „dittp*.

• r .  i

. The first three organs we pass over, eonslitiKiflg the dd~ 
mestic group, as nothing transpired rbfetitfe tolhefn during 
his trial; but his lending himself asthfe instrument'to*thur- 
dqr his bed-fellow certainly demonstrates ¿he weSfchess of"ttfe 
feeling, attachment. The greater nurhbfer*:>fthe seffifch feelings 
are frightfully large in this person. Who would trust ftislffc 6r 
property to an imhaidual so organised ? Look at his powerful 
Seif-esteem, his overwhelming Acquisitiveness, with the little 
Conscientiousness and intellect, and whilst we shudder at the 
consequences, we, as Phrenologists, could not bafre mcptrted 
any different reeftftlt than has actually taken place.1 To gm- 
tifyhis Aequidtitreods*; for^he paltry >shw efififty sMllirtga 
he murdeted an acquaintance without’a rfiadbw of tpmvoca-

•  W e suspect that our correspondent has 'not made due' allowance for the 
thichasm o f tho.tompoml m—d a in  this case. I t  is aim ait always A & h  
hangedpm oos.-r-E i>iT qn, , . _ . c.: . . . . . . .  ,Vl
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tion. b u n t  mstances of murder flung phan hafrmn aa- 
•oakta^'it ia (fee mralt of deep-rooted revenge, fbr some sup. 
posed iijuay which Ins instigated tin act» or. «hedeadlyblow 
Ins beef given under the momentary impulse of passion; 
but the one before us ia characterized by selfishness, coward
ice, treachery, and deceit.

In what manner did Pugh perpetrate bis horrid purpose P 
By taking Harr how, under a- mask of mutant iatewd and 
friendship, (which hie powerful Secretiveness enabled him to 
do,) to a dark and unfrequented field at midnight,/tfhe^e, in 
the meat dastardly nannit; be stmagled hn neauynrtmg 
victim.—TVj have done this deed he required large Destruc
tiveness« with little Conscientiousness and Benevolence,, pre* 
cisely as we fiad these organs in the cast-

It is euridtis to remark the pw riM  aid' that Phrenology 
furnishes in ‘tracing, the nicer tints of Inman n atiwas» It hah 
been noticed, that the midnight assassin and the unfeeling 
incendiary have Destructiveness and Secretiveness huge, but 
Cowshfiranimgif crafty medeaate. Hew strikingly do Pugh's 
cast, and the cuoum fasn attending tha deed for which he 
suffered corroborate shew views 1 Corobativcncm in him 
is smaller than Destructiveness; and the leva of concealing 
{from Stcretiveaew being large) may. have suggested the 
private plaee and medoby whiebthe tsesder wa& affected* •

In aanounaag the murder to SBami, he gratified Ida Logo 
of Approbation and Self-esteem, by stating that it was. he 
“ that griped um by the t h g o a t nor did ha natiripate any 
thong else but their wannest applause; hat this would not 
have been the ease if bis intellectual fecalbeshadbaen larger« 
for he would have reflected« that the manner, of enmmitting 
the murder must he repugnant even to iudtriduab. beeatted 
with crime, if they had much Adhesiveness and Combative- 
ness.

But to return to the facts themselves: Was it any thing else 
than Self-esteem, acting wkh Canticucnmc end SceBctivcncm, 
that mduoed Pugh, the night after the murder was commit-

Vol. V.—No XX. 2 s
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tèd, to feftnove'Hbrrfsoti to a  more concealed spot-?*-'■’•W ien  
he'tras apprehended, his large H ope and L ot* q f  App tb8&9i9h9 
acting with Self-esteem, (not being influenced o r;àwetìléd4sy 
the higher and inore humane Acuities,) induced hfrnfayfetfpdse 
the whale affair, and attem pt to save h im self ariAtiacvHBt^i f  
possible, h »  depraved and dissolute companions 
• In  averbatim  report of the ;tri#L ià th e  Bbrew AfUtyMfStftf s- 

pape»1, ‘Uris* stated by'EUson irr his evifdèhéej'ffiafrfWSiHigh 
“ pû& bifb iMbesqesfcipe to w ,* ti» t;h ^
(\ from {ns father's houses ¡ntcpcliDg to steal some bacpn.apd tha^he 
^ took' him to the lowrifiela, by tlie pinfold brer against young 

whirè itey'Btòpped^
% they then hiptdWW tf c J ! ^ ’*haÿrl& çk,
“ and told him to lie down awhile, as it was too soon to go ^nd Maal 
•^the hacon—hè fPugh) Catched hurt Wy the  windpipe,' John Cox 
** pnessed/liim by-(he lega^whito Robert w aadiggiug tbegnpaiT ’
” In  lhis.KÍeaei1ifiúon>|ve'hate^ strteng>iifaieUBtioii q£ a  large 
Im dvidm ìié^  ifcodbg w ith »tange Sst&éstéem and jLqyajo£Ap_ 
prébatimv (without intdkot^oriuarallecttflf^) fay to iM cm te  
debbi o f  a most b o r r ii  a id  treacherous ftraomsdèrt^gijreniîa a  

■aaoèxrf <hfrity,«na>iithe»act'bad been QBehighlypraiawinrAy- 
I t  must/farvnsttouadng >to>tbe morali philosopher^.who desires 

• tara«e*igxte them otme* £br> action daidiff^M t^individuals, 
. ta j t r a c e ^ b d a *  tfaeym rveom poondedwkhiael& w^eaLand 
iLioveibf M ÿ ra h tiè i))  E h e e tin e e i aid >abS^AbaBatlHitfa- 
culties, or repress th rir  indulgence*? i and > wbat^aife >tke effects 
'upon sfcarifcotarv me m whokv where>these> tans organs prèpon- 

' jdêrake^ evUniin a  welkotgtmiaedbeingi  Icasm ot fatJpjthMk« 
m&Wl^enUhe u ta  daft or organs (pardoalarl jSelfse^eem^jare 
largely developed, combined, with kage >Seiire(inr^ne»y>ihc- 
quisiüveneàs;.aod^DèslruothreneM, ■ (as in Piaghh oaséj) and 
the very little reasoning and moral faculties, that there is not 
a crime but what such a being would perpetrate whenever 
it  interfered with his personal comforts and safety. H e was 
hired to murder ; but in this act he could only gratify Self
esteem and Acquisitiveness,—he chose the hour of midnight 
and a dark unfrequented place to do the foul deed,—and in 
this he could only gratify Secretiveness, Cautiousness, and
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Destructiveness; be boasted of the deed—entered into the 
most disgusting detail of the facts, in order to please Love of 
Approbation, &c., with Ellson's applause. When appre- 

. headed, he forgot all his accomplices, and attempted to save 
himself by turning king's evidence,—fur his Selfesteem whis
pered the probability, and his Hope inspired Love of Ap
probation to anticipate a discharge from the magistrates, for 
theexpoptlre of the circumstances; and, acting upon this im
pression, he went with a constable and pointed out the spot, 
&c.—And when called on for his defence, we find him the 

• same unprincipled, lying, and selfish wretch as his whole pre
ceding conduct evinced. He said “  he was working the day 

before Harrison was missing—Harrison came home that 
“  night, and he never saw .him again.—When Ann Harris 
44 brought my dinner, she said she had poisoned Harrison, 
44 and gave me and Jack Cox 50s. to bury him." In these 
sentences he manifests miserable deficiency of the moral sen
timents, of Conscientiousness and Benevolence, whilst Secret
iveness, Cautiousness, Selfesteem, and Love of Approbation 
are exercised with all their selfish and blind energy.

His low and selfish organization became worse by asso
ciating with bad characters, having sensual, and depraved ha
bits,—leading him on from one-crime to another, till, in bis 
nineteenth year, his career was cut short.

We will draw to a  conclusion an account of one of the 
most unnatural monsters 44 wearing the human form divine," 
and regret that such beings are ever found, as they degrade 
the very name of human nature !—

Even Burk and Hare fall short of this man 1
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V. , ¿ r t i c l e x h i . . X

ra rra w  to w f i*r teacher ' t* r jaww&ite
<A 6«K4LQfAN-n»WWWKWttH,̂ ^CMr^MBHidBJSto'W

• {'IfbBSMALOaV. ' .• ! I'f ' I.'ll.i Ii i.: )••' III. tlltfll
oObfMMf̂ SS, M tft)

TxAvndangehaught rthcre<asgtaidbe w w «rtW efe**9gy 
*< «lm>iii-ih<wB o i i t  «up.phftiEB^y^birt^nBBid ao<«r- 
nipulate. Afew nutructions ftutoPrSpatilw hi siiyiThiipl, 

- embleme to do. this ;.arid I. will endeavour, inmy sphere, to 
Ascertain 'facts to._cpiifirra4B' refute jk _ _ I1hsveaivadvan
tage robeing aide to. examine the1 beads of popils, who are 
rather pleased than-otherwise toatodergo the scrutiny. You 

. .cannot »ay toacciety—Sir—Ma'am—I wish to-’ascertain-the 
‘ ewscbfchajje o&yonviskbll. Galways fekaaMadjthaKFhre- 
<nal6gy, if true,'left the puzalingquestions -of fate,'free-will,

. matarialttyyfefc. jastw hereit •found*-theiir;*’an t̂QI<%e can 
-/Witfaimhdn ekplHin.lbbw<fiwertfflwmi- bd^UMbdBimilf JH>e 
foreknowledge 6f -Ood, or-how tuceortly*«» "he 'WWWWih.d 

. with rtapensibiiity, We neally'baee no rMMftft' fW^aattowtttae 
•at this new» suanbe ■ i I  «ndi a « mirtnafaH» wll
theiboys who jgiae me troubit' are<<defidtM (4ni¥«Me¥atMn, 
Mgh in 8eh^eateei»,'-**d i-fa»gT’aC OoBfeatwtbMbf»aaft-seve- 

: dal wham I  aaancft'ifeelttoirfideubeim wretit̂ wiio'MBeeretiire- 
' .neuiii^ limiitrdhimMeimotieiiew. < Dr<8>̂ cftwapthJHwh hr- 
-gam la«thrfim)t, ptonoonoed an enact <aoeoimt «MNheWapa- 
city of one boy for learning history WOh tIMUulty
to retain thd dates. < (hie; yottthy who %rth*«say'good
qualities, vexed me excessively, whose B ew to h u rii very 
large, and his Conscientioosness full, has depressed’Venera* 
tion, and Love of Approbation quite-deficient: • I  Mttyou 
are not one-of those Who think ridicule the testw£ ¡tenths or 
that facts .can- be-cobfuted by cwyottm e andanewjnnB.' I  
muatthesefer«addelittle.siare, Lmt Satuwhy we were for- 
tunate to obtain two human ’brains« and wfe-Were delighted
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and interested most deeply with the dissection. I  think every 
divine should study anatomy. He can have but an imper
fect idea of the wisdom and skill of the Creator without it. 
W e had no slicing and confusion, but a clear tracing of the 
wonderful mechanism of that sublime machine. And how a 
man can see and understand all this, and not adore a  First 
Canse, is to me most incomprehensible. We have three 
more lectures yet to come, and those the most interesting; 
and in future, if I  believe more, I  shall trouble- you with 
talking less about it*

A R T IC L E  XIV.

PROCEEDINGS O P T H E  PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

December 4 , 1828^-M r Walter. Tod read the Jir$t part of 
his Essay ae*the Relation of Cause and Effect* and the Im- 
portance .of our Belief in this Relation to the Progress, Hap
piness, and Virtue of Mankind. Mr Combe then read a 
Notice by. him of M r James Thom, the Sculptor of “  Tam 
o' Shatter? and* “ Souter Johnnie.”

December 18.—Mr Tod read the remainder of his Essay on 
the Relation of Cause and Effect. A  letter from Sir G.& Mac
kenzie, accompanying & bust of himself, modelled by himself, 
was read. The thanks of the Society were voted ta  Sir 
George for the donation.

December 20 .-»-The Society dined in Barry’s Hotel.
January 8, 1829.—Mr William Scott read an Essay on 

Tragedy, with some Remarks on the Character of Hamlet. 
Mr Combe presented a.donation of five Greek,skuUe from 
Cepbalonia, said to be ancient, which had; been seat tp hin^ 
by a friend to Phrenology; and. read two. letters, 
friend, accompanying the skulls, and gm pgjpkM t 
them. The Society’s thanks were voted t o #
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following gentlemen were admitted as ordinary members: 
Bindon Blood, Esq. of Cranaker, Ennis, county of Clare, 
Ireland, M. E . J . A., M. A .D . I . 1, "Mr David Thomson, 
merchant, Edinburgh; Mr William Thomson, solicitor-at- 
law % Mr Hewit O. Watson, student of medicine; ' ap£l fclr 
Robert Cox, Gorgie Mills. 1 • • •

January £2,1829-—M r Simpson read an Essay'o^N a
tural Language, by M r William Slate.

February 5.—Mr Combe read Observations by him on 
the Case of William Burk, recently ex ecu fed'for 10filrier( 
and William Hare. The following dcmatioDs1 from ^ ir  ‘ ̂
S. Mackenzie were presented, and his observatioiis Wccom  ̂
panying them read:—Skulls of a sheep-dog, o j a very WW* 
spaniel, of a wild-cat, of a polecat, of a martin, a t a buz
zard, of a hooded crow, and of a kite ; two skull^of1 mag
pies, skulls of a white or barn owl, of a brownowf,' of a 
falcon, of a sparrowhawk, and of a hawk.' *the Society's 
thanks we*e voted to 9ir G. 9. Mackenzie. ' *' >'1 ntiu ' {

February 19.—Dr Andrew Combe read^ DSservaiiohs 
on Mental Derangement and some of its Causes'.' 1>íThe, 
Society’s thanks were voted to Dr 6ombe. " iu nn\ u‘ 

Nta^ch S'.—Mr Simpson read Observations111idl^on 
the System of Education follBwed at the1^1Hburgh‘Sefr-> 
skmal Daily School. 11,1 ' 41,1 * *

March 19.—Mr'Siihpson read an essay entitled, ^'Shme1 
“ Reasons for conjecturing that the Faculty hitherto i&taed* 

*4( Tune would be more philosophically denominated ' ilfl? 
44 Faculty of Sounds Mr Joseph presented* to 
ciety casts of the heads of Hare and Bark, moulded bjf'him.’ 
The thanks of the Society were returned to Mr' Joseph for 
the donation. 1 r ‘

Office-Bearers.—Dr Andrew Combe, President.—Wil
liam Ritchie, George Combe, James Law, Patrick Neill, #?<*-' 
President*.—William Bonar, James Tod, George Lyan,-Dr fiq 
Hamilton, Walter Tod, John Anderson, jun., Council.'—Wi^uua, 
Scott, Secretary .—Robert Cox, Keeper o f  Museum.—Donald' 
Campbell, Clerk. M •
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, A R T IC L E  XV. i { j  -,

■ . .  ■ ' i  ,

A , f u tu r e  upon the{T ruth} Reasonableness and U tility  o f  
the D octrines o f  Phrenology. B y tty  E ditoq o f  t ty  Ches
terfield Gazette. Second E dition. London ; Longman <$; Co. 
$ c . pp. 26. . |

! .. . . N .* ' . \
hajv£ fr^qu^ntly said that one of; the most uneguiyocal

signs that Phrenology js destined, to Jtjecoroe tjlje est^tyy^^d 
philosophy of the qext generation is afforded by the ^uc^us- 
iog «umber qf sound-thinking and talentejl raen? in various 
parts of the kingdom '̂ who axej appear^g ^s its advocates ; 
and the pamphlet before, us for pis another valuable; indica
tion of the maiph <jf truth in addition to those formerly 
recorded, Thera is a sober earnestness, a soundness of 
judgment, and a clear philosophical power of exposition in 
this little tyorkp which ma|te us hope that the author t̂ i}l 
expand his labour^ in, the causf of phrenology,, pfisji^e of 
argument is the following t , i ,

To suppose the brain (fo be the organ of, though t i ^  to 
coincide in opinion .with tall mankind: Tbi* is besides pro
bable, inasmuch as the mind is affected through the me
dium of the bpdy. The head in every casq,whef£in,tjie^ is 
no disease indicates the conformation of the brain, and the 
skull ^akes its shape from the brain. Once admitting the 
brain to be the organ of thought, there is nothing unreason
able or absurd in supposing different parts of the brain to 
be^tlje seqtsof different mental powers; but, on the con
trary, it is reasonable, inasmuch as it explains difficulties 
otherwise inexplicable. Heads are differently shaped ; and, 
by ibis difference in shape, men are*, and always have been, 
psnrtly ^overtied in their cpinioafe. • Thè doctrines, although 
corroborated by reason and experience, yet rest* upon the evi
dence of facts, and cannot be gainsayed by any,argument
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founded upon less certain data. The author then examines 
the objections of the anatomist, next those of the uninitiat
ed, and shows that the science neither is materialism, nor 
leads to fatalism ; and finally explains the uses to whieh it 
may'fce'inhde subservient in the moral and intellectual edu*- 
*uatinn>of man» • • « . . . . .

This is a mere summary of the topics treated of,'whidr are 
well and briefly handled. The following extract gitpaafair 
specimen of the author's powers

“ No Phrenologist was ever wild enough to assert, that education 
"  and training were altogether ineffectual in their system of 
^  sopfty. Phrenologists not only hold, that the power of the nfind 
'Sat irteli as ftfctof the body is increased by exercise, bat that the 
« tndividûal faculties'of the mind as well as the individual members 
** of the 'body hre rendered more vigorous by employment. We
* knoW that if, frtim infancy, one arm only were used, that in*yottth 
^  there trotdd be a wide difference in the canabflitim and strength 
w of these two members, originally formed alike by nature ; but, in- 
"  deed, it has never been denied, that the exercise of any one men- 
■u ml fefcdfty increases its power ; and it is in theJhcUUywkh which 
”  fdm may he applied, especially in the improvement ò f moral̂ cìub
* tacter, that tie doctrines of Phrenology possess so decided a su- 
^ periority over every other system of mental philosophy.

tc You all know, or, at least, you may all know, if you witt think 
** for a moment, that the same action not only proceeds from diife*- 
"* ent causes in different individuals, but that an action may proceed
* firmti different causes in the same individual. Now, hare lay the 
^  difficulty, or rather the impossibility, according to the odd system 
“  of philosophy—¿-which judged only from action»—of applying edit- 
<r cation to the restraining of evil propensities and the encourage- 
u ment of the good. I  shall suppose, as an illustration of what I  
“ have bçen saying« that a child breaks a china jar, and doe&notfa- 
“ stanti y come to its mother or guardian, and say, I have broken this 
u or that china jar, but allows it to be supposed that it was brokep 

-** by the'Cat, or perhaps permits a servant to be blamed for an awlr- 
*< wardneas of which be or she was not guilty. Now, this conduct 
" on the part of the child might be the result of quite different mem- 
“ tal imperfections. It might result from a love of concealment*— 
€t a want of openness,—for which these is a distinct oigan, accord- 
“ ing to the Phrenologists, called Secretiveness ; it might result 
“ Iran extreme Self-esteem, which cannot suffer any humiliation or 
4€ imputed error of any kind ; or it might result from extreme tU 
“ nudity. Either of these, or two of these, or ati of them conjoined, 
“ might be the cause of the child’s conduct; and it probably might 
“ also imply a want of Benevolence in allowing another to be blamed 
** unjustly. Now, bow, unless by the doctrines of Phrenology, is
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4€ this to be discovered ? and bow is education (I mean, at present,
“ moral education,} to be directed in order to restrain the propensity 
"  to which the fault has been owing ? Here is an action committed, 
**fcnd the concealment.implies some imperfection in character,—for 
** want of openness, want of Benevolence, or inordinate Selfesteem, 
“  are each of thepi faults in character. Without Phrenology no 
*  certain remedy can be applied. It is as if the body were afflicted 
€< with a disease of the nature of which physicians are ignorant; 
*f various remedies are attempted, but, unless the true origin of the 
“  malady be known, no remedy can be applied with any good pros- 
"  pect or success. So it is in the case I have just supposed; but 
“ with a knowledge of Phrenology the root of the evil at once 
“ struqk a t If. a love of concealment be the imperfection, that sys- 
f( tern of training must he followed which will encourage, an opposite 

T{iis may,be partly effected by a^d^s^og few *»  
tc somng poyen, if they pe sufficiently strong, of which Phrenology 
*e can jmfge ; or, by encouraging the benevolent feelings which have 
*f ever a tendency to. counteract all sentiments, that an, maao^ and 
fr to neutralize every feeling of selfishness. I f  ¿I}* imperfeptkon. he 
“  owing to. an inordinate Self-esteem*, then, however difficult it may 
“ be, we know that it is possible, by time and management,, to in- 
“ spire one with men moderate ideas of one’s self; beside ,̂ were 
“ peae doctrines thoroughly believed and intended to he acted upon, 
“ persons of talent and judgment would give their minds to the oon- 
t€ ¿¡deration of that species of moral education which this system 
€c would demand ***, aft the varieties of human, character, „ ftqt it 
“ may he laid <Jown as a certain position, that the faculties of the 
“ mind qan be acted upon in the same way as the organs of the 
f* body; that they may he encouraged by exercise, and,repressed by 
t€ disuse ;fmdt$)at, were the economy of the miad a* much reduced 
“ to certain principles as the economy of the body, a deep and wide 
4t influence would be exerted on mans moral condition.”

The author** concluding remarks express' the truespirit 
x>f an enlightened Phrenologist:«—** To ’prafre,* shys he, its
u truth or its falsity by observation lies with you ; there is nothing 
“ in it  hiddefy-nDQ freemasonry, no. jugglery. The power of mak* 
<€ iog observations is open to every one; it is not necessary to be 
a either a metaphysician or an anatomist in order to make them. 
"  I t  U.this that I write yon to do.”
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of were discovered, and from tins house she was driven a^ey, 
in consequence of a fourth pregnancy. Soon after dellvpty 
she waa adaoitted into this hospital,, where she died, now in 
her thirty-second year.

The whole brain in this case weighed considerably less 
than the average weight of the brains of females. The oava- 
brum weighed only 21b. lOoz. some grains, while the weight 
of the .cerebellum,, withoutmedulla, oblongata, or pons, waa 
pronounced, with great surprise, by these gentlemen^ to be 
no less than about 5Joz., a  size which they stated waa npt 
.only, proportipnally but absolutely greater, than any they had. 
yet met with in the course of their investigations either in 
man or woman; Which coincidence, by.the by«,we expected 
from the uniformly candid conduct of Professor C., would 
have been mentioned by him,, as on a former occasion, to the 
students present.

The above are only a few of the prpntpqfityt, eirptupstatyoea 
of this poor woman's histoqy, huippdly djrayrb up while 
fresh on my memory, which, should- they.be cowsidrsyd. 
jpsu0iciei)t to establish the comcVdenpe . i ^ ^ B ^ ^ . 9Wg.be 
easily increased by examining any of the servants who JiVcd. 
With her in the families mentioned.

The forehead of this woman appealed,. whiW ftb? lived, 
low and, sloping, while the greater. jsropprtiqa.o^ cerebral, 
matter seemed to be situated above and behind, her ears. .

Wishing, all prosperity to the Phrenologist«, so fan ap their 
doctrines are founded on truth, I  am, Sir, your most obe
dient servant, -W. Iff. D,,

Edinburgh, Sd May, 1828. r

NOTICES.
D e Spurzhbim  has lectured in Birmingham* Sheffield, and 
Wakefield, with great success since our last publication. We 
anticipate the greatest advantages foam, these exertkms^-^indeod 
some of them are already apparent. Mr Montgonm^ the poet
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Till the age of fifteen she displayed no other dispositions' 
than  those of an amiable, good-tempered g irl; however, she 
h ad  not been much under'the' efyC of M r stepmother for two 
years previous to this age, from whom I got the following 
information:— * ‘ 1 1 * °  , . . ; ■ * >

When nearly sixteen years of age she became servant in 
th e  family o f Sii James Ferg^don, arid the first report of her 
conduct, made by the housekeeper to her stepmother, was, 
‘•■thafc-she was'ln’e Very respect a; good Servant, but-that sher 
tf#>seeittedTt06 fond of the socitty^of theme»-servimt*kithd> 
«•Kail ;n,aalfl before'the end of ayem*'Bharat dismissed' th e ■ 
hbu&  iri totfsequence of becoming pregnant, ’beingntot yeti* 
seventeen y¿ardof,,agg;,, ’ •» Jm* >•. • .

’BetHvefen this» period and her twentyufirtt year little that is 
precise is kftdWttbf f a r  conduct1 by1 my* inforaam^ -At this 
time die was5 again1 admitted into Sir James’* establishment, 
a t tfa  recommertdaRSutf of the *housekeeper, whd‘considered1* 
hCVl<c,h weak tint good-hearted'girl, Who would be < steadier1 * 
as’tfhfc ‘gfe# 'dld&l’M Unfortanatdy, however, t hef disposition? 
preViotisfy fcdittplififled o f  was again ’ manifested »varidy become 
ing afee^ortdtiiWe pregnkTlt, she1 was agairi dismissed the house.

She'stibsOquehtly became servant to Mrs Johnston« in New* 
haven ;b iit Of het 06hductWhHe here herfriends know nothing, 
(having determined to ‘take no farther notice oihery) except 
that during thie time she had a thrfd th ild .’ So1 convinced 
was her1 fathcfr Of'the* indomitable nature of this 'propensity in 
h^r, thatl when requested1 to admit her into his'house, be re* 
fused, declaring, that “  taking her in would be an inlet to 
a’* wickedness," ahd often wished «she  had died when she 
wan born" I  ought to mention, that he and all his other 
children are decent and well-behaVed people; and, front' 
the accounts I  have received, they never showed this wo
man, m their conduct, any bad example. „

’ Leaving Newhaven, she entered the service of a gentleman 
in Broughton Street, where for a time she appeared a mild 
good servant; but at length her habits formerly complained
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of were discovered* and from this bouse she was driven ayay, 
in consequence of a fourth pregnancy. Soon after delivpjy 
she was admitted into this hospital*, where she died* now in  
her thirty-second year.

The whole brain in this case weighed considerably leas 
than the average weight of the brains of females. The otw- 
brum weighed only 21b. lOoz. some grains*, while the w e i^ t 
of the .cerebellum*, without medulla, qblongata.or pooa* was 
pronounced« with great surprise* by these gentlemen* to be 
no less than about ̂ ¿oz., a  size which they$tate4 was opt 
onlyproportipnally but ahsolutely greater than any they had. 
yet met with in the couipe of their investjjgjtfpons either In 
man or woman; Which coincidence* by.the by4 ve expected 
from the uniformly candid conduct of Professor C»* would 
have been mentioned by him* as on a former occasion, to the 
students present.

The above are only a few of the p^pi^h^t, eirpujps^tyCjea 
of this poor woman's history* hurriedly djravjp while 
fresh on my memory* which* should they, dm cpwdesed 

insufficient to establish the coincidence be
easily increased by examining any of. the servants who JifaL 
With her in the families mentioned.

The forehead of this woman appeared*, whiW_ftbe lived* 
lpw and, sloping* while the greater, propprpQ aQ ( cec$braf 
matter seemed to be situated above and behind her eem  .

Wishing, all prosperity tp the. Plurenalcgisfcf*. so f*n aft their 
doctrines are founded on troth* I  am* Sir* your moat obe
dient servant* W , Dei

E dinburgh, 3d M ay, 1828. v

NOTICES.
Dr S p u r z h e im  has lectured ip  Birmingham* Sheffield* and 
Wakefield, with great success since our last publication. We 
anticipate the greatest advantages from these exertions*--»indeed 
some of them are already apparent. Mr Montgomery, the poet
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attacked the account of the “ Phrenology of the Hindoos” given 
by fir Murray Patterson; and in  a Sheffield newspaper an an
swer was given to his objections» which» for knowledge of the 
science and of human nature» extent of information concerning 
<the.‘Hindoo character» dearness of statement and power of rea
soning» affords the Phrenologists great reason to be pleased 
»with their champion. We regret that the length of me op
posed ertidee preduded our transferring them to our pages.— 
We observed .also in the Wakefield newspaper a high enco
mium on Dr Spurzheim’s lectures» with a distinct avowal of cou- 

^vetsionte the-cause on the part of the editor» after deliberate 
* attention to theevidente; and in this Number we have already 
noticed an able lecture on Phrenology by the editor of the Ches
terfield Gazette» who dso now advocates 'the doctrines. In ad- 
ditiemito these accessions» we have m a t  pleasure in noticing 

•that the able editor of the;Dundee Advertiser has avowedly de- 
- dared himself a Phrenologist; and that the editor of the Glas
gow Free Tress» whose talents and enterprise áre well knoSvn 
to the public» has followed the same example» These are the 
insulte'of inquiry,, and prove the force of truth in overcoming 
prejudice and ensuring success to a sound philosophy.

The notice of Dr Spurzheim on Education is unavoidably 
postponed till our next publication.

DarratM  line >—A Phrenological Society was founded here 
in December last.
' Fntm*NC».—Professor Uccelli has been removed from his 
durir j* the University of Florence» for having dedicated two 
volumes out of six of a medical work» published by him» to an 
exposition and defence of Phrenology. He has many support- 

-cmwm«mg the  medical men.
We hear that Mr Dewhurst intends to deliver several courses 

of lecture» On Phrenology at the Literary Institutions» London.

aqo das received an invitation to deliver a course oi lectures in 
Dublin in April» 1829.

The next Number of this Journal will appear on 1st August
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